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P REF A CE 

This study of English sound structure is an interim report on work in progress rather 
than an attempt to present a definitive and exhaustive study of phonological processes in 
English. We feel that our work in this area has reached a point where the general outlines 
and major theoretical principles are fairly clear and where we can identify the areas requiring 
additional intensive study with a reasonable expectation that further investigation within 
the same general framework will not significantly alter the overall picture we have presented, 
although it may well be that new and different insights-perhaps along the lines discussed 
in Chapter Nine-will lead to significant modifications. We have decided to publish this 
study in its present intermediate stage in the hope that it will stimulate criticism and dis
cussion of basic issues and perhaps involve other investigators in the immense task of 
extending this sketch to the whole of English, providing the same sort of description for 
other languages, and enriching and sharpening (and, no doubt, revising in many ways) the 
phonological theory on which it is based. 

This book is organized in the following way. Part I opens with an introductory 
chapter, Chapter One, in which background assumptions are briefly sketched. In Chapter 
Two of Part lour major conclusions with respect to phonological theory and the phonology 
of English are outlined. Also discussed are the possible implications of this work with regard 
to perceptual processes and the conditions under which knowledge of a language (and, 
presumably, knowledge of other sorts) can be acquired. We have tried in Part I to present 
an informal account of the main conclusions that we reach and to illustrate the kinds of 
data that support them. Thus, readers interested only in general conclusions may wish to 
read no further. 

Part II of the book is an elaboration of the topics treated in Chapter Two of Part I. 
Chapters Three and Four examine in considerable detail two aspects of English sound 
structure which were only sketched in Chapter Two. In the course of this detailed investi
gation of English sound patterns and their underlying structure, certain rules of English 
phonology are developed. These rules are restated in Chapter Five, which concludes Part 
Two. The primary emphasis in Part II is on the phonology of English ; theory is developed 
informally as needed for the exposition and analysis. 

Part III deals with certain aspects of the historical evolution of the sound patterns 
revealed in the synchronic study in Part II. 

Part IV is devoted to phonological theory. The informal discussion in Part I is ex
panded upon, and the theory presented in an ad hoc manner in Part II is systematically 
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developed. The first chapter of Part IV-Chapter Seven-is concerned with universal pho
netics, that is, with the general theory of linguistic representation of speech signals. Chapter 
Eight deals with the principles of organization of the phonological component of the gram
mar, that is, with the rules that relate syntactic structures to phonetically represented speech 
signals. In the ninth and concluding chapter, a proposal is presented for an extension of 
phonological theory that takes into account the intrinsic content of features. Part IV is not 
concerned with the structure of English but is intended rather as a contribution to universal 
grammar. 

We have made no attempt to avoid redundancy or repetitiousness where we felt that 
this would assist the reader in following the analysis or argument. Thus, much of the dis
cussion in Part I is repeated in Part II, with additional detail and analysis, and Part IV 
recapitulates, more systematically, much of the contents of Parts I and II. Each of the four 
parts of the book is very nearly self-contained. In particular, readers familiar with the general 
background of this work and its major conclusions as outlined in lectures and publications 
during the last few years might prefer to skip Part I altogether. 

In writing the book we have had two classes of potential readers in mind: first, 
readers who are concerned only with the general properties of English sound structure, with 
the consequences of these properties for general linguistic theory, and with the implications 
of general linguistic theory for other fields ; second, readers who are concerned with the 
detailed development of phonological theory and the theory of English, that is, English 
grammar. Part I of the book is directed to the first class of readers ; Parts II, III, and IV, 
to the second. 

One other point of clarification is needed. We have investigated certain topics in 
considerable detail and have neglected certain others in what might appear to be a rather 
idiosyncratic and unmotivated pattern. For example, we have studied the stress contours of 
English in some detail, but we say nothing about the gradations of aspiration that can easily 
be observed for English stop consonants. For one concerned solely with the facts of English, 
the gradations of stress may not seem more important than the gradations of aspiration. 
Our reason for concentrating on the former and neglecting the latter is that we are not, in 
this work, concerned exclusively or even primarily with the facts of English as such. We are 
interested in these facts for the light they shed on linguistic theory (on what, in an earlier 
period, would have been called " universal grammar ") and for what they suggest about the 
nature of mental processes in general. It seems to us that the gradations of stress in English 
can be explained on the basis of very deep-seated and nontrivial assumptions about universal 
grammar and that this conclusion is highly suggestive for psychology, in many ways that 
we will sketch. On the other hand, gradations of aspiration seem to shed no light on these 
questions, and we therefore devote no attention to them. We intend no value judgment here ; 
we are not asserting that one should be primarily concerned with universal grammar and 
take an interest in the particular grammar of English only insofar as it provides insight into 
universal grammar and psychological theory. We merely want to make it clear that this is 
our point of departure in the present work; these are the considerations that have determined 
our choice of topics and the relative importance given to various phenomena. 

This general aim of our book also explains why we have not included a full discussion 
of exceptions and irregularities. Had our primary concern been the grammar of English, 
we would have said very little about the principle of the " transformational cycle " (see 
Chapters Two and Three) and its consequences (in particular, the properties of English 
stress contours), but we would have provided a complete account of irregular verbs, ir
regular plurals, exceptions to rules of stress placement and vowel alternation, etc. Since our 
main interest is, rather, in universal grammar, we have followed exactly the opposite course. 
We discuss the transformational cycle and its consequences in detail and we do not include 
an account of irregularities and exceptions, except insofar as these phenomena seem relevant 
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to the formulation of general principles of English phonology. Given the goals of the research 
reported on here, exceptions to rules are of interest only if they suggest a different general 
framework or the formulation of deeper rules. In themselves they are of no interest. 

We do not doubt that the segment of English phonology that we develop in detail is 
inaccurate in certain respects, perhaps in fundamental respects ; and it is a near certainty 
that the phonological theory we propose will be shown to require substantial revision as 
research progresses. We mention many difficulties, inadequacies, and exceptions as we pro
ceed. It would be a time-consuming but straightforward task to compile a complete list of 
exceptions, at least for the rules of word-level phonology. Given the purpose of this study 
such an effort would be beside the point unless it were to lead to the formulation of new and 
deeper rules that explained the exceptions or to a different theory that accounted both for 
the regularities that our rules express and for some of their defects and limitations. We see 
no reason to give up rules of great generality because they are not of even greater generality, 
to sacrifice generality where it can be attained. It seems hardly necessary to stress that if we 
are faced with the choice between a grammar G1 that contains a general rule along with 
certain special rules governing exceptions and a grammar G2 that gives up the general rule 
and lists everything as an exception, then we will prefer G1• For this reason, citation of 
exceptions is in itself of very little interest. Counterexamples to a grammatical rule are of 
interest only if they lead to the construction of a new grammar of even greater generality or 
if they show some underlying principle is fallacious or misformulated. Otherwise, citation 
of counterexamples is beside the point. 

We stress this point because of what seems to us a persistent misinterpretation, in 
linguistic discussion, of the significance of exceptions to rules-a misinterpretation which in 
part reflects a deeper misunderstanding as to the status of grammars or of linguistic theory. 
A grammar is a theory of a language. It is obvious that any theory of a particular language 
or any general theory of language that can be proposed today will be far from adequate, in 
scope and in depth. One of the best reasons for presenting a theory of a particular language 
in the precise form of a generative grammar, or for presenting a hypothesis concerning general 
linguistic theory in very explicit terms, is that only such precise and explicit formulation can 
lead to the discovery of serious inadequacies and to an understanding of how they can be 
remedied. In contrast, a system of transcription or terminology, a list of examples, or a 
rearrangement of the data in a corpus is not " refutable " by evidence (apart from inad
vertence--errors that are on the level of proofreading mistakes). It is for just this reason 
that such exercises are of very limited interest for linguistics as a field of rational inquiry. 

In addition to features of English phonology which seem of no general systematic 
importance, we have omitted from our discussion many topics about which we have not 
been able to learn enough, though they may very well be of considerable importance. For 
example, we have omitted pitch from consideration because we have nothing to add to the 
study of the phonetics of intonation and have not yet attempted to deal with the still quite 
open question of the systematic role of pitch contours or levels within the general framework 
of syntactic and phonological theory as we so far understand it. (See Stockwell (1960), 
Bierwisch (1966), Lieberman (1966) for discussion of these topics.) Thus pitch and terminal 
juncture will never be marked in the examples we present. As far as we have been able to 
determine, the various omissions and gaps have no serious bearing on the questions that we 
have dealt with, although, clearly, one must keep an open mind on this matter. 

The dialect of English that we study is essentially that described by Kenyon and Knott 
(1944). We depart from their transcriptions occasionally, in ways that will be noted, and 
we also discuss some matters (e.g., stress contours beyond the word level) not included in 
their transcriptions. For the most part, however, we have used very familiar data of the sort 
presented in Kenyon and Knott. In fact, their transcriptions are very close to our own speech, 
apart from certain dialectal idiosyncrasies of no general interest, which we omit. It seems to 
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us that the rules we propose carry over, without major modification, to many other dialects 
of English, though it goes without saying that we have not undertaken the vast and intricate 
study of dialectal variation. For reasons that we will discuss in detail, it seems to us very 
likely that the underlying lexical (or phonological) representations must be common to all 
English dialects, with rare exceptions, and that much of the basic framework of rules must 
be common as well. Of course, this is an empirical question, which must be left to future 
research. We will make only a few remarks about dialectal variation, where this seems to 
have some bearing on the problems we discuss. 

The general point of view that underlies this descriptive study is one that several of 
us have been developing for more than fifteen years, at M.LT. and elsewhere, at first inde
pendently, but increasingly as a joint effort. It is represented in such publications as Chom
sky, Syntactic Structures (1957a) ; Halle, The Sound Pattern of Russian (1959) ; Chomsky, 
Current Issues in Linguistic Theory (1964) ; Katz and Postal, An Integrated Theory of Linguistic 
Descriptions (1964) ; Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (1965) ; Matthews, Hidatsa 
Syntax (1965) ; Katz, The Philosophy of Language (1966) ; Postal, Aspects of Phonological 
Theory (1968) ; and in many articles, reports, and dissertations. Much of the apparent novelty 
of this point of view is the result of historical accident. Although it naturally owes very much 
to the important studies, both of general linguistics and of English, that have been carried 
on during the past thirty or forty years, the approach that is developed in the works cited 
and that we follow here has much deeper roots in an older, largely forgotten, and widely 
disparaged tradition. (See Chomsky (1964, 1966a) and Postal (1964b) for discussion.) It 
seems to us accurate to describe the study of generative grammar, as it has developed during 
recent years, as fundamentally a continuation of this very rich tradition, rather than as an 
entirely novel departure. 

We have been working on this book, with varying degrees of intensity, for about ten 
years, and have discussed and presented various aspects of this work at several stages of 
development. One or the other of us has lectured on this material at M.LT. for the past 
seven years. No system of rules that we have proposed has survived a course of lectures 
unchanged, and we do not doubt that the same fate awaits the grammatical sketch that we 
develop here. 

The research for this book was conducted largely at the Research Laboratory of 
Electronics, M.LT., and has been partly assisted by grants from the National Science 
Foundation and, more recently, from the National Institute of Health (Grant 1 POI MH 
13390-01). 

It would be impossible for us, at this point, to acknowledge in detail the contribution, 
that our students and colleagues have made to the clarification and modification of our 
ideas. We would like to thank Robert Lees and Paul Postal for their many invaluable com
ments and suggestions ; Paul Kiparsky, Theodore Lightner, and John Ross for the questions 
they have raised and the answers they have supplied or forced us to find ; Richard Carter, 
S. Jay Keyser, S. Y. Kuroda, James Sledd, Richard Stanley, and Robert Stockwell for 
reading and criticizing various parts of the book in different stages of its evolution. We owe 
thanks to Patricia Wanner, who has been in charge of typing the numerous versions of the 
manuscript, to Karen Ostapenko, Deborah MacPhail, and Michael Brame, who have pre
pared the Bibliography and Indexes, and to Florence Warshawsky Harris, our editor and 
former student, who has devoted a major part of her life during these last two years to seeing 
our difficult and forever unfinished manuscript through the press. 

We dedicate the book to Roman Jakobson to mark, albeit belatedly, his seventieth 
birthday and to express our admiration and gratitude for his inspired teaching and his 
warm friendship which for so many years have enriched our lives. 

NOAM CHOMSKY 
MORRIS HALLE 
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Chapter one 

SETTING 

1. Grammar 

The goal of the descriptive study of a language is the construction of a grammar. We may 
think of a language as a set of sentences, each with an ideal phonetic form and an associated 
intrinsic semantic interpretation. The grammar of the language is the system of rules that 
specifies this sound-meaning correspondence. 

The speaker produces a signal with a certain intended meaning; the hearer receives 
a signal and attempts to determine what was said and what was intended. The performance 
of the speaker or hearer is a complex matter that involves many factors. One fundamental 
factor involved in the speaker-hearer's performance is his knowledge of the grammar that 
determines an intrinsic connection of sound and meaning for each sentence. We refer to 
this knowledge-for the most part, obviously, unconscious knowledge-as the speaker
hearer's " competence." Competence, in this sense, is not to be confused with performance. 
Performance, that is, what the speaker-hearer actually does, is based not only on his 
knowledge of the language, but on many other factors as well-factors such as memory 
restrictions, inattention, distraction, nonlinguistic knowledge and beliefs, and so on. We 
may, if we like, think of the study of competence as the study of the potential performance 
of an idealized speaker-hearer who is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant factors. 

We use the term " grammar " with a systematic ambiguity. On the one hand, the 
term refers to the explicit theory constructed by the linguist and proposed as a description 
of the speaker's competence. On the other hand, we use the term to refer to this competence 
itself. The former usage is familiar ; the latter, though perhaps less familiar, is equally 
appropriate. The person who has acquired knowledge of a language has internalized a sys
tem of rules that determines sound-meaning connections for indefinitely many sentences. 
Of course, the person who knows a language perfectly has little or no conscious knowledge 
of the rules that he uses constantly in speaking or hearing, writing or reading, or internal 
monologue. It is this system of rules that enables him to produce and interpret sentences 
that he has never before encountered. It is an important fact, too often overlooked, that 
in normal, everyday discourse one understands and produces new utterances with no 
awareness of novelty or innovation, although these normal utterances are similar to those 
previously produced or encountered only in that they are formed and interpreted by the 
same grammar, the same internalized system of rules. It is important to emphasize that 
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there is no significant sense of " generalization "  in which these new utterances can be de
scribed as generalizations from earlier experience, and no sense of the term " habit " in 
which the normal use of language can be described as some kind of " habit system " or as 
" habitual behavior." We cannot, in other words, characterize the internalized, mentally 
represented system of rules that we call the " grammar " in terms of any other significant 
concept of psychology. , 

To summarize, then, we use the term " grammar " to refer both to the system of 
rules represented in the mind of the speaker-hearer, a system which is normally acquired 
in early childhood and used in the production and interpretation of utterances, and to the 
theory that the linguist constructs as a hypothesis concerning the actual internalized gram
mar of the speaker-hearer. No confusion should result from this standard usage if the dis
tinction is kept in mind. 

2. Linguistic universals 

General linguistics attempts to develop a theory of natural language as such, a system of 
hypotheses concerning the essential properties of any human language. These properties 
determine the class of possible natural languages and the class of potential grammars for 
some human language. The essential properties of natural language are often referred to 
as " linguistic universals." Certain apparent linguistic universals may be the result merely 
of historical accident. For example, if only inhabitants of Tasmania survive a future war, 
it might be a property of all then existing languages that pitch is not used to differentiate 
lexical items. Accidental universals of this sort are of no importance for general linguistics, 
which attempts rather to characterize the range of possible human languages. The significant 
linguistic universals are those that must be assumed to be available to the child learning a 
language as an a priori, innate endowment. That there must be a rich system of a priori 
properties-of essential linguistic universals-is fairly obvious from the following empirical 
observations. Every normal child acquires an extremely intricate and abstract grammar, the 
properties of which are much underdetermined by the available data. This takes place with 
great speed, under conditions that are far from ideal, and there is little significant variation 
among children who may differ greatly in intelligence and experience. The search for essen
tial linguistic universals is, in effect, the study of the a priori faculte de langage that makes 
language acquisition possible under the given conditions of time and access to data. 

It is useful to divide linguistic universals roughly into two categories. There are, first 
of all, certain" formal universals " that determine the structure of grammars and the form 
and organization of rules. In addition, there are " substantive universals " that define the 
sets of elements that may figure in particular grammars. For example, the theory of trans
formational generative grammar proposes certain formal universals regarding the kinds of 
rules that can appear in a grammar, the kinds of structures on which they may operate, 
and the ordering conditions under which these rules may apply. We shall study these ques
tions in detail, in connection with the phonological component of a generative grammar. 
Similarly, general linguistic theory might propose, as substantive universals, that the lexical 
items of any language are assigned to fixed categories such as noun, verb, and adjective, 
and that phonetic transcriptions must make use of a particular, fixed set of phonetic features. 
The latter topic, once again, will occupy us in this book. We will be concerned with the 
theory of " universal phonetics," that part of general linguistics that specifies the class of 
" possible phonetic representations " of sentences by determining the universal set of pho-
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netic features and the conditions on their possible combinations. The phonetic form of each 
sentence in each language is drawn from this class of possible phonetic representations. 

3. Phonetic representations 

What exactly is a phonetic representation ?  Suppose that universal phonetics establishes 
that utterances are sequences of discrete segments, that segments are complexes of a par
ticular set of phonetic features, and that the simultaneous and sequential combinations of 
these features are subject to a set of specific constraints. For example, universal phonetics 
may provide us with the feature " consonantal," which distinguishes [+  consonantal] pho
netic segments such as [p], [t], [9], [s], [8] from [- consonantal] phonetic segments such as 
[u], [i], [a]; and the feature " strident," which distinguishes [+ strident] segments such as 
[s] and [8] from [- strident] segments such as [p], [t], and [9]. Among the " simultaneous 
constraints " of universal phonetics would be the condition that no phonetic segment can 
be both [ -consonantal] and [ + strident]; the feature " strident " does not provide a further 
classification of the category of [- consonantal] segments. Among the " sequential con
straints " might be certain conditions that assign a maximal length to a sequence of [ + con
sonantal] phonetic segments, that is, to a consonant cluster. There will be many other con
straints of both sorts, and they must be met by each phonetic representation in each 
language. 

More specifically, a phonetic representation has the form of a two-dimensional 
matrix in which the rows stand for particular phonetic features ; the columns stand for the 
consecutive segments of the utterance generated; and the entries in the matrix determine 
the status of each segment with respect to the features. In a full phonetic representation, an 
entry might represent the degree of intensity with which a given feature is present in a 
particular segment; thus, instead of simply subdividing segments into [+  strident] and 
[- strident], as in the example just given, the entries in the row corresponding to the feature 
" strident " might indicate degrees along a differentiated scale of " stridency." The phonetic 
symbols [p], [t], [9], [i], [u], etc. , are simply informal abbreviations for certain feature 
complexes; each such symbol, then, stands for a column of a matrix of the sort just described. 

To recapitulate, the phonetic representation of an utterance in a given language is 
a matrix with rows labeled by features of universal phonetics. The grammar of the language 
assigns to this phonetic representation a " structural description " that indicates how it is 
to be interpreted, ideally, in this language. More generally, we may say that the grammar 
of each language assigns a structural description to each member of the universal class of 
possible phonetic representations. For example, the grammar of every language will assign 
structural descriptions to phonetic representations such as (1) and (2):1 

ilvYEdrad;)mE (" il viendra demain ") 

hiylkAm+t;)mar;) (" he'll come tomorrow ") 

1 We omit much phonetic detail that should be specified in universal representations but that is irrelevant 
to the exposition here. This is the course we will generally follow in discussing particular examples. In the 
representation (2), and in other representations in this chapter, we include the " boundary symbol " + ,  
which can be taken as specifying a certain type of transition between phonetic elements. Actually, however, 
we will suggest later that boundary symbols do not appear in phonetic representations. 
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The grammar of English will assign to (1) a structural description indicating that it is not a 
sentence of English at all, and to (2) a structural description that specifies the elements of 
which it is composed on the various linguistic levels, the manner of their organization, the 
interrelations of these abstract representations, and so on. The' grammar of French will 
supply this information for ( 1), and will designate (2) as a non sentence. Many elements of 
the class of possible phonetic representations will be designated as " semi-grammatical 
sentences," not well-formed but nevertheless interpretable by analogy to well-formed 
sentences in ways that are, for the moment, not well understood. 2 

4. Components of a grammar 

The class of possible phonetic representations is of course infinite. Similarly, the class 
of phonetic representations designated as well-formed sentences in each human language 
is infinite. No human language has a limit on the number of sentences that are properly 
formed and that receive a semantic interpretation in accordance with the rules of this 
language. However, the grammar of each language must obviously be a finite object, re
alized physically in a finite human brain. Therefore, one component of the grammar must 
have a recursive property; it must contain certain rules that can be applied indefinitely 
often, in new arrangements and combinations, in the generation (specification) of structural 
descriptions of sentences. Every language, in particular, contains processes that permit a 
sentence to be embedded within another sentence, as the English sentence John left is 
embedded in the sentence I was surprised that John left. These processes can apply indefi
nitely often to form sentences of arbitrary complexity. For example, the sentence I was 
surprised that John left can itself be embedded in the context Bill expected --, giving, 
finally, Bill expected me to be surprised that John left, after various obligatory modifications 
have taken place. There is no limit to the number of applications of such processes ; with 
each further application, we derive a well-formed sentence with a definite phonetic and 
semantic interpretation. 

The part of a grammar which has this recursive property is the " syntactic com
ponent," the exact form of which will not concern us here.3 We will, however, make certain 
assumptions about the abstract objects generated by the syntactic component, that is, about 
the " syntactic descriptions " that can be formed by the application of its rules. 

The syntactic component of a grammar assigns to each sentence a " surface structure " 
that fully determines the phonetic form of the sentence. It also assigns a far more abstract 
" deep structure " which underlies and partially determines the surface structure but is 
otherwise irrelevant to phonetic interpretation, though it is of fundamental significance for 
semantic interpretation. It is important to bear in mind that deep structures are very 
different from the surface structures to which we will restrict our attention and that they 
provide a great deal of information not represented in surface structures. 

To recapitulate, a grammar contains a syntactic component which is a finite system 
of rules generating an infinite number of syntactic descriptions of sentences. Each such 
syntactic description contains a deep structure and a surface structure that is partially 
determined by the deep structure that underlies it. The semantic component of the grammar 

2 For discussion of this matter, which we will exclude from consideration henceforth, see Section IV of 
Fodor and Katz (1964), and pages 148 if. of Chomsky (1965), as well as many other references. 

3 For recent discussion, see Katz and Postal (1964) and Chomsky (1965). 
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is a system of rules that assigns a semantic interpretation to each syntactic description, 
making essential reference to the deep structure and possibly taking into account certain 
aspects of surface structure as well. The phonological component of the grammar assigns 
a phonetic interpretation to the syntactic description, making reference only to properties 
of the surface structure, so far as we know. The structural description assigned to a sentence 
by the grammar consists of its full syntactic description, as well as the associated semantic 
and phonetic representations. Thus the grammar generates an infinite number of sentences, 
each of which has a phonetic and semantic representation ; it defines an infinite sound
meaning correspondence, this correspondence being mediated by the abstract syntactic 
component and the structures it generates. 

We are not concerned here with deep structures and the rules that generate them, 
the rules that relate them to surface structures, or the rules that assign semantic interpreta
tions to syntactic descriptions. We are limiting our attention to surface structures, phonetic 
representations, and the rules that assign a phonetic representation (possibly several pho
netic representations, in the case of free variation) to each surface structure. 

5. Surface structures 

The surface structures generated by the syntactic component have the following character
istics. Each consists of a string of minimal elements that we will call " formatives." Each 
formative is assigned to various categories that determine its abstract underlying form, the 
syntactic functions it can fulfill, and its semantic properties. For example, the formative boy 
will belong to the category of elements with initial voiced stops,4 to the category " noun," 
to the category " animate," to the category " male," etc. This information about formatives 
will be presented in a " lexicon," which forms part of the syntactic component of the gram
mar. The organization of the lexicon will not concern us here ; we simply assume that the 
full categorization of each formative is represented in the surface structure. In fact, we may 
think of the lexical entry of a formative as nothing other than a list of the categories to 
which it belongs. The categories are sometimes called " features." We will refer, as we pro
ceed, to phonological, syntactic, and semantic features. 

The surface structure must indicate how the string of formatives it contains is sub
divided into " phrases," each phrase being a certain continuous substring of the string of 
formatives. The analysis of strings into phrases is a " proper bracketing " in the sense that 
phrases can overlap only if one is contained in the other. Thus, if A, B, C are formatives, 
the surface structure of the string ABC cannot specify AB as a phrase and BC as a phrase, 
for the string may be bracketed either as «AB)C) or as (A(BC) ) but not in both ways 
simultaneously. 

The phrases furthermore are assigned to certain categories, and this information 
may be represented by putting labels on the brackets. Take, for example, the sentence (3): 

we established telegraphic communication 

In (3), the string underlying we is assigned to the same category as the string underlying 

4 This underlying representation will be abstract in a sense that we will later describe in detail. For example, 
although the formative boy is always represented phonetically with a back vowel, we will present evidence 
showing that it should be represented in surface structure--that·is, before the phonological rules apply
with a front vowel. 
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telegraphic communication, namely, to the category " noun phrase." Similarly, the other 
phrases are assigned to certain universal categories. 

We will make the empirical assumption that the surface structure of a sentence is 
precisely a proper bracketing of a string of formatives, with the bracketed substrings (the 
phrases) assigned to categories selected from a certain fixed universal set of categories. The 
complete string is assigned to the category " sentence "(S) ; the other phrases are also as
signed to categories that are provided by general linguistic theory, such as the categories 
" noun phrase" (NP) and " verb phrase" (VP). These universal categories are on a par 
with the phonetic categories (bilabial closure, frontness, etc.) provided by universal phonetic 
theory. As we noted earlier, the categories of universal phonetic theory determine a certain 
infinite class of possible phonetic representations from which the phonetic forms of sentences 
of any human language are drawn. Similarly, the universal set of phrase categories (NP, 
VP, etc.), together with the universal lexical categories (noun, verb, adjective) and the universal 
lexical features that define the class of " possible formatives," provides us with an infinite 
class of possible surface structures, from which' the surface structures of sentences of 
any particular language are drawn. In other words, general linguistics should provide 
definitions, in terms independent of any particular language, for the notions " possible 
phonetic representation" and " possible surface structure." The grammar of each language 
relates phonetic representations to surface structures in a specific way ; and, furthermore, 
it relates surface structures to deep structures, and, indirectly, to semantic interpretations, 
in ways that are beyond the scope of our present study. 

To give a concrete example, the grammar of English might assign to the sentence (3) 
a surface structure which can be represented in the equivalent forms (4) and (5) : 5 

(4) S 
I 

I I 
NP VP 

I I 
\ I 

N V NP 
I I 

I I I 
V A N 

I I 
I 

N V 
I 

I 
STEM 

I 
+ we+ + establish + +past+ + tele+ +graph+ +ic++ communicate+ +ion+ 

(5
) [s [NP [N+ we+ ]N ]NP [VP [v [v+ establish + ]v + past + ]v [NP [A [N+ tele+ 

[STEM + graph + ] STEM ]N + iC+]A [N [v+ communicate+ Jv + ion +]N ]NP Jvp ] s  

5 Once again (see note 1), we omit details which are irrelevant here. We assume, for the purposes of this 
example, that the formatives are we, establish, past, tete, graph, ic, communicate, ion. The node labeled A 
represents the lexical category " adjective ";  the other labels have been mentioned previously. 
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The interpretation of the notational devices used in (4) and (5) should be obvious. We intend 
these representations to indicate that the formative we is both an N and an NP, the forma
tive establish a V, the formative string tele graph an N, the formative string tele graph ic 
communicate ion an NP, the full string an S, etc.6 Furthermore, each formative has an 
analysis as a set of intersecting categories,' in a way that we shall specify in more detail 
below. The + symbols represent formative boundaries which, by convention, automatically 
mark the beginning and end of each formative. 

5.1.  LEXICAL AND PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS 
To recapitulate, we presuppose, for our description of English sound patterns, a 

grammar with a syntactic component that assigns to each sentence a surface structure such 
as (4)-(5), that is, a proper labeled bracketing of a string of formatives. Our main concern 
here will be the " phonological component," that is, the system of rules that applies to a 
surface structure and assigns to it a certain phonetic representation drawn from the universal 
class provided by general linguistic theory. In particular, the phonological rules of English 
must assign to the surface structure (4)-(5) a phonetic representation much like (6) : 

The phonetic representation (6), corresponding to the underlying surface structure 
(4)-(5), is a feature matrix of the sort described earlier. In the surface structure, the individual 
formatives (for example, the lexical formatives we, establish, tele, graph, communicate, and 
the grammatical formatives past, ic, ion) will themselves be represented as feature matrices 
of an abstract sort, and we must now say a few words about this kind of representation. 
We shall distinguish between " lexical representations " and " phonological representations." 
We shall use the term " lexical representation "  in reference to formatives which are provided 
directly by the lexicon, i.e. , the lexical formatives as well as certain grammatical formatives 
which happen to appear in lexical entries. There may be other grammatical formatives 
introduced directly by the syntactic rules themselves. Thus the syntactic rules and the lexicon, 
applied in a manner that does not concern us here, provide for each utterance a representa
tion as a string of formatives with surface structure. 

Notice, however, that the surface structure must meet two independent conditions :  
first, it must be appropriate for the rules of phonological interpretation; second, it must be 
" syntactically motivated," that is, it must result from the application of independently 
motivated syntactic rules. Thus we have two concepts of surface structure : input to the 
phonological component and output of the syntactic component. It is an empirical question 
whether these two concepts coincide. In fact, they do coincide to a very significant degree, 
but there are also certain discrepancies. These discrepancies, some of which we discuss as 
we proceed, indicate that the grammar must contain certain rules converting the surface 
structures generated by the syntactic component into a form appropriate for use by the 
phonological component. In particular, if a linguistic expression reaches a certain level of 
complexity, it will be divided into successive parts that we will call " phonological phrases," 
each of which is a maximal domain for phonological processes. In simple cases the whole 
sentence is a single phonological phrase ; in more complex cases the sentence may be re
analyzed as a sequence of phonological phrases. The analysis into phonological phrases 

6 Since in representations such as (4) the category labels are placed above the elements in the s.tring that 
belong to these categories, one frequently speaks of the category as " dominating " a string or a part of a 
string. Thus, with respect to (4), we will say both that we " is an " N and that we " is dominated by " N. 
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depends in part on syntactic structure, but it is not always syntactically motivated in the 
sense just mentioned. If the syntactic component were to be connected to an orthographic 
rather than a phonetic output system, the reanalysis into phonological phrases would be 
unnecessary. Writers, unlike speakers, do not run out of breath, and are not subject to 
other physiological constraints on output that require an analysis into phonological phrases. 

In addition to a reanalysis into phonological phrases in complex cases, the" readjust
ment rules" relating syntax to phonology make various other modifications in surface 
structures. It seems that in general these modifications involve elimination of structure, 
that is, deletion of nodes in representations such as (4) or of paired brackets in representa
tions such as (5). One can easily imagine why this should be so. Reasoning along lines 
suggested in Miller and Chomsky (1963, Part 2), let us suppose that perception involves a 
two-stage memory. The first stage is a short-term system quite limited in capacity and 
operating in real time in the sense that it must remain available for receiving the incoming 
signal, and the second stage is a very large system that operates on information supplied 
to it by the short-term real-time system. The short-term first stage must provide an initial 
analysis of the signal that is just sufficient in detail to permit the second-stage system to 
derive the deep structure and semantic interpretation. We might expect a language to be so 
designed that a very superficial analysis into phrases can be performed by a system with 
limited memory and heavy restrictions on access. To relate this speculation to the discussion 
of surface structure, it appears that the syntactic component of the grammar generates a 
surface structure L which is converted, by readjustment rules that mark phonological 
phrases and delete structure, to a still more superficial structure L'. The latter then enters 
the phonological component of the grammar. We might speculate, then, that a first stage 
of perceptual processing involves the recovery of L' from the signal using only the restricted 
short-term memory, and that a second stage provides the analysis into L and the deep 
structure that underlies it. From this point of view, it would be natural to suppose that the 
readjustment rules that form L' from L will have the effect of reducing structure. It is, 
incidentally, worthy of note that the transformations that form surface structures from 
deep structures also characteristically have the effect of reducing structure, in a sense which 
can be made precise. 7 

Let us return now to our discussion of lexical and phonological representations. 
We have used the term " lexical representation" to refer to the representation of formatives 
provided by the lexicon. As we have stated, however, the structures generated through the 
interaction of syntactic and lexical rules are not quite appropriate, in certain cases, for the 
application of the rules of the phonological component. They must be modified by certain 
readjustment rules (of a sort to which we will return in Chapter Eight, Section 6.5, noting, 
however, that our investigation of the effects of surface structure on phonetic representation 
has not yet reached a level of depth and complexity that requires a detailed, formal analysis 
of these processes). 8 These readjustment rules may somewhat modify the labeled bracketing 
of surface structure. They may also construct new feature matrices for certain strings of 
lexical and grammatical formatives. To take an obvious example, the verb sing will appear 
in the lexicon as a certain feature matrix, as will the verb mend. Using letters of the alphabet 
as informal abbreviations for certain complexes of features, i.e. , certain columns of a 
feature matrix, we can represent the syntactically generated surface structure underlying the 

7 See Miller and Chomsky (1963). See also Ross (1967) for further relevant observations of a different 
sort on reduction of structure under transformations. 

8 See Bierwisch (1966) for a very interesting study of readjustment rules of the sort mentioned here. 
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forms sang and mended as [y [ysing]y past]y and [y [ymend]y past]y, respectively, where past 
is a formative with an abstract feature structure introduced by syntactic rules. The readjust
ment rules would replace past by d, as a general rule ; but, in the case of sang, would delete 
the item past with the associated labeled brackets, and would add to the i. of sing a feature 
specification indicating that it is subject to a later phonological rule which, among other 
things, happens to convert i to reo Designating this new column as * ,  the readjustment rules 
would therefore give the forms [ys*ng]y and [y [ymend]y d]y, respectively. We shall refer 
to this representation-and in general to the representation given by the application of 
all readjustment rules-as the " phonological representation." 

Other terms that might have been used in place of the terms just proposed are 
" morphophonemic representation " or " systematic phonemic representation." We have 
avoided these terms, however, because of the technical meaning they have been given in 
various theories of sound structure developed in modern linguistics. The term " morpho
phonemic representation " seems to us appropriate only if there is another linguistically 
significant level of representation, intermediate in " abstractness " between lexical (phono
logical) and phonetic and meeting the conditions placed on " phonemic representation " 
in modern structural linguistics. We feel, however, that the existence of such a level has not 
been demonstrated and that there are strong reasons to doubt its existence.9 We will make 
no further mention of " phonemic analysis " or " phonemes " in this study and will also 
avoid terms such as " morphophonemic " which imply the existence of a phonemic level. 
Notice that the issue in this case is not terminological but rather substantive ; the issue is 
whether the rules of a grammar must be so constrained as to provide, at a certain stage of 
generation, a system of representation meeting various proposed conditions. The references 
in note 9 explain our position, and we will say no more about the matter here. 

5.2. ON THE ABSTRACTNESS OF LEXICAL REPRESENTATIONS 

We have said that the underlying representations, lexical as well as phonological, are 
abstract as compared with phonetic representations, although both are given in terms of 
phonetic features. The meaning of this remark will become clearer as we proceed. There is, 
however, one very obvious sense in which the underlying representations are more abstract 
than the phonetic representations. Consider, for example, the word telegraph. This has 
several different variants in actual phonetic representations :10 

1 3 
tel;')grrefll  (in isolation) 

(in the context -- ic ; i.e. , telegraphic) 

(in the context --y;  i.e. , telegraphy) 

It is qui!e obvious, however, that this phonetic variation is not fortuitous-it is not of the 

9 We have presented our reasons for doubting the existence of a phonemic level, in the sense of modern 
linguistics, in various places. See Halle (1959), Chomsky (1964, 1966b), and Chomsky and Halle (1965), 
as well as Postal (1962, 1968), for arguments that seem to us fully convincing. 

10 Notice that in the sentence (6) it has still another representation because of the stress modifications that 
take place in that context. 

11 Stress levels are indicated here and throughout by numerals, with" 1 " representing primary stress, "2" 
representing secondary stress, etc. (See also note 3 in Chapter Two on this subject.) 
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same type as the variation between I and we, which depends on specific assignment of the 
latter to the category of plurality. Given the grammar of English, if we delete specific 
reference to the item we, there is no way to predict the phonetic form of the plural variant 
of 1. On the other hand, the rules for English grammar certainly do suffice to determine the 
phonetic variation of telegraph without specific mention of this lexical item, just as they suffice 
to predict the regular variation between cat and cats without specifically mentioning the plural 
form. It is quite obvious that English grammar is complicated by the fortuitous variation 
between I and we but not by the totally predictable variation between cat and cats. Similarly, 
the grammar would be more complicated if telegraph did not undergo precisely the variation 
in (7)-(9) : if, for example, it had one phonetic form in all contexts, or if it had the form (7) 
in the context -- ic, (8) in the context --y, and (9) in isolation. 

In short, the phonetic variation of telegraph in certain contexts is not an idiosyn
cratic property of this particular lexical item but is rather a matter of general rule, applying 
to many other lexical items as well. Regular variations such as this are not matters for the 
lexicon, which should contain only idiosyncratic properties of items, properties not pre
dictable by general rule. The lexical entry for telegraph must contain just enough information 
for the rules of English phonology to determine its phonetic form in each context ; since 
the variation is fully determined, the lexical entry must contain no indication of the effect 
of context on the phonetic form. In fact, as we shall see, the lexical representation for the 
word telegraph should be (10),  where each of the symbols t, e, . . .  is to be understood as an 
informal abbreviation for a certain set of phonological categories (distinctive features) : 12  

(1 0) 
Thus the lexical representation is abstract in a very clear sense ; it relates to the signal 

only indirectly, through the medium of the rules of phonological interpretation that apply 
to it as determined by its intrinsic abstract representation and the surface structures in 
which it appears. 

An analogous argument can readily be constructed for the abstract nature of the 
phonological representations, i.e. , those representations that are determined from lexical 
representations by application of certain readjustment rules (and which, for the most part, 
are in fact identical with lexical representations). 

5.3. ANALYSIS INTO WORDS 
One additional aspect of surface structure is crucial for our discussion. We will see 

that the phonological rules fall into two very different classes. Certain of these rules apply 
freely to phrases of any size, up to the level of the phonological phrase ; others apply only 
to words. We must therefore assume that the surface structure of an utterance provides an 
analysis into a sequence of words. For example, the sentence (3), we established telegraphic 
communication, will be analyzed by its surface structure into the four successive words 
we, establish+past, tele+graph+ic, communicate+ion. The rules that form surface structure 
(or, perhaps, the readjustment rules discussed above) must provide this information, since 
it is required for the correct application of the rules of the phonological component of the 
grammar. 

As a first approximation to the problem of analysis into words, let us assume that 
each lexical category (e.g., noun, verb, adjective) and each category that dominates a lexical 

1 2  In addition, the lexical entry will provide the other idiosyncratic syntactic information represented in . 
(4)-(5), namely, the information that graph is a stem and telegraph is a noun. 
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category (e.g., sentence, noun phrase, verb phrase) automatically carries a boundary 
symbol # to the left and to the right of the string that belongs to it (i.e., that it dominates, 
in tree representations such as (4), or that it brackets, in bracket representations such as (5) ). 
Under this assumption, we replace the representation (4) by (1 1) and modify (5) in a cor
responding way : 

(1 1) s 
1 

1 1 
NP VP 
1 1 
I 1 1 

N V NP 
1 1 1 

1 1 1 
V A N 
I 1 1 

1 ' 1  
N V 
I 

~ I 

---

# # #we# # # # # establish # past # # # #tele+graph # ic # # # communicate # ion # # # # 

Let us tentatively define a word as a string of formatives (one or more) contained in the 
context # # -- # # and containing no occurrences of # # Y Thus the words in (11) are 
we, establish #past, tele+graph # ic, and communicate # ion, as required. The principle just 
stated can be regarded, tentatively, as a universal principle for the interpretation of surface 
structures, and, as a first approximation, it works quite well. Among the readjustment rules 
discussed above, there will be some that modify the representation provided by this inter
pretive principle in ad hoc ways. For example, we shall see that although the boundary # 
is appropriate in establish # ed, as distinct from ordinary formative boundary (which we 
have been representing as +), it must be replaced by ordinary formative boundary in 
tele+graph # ic and communicate # ion, for reasons having to do with the applicability of 
certain phonetic rules. 

To recapitulate, the rules of syntax will generate surface structures and a universal 
principle of interpretation will assign the boundary symbol # in certain places. The re
adjustment rules will modify the surface structure in various ad hoc ways, demarcating it 
into phonological phrases, eliminating some structure, and replacing some occurrences of 
# by +. The abstract object thus constructed (which we will also refer to as a " surface 
structure," or, if more explicitness is necessary, a " phonological surface structure," to 
contrast it with the syntactic surface structure generated by the syntactic component) enters 
the phonological component of the grammar and is converted by the phonological rules 
into a phonetic representation, in ways that we will specify in detail as we proceed. Certain 
of the phonological rules will apply only to words ; others will apply freely to strings of forma
tives which may be words or subparts of words, or phrases that include words. 

13 See Chapter Eight, Section 6.2, for a more careful analysis of the notion" word." 
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We will find it convenient to use labeled bracketing such as (5) rather than tree 
diagrams such as (4) and ( 1 1) for the representation of surface structure in the presentation 
of phonological rules. Since, by convention, every lexical category or category dominating 
a lexical category has # boundaries associated with it on the left and right, we will sometimes 
omit reference to these boundaries in the statement of rules. For example, a rule of the 
form (12) is to be understood as applying to the string (13) :  

A --+ B / X - Y]v 

XA Y# ]v 

Rule (12) states that an element of the type A is rewritten as a corresponding element 
of the type B when A appears in the context X -- Y (that is, with X to its left and Y to 
its right) and when the item in question is a verb, i.e., is dominated by V or, equivalently, 
is bracketed by [v lv. We will make these informal specifications more precise as we proceed. 

6. Summary 

The phonological component is a system of rules such as (12) that relates surface structures 
such as ( 1 1) to phonetic representations such as (6). As we proceed in our discussion, we 
will propose various specific hypotheses regarding the detailed form of representations such 
as (1 1) and (6), and we will also make specific proposals concerning the system of phono
logical rules that assign a phonetic interpretation to each surface structure. 

We have already suggested that a phonetic representation such as (6) is actually a 
feature matrix in which the rows correspond to a restricted set of universal phonetic cate
gories or features (voicing, nasality, etc.) and the columns to successive segments. We will 
propose further that such representations are mentally constructed by the speaker and the 
hearer and underlie their actual performance in speaking and " understanding." We will 
consider the question of the relation between such phonetic representations and actual 
speech signals, and the steps by which such representations might be constructed by the 
hearer on the occasion of reception of a speech signal. We have suggested, moreover, that 
each formative of the surface structure can also be represented as a feature matrix inter
preted in a rather similar way, with rows corresponding to the universal phonetic and gram
matical categories. The formative structure is much more abstract, however ; its relation to 
the speech signal is not as direct as that of the phonetic representation. 

We will propose that the rules of the phonological component have a fixed form and 
a specific organization, that they apply in a fixed manner determined by the labeled bracket
ing of the surface structure, and that they meet various additional conditions depending 
on their formal relations. These we propose as universal conditions, as aspects of general 
linguistic theory. We will try to show how, on the basis of these assumptions, many particular 
phenomena of English sound structure can be explained. 

With these remarks on background assumptions, we can proceed to the analysis of 
English sound structure and of general phonological theory. 



Chapter two 

A SKETC H O F  
ENG L I SH P H ONO L OGY AND 
P H ONOL OGI CAL THEO RY 

1 .  The principle of the transformational cycle and its 

application to English stress contours 

We turn here to the problem of how a surface structure of the sort described in the 
preceding chapter determines a phonetic representation. 

It is well known that English has complex prosodic contours involving many levels 
of stress and pitch! and intricate processes of vowel reduction. It is clear even from a 
superficial examination that these contours are determined in some manner by the surface 
structure of the utterance. Furthermore, it is natural to suppose that in general the phonetic 
shape of a complex unit (a phrase) will be determined by the inherent properties of its parts 
and the manner in which these parts are combined, and that similar rules will apply to 
units of different levels of complexity. These observations suggest a general principle for 
the application of rules of the phonological component, namely, what we shall call the 
principle of the " transformational cycle., ,2 Regarding a surface structure as a labeled 
bracketing (see representation (5) in Chapter One), we assume as a general principle that 
the phonological rules first apply to the maximal strings that contain no brackets, and that 
after all relevant rules have applied, the innermost brackets are erased; the rules then 
reapply to maximal strings containing no brackets, and again innermost brackets are erased 
after this application; and so on, until the maximal domain of phonological processes is 
reached. In terms of the tree representation of a surface structure (see representation (4) 
in Chapter One), the rules apply to a string dominated by a particular node A only after 
they have already applied to the strings dominated by each of the nodes dominated by A.  

The actual operation of the transformational cycle can now be illustrated with 
some simple examples. It is clear, first of all, that there are at least two processes of stress 

1 As we explained in the Preface, we will have nothing to say about pitch in this study. 
2 This principle was first formulated in Chomsky, Halle, Lukoff (1956) in a slightly different but equivalent 

terminology. It has since been applied to phonetic study of a variety of different languages : French 
(Schane, 1965), Russian (Halle, 1963, Lightner, 1965a), Japanese (McCawley, 1965). 
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General survey 

assignment in English. Thus blackboard,3 with a falling stress contour, must be distinguished 
2 1 

from black board, with a rising contour. The elementary constituents, black, an adjective, 
and board, a noun, are the same in both cases ; the difference lies in the way these constituents 
are combined, as reflected in their different surface structures, shown here in the two 
notations of the preceding chapter : 

(a) 

I 
A 
I 

# # black # 

(b) 

I 
A 
I 

# # black # 

N 
I 

NP 
I 

I 
N 
I 

# board# # 

� 
I 

# board # # 

[NP # [A # black # ]A [N # board # ]N # ]NP 

In case (la), where the entire phrase belongs to the category " noun," the phonological 
rules must give the contour 1 3 ;  in case ( 1 b), where it belongs to the category " noun phrase," 
the rules must give the contour 2 1 .  According to the principle of the transformational cycle, 
the phonological rules apply first to the strings dominated by A and by N, the lowest-level 
categorial nodes of (1) ; in other words, the rules apply first to black and to board. In isola
tion, each of these would receive primary stress. We therefore might propose the rule : 

In monosyllables, the vowel receives primary stress. 

Applying this rule to the structures of (1) and then erasing innermost brackets in accordance 
with the principle of the transformational cycle, we have, in the bracket notation, the 
representations (3a) and (3b) : 

(3) (a) [N # #bl�ck # #bo�rd# # ]N 
1 1 

(b) [NP # # black # #board# # ]NP 

We must now apply rilles that weaken the rightmost primary stress in case (3a) and that 
weaken the leftmost primary stress in case (3b). For many reasons, it is necessary to state 
the rules that determine stress contours as rules of placement of primary stress, rather than 
as rules of stress weakening. We will therefore formulate the rules that apply to (3) as 
processes that place primary stress on the leftmost and the rightmost syllables, respectively, 
and we will adopt the following convention : when primary stress is placed in a certain 

3 There are various conventions in use for marking stress, which, at least in part, appear to differ in factual 
content. We return to this matter later. Here, as mentioned in Chapter One, note 1 1 ,  in place of the 
conventional symbols " ., " W for primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary (zero) stress, respectively, 
we will simply use numerals, starting with 1 for primary stress. It should be kept in mind that the numbers 
go down as the stress goes up, admittedly a disadvantage of this notation. To minimize confusion, we will 
speak of strengthening and weakening stress, rather than of increasing and decreasing it. 
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position, then all other stresses in the string under consideration at  that point are automatically 
weakened by one. We can now state the following two rules : 

Assign primary stress to a primary-stressed vowel in the context 1 - . . .  V · · . ]N 

Assign primary stress to a primary-stressed vowel in the context 1 
V · · · -- · · · ]NP 

1 
In rules (4) and (5), the symbol V stands for " vowel, " and V stands for a vowel with 
primary stress. The dash indicates the position of the segment to which the rule applies. 
Thus rule (4) assigns primary stress to a primary-stressed vowel which is followed by another 
primary-stressed vowel in a noun, and rule (5) assigns primary stress to a primary-stressed 
vowel which is preceded by another primary-stressed vowel in a noun phrase. By the con
vention stated above, the actual effect of these rules is to weaken the other stresses in the 
string to which the rule applies. Thus, applying rule (4) to (3a), we derive the representation 
(6a) ; applying rule (5) to (3b), we derive the representation (6b). 

1 2 
(a) # # black # # board# # 

2 1 
(b) # # black # #board# # 

We will refer to (4) as the Compound Rule and to (5) as the Nuclear Stress Rule. 
It is important to observe that rules (4) and (5) make use of the bracketing given in 

the surface structure for their proper cyclic operation, and that the labels on the brackets, 
that is, the syntactic categories indicated in the surface structure, are necessary for deter
mining the correct application of the rules. 

To derive the stress contour for blackboard, we must apply still another rule, weaken
ing the secondary stress on the second syllable to tertiary. This process can be formulated 
in the following way (with Co standing for a string of zero or more consonants) : (

7
) Assign primary stress to a primary-stressed ;rowel in the context -- . . .  # # CoVCo # ]N 

Application of rule (7) to (6a) gives the desired stress pattern l 3  by the conventions estab
lished above ; primary stress is placed on the first syllable, and the stress on the second 
syllable is automatically weakened to tertiary. 

Clearly, both the Compound Rule and the Nuclear Stress Rule are of much greater 
generality than is indicated by the formulation we have given. Thus, rule (4) actually applies 1 
not only to compound nouns such as blackboard, but also to compound adjectives (heart-3 1 3 
broken) and compound verbs (air-condition). It must therefore be extended to lexical 
categories in general. Similarly, the Nuclear Stress Rule applies not only to noun phrases, 2 
but to any phrase which is not a lexical category-for example, to verb phrases (read the 1 2 1 2 1 
book), to adjective phrases (eager to please), and to whole sentences (John left). We therefore 
replace rules (4) and (5) by the formulations (8) and (9) : 

Assign primary stress to a primary-stressed vowel in the context 
1 

-- . . .  V . . .  ]NAV 

Assign primary stress to a primary-stressed vowel in the context 1 
V . . .  - . . . ]� 
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where ]� stands for a bracket with any label except N, A, or V. We can make the notion 
" except " precise in a very simple way, namely, by requiring that the rules (8) and (9) apply 
in the order given. We can then take IX in (9) to be simply a variable ranging over all cate
gories. If rule (8) has applied, the resulting string will contain just one primary stress and 
thus will not fit the required context for (9). Therefore (9) will never apply when IX = N, A, 
or V. 

Using familiar notations, we can now formulate the Compound and Nuclear Stress 
Rules in the following way : 

(10) � [1 stress] / {-l - . . .  V . . .  ]NAV} 
V . . .  . . . ] 

(a) COMPOUND RULE 

(b) NUCLEAR STRESS RULE 

In rule (10), we suppress the variable IX. We interpret the rule as a sequence of two rules in 
accordance with the following quite general convention :  a rule of the form (1 1) is an 
abbreviation for a sequence of rules of the form (12). 

(1 1) 
x - Y / {:J 
X - Y / Z1 
X - Y / Z2 

X - Y / Zn 
The ilh rule of (12) is interpreted as stating that any symbol meeting the condition X acquires 
the features listed as Y when it is in a context meeting the condition Zi' In accordance with 
these conventions, which will be generalized as we proceed, the rules (IOa)-(lOb) have 
precisely the same content as the sequence (8)-(9). 

The rules so far discussed illustrate two general observations that have proven 
valid in every careful study of phonological processes that has so far been undertaken 
within the framework of generative grammar, namely, the following : 

It is always possible to order the rules in a sequence and to adhere strictly to this 
ordering in constructing derivations without any loss of generality as compared to 
an unordered set of rules or a set ordered on a different principle. 

Such linear ordering makes it possible to formulate grammatical processes that 
would otherwise not be expressible with comparable generality.4 

4 We shall see later that certain qualifications are necessary in the formulation of (13) and (14). 
The observations (13), (14) are implicit in Bloomfield's" Menomini Morphophonemics" (1939). 

In Bever (1967), it is shown that the depth of ordering of Bloomfield's grammatical description is at least 
eleven ; that is, from the linear sequence of rules constituting this grammar, a subsequence of eleven rules 
can be extracted with the property that the grammar becomes more complex if any two successive rules of 
this subsequence are interchanged in the ordering. In this same sense of depth of ordering, a depth of at 

least twenty-five is demonstrated in Chomsky (1951). 
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Neither of these statements is a necessary truth ;5 each represents an interesting and, for 
the present, reasonably well-confirmed empirical hypothesis. With the modification already 
stated as the principle of the transformational cycle, we will accept the empirical hypothesis 

5 This fact is sometimes overlooked in the case of (13) . To illustrate the empirical character of (13), consider 
three hypothetical languages Lb L2, L3, each containing the phonological segments A, B, X, Y and the 
lexical entries ABY, BAX. Suppose, furthermore, that in each of these languages it is a fact that B is 
realized as X before Y and that A is realized as Y before X. Thus the grammars contain the rules (0() and 
(�) as the most general statement of the facts : 

(0() B --+ X / - Y 

(�) A --+ Y / - X 

Suppose now that the lexical entries AB Y and BAX are realized phonetically in the following ways in 

Lt> L2, L3 : 

In Ll 

In L2 
In L3 

ABYis realized as YXY 
ABY is realized as AXY 
AB Y is realized as AXY 

BAX is realized as  B YX 
BAX is realized as XYX 
BAX is realized as BYX 

The facts of L, and L2 can be accounted for by letting the rules (0() and (�) apply in different orders : 
in L, (0() precedes (�) ; in L2 (�) precedes (O(). Then in L, we will have the derivations of (I) for the lexical 
entries ABY and BAX, and in L2 we will have the derivations of (II) for the same lexical entries : 

(I) AB Y BAX 
AXY B Y  RULE (oc) 
YXY B YX BY RULE (�) 

(II) ABY BAX 
B YX BY RULE (�) 

AXY X YX BY RULE (0() 

Hence the hypothetical languages Ll and L2 support the empirical generalizations (13) and (14). However, 
the facts of L3 cannot be accounted for in this fashion. As we have just seen, neither the ordering (O(), (�) 
nor the ordering (�), (0() will give the result required, namely, that ABY is realized as AXY and that 
BAX is realized as B YX. Nevertheless, rules (0() and (�) state the facts in the simplest and most general way. 
Therefore the hypothetical language L3 refutes the empirical hypothesis (13). In fact, L3 supports a dif
ferent empirical hypothesis concerning rule ordering, namely, that rules be unordered and that they apply 
simultaneously, so that each derivation has only two steps. With this convention (call it the" simultaneous 
application " convention), we have the derivations (III), as required for L3 : 

(III) ABY 
AXY B Y  RULE (0() 

BAX 
B YX BY RULE (�) 

The simultaneous application hypothesis was first made explicit by Z. S. Harris (1 951, Appendix to 
§14.32), in a discussion of an example from Bloomfield (1939) in which statement (13) was explicitly 
assumed. It has since been restated several times by Lamb (1964 and elsewhere), who, however, introduced 
a new element into the discussion by his assumption that the simultaneous application hypothesis is 
simpler, in some absolute sense, than the hypothesis that rules apply in sequence, in a fixed order. We see 
no justification for such assumptions about an absolute sense of" simplicity," in this case, nor any rele
vance to such assumptions if they can be given sense. The issue seems to us an empirical one ; that is, the 
issue is whether the case posited in the hypothetical language L3 actually is representative of natural 
language. So far as we know, it is not. On the contrary, the empirical evidence in natural language rules 
against the hypothetical situation of L3, and therefore against the simultaneous application hypothesis 
and in favor of the hypotheses (13), (14). We shall have more to say about this matter as we proceed. In 
fact, we shall note that there are situations, formally well defined, in which something like the simul
taneous application hypothesis is correct, e.g., in the case of rules that switch values of a feature. (See 
Chapter Eight, Sections 3, 4.) Thus the situation is complex, but, we think, quite clear. 

For further discussion, see Chomsky (1964, §4.2; 1967) and Chomsky and Halle (1965). 
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that the rules are linearly ordered as the basis for the work to be presented here, and will 
give many examples that support this hypothesis. We assume, then, the following principles : 

(a) The rules of the phonological component are linearly ordered in a sequence 
Ri , · · · , Rn' 

(b) Each rule applies to a maximal string containing no internal brackets. 
(c) After applying the rule Rn, we proceed to the rule Ri • 
(d) Unless an application of Rn intervenes, the rule Rj cannot be applied after the 

rule Ri (j < i) has applied. 
(e) Rn is the rule : erase innermost brackets. 

The joint effect of these principles is that the rules apply in a linear sequence to a minimal 
phrase of the surface structure, then reapply in the same sequence to the next larger phrase 
of the surface structure, and so on. When we speak of the principle of the " transforma
tional cycle," we are referring to the empirical hypothesis (15). The statement of principle 
(15) is not yet sufficiently precise to resolve all questions as to how rules apply, and we 
will sharpen and refine it as we proceed. 

In the technical terminology of the theory of generative grammar, the term " gram
matical transformation" refers to a rule that applies to a string of symbols by virtue of 
some categorial representation of this string. We use the term "transformational " in 
referring to the principle just established since the rules in the cycle are transformational 
in the usual sense ; that is, the domain of their applicability and the manner in which they 
apply is determined by the phrase structure of a string, not just by the sequence of elementary 
symbols of which the string is constituted.6 More specifically, the application of the cyclical 
rules depends not only upon the formatives in the surface structure but also upon the way 
they are categorized. For example, the specification of N, A, or V is necessary for determin
ing the applicability of the Compound Rule. 

Notice, once again, that the principle of the transformational cycle is a very natural 
one. What it asserts, intuitively, is that the form of a complex expression is determined by 
a fixed set of processes that take account of the form of its parts. This is precisely what one 
would expect of an interpretive principle that applies to phrase markers, in this case, 
surface structures. 7 

Returning now to actual examples, let us consider the more complex phrases black 
board-eraser (" board eraser that is black "), blackboard eraser (" eraser for a blackboard "), 
and black board eraser (" eraser of a black board "), with the stress contours 213, 1 32, and 
312, respectively.s Application of the rules discussed to the surface structure of these forms 

6 The rules involved here are, however, transformations of a very narrow and restricted class, the class 
referred to as " local transformations" in Chomsky (1965). 

7 Observe that the interpretive semantic rules must apply in accordance with essentially the same principle 
as the one stated here for the phonological rules, as has been pointed out by Fodor and Katz (1963) and 
by Katz and Postal (1964). The basic semantic rules apply to deep structures rather than to surface struc
tures, however. In a sense the transformational syntactic rules also meet a similar cyclic condition. See 
Chomsky (1965, Chapter 3) for discussion 

8 Phoneticians might vary slightly in their description of the contours for these phrases. Whether these dis
crepancies are a matter of fact or of convention is a question to which we will return below. In any event, 
the matter is of little importance for the present. Our rules could be slightly modified to accommodate 
different decisions. For example, a slight revision of rule (7) would provide the contour 313 instead of 
312 for the last example. 
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gives us the following derivations (with all occurrences of # suppressed) : 

(a) [NP [Ablackh [N [Nboard]N [Neraser]N ]N ]NP 

(b) 

(c) 

1 1 

2 
2 
3 

[N [N [Ablack]A [Nboard]N ]N [Neraser]N ]N 
1 1 

1 
1 2 

3 2 

[N [NP [Ablack]A [Nboard]N ]NP [Neraser]N ]N 
1 1 

2 
3 1 2 

RULE (2) 

RULE (lOa) 
RULE (lOb) 

RULE (2) 

RULE (lOa) 
RULE (lOa) 

RULE (2) 

RULE (lOb) 
RULE (lOa) 

21 

These derivations illustrate the expository conventions that we will use henceforth. Let us 
now consider them in detail. 

In the case of ( l6a), in the first cycle primary stress is placed on the minimal phrases 
black and board, which are monosyllables and therefore subject to rule (2). Also in the first 
cycle, primary stress is placed on eraser by a rule which we have not yet presented. Inner
most brackets are then erased, and we return to the first of the linear sequence of trans
formational rules. The string now under consideration is (17), this being the only maximal 
string of (16a) which, at this point in the derivation, contains no internal brackets. 

1 1 
[Nboard eraser]N 

Rule (lOa), the Compound Rule, is applicable to (17), and assigns primary stress on the 
first word, giving the stress contour 12 for this string by the conventions established pre
viously. Since (lOb) is inapplicable, we conclude this cycle, erasing innermost brackets. 
The string now under consideration is 

1 1 2 

[NPblack board eraser]NP 

Rule ( lOa) is not applicable to this string, so we turn to rule (lOb), the Nuclear Stress Rule, 
which assigns primary stress to board, weakening all other stresses in (18) by one. This gives 
the contour 213 as the final line of derivation (l6a). 

The derivation (16b) has the same first cycle as (16a), but for the second cycle, the 
string under consideration is the noun blackboard rather than the noun board-eraser. The 
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Compound Rule assigns to this noun the contour 12. Erasing innermost brackets, we pro
ceed to the next cycle, considering now the noun blackboard eraser (whereas at the analogous 
stage of the derivation (16a), we considered the noun phrase black board-eraser). Being a 
noun, this string is subject to the Compound Rule, so that primary stress is placed on the 
first word, giving the contour 1 32. 

Now consider the derivation (16c). The first cycle is exactly the same as in the other 
two derivations of (16). But in the second cycle we consider not the noun board-eraser, as 
in (16a), nor the noun blackboard, as in (16b), but the noun phrase black board, meaning 
" board that is black." To this, only the Nuclear Stress Rule applies, placing primary stress 
on the second word. This concludes the second cycle. In the third cycle we consider the 
noun black board eraser, which at this stage has the contour 21 1 .  The Compound Rule (lOa) 
applies to this string, assigning primary stress to the leftmost primary-stressed vowel and 
weakening all the others. This gives the desired contour 312.9 

To illustrate the transformational cycle with one more example, consider the noun 
phrase John's blackboard eraser, which undergoes the following derivation (where D stands 
for the category " determiner ") : 

[NP [DJohn's]D [N [N [Ablack]A [Nboard]N ]N [Neraser]N ]N ]NP 
1 1 1 

1 2 
1 3 

2 1 4 
2 
3 

RULE (2) 

RULE ( l Oa) 

RULE ( lOa) 

RULE ( l Ob) 

The phrase blackboard eraser undergoes the three-cycle derivation (16b) ; the determiner 
John's receives its primary stress on the first cycle. In the fourth cycle, the string under 
consideration is the noun phrase John's blackboard eraser, with the stress contour 1 132. 
The Nuclear Stress Rule assigns primary stress to the rightmost primary-stressed vowel, 
weakening all others, and giving the stress contour 2143.10 

Suppose that the phrase John's blackboard eraser appears in the context -- was 
stolen. The whole phrase in this case is a sentence, i.e., is bounded by [s . . .  ]s. The word 
stolen will receive primary stress on the first cycle, and John's blackboard eraser will have 
the derivation (19), In the final cycle, at the level of [s . .  , ]s, primary stress will be placed 

3 2 5 4 1 

on stolen by the Nuclear Stress Rule, giving John's blackboard eraser was stolenY 

9 Though examples (I6a) and (16c) may appear somewhat artificial, the reality of the syntactic patterns they 
illustrate can hardly be doubted. They appear, for example, in such phrases as American history-teacher, 
meaning " American teacher of history," which is analogous to (16a) and has the same stress contour 
213 ; and in American-history teacher meaning " teacher of American history," which is analogous to 
(16c) and also has the stress contour 312  (or 313-see note 8). We assume here that the word American 
receives primary stress on the second syllable, although we have not yet given the rules that determine this . 
Similarly, the phrases civil rights bill and excess profits tax are of the form illustrated in (16c), whereas 
uncivil game warden or excessive profits tax are of the form illustrated in (16a). There are many other exact 
or near minimal pairs, e.g., civil engineering student (" student of civil engineering " or " polite student of 
engineering ") , small boys school (" school for small boys " or " boys' school that is small "). 

10 See note 8. 
1 1  See note 8. To prevent was from receiving primary stress by rule (2), we restrict this rule, as a first approxi

mation, to the lexical categories, namely, noun, adjective, verb. We assume, on syntactic grounds, that 
the auxiliary be is not introduced as a member of a lexical category. 
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Suppose that the phrase fohn's blackboard eraser appears in the context take --, 
the whole constituting a sentence (in this case, an imperative). The word take receives 
primary stress and fohn's blackboard eraser receives the contour 2143 by the derivation (19). 
In the final stage of the cycle, the Nuclear Stress Rule (lOb) places primary stress on black, 
giving the final contour 23 1 54. 

These examples show how complex and varied phonetic representations are deter
mined by very simple rules when the principle of the transformational cycle is presupposed ; 
in other words, they illustrate the kind of evidence that can be offered in support of the 
hypothesis that it is the principle of the transformational cycle that underlies the phonetic 
interpretation of utterances. Observe that no rules at all are needed beyond those required 
for the most elementary phrases. The interplay of these rules in more complex phrases is 
determined by the principle of the transformational cycle, which is, it should be noted, not 
a rule of English grammar but rather a general principle governing the applicability of 
phonological rules in any grammar. 

Notice that the rules, as presented, assign a different internal stress contour to the 
phrase fohn's blackboard eraser depending upon whether it appears in subject or object 
position in the surface structure. In subject position, as in the context -- was stolen, the 
contour of the phrase is 3254, with the same internal relations of stress as in the phrase in 
isolation, though weakened in each case by one degree. In object position, on the other 
hand, as in the context take -- , the contour of the phrase is 3154, with internal relations 
that are different from those of the phrase in isolation. Similarly, a simple adjective-noun 
construction such as sad plight will have the contour 21 in isolation, the contour 32 in the 
context his -- shocked us, and the contour 3 1 ,  with different internal relations, in con
sider his -- . As the structure of the sentence becomes more complex, the internal relations 
of stress within a phrase of this sort will continually be modified. Thus in the sentence 
my friend can't help being shocked at anyone who would fail to consider his sad pUght, 
the surface structure might indicate that the word plight terminates no less than seven 
phrases to which the Nuclear Stress Rule applies, so that successive applications of this rule 

8 1 

would give the contour sad plight. Presumably, the actual internal relations of stress 
in sad plight are the same, in this case, as in consider his sad plight, or even in sad plight in 
isolation. 

In connection with this problem, several comments are called for. First, it is very 
likely that certain readjustment rules of the sort mentioned in Chapter One, page 10, must 
be applied to surface structures before the application of phonological rules, deleting 
structure and restricting the number of applications of the transformational cycle (and, 
consequently, the fineness of stress differentiation). Second, it is necessary to formulate a 
principle for interpretation of phonetic representations that nullifies distinctions that go 
beyond a certain degree of refinement. Third, there may very well be additional principles 
that modify the convention weakening stress when primary stress is placed in a complex 
construction. Finally, it is necessary to take note of the qualifications with respect to 
phonetic representation in general that we discuss in the next section. 

Before leaving the topic of stress contours within phrases, we should make it quite 
clear that the rules discussed above give accurate results only for very simple constructions. 
We have not investigated the problem of determining the stress contours of complex phrases 
of varying syntactic types ; our investigation has been limited to the very restricted types of 
constructions that have been discussed in the literature on English phonetics and phonology 
of the past several decades. There is, for the moment, little useful data on more complex 
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constructions. Such observations as have been made suggest that the problem of �xtending 
this description to a wider class of cases may be nontrivial. For example, Stanley Newman, 
in his important article on English intonation (1946), points out that in the sentence he has 
plans to leave, the contour on plans to leave is rising if the meaning is, roughly, " he intends 
to leave," but is falling if the meaning is " he has documents to leave." It is not at all clear 
what features of syntactic structure determine this difference. Another class of phenomena 
not accounted for are those involving obligatory contrastive stress (sometimes stress shift) 
as determined by syntactic parallelism, as in such sentences as he wanted to study electrical 
rather than civil engineering, or instead of encouraging the teacher to make the work interest
ing, the school administrators actually discourage her. Many other problems can be cited, 
all indicating that many questions of fact and, perhaps, of principle still remain unresolved 
in this area. 

2. On the reality of phonetic representation 

Utilizing the principle of the transformational cycle, the speaker of English can determine 
the phonetic shape of an utterance on the basis of such rules as the Compound and Nuclear 
Stress Rules, even though the particular utterance may be quite new to him. He need not 
deal with the stress contour as a property of the utterance independent, in whole or in part, 
of its syntactic organization. There is no doubt that stress contours and many other phonetic 
properties are determined for new utterances with quite a bit of consistency among speakers. 
This is a fact that must be accounted for by an empirically adequate grammar. In the case 
of English we can approach an explanation by incorporating in the grammar such rules as 
the Compound and Nuclear Stress Rules and by postulating the principle of the transfor
mational cycle. Before going on to investigate the rules of English in greater detail, let us 
briefly consider the question of how these rules and the general principles that govern their 
applicability relate to psychological processes and to physical fact. 

We might suppose, on the basis of what has been suggested so far, that a correct 
description of perceptual processes would be something like this. The hearer makes use of 
certain cues and certain expectations to determine the syntactic structure and semantic 
content of an utterance. Given a hypothesis as to its syntactic structure-in particular its 
surface structure-he uses the phonological principles that he controls to determine 
a phonetic shape. The hypothesis will then be accepted if it is not too radically at vari
ance with the acoustic material, where the range of permitted discrepancy may' vary widely 
with conditions and many individual factors. Given acceptance of such a hypothesis, what 
the hearer " hears " is what is internally generated by the rules. That is, he will " hear " 
the phonetic shape determined by the postulated syntactic structure and the internalized 
rules. 

Among the internalized rules are some that are particular to the language in question 
and thus must have been learned ; there are others that simply play a role in setting the con
ditions on the content of linguistic experience. In the present case, it would be reasonable 
to suggest that the Compound and Nuclear Stress Rules are learned, while the principle of 
the transformational cycle, being well beyond the bounds of any conceivable method of 
" learning," is one of the conditions, intrinsic to the language-acquisition system, that 
determines the form of the language acquired. If this assumption is correct, we would expect 
the prin<;:iple of the transformational cycle to be a linguistic universal, that is, to be consistent 
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with the empirical facts for all human languages;12 the Compound and Nuclear Stress Rules, 
on the other hand, might be in part language-specific. 

We do not doubt that the stress contours and other phonetic facts that are recorded 
by careful phoneticians and that we will study here constitute some sort of perceptual 
reality for those who know the language in question. In fact we are suggesting a principled 
explanation for this conclusion. A person who knows the language should " hear " the pre
dicted phonetic shapes. In particular, the careful and sophisticated impressionistic pho
netician who knows the language should be able to bring this perceptual reality to the level 
of awareness, and there is ample evidence that phoneticians are capable of doing this. We 
take for granted, then, that phonetic representations describe a perceptual reality. Our 
problem is to provide an explanation for this fact. Notice, however, that there is nothing 
to suggest that these phonetic representations also describe a physical or acoustic reality 
in any detail. For example, there is little reason to suppose that the perceived stress con
tour must represent some physical property of the utterance in a point-by-point fashion; 
a speaker who utilizes the principle of the transformational cycle and the Compound and 
Nuclear Stress Rules should " hear" the stress contour of the utterance that he perceives 
and understands, whether or not it is physically present in any detail. In fact, there is no 
evidence from experimental phonetics to suggest that these contours are actually present 
as physical properties of utterances in anything like the detail with which they are perceived. 
Accordingly, there seems to be no reason to suppose that a well-trained phonetician could 
detect such contours with any reliability or precision in a language that he does not know, 
a language for which he cannot determine the surface structure of utterances. 

Considerations of this sort lead us to suspect that the question of how highly differ
entiated the stress contours in a representation should be is of little significance. In a com
plex utterance with a rich surface structure, the rules outlined in the preceding section will 
lead to a stress contour of many levels. There may be no empirical sense to the question 
of whether the resulting representation is correct in full detail. Because of the completely 
impressionistic character of judgments of relative stress, decisions over a broad range are 
of little value. It is not at all surprising that there should be great difficulty, within im
pressionistic phonetics, in determining how many stress levels should be marked and how 
they are distributed in utterances that exceed a certain degree of complexity. The shape 
and the degree of differentiation of a stress contour are largely determined by obligatory 
rules and are therefore below the level of systematically significant representation. Once 
the speaker has selected a sentence with a particular syntactic structure and certain lexical 
items (largely or completely unmarked for stress, as we shall see), the choice of stress con
tour is not a matter subject to further independent decisionY That is, he need not make a 
1 2 In one sense, a general principle counts as a linguistic universal if it is compatible with the facts for all 

human languages. As linguists, of course, we are concerned not with principles that happen by accident 
to be universal in this sense, but rather with those that are universal in the domain of aU possible human 
languages, that is, those that are in effect preconditions for the acquisition of language. (See the discussion 
in Chapter One, p. 4.) Such principles, and such alone, can serve to explain and account for the phenomena 
of particular languages. The distinction in question is not easy to draw, but is no less crucial for this 
reason. 

Notice, incidentally, that the transformational cycle might apply vacuously in a certain language, 
in particular if the language has very shallow surface structure. Thus a highly agglutinative language might 
be expected to offer little or no support for the principle of the transformational cycle, at least within the 
bounds of a word. This, if true, would be entirely irrelevant to the status of this principle as a linguistic 
universal. 

13 We assume that the position of emphatic stress is marked in the surface structure, and we neglect matters 
that we have assigned to the theory of performance (see Chapter One, p. 3). 
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choice among various " stress phonemes" or select one or another " superfix." With 
marginal exceptions, the choice of these is as completely determined as, for example, the 
degree of aspiration. Similarly, a hearer who has grasped the structure and morphemic 
constitution of an utterance from a rough sampling of the physical input need not attend 
to stress variation, to whatever extent this may actually be a physical property of utterances. 

It is to be expected that determined phonetic features should be quite difficult for 
the user of the language to learn to identify, whether they involve stress or degree of aspira
tion (where undoubtedly there are many levels, predictable, at least roughly, by general 
rules). 14 The apparent ease with which phoneticians trained in the same conventions can, 
to a large extent, agree on the assignment of four or five stresses in utterances may very well 
be traceable to their ability, as speakers of the language, to grasp the syntactic structure of 
utterances and to assign to them an " ideal " stress contour by the rules of the transforma
tional cycle. Such an achievement may have little to do with any physical fact. This is, 
incidentally, a matter which should be subject to experimental investigation.1 5 

To summarize this discussion of phonetic representation, we do not doubt that 
representations of stress contours and similar predictable phenomena correspond, up to a 
point, to some perceptual reality that can be brought to consciousness with training and 
care. That this must be true is shown by the fact that phoneticians trained in the same system 
of conventions can reach considerable agreement in transcribing novel utterances in lan
guages that they know. These perceptual facts may be of interest only to the extent that 
they provide data for testing empirical hypotheses such as the principle of the transforma
tional cycle. Accordingly, perceived stress contours are of very great linguistic interest since 
they offer evidence bearing on this hypothesis, whereas degree of aspiration will be of no 
linguistic interest if, as one might suspect, it is determined by principles of little depth or 
generality. Furthermore, the representation of the perceptual facts is likely to be governed 
in part by arbitrary convention or irrelevant cognitive limitations after a certain degree of 
complexity is reached. Thus, it is impossible to expect (and, for purposes of investigating 
linguistic structures, unnecessary to attain) a complete correspondence between the records 
of the impressionistic phonetician and what is predicted by a systematic theory that seeks 
to account for the perceptual facts that underlie these records. 

3. The transformational cycle within the word 

Let us return now to the problem of how the phonological component of a grammar is 
organized, and the more specific matter of the rules of English phonology. In the deriva
tions given in Section 1 ,  we did not provide rules for determining stress placement in the 
word eraser or, for that matter, in any word that is not a monosyllable (see rule (2» . In 
fact, it is evident that eraser is itself a complex form based on the verb erase and an agentive 
14 As noted, there is no acoustic evidence to support the view that perceived stress contours correspond to a 

physically definable property of utterances. However, even if such differentiations did exist along a single 
dimension of the acoustic signal, there would be some reason to doubt that they might be identified by 
phoneticians. There is evidence that even under experimental conditions, where complex stimuli are to be 
sorted along several dimensions, more than two or three distinctions along each dimension will overload 
the perceptual capacity. See Pollack and Ficks (1954) and Miller (1956). 

1 5 P. Lieberman (1965) has shown that a phonetician who is capable of describing a pitch contour with 
great accuracy in isolation may represent this very same contour quite differently when it is associated with 
an utterance of his language. This strongly suggests that what the phonetician " hears " in utterances 
depends very heavily on internalized rules that predict perceived phonetic shape. Similar results were 
obtained for stress. 
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affix. Thus, at the level where phonological rules of the kind we are now considering become 
applicable, the structure of this item is something like (20) : 16  

If the principle of the transformational cycle is perfectly general, then this word too should 
have more than one cycle in its derivation. The rules should first apply to the underlying 
verb erase and then, in the next cycle, to the noun eraser. The verb erase is bisyllabic, and 
we see that stress is placed on the second syllable. As a first approximation to the rule of 
stress placement for lexical items, we can formulate the rule (21), which places primary 
stress on the final vowel of the string under consideration where this item is a noun, ad
jective, or verb. The symbol Co, as before, stands for a string of zero or more consonants. 

v � [l stress] / X -- CO]NAV 

Notice that rule (21) now includes, as a special case, rule (2), which placed primary 
stress on the only, hence final, vowel of a monosyllabic item. We can thus dispense with 
rule (2), and the rules of stress placement become rules (21), (lOa) and (1Ob) (the Compound 
and Nuclear Stress Rules), and (7), which appears to be quite marginal. 

There is a difficulty, however. If these rules apply in a cycle, rule (21) will be applic
able to nouns such as blackboard, blackboard eraser, and so on, incorrectly assigning 
primary stress to the final vowel. We must therefore place some restriction on rule (21) to 
eliminate this possibility. The simplest way to do this is to require that the string to which 
(21) is applied must contain no occurrences of the boundary # .  We therefore add to rule 
(21) the condition (22) : 

X contains no internal occurrence of # .  
With rule (21) replacing rule (2), we have provided sufficient information to complete 

the derivations that were given as examples of the operation of the transformational cycle. 
In the first stage, rule (21) applies to assign primary stress to the final vowel of each of the 
items black, board, John, erase. The second cycle will be vacuous in the case of John's or 
eraser, stress simply being reassigned to the stressed vowel. 17 Otherwise, the derivations 
proceed as before. 

The transformational cycle operates within word boundaries in a much more far
reaching and extensive way than suggested by examples such as these. In complex deriva
tional forms, for example, it seems quite natural to suppose that the phonetic shape of the 
full form is determined by general rule from the ideal representation of its parts in much 
the same way as in syntactic constructions. Investigation of English and other languages 
confirms this expectation and permits us to formulate the principle of the transformational 
cycle in full generality, applying to all surface structure whether internal or external to the 
word. The word is, as we shall see, a significant phonological unit, but its unique properties do 
not lead to violation of the general principle of the transformational cycle. We assume, then, 
that the cycle operates from the minimal units included in (or, in special cases, constituting) 
words up to the maximal domain of phonological processes, with no discontinuity. 

1 6  On the placement of # boundaries, see Chapter One, pages 12-14. 
1 7 We shall see that the reason for the inapplicability of any rules in the second cycle of these forms is actually 

quite different from what is suggested here. In both cases it is the # boundary preceding the affix which 
blocks all phonological rules that would otherwise be applicable. 
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4. The segmental phonology of English-a first approximation 

We have described the phonological component as a system of rules, organized in accord
ance with the principle of the transformational cycle, which maps surface structures into 
phonetic representations, where a surface structure is a labeled bracketing of a string of 
formatives. Furthermore, we have been assuming that the formatives can themselves be 
regarded as strings, consisting of consonants and vowels. The lexicon, which is a part of 
the syntactic component of the grammar, determines the intrinsic structure of a formative 
in terms of phonological properties : in particular, the lexicon determines how a formative 
is represented as a string of consonants and vowels. We will refer to the consonants and 
vowels that constitute a formative as its " segments." The phonological rules modify the 
segmental structure of a string of formatives in accordance with the specified labeled 
bracketing. At the termination of the transformational cycle, all labeled bracketing has 
been erased, and we are left with a string of phonological elements which we will also refer 
to as segments, in this case " phonetic segments." These segments too can be analyzed as 
consonants and vowels of various types. We assume that linguistic theory includes a uni
versal phonetic alphabet-of a sort that we will later describe in detail-which provides a 
uniform, language-independent system for the representation of phonetic segments. In 
brief, then, the phonological component maps a surface structure into a string of universal 

phonetic segments. 
Let us for the moment assume a standard phonetic system for the representation 

of consonants and turn our attention to the system of English vowels. 
For our immediate purposes, we may regard a formative as a string of consonants 

and " vocalic nuclei." The vocalic nuclei may be " simple," as in the boldface positions of 
pit, pet, pat, put, putt, analyze. We will use the phonetic symbols i, e, re, u, A, �, respectively, 
for these simple vocalic nuclei, delaying a more detailed analysis until later. The segment 
represented as � will be referred to as the " reduced vowel." 

In addition to simple vocalic nuclei, there are " complex vocalic nuclei," such as those 
that appear in the boldface positions in conJide, Jeed, Jade, Jeud, road, and others. For the 
time being, we will use the symbols I, E ,  A ,  U, 0, respectively, for the complex nuclei of the 
cited forms ; that is, we use each capital letter with its conventional name as its phonetic 

value. 

(23) 
Following this convention, we will have quasi-phonetic spellings such as the following : 

3 1 

erase 
irate 
mutation 
ecumenical 
cupidity 
citation 
maintain 
collapse 

1 

ErAs 
1 

IrAt 
1 

mUtAs�n 
3 1 

ek U menibl18 
1 

kUpiditE 
1 

sItAs�n 
1 

mAntAn 
1 

blreps 

1 8  Or, perhaps, [ekUmen:lbl]. As indicated in the Preface, we will generally follow the phonetic representa-
tions of Kenyon and Knott, which agree quite well with our own normal speech in most respects. Although 
there are some differences which we will comment on later, none of them are very crucial, and for the 
moment we can ignore them. 
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The representation of other vocalic nuclei and a more detailed analysis of all of these 
elements will concern us in later chapters. We will discover, in fact, that the representations 
just proposed are somewhat more than a mere notational convenience. 

In terms of the above notions, we can distinguish between " weak clusters " and 
" strong clusters " in the following way. A weak cluster is a string consisting of a simple 
vocalic nucleus followed by no more than one consonant ; a strong cluster is a string con
sisting of either a vocalic nucleus followed by two or more consonants or a complex vocalic 
nucleus followed by any number of consonants. In either case, the cluster is assumed to be 
followed either by a vowel or by the boundary symbol # (with possible intrusions of the + 
boundary). These definitions will be emended and made more precise later on. 

Using the symbol S for a strong cluster and W for a weak cluster, we can see that 
the items of (23) are phonetically of the following form in terms of clusters (with initial 

consonants omitted) : 

(24) 1 
ErAs SS 

1 
IrAt SS 

1 
mUtAs:m SSW 
3 1 
ekUmenibl WSWWW 

1 
kUpiditE SWWS 

1 
sltAs:m SSW 

1 
mAntAn SS 

1 
blreps WS 

5. More on the transformational cycle within the word 

We can now proceed to deepen the account of stress placement within words. Rule (21), 
the only rule given so far that places stress within words, assigns primary stress to the final 
vowel of the string under consideration. Thus it assigns primary stress to the final syllable 
of words such as evade, supreme, exist, absurd. Observe, however, that all these examples 
have final strong clusters phonetically. In fact, if a verb or adjective has a final weak cluster, 
then stress is placed on the penultimate rather than the final syllable. Thus we have words 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
such as relish, covet, develop, stolid, common, clandestine, all with penultimate stress and 
final weak clusters.19 These observations suggest that rule (21) should be divided into two 
cases, the first assi�ning primary stress to the vowel preceding a final weak cluster, the 
second assigning primary stress to the final vowel of the string under consideration. We can 
give this rule in the following form : 

v - [1 stress] / X-Co (W) ] 

where X contains no internal occurrences of # (see condition (22» and W is a weak cluster. 
We interpret (25) as an abbreviation for two rules, in accordance with the general conven
tion that a rule of the form (26), with a string in parentheses, is an abbreviation for the 

19 Exceptions to the rules we are now sketching will readily come to mind. To a considerable extent they 
will be taken care of by the more careful formulation given in the next chapter. Exceptions do remain, 
however. (See the Preface on the subject of exceptions.) 

Notice that the rule we are discussing here is, in effect, the familiar Latin stress rule. 
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sequence of rules (27) (where either Z or Q contains -- ) :  

(a) X � 
(b) X -+ 

Y / Z(P)Q 

Y / ZPQ 
Y / ZQ 

The order in (27) is crucial : in a sequence of rules abbreviated by the parenthesis notation, 
as in (26), the case (27a) that includes the string in parentheses is applicable before the case 
(27b) without the parenthesized string. In accordance with these conventions, rule (25) is 
an abbreviation for the two rules (28a) and (28b), in that order : 

(a) V � [1 stress] / X -- CoW] 
(b) V � [1 stress] / X - Co] 

Words such as relish, develop, common, with final weak clusters, are subject to (28a) and 
receive penultimate stress. Words such as evade, supreme, exist, with final strong clusters, 
are not subject to (28a) and receive stress on the final syllable by (28b). 

There is one additional condition to be noted in connection with rule (25). Suppose 
that we apply this rule to a word with a final weak cluster, such as edit. By case (28a), 

1 
primary stress is placed on the penultimate syllable, giving edit. But then, by case (28b), 
primary stress will be shifted to the final syllable and the first syllable will be weakened to 

2 1 
[2 stress], resulting in the incorrect form *edit. The simplest and most general way to avoid 
this is to establish a condition on the parenthesis convention itself. In fact, in all descriptive 
work in generative grammar with which we are familiar, it has been tacitly assumed that 
in the case of a rule such as (26), the two subcases (27a) and (27b) are ordered not only as 
shown, but are " disjunctively ordered," in the sense that if rule (27a) applies, then rule (27b) 
is not permitted to apply. Thus a sequence of rules abbreviated in terms of the parenthesis 
notation constitutes a disjunctively ordered block; as soon as one of these rules is applied, 
the remaining rules are skipped within any one cycle of a derivation. We now establish 
this as a general convention with regard to the parenthesis notation, to be extended and 
generalized as we proceed. We thus extend the general theory of the organization of a 
grammar expressed in the principle of the transformational cycle, by observing that certain 
subsequences of the linearly ordered rules may be disjunctively ordered. To return to the 
rules we have been discussing, the two cases (28a) and (28b) abbreviated by (25) will be dis
junctively ordered, and the difficulty noted at the beginning of this paragraph will not 

1 
arise ; once case (28a) has applied to give the correct form edit, then case (28b) is prevented, 
by the principle of disjunctive ordering, from applying to that form. 

Like other general conditions on the organization of a grammar, the convention just 
proposed constitutes an empirical hypothesis subject to refutation by linguistic fact. The 
hypothesis is, in this case, that if a sequence of rules is to be abbreviated by the parenthesis 
convention,20 then this sequence forms a disjunctively ordered block. Obviously, this is 
not a necessary truth, by any means. 
20 The question of when a sequence of rules is to be abbreviated by the parenthesis convention is not a matter 

of choice but rather one of fact. That is, the convention regarding parentheses is just one part of an 
evaluation procedure to be applied to grammars. This procedure is perfectly general (language-indepen
dent) and performs the function of determining which of the grammars consistent with the data is to be 
selected as the grammar of the language for which the data provide a sample. For discussion, see Chomsky 
(1965) and many earlier references. 

The matter of defining .. optimal representation " is nontrivial. In the ensuing discussion we 
make certain tacit assumptions about " optimality " that will be explored further in Chapter Three, 
Section 1 .  See Chomsky (1967) for further discussion. 
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It is not to be expected that an absolutely crucial test case for this hypothesis will be 
very easy to come by. In any real case, there will presumably be other aspects of a gram
matical description which, if modified, will allow this hypothesis to be retained in the face 
of superficially disconfirming evidence. This is the usual situation when an empirical 
hypothesis of such generality is at issue. Still, it is quite clear what sort of evidence is relevant 
to increasing or diminishing the plausibility of the hypothesis. 

Returning now to the problem of stress assignment, we see at once that rule (25) 
requires refinement and elaboration if it is to account for the facts. Each of the examples 
given to illustrate the rule contains just a single formative. Where a word has an internal 
analysis in terms of formatives, rule (25) must apply in a slightly different way. To see this, 
consider the derived forms person+al, theatr+ic+al, anecdot+al, dialect+al. If rule (25) 
were to apply directly to these forms, it would assign primary stress to the penultimate 

1 1 1 1 

syllable (the final cluster -al being weak), giving *personal, *theatrical, anecdotal, dialectal, 
only the last two of which are correct. Notice that all four words would be assigned primary 
stress in the correct way by rule (25) if the affix -al were excluded from consideration at the 
point when the rule is applied. The residual forms person- and theatric-, with final weak 
clusters, would have primary stress assigned to their penultimate syllables by case (28a) ; 
the forms anecdOt- and dialect-, on the other hand, would be exempt from (28a) because 
of their strong final clusters and would instead have primary stress assigned to the final 
syllable by case (28b). This observation is in fact quite general for affixes, and we therefore 
replace rule (25) by the following sequence of rules : 

(a) V � [1 stress] / X- Co (W) +affix] 

(b) V � [1 stress] / X- Co (W) ] 

Clearly there is a generalization being missed by the formulation (29), for the obvious 
similarity between the two cases is not expressed. To permit us to capture generalizations 
of this sort, we extend our notations to permit rules such as (30) : 

(30) X � Y / Z - R / P - Q  

In general, a rule of the form (31) can be regarded as an abbreviation for the rule (32), 
where Z and R are strings :21  

X � Y / Z - R  

ZXR � Z YR 

Following this convention, we interpret (30) as an abbreviation for (33), where Z and R 
are strings : 

(33) ZXR � Z YR / P - Q 

This is now a rule of a familiar form. Reapplying the convention that defines (31) in terms 
of (32), we interpret (33) as an abbreviation for (34) : 

PZXRQ � PZYRQ 

21 We will give more precise definitions of these notions in Chapter Eight. For the present, one can think of 
rule (31) (equivalently, (32» as stating that a linguistic element of the form X is extended to contain the 
features Y (or is modified to contain Y, if Y differs in some respect from X) when this element of the form 
X appears in a context of the form Z-- R. There are ambiguities in this account; they will be resolved 
later, and are not of the sort that should lead to misunderstanding in the present context. 
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Thus, when Z and R are strings, the notation (30) is well-defined. Suppose, however, that 
Z and R are not strings, but notations of any complexity, including braces, parentheses, 
and so on. Then it would not do to say that (31) is an abbreviation for (32) ; rather, (31) 

is an abbreviation for the sequence of rules (35), determined by the conventions for braces, 
parentheses, etc. The sequence (35) is then an abbreviation for the sequence (36), by the 
convention just stated. {X ---> 

X ---> 

X ---> 

Y / Zl - Rl } 
Y / Z2 -- R2 

Y / Zm - Rm {Zl XRl ---> Zl YRl } 
Z2XR2 ---> Z2 YR2 

ZmXRm ---> Zm YRm 

This leaves us with only the problem of explaining the meaning of (30) in the case 
when Z and R involve notations such as braces and parentheses. Since (31), in this case, is 
an abbreviation for (35) (ultimately, (36» , the conventions already given will interpret 
(30) as an abbreviation for (37) : {X ---> 

X ---> 

X ---> 

The above can be seen to be (35) (or, equivalently, (36» in the context P-- Q. By the 
usual brace conventions, we can now interpret (37) as an abbreviation for (38) : {X ---> 

X ---> 

X ---> 

Y / Zl - Rl / P- Q } 
Y / Z2 - R2 / P - Q 

Y / Zm - Rm / P - Q 

In (38), each Zi and Ri is a string of symbols, so that (38) is itself interpretable by the 
convention that gives (30) as an abbreviation for (33). 

We see, then, that there is a very natural way of interpreting familiar conventions 
so that a rule of the form (30) has, in effect, the following intuitive meaning : first, expand 
the context P -- Q, in accordance with the brace and parenthesis conventions, into the 
sequence of its special cases Pl -- Ql' . . .  ,Pk -- Qk ; next, apply the rules abbreviated 
as X ---> Y / Z -- R  in the usual sequence, under the condition that theelement ZXR under 
consideration is in the context Pl -- Ql ; next, apply the same rules under the condition 
that the element ZXR is in the context P 2 -- Q2 ; etc. 

With these notational remarks, we can return to the generalization left unexpressed 
in rule (29) which can now be captured by the following rule : 

v ---> [ 1  stress] / X- Co (W) / - (+affix) ] 

where W is a weak cluster, Co is a string of zero or more consonants, and X does not 
contain an internal # boundary.22 Our conventions interpret (39) as an abbreviation for 

22 Actually, the affix must be restricted to a glide or to a monosyJlabic formative with a simple vocalic 
nucleus, for reasons that will be developed in the next chapter. 
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the following sequence of rules : 

(40) (a) V � [1 stress] / X-CoW+affix] 
(b) V � [1 stress] / X- Co+affix] 
(c) V � [1 stress] / X-CoW] 
(d) V � [1 stress] / X-Co] 

The parenthesis convention proposed earlier imposes the following ordering conditions on 
(40a-d) : (1) the order of application is (a), (b), (c), (d), as given ; (2) if case (a) applies, then 
case (b) is inapplicable ; (3) if case (c) applies, then case (d) is inapplicable; (4) if either case 
(a) or case (b) applies, then cases (c) and (d) are inapplicable. Summarizing, the convention 
implies that the ordering of (40) is totally disjunctive ; if one case applies, then all later cases 
are skipped. 

In forms such as person+al and theatr+ic+al, case (a) of rule (40) assigns primary 
stress in the antepenultimate syllable. Case (b) of (40) applies to words such as dialect+al 
and anecdOt+al, assigning primary stress in the penultimate position, which contains a 
strong cluster. Cases (c) and (d) are simply the two cases of rule (25) ; they apply to such 
words as edit and develop, assigning penultimate stress, and to words such as evade and 
supreme, assigning primary stress in the final syllable. Rule (39) thus expresses in a precise 
way the linguistically significant generalization that underlies this class of examples. 

Notice that some of these examples involve more than one cycle. the word theatrical, 
for example, is clearly derived from theater, which will receive primary stress on the initial 
syllable in the first cycle (by a rule which will be given in the next chapter) ; thus, in isolation 
the stress will be in that position. But in the second cycle, the stress is shifted to the second 
(antepenultimate) syllable by rule (39). We thus have the derivation (41). (Recall that we 
assume all formatives to be automatically bounded by +, by convention. We therefore 
need not indicate all occurrences of this boundary in a derivation.) 

[A [Ntheatr]N ic+al]A 
1 (RULE TO BE GIVEN) 
21 RULE (39), CASE (40a) 

The stress on the first syllable is then weakened as a special case of rules that we will go into 
later. 

Suppose that we have a still more complex form such as theatricality, for example. 
For this form, the same rules provide the following derivation :23 

[N [A [Ntheatr]N ic+alh i+tY]N 
1 

21  

32 1 

(RULE TO BE GIVEN) 

RULE (39), CASE (40a) 

RULE (39), CASE (40a) 

23 The analysis of -ity as i+ty might be disputed, but it seems well motivated on morphological grounds. 
There is, first of all, a noun-forming affix -ty (loyalty, novelty, etc.) Furthermore, the forms in -ity often 
have other derived forms with affixes beginning with -i (sanctity-sanctify-sanctitude, clarity-clarify, 
etc.), which suggests that -i- is a stem-forming augment. We shall see, in fact, that there are good reasons 
to suppose that no affixes are polysyllabic. 

As rule (39) is stated, this analysis of -ity is necessary. From considerations presented in the next 
chapter, however, it can be shown that even if -ity were to be analyzed as a single formative, the rules 
would still provide the derivation (42). Therefore, in this instance at least, phonological considerations do 
not require the analysis into two formatives. 
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There is a generally accepted convention to the effect that secondary stress appears within 
a word only if it is the main stress within that word. Accordingly, we add the following rule : 

Within a word, all non-main stresses are weakened by one. 

The exact status of this rule, which we will call the Stress Adjustment Rule, is a matter to 
which we will return below. We will see, in fact, that it becomes a special case of the Nuclear 
Stress Rule ( lOb), when the latter is properly formulated. The Stress Adjustment Rule (43) 

32 1 43 1 
converts theatricality to theatricality, which we can take to be the phonetic representation 
for this word up to the degree of detail we have discussed so far. 

In the same manner, rule (39) assigns stress contours to many complex forms, in 
accordance with the principle of the transformational cycle. We can thus account for a 
substantial class of cases in a very simple and general way. 

as : 
Actually, rule (39) may be extended somewhat further. Consider pairs of words such 

photograph 
monolith 
telescope 
protoplasm 

photosynthesis 
monomania 
telekinesis 
protozoa 

Each of the forms consists of a prefix (photo-, mono-, tele-, proto-) followed by a stem (which 
may, in certain cases, function as an independent word). With minimal assumptions about 
surface structure, photograph, for example, will be represented [Nphoto [sTEMgraph]sTEM ]N. 
In a case like photosynthesis, the bracketing will be the same, but synthesis will be labeled 
as a noun rather than a stem. 

We note that primary stress falls on the prefix if the stem is monosyllabic,24 and on 
the stem if the stem is polysyllabic. Though this observation will be modified slightly when 
a larger class of cases is considered, it can be accepted as a first approximation. We notice 
further that stress placement on the prefix is in accordance with rule (39) ; that is, by case 
(40c) ( = (28a) ), primary stress is assigned to the syllable preceding the final weak cluster 
of the prefix. (For reasons which appear below, the final vowel of photo, mono, etc., is 
lexically lax though in some positions it is phonetically tense.) 

Using these observations and the assumed surface structure, we can account for the 
forms in (44) with a rule that accomplishes the following. After primary stress has been 
assigned to the stem (or inner noun) in the first cycle, it will be shifted left to the prefix if 
the stem (or inner noun) is a monosyllable, that is, if the form has a final stressed syllable 
when it enters the second cycle. For example, photograph will enter the second cycle as 

1 
photograph, with a final stressed syllable, and our new rule will then shift the stress back to 

1 2 
give photograph. The form photosynthesis, on the other hand, will enter the second cycle as 

1 

photosynthesis ; since the syllable that is stressed is not final, the new rule will not apply and 
the stress will remain on the inner noun. We can now proceed to formulate the rule as 
follows : 

v � [I stress] / X - Co(W) / -f ] 

24 We are using the term " monosyllabic " in a phonological, not a phonetic, sense in this context. Thus 
plasm is phonologically monosyllabic (cf. plasma) but phonetically bisyllabic, since postconsonantal nasals 
become syllabic in final position. 
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where W is a weak cluster and � a stressed syllable, that is, a string of the form Co VCo. 
Making minimal assumptions about surface structure, as before, this provides derivations 
such as (46) : 

[Nphoto [STEMgraph]STEM ]N 
1 

1 
2 
3 

RULE (39), CASE (40d) 

RULE (45) 

RULE (43) 

Where the stem (or inner noun) is polysyllabic, the stressed syllable will not be final and 
rule (45) will not apply. This accounts for the fact that in the examples in the right-hand 
column of (44), primary stress remains on the stem (or inner noun).25 

Before proceeding to investigate other applications of rule (45), we can observe that 
it obviously falls together with rule (39). Combining (39) and (45), then, we have the following 
rule : {+affiX} 

V - [1 stress] / X- Co (W) / - ( f ) ] 

where W is a weak cluster, Co is a string of zero or more consonants, f is a syllable of the 
1 

form Co VCo, and X does not contain # boundary internally. We will henceforth refer to 
this rule, with its various elaborations, as the Main Stress Rule, since it is the main rule 
applying to lexical categories. We return to this matter in Chapter Three. 

In accordance with our notational conventions, rule (47) is an abbreviation for the 
sequence of rules : 

(a) V - [1 stress] / X- CoW+affix] 
(b) V - [1 stress] / X- Co+affix] 
(c) V - [1 stress] / x-- CoWf] 
(d) V - [1 stress] / X- cot] 
(e) V - [1 stress] / X-- CoW] 
(f) . V - [1 stress] / X - Co] 

Cases (a), (b), (e), (f ) are, respectively, cases (a)-(d) of (40). As before, they constitute a 
disjunctively ordered block ; if one of the four cases of (40) applies, none of the later ones 
is applicable. Furthermore, the notational conventions that we have given imply that if 
case (48c) applies, then case (d) is inapplicable, and that if either case (c) or (d) ' applies, 
then cases (e) and (f ) are inapplicable. There are no further disjunctive constraints. The 
only permitted sequences of applicable rules, then, are the following : 

(a), (c) 
(a), (d) 
(b), (c) 
(b), (d) 

Apart from these possibilities, at most one of the rules of (48) can apply. The order in 
which they become applicable is, aside from this restriction, the linear order of (48). These 
empirical assumptions follow from the general hypothesis regarding notations and the fact 
that (47) is the optimal representation of the processes so far discussed (see note 20). 

2S We have not yet given the rules that assign primary stress to these stems and inner nouns in the first 
cycle. 
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Before we continue with the analysis of English stress placement, let us make quite 
clear the status and character of our assumptions concerning the organization of grammars 
and the conditions on the applicability of grammatical rules. We have, so far, placed the 
following conditions on the grammar. The grammar is a linear sequence of rules of the form 
illustrated in (48), applying in accordance with the principle of the transformational cycle 
(see ( 1 5) ). The relation of disjunctive ordering is defined on certain pairs of rules of this 
sequence by virtue of their formal similarities. To determine disjunctive ordering, we apply 
to the fullest possible extent the notational conventions involving parenthesization, bracket
ing, and the slash-dash notation defined as in (30)-(34). In this way we form an underlying 
schema which represents this sequence of rules and which is expandable into this sequence 
by the successive application of conventions involving the notations. (When this process 
is formalized later in our discussion, we will guarantee that the order of expansion is 
unique.) If at some stage in the expansion we reach a schema of the form Z(X) Y, expandable 
into the sequence of schemata ZXY, Z Y, then all rules derived by expanding ZXY (or ZXY 
itself, if it is a rule) are disjunctively ordered with respect to all rules derived by expanding 
Z Y (or Z Y itself, if it is a rule). In this way, disjunctive ordering is defined on the rules of 
the sequence constituting the grammar. Notice that rules may be disjunctively ordered with 
respect to one another even if they are not adjacent in the ordering ; for example, in (48), 
rule (a) is disjunctively ordered with respect to rule (f), but not with respect to rule (c). 

The conventions associated with disjunctive ordering make use of the notations 
for stating grammatical schemata in a way that is rather novel within the theory of generative 
grammar. In earlier work these notations have been regarded solely as part of the system 
for evaluating grammars. They have been proposed as an explication of the notion " linguisti
cally significant generalization " ;  the degree of linguistically significant generalization 
attained by a grammar-its " simplicity," in a technical sense of the term-is measured 
by the num ber of symbols appearing in the underlying schema that expands to this grammar 
by the use "f the notations. (See Chomsky (1965) and many earlier references for dis
cussion.) But now we are also making use of the notations to determine how the rules 
apply, in particular, to determine disjunctive ordering. That is to say, we are proposing 
that certain formal relations among rules, statable in terms of the notations that are used 
for the evaluation of grammars, are significant in determining how the grammar generates 
derivations. If the empirical hypothesis embodied in the definition of " disjunctive ordering " 
is correct, then this fact offers a powerful argument in support of the empirical reality of the 
evaluation procedures that have been developed within the theory of generative grammar, 
as it has evolved in recent years. 

We can now return to the role of the Stressed Syllable Rule, as we shall henceforth 
refer to it-namely, cases (c) and (d) of the Main Stress Rule. We will refer to cases (a) 
and (b) of (48) as the Affix Rule. 

(50) 
Consider now the following sets of words : 

1 

torment 
1 

convict 

1 3 

torment 
1 3 

convict 

1 

torrent 
1 

verdict 
1 1 3 1 

export export effort 
1 1 3 1 

progress progress tigress 

The words in the left-hand column are verbs, with stress on the final syllable ;  those in the 
other two columns are nouns, with primary stress on the penultimate syllable. Comparing 
the words in the middle column with those in the right-hand column, we can see that they 
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differ in the degree of stress on the final syllable and, concomitantly, in the quality of the 
final vocalic nucleus, which is reduced to [;)] in the right-hand column but not in the middle 
column. 

We can account for the nouns in the middle column, that is, those with stress con
tour 13, by regarding them as derived from the corresponding verbs. Thus we view the relation 

1 3 1 
between torment and torment as roughly analogous to the relation between advertisement and 
advertise or impression and impress. We then have derivations such as the following : 

[N [vtorment]v ]N 
1 

1 2 
3 

RULE (47), CASE (48f) 

RULE (47), CASE (48d) 

RULE (43) 

In the first cycle, the Main Stress Rule applies to the underlying verb, assigning primary 
stress in the final strong cluster. Since the verb undergoes no further applications of the 
Main Stress Rule, in isolation it retains primary stress in this position. But the derived 
noun must undergo a second application of the Main Stress Rule, in accordance with the 
principle of the transformational cycle. In this application, the Stressed Syllable Rule applies, 
shifting primary stress to the left. Secondary stress on the final syllable is then weakened to 
tertiary by the Stress Adjustment Rule, giving the contour 13 .  The distinction between the 
elements of the left and middle columns of (50) can thus be attributed to the extra cycle in 
the derivation of the nouns. The distinction between the elements of the middle and right 
columns can be attributed to the fact that the right-hand elements are not derived from 
associated verbs and therefore have never received primary stress on the final syllable.26 
In this way, the Stressed Syllable Rule accounts for a distinction between tertiary and zero 

1 3 1 - 1 3 1 -

stress in the final syllables of pairs such as torment-torrent, export-e./fort.27 
We have not yet explained why stress falls on the final syllable of the verb progress 

in (50), even though this contains a weak cluster. As we will show in Chapter Three, Section 
10, we must assume there to be a special boundary in such verbs-between pro and gress in 
this case-which blocks the application of (48e) in the first cycle but not of (48d) in the 
second cycle. Thus the derivation of the noun progress from the underlying verb progress 
will be identical to that of torment in (51). 

We have now seen two rather different effects of the Stressed Syllable Rule. In the 
1 3 1 

case of photograph versus photosynthesis, it accounts for the distinction between a falling 

26  We have not yet given the rule that determines stress placement in nouns such as those of the right-hand 
column of (50). The fact is that in nouns, as distinct from verbs and adjectives, a final syllable with a simple 
vocalic nucleus is disregarded for purposes of stress placement, and the Main Stress Rule is then applied 
to the residue in the usual way. Thus, for nouns, a final syllable with a simple vocalic nucleus is treated in 
the same way as an affix and a stressed syllable by rule (47). We do not give this rule here because it involves 
certain assumptions with respect to notations and ordering that we prefer, for expository reasons, to leave 
for the next chapter. The facts are clear, however. By extending the Main Stress Rule in this way, we 
can account for the fact that primary stress appears in the penultimate syllable in the nouns of the right
most column of (50), as well as in words such as phlOgiston and horizon, which have a strong medial 
cluster; that it appears in the antepenultimate syllable in words such as venison, dmnibal, elephant, with a 
weak medial cluster and simple vocalic nucleus in the final syllable ; and that it falls on the final syllable 
(by rule (48f)) in words such as machine, career, which have a complex vocalic nucleus in the final 
syllable. 

27 Observe that in the case of torrent, we know that the vowel of the final syllable is e (cf. torrential). In the 
case of effort there is no way of determining the phonological quality of the underlying vowel, which need 
not, therefore, be specified in the lexical entry for this formative. 
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and a rising contour for the prefix-stem combination, exactly as in the case of the noun 
1 3  1 1 3  1 - 1 3  1 -

export versus the verb export ; in the case of export versus effort or torment versus torrent, 
it accounts for the difference between tertiary and zero stress in the final syllables. 

Consider now words such as : 

(a) relaxation, annexation, emendation, connectivity, domesticity, authenticity 
(b) devastation, demonstration, contempldtion, opportunity 

Observe that in each case the cluster preceding the primary stress is of the form VC2 and 
is therefore a strong cluster, and that in each case this syllable has a weak stress.28 However, 
the vowel quality is retained in the syllable preceding primary stress in the examples of 
(52a) but is lost in the same position in the examples of (52b). This distinction is clearly 
traceable to the fact that the examples of (52a) are derived from underlying forms in which 
this vowel has primary stress, whereas the examples of (52b) are derived from underlying 
forms in which this vowel is unstressed. Thus we have derivations such as the following :29 

(a) [N [vrelaxJv At+ion]N 
1 

2 
2 3  
3 4  

1 

(b) [N [vdevastAt]v ion]N 
1 2 

2 
3 

1 
1 

RULE (47), CASE (48£) 

(SEE NOTE 29) 

(SEE NOTE 29) 

RULE (43) 

(SEE NOTE 29) 

(SEE NOTE 29) 

RULE (43) 

Although certain details are not given in these derivations, there is still sufficient information 
to account for vowel quality in the weak-stressed syllable preceding primary stress. It is 
clear that the process of vowel reduction depends in a fundamental way on stress ; in particu
lar, a vowel that is sufficiently stressed, in some sense that we will make precise later, is 

1 3 

protected from vowel reduction. Thus the degree of stress on the final syllable of torment 
(see derivation (51» is sufficient to prevent vowel reduction, but that on the final syllable 

1 

of torrent is not. Similarly, the second syllable of relaxation, having received primary stress 
in the first cycle, is immune to vowel reduction, but the second syllable of devastation, 
never having received any stress, does undergo the process of vowel reduction. In this way, 
we can account quite readily for the distinction between the examples of (52a) and (52b). 

For some dialects (in particular, our own), we can find near minimal pairs to illustrate 
these far-reaching phonetic effects of the rules of the transformational cycle. Consider, 

28 Here, as elsewhere, we rely on the phonetic representations in Kenyon and Knott, which agree with our 
own pronunciation, with the provisos stated elsewhere. The stress on the syllable preceding primary stress 
cannot be stronger than [4 stress] in any of these cases, since the first syllable in each case has tertiary 
stress and the second (pre-main-stress) syllable is clearly weaker than the first. We would give the contour 
3415 for (52a) and 3515 for (52b). 

29 These derivations involve various principles that will not be discussed until the next chapter. In particular, 
the affix -ion invariably places stress on the syllable immediately preceding it, and there is a rule changing 
a "21 contour to 231 ,  as a special case of more general processes that we will discuss. We also omit here 
the rules that assign the proper stress contour 1 "2 (which would become 1 "3  by the Stress Adjustment 
Rule) to devastAt in the first cycle. Filling in these omissions will lead to no change in the analysis of the 
facts under discussion here. 
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for example, the words compensation-condensation.3o In condensation, the vowel in the sec
ond syllable has received stress in the first cycle of the derivation because of the underlying 
verb condense : therefore, it does not reduce, and we have the phonetic representation 

3 4 1 5 

[kandensAs.m]. The corresponding vowel of compensation, never having received stress, is 
3 5 1 5 

subject to vowel reduction, resulting in the phonetic representation [kamp.msAs.m]. 
To conclude this preliminary discussion of the principles that determine stress 

contours and the related phenomenon of vowel reduction, let us turn to the set of words 
in English that have the noun-forming affix -y (not to be confused with the adjective
forming -y of such words as stringy and brawny, which has very different phonetic effects 
and a different underlying representation). This is the affix that we find in such words as 
aristocrac+y, econom+y, galax+y. Before turning to its effect on stress placement, 
let us consider its phonological representation. 

Phonetically, this affix is either [i] or [E], depending on the dialect ; that is, it is 
a high front vowel of dialectally varying degree of tenseness and diphthongization. The 
tenseness and diphthongization give no information about the underlying phonological 
representation since there are no relevant contrasts in this position. As we shall see in the 
next chapter, even phonologically nontense vowels (i.e., simple vocalic nuclei) become tense 
and diphthongized in final position in the dialects in question. But, in fact, we do know that 
phonologically the affix cannot consist of a complex vocalic nucleus [E] if it is to be subject 
to the Main Stress Rule (47), since the cases of this rule that involve affixes, as we shall 
see, are restricted to affixes with simple vocalic nuclei. 

With this possibility eliminated, let us now ask whether the affix -y can be phono
logically represented as the simple vocalic nucleus i. An argument against this analysis is 
provided by consideration of the stem-forming vowel [i] ,  which, along with the parallel 
stem-forming vowel [u] ,  appears in the derived forms of pairs such as proverb-proverbial, 
professor-professorial, habit-habitual, tempest-tempestuous. The underlying forms must be 
represented in the lexicon in such a way as to indicate that they take the stem-forming 
augment [ i ]  or [u ]  in their derived forms. A natural, and apparently the simplest, proposal 
is to enter these words in the lexicon in the form professor+i, habit+u, etc., with the aug
ment deleted in final position by rule (54) : 

{�} � <P / + - # 
But if this suggestion is followed, then words such as economy cannot be entered with 
the representation econom +i for the affix will be incorrectly deleted in final position by 
rule (54). 

These considerations suggest that the representation of the affix -y in lexical entries 
should be +y. That is, it should be entered as a high front glide, which later becomes a 

30 The latter is the nominalized verb that means " act of condensing," not the noun that means " a condensed 
state or form " or " a  condensed mass " and that, although in some way related to the verb condense, is 
not derived from it as is condensation in the first sense. Kenyon and Knott give only the form with un
reduced second syllable for condensation, and give both reduced and unreduced variants for compensation, 
as well as for the underlying form compensate. There is well-known dialectal divergence in these positions. 
In general, with respect to phonetic minutiae of this sort, it is impossible to expect complete consistency 
between speakers or for one speaker at various times. Nor should it necessarily be assumed that the 
transcriptions suggested by phoneticians, at this level of detail, correspond in any very clear way to an 
acoustic reality. As pointed out in Section 2 of this chapter, we are concerned here with ideal forms that 
may undergo various modifications in performance and that may relate more closely to a perceptual than 
an acoustic reality. 
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vowel by an extremely simple rule. We shall see, in �act, that the required rule converting 
y to i falls together with other rules that are needed on independent grounds. Thus, in terms 
of its analysis into vowels and consonants, the word economy is of the phonological form 
VCVCVCC, consistent, in fact, with the orthographic representation. 

Adopting this quite well-motivated proposal, let us now turn to the effect of the affix 
-y on stress placement. We have already provided one quite general rule describing the effect 
of an affix on the assignment of primary stress, namely, cases (48a) and (48b) of the Main 
Stress Rule (47). But the affix -y does not seem to fall under this generalization, as we can 
see by considering data of the sort presented in (55), where the symbols W, S, and A stand 
for syllables terminating in weak, strong, and arbitrary clusters, respectively, and where 
the formula to the left of the colon describes the underlying form of the examples to the 
right : 

( ) 1 1 1 

55 (a) Aw+y : economy, policy, aristocracy 
1 1 1 

(b) # As + y:  industry, galaxy, modesty 
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 

(c) Aws+y : orthodoxy, testimony, rhinoplasty, promissory, auditory 
1 1 1 1 

(d) ASS +y : advisory, compulsory, refractory, trajectory31 

The examples of case (a) are in fact consistent with the assumption that -y is simply 
a regular affix subject to the Affix Rule that is part of the Main Stress Rule (47). Since the 
syllable preceding the affix contains a weak cluster, case (48a) of (47) will assign primary 
stress to the syllable preceding this cluster, in the usual way. The examples of (55b), however, 
appear to be inconsistent with this assumption. If -y were subject to the Affix Rule, then 
primary stress would be placed on the strong cluster immediately preceding the affix, in 
accordance with case (48b) of rule (47), whereas in these examples primary stress is actually 
on the syllable preceding this strong cluster. Examples such as these might lead one to 
suggest another rule, unique to the suffix -y, namely, the rule that this suffix places primary 
stress on the syllable preceding it by two. Under such a rule, the examples of (55a) and (55b) 
would be accounted for. 

The forms in (55c), however, show at once that this new proposal is incorrect. In 
these examples, primary stress is three syllables removed from the affix -y, and there is an 
unexplained tertiary stress on the syllable immediately preceding this affix (a syllable which, 
we observe, contains a strong cluster). We cannot simply add a special case requiring that 
stress be three syllables removed when -y is preceded by a strong cluster, for this possibility 
is excluded by the examples of (55d). 

With no further attempt at patchwork solutions, let us see how close we can come 
to the facts by making the weakest and most general assumption, namely, that -y is simply 
a regular affix obeying the Main Stress Rule as it now stands. 

As we have already noted, the examples of (55a) are consistent with this analysis. 
That is, the affix -y will now, like all affixes, assign stress to the syllable preceding a final 
weak cluster. 

Consider next the examples of (55b). Under the assumption that -y is a regular affix, 
case (48b) of the Main Stress Rule (47) will place primary stress on the final syllable of 
the string preceding -y, since this syllable contains a strong cluster. This gives, for example, 

1 
the form industry. Recall that according to the ordering constraints on the subcases (48a-f ) 

3 1 We assume here that these words have the same affix -Or+y as promissory, auditory. Other analyses might 
be suggested for many of these words, taken in isolation, but the analyses we are supposing are at least 
as well motivated, on grounds independent of stress placement, as any others. We shall see directly that 
considerations of stress placement strongly support the analyses proposed here. 
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of rule (47), after (48b) has applied, case (c) or (d) may still be applied (see (49) ). Case (48d) 
applies to a string of the form vcot] , where t is a stressed syllable, assigning primary 
stress to the vowel. But, as we have noted above, the affix -y is a glide in the underlying 

1 1 
representation. Hence industry is a string of the form VCo VCo] , which is a special case of 

, 1 1 2 
VCo�]. Case (48d) thus applies to industry, giving the stress pattern industry, after which 

1 3 
the Stress Adjustment Rule applies to give industry. Other rules, to which we return below, 

3 1 3 
determine that a tertiary-stressed vowel in the context of the u of industry loses its stress 
and reduces. This gives the desired stress pattern. The examples of (55b), then, are quite 
consistent with the assumption that -y is a regular affix. 

Consider now the forms of (55c), which, as we have noted, are inconsistent with 
the assumption that -y places primary stress two syllables back. Taking orthodoxy as a 
typical example, the Main Stress Rule, as it stands, provides the following derivation : 

[N [Aortho [sTEMdox]sTEM h y]N 
1 

1 

2 
1 
1 

2 

2 
3 

RULE (47), CASE (48f) 

RULE (47), CASE (48c) 

RULE (47), CASE (48b) 
RULE (47), CASE (48c) 
RULE (43) 

In the first cycle, primary stress is placed on the monosyllabic stem dox (exactly as it is 
placed on the monosyllabic stem graph in the derivation (46) of photograph). In the next 

1 
cycle we consider the adjective orthqdox. The Stressed Syllable Rule (48c) places primary 
stress on the syllable preceding the weak cluster, again exactly as in the case of photograph. 

1 3 
Thus, in isolation, the adjective would have the stress contour orthodox (the Stress Adjust-
ment Rule weakening the final stress to tertiary). But in (56) there is still another cycle. 
In this third cycle, primary stress is assigned by the Affix Rule (48b) to the syllable with 
the strong cluster preceding the affix. The result is a string terminating with the stressed 

1 1 
syllable doxy, a syllable of the form CVCCC. Hence the Stressed Syllable Rule (48c) 
applies once again, as it did in the preceding cycle, reassigning primary stress to the first 

1 3 
vowel. The Stress Adjustment Rule (43) now applies to give the desired form orthodoxy. 
The other examples of (55c) are similar. In sum, these forms are consistent with the assump
tion that -y is a regular affix. The examples in (55d) are derived in a manner parallel to that 
of (55b), with case (48d) of the Stressed Syllable Rule applying on the last pass through the 
transformational cycle. 

We see, then, that by taking the affix -y to be nonvocalic phonologically, all of the 
cases of (55) are explained on the assumption that it is a perfectly regular and unexceptional 
affix subject to the general Main Stress Rule. This fact alone would motivate the repre
sentation of the affix -y as a glide in underlying forms, but, as we have seen, there is inde
pendent support for this conclusion. The peculiar arrangement of data noted in (55) follows 
from this assumption, with no modification of the general rules. Here, then, is a striking 
example of the effectiveness of the principle of the transformational cycle, in conjunction 
with the principle of disjunctive ordering, in explaining otherwise quite refractory data. 

Other forms in -y support these conclusions. Before turning to them, however, let 
us consider the following : 

investigative, generative, illustrative, demonstrative 
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Clearly these have the underlying forms : 

(58) investigAt, generAt, illustrAt, demonstrAt 

But notice that the affix -ive should assign primary stress to the final strong syllable -At, in 
each case, giving the incorrect forms * investigative , *generative, *illustrative, *demonstrative. 
What actually happens is that the affix -ive assigns primary stress to the syllable immediately 
preceding -At if that syllable has a strong cluster, or one syllable further back if the syllable 
preceding -At has a weak cluster. In other words, primary stress is assigned just as if the 
affix were not -ive, but rather -Ative. In fact, we shall see that in general the element -At is 
considered to be a part of the affix for the purposes of stress placement. We can achieve 
this effect by reformulating the Main Stress Rule (47) as : 

(59) V � [1 stress] / X-Co (W) / _((At) {+tffiX} ) ]32 
To resolve an ambiguity in the expansion of the schema (59), let us assume, as a general 
principle, that braces are expanded before parentheses. With this assumption, schema (59) 
expands to (60), which is then expanded to a sequence of rules in the usual way. 

+affix ] (b) 
{At+affiX ] ) (a) 

V � [I stress] / X-Co(W) / - 1t t] (c) E ] (d) ] (e) 
Disjunctive ordering holds between (60a) and (60b), between (60c) and (60d), and between 
each of (60a) - (60d) and (60e). 

Let us consider the effect of this slight modification of the rule on examples with 
the affix -yo We will now have typical derivations such as (61) and (62), for confiscatory 
(similarly, compensatory, reformatory, etc.) and anticipatory (similarly, reverberatory, con
ciliatory, etc.), respectively : 

(62) 

[A [vconfiscAtJv Or+Y]A 
1 2 

2 3 1 
3 1 4 2 
4 5 3 

[A [vanticipAt]v Or+yh 
1 2 

2 3 
1 4 2 
1 5 3 

(RULES TO BE GIVEN) 
AFFIX RULE (60b) 

STRESSED SYLLABLE RULE (60c) 

RULE (43) 

(RULES TO BE GIVEN) 
AFFIX RULE (60b) 

STRESSED SYLLABLE RULE (60c) 

RULE (43) 

The two derivations correspond point by point. In both cases the stress contour is assigned 
to the underlying verb by rules that we will give later on. The verbs, in isolation, would be 

1 3 1 3 
confiscate, anticipate. In the second cycle, the Affix Rule shifts primary stress to the strong 

32 Notice that the ordering implied by the use of parentheses carries over to this case, as we would expect. 
1 

Thus, if the Affix Rule applies in the context --At+ive (giving, e.g., illustrAtive), it is not permitted 
2 1 

to reapply in the context -- ive (giving *illustr Alive). 
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syllable immediately preceding the affix -y, in the usual way. At this point the Stressed 
Syllable Rule applies, under the modification (59)-(60)-that is, with the element -At re
garded as part of the context of application rather than as subject to the application of the 
rule. Excluding -AtOry from consideration in this way, the rule assigns primary stress to 
the final strong syllable of the residual string confisc- in (61), and to the syllable preceding 
the final weak syllable of the residual string anticip- in (62). Stress is then weakened and 
vowels reduced in accordance with fairly straightforward rules to which we will return. 
Here, again, the various cases of the Main Stress Rule interact to generate some rather 
complex phonetic structures, in accordance with the general principle of the transforma
tional cycle and the general empirical assumptions regarding ordering that we have for
mulated. 

6. Particular and universal grammar 

In Section 2, on the basis of som� preliminary observations about stress contours in 
English, we suggested that certain principles of organization of a grammar might serve as 
preconditions for language acquisition, and we discussed some questions of psychological 
and physical fact relating to this assumption. Now, after a more detailed account of English 
stress contours, the tentative conclusions of Section 2 have been strengthened. 

We have seen that simple rules applying under very general conditions can explain 
data of a rich and varied sort. This fact raises interesting and important questions. To 
facilitate the discussion of these questions, we can invoke a traditional distinction between 
" particular grammar " and " universal grammar." A particular grammar for a single 
language is a compendium of specific and accidental (that is, nonessential) properties of 
this language. A universal grammar is a system of conditions that characterize any human 
language, a theory of essential properties of human language. It is reasonable to suppose 
that the principle of the transformational cycle and the principles of organization of gram
mar that we have formulated in terms of certain notational conventions are, if correct, a 
part of universal grammar rather than of the particular grammar of English. Specifically, 
it is difficult to imagine how such principles could be " learned " or " invented " in some way 
by each speaker of the language, on the basis of the data available to him.33 It therefore 
seems necessary to assume that these principles constitute a part of the schema that serves 
as a precondition for language acquisition and that determines the general character of 
what is acquired. While the general principles of organization of a grammar that we have 
been discussing can most plausibly be regarded as part of universal grammar, it seems that 
such rules as the Main Stress Rule must, in large part at least, be a part of the particular 
grammar of English. A reasonable tentative assumption, then, is that the Nuclear Stress 
Rule, the Compound Rule, and the Main Stress Rule must be learned by the child acquir
ing the language, whereas the conditions on the form of rules, the principle of the transfor
mational cycle, and the principles of organization embodied in the various notational con
ventions that we have established are simply a part of the conceptual apparatus that he 
applies to the data. 

33 Furthermore, insofar as phonetic transcription corresponds to a perceptual rather than an acoustic reality 
-see Section 2-departures from the rules are undetectable. Quite apart from this, it is difficult to imagine 
that adults, whose perceptual set is extremely strong and whose phonetic acuity is very limited, could note 
and correct deviations in low-level phonetic forms even where these do have a direct counterpart in the 
physical shape of the utterance. 
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The Nuclear Stress Rule, the Compound Rule, and the Main Stress Rule, in its 
various cases, assign primary stress in certain positions. A very small body of data concern
ing the position of primary stress in simple utterances is sufficient to justify these rules. 
Correspondingly, a small body of data of this sort might be sufficient to enable the language 
learner to postulate that these rules form part of the grammar of the language to which he 
is exposed. Having accepted these rules, the language learner can now apply the general 
principles of universal grammar to determine their effects in a wide variety of cases. As we 
have seen, very simple rules can have extremely complex effects when applied in accordance 
with these general principles. The effects in themselves might well be undetectable by the 
native speaker or the language learner. When they are determined by a framework of 
internalized general principles, they become quite accessible to him. 

Phonetically untrained speakers of a language seem to find it quite easy to determine 
the position of main stress in simple utterances, but extremely difficult to trace complex 
stress contours in a detailed and consistent way. There is, furthermore, some doubt as to 
the physical reality of these contours, although there is no doubt that with phonetic training, 
a speaker of the language can identify stress contours and other phonetic details with reason
able consistency. These observations are just what we would expect; given the assumptions 
to which we have tentatively been led about universal and particular grammar. A small 
body of data relating to the position of main stress can lead to the formulation of the major 
stress placement rules. Their effects in complex utterances are determined by the universal 
unlearned principles of organization of a grammar. There is no need for the speaker or 
hearer to attend to these automatically determined aspects of an utterance, even where 
they are physically real ; but with training, they can be brought to the level of awareness, 
whether or not they have acoustic reality. In particular, stress contours can be " heard " 
with a fair degree of consistency even though they may not correspond in detail to any 
physical property of utterances. 

7. On the abstractness of lexical representation 

The syntactic component of the grammar contains a lexicon which lists lexical items 
with their inherent properties, in particular, those phonological properties that are not 
determined by general rule. The considerations of the preceding sections suggest that these 
underlying forms will in general contain no indication of the stress contour of the items or 
of the distinction between reduced and unreduced vowels. In these respects the lexical 
representation of an underlying form will be very different from the phonetic representations 
of its variants in particular contexts. As we investigate further, we will find many more 
dramatic examples of this discrepancy between underlying forms and their phonetic 
realizations. 

In note 26, we pointed out that the placement of primary stress in nouns is governed 
by the following rule (where Vs is a simple vocalic nucleus) : 

v - [1 stress] / X- Co (W) / - VsCO]N 

This rule clearly falls together with the general Main Stress Rule, in a way which we will 
examine in the next chapter. As pointed out in note 26, it accounts for the stress placement 
in words such as venison, horizon, elephant. To assign primary stress in these words, we 
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disregard the final simple vocalic nucleus with the consonants following it, and assign 
primary stress to the penultimate syllable of the residue if its final cluster is weak or to this 
final cluster itself if it is strong. Thus the rule is of precisely the sort with which we are now 
familiar. If the final syllable of a noun contains a complex vocalic nucleus, then rule (63) is 
inapplicable, and case (48f ) of the Main Stress Rule applies in the usual way, placing 
primary stress in the final syllable of such words as machine, career. 

Superficially, words ending in vowels seem to contradict this rule. Thus, in words 
such as country, menu, window, the final vocalic nucleus is complex (namely, E, U, 0, 

respectively) in many dialects. Nevertheless, it does not receive stress. This seems difficult 
to explain within our present framework until we observe that there is no contrast between 
simple and complex vocalic nuclei in word-final position (see p. 39). Consequently, there is 
no barrier to representing words such as country, menu, window in the lexicon with simple 
vocalic nuclei in final position. This will then make the forms subject to rule (63), which 
excludes the final syllable from consideration and then assigns primary stress to the residue 
in the usual way. A later rule will then determine the quality of the word-final vocalic 
nucleus. This later rule is well motivated, apart from any question of stress placement. 
Hence these words do not contradict rule (63). 

Further investigation of final unstressed vowels reveals that there is a peculiar gap 
in the pattern. We do not at this point in the exposition have the means to justify this 
remark, but we will be able to show that of the six simple vocalic nuclei that might appear 
in final position, only i, re, u, 0, and � do in fact appear. There are no examples with e as 
the final vowel of the lexical representation. 

With these observations as background, let us return to the problem of stress place
ment. Consider the words ellipse, eclipse. If the lexical representation were eiips, eklips, then 
rule (63) would apply, eliminating the final syllable from consideration (since it contains 
a simple vocalic nucleus) and assigning primary stress to the first syllable, giving *Elips, 
*Eklips as the phonetic forms. Recall, now, the remarks of the preceding paragraph. 
Suppose that we were to assign to these words the lexical representations elipse, eklipse, 
respectively. Rule (63) will exclude the final simple vocalic nucleus e from consideration 
and will assign primary stress to the strong cluster that precedes it, giving elipse, eklipse. 
To obtain the correct phonetic forms, we now add the e-Elision Rule (64) to the grammar : 

e ---+ <I> / - # 

This rule gives the correct final forms. It also explains the gap noted in the preceding 
paragraph. We see now that this gap is not in the underlying lexical representations but 
only in the phonetic output. 

Rule (64), as we shall see, has independent motivation apart from the considerations 
just mentioned. As one further example, consider the word Neptune with the phonetic 
representation [neptUn]. 34 The final cluster of the phonetic representation is strong and 
hence should receive primary stress by the Main Stress Rule. We cannot simply add a 
final e in the lexical representation here, as we did in the preceding examples, for if we were 
to enter Neptune in the lexicon as neptUne, primary stress would still be placed on the 
second syllable, this time by rule (63). The only apparent alternative is to enter Neptune 
with the lexical representation neptune, that is, with the simple vocalic nucleus u in the 
second syllable. Rule (63) will now assign primary stress in the first syllable since the 

34 We overlook dialectal variants for the time being. 
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second syllable contains a weak cluster. We now add the rule (65) (where C is a single 
consonant) : 

u ---+ U / - CV 

We thus have the following derivation : 
n ep t u n e  

1 RULE (63) 

U RULE (65) 

<I> RULE (64) 
The final phonetic form is [neptUn], as required. 

Rule (65) is, in fact, justified on independent grounds. Thus we find only phonetic 
[U1, and not the other phonetic reflexes of underlying U,35 in the context -- CV (e.g., 
music, mutiny, mural). 

Here, as in the forms discussed previously in this section, we are again led to an 
underlying representation which is quite abstract (and which, once again, corresponds 
directly to conventional orthography). 

Consider next verbs such as caress and harass.36 The final syllable of the phonetic 
representations for these forms has a stressed weak cluster, which is contrary to what is 
asserted by the Main Stress Rule (47). Suppose, however, that we were to provide these 
words with the lexical representations k Vress, h Vrress, with V here standing for an un
specified simple vocalic nucleus.37 The two final consonants now make the final cluster 
strong, and case (48f ) of the Main Stress Rule will apply to assign primary stress on this 
final strong cluster. To obtain the correct forms, we need another rule, which we shall call 
the Cluster Simplification Rule, to delete one of the s's : 

The first of two identical consonants is deleted. 38 

This gives us [bres], [h;mes] as the phonetic forms, eliminating another apparent exception 
to the stress placement rules. 

Once again, we find that the rule that we postulate (in this case, rule (67» is well 
motivated on independent grounds, as we see from considerations such as the following. 
Consider first words such as cunning, currency, and mussel, in which the phonetic reflex 
of underlying u in the first syllable is [A] rather than [U] (see note 35). According to rule (65), 
underlying u should give phonetic [U] in the context -- CV, as in punitive, mural, music, 
and so on. We can prevent the application of this rule to forms like cunning by assuming 
double consonants in the underlying representations. These will then simplify by rule (67). 
Alternatively, we would have to assume a contrast between u and U in underlying repre
sentations. This is highly implausible, not only because of the examples already noted that 
motivate rule (65), but also because of the system of vowel alternations that we shall 
describe. 

Observe next that in the near pair music - mussel, noted above, the form with phonetic 
[U1 has a voiced medial consonant, whereas the form with phonetic [A] has an unvoiced 

35 The simple vocalic nucleus u of underlying lexical representations generally becomes phonetic [A] before 
consonants by general rules that we will describe later. 

36 The latter, with the phonetic representation [hanes]. An alternative form, [hreras], will derive from the 
lexical representation hrerVs. 

37 We return later to the precise content of this remark. 
38 Notice that this rule is not, strictly speaking, formulable within the framework that we have established 

up to this point. We will return to this matter. 
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medial consonant. Thus the contrast is between [Uz] and [AS] in intervocalic position. This 
correlation is general. We can account for it by postulating a rule that voices [s] medially, 
this rule applying prior to (67) : 

s --> [+voice] / V--V 

Given the rule (68), which we will make more exact later on, we have the derivations (69) : 

(69) m u si k  m u s s e l  
U RULE (65) 

A (SEE NOTE 35) 

Z RULE (68) 

<I> RULE (67) 

The rule (68) is independently motivated by many considerations. Compare, for 
example, pairs such as resent - consent, resist- con"sist, in which the initial consonant of each 
of the stems -sent and -sist voices intervocalically but not postconsonantally. Such examples 
give even more direct justification for rule (67)-the rule deleting the first of two identical 
consonants. Thus consider words such as dissemble, dissent, with the prefix dis- (d. distrust, 
disturb, etc.) and a stem beginning with s. Evidently, rule (67) is required to account for 
the fact that the medial cluster is phonetically a single consonant [s] ; it is protected from 
voicing by (68) because of the final s of the prefix, in contrast with resemble, resent, etc. 
Similarly, we must rely on rule (67) to account for the fact that the prefix ex- is phonetically 
[ek] when the stem begins with an [s], as in exceed versus extend. Thus, several considera
tions converge to support the analysis proposed. 

Consider next words such as I6dl�m, medial versus i'ad.tcal, medical. These examples 
have the complex nuclei [A], [E] in the context -- CiV, and the simple nuclei [re], [e] in 
the context --CiC. A great many examples of this sort, which we shall study in detail 
below, lead us to postulate rules which have the following effect (where C is a single 
consonant) : {re --> A } 

e --> E 
/ - CiV 

Notice that where the vowel in question is followed by a double consonant (calcium, 
compendium), it is not subject to rule (70) and therefore remains simple. 

We now proceed to words such as potassium, gymnasium, magnesium. As in the case 
of music - mussel, we find that where we have unvoiced [s], here in the context --iV, the 
vocalic nucleus preceding it is simple, but where we have voiced [z], the vocalic nucleus 
preceding it is complex. We can now account for this arrangement of data with underlying 
forms and derivations much like the following : 

p o t ressium g i mn resium 
A 

z 
RULE (70) 

RULE (68) 

RULE (67) 

Once again, we rely on rule (67), among others, in accounting for the relevant data. 
Finally, notice that words such as confetti, Mississippi, Kentucky appear to violate rule 

(63), which assigns stress in the antepenultimate syllable of a noun that ends in a simple 
vocalic nucleus preceded by a weak cluster. We can avoid this violation of the rule by 
giving the lexical representations kVnjetti, mississippi, kVntukki, respectively. The penulti
mate syllable, being strong, will now take primary stress by rule (63). The double consonants 
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prevent the voicing of [s] by rule (68) and the change of u to [U] by rule (65). Rule (67) 
then simplifies them, as before. In further support of this analysis, we observe that, quite 
generally, medial obstruent clusters are unvoiced in English ; correspondingly, in the po
sitions where a double consonant must be postulated to account for peculiarities in stress 
placement, consonant quality, and vowel quality, as in the examples of this paragraph, it 
is with rare exceptions an unvoiced obstruent that appears. 

To recapitulate, the e-Elision Rule (64), the Cluster Simplification Rule (67), and 
the others that we have discussed here form a mutually supporting system of rules that can 
be justified in a variety of independent ways and that account for a fairly extensive array of 
data. These rules lead us to postulate underlying forms which are quite abstract. Further
more, these abstract underlying representations are, in general, very close to conventional 
orthography. 

We will conclude with two more examples. Consider the word girajfe, phonetically 
[J.mH]. Here we have a stress on the final weak cluster. We can explain this by postulating 
the underlying lexical representation girrejfe. The rule (63) of stress placement assigns 
primary stress to the penultimate syllable. By e-Elision and Cluster Simplification (note 
again that an unvoiced cluster is involved) we derive [ginH]. Clearly ·we must have a rule 
that softens g to m (and k to [s] ) before nonlow front vowels, with qualifications to be added 
later. 

(72) {� : !} / -{�} 
With rule (72) and the general rule of Vowel Reduction, we derive [j;)rref], as required. 
Alternatively, we might take the underlying representation to be JVrrejfe ; there are other 
possibilities for deriving the phonetic form by regular processes. 

1 1 

Finally, consider the words courage [leAr;)j] and courageous [k;)rAj;)s]. Superficially, 
these seem to contradict the rules of stress placement and vowel quality that we have 
presented in this chapter. Suppose, however, that we were to take the underlying form to 
be korrege.39 On this assumption, we have the following derivations : 

k o r reg e  
1 

J 
<l> 

A 

k o r reg e + <> s  

1 
A 

J 
<l> 

RULE (63) 

RULE (47), CASE (48a) 

RULE (70)40 

RULE (72) 

RULE (64)41 

(SEE NOTE 39) 

(VOWEL REDUCTION) 

39 In our discussion of the Rounding Adjustment Rule in Chapter Four, we shall show that lax back vowels 
become unrounded under certain conditions. A consequence of this rule is the shift 0 � A, where [A] is 
regarded as a lax unrounded back mid vowel, differing from [0] only in not being rounded. 

Incidentally, a better representation would be correge, where c stands for a symbol identical in its 
feature composition to k except that it appears in a lexically designated class of forms that undergo 
certain syntactic and phonological processes (i.e., they take derivational affixes of the Romance and Greek 
systems and undergo rules such as (72) ). We return to this matter at the end of Chapter Four. 

40 Actually, we generalize (70) so that it applies in the context--Crxv, where ex is a nonlow front vowel or 
glide, that is, [iI, reI, [iI, reI, or the corresponding glides. This is a simplification of the rule, in our 
terms, as we shall see. 

41 We generalize rule (64) so that it elides final e not only before word boundary, but also before any forma
tive boundary. This, too, is a simplification in our terms, as we shall see. 
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In the case of courage, in isolation, primary stress is placed by the Noun Rule (63) ; in the 
case of courageous, by the Affix Rule (47), in the familiar way. The second syllable of 
courageous becomes a complex nucleus by rule (70), before the nonlow front vowel followed 
by another vowel. The consonant g then softens to [j] by rule (72), and the final e is 
elided. Vowel Reduction then gives the desired forms. Once again, a quite abstract under
lying form, very similar to conventional orthography, accounts for the variant forms by 
rules of great generality and wide applicability. 

There is, incidentally, nothing particularly surprising about the fact that conventional 
orthography is, as these examples suggest, a near optimal system for the lexical representa
tion of English words. The fundamental principle of orthography is that phonetic variation 
is not indicated where it is predictable by general rule. Thus, stress placement and regular 
vowel or consonant alternations are generally not reflected. Orthography is a system 
designed for readers who know the language, who understand sentences and therefore 
know the surface structure of sentences. Such readers can produce the correct phonetic 
forms, given the orthographic representation and the surface structure, by means of the 
rules that they employ in producing and interpreting speech. It would be quite pointless 
for the orthography to indicate these predictable variants. Except for unpredictable variants 
(e.g., man -men, buy- bought), an optimal orthography would have one representation for 
each lexical entry. Up to ambiguity, then, such a system would maintain a close correspon
dence between semantic units and orthographic representations. A system of this sort is of 
little use for one who wishes to produce tolerable speech without knowing the language
for example, an actor reading lines in a language with which he is unfamiliar. For such 
purposes a phonetic alphabet, or the regularized phonetic representations called " pho
nemic " in modern linguistics, would be superior. This, however, is not the function of 
conventional orthographic systems. They are designed for the use of speakers of the lan
guage. It is therefore noteworthy, but not too surprising, that English orthography, despite 
its often cited inconsistencies, comes remarkably close to being an optimal orthographic 
system for English. Correspondingly, it would not be surprising to discover that an adequate 
theory of the production and perception of speech will find a place for a system of repre
sentation not unlike orthography, though there is, for the moment, little evidence that 
phonemic transcription is a " psychologically real " system in this sense. 

It should also be observed that very different dialects may have the same or a very 
similar system of underlying representations. It is a widely confirmed empirical fact that 
underlying representations are fairly resistant to historical change, which tends, by and 
large, to involve late phonetic rules.42 If this is true, then the same system of representation 
for underlying forms will be found over long stretches of space and time. Thus a conventional 
orthography may have a very long useful life, for a wide range of phonetically divergent 
dialects. 

These observations suggest a description of the process of reading aloud that might, 
to first approximation, be described in the following way. We assume a reader who has 
internalized a grammar G of the language that he speaks natively. The reader is presented 
with a linear stretch W of written symbols, in a conventional orthography. He produces 
as an internal representation of this linear stretch W a string S of abstract symbols of the 
sort that we have been considering. Utilizing the syntactic and semantic information avail
able to him, from a preliminary analysis of S,  as well as much extra-linguistic information 

42 See Halle (1964), Kiparsky (1965), Postal (1968). 
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regarding the writer and the context, the reader understands the utterance, and, in par
ticular, assigns to S a surface structure �.43 With � available, he can then produce the 
phonetic representation of S and, finally, the physical signal corresponding to the visual 
input W. Clearly, reading will be facilitated to the extent that the orthography used for W 
corresponds to the underlying representations provided by the grammar G. To the extent 
that these correspond, the reader can rely on the familiar phonological processes to relate 
the visual input W to an acoustic signal. Thus one would expect that conventional ortho
graphy should, by and large, be superior to phonemic transcription, which is in general 
quite remote from underlying lexical or phonological representation and not related to it 
by any linguistically significant set of rules. On the other hand, for an actor reading lines in 
a language that he does not know, phonemic transcription should be much superior to con
ventional orthography, since it can be read without comprehension, whereas conventional 
orthography, being close to the linguistically significant system underlying ordinary 
speech, can be read only when the surface structure (including the internal structure of 
words) is known, that is, when the utterance is to some degree understood. 

There are many interesting questions that can be raised about the deVelopment of 
systems of underlying representation during the period of language acquisition. It is possible 
that this might be fairly slow. There is, for example, some evidence that children tend to 
hear much more phonetically than adults. There is no reason to jump to the conclusion that 
this is simply a matter of training and experience ; it may very well have a maturational 
basis. Furthermore, much of the evidence relevant to the construction of the underlying 
systems of representation may not be available in early stages of language acquisition. 
These are open questions, and it is pointless to speculate about them any further. They 
deserve careful empirical study, not only because of the fundamental importance of the 
question of " psychological reality " of linguistic constructs, but also for practical reasons ; 
for example, with respect to the problem of the teaching of reading. These further topics, 
however, lie beyond the scope of this book. 

8. Vowel alternations 

We have already noted that simple and complex vocalic nuclei alternate in some way. Let 
us now consider these processes in more detail. 

A comparison of words such as profane -profanity, compare-comparative, grateful
gratitude, serene-serenity, appeal-appelative, plenum-plenitude, divine-divinity, derive
derivative, reconcile-conciliate, and innumerable others suggests that the grammar must 

. contain rules which have the following effect: 
A � re 
E � e 
I � 

The vowel in boldface stands for a complex vocalic nucleus in the first member of each 
pair, and for a simple vocalic nucleus in the second member of each pair. Furthermore, 
both the vowel quality and the stress placement in the first member of each pair seem to 

43 Obviously, it is an oversimplification to assume that conversion of W to S precedes the interpretive pro
cesses that assign I. to S. There is no reason for this having to be the case, and such commonplace pheno
mena as proofreading errors suggest that in fact it is not the case. 
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require that the underlying form have the complex rather than the simple vocalic nucleus, 
that is, that the rule be (74) rather than (75) : 

re - A 
e - E 

- 1 
Thus we postulate underlying forms such as pro/An, serEn, divln,44 which are stressed on 
the final complex nucleus by the Main Stress Rule (case (48f) ). To account for the second 
members of the pairs, we apply rule (74) in the context (76) (where 'V stands for an un
stressed vocalic nucleus) : 

Superficially, the vowel alternations illustrated by (74) appear to be extremely com
plex and unsystematic. We have disguised this fact by our capitalization notation. Stated 
in terms of symbols that receive a direct phonetic interpretation, the rules in (74) appear as : 

(77) ey - re 
iy - e 
ay - i 

where the symbols e, i, ii stand for phonetically tense counterparts to e, i, re.45 These rules 
are extraordinarily complex in terms of the otherwise well-motivated feature system that 
we will develop below and in terms of any concept of complexity that seems to have any 
merit at all. 

Compounding the problem is the fact that it is not enough to postulate the rules 
(74)-(77) ; it is also necessary to postulate the rules (75), which have precisely the opposite 
effect. To see this, consider words such as various-variety, German-Germanic-Germanium, 
manager-managerial. The underlying form for vary must be vAri, with a final simple vocalic 
nucleus. Stress placement will then be determined correctly by rule (48e). The final vowel 
is converted from i to [E] finally or before another vowel by the rule discussed on page 45 
in connection with words such as country, window. But notice that under stress, in variety, 
the vowel in question becomes not [E] but [I]. Therefore we must have a rule converting 
i to [I] in this position. Consider next the triple German-Germanic-Germanium. The po
sition of stress on the first member of this triple shows that the vocalic nucleus of its final 
syllable must be weak. The second member shows that it must be reo The third member 
shows that this underlying re becomes [A] by a rule of the form re - A in certain contexts 
(see rule (70) and the discussion of courage-courageous on p. 48). Consider now manager-

44 If we were restricted to lowercase Latin letters and to a principle of absolute linearity of spelling, we could 
not use this device and would have to find an alternative notation. The proper choice is obvious, in the 
light of the rules given above. We can represent pro/An, serEn, divln in the form pro/rene, serene, divine; 
stress placement will now be determined correctly by the Main Stress Rule (case (48e» ; the simple vocalic 
nuclei will become complex in the context --Ce by a rule rather like (65); and the final e will be elided 
by rule (64), giving the correct phonetic forms. 

One might inquire whether this proposal is not after all correct, for the underlying representations. 
We have considered this possibility quite seriously, and it has something to recommend it. We reject it, 
however, in favor of the analyses with final complex nuclei in the underlying representations, for two 
reasons which will become clearer later on : first, the solution with final e is less highly valued in terms of the 
general measure of evaluation (complexity measure) that we will develop ; second, we have not been able 
to find a simple system of rules that gives the required results in detail under this assumption. 

45 The phonetics is straightforward except with respect to postulation of the [reI-ray] relation, which begs 
a few questions to which we shall return in Chapter Four. 
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managerial. Considerations of stress and vowel quality show that the final vowel of manager 
must be a simple vocalic nucleus. This vowel becomes [E] in the context -- CiV ; it must 
therefore be the vowel e (since re becomes [A] and i becomes [I] ). Many examples of this 
sort show that we must, in fact, set up rules with the effect of (75), in addition to rules with 
the effect of (74). 

We have now reached a conclusion which is quite unacceptable. The rules (74) 
( = (77) ) and (75) are extremely complex in themselves. It is evident, furthermore, that there 
must be some underlying generalization that accounts for the fact that the rules (74) and 
the rules (75) are precisely opposite in their effects. If we give the rules in the form (74), 
(75), there is no way to express this generalization. In brief, we have two extremely complex 
processes which are surely related, but related in some way which is not statable if these 
processes are described in the form (74), (75). 

These considerations suggest very strongly that something is seriously amiss in the 
analysis we have been tacitly assuming, with the symbols A, E, I, 0, U taken simply as 
informal notational abbreviations for complex nuclei of underlying forms. 

Notice that the processes (74) and (75) involve alternations of two kinds, from a 
phonetic point of view. We can see this by considering the formulalion (77) of (74). Clearly 
these rules affect both the complexity and the quality of the vocalic nuclei in question ;  that 
is, the complex nuclei become simple, and the vowel of the vocalic nucleus changes in quality 
as well. Let us consider these processes individually. 

To begin with, let us disregard the question of vowel quality and consider the matter 
of complexity of the vocalic nucleus. We note at once that the presence of the y-glide cor
relates with tenseness of the vowel. We need therefore account only for the tenseness. 
The presence of the glide will then be determined by the Diphthongization Rule (78) : 

� --+ y / V-

where � --+ Y stands for " insert y "  and where V is a tense vowel. (We shall see that this rule 
is, in fact, more general.) We may now assume that there are no postvocalic glides in 
underlying forms. 

The examples that we have already given illustrate fairly adequately the general 
scope of the rules governing tenseness. Summarizing what we have observed, we can for
mulate the following rules, as a first approximation : 

v --+ [- tense] / --CVCV 

The Laxing Rule (79) converts the tense vowels in the boldface positions of gratitude (cf. 
grAteful), serenity (cf. serEn), derivative, (cf. derlv) to their lax counterparts. If the under
lying forms are grret, seren, deriv, respectively, rule (79) will give the forms grret(itude), 
seren(ity), deriv(ative), as required. On the other hand, the Tensing Rule (80) will apply in 
the following way : (a) in the context -- # ,  the final vowels of country, window, vary, etc. , 
will become tense ; (b) in the context --V, the vowels in boldface in various, variety, 
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impious, piety, etc., will become tense ; (c) in the context--Cr:tV (where r:t is a nonlow 
nonback vowel), the vowels in boldface in managerial, courageous, Canadian, etc., become 
tense. In all three cases, the tense vowel is diphthongized by rule (78). 

The rules (78)- (80), which are quite simple and straightforward, account for the 
complexity of the vocalic nuclei in all of the cases that we have considered. The problem 
of vowel quality still remains, however, for the tense vowels (the complex vocalic nuclei). 
At this stage of our analysis, the vowels in boldface in the words grateful, serene, derive, 
for example, will be [rey] , [ey] , [iy], respectively, from underlying re, e, i, by Tensing and 
Diphthongization. But the vocalic nuclei of these words should be [ey], [iy] , [ay] , respec
tively. That is, we must add a Vowel Shift Rule which has the following effect on stressed 
vowels : 

� a ( = re-see note 45) 

In other words, the rule (81) effects the shifts : 

We shall see, in Chapter Four, that the Vowel Shift Rule can be stated in a very simple 
way, and, in fact, that it can be generalized beyond the class of examples that we have 
considered. With the Tensing and Laxing Rules, the Diphthongization Rule, and the Vowel 
Shift Rule, we have now fully accounted for the examples considered so far, as we can see 
by the following typical derivations : 

(85) 

profren (profane) 
prof�n 
prof�yn 
profCyn 

profrenity (profanity)46 
prof�nity 
profrenity 

mrenVger (manager) 
mrenVger 
mrenVjer 
mren.,j.,r 

mren V gerirel (managerial) 
mren V gerirel 
mren Vjerirel 
mren Vjerirel 
mren Vjeyriyrel 
mren Vjiyriyrel 
mren.,jiyriy.,l 

46 In these derivations, we omit all cycles except the last. 

MAIN STRESS RULE (4Sf) 
DIPHTHONGIZA TION (7S) 
VOWEL SHIFT (S1) 

MAIN STRESS RULE (4Sa) 
LAXING RULE (79) 

MAIN STRESS RULE (63) 

RULE (72) 

VOWEL REDUCTION 

MAIN STRESS RULE (4Sa) 
RULE (72) 

TENSING RULE (SOc,b) 
DIPHTHONGIZATION (7S) 

VOWEL SHIFT (S1)47 
VOWEL REDUCTION 

47 Note that the Vowel Shift Rule is restricted to vowels that carry stress, though not necessarily primary 

stress. 
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The points to be noted are the following. Instead of the extremely complicated rules 
(74), (75), we now have the quite simple rules (78)- (81).48 More important, we have suc
ceeded in expressing the generalization underlying the rules (74) and their inverses, the rules 
(75). By extracting the Vowel Shift Rille from these processes, we are left with only rilles 
(79) and (80) (the Tensing and Laxing Rules) as inverses. This is a bare and irreducible 
minimum. We have, in other words, avoided the absurdity of assuming that the processes 
stated as (74) and (75) have no relation to each other. We now have abstract underlying 
representations such as pro/ren, seren, deriv, mrenVger. Observe that the device of capitali
zation used earlier corresponds to the phonological category of tenseness at the level of 
lexical representation. Note also that in the case of an underlying tense vowel, the corre
sponding phonetic element will invariably differ from the underlying vowel either in quality 
(if it remains tense) or in tenseness. For example, corresponding to the tense vowel in the 
boldface position in the underlying representation seren, we have either [iy] (in the word 
serene) or [e] (in the word serenity). Once again, the postulated underlying forms are sys
tematically related to conventional orthography (see note 44) and are, as is well known, 
related to the underlying forms of a much earlier historical stage of the language. There has, 
in other words, been little change in lexical representation since Middle English, and, con
sequently, we would expect (though we have not verified this in any detail) that lexical 
representation would differ very little from dialect to dialect in Modern English. If this 
assumption proves to be correct, it will follow that conventional orthography is probably 
fairly close to optimal for all modern English dialects, as well as for the attested dialects 
of the past several hundred years. 

Bringing this discussion to a close, we will show that entirely independent considera
tions also support the postulation of the Vowel Shift Rule (81) for modern spoken English. 
In Section 7 we discussed the Velar Softening Rule that converts g to [J] and k to [s] before 
nonlow front vowels, that is [i], eel, [i], and eel. But consider words such as : 

criticism-critical-criticize 
medicine-medical-medicate 

Using the symbol c to represent unvoiced velars in lexical entries that are subject to the Velar 
Softening Rule (72) (see note 39), we have the underlying representations critic-, medic- for 
the base forms of (87). Evidently the Velar Softening Rule must precede the Vowel Reduc
tion Rule, since we have softening in the boldface position in medicine (before underlying 
i )  but not medical (before underlying re), although in both cases the vowel following the 
consonant in question is reduced to [;)] by Vowel Reduction. Under this assumption, the 
words criticism and critical also cause no difficulty. But consider the words criticize and 
medicate. In the case of criticize, we have velar softening before a vocalic nucleus which is 
phonetically [I] ( =  [ay] ) ;  in the case of medicate, we do not have velar softening before a 
vocalic nucleus which is phonetically [A] ( =  [ey] ). In other words, we have softening before 
a low back vowel but not before a nonlow front vowel, which is precisely the opposite of 
what we would expect in terms of rilles of otherwise great generality. The paradox is re
solved, of course, by the Vowel Shift Rule. The underlying representation for criticize is 
criticiz, and the underlying representation for medicate is medicret (as indicated in both 
cases by the spelling-see note 44). If Velar Softening applies not only prior to Vowel Re
duction but also prior to Vowel Shift, then we will have softening in the case of criticize 

48 The sense in which the latter rules are much simpler will be explained later. We shall argue that this is the 
only sense of " simplicity " that is relevant to the choice of a grammar. 
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(before an underlying high front vowel) but not medicate (with an underlying low vowel 
after the c). After Velar Softening applies, the Diphthongization and Vowel Shift Rules 
convert i to ray] (giving [kritisayz] ) and re to [ey] (giving [medikeyt] ) ;  in our alternative 
notation, the Velar Softening, Diphthongization, and Vowel Shift Rules convert under
lying criticiz, medicret to phonetic [kritisIz], [medikAt], respectively. 

There are many other examples of this sort, some of which we will discuss when we 
deal with vowel alternations more carefully in Chapter Four. For the present, we simply 
point out that these examples provide an independent justification for the Vowel Shift 
Ru1e, and show once again the necessity of postulating lexical representations of a quite 
abstract sort. 
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Chapter three 

THE TRANSF O R M ATI ONAL 
CY CLE IN ENGLI SH 
P H ONOL OGY 

1. Introductory remarks 

One of the most complex aspects of the phonetics of English is its intricate system of stress 
contours, both within the word and within the phrase. It has long been known to phoneti
cians that stress contours in English have at least four (and probably five or more) ��tua! 
levels, so that many degrees of stress must be recorded in an adequate phonetic transcription. 
Furthermore, it is well known that a vowel that is insufficiently stressed, in some sense, 
reduces to a mid or high central .. neutral " vowel. t 

For the most part, the study of English sound structure has been limited to the prob
lem of developing an adequate notation,2 but there have also been a few attempts to go 
beyond this and discover the underlying principles that determine these phenomena. 3 

Several years ago we showed (Chomsky, Halle, Lukoff, 1956) that the major stress contours 
are determined by the operation of a transformational cycle. We assumed then that the 
position of main stress was an independent (" phonemic ") feature, and we did not investigate 
the rules that determine this or the rules that determine vowel reduction. In the present 
chapter, we will discuss the rules of stress assignment and vowel reduction on a somewhat 
larger scale. We will see that both the placement of main stress and the stress contours within 

1 We will represent this " neutral " vowel with the symbol [;l], using the symbol [A] for the vowel of but, 
luck, etc. Phonetically the vowel which we represent here as [;l] may often (or, in some dialects, always) 
be raised to the high central vowel til. We will not consider at this point the question of how, in detail, 
this vowel is phonetically realized in various contexts and dialects. For expository purposes, we may 
accept the fiction that the vowel we are representing as [;l] is distinct from all other vowels. 

2 See, for example, Bloomfield (1933), Bloch and Trager (1942), Trager and Smith (1951), Hill (1958), 
Kenyon (1958), Kurath (1964), and, for general discussion, Gleason (1961 , Chapter 3). 3 For example, Newman (1946). In particular, there have been studies in which affixes are classified in 
terms of their effect on stress placement (e.g., Kingdon, 1958), and others in which some of the major 
rules are stated (e.g., Cooper, 1687, Elphinston, 1765, Marchand, 1960, all of whom noted that in many 
cases placement of primary stress in English follows the familiar Latin rules). 

The distinction between the problem of devising an adequate (so-called " phonemic ") notation 
and that of discovering the underlying principles that determine phonetic representations, is not a sharp 
one. Thus, even a phonemic notation takes an initial step toward systematization in that it is concerned 
with low-level generalizations about phonetic variation that can be stated in terms of immediate phonetic 

contexts. 
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the word and the phrase are largely predictable from the syntactic and the nonprosodic 
phonological structure of an utterance by means of a transformational cycle. 

1.1. THE R ULES OF THE PHONOLOGICAL COMPONENT 
The rules of the grammar operate in a mechanical fashion; one may think of them as 

instructions that might be given to a mindless robot, incapable of exercising any judgment or 
imagination in their application. Any ambiguity or inexplicitness in the statement of rules 
must in principle be eliminated, since the receiver of the instructions is assumed to be 
incapable of using intelligence to fill in gaps or to correct errors. To the extent that the rules 
do not meet this standard of explicitness and precision, they fail to express the linguistic 
facts.4 

In Chapter Two we outlined our assumptions regarding the ordering of rules in the 
phonological component of a generative grammar. To repeat the main points briefly, we 
a"ssume that the rules are linearly ordered and that they are applied in the given order in 
forming a derivation. Furthermore, this order is cyclical, in the following sense. The syn
tactic component generates a string with a surface structure that is represented by labeled 
bracketing. The sequence of phonological rules is first applied to all innermost constituents I 
of this string. Innermost brackets are then deleted, and the sequence applies to the new 
innermost constituents. This cyclical application is repeated until the maximal domain of 
phonological processes is reached. (The maximal domain is the " phonological phrase," 
which we assume to be marked in the surface structure.) 

We will see that certain rules are limited to the context # # . . .  -- . . .  # # ;  that 
is, they apply only at word boundaries. These make up the " noncyclical phonology " that 
we will discuss in greater detail in the next chapter. Our attention here will be directed 
rather to the cyclical transformational rules that apply in contexts determined by major 
syntactic categories-rules that therefore reapply, in general, at successive stages of the 
transformational cycle. 

We have also assumed that there may be a somewhat more complex principle of 
ordering within the linear sequence of rules. A certain subsequence may form a block of 
rules which are " disjunctively ordered " in the sense that if one of these rules applies to a 
certain substring, the other members of the block are not applicable to this substring in this 
stage of the cycle. Rules not subject to this restriction on their application are " conjunctively 
ordered." Disjunctive ordering must be indicated by an appropriate convention ;  we will 
show various examples and will suggest appropriate formal devices and generalizations as 
we proceed, extending the observations of Chapter Two. In Chapter Eight these notions will 
be further developed and sharpened. 

In short, at this point in the exposition we suppose the phonology to consist of a 
linear sequence of rules, some subsequences of which form disjunctively ordered blocks. 
These rules apply in a cycle, as determined by the surface structure of the string to which 
they apply. In this way they convert a formal object generated by the syntactic component, 
that is, a string of formatives with surface structure marked, into a phonetic representation 
of the string. The sequence of representations formed in this process we call a " derivation " 
of the phonetic representation from the underlying phonological representation. Thus the 

4 It is a curious fact that this condition of preciseness of formulation for the rules of a generative grammar 
has led many linguists to conclude that the motivation for such grammars must be machine translation 
or some other use of computers, as if there could be no motive in clarity and completeness other than 

this. 
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phonological component specifies the relation between phonetic and phonological represen
tation. 

To be slightly more precise, the syntactic component generates a string of formatives, 
some of which are given in lexical representation, with surface structure marked. The 
readjustment rules, operating along the lines indicated in Chapter One (pp. 9-1 1), convert 
this formal object into a string in full phonological representation, with surface structure 
marked. The readjustment rules thus provide a link between the syntactic and the phono
logical components of the grammar. We presuppose, henceforth, that we are dealing with 
the formal objects provided by the readjustment rules which apply to the structures generated 
by the syntactic component. In Chapter Eight, we return to a brief consideration of readjust
ment rules. 

1 .2. NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
Let us now briefly review and extend the notational conventions introduced in the 

preceding chapters. 
Where X, Y, Z, and W are strings of symbols of arbitrary complexity, an expression 

of the form (1) is an abbreviation for the sequence ( 1a), (1b), and an expression of the form 
(2) is an abbreviation for the sequence (2a), (2b), in the order shown. 

X{�}W 

(a) XYW 
(b) XZW 

X( Y)Z 

(a) XYZ 
(b) XZ 

In expression (1) there are two items enclosed by the braces ; thus (1) abbreviates a sequence 
of two expressions, i.e., (1a), (1b). Similarly, (3) abbreviates the sequence (3a), (3b), (3c), 
and the same convention is extended to an arbitrary number of items in braces. 

(a) XYP 
(b) XZP 
(c) XWP 

When notations such as (2) have been used in the construction of generative grammars, 
it has generally been tacitly assumed that the ordering abbreviated by the use of parentheses 
is disjunctive (in this case the ordering (2a), (2b) ). In the case of braces, however, the ordering 
is assumed to be conjunctive. Thus the expressions (3a), (3b), (3c), abbreviated as (3), are 
conjunctively ordered ; but the expressions (2a), (2b), abbreviated as (2), are disjunctively 
ordered. 

For any feature complex X, the symbol X;:' stands for a string of no less than m and 
no more than n occurrences of X. Thus Cb stands for one occurrence or zero occurrences of 
C, and Cl stands for exactly one occurrence of C (where C stands for a segment which is 
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a nonvowel-see p. 68). The symbol Xm stands for a string of no less than m X's. Thus C2 
stands for a string of two or more occurrences of C. When no subscript or superscript is 

given, it is to be assumed that both the subscript and the superscript are " I ." Thus CVCo, 
for example, stands for a string of exactly one nonvowel followed by exactly one vowel 

. [- tense] followed by zero or more nonvowels ; the notatIOn 
V 

stands for exactly one occur-

rence of a lax (nontense) vowel ; etc. 
The notation X::, is definable in terms of the parenthesis notation. We will tentatively 

assume that it has the same formal conventions associated with it. Thus, a rule of the form 
. . .  q . . .  , for example, abbreviates the two disjunctively ordered rules . . .  CC . . .  , . . .  C . . . ; 
we thus take . . . q . . . to be an abbreviation for . . .  C(C) . . . .  We will actually make little 
use of this property of the notation X::, (see, however, pp. 1 75-76, Chapter Four), and we 
mention it here only to clarify the meaning of the notation. 

There is one ambiguity that must be resolved. The notation (4a), for example, is an 
abbreviation for (4b), which is ambiguously interpreted as either the sequence (5a) or the 
sequence (5b), depending on which parentheses are expanded first in (4b) . 

(4) (a) . . .  CA(X) . . .  
(b) . . .  (C)(X) . . .  

(5) (a) . . .  CX . . .  
. . .  X . . .  
. . .  C . . .  

(b) . . .  CX . . .  
. . .  C . . .  
. . .  X . . .  

We will assume henceforth, rather arbitrarily, that alternative (5a) is correct and 
that, in general, substrings abbreviated as Y{ are expanded later than substrings enclosed 
in parentheses. 

There are several other ambiguities to be resolved in the meaning of these notations. 
One, of crucial importance in our material, is this. Suppose that we have the sequence of 

expressions (6) : 

(a) XY 
(b) XZ 
(c) X 

If we apply the brace notation to (6a), (6b), we derive (7) : 

But now we can apply the parenthesis notation to the sequence (7), (6c), giving (8) : 

(8) 
Alternatively, we might first have applied the parenthesis notation to (6b), (6c), giving (9), 
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and then applied the brace notation to the sequence (6a), (9), giving (10) :  

X(Z) 

The alternatives that lead to (8) and (10), respectively, differ in their empirical consequences, 
because of the conventions just stated regarding conjunctive and disjunctive ordering. If the 
sequence (6) is abbreviated as (8), it follows that (6a) and (6b) are each disjunctively ordered 
with respect to (6c). If the sequence (6) is abbreviated as (10), it follows that only (6b) is 
disjunctively ordered with respect to (6c). Therefore, it is clearly an empirical question 
whether one or the other alternative is correct. 

We have one clear case to illustrate the empirical effects of this choice, namely, the 
case of stress placement with affixes, which was discussed in Chapter Two (pp. 3 1-36), 
and which will be discussed in more detail in Section 6 of this chapter. The correct choice, in 
this case, is (8). That is, when confronted with a sequence such as (6), we must first apply 
braces and then apply parentheses. This was the decision made, without comment, in Chapter 
Two. 

It is conceivable that this decision is ad hoc and depends on the empirical facts in 
each case. If so, it follows that one cannot determine from the sequence of rules constituting 
the grammar what is the organization of the grammar in terms of disjunctive and conjunc
tive ordering. In other words, this organization is in part arbitrary, a feature of grammar 
that must be specified independently of the linear ordering of rules. Evidently, it would be 
quite interesting to determine whether there is a general principle governing this organiza
tion, given the sequence of rules. A natural principle that suggests itself at once is this : 
abbreviatory notations must be selected in such a way as to maximize disjunctive ordering. 
Given the sequence of rules (6), this principle would lead us to assign the organization of 
rule application defined by (8) rather than that defined by (10). The principle seems to us a 
natural one in that maximization of disjunctive ordering will, in general, minimize the length 
of derivations in the grammar. The question of how an internalized grammar is used in 
performance (speech production or perception) is of course quite open. Nevertheless, it 
seems reasonable to suppose that the grammar should be selected in such a way as to mini
mize the amount of " computation " that is necessary, and that " length of derivation " is 
one factor in determining " complexity of computation." Naturally, this principle must be 
regarded as quite tentative. We will adhere to it where a choice arises, but we have very little 
evidence for or against it. To find empirical evidence bearing on a principle of this degree 
of abstractness is not an easy matter, but the issue is important, and one should bear it in 
mind in a detailed investigation of phonological structure. 

These remarks by no means exhaust the quite deep question of how disjunctive and 
conjunctive ordering are to be assigned to the sequence of rules constituting the phono
logical component and how ambiguities in the interpretation of the notations are to be 
resolved. We shall have a few more comments to make on this matter as we proceed. There 
is no difficulty, in principle, in resolving all ambiguities one way or another. However, our 
feeling is that premature formalization should be avoided, and that we should leave ques
tions open where we have no empirical evidence and no considerations of plausibility, how
ever vague, that would lead us to one or another of the possible decisions. Research in 
phonology is barely beginning to reach the depth where questions of this sort can be examined. 
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With these remarks, we merely wish to point to the fact that these problems can now be 
posed in a meaningful way and that one can search for empirical evidence to resolve them. 

Proceeding now to other types of notation used here, we will follow the convention 
of marking the heaviest (main) stress as I stress, the next heaviest (secondary) stress as 2 
stress, etc. This convention conforms to familiar usage but has the disadvantage that weaker 
stresses are indicated by larger numbers. The reader should take note of this to avoid possible 
confusion. We will also occasionally use the conventional notation Y, Y, V for primary, 
secondary, and tertiary stress, respectively. 

In stating rules of the transformational cycle, we will, as in the first two chapters, 
use boldface square brackets [ ] to indicate the syntactic Ie analysis of the surface structure. 
If the brackets are labeled by a sequence . of (one or more) category symbols, the rule in 
question is restricted to strings belonging to one of the indicated categories. If the brackets 
are unlabeled, the rule is unrestricted as to category. The boldface square brackets that are 
used to mark syntactic structure are not to be confused with the brackets [ ] used to enclose 
feature sets. 

The rules that determine stress contours are, for the most part, rules that assign 
primary stress in certain positions, at the same time weakening the stresses in all other 
positions by one. We might think of these as rules that assign [0 stress], with the convention 
that after every application of such a rule, all integral values for stress within the domain of 
this rule (which is a maximal string containing no internal brackets) are increased by one. 
Whenever primary stress is placed by a rule V --> [1 stress] I . . .  , an interpretation of this 
sort is to be understood. 

1 .3. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
We take " distinctive features " to be the minimal elements of which phonetic, 

lexical, and phonological transcriptions are composed, by combination and concatenation. 
The alphabetic symbols that we use freely in the discussion below are therefore to be 
regarded as nothing more than convenient 'ad hoc abbreviations for feature bundles, intro
duced for ease of printing and reading but without systematic import. Thus, for example, if 
the symbol Iii appears in the discussion, it is to be understood as an abbreviation for a 
feature complex such as : 

( 1 1 ) + segment 
+ vocalic 
-consonantal 
+ high 
- low 
-back 
- round 
- tense 

A feature complex of this sort we call a " unit " if it is fully specified in terms of features ; 
otherwise, an " archi-unit." If the unit has the feature [ + segment], we call it a " segment " 
(or, if not fully specified, an " archi-segment "). If it has the feature [ - segment], we call it a 
" \:)<:>�Ilcl.?:ry." However, in discussing examples, we will not always make a consistent distinc
tion between fully specified segments and archi-segments where this is not relevant to the 
point at issue, and we will often use the same alphabetic symbol for a segment and various 
archi-segments of this segment. We do this simply to limit the use of alphabetic symbols in 
expository passages to some reasonable number. Except for this proviso, we will generally 
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use alphabetic symbols with their conventional phonetic interpretations as abbreviations 
for feature sets ; but where possible ambiguity in the exposition might result, we will resort 
to the full use of features. 

Our use of the concept " distinctive feature " differs from that of many others in a 
number of ways. On the one hand, we have made fairly extensive revisions in the catalog of 
features as well as in the terminology utilized in previous work. A detailed discussion of 
the revised framework is to be found in Chapter Seven. In addition, we distinguish sharply 
between the classificatory and the phonetic function of distinctive features. It is only in their 
classificatory function that all features are strictly binary, and only in their phonetic function 
that they receive a physical interpretation. As classificatory devices, the distinctive features 
play a role in the full specification of a lexical entry (along with syntactic and semantic 
features and idiosyncratic classifications of various sorts that determine the behavior of a 
lexical entry with respect to the rules of the grammar). As phonetic parameters, the dis
tinctive features provide a representation of an utterance which can be interpreted as a set 
of instructions to the physical articulatory system, or as a refined level of perceptual repre
sentation. The major function of the phonological component is to derive the phonetic 
representation of an utterance from the surface structure assigned to it by the syntactic 
component, that is, from its representation in terms of classificatory features of the lexical 
items it contains, its other nonlexical formatives, and its analysis in terms of immediate 
constituents, all of this material having been modified in an appropriate way by readjustment 
rules. 

As classificatory devices, features are binary. As a first approximation, we may 
assume that they are provided with a coefficient that can take one of two values : + (plus) or 
- (minus). On the other hand, since phonetic features are generally multivalued, we may 
think of them as having positive integers as coefficients. Thus, in the representations that 
constitute the surface structure (the output of the syntactic rules), specified features will be 
marked as plus or minus; but the phonological rules, as they apply to these representations, 
will gradually convert these specifications to integers. We will not actually give the rules 
that effect this conversion in most cases because our interest in sound structure, in this book, 
does not extend to matters such as degree of aspiration, degree of fronting of vowels, etc. ; 
we will, however, give the rules that determine degree of stress. In principle, all rules should 
be given.5 

It is conventional to enclose phonemic representations in diagonals (i.e., in the form 
/ . . .  f )  and phonetic representations in square brackets (in the form [ . . .  ] ). We will follow a 
similar convention where it contributes to the clarity of the exposition, using diagonals for 
representations in which the features are functioning as classificatory devices (and are 
specified plus or minus) and square brackets for representations in which they function 
phonetically (and are specified with integers, in principle). But we cannot adhere to this con
vention rigidly. The diagonal vs. square-bracket convention was designed for a taxonomic 
theory that assumed two levels of representation, phonemic and phonetic, related by un
ordered taxonomic rules (e.g., phoneme A has the variant B in the context x-- Y)6 which 
apply simultaneously. However, a grammar consists of a long sequence of ordered rules 

5 See Sledd (1966) for a discussion of very detailed low-level phonetic rules for a Southeastern American 
dialect, within a general framework of the sort that we are discussing here. 

6 Whether phonetic or phonemic context is intended is not always made clear, and there is, in fact, some 
question as to how well the requirement of simultaneous application is met. For discussion, see Chomsky 

(1964). 
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that convert initial classificatory representations into final phonetic ones, and in the inter
mediate stages there will be representations of a highly mixed sort. We will therefore make no 
attempt to use the diagonal vs. square-bracket convention systematically, though we will 
use it when convenient. 

It appears from our investigations that the optimal grammar of English is one in 
which stress is predicted by rule rather than one in which stress is inherent in the phonolo
gical matrix of a lexical entry. Thus we are assuming, in effect, that one of the earliest rules 
of the phonological component is a rule R which assigns to each segment and boundary 
(see Section 1 .3. 1 )  the feature specification [- stress]. Various rules will then replace 
[ - stress] in vowel segments, but not in boundaries or consonants, by integral values of 
stress, in certain positions. We will assume, as a convention, that all integral values of stress 
are a subdivision of the category [ + stress]. Thus, when a rule assigns the specified feature 
[nstress], for some integer n, in a certain segment, this segment now belongs to the category 
[ + stress] rather than the category [- stress] to which it belonged after the application of 
rwe R. The notation [ +  stress], then, serves as a " cover symbol " for all segments with 
integrally marked values of stress; a rule applying to a segment containing the specification 
[ + stress] automatically applies to all segments which contain the specification [nstress], for 
Some integer n, and which are not otherwise excluded by the formulation of the rule. 

We expect that the same (or some similar) convention is needed for all features, 
but since we have not systematically investigated the problem of replacing categorial specifi
cation by phonetic degree in the case of features other than stress, we do not propose this 
now as a general convention but merely as a specific one for present purposes. We note, 
however, that some such convention is needed as part of general linguistic theory. 

A detailed discussion of the phonetic correlates of the different features is given in 
Chapter Seven. For the present we will limit ourselves to a brief comment on the features 
that play a central role in determining stress contours. These are the features " segment," 
" vocalic," " consonantal," " tense." 

1 .3 . 1 .  BOUNDARY FEATURES 

The feature " segment " distinguishes segments from boundaries. It seems to us that 
the appropriate way to exhibit the structure of a system of boundaries is by an explicit 
feature analysis. Thus each boundary will be a set of features, one of which is the feature 
[- segment]. 

Our tentative assumption is that the segmental features and the boundary features 
fall into distinct sets (with an exception noted on pages 67-68). Among the features of the 
boundary system, " formative boundary " (henceforth " FB ") requires explicit mention. 
Only a single boundary is marked [+  FB]. This boundary, which we will designate with the 
symbol +, appears between the final segment of one formative and the initial segment of 
the following formative. We can think of it as being inserted in this position in terminal 
strings by a general convention.7 All other boundaries are marked [ - FB]. One of the non
FB boundaries is the unit # that appears automatically before and after a word and in 

7 Alternatively, we could dispense with this element and permit reference in rules to formative-initial and 
formative-final position. Note that formative boundary is an actual symbol of the representation, with a 
feature structure, and is not to be confused with the concatenation operator that would be represented 
in a fully formalized version of linguistic theory. 

In our formulation, formative boundary never is preceded or followed by a boundary but must be 
bounded on both sides by segments. 
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sentence-initial and sentence-final position. B We will also have occasion to refer to another 
boundary, which we will denote by the symbol = .  In our terms, the unit = must be dis
tinguished from # by some feature, let us say the feature " WB " (word boundary). Thus the 
symbol + stands for the feature complex [-segment, + FB, - WB], 9 # stands for the 
feature complex [-segment, - FB, + WB], and = for the feature complex [- segment, 
- FB, - WB]. 

We assign a very special status to formative boundary, in the following way. We 
assume that the presence of + can be marked in a rule, but that the absence of + cannot 
be marked in a rule. This means that a rule such as (12), where X, Y, and Z are segments, 
applies to the three-unit string X +Z, converting it to Y +Z; but a rule such as ( 13) is an 
abbreviation for the sequence (14). 

X --+ 

Y / - +Z 

Y / AB - C 

A +B+ - +C 
AB+ - +C 
A +B - +C 
A +B+ - C 
AB - +C 
AB+ - C  
A +B - C 
AB- C 

This assumption regarding the role of formative boundary in phonological rules is indispens
able. The other boundaries do not behave in this manner. Thus rule (13) does not abbreviate 
a sequence of rules like (14) but with + replaced by # .  A string containing # is not subject 
to a rule unless this rule explicitly mentions # in the proper position. Notice that this con
vention amounts to a fairly strong empirical assumption about the nature of rules. It implies 
that although we can frame phonological processes which are blocked by the presence of 
the boundary # ,  we cannot frame processes that are blocked by the presence of formative 
boundary.lO If a process applies to a sequence without formative boundaries, it also 
applies to otherwise identical sequences containing these units. This condition is in
operative only in the case of the lexical redundancy rules, which refer exclusively to the 
internal structure of formatives and really belong to the system of readjustment rules rather 
than the phonology (see pp. 9-1 1 ,  Chapter One). 

As noted on page 66, one of the earliest rilles of the phonological component 
will assign to all units-both segments and boundaries-the feature [- stress]. Since our 

8 Recall the discussion of # and word boundary in Chapter One, pages 12-14. 
9 Thus we are supposing that [-WB] is an automatic, redundant feature of formative boundary. The 

general basis for this remark will become clear in Chapter Nine. 
10 More precisely, in order to express the fact that a process is blocked by the presence of formative bound

ary, we must resort to certain auxiliary devices. described in the next chapter, thus adding to the complexity 
of the grammar. The most highly valued (" simplest ") grammar, then, is one in which phonological 
processes that apply when there is no formative boundary apply also when this unit is present, though not 
conversely, and in which processes stated in terms of other boundaries apply where and only where these 
appear in strings. 
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rules assign stress only to vowels, a sequence of n units specified [- stress]n may include not 
only unstressed vowels and consonants, but all types of boundaries as well. This unique 
treatment of the feature " stress " reflects the fact that stress is a prosodic feature, i.e., a 
feature whose domain extends over sequences that are longer than a word. 

1 .3.2. SEGMENTAL FEATURES 

Let us turn now to the features that classify segments, limiting our discussion here 
to features that are relevant to the functioning of the transformational cycle. 

The features " vocalic " and " consonantal " give a four-way classification of segments, 
as follows : 

( 15) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

[ + vocalic ] 
I V = vowe = 

- consonantal [-vocaliC ] 
I = true consonant 

+ consonanta 

= lqUI , r 
1 
> =  C i 

[ + vocalic ] r ·d (I ) 
+ consonantal [-VocaliC 1 � Iide (h, ?, • w) J 
-consonantal 

g y 

As indicated in ( 15), we will use the cover symbol V as an (informal) abbreviation for the [ + vocalic ] . . feature complex 
I 

and the cover symbol C as an abbreViatIOn for nonvowel, 
- consonanta 

. { [-VOCaliC] } that IS, for the complex 
[ 

. 
+ consonantal] 

Among vowels we will rely on a further classification provided by the feature " tense
ness." Our use of tenseness, as a phonetic feature, can be clarified by an examination of the 
following typical cases Y 

APPRECIABLY TENSE 

bean 
bane 
ban (in some dialects)12 
balm 
pawn 
bone 
boon 

NEGLIGIBLY TENSE 

bin 
Ben 
bat 
bun13 
pot (British RP) 

put 

Phonetically the difference between tense and lax sounds can best be characterized as a dif
ference in the manner in which the articulatory gesture is executed. A tense sound is executed 
deliberately so that the articulating organs actually attain their various target configurations ; 
in producing a lax sound, on the other hand, the gesture is executed rapidly and with reduced 

1 1  There are certain dialects (western New England, for example) in which the gap in this chart, namely, 
the lax correlate of bone, is marginally filled. 

1 2  Namely, those in which (tin) can is distinct from the modal can. This distinction is fairly common, and 
almost completely predictable, in many American dialects, but the contexts in which it appears vary. 

1 3  The vowel of bun is higher as well as laxer than that of balm. Some dialects have another vowel correspond
ing more closely in quality to the vowel of balm but shorter, namely, the vowel of bomb. In general, of 
course, the tense vowels undergo many phonetic modifications. 
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amplitude. Tense vowels are, therefore, distinguished from the corresponding lax vowels by 
being more intense, of longer duration, and articulated with a greater deviation of the vocal 
cavity from its neutral (rest) position. These facts have led to the description of lax vowels 
as being " lazy " variants of the corresponding tense vowels. 

It will often be convenient to use a special notation for the tense vocalic nuclei. As 
in Chapter Two, we will use capital Latin letters for this purpose, each letter being used for 
the sound which serves as its name.14 Thus we will frequently make use of informal represen
tations of the following kind : 

bane bAn 
bean bEn 

rebate 
violate 

rEbAt 
vIolAt 

pine pIn denotation dEnOtAtion 
bone bOn mutation mUtAtion 
pure pUr hibernate hIbernAt 

Except for frequent use of this device, we will generally give examples in ordinary ortho
graphy (occasionally with internal morphological structure indicated and with occasional 
use of standard phonetic symbols). This slight deviation from ordinary orthography serves 
the present purpose of identifying certain vocalic nuclei as tense ; but as we have already seen 
in Chapter Two, it has much other justification as well. 

Our decision to use slightly modified conventional orthography in presenting 
examples instead of, let us say, familiar (taxonomic) phonemic notation is motivated in part 
by a desire to avoid burdening the reader with a new notation ;  but, much more importantly, 
it is justified by the fact that conventional orthography is remarkably close to the optimal 
phonological representation when letters are given a feature analysis-much closer, in most 
respects, than standard phonemic transcription. We have touched on this matter in Chapter 
Two, and we will return to it again in the next chapter where we will give a full analysis of 
the vowel system in terms of features. 

2. Stress placement in verbs-a first approximation 

Consider the stress assignment in the following list of verbs : 

(18) I II III 

astonish maintain col/apse 
edit erase torment 
consider carouse exhaust 
imagine appear elect 
interpret cajole convince 
promise surmise usurp 
embarrass decide observe 
elicit devote cavort 
determine achieve lament 
cancel careen adapt 

The verbs in column I have main stress on the penultimate vowel, whereas in columns II and 
III stress falls on the final vowel. A closer examination of the list shows that the verbs with 
penultimate stress end in a nontense vowel followed by a single consonant, while the verbs 

14 We are thus considering diphthongs (and the triphthong [yiiw] ) to be, phonologically, tense vowels. 
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with final stress have a tense vowel or a diphthong in the last syllable (column II) or they 
end in two consonants (column III). To account for the observed stress distribution, we 
propose, as a first approximation, the following rule : 

Assign main stress to 
(i) the penultimate vowel if the last vowel in the string under consideration is non

tense and is followed by no more than a single consonant ; 
(ii) the last vowel in the string under consideration if this vow�l is tense or if it is 

followed by more than one consonant.1 5  

Using the customary formalism for the statement of phonological rules, we can restate 
(19) as (20) : (20) (i) 

o V � [1 stress] ] 

(ii) 

As in Chapter Two, let us tentatively refer to a string of the form [ - t;nse] Cb as a 

" weak cluster," and a string of the form [ + t;se] Co or VC2 as a " strong cluster." (We 

will later extend these notions slightly-see pp. 83, 103-104.) Thus case (i) asserts that 
primary stress is placed on the penultimate syllable if the final syllable terminates in a weak 
cluster ; and case (ii) asserts that a final strong cluster receives primary stress. 

As just formulated, rule (20) is unduly cumbersome, since the same condition is, in 
effect, stated twice, case (i) and case (ii) being mutually exclusive. Case (ii) can therefore be 
replaced by the condition that the rule applies in all contexts other than those specified in 
case (i). We can achieve this effect by making use of the notion of disjunctive ordering. 
Suppose that we replace rule (20) by (21), specifying that the two rules abbreviated by (21 )  
be a disjunctively ordered block. 

V � [1 stress] / __ 0 V 0 ] 1 
{c [- tense] Cll (') 

Co (ii) 
Case (i) of rule (21)  is identical to case (i) of (20). Case (ii) of (21)  asserts that : 

(22) The last vowel in the string under consideration receives primary stress. 

The requirement of disjunctive ordering guarantees that case (ii) ( =  (22» will apply only 
where case (i) has not applied ; that is, it allows us to express the notion " elsewhere." 

The two parts of  rule (21)  apply in sequence, the first assigning primary stress to a 
penultimate vowel if the final syllable terminates in a weak cluster, and the second part 
assigning primary stress to the vowel of the final syllable if this syllable terminates in a 

15 We note without further comment the essential identity of (1 9) and the rule governing stress distribution 
in Latin. See Halle and Keyser (forthcoming) for discussion of how this rule was incorporated into the 
phonology of English. 

Recall that we regard diphthongs as tense vowels in underlying lexical representations, the glide 
being inserted (and the quality of the vowel determined) by phonological rules (see Chapter Two, 
Section 8). 
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strong cluster (i.e. , elsewhere). Thus, (21), plus the condition of disjunctive ordering, restates 
(20) precisely. 

However, our notations permit a somewhat more compact statement of (21), namely : 

(23) V � [1 stress] / - Co 
( [ - t�nse ] q) ] 

The fact that the rule must, in our terms, be stated in the form (23)16 explains why the order
ing is disjunctive, given our general conventions regarding the parenthesis notation (see 
Chapter Two, p. 30). We therefore need make no separate statement about the disjunctive 
ordering of cases (i) and (ii) of (21), since it follows as a consequence of the fact that (23) is 
the correct representation for these rules. Notice that the appropriateness of the abbreviation 
(23) depends on the convention regarding the order of expansion of parentheses discussed 
on pages 61-63. 

For ease of exposition, we will continue to refer to the rule of stress placement in the 
form (21) rather than in the fully reduced form (23), keeping in mind that the two cases of 
(21 )  are disjunctively ordered. 

Let us now return to the examples in ( 18), at the beginning of this section. The items 
in column I of ( 18) (e.g., astonish) are assigned primary stress on the penultimate vowel by 
case (i) of (21), since the final syllable terminates in a weak cluster. If the ordering of (21) 
were not disjunctive, case (ii) would now apply, assigning primary stress on the final syllable 

2 1 1 
to give *astonish.17 As matters stand, however, case (ii) is inapplicable and we derive astonish, 
as required. The examples of column II (e.g., maintain) and column III (e.g., collapse) are 
not subject to (21i) because the final cluster is strong. Consequently case (ii) applies, assigning 
primary stress to the vowel of the final syllable. Notice that monosyllables (e.g., eat, fit) are 
also assigned primary stress by (2lii). 

3. Stress placement in nouns-a first approximation 

Consider now the stress pattern in the following nouns : 

(24) I II III 
America aroma veranda 
cinema balalaika agenda 
asparagus hititus consensus 
metropolis horizon synopsis 
javelin thrombOsis amalgam 
venison corona utensil 
asterisk arena asbestos 
arsenal Minnesota phlogiston 
labyrinth angina appendix 
analysis factotum placenta 

16 To say that the rules may be given in a simpler form implies that they must be given in that form. More 
precisely, the notations that we use define a certain valuation measure for grammars ; the value of a grammar 
is determined by the number of symbols that appear in it when notations are used in the optimal fashion. 
Rules are ordered by conventions associated with the parenthesis (or other) notation when the use of this 
notation is in fact optimal in the case in question. See Chapter Eight for more detailed discussion. 

17 Other conditions can be invented to prevent application of case (ii) ; for example, we might propose that 
stress is placed by (22) only in the context [- stress 10 --. Stronger evidence that it is the condition of 
disjunctive ordering that is actually involved here will be forthcoming in Section 6, where examples are 
presented that rule out the apparent alternatives. 
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We have here a stress pattern that is identical with that exemplified in (18) except 
for the final extra syllable, which, it will be observed, consists in each case. of a nontense (lax) 
vowel followed by zero or more consonants. We can therefore apply rule (21) here too if we 
exclude the final lax vowel (with the consonants following it, if any) from the domain of 
application of the rule. It appears, then, that rule (21) operates in two separate contexts : first, 
it applies to nouns ending in a nontense vowel followed by zero or more consonants,18 this 
last VCo string being omitted from consideration; secondly, it applies in an environment 
which we will provisionally describe simply as " elsewhere." More formally, we have the 
following rule :1 9 

(25) V ----+ [1 stress] 
/_{:: l - t;sel

q
} 

(i) 

(ii) /-{ l -�:l C'lN} (b) 

(t?) 
Notice that we have here a rwe of the form A ----+ B / C--D / E--F. Recall that 

the notation A ----+ B / C--D has the meaning CAD ----+ CBD. By a double application of this 
convention, the notation A ----+ B / C -- D /  E--F has the meaning ECADF----+ ECBDF. 
Thus our earlier conventions have already accounted for rules of the form (25). The order 
of the rules abbreviated in this way, which we will discuss below, is also strictly determined 
by the definition of the notation A ----+ B / C--D as an abbreviation for CAD ----+ CBD. (See 
pp. 3 1-33, Chapter Two.) 

To apply rule (25) to a string cp, we ask first whether cp is a noun with a lax vowel in 
J.ts.Jin..I;lLs}'llable, that is, whether it meets condition (b). If not, we turn to condition (e). 
Suppose, however, that the answer to the first question is yes, so that cp is of the form : 

We now ask whether \jJ falls under case (i). If it does, we assign primary stress as indicated 
by (25bi), and we skip (ii) since the order (i), (ii) is disjunctive. If \jJ does not fall under case 
(i), we ask whether it falls under case (ii), and, since the answer to this question is always 
yes, we assign stress to the last vowel of \jJ, as required by (25bii). 

No matter what has happened so far to the string cp, we now ask whether it meets 
condition (e). The answer is always positive. We therefore apply case (i) if the final cluster 
of cp is weak (skipping case (ii) because of the disjunctive ordering), or we apply case (ii) 
if the final cluster of cp is strong. 

As matters now stand, rule (25) abbreviates a sequence of four rules which apply in 
the order of (27) : 

(25bi), (25bii), (25ei), (25eii) 

1 8  The stress pattern of nouns with aJ:eIl8e-¥Qw�j!l..1h�Jinal syllable does not follow the present rule; 
e.g., anecdote, Palestine, magazine, attache . These cases are discussed in Sections 4 and 1 6. 

19 In order to preserve uniformity of reference in the various versions of the rules that we will consider, we 
will designate the subparts of these rules by the symbols that will identify them in the final formulation 
to be given in this chapter. Thus here we give only conditions (b) and (e) ; others will be added below. 
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The subsequence (25bi), (25bii) forms a disjunctively ordered block, as does the subsequence 
(25ei), (25eii). The block (25ei), (25eii) is simply the sequence represented as (21) and dis
cussed in Section 2. In the case of the verbs of Section 2, condition (b) is never met and (25) 
has exactly the effect of (21). 

Let us now turn to the examples of (24). Consider first America, as a prototype of 
column I. Condition (b) of (25) holds, since the last vowel of America is nontense and the 
word itself is lexically marked as a noun. Dropping from consideration the context indicated 
in condition (b), we are left with the string Americ-, to which we must apply rules (i) and (ii) 
of (25), in that order. Case (i) is applicable ; it assigns primary stress to the penultimate vowel 

1 
of Americ-, giving America. Case (ii) is skipped because of disjunctive ordering. We next 
turn to condition (e) of rule (25). Unfortunately, this is applicable, as it always is, and case 

2 1 

(i) will give the form * America. We must therefore prevent the application of condition (e) 

in this case. In fact, as we shall see, application of condition (e) must always be blocked when 
condition (b) has applied. In other words, the ordering of (b) and (e) must be disjunctive if 
the rules are to apply correctly. 

We will return directly to the question of the disjunctive ordering of conditions (b) 
and (e). Let us now simply assume that the ordering of (27) is fully disjunctive ; that is, if 
any one of tne rules of (27) applies, the later ones in the sequence are skipped.20 The examples 
of column I of (24) are now correctly handled. 

Turning to column II, let us take arOma as a prototype. Condition (b) holds, giving 
arOm- as the string to which cases (i) and (ii) are to be applied. Case (i) is blocked by the 
tense vowel of the final syllable of arOm-. We can therefore go on to case (ii), which assigns 
primary stress to this tense vowel. Condition (e) is then skipped because of the disjunctive 

1 

ordering, and we are left with arOma. The example veranda of column III is treated in 

exactly the same way, except that application of case (i) under condition (b) is now blocked 
by the consonant cluster -nd- instead of by the tenseness of the penultimate vowel. The other 
examples of columns II and III are handled in exactly the same way. 

Thus rule (25) correctly determines the placement of primary stress for the verbs of 
( 1 8) and the nouns of (24). The only difference between the verbs and the nouns is that 
for the latter, a final string VCo (where V is lax) must be omitted from consideration before 
the application of the rule to either (i) the syllable preceding a weak cluster or (ii) the final 
vowel, that is, the strong final cluster of the string under consideration at this point. 

This distinction between nouns and verbs with respect to .stress placement can be 
illustrated with bisyllabic forms as well as with the longer examples of (24). Thus, nouns 

such as hirynx, hintern, tempest, stipend, infant, onyx, mallard have penultimate rather than 
final stress, indicating that stress has not been assigned under condition (e) of rule (25). 

Further support for the rule in the form given is provided by doublets such as 
umbilicus-umbilicus, abdomen-abdOmen. In accordance with (25), we have penultimate stress 
if the penultimate vowel is taken to be tense in the underlying representation, and ante

penultimate stress if the penultimate vowel is taken to be lax. 
Exceptions to rule (25) will readily come to mind, e.g., cement, giraffe, burlesque, 

Mississippi, ellipse, umbrella. We will return to several classes of real and apparent exceptions 

in Section 16.21 

20 Since the ordering of cases (i) and (ii) is disjunctive, to achieve full disjunctive ordering in (27) it is 

necessary only to add the condition that the ordering of (b) and (e) is disjunctive. 
2 1  See also Chapter Two, Section 7. 
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The following nouns have the same stress pattern as those of (24) : 

I 
bUffal� 
archipelago 
radio 
broccoli 
menagerie 

II 
albino 
casino 
volcano 
macaroni 
shilIelagh 

III 
command� 
embargo 
fiasco 
chianti 
attorney 

Menomini Winnipesaukee Ypsilanti 
kinkajou Kikuyu jujitsu 

In the dialect of American English that is the basis for our description, these nouns end in 
tense vowels. Therefore they do not fall under rule (25), and their stress pattern is still 
unexplained. 

We note, however, that in this dialect, there are peculiar gaps in the phonetic distribu
tion of vowels in final position. Roughly speaking, we have the following vowel system in 
English : 

u 
NONLOW 

e o 

LOW 

For the purposes of this discussion, we distinguish only the low vowels from the non
low vowels, and we note that in each position in (29) there is a tense-lax pair (see discussion 
of (16), p. 68). Limiting ourselves to nonstressed (i.e. , minus-stressed) vowels in final posi
tion, we find only tense nonlow vowels, as in (28), and the reduced vowel [:)] (see note 

1). There are no lax nonlow vowels in this position,22 and the low vowels of (29) do not 
appear at all, tense or lax (with apparent exceptions that we will note). Thus it would seem 
that unstressed low vowels reduce to [:)] in final position, while unstressed nonlow vowels 
become tense. Since there are no stressed lax vowels in final position, these must become 
tense as well. These observations suggest that we add to the grammar a rule tensing stressed 
vowels and nonlow nonstressed vowels in final position, and that we then formulate the 
Vowel Reduction Rule so that it does not apply to vowels that are tense. Further investigation 
of vowel reduction in Section 14 will support this suggestion, as we shall see. 

Notice, furthermore, that the rule tensing vowels applies not only in final position, 
but also in prevocalic position. Thus, in words such as society, neophyte, archaic, the vowel 
in boldface position is tense [I], [E], [A], respectively. . 

Combining these observations, we might give the Tensirig Rule in the form (30) : 

(30) 
V -+ '  [ + tense] / [(XIOW 1 {V 

'f } f.l # ,  where � = + 1 (X = + 
pstress 

With rule (30) in the grammar, we can now allow all vowels to appear freely in final and 

22 There is apparently considerable dialectal variation here, as has been noted repeatedly in the literature, 
as, for example, the comments on final -y in Kenyon and Knott (1944) : " When final, the unaccented 
vowel in pity 0 0 0 and similar words varies with different speakers in America from a sound like the I in 
bit 0 0 0 or like the first I in pity 0 0 0 to a sound that approaches the i in bee 0 0 0 "  (po xviii). 

Notice that of the nonlow vowels, only [i], [0], and [u] appear in the examples of (28) 
( [u] only marginally). Thus there is an additional gap in phonetic distribution beyond that under discus
sion here, namely, in the case of final [e]o We return to this matter in Section 16. 
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prevocalic position in underlying forms. In particular, the final vowel of the items of (28) 

can be lax. Thus the examples of (28) are assigned stress by rule (25) in exactly the same way 
as those of (24). Then, after stress assignment, they become subject to rule (30) and the 
Vowel Reduction Rule. When the final vowel is phonologically low and lax, it will reduce, 
as in Canada (from /kcenredre/ ), agenda (from /regendref ). When it is nonlow, it will become 
tense by rule (30) and will remain unreduced, as in the examples of (28). 

Notice that as rule (30) now stands, it tenses all vowels in prevocalic position, inde
pendent of lowness or stress. Thus we find unstressed tense vowels in the boldface 
positions of various, arduous, archaism ( [arkAizm] ), Hebraism ( [hebrAizm] ), etc. We shall 
see in the next chapter that the [A] of the last two examples derives from a phonologically 
low vowel. There is, however, another dialect in which the forms archaism, Hebraism are 
phonetically [ark::lizm], [hebr::lizm]. To derive these results, we assume that the affix -ism is 
preceded by # .  

We shall observe, as we proceed, that there are quite a few examples of conditions 
such as that on rx and �. Conditions of this sort are not, strictly speaking, formulable within 
the framework we have established up to this point. However, in Chapter Eight, where 
we give a careful analysis of the postulated notational system, it will be seen that such con
ditions can actually be accommodated in a rather natural way. 

We will see in the next chapter that rule (30) is one of several tensing rules. Examples 
with phonologically tense vowels in final position will be considered at the conclusion of the 

next section. 
Our decision to represent the underlying final vowel in words such asjiasco, Chicago 

as nontense may raise some question, since a nontense /0/ (i.e., the lax counterpart to 
the vowel in cone) does not appear phonetically in the utterances of the dialect we are 
describing. But we specifically reject the assumption that there must be a one-one relation
ship between the underlying lexical or phonological representation and the phonetic output, 
and we see no reason to suppose that underlying representations will be restricted to seg
ments that appear in phonetic representations. Such a requirement would, in fact, be quite 
artificial and ad hoc. Whatever motivation it might have had is lost once the classificatory 
and phonetic functions of distinctive features are distinguished. We will find other empirical 
examples which, like the example of /0/ just discussed, indicate that no strong one-one 
requirement on linguistically significant representations can be maintained ; and we will, 
furthermore, find good evidence that underlying /0/ also appears nonfinally in lexical 

representations. Postulation of phonetically unrealized segments is no great departure from 
established practice. Thus, junctures (i.e., what we are calling " boundaries ") of the sort that 
are freely used in all phonemic descriptions do not generally have uniquely identifiable 
direct reflexes in the utterance.23 

23 See Z. S. Harris (1951 , Chapter 8); Hockett (1955) ; Chomsky, Halle, Lukoff (1956). It was once thought 
that a useful notion of juncture might be developed in purely phonetic terms, specifically, in terms of the 
tempo of the preceding segments. (See, for example, Stockwell, Bowen, Silva-Fuenzalida (1956, p. 643); 
Hill (1958, p. 24) ; and the discussion in Hill (1962).) This proposal was supported by the claim that such 
phonetic correlates are " clearly audible " and by reference to a few observations reported by Joos (in 
Hill, 1962), which were taken to show that the slowing down in tempo for the three postulated junctures 

was, respectively, .. approximately two average phoneme lengths," .. about one-half phoneme length 
less," and " about one average phoneme length " (Stockwell, et aI., 1 956). That anyone still retains this 
hope is doubtful, particularly in the light of the criticism in Lehiste (1964) and the results of Lieberman 

(1965). 

(continued on page 76) 
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Summarizing the discussion so far, we have established the rule (25), which, as a first 
approximation, accounts for placement of primary stress in nouns with a lax vowel in the 
final syllable (condition (b» and elsewhere (condition ( e), which we have so far illustrated 
only with verbs). The rule has two cases which apply under each of these conditions : case 
(i) assigns primary stress in the syllable preceding a weak cluster and case (ii) assigns primary 
stress to the final vowel. The two cases are disjunctively ordered, so that case (ii) in fact 
applies to monosyllables and to strings with final strong clusters. The two conditions (b) 
and (e) are also disjunctively ordered, so that the parts of the rule (namely, (bi), (bii), (ei), 
(eii» constitute a disjunctively ordered block. Rule (25), with its successive modifications, 
will henceforth be referred to as the Main Stress Rule. 

Still to be accounted for is the requirement that conditions (b) and (e) are disjunc
tively ordered. We will naturally try to accomplish this on the basis of some general empirical 
assumption regarding the form of grammars, instead of leaving it as an ad hoc and particular 
constraint. Earlier, we proposed that when rules can be simplified by the parenthesis nota
tion, they are disjunctively ordered. Suppose, in fact, that we were to modify slightly our 
notation for marking surface structure, using a string of symbols s1;lch as N] instead of 
labeled brackets such as ]N. The two conditions of rule (25) would, in this notation, be 

expressed as : 

(b) 

(e) 

Utilizing the parenthesis notation, we can simplify this to : 

_ ( [ - t�nse] 
Co N) ] 

Hence, if we were to use the notation N] instead of ]N for representing surface structure, the 
conditions (b) and (e) would be assigned a disjunctive ordering automatically by our general 
empirical assumption about simplifiability with the parenthesis notation. But obviously 
there can be nothing of any significance that turns on the choice between these two notations 
for representing surface structure. We must therefore extend our system for expressing rules 
in such a way as to eliminate this particular discrepancy between the notations. This can be 
accomplished readily by generalizing the parenthesis notation so that it permits the expres
sion of discontinuous dependencies. For this purpose, we will make use of angled brackets 

< > in the following way. An expression of the form (33) is to be an abbreviation for the 

McCawley (l967b) gives evidence that Sapir, in his phonological analysis, accepted the convention 
that we are rejecting here, namely, that segments can appear in a phonological representation only if they 
also appear, somewhere, in phonetic representations. (Actually, due to other differences in the theoretical 
framework, the assumptions are not strictly identical.) We have remarked in various places that our 
approach to problems of phonological structure is in many respects very similar to that of Sapir, although 
quite different from that developed in both the United States and Europe since the mid-1930s. (In fact, 
the title of this book is intended to suggest just this.) If McCawley's observations are correct, this historical 
remark must be qualified, though it remains true that in many significant respects we are following in the 
general line of Sapir's approach to linguistic structure. 
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two expressions in (34), in the order given :24 . 

(a) Xl Y1X2 Y2 • • •  Xn YnXn+ 1 
(b) X1X2 • • • XnXn+ 1 

11 

In other words, an expression with angled brackets abbreviates two expressions-one in 
which all angled elements appear and another in which none of these elements appear. This 
is a generalization of the use of parentheses to the case of discontinuous dependencies. It is 
therefore quite natural to stipulate as a general principle that when rules can be simplified 
by this notation, they are disjunctively ordered. 

Returning to the two conditions of rule (25), we can now abbreviate them in the 
form : 

Summarizing, the Main Stress Rule can now be given in its fully abbreviated form (36) : 

(36) V � [1 stress] / -Co < [ - t�nse] CA )  / - < [ - t�nse] CO > ]<N> 

The expression (36) abbreviates the four rules (27), and, furthermore, it assigns a fully dis
junctive ordering to these four rules. For ease of exposition, we will continue to present the 
rules in the expanded form (25), bearing in mind, however, that they are disjunctively 
ordered. 

As far as we know, the only cases of disjunctive ordering are those in which rules can 
be simplified in terms of parentheses and angled brackets, and in all such cases the rules are 

disjunctively ordered. If this is correct, we can tentatively propose the following quite strong 
empifical hypothesis : where parentheses or angled brackets are required (see note 16) for the 
abbreviation of a sequence of rules, these rules are disjunctively ordered; in all other cases, 
rules are conjunctively ordered (but see Chapter Eight, Sections 3 and 4). We have too little 
evidence to be able to assert this as a general hypothesis about linguistic structure with full 
confidence, but we will adhere to it, with some refinements and elaborations, in this study of 
English phonology. 

4. Alternating Stress Rule 

Let us now consider the effect of the Main Stress Rule on nouns with a tense vowel in the 
final syllable of the phonological representation, for example, the word domain (phono
logically, jdOmAnf ). Since the vowel in the final syllable is tense, condition (b) of rule (25) 
is not met, and case (i) is inapplicable under condition (e). Thus, by (eii), primary stress is 

24 We will use the angle notation in several closely related ways as we proceed, giving a precise and general 
account in Chapter Eight, where parentheses are also covered as a special case. We will interpret a string 
X < Y)Z, where X and Z contain no angles, as the same in meaning as XZ. 

We should point out that the angle notation is not invented ad hoc for the description of English. 
In fact, the angled bracket and parenthesis notations have been used in essentially the way we use them 
here in most of the work in generative grammar, particularly generative phonology, during the past 
fifteen years. As we have now noted several times, the choice of abbreviatory notations within our frame
work amounts to an empirical hypothesis regarding the notion " linguistically significant generalization " 
and, ultimately, regarding the basis for language acquisition. The fact that the same notations appear 
adequate in a wide variety of cases is therefore a matter of some interest. 
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1 

placed on the final syllable, giving dOmAn. In the same way, rule (25) accounts correctly 
for the position of primary stress in nouns such as : 

machine, brassiere, regime, career, baroque, toupee, canoe, cheroot, police, bazaar, 
brocade 
In searching for additional examples of nouns with final stress, we observe that there 

are few examples with three or more syllables. There are, of course, words such as Tennessee, 
attache, chandelier, kangaroo, chimpanzee, and almost all words ending in certain suffixes 
(e.g., -eer, -ier, -ee, -ette). However, the large majority of words of three or more syllables 
have primary stress on the antepenultimate vowel and tertiary stress on the final vowel, as 
in the examples in (38) : 

hUrricane, anecdOte, pedigree, nightingi1le, martingale, matador, formaldehYde, 
baritone, gziillotine, Arkansas, antelope, stevedore, hypotenuse, candidate, cavalcade, 
cantaloupe 

The Main Stress Rule will account for Tennessee, attache, etc. , but not for the large mass of 
examples illustrated by (38), which would incorrectly receive final primary stress by case (ii), 
under condition (e). To a�count for forms such as those in (38), we PlUSt add a new rule that 
applies after the Main Stress Rule and assigns primary stress to the vowel of the ante
penultimate syllable. We will call this rule, which we formulate as (39), the Alternatjpg 

�jI:ess-Rul� : 
1 

V --+ [1 stress] / --CoVCoVCol 

Consider now a typical example with (39)-hurricAn, for instance. By rule (25eii), 
1 

primary stress is assigned to the final vowel, giving hurricAn. By the Alternating Stress Rule 
(39), primary stress is then assigned to the first vowel, and the stress on the final vowel is 

1 2 

automatically reduced to secondary (see p. 64), giving hurricAn. To obtain the conventional 
representation, we add the very late subsidiary rule (40), which limits secondary stress to 
constructions longer than the word : 

(40) Within a word, all nonprimary stresses are weakened by one.25 

We will refer to rule (40) as the Stress Adjustment Rule. In the case of hurricane, it gives, 
1 3 

finally, hurricAn, as required. The other examples of (38) are taken care of in exactly the 
same way. The few words like Tennessee and attache, on the other hand, must be lexically 
categorized in some way so as to prevent application of the Alternating Stress Rule (39). 
We thus put them, for the moment, in the class of exceptions. Notice, incidentally, that for 
some words (e.g., refugee, magazine), application of the Alternating Stress Rule is optional. 26 

Rule (39) produces alternations of stressed and unstressed vowels. It is thus one of 
the factors contributing to the frequently observed predominance of iambic rhythms in 

English. 

25 We will formulate this rule precisely later on. Notice that the rule is, in effect, a terminological conven
tion regarding the designations " primary," " secondary," etc. It is a natural convention, since it retains 
integral values for the perceptual stress levels. Notice also that this rule does not apply until we reach the 
level of word boundary in the cycle. 

26 In the next chapter, we will discuss IUIlethod for. marking.exceptions to rules which will also make it 
possible to describe situations such as this. 

Notice that the final stress of such words as Tennessee may shift in certain syntactic constructions 
(cf. Tennessee Williams, Tennessee Valley). We return to this phenomenon on page 1 17.  
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The examples of (38) are all nouns, but the Alternating Stress Rule applies to verbs 
as well. In columns II and III of ( 18) (that is, the verbs with final stress, p. 69) all the 
examples were bisyllabic. But consider verbs such as : 

violate, extrapolate, insinuate, experiment, implement, gallivant, caterwaul, exercise, 
exorcise, organize, recognize, solidify, transmogrify 

In these cases the tense vowel of the final syllable receives tertiary rather than primary 
stress, and the primary stress is antepenultimate, exactly as in the case of the nouns of (38). 
The reason is identical. Thus, the final vowel of vlolAt receives primary stress under case 
(25eii) of the Main Stress Rule, and rule (39) shifts the primary stress to the first syllable, 

1 2 1 3 

giving vlolAt. Rule (40) then adjusts this representation to vlolAt. The other examples are 
derived in the same way. 

In discussing the examples of (28) in Section 3, we concluded that all vowels can 
appear in word-final position in underlying representations, and the Tensing Rule (30) will 
combine with Vowel Reduction to convert the nonlow lax vowels to their tense counter
parts and the unstressed low vowels to [;)] in this position. Now we are able to compare 
polysyllabic words having final lax vowels in their lexical representations (e.g., words such 
as bUffalo, albino, commando, and the others of (28) ) with words having final tense vowels in 

their lexical representations. 
Consider, for example, the word Arkansas. Notice first of all that there are the alter-

1 3 1 

native pronunciations [iirbns�w], [iirkrenz;)s]. The latter is straightforward ; it derives from 
/rerkrenzVs/, with an unspecified lax vowel in the final syllable, by case (25bii) of the Main 
Stress Rule and other rules irrelevant here. The former derives from a lexical representation 
in which the final vowel is tense rather than lax, and in absolute final position rather than 
before lsi. Condition (b) of the Main Stress Rule (25) is therefore excluded, and by (25eii) 

1 1 2 1 3 

we derive arkansas. This becomes arkansas by the Alternating Stress Rule (39) and arkansas 
1 3 ( = [iirk;)nsnw] ) by the Stress Adjustment Rule (40). 

1 1 3 1 1 3 

Similarly, consider such familiar pairs as effigy-refUgE and Kennedy-chickadE. Here 
we have a phonetic contrast of tertiary versus quaternary (zero) stress on the final [E]. We 
accountfor the distinction by giving the lexical representations /efV gi/-/refug+ E/, /ken V di/-

1 1 

/cikVdE/, respectively.27 The stress pattern of effigy and Kennedy is, then, determined by 
rule (25bi), exactly as in the case of the examples of (28), column 1. The stress pattern of 

1 3 1 3 

refugee and chickadee, on the other hand, is determined by rules (25eii), (39), and (40), 
1 

exactly as in the case of hurricane, Arkansas, etc. We have here the alternants refUgee, 
1 

chickadee in the case where application of rule (39) is blocked (as in Tennessee, attache). 
The (fairly free) alternation in this case supports the decision to take the final vowel to be 
lexically tense. The variants are then determined by an optional lexical feature which blocks 
rule (39). Tensing and diphthongization of the final vowel are automatic, by the Tensing Rule 
(30) and other rules that we discuss in the next chapter, in all the cases in question here. 

5. Stress placement in adjectives 

We have so far considered only nouns and verbs, but the rules we have given apply to adjec
tives as well. Consider the examples of (42), in which columns I, II, III correspond to columns 

27 We are concerned here only with the final vowel, but, as we shall see in the next chapter, the lexical 
representations given here are essentially correct, in toto. 
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I, II, III of ( 18) and (24), and column IV corresponds to (38) and (41 ) :  

(42) I II III IV 

solid supreme absurd manifest 
frantic sincere corrupt resolute 
handsome secure immense derelict 
clandestine inane abstract difficult 
certain obscene robUst moribUnd 
common obscure overt comatose 
vulgar extreme august saturnine 
wanton remote succinct retrograde 
shallow discreet occUlt ldchrymose 
sturdy complete direct erudite 

The placement of primary stress on the penult in column I is determined by rule (25ei). 
(The last two examples in column I involve an application of rule (30) as well, to tense the 
underlying lax vowel in word-final position.) In columns II and III, the final syllable is 
stressed by rule (25eii). In column IV, the final syllable is stressed by rule (25eii), exactly as 
in the case of columns II and III, but then the primary stress is shifted two syllables to the 
left by the Alternating Stress Rule (39) and the contour is adjusted by rule (40). Thus the 

1 1 1 1 3 

four types of forms solid, supreme, absurd, manifest are all assigned their proper stress 
contours. 

We find, as in the case of nouns, that the Alternating Stress Rule is optional for certain 
1 3 3 1 1 3 

adjectives. Thus, alongside of obsolete we have obsolete ; alongside of absolute we have 
3 1 
absolute. This option is restricted to certain adjectives with tense vowels in the final syllable. 

1 
Another occasional doublet is clandestine (with a final lax vowel and penultimate stress) 

1 3 1 3 � 
versus clandestIn or clandestEn (with a tense vowel in the final syllable and antepenultimate 
primary stress). In this case it is the choice of the final vowel that is free. Once its tenseness 
is determined, the position of primary stress is automatic. 

To the exceptions that we noted before, we must now add several others, e.g., 
modern, honest, haggard. 

6. Derivational affixes 

Consider the following adjectives, all of which end in a suffix consisting of a lax vowel 
followed by one or more consonants :28 

2 8  Strong examples for column II in (43) are rare: there are few polysyllables with final tense vowels before 
these affixes, and some of them (e.g., sonorous, decorous) have variants with a lax vowel (in which case 
the examples will fall in column I). The reason for including polyhedral and polyhedrous in column II 
rather than column III will be given directly. 

Certain words that might seem appropriate for column II (e.g., audacious, ferocious) actually 
belong in column I, since the orthography is, in these cases, essentially correct as an underlying repre
sentation, for reasons which will become clear in the following chapter. Notice that if this were not so, 
certain examples (e.g., judicious, auspicious) would be exceptions. 
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(43) I II III 

personal anecdotal dialectal 
maximal adjectival incidental 
medicinal sacerdotal fraternal 
municipal polyhedral universal 
ephemeral medieval abysmal 

magnanimous desirous momentous 
polygamous polyhedrous amorphous 
rigorous polyandrous 
precipitous sonorous tremendous 
calr:imitous decorous stupendous 

vigilant complaisant repugnant 
mendicant defiant reluctant 
significant clairvoyant observant 

arrogant obeisant indignant 
dissonant adjacent redundant 
innocent complr:icent dependent 
diffident antecedent contingent 
benevolent inherent recumbent 

The similarity of these examples to those of (1 8), (24), and (42) is evident, and we therefore 
would naturally expect that the Main Stress Rule (25) would account for (43) with at most 
minor modifications. Notice, in fact, that rule (25) would account for these examples directly 
if we were to extend condition (b) of (25) to adjectives as well as nouns. We cannot simply 
do this, however, for consider the effect on the examples of (42), in particular those of column 
III. If these are assigned stress by the noun rule (25b), stress will fall on the first syllable. 29 
Similarly, the examples of column IV of (42) with final double consonant require the verb 
rule (25e), rather than the noun rule (25b), to account for the tertiary stress on the final 

syllable. 
We conclude, then, that the adjectives of (43) are subject to the noun rule, while those 

of (42) are not. The basis for the distinction of these two classes is evident; the examples of 
(42) are primary adjectives, unanalyzable into stem plus adjectival suffix, while those of (43) 
are secondary adjectives, formed by adding a suffix to a stem. Thus primary adjectives are 
assigned stress by the verb rule (25e), while secondary adjectives are assigned stress by the 
noun rule (25b). 

We can express this fact by adding, alongside of condition (b), a new condition (a) 
which is exactly like (b) except that the sequence it specifies is a monosyllabic formative. 
Thus we have the two conditions (44a) and (44b) (where + in (a) stands for formative 

boundary-see pp. 66-67) : 

29 As it actually does in the case ofthe exceptions honest, modern, haggard, etc., noted above. Thus an exten
sion of condition (b) to adjectives would make these regular and the examples of (42), column III, 
exceptions. But the latter are much more numerous, and, furthermore, there are subregularities among 
the former that allow a still more succinct statement of exceptions in this case. There are also, as we will 
see, other reasons for distinguishing the adjective rule from the noun rule. 
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+CO 
[ - t�se] CO]A (a) 

[ - t�nse ] CO]N (b) 

English phonology 

U sing the angle convention discussed on pages 76-77, we can abbreviate the two cases 

of (44) as (45) : [- tense] < +Co> 
V 

CO]N(A) 

This abbreviates a disjunctively ordered sequence of two conditions : the first applies to a 
noun or an adjective with a final monosyllabic formative containing a lax vowel ; the second 
applies to a noun with a lax vowel in its final syllable. Since the ordering is disjunctive, (45) 
truly abbreviates (44). (If the ordering were conjunctive, (45) would have a different effect 

from (44) in the case of nouns, since both of the rules abbreviated by (45) would apply.)30 

The formula (45) is the appropriate way to present the facts that we have so far exhibi
ted, but for ease of exposition, we will keep the two cases separate in this discussion and . 
refer to the unabbreviated form (44). We will conside.r in the next section the question of 
compatibility between (45) and the abbreviation (36) for conditions (b) and (e) of the Main 
Stress Rule. 

In sum, we allow the .Main Stress Rule to apply under both of the conditions given 
in (44) ( = (45» , that is, to a noun with a lax vowel in the final syllable or to an adjective 
with a monosyllabic suffix containing a lax vowel. We apply cases (i) and (ii) of (25) after 
omitting from consideration the final +Co�Co string (or �Co string in the case of nouns). 

Before restating the expanded Main Stress Rule, we take note of another qualification 
that must be added. Consider the adjectives :  

eloquent, recalcitrant, chivalrous, ludicrous, vertebral 

These have stress on the antepenultimate vowel, indicating that they are treated by the Main 
Stress Rule as examples of column I rather than column III of (43). In other words, stress is 
assigned to these words by case (i) of (25) rather than by case (ii). But case (i) assigns stress 
to a syllable followed by a weak cluster, that is, followed by a lax vowel and no more than 
a single consonant, whereas in (46) the penultimate lax vowel is followed by two consonants. 
Evidently, we must extend the notion " weak cluster " to include a lax vowel followed by 
no more than a single consonant followed by an optional liquid or glide. 

Closer examination reveals that clear examples of such clusters are restricted to those 
ending with [r] and [w]. Since the absence of clusters ending with [y] is due to the fact that 
[y] is generally not found in postconsonantal position, we need not restrict our rule so as to 
exclude such sequences explicitly. On the other hand, the absence of weak clusters ending in 
[I] suggests that we explore the possibility that clusters ending in a consonant followed by 
[1] are strong rather than weak. An immediate consequence of this is that the geminate 

30 There is a further difference between (44) and (45) for the case of nouns of the form . . .  YCo YC+C1 YCo 
or . .  , YCOY+ C2YCO, where Y is a lax vowel. Rule (44) would assign primary stress to the penultimate 
syllable in such cases, whereas rule (45) would assign antepenultimate stress. We have no very clear 
examples one way or the other. We may, however, make use of (45) in describing such exceptions to the 
general rules as minister, for example. The lexical representation cannot be Iministrl (cf. ministerial), but 
must rather have Isterl as its final syllable. By rule (44) the stress contour should then be *minister. lf we 
give the lexical representation as lmini+sterj, however, rule (45) will assign stress in the proper way. 
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sequence [11] renders a cluster strong. There must be in the grammar a special rule that 
simplifies geminate sequences of consonants (see ( 1 56) below and rule (67) of Chapter 
Two). We can, then, account for the placement of primary stress in adjectives such as 
cerebellar, morhillous, medullar by representing these with geminate /11/, as opposed to 
cepha]ous, perilous, scurrilous, etc. , which have a single /1/ in the underlying representation, 
or chivalrous, which contains a weak cluster ending with /r/. Notice that [r] followed by a 
true consonant gives a strong rather than a weak cluster :3 1 

fraternal, detergent, universal, observant, amorphous 

The proposed extension of the concept " weak cluster " (and the corresponding 
modification of the Main Stress Rule) is needed also for nouns, that is, for the examples 
falling under condition (b). Thus we have algebra, vertebra, with antepenultimate rather than 
penultimate stress, indicating that the penultimate syllable is treated as a weak cluster, as 
opposed to armadillo, vanilla, umbrella, with a strong cluster ending in a geminate /11/.32 

To express the concept of weak cluster properly in our rules, we refer to the feature 
analysis of liquids and glides given in ( 15) (p. 68). Liquids are consonantal and vocalic ; 
glides are nonconsonantal and nonvocalic. Thus liquids and glides are the categories that 
are identical in specification with respect to the features " vocalic " and " consonantal." 
We will follow the practice of using small Greek letters as variables ranging over feature 
specifications (that is, over the symbols + and - and the integers). With this convention, 
we can characterize liquids and glides as the category : [Clvocalic , ] 

Clconsonantal 

However, we need to exclude [1] as the last segment in a weak cluster while allowing [r]. 
The difference between [1 ]  and [r] in feature terms is that [1]  is [ +  anterior], whereas [r] is 
[- anterior]. Glides, on the other hand, are [ -anterior]. (See Section 3 of Chapter Four.) 
Thus, in the feature notation that we have adopted in this book, a cluster is weak if it 
ends in a consonantal segment followed by a segment which is [- anterior] and in which 
the coefficients of the features " vocalic " and " consonantal " assume the same value. A 
weak cluster will therefore be represented as : 

[ - tense] 
Cl 

[ClVOC ], 

V 
0 Clcons 

- ant 0 

7. Summary of stress placement rules 

The stress rules we have discussed so far are the Main Stress Rule, the Alternating Stress 
Rule, and the Stress Adjustment Rule. These rules now have the following tentative form: 

31 At this stage of representation, there are no sequences VGC, where G is a glide, since diphthongs are still 
represented as single tense vowels. See note 15.  

32 We again make note of several apparent exceptions, e.g., pellagra, candellibra, allegro (in the dialectal 
variant with a phonetically lax penultimate vowel). We return to these in Section 16. There also seem 
to be some cases where the sequence VCI acts as a weak cluster. See note 82 and pages 140 and 197. 

We are indebted to J. Fidelholtz and J. R. Ross for the particular form of the concept of weak 
cluster that has been adopted here. 
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(50) 

(52) 

English phonology 

MAIN STRESS RULE 

V ---+ [1 stress] / [x-- {c
c

o

o

[ �t��E�;::;l} (i) 

(ii) 

ALTERNATING STRESS RULE 

+Co [ - t�nse] CO]NA (a) / - [ -t�nse] CO]N (b) 

] (e) 

1 
V ---+ [1 stress] / -- CoVCOVCO]NAV 

STRESS ADJUSTMENT RULE 

Within a word, all nonprimary stresses are weakened by one. 

Rule (52) is noncyclical, applying just at the level of word boundary in the cycle. 
Rule (50) is the central cyelic rule. Rule (51) will, in fact, apply only once in a derivation, for 
other reasons, but it is not restricted to the level of word boundary. 

Within rule (50) the ordering is automatically determined as (ai), (aii), (bi), (bii), (ei), 
(eii). Furthermore, the ordering of cases (i) and (ii) is disjunctive, and the orderi�g\, of con
ditions (a), (b), and (e) is disjunctive. These facts are made explicit if we state the Main 
Stress Rule in its more abbreviated form (see (36), (45» as follows : 

V ---+ 

[ClVOC 1 
- tense 

[ 1  stress] / [x-- Co ( [ V 
] q Cleons ) 

- ant 0 / [-tense] -- <1 <2 +CO)2 V 
CO )1 ] ( 1N (,A)2 ) 1  

<2 (a) 2 
<db) )1 

(e) 

Angled brackets with the same numerical indices are expanded together. We number the 
angles here only to bring out the structure of (53) more clearly.' The indices are actually 
superfluous in this case since there is only one way to expand the expression (53) in accord
ance with our conventions. Later we will make use of indexing of brackets to enrich our 
system for the formulation of phonological rules. 

In accordance with the convention for angled brackets, the expression (53) states 
that the two rules (50i) and (50ii) are applied in the three contexts (50a), (50b), and (50e), 
obtained by reading (53) first with all angled material included (case (a» , then with the 
material enclosed in <2 )2 excluded (case (b» , and finally with all angled material excluded 
(case (e» . Furthermore, the ordering of (a), (b), and (e) and of (i) and (ii) is disjunctive. 
The parenthesis and angle notations therefore characterize the ordering explicitly. 

Before illustrating these rules with several examples, we will mention some additional 
limitations on the applicability of condition (a). Alongside of the affixes that affect stress 
placement and that are subject to condition (a), there are other " neutral affixes " which 
characteristically play no 'role in the placement of stress, for example, the adjective-forming 
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affixes _y,33 -/ike, -able, -ish, and affixes such as -ing, -past tense, -hood, -ness, -ly, -wise. We 
can indicate the fact that an affix is neutral by making use of the # boundary which is 
introduced, by a universal convention, before and after each string belonging to a lexical 
category, that is, each string dominated by N, A, or V in the surface structure (see Section 
1 .3 . 1  and Chapter One, Section 5.3). Thus, the word soliloquizing, for example, might be 
represented in surface structure as : 

[ [v # soliloqulz #Jv ing] 

where the word may be functioning as a verb (he is soliloquizing), as a noun (soliloquizing 
is out offashion), or as a noun modifier (the soliloquizing Dane). On the first cycle, the inner-

1 2 
most constituent receives the stress pattern [vsoliloqulzJv by rule (50eii) and rule (51). On 
the second cycle, condition (a) is ruled out since it is limited to affixes preceded by +. 
Condition (b) is also inapplicable, because of the presence of # in soliloquiz# ing. (Recall 
that # ,  as opposed to +, must be mentioned in a rule if that rule is to apply to a string 
containing # .) Condition (e), however, applies, and will shift primary stress, incorrectly, 
to the affix -ing because of the double consonant in the underlying form. To eliminate this 
possibility, we add to the Main Stress Rule (50), (53) the qualification : 

(55) X contains no internal # boundary. 

This qualification guarantees that a word-internal cycle will be vacuous when it applies to a 

string of the form . . .  # Co VCo]. 
Notice that the presence of the # boundary is quite well motivated on different 

grounds in many of these cases. The inflectional affixes which are neutral with respect to . 
stress also characteristically affect final clusters in the same way as word boundary does. 
For example, in many dialects /g/ drops after nasals in word-final position but remains in 
word-medial position, so that we have (siI)l but (miggll (from underlying {siNg{, {miNgl!, 
respectively, /N/ being the archi-segment " nasal consonant "). But before -ing, -er (agentive), 
-ed, -ly, etc., Ig/ also drops, so that we have [sigiJ)], [si1)r], contrasting with [fi1)gr] ; [ri1)d], 

[h5lti1)ly] (or, with a different -ly affix, [ki1)ly] ), contrasting with [si1)gly], the latterfrom phono
logical /siNg1 # ly/, with the 11/ of / # ly/ dropping after /Cl/ ; or [ki1)l�t], from /kiNg # lVt/, 

contrasting with [si1)gl�t], from /siNgl # IVt/. 
Furthermore, we must have a rule : 

sonorants become syllabic / C-- # 34 

This is needed to account for the fact that in words such as hinder, cylinder, remember, 

33 Not to be confused with the noun-forming -y of democracy, presidency, etc. 
34 The feature " sonorant " is redundant in English, though not in all languages. It distinguishes vowels, 

liquids, glides, and nasals from nonnasal (obstruent) consonants. A syllabic sonorant consonant will 
ultimately have the neutral vowel (which we are representing as [I>]-see note 1) inserted before it. Thus 
hinder is phonetically [hindr] = [hindl>r]. Notice that not all words with a final syllabic sonorant have a 
final consonant-sonorant cluster in the underlying representation. Thus odor, danger, valor, titan, Homer, 
for example, have final vowel-sonorant clusters in both underlying and phonetic representations, as we 
can see from the forms odorous, dangerous, valorous, titanic, Homeric. 

Notice that rule (56) is also needed to account for stress placement, and that it must follow the 
Main Stress Rule in the sequence of rules. Consider, for example, the forms cyliTlder, carpenter. Only 
rule (50bii) can assign primary stress in the first syllable to these words, but the application of (50bii) 
here requires that the final cluster be of the form /Vndr/, /Vntr/, respectively, where V is a lax vowel. 
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carpenter, disaster, schism, burgle, twinkle, the sonorant is syllabic in word-final position 
although the underlying representations must be /hiNdr/, /siliNdr/, /rEmeNbr/, /krerpVNtr/, 
/disrestr/, /sizm/, /burgl/, /twiNkl/, as shown by the related forms where these sonorants are 
not syllabic : hindrance, cylindric, remembrance, carpentry, disastrous, schismatic, burglar, 
twinkling (in the sense of " instant," from /twiNkl+liNg/, the /1/ of IliNgl dropping, as 
above, after ICI/ ). However, the sonorant is also syllabic in forms such as hindering, hindered, 
remembering, burgled, twinkling (the participle),35 indicating that these neutral affixes also 
carry the boundary # .  Similarly, the noun-forming -y affix, which is not neutral with respect 
to stress placement, changes preceding /t/ to [s] (democrat-democracy, president-presidency), 
but the neutral, adjective-forming -y does not affect final It I (chocolaty, bratty, etc.),36 

indicating that it carries the boundary # that blocks this process. 
The affixes that carry # are, to a certain extent, syntactically distinguished. For the 

most part, these are the affixes that are assigned to a word by a grammatical transformation, 
whereas the derivational affixes that affect stress placement are, largely, internal to the 
lexicon. In other words, if # is automatically associated with lexical items and automatically 
introduced to the right of a suffix (or the left of a prefix) attached to a member of a lexical 
category by a transformation, then the resulting distribution of boundaries is fairly close to 
what is required for the operation of the phonological component. This principle for assign
ing # is the same, in many cases, as the principle that # should be introduced at the bound
ary of strings dominated by a lexical category in the surface structure (see Chapter One, 
pp. 12-14).  Thus the word singing is a verb containing the verb sing, and so on. 

Notice that # may be deleted before affixes under certain circumstances. Consider, 
1 3 3 1 

for example, the variants analyzable-analyzable. We can derive the former from the 
phonological representation [A [vana+lIz]v # abl]A' and the latter from the same represen
tation with # deleted. When the word boundary # is present, the stress pattern is that of the 

1 3 
underlying form analIz in isolation, since the second cycle is vacuous. When the boundary 
is dropped, as is not uncommon when -able is added to longer forms, the affix -able (repre
sented /reblf ) is subject to condition (a) of the Main Stress Rule. Thus, in the second cycle, 
case (ii) of the rule shifts primary stress to the strong cluster immediately preceding the affix 
in this example. 

So far, then, we have two classes of affixes, those that assign primary stress by the 
Main Stress Rule and those that carry # boundary and are therefore neutral. Superficial 
examination would suggest that it is necessary to distinguish two other classes of affixes 
(apart from those that take primary stress), namely, those of the -1 category, which place 
primary stress on the final syllable of the string to which they are affixed (e.g., -ion, -ie, -ity, 
-ify), and those of the -2 category, which generally place stress on the penultimate syllable of 
the string to which they are affixed (e.g., -y, -ate, -ize). Actually, most of these affixes are 
perfectly regular and require no special comment. In particular, the -2 category is superfluous. 
As far as -y is concerned, we will see in Section 1 5  that it is entirely regular. Examples such 
as illustr-ate, antagon-ize, as we shall see, receive their stress contour by the Main Stress 
Rule, which places primary stress on the final strong cluster, and the Alternating Stress 

35 In more casual speech, the syllabicity of UJ (and sometimes even of [r J )  may disappear as one of many 
optional modifications of the idealized phonetic form. 

. 

36 Notice that not all cases of adjective-forming -y are to be assigned to this /#y/ formative. Thus we have 
angry, hungry with the lexical representations /�Ngr+y/, jhuNgr+y/ (where N represents the archi
segment " nasal "). Here the affix is not /#y/, but a different affix, identical in its phonetic form but not 
in its phonetic effects ; it does not carry # and is restricted to adjectives derived from abstract nouns. 
Clearly this distinction is in accord with the sense as well as the phonetics. 
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Rule (51), which then shifts primary stress two syllables to the left. In other examples (e.g., 
characterize, radicalize), -ize is simply a neutral affix preceded by # .  

As far as the - 1  category is concerned, we see at once that most of its members simply 
fall under the Main Stress Rule. If we analyze -ity, for example, as _i+ty,37 then the fact 
that stress falls on the syllable immediately preceding it is accounted for by case (ai) of the 
Main Stress Rule (50), since the " stem-forming " element -i- that precedes the final affix 
is lax. 

In fact, aside from the two categories of neutral affixes and affixes that assign stress 
by the Main Stress Rule, we have only the exceptions -ic and -ion to deal with among lax 
affixes, and no further classification need be given. Furthermore, as we have noted, the 
distinction between neutral and nonneutral affixes is drawn fairly clearly on general grounds. 
It seems, then, that there is no significant classification of affixes with respect to stress 
placement ; there is the mass of affixes that fall under the general Romance Rule, and, in 
addition, there is the margin of exceptions to be expected in the case of any phonological 
rule. 

The best way to deal with exceptions is to modify their representations in some ad hoc 
way so as to enable them to fall under the regular rules, which can then remain unaltered in 
their simplest and most general form. Thus the fact that -ion always places primary stress on 
the syllable immediately preceding it is easily accounted for if we give -ion the underlying 
representation /iVn/, /V/ standing for the archi-segment " lax vowel."  Words such as 

1 � 
prohibition, inhibition, nutrition will now be represented [prohibit+iVn), etc. , when we enter 
the second cycle. Condition (a) of the Main Stress Rule (50) does not apply, since the affix 
contains two vowels, but condition (b) does apply, excluding the final string IVnl from 
consideration and assigning primary stress to the syllable preceding the weak cluster of the 

2 1 

residue /prohibit+i/ by case (i). Thus we have [prohibitiVn), which receives its full stress 
contour in the appropriate way by rules to which we shall turn later on. Primary stress, 
however, is now correctly placed. The forms in -Ation will receive primary stress on /At/, 
as required, in the same way. In the case of words such as compulsion, permission, invasion, 
profusion, primary stress will have been placed on the second syllable in the first cycle. (The 
final stress on verbs like compel and permit will be accounted for in Section 10 of this chap
ter.) The second cycle, then, is vacuous. Primary stress will also be placed properly by the 
same rule in words such as pavilion, battalion, champion, companion, dominion if we give 
them the representations /previl+iVn/, etc. Other reasons for treating -ion as bisyllabic in 
the underlying form will appear in Chapter Four, Section 4. l .  

To complete the account of -ion, we must add the rule : 

(57) i 
--+ 

y / 
[de�tal]

+_V38 

Thus, rule (57) applies in words such as battalion, pavilion, million, rebellion,39 companion, 
dominion, union, but it does not apply in Albion, champion, clarion, criterion, oblivion. 

37 This is well motivated. See note 23, Chapter Two. 
38 In terms of distinctive features, dental consonants are coronal and anterior. We regard [1] as dental, [r] as 

nondental (in this case, coronal and nonanterior), throughout. Thus the rule applies after [1 ] and [n] as 
well as the dental obstruents. We will return to a somewhat more careful formulation of this rule in 
Section 6 of the next chapter. 

39 In the case of rebel (and several other words), rule (57) also applies before -OUS, giving rebellious [rEbelY;ls], 
as opposed to punctilious [pAl]ktilE;lSj, for example. For more discussion of this matter, see Chapter 
Four, Section 6. 
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Notice that rule (57) must be in the cycle. Consider the form conventional, for example. 
1 

On the first application of the cycle we obtain the representation [convent+iVn]. If this 
representation is submitted to the second cycle with the affix -ai, primary stress will be placed 
incorrectly on the Iii of the affix string liVn+all by case (i) of the Main Stress Rule (50) 
under condition (a). Hence (57) must apply, removing this vowel, before the application of 
the second cycle.40 As we shall see rule (57) is actually somewhat more general. 

In the case of the second exceptional suffix, namely, -ic, we must resort to some similar 
artifice to account for the fact that it places stress on the immediately preceding syllable. 
The simplest method is to represent -ic as the variant form Jik+relJ. We then add the 
ad hoc rule (58) after the Main Stress Rule : 

(58) 
Using certain devices that we will develop in Chapter Four, Section 2.2, we will associate 
with each lexical item taking -ic + rel an indication as to whether it may or may not undergo 
rule (58). Thus, in the words basic, public, sulfuric, rule (58) is obligatory ; in theatrical, 
neurological, it is inapplicable ; in ironic(al), analytic(al) the rule is optional. In some cases 
(e.g., economic(al), historic(al» the applicability of rule (58) depends on the sense of the 

word, that is, its semantic features. 
We shall see in the next chapter that we can make use of this underlying bisyllabic 

representation and rule (58) to account for other exceptional features of -ic, in particular, 
its effect on stressed vowel alternations. Notice that all forms undergo rule (58) when the 
affix -Iy is added ; thus the rule is needed even apart from the considerations mentioned 

here.41 

A word such as titanic will now have the representation [AtItren+ik+rel]A as we enter 
the second cycle. The Main Stress Rule will assign primary stress to the antepenultimate 
syllable by case (i) under condition (a), and [reI] will then be deleted by rule (58). 

We now give two examples-theatricality and indemnification-to illustrate the stress 
placement rules in the case of affixes. Consider first the word theatricality, with the under
lying representation indicated in the derivation (59) : 

[N [A [Ngeretr]N ik +rel]A i + ti]N 
1 

2 1  

3 2  
4 3  

RULE (50bii) 

RULE (50ai) 

RULE (50ai) 

RULE (52) 

40 An apparent alternative to rule (57), in such cases, would be to introduce into the cycle the rules that 
convert Itil to [8j, as in convention, so that on the final cycle we consider the full form conventional with 
the representation [convensVn+relj. This is impossible, however, as we shall see in Chapter Four, Section 
6, because the reduction of the vowel is conditional upon the degree of stress on the following vowel 
(compare cordial-cordiality), and this is determined later in the cycle. 

41 The adjective-forming suffix -ic, which we are at this point representing as /ik+ rel/, is not to be confused 
with the noun-forming ending -ic, which we represent simply as lik/. The latter, then, will assign stress 
in the normal way in nouns such as arithmetic, Catholic, arsenic, climacteric. Notice that only -al and 
not -ical is affixed to forms ending in -ic. The effect is to shift the stress, giving such pairs as the noun 
arithmetic versus the adjective arithmetic (from arithmetical, by rule (58» , as in arithmetic progression. 
There are a few well-known examples in which the adjective-forming affix assigns stress to a syllable 
preceding it by two (e.g., Arabic, choleric); we might indicate this by a readjustment rule deleting -al. 
Presumably the adjectives Catholic, politic are derived from the corresponding nouns by an adjective
forming process that does not involve affixation of -ic. 

We are indebted to O, Carden and o. H. Matthews for suggestions regarding the analysis of -ic. 
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The final line of (59) becomes a full phonetic representation by other rules that we have not 

discussed. 
Reviewing the steps of this derivation briefly, we see that in the first cycle the inner

most constituent [Neeretr]N falls under condition (b) since it is a noun with a lax vowel in 
the final syllable. Case (i) does not apply, since there is only the single syllable leel under con
sideration when the final VCo string lretrl is excluded. Thus case (ii) applies, assigning stress 
to lee/. This completes the first cycle and we erase innermost brackets. If we were dealing 
with theater in isolation, we would now apply rule (56), to make the final r syllabic, and the 
Vowel Reduction Rule, giving, finally, [eEgtr]. (The change of [e] to [E] in this position 
results from rule (30), the quality change (Vowel Shift) being contingent on tensing for stressed 
vowels.) 

In the second cycle we are dealing with an adjective with a lax vowel in the final 
monosyllabic affix. Thus condition (a) is applicable, and case (i) shifts primary stress one 
syllable to the right. We pass by case (ii) and conditions (b) and (e) because of the disjunctive 
ordering. If we were dealing with theatrical in isolation, we would derive the phonetic repre-

3 1 

sentation [eEretrgbl], by rule (52), rule (30), Vowel Shift, and Vowel Reduction. 
In the third cycle, condition (a) holds and case (i) shifts stress to the right once again. 

The disjunctive ordering requires us to skip case (ii) and conditions (b) and (e). Finally, 
4 3  1 

we apply the Stress Adjustment Rule (52), giving theatricality, as in the last line of (59). 
4 3 1 

Rule (30), Vowel Shift, and Vowel Reduction give [eEretmkrelgtE]. 
Consider now the word indemnification : 

[N [vindemn +i+fIk]v At+iVn]N 
1 

2 
3 

2 

3 
4 1 

RULE (50eii) 

RULE (51) 

RULE (50bi) 

RULE (52) 

In the first cycle conditions (a) and (b) are not met, and we turn to condition (e). 
Case (i) is inapplicable because of the final strong cluster, and case (ii) assigns primary stress 
to the final syllable. The Alternating Stress Rule (51) then shifts primary stress to the ante-

1 3 

penultimate vowel. In isolation, therefore, we would have indemnify, by Stress Adjustment 
and a rule which deletes [k] in the position +CoI-- ] # # . 

In the second cycle, we are dealing with a noun that falls under condition (b), which 
shifts stress to the right by case (i). Case (ii) and condition (e) are skipped because of the 
disjunctive ordering. The Stress Adjustment Rule (52) then gives us the desired stress pattern. 
Vowel Reduction, consonant softening, and other rules we will discuss give, finally, 

3 1 

[indemngfgkAsgn }. 
Innumerable other examples receive their stress patterns by these rules in similar ways. 

8. Nuclear stress 

The rules we have given so far apply only within the word ; the condition (55) in the Main 
Stress Rule, that X must not contain the boundary # internally, is sufficient to guarantee 
this. In Chapter Two we described the operation of the transformational cycle above the 
level of the word, noting that two rules are involved, the Compound Rule and the Nuclear 
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Stress Rule. We must now incorporate these " higher level " processes into the formulation 
of the rules of stress placement. 

The salient facts concerning nuclear stress were well summarized by S. S. Newman 
(1946), as follows : " When no expressive stress disturbs a sequence of heavy stresses, the last 

heavy stress in an intonational unit receives the nuclear heavy stress " (p. 1 76). Thus, in a 
noun phrase such as absolute equality or a verb phrase such as demand capitulation, the main 
stress of the second word is heavier than that of the first. 

Suppose that we have the phrase absolute equality, with the phonological representa
tion taken tentatively as (61) (with segments which will be justified later) : 

1 3 
In the first cycle, absolute becomes absolute by rules (50eii), (51), and (52) ; and equal becomes 
1 

equal by (50ai). Innermost brackets are now erased, and the second cycle applies to the 3 1 
noun equality, giving equality by (50ai) and (52). Thus, at the end of the second cycle we 
have the representation (62) (after the nontransformational, word-level rules have also 
applied) : 

1 3 3 1 
[NP # # rebs�lUt # # Ekwiil�tE # # ]NP 

As our rules now stand, the next cycle is vacuous and gives (62) as the final output.42 We 
may take account of the phenomenon of nuclear stress by adding the new rule (63) : 

v ---+ [1 stress] / [# # x [-- ] y# # ]  
1 stress 

where Y contains no vowel with the feature [1 stress] 

We will call this the Nuclear Stress Rule, as in Chapter Two. As formulated, it will not apply 
to units smaller than a word. Applying it to (62), we derive (64), as required :43 

2 4 4 1 
[NP # # rebs�lUt# # Ekwal�tE # # ]NP 

Notice that we can now eliminate the Stress Adjustment Rule (52), since it is simply 
the special case of the Nuclear Stress Rule that applies at the level of word boundary (when 

X contains no primary-stressed vowel). However, we will generally continue to refer to the 
Nuclear Stress Rule as the Stress Adjustment Rule when it applies to the single primary
stressed vowel that appears at the level of words. 

42 One of the widely accepted conventions for representing stress levels is precisely this. See, e.g., Jones 
(1956b). We will, however, accept the position of Newman, Trager and Smith, and others regarding 
nuclear stress in such constructions, and will modify the rules so as to accommodate their descriptions 
of the impressionistic phonetics. 43 Recall the discussion in Chapter Two, Section 2, regarding the accuracy of such transcriptions and the 
physical basis for them. If one makes the assumption (quite gratuitous, for the moment) that stress 
contours are physical as well as perceptual phenomena, then it would make sense to ask whether the 
internal relations of stress in the words absolute and equality are the same when these words are in isola
tion as when they appear in the phrase absolute equality. The familiar paired utterance test should provide 
an answer to this question. The representation (64) implies that the internal relations of absolute are 
the same in the phrase absolute equality as in isolation, while those of equality differ. Our conventions 
could be modified to permit other representations, but in the absence of any evidence bearing on the 
matter, it seems pointless to pursue such possibilities. See also the discussion in Chapter Two, Section 1 ,  
page 23. 
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Suppose that we were to define a scale of " sonority " in such a way that more heavily 
stressed vowels are greater in sonority than less heavily stressed vowels and that all vowels 
are greater in sonority than consonants or boundaries. Then the Nuclear Stress Rule states 
that primary stress is placed on the last sonority peak of a string that contains at least one 
word (the only sonority peak, in the case of Stress Adjustment). Similarly, in the first cycle 
case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule has the effect of placing primary stress on the last sonority 
peak of the string under consideration (the only sonority peak, where this string is a mono
syllable). In [ErAs], for example, the second vowel is the final sonority peak ; in [rAn] 
(rain) there is only one sonority peak, namely, the vowel. This observation suggests that it 
might be possible to formulate the Main Stress Rule so as to include the Nuclear Stress 
Rule as a special case, combining it with case (ii). We have investigated this possibility in 
detail, but we are inclined to think that this is a spurious generalization since such a refor
mulation requires a network of otherwise unnecessary conditions in the statement of 
these rules. (See Chapter Five for some further discussion.) 

The verb phrase demand capitulation will be derived in exactly the same way as the 
noun phrase absolute equality. Thus we have the following derivation :  

[vp # [v # dEmrend # ]v [N # [vkrepitUIAt]y i\Tn # ]N # ]yp 
1 1 

2 

1 

2 
3 

2 

4 1 

RULE (50eii) 

RULE (51) 

RULE (50bi) 

RULE (63) 

RULE (63) 

In the first cycle, primary stress is placed on the final syllable of the two innermost 
constituents, both of which are verbs, and the Alternating Stress Rule (51) applies to the 

polysyllabic form capitulate. At the next stage we deal with the phrase capitulation and 
assign primary stress to the antepenultimate vowel IA/. The Stress Adjustment Rule then 

3 1 

assigns primary stress to the last (and only) sonority peak, giving capitulation. In the third 

cycle, we consider the verb phrase as a whole and assign primary stress to the last sonority 
peak by the Nuclear Stress Rule. (See note 43.) 

The other examples of the Nuclear Stress Rule discussed in Chapter Two now fall 

into place in the same way. 

9. Compounds 

Our informal discussion of the transformational cycle in Chapter Two dealt with Nuclear 
Stress and Compound Stress. We have accounted for the former, and must now add a rule 
for compound nouns, adjectives, and verbs such as those of (66) (the nouns, of course, being 

by far the richest and most productive category) : 

chemistry laboratory hard-headed 
Christmas party hot-blooded 

hedge-hop 
trouble-shoot 

venture capital rose-colored air-condition 
toy factory heart-rending boot-lick 
sugar cane mealy-mouthed horse-whip 

As in the case of the Nuclear Stress Rule, we deal here with two constituents, each of which 
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has received a primary stress on the preceding cycle.44 The Nuclear Stress Rule (63) assigns 
primary stress to the second sonority peak, reducing by one all other stress levels in the 
phrase under consideration ; the Compound Rule, on the other hand, assigns primary stress 
to the first of the two peaks, reducing all other stress levels by one. 

We can state the Compound Rule as (67) : 

(67) V -+ [1 stress] / [# # x [-- ] Y# #Z# # ]NAV 1 stress 
1 

This rule will apply to a string of the form # # XV y # #Z # # which is a noun, adjective, 
1 

or verb with the two immediate constituents XV Y and Z. Its effect will be to weaken all 
stresses in the construction under consideration except that of the primary-stressed vowel of 

1 1 1 3  1 2 4 XV Y. Thus # # chemistry # # laboratory # # will become # # chemistry # # laboratory # # ,  
etc. (See note 43.) 

Clearly the Compound Rule (67) must apply prior to the Nuclear Stress Rule (63) ; 
furthermore, the ordering of these rules must be disjunctive or the Nuclear Stress Rule will 
reapply after the Compound Rule, weakening all but the primary stress. Now observe that 
our system of notations in fact requires (68) as the simplest formulation of the two rules 

(63) and (67) : 

V -+ [1 stress] / [# # X [ l--] Y( # #Z) # # ](NAV) 
stress 

where Y contains no vowel with the feature [1 stress]45 

The formulation (68) expresses the disjunctive ordering (67), (63) in precisely the desired 
way. The two rules abbreviated as (68) determine the stress contours discussed in Chapter 
Two exactly as outlined there. With the material in angles, (68) is the Compound Rule ; 
when the material in angles is omitted, (68) is the Nuclear Stress Rule. We will, as usual, 
continue to refer to these rules in their unabbreviated forms (67) and (63). 

There is an ambiguity in the formulation of the Compound Rule in (67) and (68) for 
one particular construction, namely, a compound whose second member is again a com
pound, that is, a construction of the form : 

Such constructions are rare. Possible examples are chemistry research-laboratory (in the 

44 This remark is not quite correct. Although it is true that compounds are strictly limited to two immediate 
constituents, this is not necessarily true of the phrases to which the Nuclear Stress Rule applies. Thus the 
rule may apply to a noun phrase such as an old, tired, disconsolate, retired teacher, in which there is no 
internal structure among the coordinated items. It will assign main stress to the last sonority peak 
(namely, teacher) and reduce the stress on each of the adjectives to secondary. 

The operation of the transformational cycle is guided by the surface structure produced by the 
syntax. The syntactic component must assign to each generated string a labeled bracketing that deter
mines appropriately the sequence of applications of the rules. In the example of the last paragraph, it 
must assign no internal structure to the coordinated items (consistently with the sense, in this case). It is 
possible, however, that certain adjective sequences must be internally organized in the surface structure 
in order for the correct phonetic output to be produced (e.g., tired old man as distinct from old, tired 
man), though there may be a different basis for this phenomenon-see page 1 17.  Just what the syntactic 
rules are that determine these surface structures is not known, and we have arbitrarily placed this problem, 
along with other syntactic problems, outside the scope of our study. We simply note here that various 
types of surface structure must be submitted to the phonological component, in particular, coordinate 
structures of arbitrary length with no internal organization. 

45 The condition on Y is irrelevant for the Compound Rule. 
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sense of " research laboratory for chemistry," not " laboratory for chemistry research "), 
kitchen towel-rack (in the sense of " towel rack in the kitchen," not " rack for kitchen towels "), 
evening mathematics-class (meaning " mathematics class held in the evening "), etc. Notice 
that the phrases chemistry laboratory, research laboratory, kitchen rack, towel rack, evening 
class, mathematics class all have primary stress on the first element, and the full phrases 
are of the form (69). 

The early applications of the transformational cycle will assign a single primary 
stress to A, B, and C in (69). In the cycle, we consider the now innermost phrase 

1 1 

[N #B# # C# ]N. Primary stress is placed on B by the Compound Rule. Erasing innermost 
1 1 2 

brackets, we have [N # # A #  #B# # C# # ]N. But the Compound Rule, as it stands, is 
ambiguous in its application to this form. We can take Z of (67), (68) to be C, or we can take 
it to be B# # C. If we take Z to be C, the primary stress will be placed on B (the last sonority 
peak), and we will have the stress contour 213  for the examples given above. If we take Z 
to be B# # C, the primary stress will be placed on A (the only sonority peak), and we will 
have the stress contour 1 23 for these examples. 

To guarantee the contour 213, we can add the following qualification to (67) and 

(68) : 

Z =/- . . .  # #  . . .  

To guarantee the contour 123, we can add to (67) and (68) the qualification :  

Z contains [ 1  stress] 

Our impression is that the normal stress contour in these cases is 213, and we will therefore 

give the Compound Rule with qualification (70) rather than (71) in subsequentformulations.46 

Our formulation of the Compound Rule does not take account of a familiar conven
tion for the representation of English stress contours, namely, that there is a distinction in 

1 3 1 3 

stress contour between compounds such as elevator boy or chemistry teacher, which are 
represented with tertiary stress on the second member of the compound, and those such as 
1 2 1 2 

elevator operator or chemistry laboratory, in which the second member of the compound 
retains secondary stress. With the system of rules that we have given so far, the second mem
ber of the compound will, in each case, have secondary stress. To account for this distinction, 
we must add an ad hoc rule providing that secondary stress in the rightmost member of a 
compound is reduced still further when this member has some property P. The property P 
might, for example, be the property of containing just a single vowel with the feature 
[ + stress], or it might be formulated in a slightly different way, de�ending on how one wishes 
to assign a stress contour to compounds such as soccer referee, UN attache, land surveyor, 
pi-meson, car window. It is not clear whether this is a question of fact or merely of conven
tion. Whatever decision is made as to the appropriate property P (which might, for example, 
involve idiosyncratic features of particular lexical items, if we take the contours that have 
occasionally been described in the literature as factually accurate), the appropriate rule can 
be formulated in terms of it, with no effect on the rest of the system. We will therefore dis
regard this matter and tentatively assume that in all cases the stress contour is to appear as 
primary-secondary. 

46 We will also omit the string ##X from the formulation of rules (68). This string plays no role ; it was 
included only to bring out the domain of the rule more clearly. 
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To summarize, the rules that apply at the word level or beyond are the Compound 
and Nuclear Stress Rules, which apply in this order, disjunctively.47 Each assigns primary 
stress to a vowel which already contains primary stress, weakening all other stresses in the 
string under consideration. Applying at the level of words, the Nuclear Stress Rule is what 
we called earlier the Stress Adjustment Rule ; its effect is to reserve secondary stress for 
phrases that contain more than one word. The Nuclear Stress Rule assigns primary stress 
to the rightmost sonority peak in the string under consideration ; with the possible excep
tion of items of the form (69), the Compound Rule assigns primary stress to the leftmost 
sonority peak in the string under consideration. 

10. Complex verbs 

There are many verbs in English that are morphologically analyzable into one of the 
prefixes trans-, per-, con-, etc., followed by a stem such as -fer, -mit, -cede, -cur, or -pel. 
This analysis is strictly internal to the lexicon, playing no role in syntactic rules, so far as we 
know. The stress placement rules must assign primary stress to the final formative in these • 
words, regardless of whether it contains a strong or weak cluster. Thus, even when such 
verbs end in a weak cluster, as in (72), stress is final : 

(72) permit, concur, compel, deter, transfer 

Clearly, then, we must prevent case (i) of the Main Stress Rule (under condition (e» from 
applying to these forms while still allowing it to apply to furnish, worship, covet and other 
examples of the sort illustrated in column I of (18). That is, we must identify the complex verbs 
in some manner that will account for their exceptional behavior. The simplest way to do this 
is by a readjustment rule which adds an identifying feature to the internal boundary in 
verbs of the prefix-stem type (72). (See Section 1 .3. 1 for a discussion of the feature analysis of 
boundaries.) Since these stems and prefixes are not, in general, independent words or even 
separate lexical items, we do not expect to find # in this position. Rather, we expect to find 
the boundary which, in terms of feature analysis, is [ - FB, - WB], that is, distinct from both 
+ and # .  We use the symbol = as an informal abbreviatory notation for the feature set 
[ - segment, - FB, -WB]. Thus we assign to the examples of (72) the underlying representa
tions (73), where /N/ is the archi-segment " nasal " and /1/ is the archi-segment " lax vowel " 
(which is, furthermore, back and high, at least in the case of concur in dialects which 
have the phonetic form [k\mkAr�nt] for concurrent-see the next chapter for details). The 
features of the boundary are introduced into the representation by a readjustment rule. 

pIr=mit, k.,N=klr, k.,N=pel, de=tIr, trrens=fIr 

When we now apply the Main Stress Rule to the forms in (73), conditions (a) and (b) are 
inapplicable and case (i) is blocked under condition (e) because of the = boundary. Case 
(ii) then assigns primary stress to the vowel in the final syllable, under condition (e). 

This analysis of morphologically complex verbs accounts for several other peculiarities 
of such forms. Notice, in the first place, that trisyllabic verbs with prefixes are generally not 
subject to the Alternating Stress Rule (51), which assigns antepenultimate primary stress in 

47 One additional rule that may apply beyond the word level will be mentioned in Section 14. 
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words such as exercise, analyze, complicate, clarify. That is, the final stress assigned by

(50eii) is retained in verbs such as comprehend, apprehend, intervene, introspect, introduce, 
contradict, controvert. Introduction of an automatic = boundary after these prefixes will 
block the application of rule (51), thus accounting for this apparent violation of the Alter
nating Stress Rule. We will refine this observation directly. 

A second peculiar feature of these constructions relates to segmental phonology. 
There are various positions in which lsi becomes voiced in English, in particular, inter
vocalically when the preceding vowel belongs to one of the verb-forming prefixes that we 
are now considering. Thus we have voicing of Is/ in resist, resemble, resolve, design, presume 
(compare consist, semblance, solve, consign, consume-some apparent exceptions will be 
discussed in Section 16). We can now describe this phenomenon by a rule such as (74) (which, 
as we shall see; can be somewhat generalized) : 

s - [ + voice] I V = --V 

Notice that voicing of lsi does not take place intervocalically when there is no boundary 
preceding lsi (e.g. , misogynist, asylum) or when there is a boundary but the element in ques
tion is not a morphologically complex verb (e.g., para + site, para+sitic, chromo+somal, 
philo+sophical, meta+soma). Hence the complex verbs must be distinguished from other 
forms for the purpose of rule (74) ; the obligatory = boundary makes the required dis
tinction. 

In short, the device proposed for determining the stress placement in morphologically 
complex 'forms such as (73) is not only the simplest, given the framework of rules that we 
have so far developed, but it is also independently motivated. We shall find still further 
support for this analysis. 

Notice, incidentally, that rule (74) must, as indicated, be limited to the boundary 
[ - FB, - WB]. We have given several examples to show why it is limited to boundaries 
which are marked [ - FB]. To see that the boundary [ +  WB] (namely, #)  must also be 
excluded, consider parasynthesis, photosynthesis, proto-Siouan, resell, resettle. In all of these 
prefix-stem constructions, the stem, which begins with Is/, is an independent word, and 

we therefore expect it, on general syntactic grounds, to be preceded by the boundary # .48 

Observe that rule (74) does not apply to the stem-initial /sl in these cases. Thus we have 
1 

contrasts such as resolve ( /rE = s<Jlv/, [rEzalv], " determine ") versus re-solve ( /rE # s<Jlv/, 
3 1 1 

[rEsalv], " solve anew "), and reserve (jrE = shv/, [rEz�rv], " withhold ") versus re-serve 
3 1 

( /rE # shv/, IrEs�rv], " serve anew "). 
The decision to identify prefix-stem forms by a = boundary necessitates a slight 

revision of the Alternating Stress Rule (51). The readjustment rule that introduces = should 
give representations such as Ik<JN = klrl for concur, Ik<JN = pre = heNdl for comprehend, 
liNtlr = sektl for intersect, Ik<JN = teNpIAt/ for contemplate, Ik<JN = stitUtr9 for constitute, 
/k<JN = peNsAtl for compensate, etc. In the case of concur, the Alternating Stress Rule is 
inapplicable ; in the case of comprehend, intersect, it is blocked by the boundary. But forms 
such as contemplate, constitute, compensate show that it is the second, not the first, occurrence 
of = that blocks the rule in the case of comprehend. We must therefore reformulate the 
Alternating Stress Rule so as to permit an occurrence of = before the penultimate syllable 

48 Additional phonological justification for the syntactically expected analysis will appear in Section 13. 
49 Actually, as we shall see, [k:lN=stitu+At). 
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because of forms like contempli!(e. Accordingly we restate the rule as : 

v � [1 stress] / -- Co (=) CoVCo [l stress] CO]NAV 

Formulated in this way, the Alternating Stress Rule will apply to representations such as 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

de =signAt, re =plicAt, coN=plicAt, iN=plicAt, re =novAt, de = tonAt. It will not apply, 
1 1 1 

however, to coN=pre =heNd, iNter = sect, coNtra = dict, and other forms with a boundary 
before the final syllable, and primary stress will therefore remain on the final syllable in 
these forms. 

1 
There remain certain words (e.g., persevere) which seem to be true exceptions and must 

therefore be excluded from the domain of rule (75) by other means (see Chapter Four, 
Section 2.2). 

11. Nouns derived from verbs 

The preceding discussion leads naturally to the topic of stress patterns in the nouns that 
are derived from verbs with primary stress on the final syllable. The general rule is that the 
primary stress is nonfinal in these nouns. Thus we have nouns such as those in (76), all with 
primary stress on the first syllable : 

transfer, permit, export, survey, protest, insert, progress, convict, suspect, torment, 
combine 

It is important to note that the final syllable of these nouns has a tertiary stress. This is 
evident by comparison of noun pairs such as the following : 

(77) transfer-doctor, permit-hermit, export-effort, survey-scurvy, protest-dentist, 
insert-concert, progress-tigress, convict-verdict, torment-torrent, combine-ermIne 

The nouns of (76) have the stress pattern 1 3 ;  the items paired with them in (77) have the 
stress pattern 1-. Clearly this distinction is related to the fact that verbs with final stress 
underlie the forms in (76) but do not underlie the forms paired with them in (77). We can 
therefore account for the stress difference by means of the transformational cycle. The 
nouns of (76) will be derived from underlying verbs on the second cycle by a rule which 
shifts primary stress to the left, weakening the stress on the final syllable to secondary. The 
final stress then becomes tertiary by the Stress Adjustment Rule. The new rule, which we will 
refer to as the Stressed Syllable Rule, will be given below (see (80» as cases (c) and (d) of 
the Main St(ess Rule. Thus we will have derivations such as (78) for the examples of (76), 
and (79) for the items paired with these in (77) : 

(78) [N [vplr = mit]v ]N [N [vt:lrment]v ]N 
I 1 

1 2 1 2 
1 3 1 3 

(79) [NhlrmIt]N [Nt:lrent]N 
1 1 

[N [vsIrvAJv ]N 
1 

1 2 
1 3 

[Nsklrvi]N 
1 

RULE (50eii) 

STRESSED SYLLABLE RULE 

RULE (63) 

RULE (50bii) 
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The examples of (79) are straightforward. In each case the final syllable of the noun 
has a lax vowel so that condition (b) of the Main Stress Rule applies. Primary stress is 
therefore assigned to the vowel of the first syllable, the final cluster being excluded from 
consideration under condition (b). (Notice that the underlying vowel of the second syllable 
of torrent must be jej-cf. torrential.) The final vowel of scurvy becomes tense in word
final position by rule (30), but only after the application of the Main Stress Rule. In 
each case the vowel of the second syllable retains [ - stress] (and therefore reduces to [�] 
nonfinally). 

1 3 
Consider now the derivations of (78), beginning with the noun survey. In the first 

cycle, primary stress is assigned to the final tense vowel under condition ( e) of the Main 
Stress Rule by case (ii), case (i) being inapplicable because of the final strong cluster. This 

completes the cycle, and innermost brackets are erased. On the next cycle, conditions (a) 
and (b) are inapplicable because the final vowel is tense, and condition (e) will apply vacu
ously. Thus the Main Stress Rule as formulated above has no effect in this cycle. But we 
need a rule which will shift the stress to the left. This rule, which we formulate as (80), 

asserts that in a noun with primary stress on the last syllable, cases (i) and (ii) of the Main 
Stress Rule apply to the string preceding this final stressed syllable. 

(80) 
v -> [1 stress] 

(c), (d) 

For reasons which will appear as we proceed, we stipulate that rule (80) constitutes condi
tions (c) and (d) of the Main Stress Rule ; it applies after condition (b) and before condition 
(e). We will refine and extend this rule in several stages as we proceed. First, however, let us 
see how it applies to the examples given above and how it interrelates with the other parts of 
the Main Stress Rule. 

Returning to the derivation of survey in (78), we see that the new rule (80) is applic
able in the second cycle. (Neither condition (a) nor condition (b) of the Main Stress Rule 

1 
applies.) Rule (80) specifies that we exclude from consideration the final string -rvA of 

1 
[NslrvA]N and assign primary stress to the vowel that immediately precedes it by (80ii) 
(which is simply case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule), thus reducing the stress on the final 
syllable to secondary. The stress is then further reduced to tertiary by the Stress Adjustment 

Rule. This completes the derivation of survey given in (78). Notice that condition (e) must 
not be applied in the second cycle of this derivation or stress will again be shifted, incorrectly, 
to the final syllable. Hence the ordering of rule (80) and condition (e) of the Main Stress Rule 
must be disjunctive. An apparent alternative, at this point, would be to have condition (e) 
precede (80). We shall see directly that this is not possible, however. 

Consider now the derivation of the noun torment in (78). Clearly this should be 
1 3 

precisely parallel to the derivation of survey. In the first cycle primary stress is assigned to the 
final strong cluster under condition (e), case (ii), exactly as in the verb survey. In the second 

cycle, we expect the stress to be shifted left by rule (80), again as in the analogous case of 
1 3 

survey. However, as we have formulated the Main Stress Rule, condition (b) is applicable 
since the vowel of the final syllable happens to be lax in this case. Clearly this is not a relevant 
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distinction between torment and survey, and it indicates that the rules are in error. 50 Evi-
dently we must prevent the application of condition (b) in this cycle. The simplest way to 
achieve this result is to require that under condition (b) (similarly, (a» the vowel of the final 
syllable be not only lax but also nonstressed. This qualification admits all of the cases for 
which conditions (a) and (b) are appropriate and eliminates the unwanted applications. 

1 3 

With this modification of conditions (a) and (b), the derivation of torment proceeds 
1 3 

in the second cycle in exact analogy to that of survey. In the very same way we also derive 
1 3 1 

the noun permit from the underlying verb permit. Thus the contrasts permit-hermit, torment-
torrent, survey-scurvy are accounted for on the basis of the fact that the first member of 
each pair, but not the second, corresponds to a related verb. 

Notice that the new rule (80) must precede condition (e), as we have assumed. If the 
order were reversed, a noun such as machine, which receives primary stress on the final 
syllable under condition (e), would have the stress shifted to the left under the subsequent 

1 3 

rule (80), giving the incorrect form *machine. Furthermore, we will see below that rule (80) 
must follow condition (a). Thus its position in the ordering is narrowly determined. 

The examples of rule (80) given above all involved (SOii), that is, case (ii) of the Main 
1 3 1 3 

Stress Rule. Case (i) is involved in the derivation of nouns such as intercept and interlock 
1 1 

from the underlying verbs intercept, interlock. In the case of interlock, for example, we 
have the underlying representation (SI ) :  

In  the first cycle case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule assigns final stress under condition (e) 
(case (i) being blocked by the = boundary, which also blocks an unwanted application of the 

1 
Alternating Stress Rule). In the second cycle rule (SO) is applicable and the string = lock 
is omitted from consideration. Case (i) then assigns stress to the first syllable, giving finally 

1 3 

the noun interlock after application of the Stress Adjustment Rule. 

12. Revised version of the Main Stress Rule 

Let us now consider how the Stressed Syllable Rule (80) can be introduced into the Main 

Stress Rule. Cases (i) and (ii) of rule (80) are identical to cases (i) and (ii) of the Main Stress 
Rule, so amalgamation causes no difficulty in this respect. We must, however, find a way 
to incorporate the outermost condition in (SO) in such a way as to meet the following 
requirements : the condition (SO) follows condition (a) and precedes condition (e) ; the order
ing (SO), (e) is disjunctive. It will be recalled that in the Main Stress Rule, as it now stands, 
the ordering (a), (b), (e) is disjunctive. This fact was made explicit in the formulation (53), 
which is the optimal representation for the conditions (a), (b), and (e). 

50 In fact, as we shall see, the Stressed SylJable Rule (80) applies when the stress on the syllable in the 
outermost context has [2 stress1 as well as [1 stress1. When the rule is extended in this way, the error in 
the rules which was just noted will lead to an incorrect stress assignment, since under condition (b) the 

1 1 2 

representation [Nt:Jrment]N will be changed to [Nt:JrmentIN, and by rule (80) it will then be changed to 
1 3 1 4 

[Nt:JrmentIN, becoming, finally, [Nt:JrmentlN by the Stress Adjustment Rule. This consequence could be 
avoided if the ordering of (b) and rule (80) were specified as disjunctive, but this is impossible, given the 
empirical hypotheses we have proposed, since condition (b) is not related to rule (80) in a way expressible 
by angles or parentheses. 
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Within our framework, the sequence (a), (b), (SO), (e) can be generalized in one of 
several ways which are, for the present, quite equivalent. Looking ahead to later refinements, 
we choose one of these and give the rule in the following form : 

v -+ [1 stress] 

j- < 
{< 

+C,) 
[ = �:] 

} Co> ](N(A» 

< [ -
seg» Co V 

where X contains no internal occurrence of # 

Expanding (S2), we have the following sequence of rules : 

(S3) 
V -+ [1 stress] j [x-t: [ -�n�l C! [=:t} (i) 

(ii) 
r " re,,] +Co - t

�
nse CO]NA (a) 

j- [ -'U."] -t
�
nse CO]N (b) 

1 
[- seg] Co VCO]NA (c) 

1 

COVCO]N (d) 

] (e) 
where X contains no internal occurrence of # 

The sequence (S3) is uniquely determined by (S2). By our general conventions, it follows 
that in (S3) cases (i) and (ii) are disjunctively ordered and apply under conditions (a)-(e), 
taken in that order. Among the conditions (a) through (e), the permitted sequences within a 
single cycle are : (a), (c) ; (a), (d) ; (b), (c) ; (b), (d). Apart from these possibilities of successive 
application, the ordering is fully disjunctive. Conditions (a), (b), and (e) are exactly as 
described in our earlier formulation of the Main Stress Rule (50), (53). Conditions (c) and 
(d) are the two cases of the Stressed Syllable Rule (SO), with and without the unit [ - segment], 
the rule being extended automatically to adjectives in the case where the boundary is present. 
As we shall see directly, this extension is necessary. Notice that it was condition (c) that was 
applied in the derivation of the noun permit, and condition (d) in the derivation of the nouns 
survey and torment, where no internal boundary is present. 

Summarizing, we have found evidence that the grammar contains the sequence of 
rules (S3ai), (S3aii), (S3bi), (S3bii), (S3ci), (S3cii), (S3di), (S3dii), (S3ei), (S3eii). Earlier we 
proposed an empirical hypothesis of a very general nature regarding disjunctive ordering. 
The hypothesis asserts that when certain formal relations hold between two rules of a linearly 
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ordered sequence of rules-namely, the relations expressed by the parenthesis and angled 
bracket notations, applied and reapplied consistently along with the other notational devices 
in the most complete manner possible-then these rules are disjunctively ordered with 
respect to each other. This empirical hypothesis implies that in the case of the sequence just 
listed, the relation of disjunctive ordering holds between each of (83xi) and (83xii) (x = a ,  b, 

c, d, e) ; (83ax) and (83by), (83ax) and (83ey), (83bx) and (83ey), (83cx) and (83dy), (83cx) 
and (83ey), (83dx) and (83ey) (x, y = i or ii). Thus the hypothesis concerning disjunctive 
ordering has precisely the effects required here on empirical grounds. 

13. Complex nouns and adjectives 

Many nouns consist of prefixes such as mono- , tele-, photo-, bio-, followed by stems or 
nouns. Thus the prefix mono- combines with the stem -graph to give monograph, and 
with the noun genesis to give monogenesis. The noun genesis, as distinct from the -graph 
of telegraph, happens to be an independent word with a specific semantic content that is 
carried over to the complex form. On syntactic grounds it is not clear what, if any, 
categorial structure should be assigned to the prefix. We will tentatively accept the weakest 
assumption and assign no categorization to it at alL Thus monograph will be represented 

[Nmono [ggraph]s ]N and monogenesis will be represented [Nmono [N # genesis # ]N ]N' This 
underlying representation identifies -graph as a stem and genesis as a noun which is an 
independent word, and assigns mono- to no category at all.5 1 This is the analysis that is 
most appropriate for the phonological rules ; it is, furthermore, at least as well motivated 
on syntactic-lexical grounds as any other, as far as we can see, in that it assigns no categoriza

tion beyond what is independently motivated. 
It is also a fact that prefixes can be formed fairly freely from other words (e.g., politico-, 

parallelo-) and in this case we will assign them to the syntactic category " prefix " instead 
of (rather than in addition to) the category to which the underlying form belongs in isolation. 
The word parallelogram will be represented [N [ppara [slel]s o]p [sgram]s ]N' indicating that 
it is a noun of the form prefix-stem, where the prefix in turn consists of a stem with an 
uncategorized prefix para-, the latter being on a par with mono-, tele-, and so on. This 
analysis, once again, seems to be reasonably well motivated on syntactic-lexical grounds 
and is appropriate for the phonology. 

Consideration of complex nouns and adjectives of this sort sheds additional light 
on the detailed form of the Main Stress Rule. Consider first the following examples : 

1 1 (84) monograph monogenesis 
1 1 

monotone monomania 
1 1 

monolith mononucleosis 
1 1 

monosyllable monometalism 

The examples in the left-hand column of (84) have initial primary stress. Those in the right
hand column have primary stress on later syllables, as indicated. 

We can account for most of these forms with our present rules. For example, the 

S1 As Paul Postal has pointed out to us, the prefix might, in such cases, be regarded as a lexical feature of the 
stem or noun, syntactically on a par with other inherent features of a lexical entry. 
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items heading the two columns in (84) will ha'fe the following derivations : 

(85) [Nmono [sgraph]s ]N [Nmono [N #genes+is # ]N ]N 

1 

1 

2 
3 

1 RULE (83ai) 

RULE (83eii) 

RULE (83ci) 

RULE (63) 

101 

In the first cycle, primary stress is assigned in the usual way. In the second cycle, 
1 1 

condition (c) holds of monograph, which has a final stressed syllable, but not of monogenesis, 
which does not have a final stressed syllable. (The condition on X in (83) blocks (ai) in the 
second cycle of monogenesis.) In monograph the string -graph is omitted from consideration. 
Since the final vowel of the prefix is lax /.,/ phonologically (for reasons we shall discuss 
subsequently), case (i) then applies to the prefix. Thus the primary stress is shifted to the 
left under condition (c) in monograph, but not in monogenesis. The Stress Adjustment Rule 
(63) then gives the desired form. Except for monosyllable, the other examples of (84) are 
properly handled in exactly the same way. 52 

Putting aside the problem of monosyllable for the moment, we see that a great many 
words fall into the class illustrated in (84), such as the following : 

(86) telephime telemechcinics 
aristocrat electrophoresis 
autograph dutohypn6sis 
aquaplane aquamarine 
bioscope biophysics 
dodecagon dodecahedron 
endomorph endothelium 
thermocouple thermodynamics 
parallelogram paraltelepiped 

To illustrate with a slightly more complex case than (85), consider the derivation of the 
final items in the two columns of (86), beginning with parallelogram : 

[N [pprerre [slel]s .,]p [sgrrem]s ]N 
1 1 

1 
2 
3 

RULE (83eii) 

RULE (83ci) 

RULE (63) 

In the first cycle the monosyllabic internal elements receive primary stress in the usual 
way. Innermost brackets are erased, and we turn to the next largest phrase, the prefix 
paraIWo-. Conditions (a)-(d) have so far been limited to nouns and adjectives, so they are 

1 
not applicable. Under condition (e), case (i), primary stress is reassigned to the syllable -lel-.53 
The second cycle is therefore vacuous. Erasing innermost brackets, we proceed to the full 
form parallelogram on the third cycle. Conditions (a) and (b) are ruled out because the final 

52 We have not yet given the rule that puts various secondary (ultimately, tertiary) stresses in the items of 
the right-hand column of (84) (and in certain of the forms of (86), which follows). These omissions will 
be taken care of subsequently. 

53 We will see later that the vacuous application of the Main Stress Rule actually falls under (aii) rather 
than (ei). 
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syllable is stressed. We therefore turn to condition (c). This case of the Stressed Syllable 
Rule applies, excluding the primary-stressed syllable -gram from consideration. Primary 

1 1 
stress is then placed on the penultimate syllable -lel- of the residue parallelo- by case (i) of 
the Main Stress Rule, the final cluster of the residue being weak. 54 This weakens the stress 
on -gram to secondary. Conditions (d) and (e) do not apply because of the disjunctive 

ordering. We terminate this cycle with the Stress Adjustment Rule (63), giving the finaJ 
3 1 3 

form parallelogram (after we have presented the rule assigning secondary, ultimately ter-
tiary, stress on the first syllable-see note 52). 

The derivation of parallelepiped is similar, but it suggests a slight modification of the 
rules. (We assume that phonologically the prefix parallelo- appears also in parallelepiped in 
spite of the obvious violation of the true etymology of the word.) 

(88) [N [pprerre [slel]s alP [spIped]s ]N 
1 

1 

2 
3 

1 

RULE (83bii) 

RULE (83eii) 

RULE (83bii) 

RULE (63) 

The top line of (88) is the underlying representation. In the first cycle we assign 
primary stress to the monosyllable -lel- as before, by rule (83eii) ; but we must also assign 
primary stress to the first syllable of -pIped. This effect is achieved by rule (83ei). However, 
if we were to extend condition (b) to stems, it would be achieved by (83bii). Without any 
very compelling reason (relevant forms being few), we will assume that condition (b) is the 
appropriate rule and will extend it to stems. This completes the first cycle. As in the case of 

1 

(87), the second cycle (applying to parallele-) is vacuous, and we proceed to the third cycle 
1 1 

and the noun parallelepiped. Condition (b) applies since the string in question is a noun 
with an unstressed lax vowel in the final syllable. Exactly as in the first cycle, primary stress is 
then placed on the strong cluster preceding the syllable excluded from consideration in 
accordance with condition (b). The effect at this stage of the derivation is to weaken the 

1 
stress on the first of the two primary-stressed syllables (namely, the syllable -lel-) to second-
ary. The Stress Adjustment Rule then weakens this to tertiary, giving the final line of the 
derivation (88). Other rules, to which we will turn later, give the desired phonetic representa

tion. 
Notice that the Stressed Syllable Rule does not apply in the derivation (88), as it 

does at the comparable stage in the derivation (87), by virtue of the fact that the stressed 
syllable is not final. Thus the difference in stress contour between parallelogram and paral
lelepiped, as in the case of monograph and monogenesis, is determined by the position of 
primary stress in the underlying final element of the compound. 

There is another possible interpretation of forms such as parallelepiped that should 
be mentioned here. We have observed that case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule can, in a certain 
sense, be regarded as a special case of the Nuclear Stress Rule (see p. 9 1 ). BQlh rules assign 
primary stres� to the rightID()st S0110ritypeal<_9fthe string :gJl_�ter..mDsickration. If these two 
tiiIesare amalgamated, then one might reformulate the Main Stress Rule so that condition 
(b) becomes inapplicable in the final cycle of the derivation (88), primary stress now being 

54 For reasons that will appear below (p. 104), it is really case (ii) rather than case (i) that applies under 
condition (c), the affix -0 being assigned to the string excluded from consideration under this condition. 
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placed on the rightmost of the two sonority peaks by the Nuclear Stress Rule, appropriately 
revised. This would require the imposition of several conditions on the Main Stress Rule. 
We have no evidence to suggest either that such a restatement of the rules is necessary or 
that it is ruled out conclusively. The extra conditions that must be added seem to us to rule 
against such an attempted generalization, but the possibility of this analysis should be kept 

in mind. 
Notice that parallel, in isolation, is assigned a stress contour as in the left-hand column 

of (86). Hence condition (c) must clearly be extended to adjectives, as indicated in (83), 
though examples are rather sparse. (Other relevant forms are those with -dox, e.g., orthodox.) 

Complex nouns and adjectives necessitate other slight modifications in the Main 
2 1 

Stress Rule. Consider, for example, the word politico-economic. The first element, politico, 
is a prefix, and it must receive a primary stress on its antepenultimate syllable in the first 
cycle, where this form is considered in isolation. Within our framework, this stress can be 
assigned only by condition (a) or condition (b), which must therefore be extended to cover 
prefixes as well as nouns and stems. Thus conditions (a) and (b), in their abbreviated form 
(see (82) ), will be as follows : 

{ «a) } 
(b) 

However, this quite natural extension of the Main Stress Rule leads to a difficulty 
in the derivations (87) and (88). In these derivations the second cycle, applying to 

1 
[pprerre+lel+;,]p, was vacuous ; but, with the extension to (89), condition (a) now holds 
of this form, and case (i) places primary stress in the syllable preceding the weak cluster 
-Iel-. With condition (a) modified as indicated in note 54, the derivation will now result in 

1 4  3 3 4 1 
the incorrect forms *paralle!ogram, *parallelepiped as the final phonetic representations. 
To prevent this, we clearly must restrict the notion " weak cluster " so as to exclude syllables 
which have primary stress, as does -Iel- in these cases. Thus, we must adjust the feature 
composition of the nontense vowel specified in case (i) of the Main Stress Rule so as to 
guarantee that it have a stress weaker than primary. 

One possibility would be to add the feature [- stress] to the specification of this 
vowel, just as we added the feature [ - stress] to lax vowels specified in conditions (a) and 
(b) of the Main Stress Rule. This is incorrect, however, as we can see by considering words 
such as telegraphy. This is derived from telegraph, and must therefore have the underlying 
representation (90) : 

In the first cycle the stem -graph receives primary stress on its sonority peak. In the second 
1 2 

cycle condition (c) applies, shifting stress to the left and giving [Ntele+grref+Y]N as we 
enter the third cycle. But in this cycle we must apply case (i) of the Main Stress Rule, assign
ing primary stress to the syllable immediately preceding the weak cluster _graph.5 5  
However, if the lax vowel specified in case (i) of the Main Stress Rule must have the feature 

1 2 
[- stress], as just suggested, case (i) will not apply to telegraph+y, and case (ii) will apply 

55 Clearly this application of case (i) must fall under condition (a). That is, we exclude from consideration 
the final unit -y of the noun telegraphy and then assign primary stress by case (i). We return to a dis
cussion of the affix -y in Section 15.  
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to give the incorrect phonetic form *telegraphy. Clearly, then, we must require not that the 
lax vowel of the weak cluster of case (i) have the feature [- stress], but rather that it have a 

1 2 

stress less than primary. Then case (ai) will apply, correctly, to telegraph in telegraph+y, 
1 

but it will not apply to parallel in parallel+o. 
In summary, we must define a weak cluster as one containing a lax vowel with less 

than primary stress followed by no more than a single consonant followed by an optional 
, 

r, w, or y. 
A minor modification of condition (c) is dictated by consideration of examples such 

1 , 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 

as praxinoscope, sideroscope, stereoscope, helioscope, platinotype, helicograph, mimeograph, 
1 3 1 3 1 3 

cardiograph, hieroglyph, heteronym. In all of these items the first element is of the form 
1 

Co VCo V*Coo, where the cluster V*Co is weak in its underlying form and the stress on the 
first member of the compound is antepenultimate rather than penultimate, as required by 
our rule. Notice that if the cluster V*Co is strong, the stress is penultimate, on V*, as expected. 

1 3 1 3  1 3 1 3  

Thus we have kaleidoscope, laryngoscope, ophthalmoscope, electroscope, etc. Apparently the 
final -0 of the first element of the complex form is acting as part of the context for cases (i) 
and (ii) of the rule, that is, as part of the string to be omitted from consideration in the 
application of cases (i) and (ii). Hence an optional -o (that is, j.,j, in the underlying represen
tation) must be added to the statement of condition (c). We can therefore reformulate 
condition (c) as (91) and, correspondingly, abbreviate conditions (c) and (d) as (92) : 

1 

( +.,) [ - seg] Co VCO]NA (c) 

1 

< ( +.,) [ - seg] ) Co VCO]N<A) { <CC» } 
(d) 

Thus, if helicograph, for example, is represented after the first cycle in the form 
1 

[Nhelic+.,+grref ]N' then condition (c) will hold in the second cycle, excluding from con-
I 1 

sideration the sequence [ +., +grref], which is of the required form +., [- seg] COVCO. 
Case (i) of the Main Stress Rule will now apply to the remaining sequence helic-, assigning 
primary stress to the first vowel. 

We therefore reformulate the Main Stress Rule, replacing conditions (a), (b), (c), and 
(d) with (89) and (92).56 

56 In discussing disjunctive ordering we stipulated that the ordering by the use of parentheses is always dis
junctive and that the rule that contains the parenthesized element always precedes the rule that omits this 

1 

element. Thus the sequences enumerated by (92) are, in order, the following : (n+ ::l [-segj CoVCo ; 
1 1 

(II) [-segj Co VCo; (III) Co VCo. Applying the Main Stress Rule to a hypothetical form helic+o+scope, 
on the second cycle we would find that condition (c) is applicable under interpretation (I), excluding 

1 

from consideration the sequence [+::l+skOpj. Hence primary stress would be placed by case (i) on the 
1 3 

first syllable, giving, ultimately, helicoscOp. Similarly, given tele+scope, in the second cycle we apply 
1 

(II), excluding from consideration the sequence [ +skOpJ and assigning primary stress to tel-. 

Notice that there are some complex nouns with initial elements ending in -0 which do not follow 
1 3  1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  

this rule. Thus, in galvanoscope, chromatoscope, daguerreotype ( [d:!ger:!tIp 1 ), hyalograph, cinematograph, 
etc., in order that primary stress be properly placed by case (i) of the rule, the -0 must be regarded not 
as part of the context but as part of the string considered after the context of condition (c) is excluded. 
We can account for this simply by omitting the + boundary before -0 in such cases. Thus galvcinoscope 

1 

will be represented (grelvreno+skOp] when it enters the second cycle, and primary stress will be properly 
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1 3 

105 

We must now return to the problem of the stress pattern of monosyllable, which we 
had put aside temporarily above. According to our rules, as so far established, the primary 
stress of this word should be on syl- rather than mon-. Thus, at the beginning of the second 

1 
cycle we have the representation [Nmono # silrebl]N. Since this form does not have a final 
stressed syllable, it is not subject to condition (c) ; it should, therefore, fall into the same stress 
class as monogenesis and parallelepiped. There are other similar examples, e.g., metalanguage, 
antibody, metaphysics (in one pronunciation), paralanguage. Apparently, under certain cir
cumstances condition (c) applies even though there is an extra nonstressed syllable on the 
extreme right. The circumstances are easy to detect. Recall that the complex forms that have 
been occupying us in this section consist of a prefix followed by an item which is either a 
stem or an independent noun. In each case in which the extra nonstressed syllable on the 
right is disregarded, the element filling the second position in the complex form is a noun 
rather than a stem, and it is this fact that permits condition (c) to be relaxed to allow this 
extra nonstressed syllable. Where we have an independent noun as the second element of a 
complex form, we naturally expect it to carry with it a # boundary. Using the angle nota
tion, we can express the fact that the extra permitted syllable on the right is conditional on 
the presence of the # boundary, this being automatically associated with the incorporated 
lexical item in representations such as mono # syllable, meta # language. Thus we replace (91) 
by (93), as a more fully adequate version of condition (c) : 57 

Following our conventions for the use of parentheses and angles, we can list the sequence of 
rules abbreviated by (93) as (94) : 

(94) (I) 

(II) 

(III) 

(IV) 

[ - seg ] 1 +., 
- FB 

CoVCOVOCO]NA 

1 
+., [ - seg] Co VCO]NA [ - seg ] 1 

_ FB 
Co VCo VOCO]NA 

1 
[ - seg] Co VCO]NA 

Each of the above, of course, stands for a sequence of rules, one for each choice of allowed 

placed under condition (clI) of the preceding paragraph (which omits from consideration the sequence 
1 

[+skOp] in this case) by case (i) of the Main Stress Rule. 
Certain forms that seem to fall in the latter class actually may have +0, even though primary 

1 3 
stress falls on a phonetically weak cluster. Thus, in oscilloscope, for example, the vowel with primary 
stress is phonetically lax but can be regarded as tense in the underlying representation, as we shall see in 
the next chapter; therefore the final -o of the prefix can be separated by a + boundary. Another possibility 
would be to assume a double I in the underlying form (see p. 148). 

57 The examples we have given so far leave open the question of whether the feature within angles in this 
rule should be [+ WBI or, more generally, [- FBJ (which includes [+ WB] ). We shall see later (p. 1 59) 
that the choice of [-FBJ is correct. 

Conventions to be discussed below (note 78) will require minor formal modifications in the 
statement of the rules abbreviated by (93) (see (94» but will not affect their empirical content. 
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consonant and vowel string. 58 The sequence (94) is, by convention, pairwise disjunctively 
1 1 3 

ordered. Case (94II) applies to examples such as helic+o+graph, giving helicograph. Case 
1 3  1 1 3 1 1 3  

(94III) gives monotone from mono #tOn, monosyllable from mono #syllable, metalanguage 
1 1 3  1 1 3 1 

from meta # language, as well as the nouns intercept from inter = cept, permit from per = mit, 
1 3  1 1 3  1 1 

and combat from coN = bat. Case (IV) accounts for telescope from tele+skOp and ga/vano-
3 1 

scope from galvano +skOp. Case (I) would, for example, account for words such as 
1 3 1 
ornithofauna from ornith +0 # fauna. 

In short, where the second element of a complex noun is itself a noun, stress is shifted 
to the left under condition (c) even if this incorporated noun is bisyllabic with initial stress. 59 
We state this fact, in (93), by permitting an optional extra syllable in the second member of 
the complex form if this form is preceded by a boundary other than formative boundary, 
that is, if it is an independent noun instead of simply a stem. 

We note, however, that there are many complex nouns with a bisyllabic second 
element which are not subject to condition (c) even though their second element exists as an 

1 1 
independent word, e.g., biophysics, monoacid. In such a case we must drop the internal # 
boundary or primary stress will shift to the prefix. But there is no syntactic justification for 
dropping the boundary ; it must be done ad hoc, simply to accommodate the phonetic facts. 
Such individual characteristics of particular formatives must be listed in the lexicon. They 
i11ustrate the marginally distinctive character of position of main stress placement in 
English. 

Notice also that there are optional variants such as meta( # )soma or meta( # )physics, 
with initial or penultimate primary stress, depending on how the word is analyzed-that 
is, with or without the boundary, respectively. Here too the option is an idiosyncratic lexical 
matter. 

The sharpening of the rules represented by (93) makes it necessary to extend slightly 
the system of notations that we have been presupposing. This becomes clear when we replace 
(91) by the revised form (93) in the more general frame (92). This replacement yields (95) : 

58 We have not actually established a convention for the ordering of these subrules (see Chapter Eight). 
Furthermore, we have not given a convention to establish an ordering between (II) and (III) of (94). 
The ordering of (94) presupposes that parentheses are expanded before angles but we have no evidence for 
this arbitrary decision. 

59 Notice that syllable is phonologically bisyllabic, becoming phonetically trisyllabic by rule (56), so that 
mono#syllable is subject to condition (c). 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
Notice also that in forms such as resell, mismanage, overprice, anti-tax, unwise, ultramodern, 

which consist of a prefix that is syntactically and semantically functional, combined with a full lexical 
form, the incorporated lexical form must not undergo a separate application of the cycle. The extra cycle 
would cause a shift of stress to the left under condition (c) (that is, by (94111» . When there is an extra 

1 3 1 3 
cycle (as in the nouns mismatch, resale), a shift to the left is precisely what we find. If we want to adopt 
representations with assignment of sell, tax, wise, etc., to their categories, we must limit condition (c) to 
nouns. Although this is not totally ruled out as a possibility (as we have noted, condition (c) is rather 
marginal for adjectives), it leads to some difficulties and does not seem highly motivated. 

This matter is one that cannot be settled within the framework of the phonology in isolation. 
What is at issue is the problem of how fairly productive prefixes are to be described within the syntactic 
component of the grammar (including, in particular, its lexical subcomponent). There is little known 
about this question today, and therefore any decision that can be made within the phonology is necessarily 
quite tentative. It is not at all clear how this matter can be accommodated within our framework. 
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In the formulation (95), we have indexed angles in such a way as to show how they 
are paired. If the indices are dropped, (95) will be expanded, incorrectly, as : [ - seg ] 1 

(I) (+<» 
< 

-
FB

) CoVCOVOCO]NA 

1 
(II) Co VCO]N 

In (96), (I) abbreviates two rules, both of which incorrectly omit [- FB] (see note 24). Clearly 
we must enrich our notational system to permit indices on angles, adding the convention 
that angles with the same indices are expanded together. Thus we must replace the notational 
convention for angled brackets (pp. 76-77) by the convention that (97) is an abbreviation 
for the two rules of (98), in that order, where Y1 . • , Yn+ 1  contain no angles <i )i for j :::;; i :  

(a) Y1 X1 Y2X2 • • • YnXn Yn + 1  
(b) Y1 Y2 • • •  Yn Yn+l  

Considering the intuitive meaning of the angled bracket notation, this i s  a very natural 
extension. We have already used it as an expository device in the formulation (53) above. 
We will henceforth use indices explicitly where they are necessary for determining the correct 
order of expansion ; we will continue to omit them, however, where they are superfluous.60 

Returning now to the Stressed Syllable Rule, we see that we can extend it to account 
for another well-known fact, namely, that words such as advocate, delegate, precipitate, 
regiment, compliment, which can be nouns or verbs, characteristically differ in stress contour 
in their nominal and verbal functions. The verbs, in each case, have tertiary stress and a 
nonreduced vowel in the final syllable ; the nouns have zero stress and a reduced vowe1.6 1  

1 3 1 1 3 1 
Thus we have verb-noun contrasts such as [redv::lkAt]-[redv::lk::lt], [del::lgAt]-[del::lg::lt], 1 3 1 1 3 1 
[reJ::lment ]-[ reJ::lm::lnt], [dakY::lment H dakY::lm::lnt]. 

These forms can be explained by deriving the noun in each case from an underlying 
verb62 and by modifying the Stressed Syllable Rule so that it permits secondary as well as 
primary stress on the final syllable. We will now be able to derive the noun delegate, for 
example, in the following way : 

[N ["deleg+At]v ]N 
1 

1 2 

3 
4 

RULE (83eii) 

RULE (51), (75) 

RULE (83ci) 

RULE (63) 

60 In case n = I in (97), we expand it simply as the single rule Y1 Y2 (see note 24). This decision is crucial 
for the correct interpretation of (95). 

As pointed out in note 24, it is important to show that a single set of notational devices under
lies all descriptive grammar. In fact, the indexing of brackets has been utilized in earlier descriptive 
work in generative phonology, and such devices should be incorporated in a full and explicit account 
of linguistic theory. Specifications of a system of notational devices which require only slight modifi
cations for our purposes have been presented in Chomsky (1951), (1955b) ; Postal (1962); Matthews (1964). 

6 1  At this level of phonetic detail, there is both stylistic and dialectal variation, particularly in the case of 
the forms with -ment. Here, as elsewhere, we adopt the phonetic representations of Kenyon and Knott, 
which agree with our own standard pronunciation. The derivation of nouns from such verbs is marginally 
productive, as is often the case in derivational systems of this sort. 

62 Notice that there are nouns of the form Co VCo VCoAt with tertiary stress on the final nonreduced vowel 
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In the first cycle, stress is placed on the final strong cluster of the underlying verb and 
then shifted two syllables to the left, in the usual way, by the Alternating Stress Rule (51), 

1 3 
now modified as (75). Thus the verb in isolation would have the form [delegAt], after the 
Stress Adjustment Rule (63). For the noun there is a second cycle, in which condition (c), 
modified in a way which we discuss directly, places primary stress by case (i), weakening all 
other stresses by one. The Stress Adjustment Rule next weakens the final vowel to stress 4, 
and Vowel Reduction is then automatic because of the weakened stress. 

Application of condition (c) in the second cycle of the derivation (99) will be permitted 
if we modify the Stressed Syllable Rule (conditions (c) and (d) of the Main Stress Rule, in 
their latest formulation, rule (95) ), replacing it by (100) : 

( 100 ) [ - seg ] <1 (+<l) <2 _ FB>2 >1 Co [�stress] Co (2 VOCO>2 ]N(IA)l 

� = {�} 
In formulating this rule, we must specify that the stressed syllable may have either secondary 
or primary stress and that the two cases must be taken in this order. Thus (100) abbreviates 

A of -At; for example, caliphate, billingsgate, surrogate, candidilte, magistrate (some of which have stylistic 
or dialectal variants with final reduced vowel, in which case we represent them lexically with a final 
lax instead of final tense vowel). This fact supports the analysis we are presenting, since none of the nouns 

3 
with final -At are paired with verbs. Thus the nouns with underlying verbs have a reduced vowel in the 
final syllable ; the nouns with nonreduced, tertiary-stressed vowel in the final syllable do not have 
associated verbs. 

Adjectives paired with verbs (e.g., animate, approximate, articulate) also have reduced vowels 
with zero stress in the final syllable, in forms of the sort we are considering here. These can be accounted 
for by the same mechanism proposed for the nouns advocate, regiment, etc. On the other hand, in adjec
tives such as delicate, desperate, which have a final reduced vowel but no underlying verb, there is no 
reason not to assume an underlying lax vowel in the final syllable. Derived forms such as desperation may 
seem to contradict this assumption, but we will see in the next chapter that they in fact do not. 

As we have formulated the Stressed Syllable Rule, only condition (c) applies to adjectives. 
Therefore the adjectives discussed in the preceding paragraph must have a + boundary before -ate. 
Alternatively, it may be that condition (d) should also be extended to adjectives, in which case the + 
boundary is unnecessary. As we have noted previously, there are very few relevant examples involving 
adjectives, and therefore we are uncertain as to the correct decision. Neither alternative seems to us to 
pose any particular difficulty, and we will not go into the matter any further here. 

Notice that where adjectives and nouns are paired with verbs, there are, very commonly, some 
syntactic reasons for regarding the noun phrase in which the noun appears as a transform of the 
verb phrase in which the corresponding verb appears, so that the noun is derived from the verb on syn
tactic grounds. In the same connection, note that phrases such as . . .  is (all,fully) dressed, . . .  is furnished, 
. . .  is sanded, . . .  is closed, . . .  is broken cannot strictly be regarded as passives (and, in fact, contrast 
with passives). The syntactic analysis of these constructions is, at present, not clear. They are similar 
to passives at least in the grammatical relation between the grammatical subject and the underlying verb. 
It may be that they are in some way derived from passives or derived from underlying actives in a manner 
analogous to the transformational derivation of passives. If so, it may also be the case that the relation 
of . . . is elaborate to . . .  is elaborated, etc., parallels this relation, in which case the adjective elaborate 
will in fact derive from the verb on syntactic grounds, as required by the phonological rules. There are 
many open syntactic questions here that make a more complete formulation of the phonological rules 
impossible. These considerations illustrate quite nicely the dependence of phonological rules on assump
tions about syntactic structure. (See also note 64.) 

There are certain other nouns which have variants with final [At] instead of final [:It], as they 
should if derived from verbs (e.g., precipitate, concentrate). Perhaps, in this case, these words are to be 
analyzed as containing the suffix -ate of phosphate, manganate, rather than as derived from the correspond
ing verb. For discussion of tense affixes, see Section 16. 
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two rules in this respect, the first of which has J3 = 2 and the second J3 = 1 .  If the ordering were 
inverted, both cases of the rule would apply in a form like telegraph. In the second cycle of 

1 1 2 
the derivation, rule (100) would apply to tele+graph with J3 = 1 ,  giving tele+graph, and 

1 3 1 
it would then reapply with J3 = 2, giving tele+graph, which would become, finally, * [tel;:}gr;:}f ] 

1 3 
by the Stress Adjustment and Vowel Reduction Rules, instead of the required [tel;:}grref ]. 

In discussing the Compound Rule in Section 9, we observed that in compounds such 
as elevator boy, chemistry teacher, it is customary to represent the second element with 
tertiary stress, rather than with the secondary stress that is retained in the second element of 
elevator operator, chemistry laboratory. The conditions under which this further weakening 
from secondary to tertiary is generally marked seem very much like the conditions under 
which the Stressed Syllable Rule applies. That is, when the second member of the compound 
is a monosyllable, with an optionally present extra syllable and perhaps some other slight 
modifications, primary stress is reassigned in the first element of the compound. This 
observation suggests that we seek a generalization that covers both the case of assignment of 
primary stress to the prefix in mono # tOn and mono # syllable and the case of reassignment 
of primary stress to the first element of elevator# # hoy, chemistry # # teacher. Clearly all 
that is necessary is that (100) be modified to permit two successive boundaries where it is 
specified that a boundary may occur, and that a general convention be stated requiring that 
above the word level primary stress can be placed only on sonority peaks. We have observed 
several times that condition ( e) of the Main Stress Rule can perhaps be amalgamated with 
the Nuclear Stress Rule, if a convention of this sort is established. With such modifications 
as these, we can explain the weakening of stress that is often noted in certain compounds. 
However, because of the marginal character of this problem and the dubious factual status 
of the observations in question, we will not develop this extension of the rules in any further 
detail. 

With the various modifications that we have seen to be necessary, the Main Stress 
Rule (82) now takes the following form: 

( 101 ) MAIN STRESS RULE 

V � [1 stress] / [X--Co ( l��::ssse] q [::::s] ) 
V - ant 0 

j-< 
where X contains no internal # boundary, 'Y = 2 or weaker, J3 = {�} 

Expanding the schema (101), we have the sequence of rules given in (102) (next page). 
The ordering conditions, once again, are the following:  cases (i) and (ii) apply disjunctively, 
in that order, under the conditions (a)-(e) ; either (c) or (d) may follow either (a) or (b) 
within a single cycle ; otherwise, the ordering is fully disjunctive. 

We have slightly modified cases (c) and (d), sllifting the position of the first occur
rence of <1 (compare (95) and (100» for minor reasons that will be presented later. 
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( 102) 
English phonology 

v ---+ [1 stress] 

( [-tense] [CXVOC ]
} 

j 

[x-- :: y,,;SS q :::: , 

j-

[- stress] 
- t�nse CO]NSP 

[ - seg ] 
(+J) < _ FB) 

Co [�stress] Co <VoCo) ]NSPVA 

( +J) CO [�stress] CO]NSP 
] 

(i) 

(ii) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

where X contains no internal # boundary, Y = 2 or weaker, � = {i} 
We have extended cases (a) and (c) to verbs for reasons that will appear in Sections 1 5  and 
1 6. Actually, the only examples we have of verbs involve condition (c), but there is no harm 
in accepting the simplest solution, which extends condition (a) to verbs as well. 

14. Vowel reduction 

We have referred several times to the well-known fact that lax vowels reduce to a central, 
high, or mid unrounded " neutral " vowel in English when they are sufficiently weakly 
stressed, in some way that must be made explicit. We have been representing this neutral 
vowel as [;)]. The exact phonetic realization of [::l] does not concern us. For any particular 
dialect, the1eature specifications and the appropriate phonetic rules can be established. 
For ease of exposition, we will simply make the assumption here that [::l] is distinguished 
from all other vocalic segments. 

It is an open question to what extent vowel reduction is a matter of phonological 
rule. The distinction between a theory of competence (a grammar) and a performance 
model, which is crucial throughout, is particularly relevant in the discussion of vowel 
reduction.63 In actual speech, the reduction of vowels is determined not only by the func
tioning �f the underlying grammatical rules, but also by a variety of other factors (speed, 
casualness, frequency of use of the item, predictability in a particular context, etc.) These 
factors interact in complex and not very well-understood ways to determine the extent and 
place of vowel reduction, and they result, as well, in many other modifications of underlying 
grammatically determined forms (slurring, consonant elision, etc.) The grammar itself, 
here as always, generates only an idealized representation. A theory of performance will 
necessarily incorporate the grammar, but will also attempt to study the many other factors 
that determine the actual physical signal. Any investigation of grammar is, then, a contribu
tion to the study of performance, but it does not exhaust this study. 

63 For discussion of the competence-performance distinction, see Chapter One, page 3, and Chomsky 
(1964, 1965), as well as many other references. 
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It must, incidentally, be borne in mind that the specific competence-performance 
delimitation provided by a grammar represents a hypothesis that might prove to be in 
error when other factors that play a role in performance and the interrelation of these 
various factors come under investigation. Although this is not usually a serious problem in 
grammatical study, it does become a real issue when we turn to low-level phonetic processes 
such as those we are now investigating. Since other aspects of performance have not been 
systematically studied, our attempt to delimit the boundary of underlying competence by 
providing specific rules for vowel reduction must be taken as quite tentative. When a theory 
of performance ultimately emerges, we may find that some of the facts we are attempting 
to explain do not really belong to grammar but instead fall under the theory of performance, 
and that certain facts that we neglect, believing them to be features of performance, should 
really have been incorporated in the system of grammatical rules. 

In particular, we should like to point out that the distinction we draw between 
competence and performance is not invariably the same as that drawn implicitly by Kenyon 
and Knott in their choice of phonetic representation. That is, the output of our rules does 
not always agree with their phonetic notation with respect to the marking of reduced vowels, 
although it does agree for the mass of cases (in particular, for the examples that we cite here). 
In part the differences are systematic (for example, we mark reduced vowels in many posi
tions where they retain an underlying Iii as [i], and they mark lax [i] in certain positions 
where our representation is E-e.g., rElax, dEnOt) ; in part, the differences are idiosyn
cratic. Insofar as the differences are systematic, it is a fairly trivial matter to adjust the rules 
to give either phonetic output. 

In short, we are formulating the rules so as to generate what we take to be the pho
netic representation underlying our normal pronunciation, in agreement with Kenyon and 
Knott in crucial cases. Various modifications of these phonological rules would be needed 
to accommodate dialects differing in a systematic way from what we have here assumed. It 
should, incidentally, be expected that low-level phonetic rules such as those we are now 
considering will differ in detail across dialects. 

Bearing these points in mind, we now turn to an examination of the set of processes 
that determine the reduction of vowels. We note, first, that nontense vowels specified as 
[- stress] reduce to [�] fairly generally. Thus, as a first step, we can formulate the Vowel 
Reduction Rule as in (103) : 

( 103) [- stress] 
-tense 

V 

In Section 3 it was noted that only unstressed low vowels reduce in final position; 
and it is clear that vowels never reduce prevocalically. Thus, the vowels in boldface in 
fiasco, effigy, hindu, annual, radiate do not reduce even though they are minus-stressed, but 
the final vowels of algebra,formula do reduce. Furthermore, the vowels which do not reduce 
even though nontense and minus-stressed are phonetically tense. Clearly, then, the rule that 
tenses vowels in prevocalic and, when they are nonlow, in final position must precede the 
general Vowel Reduction Rule (103), as we have already noted in Section 4. For the case 
of nonstressed vowels, rule (30) of Section 4 has exactly the effect of (104) : [ V ] � [+tense] / ([-V] ) - stress # 

- low 
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The vowels that undergo tensing by rule ( 104) are then immune from Vowel Reduction, 
despite their lack of stress. 

An early rule of the phonology assigns to each vowel (in fact, to each unit, whether 
boundary, consonant, or vowel-see pp. 67-68) the feature [ - stress]. A vowel belongs to the 
category [+ stress], and thus is immune from Vowel Reduction, in the tentative formulation 
(103), only if it receives primary stress at some stage of the application of the cyclical rules. 
This stress may be weakened by successive applications of the stress placement rules in other 
positions of the utterance, but the vowel will still belong to the category [+ stress] and hence 
will not be subject to Vowel Reduction. 

Although (103), as we shall see, requires supplementation, it does express the central 
feature of the process of Vowel Reduction insofar as this is a grammatical phenomenon. 
We can give some idea of its wide range of applicability by a few selected examples. 

Rule (103) accounts for the fact that the vowel reduces in the first syllable of machine, 
but not the second, and in the second syllable of the verb d(Hegate, but not the first or third. 
In each case a vowel which has never received primary stress (and therefore retains the 
specification [ - stress] ) reduces, and a vowel which has at some point received primary stress 
(and thus belongs to the category [+ stress] ) is immune from phonological reduction. 
Similarly, consider the example theatricality analyzed in Section 7. The four vowels given 
in boldface do not reduce-the fourth because it has been tensed by rule (104), the second and 
third because they have at some stage of their derivation been assigned primary stress, and 
the first for both reasons. The other two vowels do reduce, never having been introduced 
into the category [+ stress] in the course of the derivation. 

As a further illustration, consider the nouns torrent and torment that were discussed 
in Section 1 1 . The three vowels given in boldface in these examples are exempt from reduc
tion, having been assigned primary stress at some stage of the derivation ; but the final 
vowel of torrent does reduce, since it has the feature [- stress] when rule ( 103) applies. 

As a last example, consider the -ation forms of bisyllabic final-stressed verbs such as 
re/dx, attest, deport, as compared with the superficially analogous forms injormation,64 
illustration, demonstration, devastation. The boldface vowel in relaxation, attestation, 
deportation is not subject to phonological reduction, whereas the antepenultimate vowel of 
the other -ation forms just given does reduce in each case. The reason is that the nominalized 
bisyllabic verbs have received stress in the antepenultimate syllable at an earlier stage of the 
cycle (namely, as verbs), whereas the other forms have never had stress assigned to this 
vowel. We will return to the details of the determination of stress contours in these cases. 
Although, as we shall see, the facts are not so clear-cut as these examples suggest, the 
general point does seem correct ; that is, stress assignment in an early cycle can protect a 
vowel from phonological reduction, even when its actual stress, at the point when the Vowel 
Reduction Rule applies, is quite weak, and even though minus-stressed vowels in the same 
context do characteristically reduce. The important point is that rule ( 103) serves as a 
reasonably good tentative statement of the process of Vowel Reduction when this process 
is embedded within the general framework of the transformational cycle. 

64 Notice that information is not the nominalized form of inform, but rather a single noun presumably 
represented as /inform+At+iVn/. Thus we cannot have phrases such as *his information of my friend 
about the lecture related to he informed my friend about the lecture, as we have his relaxation of the condi
tions related to he relaxed the conditions. Correspondingly, the meaning of information is not derivable 
from that of inform by any regular process. 

We are not concerned here with the syntactic basis for these and other nominalized elements. 
For an approach that seems to us promising, see Chomsky (1965, pp. 219-20). 
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We see at once, incidentally, that the Vowel Reduction Rule cannot itself be cyclical. 
Once a vowel has been subject to rule (103), its original underlying form is unrecoverable. 
Therefore, if this rule were to apply at any point in the first cycle, for example, certain vowels 
will be reduced to [g] even though in some later cycle they may receive primary stress. 
Evidently, rule ( l03) must apply only after the process of stress assignment,within the word 
is complete. Within our framework, this means that the rule of Vowel Reduction is restricted 
to the level of word boundaries (see Section 1 . 1). 

The tentative statement (103) is at best a first approximation to the description of 
vowel reduction ; it does not specify the positions that are subject to this process with suf
ficient precision, although it is fundamental to such a specification. In fact, in certain 
positions a vowel will not reduce even though it has never received primary stress and thus 
remains in the category [- stress] ; in certain other positions a stressed vowel will reduce if 
the stress is sufficiently weakened. Consequently, we must supplement the Vowel Reduction 
Rule ( l03) with certain auxiliary rules of the form (105a), (l05b) which change the stress 
(and, sometimes, tenseness) category of vowels in certain positions before the application 
of (l03). 

( 105 ) (a) V 

(b) V 

� [2 stress] 

� [- stress] 
- tense 

in certain contexts 

in certain contexts 

Rule ( 105a) will apply to certain vowels that have never received primary stress and will 
assign them secondary stress, thus exempting them from reduction to [g] by ( l03). The Stress 
Adjustment Rule will then weaken this stress to tertiary. (For reasons that are discussed 
on pages 1 1 8-19, we will not extend to rules of secondary stress placement the convention 
associated with placement of primary stress, namely, that other stresses in the domain 
under consideration are weakened by one.) Rule ( 105b) will apply to certain vowels which 
have received primary stress at some earlier stage of derivation and will switch them back 
to the category [- stress] so that they can undergo reduction by (103). Precise specification 
of the appropriate contexts for (105) is a complicated and, so it appears, relatively uninterest
ing matter,65 and we will not attempt a detailed analysis. We will, however, give several 
cases of (105), illustrating some of the major conditions and accounting for examples dis
cussed elsewhere in this chapter. We will continue to refer to ( 103) as the Vowel Reduction 
Rule and to the various cases of (105) as Auxiliary Reduction Rules. 

Notice that rule ( 105b), like the Vow�l Reduction Rule ( 103), cannot be permitted 
to apply cyclically beyond the level of word boundary. The reason is simple. As we proceed 
to apply the transformational cycle to more complex phrases, vowels are successively 
weakened in stress as more gradations and differentiations are introduced by successive 
applications of the cyclical rules. Above the word level even primary-stressed vowels may 
be weakened considerably in this process. However, this weakening of stress never leads to 
a shift of category with respect to stress or tenseness, nor does it lead to vowel reduction. 
In other words, although vowels that are weakened to stress 2 or stress 3 in certain positions 
within words may be subject to ( l05b), a vowel that is weakened to stress 2 or stress 3 in 
cycles beyond the word level will never, in these contexts, be subject to rule (l05b) ; in 

65 In the sense that there are many details and special cases that do not seem to fall under any large-scale 
generalizations and that shed little light on general questions of phonological theory or on the structure 
of English. 
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particular, the sonority peak of a word will never be subject to this rule no matter how weak 
the stress on this word becomes by iteration of cyclic rules beyond the word level. 

In short, neither rule ( l03) nor rule ( l05b) can be cyclical. Both must apply only 
once in the course of a derivation ; within our framework this means that these must be 
noncyclical rules restricted to the level of word boundary. 

To see the necessity for Auxiliary Reduction Rules of the form (105a), consider the 
following words : 

( 106) rhododendron, OklahOma, Kalamazoo, Tatamagouchi, Coriolanus, Winnipesaukee, 
Monongahela, Conestoga, mulligatawny 

The vowels that are not subject to reduction are given in boldface. Of these, the ones that 
are in final or prevocalic position and the ones with primary stress pose no problem so far 
as Vowel Reduction is concerned ; and our rules also account for the reduction of the vowels 
not cited in boldface. The other boldface vowels, however, all of which have tertiary stress, 
are still not accounted for, for they have never received primary stress at any stage of their 
derivation. In each case, in fact, there is only a single cycle and a single application of a stress 
placement rule. 

It seems, then, that to account for the unreduced tertiary-stressed vowels of these 
words, we need an Auxiliary Reduction Ru1e which will be a special case of ( 105a). We 
state this as ( 107) : 

( 107) 
/ {[_ stress]o- {Co 

[-t�nse]q}co rxs�ess] Co [l stress]} 
(a) [-stress] [2 t ] # Co (b) 

V 
-+ S ress 

Co 

{[ C2

]
} ::) 

+ tense 

where r:t is weaker than 266 and C is an informal abbreviation for a unit which is a 
consonant or a boundary 

Notice that the first two parts of this rule are strikingly similar to the ru1es of primary stress 
placement, particularly to condition (c) of the Main Stress Rule (102). Cases (a) and (b) of 
(107) assert that secondary stress is placed on a vowel preceding a weak cluster (case (a) ) 
or on a strong cluster (case (b) ) when the string under consideration falls under the condition 

1 --V*Co V, V* having stress weaker than two. The rule is closely analogous to the Main 
Stress Rule, the central difference being that secondary stress is assigned rather than primary 

1 
stress. Thus, given the word MonongahEla (primary stress having been assigned by case 
(ii) of the Main Stress Rule (102) under condition (b) ), rule (107) requires us to omit from 

1 
consideration the final sequence -ahEla and to apply first case (a) and then, if case (a) is 
inapplicable, case (b) to the residual string Monong-.67 Case (a) is inapplicable, since the 

66 That is, where (X is an integer greater than 2, or has the value " minus " ( -), which, by convention, is weaker 
than any value that belongs to the category [+stress], i.e., weaker than [nstress] for any integer n. 

Notice that we cannot permit (X = 2 in this case, as we can see from words such as electronic, 
electricity, which at this stage have the stress contour - 21 . . .  , but do not, in the dialect in question, 
receive secondary stress in the first syllable by rule (l07b). 

67 The ordering of cases (a) and (b) of (107) is disjunctive, just as the ordering of cases (i) and (ii) of the 
Main Stress Rule is disjunctive, and for exactly the same reason. 
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final cluster of this string is strong, so we turn to case (b) and assign secondary stress to the 2 1 
strong cluster, giving MonongahEla. The Vowel Reduction and Stress Adjustment Rules 

3 1 
give, finally, [m;;lnaIJg;;lhEI;;l]. 

1 
Consider now the word Winnipesaukee (primary stress again having been assigned 

by case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule under condition (b» . As before, rule (107) tells us to 
1 

omit from consideration the final string -esaukee and to consider the residue Winnip-. But 2 
now case (a) of ( 107) applies, the final cluster of Winnip- being weak, and we derive Winni-

1 3 1 
pesaukee. The Vowel Reduction and Stress Adjustment Rules give, finally, [win;;lp;;ls5kE]. 

1 

In the word OklahOma, primary stress is again assigned by case (ii) of the Main Stress 
Rule under condition (b). In accordance with rule ( 107), we omit from consideration the 

1 
string -ahOma and consider the residual string Okl-. Case (b) assigns secondary stress to 
its only vowel. In the same way the other examples of (106) receive secondary stress in the 
appropriate place. 

There are many other forms that are phonetically interpreted in this way, for example, 
verbs such as overthrow, extrapose, imderstand, comprehend, all of which have tertiary
stressed nonreduced vowels in the first syllable. Since many of these forms contain = and 
# boundaries between the vowel that receives secondary stress and the following primary
stressed vowel, cases (a) and (b) of (107) must permit occurrences of [- segment], as indicated 

1 

in ( 107). The word comprehend, for example, has the representation [k;)N = pre = hend] at 
the point when rule ( 107) is to apply. Case (b) applies, with a boundary preceding and follow-

1 
ing the �-stressed vowel. The word automobile would have the representation auto +mObEI, 
and case (a) of ( 107), with the �-stressed vowel preceded by [ - segment] C, assigns secondary 

3 1 
stress to au-, so that we have the phonetic representation automobile ultimately. (Other 
variants require slightly different underlying representations.) 

Notice, incidentally, that the similarity of cases (a) and (b) of ( 107) to cases (i) and (ii) 
of the Main Stress Rule is not a merit of this grammar but rather indicates a defect either in 
the analysis or in the underlying theory. As matters now stand, we are unable to formulate 
a generalization that covers both the rule of primary stress assignment and the rule of 
secondary stress assignment, despite the near identity of context in the two rules. We have, 
so far, been unable to find any way to overcome this defect without ad hoc extensions of the 
general framework for grammatical description or revisions of the rules which are unaccept
able on other grounds. We are therefore forced to leave this as an open problem. In Chapter 
Five, note 3, we will come across another indication of this theoretical defect, in connection 
with a different sort of phenomenon. 

Before turning to cases (c) and (d) of the Auxiliary Reduction Rule ( 107), let us con
sider a few more examples of the first two cases. Consider the nouns relaxation, attestation, 
deportation, etc., which we discussed above. Since these are derived from bisyllabic verbs 
with a final strong cluster, we enter the word-level cycle with representations such as 

1 
[rElreks+At+iVn]. Primary stress is placed on [At], weakening the stress on [re] to 2 1 
secondary, i.e., [rElreks+At+iVn}. We now turn to the phonological rules which are limited 
in applicability to the level of word boundary. Notice that the phonetic output must be 

3 4 1 
[rElreksAs;;ln}. Of the rules we are now considering, the final one to apply in this derivation 
is the Stress Adjustment Rule. Prior to the application of this rule, we must, therefore, have 2 3 1 
the representation [rElreksAs;;ln]. Our problem, then, is to provide a rule that will carry the 
stress contour from -21-, which we now have, to 231-, which we need as the proper input to 
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the Stress Adjustment Rule. If we weaken the stress from 2 to 3 in the second syllable, then 
rule (107b) will assign [2 stress] in the first syllable, as we require. Therefore we must add 
a new rule (108) which weakens stress in the position immediately preceding primary stress. 

(108) [2 stress] -+ [3 stress] / --Co [1 stress] 

We now have the following derivation for relaxation : 

[N [yrE1:eksJv At+iVn]N 
1 

2 
3 

2 3  
3 4  

1 

RULE (102eii) 

RULE (102bi) 

RULE (108) 

RULE (107b) 

RULE (63) 

In the first cycle primary stress is placed on the strong final cluster of the underlying verb. 
In the second cycle the primary stress is shifted to the syllable preceding -ion in the usual 
way (see p. 87). Rule ( l08) then weakens the pretonic stress, and the Auxiliary Reduction 
Rule (107) assigns secondary stress in the first syllable. The Stress Adjustment Rule (63) 
then weakens all of the nonprimary stresses in the word. The vowel [re], although it now has 
stress 4, is immune from reduction as the rules are formulated.68 

In a similar way we derive analogous representations in the case of attestation, 
deportation, etc., as well as in many other cases (e.g., connectivity, conductivity, objectivity, 
elasticity). In each case the stress contour of the first three syllables is 341 and the vowel with 
[4 stress] remains unreduced. In contrast, words such as information, demonstration, adjec
tival all have the stress contour 3-1- and a reduced vowel in the second syllable, since in 
these words the second syllable has never received stress in an earlier cycle. We can even 
account, in this way, for such a fine distinction as is exhibited by the pairs compensation 

3 1 3 4 1 __ 
[kamp:msAs.,n], condensation [kandensAs.,n], from underlying [N [yk;,N = peNsAt]y +iVn]N 
(cf. compensatory), [N [yk;,N = deNs]y At+iVn]N in exactly the same way.69 

If, for some reason, rule (108) does not apply to a word with the stress contour -21 . . .  , 
then cases (a) and (b) of the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (107) will not assign secondary stress 
to the initial minus-stressed vowel, since the rule (107), as formulated, requires that the 
pretonic vowel have a stress weaker than secondary. In fact, rule (108) is optional for certain 
classes of words, and when it does not apply, rule (107) is blocked. Thus, in the case of 
words such as elasticity, electricity, we may have either the contour -31-- or 341--. In the 

68 Because of these facts, it is easy to detect at least five degrees of stress in English. Thus, in forms such as 
relaxation, we have the stress contour 341-, [-stress] being numerically representable as [5 stress] in this 
case. Notice that we could not take the contour to be 2314, because of contrasts such as either nation 
(with 2-1-) versus emendation (with 341-). 

69 This is an accord with our pronunciation and also with a distinction between these forms noted in Kenyon 
and Knott. It is, however, unreasonable to expect cross-dialectal identity on a minute point such as this, 
particularly in the light of the problematic nature of phonetic representation at this level of fineness of 

detail. 
3 4 1 

Actually, to be even more precise, our grammar generates [kandensAs�n] for the nominalized 
3 1 

verb (" act of condensing") and. {kand�nsAs�n] for the noun referring, e.g. , to drops of water on the 
window pane (which, like in/ormation, does not have an underlying cycle for the contained verb). 

The reason for assuming IbNI (N being the archi-segment [+nasal]) in the phonological repre
sentation is that the point of articulation of the nasal is determined by the following consonant. 
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former case, neither rule (108) nor rule (107) has applied ; in the latter, both have applied. 
As we have formulated the rules, the option is restricted to rule (108), the subsequent 
applicability of (107) being completely determined in all cases. 

3 - 4 1 - - 3 -

As a further example of rule (107a, b), consider the nouns instrumentality, comple-
4 1 - - 4 3 - 4 1 -

mentarity, experimentation, each of which has an unreduced vowel under [4 stress} immedi-
ately before a primary stress. Taking instrumentality as an example, we have the derivation 
(1 10), which is analogous to (109) :70 

(1 l0) [N [A [Ninstrument]N <ellA i +ti]N 
1 RULE (l02bi) 

2 1 RULE (l02aii) 

3 2 1 RULE (l02ai) 

3 3 RULE (l08) 

2 3 RUl.E (1078) 
3 4 1 RULE (63) 

In the first cycle we disregard the final lax syllable of the noun under condition (b) of the 
Main Stress Rule and assign primary stress by case (i). Thus in isolation we would have the 

1 

phonetic representation [instr::lm;;mt}.71  In the second cycle the affix -al causes primary 
stress to be assigned to the strong cluster that immediately precedes it. In the final, word
level cycle, the affix -ty causes primary stress to be placed on the syllable preceding the 
weak cluster that immediately precedes -ty, giving the third line of the derivation. Rule 
(108) then weakens the pretonic stress, and rule ( l07) raises the stress on the syllable before 
the weak cluster to secondary by case (a). The Stress Adjustment Rule next weakens the 
nonprimary stresses. The final affix becomes [tEl by rule (104), and the Vowel Reduction 

3 4 1 

Rule gives, finally, [instr::lment<el:JtE]. Again we have a nonreduced vowel under stress 4. 
Before leaving this topic, we should make several further remarks about assignment 

of secondary stress by an Auxiliary Reduction Itule. First, it should be noted that this 
phonological process is considerably more general than we have indicated. The joint effect 
of rules (108) and ( l07a, b) is to convert a stress contour of the form x21 to 23 1 or xy21 
to 2y31 .  We have given rules for this process within the scope of word boundaries only, but 
it also operates above the level of the word. Thus, in isolation fifteen or abstract (the 
adjective) has main stress on the final syllable, but, as has often been noted, in the construc
tionfifteen men or abstract art, we have the stress C:ontour 231 (see also note 26). The reason 
for this is perhaps the following. In the manner described in Section 8, the Nuclear Stress 

1 1 1 1  2 1  2 1  

Rule converts fifteen men and abstract art to fifteen men and abstract art, respectively. 
Now, by a phenomenon superficially similar to the one we have formalized in terms of 
rules (108) and (107), the resulting x21 contour is converted to 231 .  Similarly, in a sequence 
such as tired old men, the 221 contour produced by the Nuclear Stress Rule is generally 
converted to 231 ,  perhaps by the same process. We do not know precisely what the domain 
of this process is, or how it should be described in detail. We merely note here that our 
description, which is limited in scope to the word\ is insufficiently general. 

70 On the analysis of -ity, see page 87 and note 90. On the stress contour of experimentation, see note 72. 
We modify (107) below (see (120» so that it applies to vowels with other than primary stress 

and hence to the first vowel in instrumentality. 
71 Alternatively, this could be regarded as derived from au underlying verb, like the examples of page 96. 
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Actually, even within a word the process we have now been discussing has slightly 
wider scope than we have indicated. Consider, for example, artificiality. We enter the final, 

2 1 
word-level cycle with the representation [Nrertifikirel+i+ti]N. Primary stress is then placed 

3 2 1 
on the antepenultimate syllable, giving [Nrertifikireliti]N. Since the secondary-stressed vowel 
is not immediately followed by the primary-stressed vowel, the change of contour from 
3-2-1 to 2-3-1 should not take place, as we have formulated rule ( 108), and the resulting 
contour should be 4-3-1 ; but, in fact, the correct contour is 3-4-1 rather than 4-3-l .  
Thus rule ( l08) must be slightly generalized to take account of this case and similar cases.72 

Returning now to rule (107), we have still not given examples to illustrate cases (c) 
and (d). These cases of the rule assign secondary (ultimately, by the Stress Adjustment 
Rule, tertiary) stress to the vowel of a strong cluster in the initial syllable of a word. Thus, 
in vocation, gestation, plimtation, asbestos, dudacious, etc. , the vowel of the first syllable does 
not reduce and has [3 stress]. (Some would say [4 stress], in which case a slight revision of 
the rule becomes necessary.) Actually, the situation is a bit more complex in this position, 
but we omit any more precise specification of the relevant context here (see note 65). 

Case (c) of rule (107) protects a vowel from reduction in the context -- CC, but not 
in the context C = c. Thus stress is introduced by ( l07c) in the first syllable of Montana, 
pontificate, cantankerous, lampoon, etc., but not in the verbs com = bat, con = tend, con = vert, 
con = tinue, and so on. This fact provides an additional justification for the decision to have 
a readjustment rule insert a boundary with the feature [-FB] in prefix-stem constructions 
(see Sections 10 and 13). 

Given a stress contour of the form -21 ,  rule (l08) converts it to -31 and rule ( l07a) 
converts it to 23 1 .  A reasonable suggestion would be to drop rule (108) from the grammar 
altogether and to adopt a slightly different convention for assigning secondary stress. The 
convention for assignment of primary stress is as follows : when primary stress is assigned in 
a particular position, the stress value in every other position is weakened by one. Suppose 
that (following Kiparsky, 1966) we were to say, more generally, that when stress n is assigned 
in a particular position, then the stress value in any other position with stress not heavier 
than n is weakened by one. Under this convention, if rule (107a) applies to a contour -21 ,  it 
assigns secondary stress to the minus-stressed vowel and automatically reduces the secondary 
stress already present to tertiary. Thus rule ( l07a) itself converts -21 to 231 ,  and rule (108) 
is superfluous. 

We do not accept this proposal, however, for several reasons. First, the suggested 
convention leads to technical difficulties. Consider, for example, the word anticipate. In 

1 2 
the normal way, the stress assignment rules provide the stress contour anticipAt. As matters 

72 As an additional example, yet to be covered, consider the word Ticonderoga. The Main Stress Rule 
assigns primary stress to the penultimate syllable. Rule (107b) then assigns secondary stress to the strong 

2 1 

cluster preceding the primary stress by two syllables, giving Ticonderoga. Case (c) of rule (107), which 
2 2 1 

we discuss directly, assigns secondary stress to the strong cluster in the first syllable, giving Ticonderoga. 
3 3 1 

As our rules now stand, the Stress Adjustment Rule will give, finally, Ticonderoga. Actually, this should 
4 3 1 3 4 1 

be modified to either of the two optional variants Ticonderoga or Ticonderoga. The first of these might be 
produced by a process similar to the one we have just been discussing. The second would require a sub
sidiary rule much like (108). Apparently what is needed is a variety of subsidiary rules to assign relative 
stress among weak stresses that are equal as our rules are now formulated. Such rules are needed, for 
example, to assign the contour 43-41- to experimentation (see p. 1 1 7). Rule (107c) should assign secondary 
stress in the first syllable, protecting the vowel from reduction. The Stress Adjustment Rule weakens this 
vowel to tertiary stress. A further weakening requires a rule of the sort just discussed. 
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now stand, rule ( 107c) will assign secondary stress in the first syllable and the Stress Adjust-
3 1 3 

ment Rule will then apply, giving anticipAt, as desired. But if we were to adopt the suggested 
convention, then when secondary stress is assigned in the first syllable, the secondary stress 

2 1 3 

of the final syllable will reduce to tertiary, giving anticipAt. However, as we have seen in 
the discussion of verb-noun pairs such as (del;}gAtl-(del;}g;}tl, (rej;}mentl-(rej;}m;}nt}, a 
tertiary-stressed vowel reduces in this position. Thus we derive the incorrect phonetic 

3 1 

form *[rentisip;}t). This fact seems to provide a compelling argument against the convention. 
Apart from such technical considerations, there are others of a more general nature 

that lead us to question the proposed convention. It seems to us mistaken to regard the 
rules for assignment of secondary stress as forming a part of the system of stress assignment 
rules. Rather, they form a part of the system of vowel reduction. They are simply a device 
for preventing vowel reduction in certain positions, on a par with the other Auxiliary 
Reduction Rules that weaken stress as a device for permitting vowel reduction in other 
positions. If this conception of the role of the rules for assignment of secondary stress is 
correct, then the suggested generalization of the convention for stress assignment is a 
spurious one and inappropriate for the rules in question. There is, however, an interesting 
theoretical issue here, and we emphasize that our argument is far from conclusive. Thus, 
a generalization such as that proposed on page 1 17 for constructions beyond the word 
level would argue against our conclusion, as Kiparsky has correctly observed. 

We have now given several examples of the first type of Auxiliary Reduction Rule, 
namely, the type (105a) that protects a vowel from reduction despite its lack of earlier stress. 
Let us now turn to the second type, that is, the type (105b) that makes a vowel subject to 
reduction despite its earlier stress. Such rules place a vowel in the category (- �tressl in - .. ense 
certain contexts, so that the Vowel Reduction Rule ( 103) will apply to them. Our problem 
now is to specify these contexts. 

Consider first the words solidity, telegraphy. These are derived from the underlying 
forms solid and telegraph, and therefore enter the word-level cycle with the stress contours 

1 1 2 

solid+i+ty, telegraph +y. Since the cluster preceding -(t)y is weak in both cases, primary 
2 1 2 1 3 

stress is shifted to the antepenultimate syllable, giving solidity and telegraphy. However, 
the vowels in boldface must reduce, despite the fact that at this stage of derivation they 
belong to the category [+ stress]. Therefore we must give an Auxiliary Reduction Rule of 
the form (105b) to shift them to the category [- stress] (all vowels in these examples are 
already lax) so that the Vowel Reduction Rule (103) can apply to them. 

We have so far been assuming that all rules relating to Vowel Reduction precede 
the Stress Adjustment Rule (63), which, it will be recalled, is just a special case of the Nuclear 
Stress Rule. Continuing with this assumption, we must now formulate (lOSb) so as to 
convert the tertiary-stressed vowel of -graph and the secondary-stressed vowels of tel- and 
sol- to the category [ - stress]. It seems that the relevant aspects of these contexts are 
essentially as given in ( 1 1 1) :  

(a) 

(b) 

[--1 [- stresslo # 3 stress --q [1 stress] 

We shall have to revise and extend both cases slightly as we proceed. As ( 1 1 1) stands, it 
states that a tertiary-stressed vowel which is the final stressed segment in the word becomes 
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lax and nonstressed (case (a) ), and that any vowel becomes lax and nonstressed if it is 
followed by no more than a single consonant followed by a primary-stressed vowel (case 

2 1 3 
(b) ). Case (a) will apply to the tertiary-stressed vowel in telegraphy. Case (b) applies to 

2 1 3 2 1 
the vowel in the first syllable of telegraphy and solidity, assigning it, in each case, to the 
category [- stress]. Thus ( 1 1 1) accounts for the reduction of vowels in these words. 

Notice that the Auxiliary Reduction Rule we are discussing does not apply to the 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 

pre-main-stress vowel of mentality, sensation, gestation, instrumentality, relaxation, etc. ; 
it is blocked by the double consonant following the vowel. We have, however, formulated 
(1 1 1) so that it applies freely to tense vowels. We will see that certain restrictions are needed 
here. 

Consider now the nouns document, regiment, experiment, delegate, advocate, etc., 
and adjectives such as animate, elaborate. As we have pointed out, these forms can be 
regarded as derived from underlying verbs. The additional cycle required for this derivation 
reduces the stress in the final syllable to tertiary, as compared with the corresponding verbs, 
which, with one less cycle in the derivation, have secondary stress in this position at this 
stage (see p. 107). In all cases the tertiary-stressed vowel in the final syllable becomes 
nonstressed and lax by the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (105b), applying' in the context ( 1 1 1  a), 
and then reduces to [�] by (103). Thus we have now fully accounted for the contrast between 

1 3 1 3 1 3 
the verbs document, delegate, elaborate, etc., with unreduced tertiary-stressed vowels in the 

1 1 1 
final syllables, and the nouns and adjectives document, delegate, elaborate, with reduced 
minus-stressed vowels in the final syllable. 

Notice that the Auxiliary Reduction Rule in question does not apply to a tertiary
stressed vowel followed by a double consonant if there is a stressed vowel later in the word. 
Thus consider the words documentation, regimentation, experimentation. Taking the first 

1 2 
as an example, we derive the stress contour document in the first cycle. In the next cycle 

2 3 1 
primary stress is placed on -At-, giving documentation. But the tertiary-stressed vowel of 
this word does not fall under case (a) of (1 1 1) because it is followed by a later stressed 
segment ; and it does not fall under case (b) because it is protected by a double consonant. 

3 4 1 
Thus the Auxiliary Reduction Rule gives, finally, documentation, with a nonreduced vowel 
under stress 4, as required for the dialect we are considering. 

Consider now forms such as explanation, provocation, defamation, divination, all of 
which have reduction of the pretonic vowel. Taking the first as an example, we have the 
following derivation : 

( 1 12) [N [veksplAnJv At+iVn]N 
1 RULE (l02eii) 

2 1 RULE (l02bi) 

3 1 RULE (l08) 

2 3 1 RULE (107b) 

2 RULE (l l 1b) 

3 1 RULE (63) 

In the first cycle, explain receives primary stress on its final syllable. In the next cycle, the 
affix -ion causes primary stress to be shifted to the right by ( l02bi). Rule ( l08) weakens the 
pretonic secondary stress to tertiary; and the first Auxiliary Reduction Rule ( l07b) assigns 
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secondary stress in the initial syllable. But now the second Auxiliary Reduction Rule, 
operating in the context ( 1 1 1  b), weakens the stress on the pretonic syllable to minus, at the 
same time specifying the vowel as [- tense] (see (105b) ). The Vowel Reduction Rule (103) 
then reduces this segment to [;)], and the Stress Adjustment Rule (63) gives us the final 

3 1 
phonetic representation [ekspl;)nAs;)n]. 

Notice that the forms relaxation, attestation, connectivity, etc., which we discussed 
above, are identical to forms such as explanation in their derivational history up to the 
point at which the word-level rules apply. But in the case of the former words, the Auxiliary 
Reduction Rule (1 05b) does not apply to the pretonic vowel, which is protected by the double 
consonant that follows it. Thus this vowel remains unreduced, with, finally, [4 stress]. 

The context (1 1 1  b) is not formulated quite correctly, however. As given, it will lead 
to the reduction of any vowel, tense or lax, with or without stress, if this vowel is separated 
from a following primary stress by no more than a single consonant. As we have observed 
above, however, a strong cluster remains unreduced in pretonic position in word-initial 
syllables. Thus we have an unreduced vowel in the initial syllable of words such as location, 
gradation, totality, iconic, baboon, as well as in asbestos, gestation, mentality, etc. We must 
therefore restate the context (1 1 1  b) so as to introduce this distinction between initial and 
noninitial positions in the case of tense vowels. We now replace (1 1 1b) by (1 13) :  

{
l - tense] ) 

___ q [1 stress] VCo l + tense] 
The necessity for still further emendation is clear from consideration of words such 

as conceptual, contemplative. These enter the word-level cycle with the representations 
1 2 1 2 

con = cept+u+at, con = tempIAt+iv. The affix -at causes primary stress to be shifted to 
-cept-, and, for reasons which we shall go into shortly, the affix -ive also causes a stress shift 
to the right in contemplative, as one option. In each case, then, the initial sequence is 

2 1 
[k;)N = CV . . .  ] after application of the Main Stress Rule in the word-level cycle. But now 
the pretonic vowel should reduce. Notice that in forms such as conchOlogy, comptometer, 
bombard, the secondary stress (deriving from a primary stress assigned in the first cycle 
or, alternatively, assigned by (107c) if the forms are analyzed without an internal cycle) 
is protected from weakening to minus by the following double consonant, whereas in 
conceptual, contemplative, reduction does take place despite the double consonant. The 
difference is evidently the presence of the = boundary in the latter forms. Thus we extend 
(1 13) to (1 14) : 

{ l -tense] } 
__ q ( = Co) [1 stress] 

VCo[ 1 + tense 

Summarizing these remarks, consider a vowel V* that appears in the context 
--C::,Ation. If m = n = 0, V* will be tensed by rule (104) and therefore will not reduce 
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to [()] by ( l03) (e.g., the boldface vowels of valuation and radiation). Suppose that m =I- O. 
If V* has never received primary stress and the syllable is noninitial, then it will reduce 
(e.g., information, demonstration). Suppose that V* has received primary stress at an earlier 
stage. In this case, if n = I (hence m = n = 1), V* will nevertheless reduce if it is lax (e.g., 
allegation), or if it is tense and not in an initial syllable (e.g., explanation, provocation, 
justification, multiplication). If it is tense and the syllable is initial, it will not reduce (e.g., 
rotation, location, elation). If m = 2 (hence n ;::: 2), V* will not reduce (e.g., relaxation, 
deportation), although its final phonetic stress, after later rules apply, will be [4 stress]. 
With the usual margin of exceptions, these remarks appear to cover the facts. 

Further consideration of tense stressed vowels in the context -- elAtion sheds 
some additional light on vowel reduction. Such vowels will be reduced by ( l03) only if they 
are subject to the Auxiliary Reduction Rule ( l05b) that assigns them to the categories 
[ -tense] and [- stress]. Thus reduction of a tense vowel is contingent on laxing. If, for 
some reason, a vowel is tense at the point where the Vowel Reduction Rule ( 103) applies, 
it will not be reduced. We have already made use of this fact to account for the nonreduction 
of unstressed nonlow vowels in prevocalic and final position. But there are two vocalic 
nuclei which are always tense in positions where others are lax, namely, [5y] and [yuw]. 
Thus, in words such as explo'itative, commutative, the stressed vowel is not lax, as it is in 
the parallel forms comparative, provocative,73 relative, conspirator, derivative, explrinatory. 
As we shall see in the next chapter, a rule of great generality makes vowels lax in the po
sition where the main stress falls in all of these examples, and a subsequent rule causes the 
segments that underlie [5y] and [yuw] to become tense.74 (Other rules, not now relevant, 
account for the glides that appear in these vocalic nuclei.) Clearly the Auxiliary Reduction 
Rule (105b) should fall together with the other laxing rules. It will therefore precede the rule 
that tenses the segments underlying [5y] and [yuw], so that when the Vowel Reduction Rule 
applies, these elements will be tense, hence not subject to vowel reduction. For this reason, 
we have an unreduced pretonic syllable in words such as exploitation and commutation,75 
which are otherwise parallel in their derivational history to explanation, provocation, etc. 
For just the same reason, we do not have reduction in the final syllable of the noun consti
tute, which is related to the verb constitute in exactly the way the noun advocate, with 

73 In American English, the primary-stressed vowel of provocative, which is originally /0/ (cr. provoke), is 
tensed in most dialects to phonetic [a] by a later rule, after having been laxed by the general laxing rule. 
Thus the analog to the tense-lax pairs [A]-[al], [I]-[i], [E]-[e] is actually [O]-[a], and alongside of 
sAn-sanity, divln-divinity, obscEn-obscenity, we have verbOs-verbosity. That a later tensing rule is involved 
in these cases is evident not only from the symmetry, but also from the fact that even an originally lax 
vowel becomes tense in this position. (Compare curious--curiOsity,frivolous-frivolity, reciprocal-reciprocity, 
etc. We know that the vowel in boldface is phonologically lax in these cases because of the placement of 
primary stress in the first member of each pair.) Hence we see that despite the phonetic tenseness, the 
stressed vowel of words such as provocative has, in fact, undergone laxing along with the other examples 
just cited. We return to this matter in detail in the next chapter. 

74 Alternatively, the monophthong underlying [;;y] may be exempted from the laxing rules, but this matter 
is not relevant to the point here at issue. The same two options are available in the case of the formative 
-note, discussed below. See page 176 for further discussion. 

As we shall see in the next chapter, the tensing rules must, in general, follow the laxing rules. 
See also Chapter Two, (79) and (80) (p. 52). 

7S The vocalic nucleus [yOw] can optionally be reduced to [Y<l] in various contexts when it is unstressed. 
An accurate description of this process involves questions concerning the phonological analysis of the 
vowel system to which we will tum in the next chapter. For the present, it is enough to observe that what 
is involved here is not simply the process of vowel reduction. 
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reduced final syllable, is related to the verb advocate, with unreduced final syllable. Further
more, there are certain particular formatives which, as an idiosyncratic (lexically marked) 
feature, are exempt from laxing-for example, -nOt, as in denOt. Thus the word denotative 

1 1 
is phonetically [dEnOt�t�v], 76 instead of the expected [dEnat;:)t;:)v] (analogous to provocative). 
But since this vowel is not subject to laxing, in general, it does not undergo (105b) and 
therefore is also not subject to Vowel Reduction, since (103) applies only to nontense vowels. 

3 4 1 3 1 
Thus we have [dEnOtAs;:)n], instead of the expected [den;:)tAs�n], which would be parallel 

3 1 3 1 3 1 
to [ekspl;:)nAs;:)n], [prav;:)kAs;:)n], [der;:)vAs;:)n], etc. 

Case (a) of (1 1 1) also must be somewhat extended. This is clear from a comparison 
1 1 3  3 1 3 3 1  

of words such as advisory-promissory and variants such as [ben:)fiSEerE]-[ben�fis:)rE] 
(beneficiary-the basis for the alternation will be discussed in Chapter Four, Section 6). 
We will return below to the problem of how primary stress is assigned in words such as these. 
It is clear, however, that the secondary stress of -Dry, -Ary is weakened to minus in imme
diate poststress position, but it remains as secondary (ultimately being weakened to tertiary 
by the Stress Adjustment Rule) when it is separated from primary stress by a nonstressed 
syllable. The reduction, however, does not take place in word-final syllables, as in nouns 
such as protest, survey, torment. To account for this phenomenon, we extend (I l I a) to (1 1 5) :  

(1 15) { [3 stressJ } [ - stress]o # 
[1 stress] Co --Co V 

Under this extended condition, then, a vowel will become lax and minus-stressed, subse
quently reducing to [:)] by the Vowel Reduction Rule. 

One final emendation is needed in the Auxiliary Reduction Rules (105), now formu
lated tentatively as (107), (1 15), and ( 1 14). As we have formulated ( l07a, b) and ( 1 14), 
secondary stress is inserted by (107) and [ - stress] is introduced by ( 1 14) in positions deter
mined by a subsequent primary stress. Recall, however, that these rules apply only at the 
level of word boundary. If the word is sufficiently complex in its internal structure, the stress 
that determines the positions in which the Auxiliary Reduction Rules apply may have 
itself been reduced from primary to secondary by the time the word-level stage of the trans
formational cycle is reached. In fact, what is required for the application of these rules is 
not an occurrence of primary stress (as in all the examples given above), but simply an 
occurrence of a stress greater than that of the position in which the rules apply; i.e., what is 
needed is a stress peak, regardless of its value. Thus we have relied on ( 1 14) to switch the 
first syllable of solidity to the category [ - stress] before the primary-stressed vowel. The 
word solidify would undergo reduction of the first vowel in exactly the same way. But 

3 1 
consider solidification. In this case, after the Main Stress Rule has applied in the word-level 
cycle, we have secondary, not primary, stress on the second syllable -lid, but this still causes 
reduction of the preceding vowel, exactly as in the case of solidity, solidify. Or, to take a 
slightly more complex example, consider the word componentiality, which has the following 
derivation : 

76 As we have pointed out on page 1 1 1 ,  our conventions are systematically different from those of Kenyon 
and Knott in certain aspects. Thus their representation, in this case, is [dEnOtativ). As we have noted, 
in cases such as this only trivial modifications of the rules are needed to change the phonetic output to 
correspond to the Kenyon and Knott representations. 
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English phonology 

RULE (102aii) 

RULE (102ai) 

RULE (102ai) 

RULE (107b) 

RULE ( 1 14) 

RULE (63) 

In the first cycle, the affix -ent places stress on the preceding strong cluster, and in isolation 
1 

we would have component. In the second cycle, the affix -aJ causes stress to be placed in the 
syllable that precedes it by two, the immediately preceding cluster being weak . .  In isolation 

3 1 
the adjective would therefore be componential. The stress on the first syllable would be 
introduced by ( 107b) after ( l08) has weakened the second syllable to tertiary; the second 
syllable ultimately would reduce by (103) after application of the Auxiliary Reduction Rule 
( 105b) in the context ( 1 14). But in the derivation of the noun componentiality, there is a 
third cycle, in which the stress is once again shifted to the right by the affix -ty. We must 
now introduce a secondary stress on the first syllable by rule ( 107b), exactly as in componen
tial (or explanation, etc.), but the syllable that determines the position of stress placement 
now has not primary but secondary stress. Consequently (107) must be generalized to 
accommodate this case. After placement of the secondary stress by (107), suitably general
ized, we next must weaken the stress on the second syllable to minus by ( 105b), applying 
in the context ( 1 14). Once again, the syllable that determines the position of reduction has 
not primary but secondary stress, and this is sufficient to allow the rule to apply. Finally, 
the Stress Adjustment and Vowel Reduction Rules (with others we have not yet discussed) 

3 3 1 
give the phonetic form [kiimp:mensirel�tE]. 77 

Let us now summarize the discussion of this section. We have discussed the Tensing 
Rule (104) which makes unstressed vowels tense before vowels or, when nonlow, before 
word boundary; rule ( l08) which converts a . . .  2 1  . . .  contour to . . .  3 1  . . .  ; Auxiliary 
Reduction Rules of the type (105a) which introduce secondary stress in certain positions; 
Auxiliary Reduction Rules of the type (105b) which place certain vowels in the category 
[ -tense, - stress] ; and the Vowel Reduction Rule ( 103) which converts lax unstressed 
vowels to [�]. As far as ordering is concerned, it is clear that the Vowel Reduction Rule is 
the last of these, and that rule (108) must precede the Auxiliary Reduction Rules that 
introduce secondary stress, since it provides a relevant context for the latter. Furthermore, 
the Tensing Rule must follow the Auxiliary Reduction Rules of the type (105b), as we have 
noted in discussing words such as exploitation, exploitative, commutation, commutative, 
denotation, denotative. We will see in the next chapter (p. 183) that there is some reason 
to suppose that the Auxiliary Reduction Rules that assign secondary stress follow the 
Tensing Rules, since assignment of secondary stress to tense vowels applies also to vowels 
which are tensed only by the Tensing Rules. These facts suggest that we give the rules in the 
following order (adding slight qualifications that will be needed later on) : 

(1 17) (rule (108) ) 

[2 stress] -+ [3 stress] / --Co [1 stress] 

77 In this case, as in the case of artificiality, discussed on page 1 1 8, we have omitted an application of (108). 
Here (l08) should apply. to the vowel of ent, so that the final stress contour is 3-4-1--. 
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(1 1 8) AUXILIARY REDUCTION RULE I (rules ( lOSb), ( 1 14), ( 1 1 5) )78 

v -+ 
[- stress] 

- tense I 
[ 1 [f3stress] 1 

(VCO> (Xstress Cb ( = Co) 
V 

< + tense> { [ ystress ] } [ - stress]o # 

[1 stress] Co --Co V 
) 

where /3 is 1, 2, or 3, (X is weaker than /3, y is weaker than 2 

«a» 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(1 19) TENSING (rule (104), special case of (30» 

(120) AUXILIARY REDUCTION R ULE II (rule (107» 

{ 

[- tense] ( # }) 
- I3stress - ystress -/ [- stress]o--Co ( - s�ess q) Co [ V 

] Co [ 
V ] Co e�s�ess] 

-+ [2 stress] # 
__ C2 

Co {[ 
Hense]} 

where C is a consonant or a boundary, (X =f. 1 ,  /3 is weaker than 2, 0 is weaker than y.79 

78 We have reversed the ordering of cases (a) and (b) of (1 1 1) so as to account for forms such as the noun 
correlate, derived from the corresponding verb. In the manner described above, the vowel of the final 
syllable is subject to (1 18) and hence to Vowel Reduction in the noun (but not the verb). But the vowel of 
the medial syllable of correlate may be tense, as suggested by considerations raised on page 128. In this 
case, it, too, must be subject to (1 18), becoming lax and then reducing by (121). But only case (a) of 
(1 18) can apply to this vowel, and case (a) will not apply if the final vowel has already had its stress 
changed to minus. 

We assume here that where F is a feature, the schema Y(X)Z [( :;,)] Q is an abbreviation 

for the sequence YXZ [ :;,] Q, YZ [ �] Q. A generalization of the notations providing this interpre

tation will be presented in the Appendix to Chapter Eight. 
We have changed y = 3, as in (1 1 5), to y = 3 or weaker, for reasons which will appear subse

quently. Notice that this modification is entirely natural in this case. 
Recall once again that a weaker stress is associated with a greater numerical value in our nota

tion. Thus [2 stress] is weaker than [1 stress], [3 stress] is weaker than [2 stress], etc. 
It is possible that we should have [�stress], � oft 1, instead of [-stress] in (1 18c), (1 18d), but we 

have no crucial examples. 
79 The condition that � is weaker than y guarantees that the vowel with [ystress] is a stress peak in the 

required sense. 
In most of the examples given so far, [ocstress] has in fact been [-stress]. We give the slightly 

more general condition on oc to accommodate such examples as instrumentality (see the derivation (1 10), 
p. 1 1 7) and elementary (derivation (143), p. 1 37). 
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(121) VOWEL REDUCTION (rule (103) ) 

[:::;::] � 
[.J 

Although these rules are not complete, they come sufficiently close to specifying the 
positions of vowel reduction for the purposes of our present discussion. 

15. Further investigation of derivational affixes 

We have now covered many of the major phonological processes that determine stress 
contours and vowel reduction, but there are still a number of refinements to be added. In 
this section we will sharpen and extend the rules of primary stress placement that involve 
derivational affixes. 

Let us consider first the noun advocacy. This form has the underlying representa
tion [N [vadvocAt]v y]N' In the first cycle it follows the pattern we have outlined in the 

1 2 
previous sections, and it enters the word-level cycle in the form [NadvocAt+Y]N' As our 
rules now stand, condition (a) of the Main Stress Rule (102)is fulfilled, -y being the stress-

2 1 
determining affix,80 and case (ii) will assign primary stress to -At-, giving advocAty, which 

3 1 
becomes, finally, phonetic * [redv:)kAsE]. However, the correct phonetic representation is, 

1 
rather, [redv:)k:)sE]. 

To account for this example, we must modify condition (a) (and, as we shall see 
directly, condition (c) ) of the Main Stress Rule in such a way that the sequence -At- is 
regarded as part of the context omitted from consideration. We thus reformulate condition 
(a) as follows: 

(AtHC.[ :::;=] C.l ..... 

With this modification, we have the following derivation for advocacy : 

[N [vadvocAt]v Y]N 
1 

1 2 

1 
1 

3 

RULE (102eii) 

RULE (75) 

RULE (102ai), (122) 

RULE (1 1Sc) 

In the first cycle primary stress is placed on the final strong cluster and is then shifted left 
two syllables by the Alternating Stress Rule (75). Thus, after application of the Stress 

1 3 
Adjustment Rule, we would have the phonetic representation [redv:)kAt] for the verb 
advocate in isolation. But for the noun advocacy, there is a second cycle, in which condition 
(a) of the Main Stress Rule holds in its new formulation (122), with -At+y functioning as 

80 We are assuming here that the affix -y will place stress under condition (a) of the Main Stress Rule along 
with other affixes. This, of course, requires that the lexical representation for -y be compatible with 
condition (a). It is not immediately obvious that this is the case, but the assumption is in fact correct, 
as we shall see directly. 
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the stress-determining element of the context. Omitting -At+y from consideration, we apply 
1 

case (i) to the remaining sequence advoc-, reassigning primary stress on the first syllable 
and weakening stress on -At- to tertiary. The tertiary-stressed vowel then becomes minus
stressed and lax by the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (1 1 8) and, finally, reduces by the Vowel 

1 
Reduction Rule (121). We thus derive [redv�k�sE] as the phonetic representation for the 
nominalized form of advocate, as required. 

The modification proposed in (122) also accounts for adjectives derived from verbs 
that end in -ate. Thus consider the words in (124) : 

(124) 
demonstrative generative 
illustrative con/Merative 
contemplative appreciative 
alternative remunerative 

Several of these words have variant pronunciations to which we return directly. However, 
it is immediately obvious from these examples that the position of primary stress is governed 
by cases (i) and (ii) of the Main Stress Rule applying to the string preceding -ative in the 
now familiar fashion : primary stress is assigned to the penultimate vowel of this string if the 
string ends with a weak cluster ; otherwise it is assigned to the terminal strong cluster. 
We thus have the following typical derivations:8 1 

(125) 
[A [vdemonstrAt]v iveh [A [vgenerAtlv ive]A 

1 
1 2 
2 1 3 
- 1 

1 
1 

1 2 1 2  

1 
2 
3 

RULE (102eii) 

RULE (75) 

RULE (102a), (122) 

RULE (l 1 8b, c) 

In the first cycle we derive demonstrAt, generAt, in the usual way. In the second cycle, 
condition (a) of the Main Stress Rule (102) holds in both cases, in its revised formulation (122), 
excluding the sequence -Ative from consideration. Case (i) of the Main Stress Rule applies 
in the case of generative, placing primary stress on the first syllable of gener- since the second 
syllable has a weak cluster. The effect here is not to shift the stress, which is already on this 
syllable, but to weaken the stress on -At- to tertiary. Case (ii) applies to demonstrative, 
shifting primary stress to the strong cluster. The Auxiliary Reduction Rule (1 18) then con
verts the tertiary-stressed vowels and the pretonic secondary-stressed vowel to [ -stress] in 
the manner described in the preceding section. Finally the Vowel Reduction Rule (121) 

1 1 
gives the phonetic representations [d�manstr�t�v], [jen�r�t�v]. 

It should be noted, incidentally, that the reformulation of condition (a) of the Main 
Stress Rule as ( 122) relies in an essential way on the general convention that parentheses 
imply disjunctive ordering. Thus (122) abbreviates two successive rules that assign primary 

81 As we shall see in the next chapter, the underlying representations for demonstrate and generate are 
actually /dem:lNstrAt/ and /genVrAt/, respectively. The rules changing [:l] to [a] and [g] to [j] will be 
discussed there, along with the phonological interpretation of the symbol A. 

See note 76 on the divergence of our representation from Kenyon and Knott in the case of 
-ive. An obvious minor adjustment in the rules is needed to give the Kenyon and Knott representations. 
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stress in the contexts (126a) and ( l26b) (where V is a lax, minus-stressed vowel), taken in 
that order : 

(a) -At+CoVCo 
(b) -+CoVCo 

Suppose that the ordering of (126a) and (126b) were not disjunctive. Taking the word 
demonstrative as an example, we would first assign primary stress under condition (126a), 

1 
giving demonstrative, and we would then proceed to (126b), which, in this case, would assign 

2 1 3 4 1 
primary stress to the strong cluster -At-, giving demonstrAtive, ultimately *demonstrative. 
The disjunctive ordering of (126a) and (126b) prevents this incorrect derivation. 

There are words, such as indicative, correlative, that seem inconsistent with the 
analysis given, since the stress is shifted to a weak cluster. However, we have the means 
to deal with these forms. In fact, this can be done in either of two ways. One possibility is to 
represent these words phonologically as liN = dikAt+iv/, /k;,N = reIAt+iv/, respectively, 
with the = boundary that appears in prefix-stem forms. This boundary will not block the 
correct derivation of the underlying verbs in the first cycle, since .the Alternating Stress 
Rule (75), which shifts stress two syllables back from -At-, can apply to strings with = in 
this position. Case (i) of the Main Stress Rule, however, cannot. Thus, in the second cycle 
that is required for the derivation of the adjective, when the affix -ative places primary stress, 
this boundary will block case (i). Case (ii) will then apply, assigning primary stress to the 
syllable preceding -alive. Still another representation that would give the correct result is 
suggested by the laxing rule to which we have alluded several times, that is, the rule that 
converts A to re, E to e, / to i, 0 to ii (see note 73) in certain contexts, among which are the 
contexts -ative, -itiv. Thus we have comparative, repetitive, derivative, provocative from 
compAr, repEt, derlv, provOk. This rule permits us to derive indicative, correlative from 
underlying representations with a tense vowel in the syllable that takes primary stress : 

(127) [A [vindlkAtlv iV]A 
1 

1 2 

2 3 
2 1 -
3 1 -

RULE (102eii) 
RULE (75) 

RULE (102aii), (122) 
RULE (l ISe) 

RULE (63) 

1 2 

In the first cycle we derive the stress pattern ind/kAt in the usual way. If we were dealing 
with the verb in isolation, the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (1 18a), with 13 = 2, would now 
apply to the medial vowel, making it lax. This vowel would then be reduced by (121), 

1 3 

giving [incl�kAt] after application of the Stress Adjustment Rule. To derive the adjective, 
there is a second cycle, in which the Main Stress Rule applies under condition (a) in its 
formulation (122). The sequence -ative is thus omitted from consideration, and primary stress 
is placed on the strong cluster immediately preceding this sequence. The Laxing Rule, 
which applies in the context -ative, then converts [I] to [i]. The Auxiliary Reduction Rule 
(1 1 8), the Vowel Reduction Rule (121), and the Stress Adjustment Rule (63) now give the 

3 1 
phonetic representation [indik�t�v]. 
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We noted above that alongside of the examples of ( 124) there are, in several cases, 
1 1 3 

variant phonetic forms. Thus we have the alternative forms [k�ntempl�t�v]-[kantampIAt�v] 
1 1 3 

and [Jen�r�t�v]-[Jen�rAt�v].82 We have accounted in this section only for the first member 
of each pair. But it is clear that in the alternative form, -ive is simply acting as a neutral 
affix, leaving intact the phonetic representation of the underlying verb. We therefore provide 
for the option of affixing -ive with a # boundary that is not deleted by readjustment rules, 
for when an affix is preceded by # ,  the cycle in which it appears as a stress-determining 
element is vacuous (see p. 85). Summarizing, we see that where the underlying represen
tation is as in the left-hand column in (128), the phonetic form will be the corresponding 
item of the right-hand column : 

1 ( 128) (a) [A [vk<>N = teNplAt] v ivh [k�ntempl�t�v ] 
1 3 

[A [vk<>N= teNpIAtJv # ivh [kant�mpIAt�v ] 
1 

(b) [A [vgenerAt]v iV]A [Jen�r�t�v ] 
1 3 

[A [vgenerAt]v # iv]A [Jen�rAt�v] 

These forms are of some interest since it is by no means obvious from superficial examination 
that the paired items are all related by the same system of phonological processes. However, 
as we have seen, it is precisely this pairing that is predicted by independently motivated 
phonological rules. 

Let us turn next to a consideration of the de�ivational affix -y as in aristocracy, 
telegraphy, synonymy, economy, galaxy, industry, melody, etc. Notice that this is not to be 
confused with the -y variant of the nominalization element, as in advocacy (see p. 126) 
or with the affix # y of shiny, stringy, etc. (see p. 85). We review here some material 
presented in earlier sections, extending the scope and refining the content of our previous 
discussion. 

Before considering the effect of -y on stress placement, let us investigate the question 
of its underlying representation. Since with regard to stress value it is phonetically identical 

1 1 1 3 1 3 

with the final vowel of effigy, Kennedy, rather than the final vowel of refugee, chickadee, 
we see that it must be phonologically lax rather than tense, and subject to tensing by rule 
( 1 19). Hence, at the stage of derivation prior to the application of ( 1 19), the affix -y is repre
sented [i]. However, [i] cannot be the underlying representation. The reason is that the 
grammar must contain rule (129), which applies before the stress rules : 

(129) 
This rule is necessary to account for forms such as bile-bilious, reptile-reptilian, Arab
Arabian, professor-professorial, manager-managerial, matter-material, president-presidential. 
The question of whether an item takes the ending -ial, -ious, -ian, with an -i-, or -aI, -ous, 
-an (as in peripheral, general, oriental, etc.), without an -i-, is determined by the item 
itself, as an inherent property. Consequently, forms such as bile, reptile, professor, president 

1 3 1 

82 Notice that in a case such as legislative, we will have the variants [lejasIAtav]-[lejaslatav], instead of 
1 3 1 

[lejasIAtav]-[iajislatav], provided that lax vowel followed by consonant followed by the liquid I con-
stitutes a weak cluster. But see (49) and note 32 (p. 83). 
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must be represented as /bIl+i/, /reptIl+i/, /pm=fes+Or+i/, /pre= sId+ent+i/,83 and 
so on, just as habit, tempest, etc., must be represented in the lexicon as /hrebit+u/, 
Itempest+u/.84 In short, there are " stem-forming " vowels li/ and /ul which are deleted 
in final position by rule (129) but which remain before certain affixes. 

Since final -y is not subject to deletion by rule (129), it must be represented in such a 
way as to differentiate it from the stem-forming vowels, if this method of analyzing -i and 
-u augments is correct. There are several possible ways of achieving this result. The simplest 
and most straightforward is to distinguish -y from stem-forming /i/ and lu/ by a single 
feature, and the natural choice is the feature [vocalic]. Since jij and juj are represented as 
[+vocalic, - consonantal], let us represent -y as [-vocalic, - consonantal], that is, as the 
glide jyj (see p. 68), the other features remaining unchanged. We then add rule (130) to 
convert jy / to [i] : 

(1 30) y - / C - [- seg] 

The position of rule (1 30) in the sequence of rules is a question to which we will return 
directly. 

Recall that we found earlier that there is a rule (rule (57), p. 87) that converts [i] 
to [y] in certain contexts. Clearly, the case for rule (1 30) will be strengthened if it falls 
together with rule (57). As we shall see in the next chapter (Section 6), this is precisely 
what happens. 

In short, we may represent -y as the glide fyi, converting it to [i] by (1 30) and finally 
to [E] by the Tensing Rule (1 19). Thus industry, for example, will be .entered in the lexicon 
as /industr+y/,8s whereas reptile will be entered /reptIl +if. (In the case of such variants 
as doctoral-doctorial, we will have the lexical representation jd:lkt:lr( +i)/ for doctor, with 
optional stem-forming /i/.) The stem-forming vowel / +i/ will drop in final position, but 
the glide jyj will remain, become a vowel, and, finally, become tense. 

Having determined the underlying representation for the affix -y, let us now turn to 
the question of how this affix affects stress placement. At first glance it appears that the -y 
affix assigns stress to the syllable preceding it by two, as in the examples aristocracy, tele
graphy, synonymy, economy, galaxy, industry, melody, cited above. Notice, however, that 
many of these examples do not justify the assignment of any special status to -Yo In any 
case in which the cluster immediately preceding the affix is weak, the placing of primary 
stress on the syllable preceding the affix by two can be perfectly well explained on the 
assumption that -y is a regular affix that assigns primary stress by the usual rule involving 
weak and strong clusters (i.e., cases (i) and (ii) of the Main Stress Rule). For example, the 

83 Notice that the representation could not be /bIli/, /reptIli/, etc. (or, in the cases we are considering, 
/industri/, etc.), without the + before the stem-forming vowel, since a vowel in the context C--# 
does not drop (cf. pity, valley, etc.), and, in the case of industry, would give the stress pattern *industry, 
like attorney, inferno, and so on. (See Section 3.) 

84 The forms with + u indicate that rule (129) is actually somewhat more general than given here. It must 
state that any high vowel (i.e., /u/ as well as li/) is deleted in this position. 

85 We have as yet given no justification for representing the medial vowel as lu/. This will be done in the 
next chapter. 
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derivation of aristocracy would be as follows:86 

(1 3 1) [N [Nrerist;) [skrret]s ]N y]N 
1 RULE (102eii) 

2 RULE (102ci) 

2 1 3 RULE (102ai) 

3 1 3 RULE (1 17) 

3 1 RULE (l 1 8e) 

2 3 1  RULE (120b) 

3 4 1  RULE (63) 

In the first cycle the stem -crat receives primary stress as a monosyllable. In the second cycle 
1 

we are dealing with the noun aristocrat. Conditions (a) and (b) of the Main Stress Rule are 
inapplicable, but condition (c) holds, and case (i) assigns primary stress to the syllable two 
away from the primary-stressed syllable -crat. If we were dealing with the word aristocrat 

1 3 
in isolation, the Stress Adjustment Rule would then apply, giving aristocrat, the minus-
stressed vowels finally reducing to [;:)]. In the case of ( 131), however, we proceed to an 
additional cycle. Condition (a) of the Main Stress Rule holds, the stress-determining affix 
being _y.87 Since the cluster preceding the affix is weak, primary stress is assigned two 
syllables back by case (i). Rules ( 1 17) and (120) then convert the -21 contour to 231 ,  in the 
manner described in the preceding section. The Auxiliary Reduction Rule ( 1 18c) weakens 
the tertiary-stressed vowel of -crat to minus stress since it is not followed by any stressed 
vowel. This vowel then reduces to [;:)] by rule (121), and we derive the phonetic representation 

3 4 1 
[reristakmsE] by the rules that tense the word-final vowel (that is, (1 19) ), change [<>] to 
[a], and change [t] to [s], under conditions that we describe in the next chapter. 

Thus, most of the examples cited do not serve to show that -y is in any way distinct 
from the regular affixes -ous, -ai, etc., which operate by the familiar rules. To demonstrate 
that -y actually belongs to an ad hoc category of affixes that assign stress to the syllable 
preceding the affix by two, it would be necessary to show that when the terminal cluster of 
the sequence preceding -y is strong, then it is still the case that -y always causes stress to be 
assigned to the syllable preceding this strong cluster. This assumption seems to be correct 
when we look at words such as galaxy, industry, blasphEmy. It no longer holds, however, 
when we come to other examples such as orthodoxy, polyandry, rhinoplasty, pedagOgy, 
allegOry, testimOny, miscellAny. All of these have a strong terminal cluster before -y, but 
primary stress is placed in the syllable preceding -y by three, not two. 

Thus we have the following situation to account for. Along with the regular affixes 
such as -al and -ous, the affix -y assigns primary stress to the syllable two away when the 
immediately preceding cluster is weak (e.g., polygamous, polygamy). When the immediately 
preceding cluster is strong, then this syllable receives primary stress when the affix is -ous 

86 As has been becoming more and more obvious throughout this chapter, the underlying representations 
are in many cases very similar to conventional orthography, if we use the alphabetic symbols a, 0 for 
phonological /re/, /:J/, respectively, as is quite natural for English. We shall see in the next chapter that 
there is a diacritic feature introduced by readjustment rules into segments of formatives that are subject 
to derivational processes. Using the alphabetical symbol c to represent /k/ with this redundant extra 
feature, the phonological representation of the word aristocracy will therefore be faristo+ crat+ yf. 

87 This requires a slight modification (actually, simplification) of condition (a), to which we turn directly. 
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(e.g., polyandrous), but it receives only secondary (ultimately, tertiary) stress when the affix 
1 3 

is -y, primary stress appearing on an earlier syllable (e.g., polyandry). 
Actually, the facts are still more complex than this. Consider the ending -Or+y, 

as in the items of ( 132) : 

(132) promissory compUlsory memory • 
allegory illusory armory 
category refractory cursory 
territory advisory sensory 
auditory introductory rectory 
inhibitory contradictory history 

In each case, the cluster preceding -y is strong.88 In the first column the primary stress 
precedes this strong cluster by two syllables (as in the case of orthodoxy, testimony, etc.) 
In the second and third columns, however, the primary stress immediately precedes this 
strong cluster. Notice that in the second column the cluster which takes the primary stress 
is itself strong, whereas in column one the cluster preceding O�+y is weak in each case. 

Summarizing these various observations, we seem to have the following stress con
tours with final -y, where S stands for a syllable with a strong cluster, W for a syllable with 
a weak cluster, and A for an arbitrary syllable : 

(a) . . . Aw+y 
(b) Aws+y 
(c) ASS +y 
(d) # As+y 

(aristocracy, economy, policy) 
(orthodoxy, testimony, promissory, auditory) 
(advisory, compulsory, refractory) 
(memory, sensory, industry, galaxy) 

Evidently, whatever the correct explanation may be for stress distribution before -y, it will 
not do simply to assign -y to a special category of affixes that place primary stress two syl
lables away from the affix in question. 

Actually, a closer look shows that the apparently aberrant behavior of -y can be 
explained on the assumption that it is a perfectly regular affix. It is precisely this behavior 
that is predicted for -y by the system of rules we have developed on independent grounds. 

To see why this is so, let us turn back to the Main Stress Rule and give a somewhat 
more precise and, in fact, simpler account of it. We have stated the determining context for 
conditions (a) and (b) of the Main Stress Rule as ( 134), and for conditions (c) and (d) as ( 135), 
repeating here only the parts essential for this discussion : 

[- stress] 
-t�nse Co] 

(1 35) [�stress] Co] � = 2 or 1 

Recall that the symbol V is an informal abbreviation for the feature complex [+vocalic, 
-consonantal] and that the symbol C is an informal abbreviation for the feature complex 

{ [ -vocalic) } h . ' h [ 1' ] [ 11 . f 
[ 

11 ' t at 1S, e1t er -voca 1C or + consonanta . Thus SlX eatures are 
+ consonanta 

8 8  The examples of the third column are not really crucial, since for most of them one might assume that the 
penultimate vowel is lax in the underlying forms. However, there are also more crucial examples illustra
ting the point now at issue, in particular, those of the form #Co YCo VC2+ y listed in (133d). 
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actually mentioned in (134). We can simplify (134) to (136), eliminating two features : 

(136) [- stress] 
-tense [ + cons]o 
-cons 

This revision has no effect on any of our earlier discussion,89 and the simplified formulation 
( 136) is obviously to be preferred to (134) in terms of any reasonable evaluation measure, 
in particular, the one that we adopt throughout and will discuss in greater detail in Chapter 
Eight. We retain the formulation (1 35) for conditions (c) and (d) without change, listing it 
here only for ease of reference. 

In the case of a form ending in -y-for example, telegraphy-we see that it falls 
under condition (a), reformulated as (1 36), with /y/ taken as the segment [- stress, - tense, 
- consonantal] and no consonants preceding or following it in the affix. Furthermore, this 1 Z 
is the only way of interpreting telegraphy as an instance of condition (a).90 

To complete the derivation of telegraphy, we now apply rule (130), converting the 
final glide to the vowel [i], which the Tensing Rule (1 19) will convert finally to [E]. 

With this simplification of the Main Stress Rule, let us now return to the problem 
of accounting for the four types of stress contours with final -y that we have noted in (133). 

Case (a) of (1 33), namely, Aw +y, is handled exactly as before. In the case of aris
tocracy, for example, we have the underlying lexical form [N [Nrerist;) [skrret]s ]N Y]N' and 
the derivation is as in (131). The other examples of case (1 33a) have analogous derivations. 

Consider now the examples of ( 1 33b), which have the general form Aws+y. 
Taking orthodoxy as an example, we have the following derivation (using the notational 
conventions of note 86) : 

[N [AOreO [sdoks]s ]A y]N 
I 

2 

2 

2 

3 

RULE (102eii) 

RULE ( 102d) 

RULE (102aii) 

RULE (102ei) 

RULE (63) 

1 3 

The first two cycles are as described earlier. In isolation we would have the form orthodox, 
after Stress Adjustment. In the third cycle, we first apply case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule 
under condition (a), now formalized as (136), taking /Yi as the stress-placing affix. According 
to the disjunctive ordering, we skip condition (b) and turn to condition (c), which is con
junctively ordered with respect to (a). This condition, which is repeated in its essentials 

89 A fact that we have not yet dealt with systematically but that is important throughout this discussion is 
that phonetic [E], [A], lUI, [0], [5w], as well as the vocalic nuclei with centering glides and the " true " 
diphthongs [I], [5y], and [awl (with their several dialectal variants), all derive from underlying monoph
thongs. Hence, at the stage of derivation when the Main Stress Rule applies, there are no terminal 
sequences of the form vowel-glide. We go into this matter in detail in the next chapter. 

90 Similarly, if we represent the affix -ity as /i+ty/ or /i+ti/, then a word of the form -- ity is uniquely 
interpretable under condition (a) with -ty taken as the affix. With this analysis, -ity behaves exactly like 
all regular affixes; without the assumption that it is morphologically complex, we would have to treat it 
as an exceptional element which always places stress on the final syllable of the item to which it is affixed. 
This assumption is independently well motivated, as noted earlier. For one thing, -ty is a common noun
forming affix (e.g., royalty, loyalty, certainty). Furthermore, forms with -ity frequently fall into a more 
general paradigm with -ify and -itude forms (e.g., clarity-clarify, gratify-gratitude, infinity-infinitude, 
sanctity-sanctify-sanctitude). Also, as we shall see in Section 6 of the next chapter, the analysis jit+y/ or 
{it+i{ is ruled out by the rules for spirantization. All these facts support the assumption that a stem
forming element -i- is involved. 
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as (1 35), excludes from consideration a stressed vowel followed by no vowels and then 
assigns primary stress to the residue in the usual way. In this example we do have a stressed 

1 1 
vowel followed by no vowels, namely, the string -doxy, represented as [d;)ks+y] at this 
stage. Case (i) of the Main Stress Rule reassigns primary stress to the initial syllable, 
weakening the stress on -dox- to secondary. The Stress Adjustment Rule reduces the latter to 

1 3 
tertiary, and other phonetic rules give, finally, [5rS;}daksE]. The other examples of (133b) 
(including the examples of the first column of (132) ) are derived in the same way. 

We next turn to the examples of (1 33c), which have the structure ASS +y. Taking 
advisory as an example, we have the following derivation : 

[A [vad=vIs]v Or+Y]A 
1 

2 I 
2 

RULE (102eii) 

RULE (102aii) 

RULE (102cii) 

RULE (1 1 8d) 

In the first cycle primary stress is assigned to the tense vowel of the final syllable of the verb 
in the usual way. In the second cycle the affix -y, under condition (a) of the Main Stress 
Rule, causes primary stress to be shifted to the tense vowel of the syllable immediately 

1 
preceding the affix. Then condition (c) holds, with -Dry as the final stressed syllable of (1 35) 
that causes primary stress to be assigned. In this instance the stress is assigned by case (ii) 

2 

of the Main Stress Rule, the final cluster of advis- (the string that remains after the exclusion 
1 

of -Dry) being strong. If this cluster were weak, as in promissory, case (i) would have applied, 
assigning primary stress to the penultimate syllable of the residual string. The Auxiliary 
Reduction Rule then applies, converting the vowel [0] to the category [ - tense, - stress] 
so that the Vowel Reduction Rule (121) can then reduce it to [;}].91 Notice that for ( I 1 8d) 
to apply in (1 38), either rule (1 30), which converts [y] to [i], must precede ( 1 18) or else the 
final V of (1 18d) must be simplified to [ - consonantal]. Actually, both of these conditions hold, 
and there is therefore no problem here. Once again, had we been dealing with the otherwise 
analogous form promissory, rule ( 1 18) would have been inapplicable and the secondary stress 
would have remained on 0, ultimately being reduced to tertiary by the Stress Adjustment Rule. 

Finally, we turn to the examples of (133d) and the third column of (132). Taking 
industry as a typical case, we have the following derivation : 

[Nindustr +Y]N 
1 
2 

RULE (102aii) 

RULE (102dii) 

RULE (1 l 8d) 

9 1 The initial vowel of advise and advisory reduces, despite the double consonant that follows it, because of 
the intervening = boundary. The underlying representation of advisory, dropping labeled brackets, 
should presumably be [led =vls#Or+y]. However, the Main Stress Rule (102) will not apply as required 
in the second cycle of (138) unless # is simplified to + (see the condition on X in (102» . We therefore 
assume that an ad hoc readjustment rule replaces # by + before -Ory and -Ary. Alternatively, we 
might restrict the condition on X in rule (102) to condition (e) of the rule. 

Notice, incidentally, that a rule replacing # by + is needed to account for all cases where the 
distribution of # does not accord with the syntactically derived surface structure. Thus, in the case of 
the affix -ion, the /y / realization of the nominalization element in advocacy, and so on, we have + boundary 
instead of the # which might be expected on syntactic grounds, the effect being that the affix in question 
is not neutral with respect to stress placement. 
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Primary stress is first assigned to the strong cluster by the affix rule. Then, under con
dition (d) of the Main Stress Rule, primary stress is assigned to the monosyllable preceding 

1 1 

the sequence -ustry, which, being of the form VCo] specified in (1 35), is omitted from con-
sideration for the purposes of stress assignment by condition (d). The secondary stress on 
u resulting from this operation is further reduced to minus by the Auxiliary Reduction Rule 

1 

( 1 1 8d). The other phonetic rules give, finally, the phonetic form [ind�strE]. 
It is important to observe that no new machinery is needed to account for the 

apparently idiosyncratic behavior of -y with respect to stress placement. The only assump
tion we have made, beyond the assumptions that were independently motivated in earlier 
discussions, is that rule (130) follows the Main Stress Rule. (We already knew that it had 
to precede the Tensing Rule ( 1 1 9) and follow (129), which drops stem-forming j +ij when 
final.) In short, given this ordering, the independently motivated rules predict that -y will 
assign stress in the manner indicated in (133). Thus -y is a perfectly regular affix; it belongs 
to no special category. The fact that it differs so markedly from the other affixes in the super
ficial form of the stress contours that it provides is simply a consequence of its unique 
segmental constitution, -y being the only derivational affix that consists solely of nonvowels. 
It is this fact that allows a stressed syllable terminating in -y to fall under condition (c) or 
(d), giving rise to the phenomena in (1 33). As we noted, there is motivation for this analysis 
of -y apart from considerations of stress, though the latter would, in any event, suffice as 
justification. 

This is an interesting demonstration of how a system of rules can cause a small 
difference in underlying representation to have large-scale and otherwise quite inexplicable 
phonetic effects. As noted in Chapter Two, the empirical hypothesis regarding disjunctive 
and conjunctive ordering is playing a particularly crucial role here. 

We have so far come across lexical items that are represented in the four forms 
(1) jXEj, (2) jXij, (3) jX+ij, and (4) jX+yj. Words such as pedigree, chickadee are of 
type (1) ; attorney, macaroni are of type (2) ; president, professor are of type (3) ; economy, 
testimony are of type (4). Thus we have underlying representations such as (1) jcikVdEj ; 
(2) jmrekVrOnij ; (3) jpm=fes+Or+if ; (4) jtestVmOn+yj. We will see in Chapter Five 
(note 6) that there is some slight evidence that words such as city, pity have the underlying 
representations jciteej, jpiteej, giving another source for phonetic final [E]. There is, 
furthermore, some justification (see pp. 225-26) for an underlying representation jcolonyj, 
rather than jcolon+yj, for colony (continuing to use the notational conventions of note 86). 
We will also see that jyj is otherwise restricted in distribution in lexical items to initial 
position. Therefore the range of contrast between jij and jyj is extremely limited. In general, 
glides play a very marginal role in underlying representations in English. 

Consider next the stress patterns of words ending in -ary : 

(a) apothecary 
subsidiary 
ancillary 
capillary 
corollary 
ordinary 

anniversary 
exemplary 
infirmary 
dispensary 
placentary 
elementary 
complimentary 
documentary 

(continued) 
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( 140) continued 
(b) n7on7entary 

legendary 
cOn7n7entary 

(c) sedentary 
voluntary 
adversary 

(d) veterinary 
disciplinary 

English phonology 

Among these are nouns and adjectives of various kinds, ,some based on an underlying 
independent form, some not. The general similarity between -ary forms and -ory forms 
suggests that we analyze the examples of (140) as containing a final sequence j +Ar+yj 
which will then be parallel in its behavior to the j +Or+yj ending discussed previously. 
Thus apothecary and anniversary would have the following derivations : 

apothec+Ar+y annivers+Ar+y 

1 

1 1 
2 

3 
2 
3 

1 

1 
1 

2 

RULE (102aii) 

RULE (102ci) 

RULE (102cii) 

RULE ( 1 18d) 

RULE (120b) 

RULE (63) 

In both cases, the -y affix first places primary stress on the strong cluster that directly precedes 
it, under condition (a) of the Main Stress Ru1e (102), now simplified as (136). Under condition 

1 

(c), the final stressed syllable -Ary is now omitted from consideration, and primary stress is 
shifted back two syllables in the case of apothecary, the final cluster of the residual sequence 
being weak, and shifted back one syllable in the case of anniversary, the final cluster of the 
sequence under consideration being strong. The Auxiliary Reduction Rule (1 18d) now 
weakens the stress on the immediately post-tonic syllable to minus, causing it to be reduced 
by the Vowel Reduction Rule. The second Auxiliary Reduction Rule (120) assigns secondary 
stress to the antepretonic syllable of anniversary. The Stress Adjustment Rule, rule (130), 
and the Tensing Rule give the final phonetic forms in both cases of ( 141), except that we 
must also add a subsidiary Laxing Rule to change [A] to [e] in -ary : 

A � e j in the affix -ary 

We will formulate this rule properly in Section 4.3.5 of Chapter Four, incorporating it into 
the sequence of rules in the appropriate place. The rule will apply only to the element -ary, 
thus distinguishing the phonetically lax boldface vowel of secretary, secretarial, apothecary, 
etc., from the phonetically tense boldface vowel of area, various, n7alaria, and so on. 

We will see in the next chapter that rule (142) is quite straightforward. Also, there is 
independent evidence in favor of the rule, quite apart from the necessity to analyze the 
underlying vowel of -ary as tense so as to account for the stress contours in (140). Thus 
consider alternations such as solidary-solidarity, capillary-capillarity. We have noted several 
times that A-re is a regular alternation. There is, however, no other instance of an e-re 
alternation.92 Hence, if we were not to accept (142) as a rule, we would have to add a new 

92 There is a marginal rule converting [re] to [e] in certain exceptional forms, but not under the circumstances 
here noted (see p. 202). 
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rule to account for the e-re alternation in these words. Instead rule (142) explains this as a 
special case of the general A-re alternation before _ity.93 

We see, then, that with the single addition of rule (142), the rules that we already 
have account for examples such as apothecary and anniversary and, in fact, for all of the 
examples of (140a). 

For some varieties of British English, the example corollary should be in the second 
rather than the first column of (140a). Its underlying representation should then be 
/k;,rOl+Ar+y/, rather than /k;,rVl+Ar+y/ (with V an unspecified lax vowel) as in 
American English. 

Some of the examples in the second column of (140a) have two cycles in their der
ivations. The word elementary, for example, will be derived as follows:94 

(143) [A [Nelement]N Ar+yh 
1 RULE (102bi) 

2 1 RULE (102aii) 

3 1 2 RULE (102cii) 

3 1 RULE (1 1 8d) 

2 RULE (120b) 

3 1 RULE (63). 

In the first cycle, primary stress is placed on the first syllable, the second having a weak 
cluster and the final one being excluded from consideration under condition (b). In the 
second cycle, the affix rule (a), with -y as the affix, places primary stress on the immediately 
preceding strong cluster, and condition (c) then causes primary stress to be shifted left to 
the strong cluster immediately preceding the final stressed syllable. The Auxiliary Reduction 
Rules readjust the nonprimary stresses, and Stress Adjustment gives the desired final form. 

We observed earlier that the affix -Ary would be expected to be quite parallel to 
-Dry in its behavior, and derivation (143) illustrates that this is in fact the case. Thus the 
derivation of elementary in (143) is identical, in the second cycle, with the derivation of a 
word such as supervisory. The underlying representation for this form is [A [v supervIs]v 
Or+Y]A' In the first cycle, primary stress is placed on the final strong cluster by (eii) of 
the Main Stress Rule, and is then shifted two syllables to the left by the Alternating Stress 

1 3 
Rule (75). For the verb in isolation, then, we would have [sUp�rvIz], when the Stress Adjust-
ment Rule and other phonetic processes have applied. But in the case of the adjective 
supervisory, we have a second cycle exactly like (143). Primary stress is placed by ( 102aii) 
on the tense vowel of -Or- before the affix -yo Under condition (c), case (ii) of the Main 
Stress Rule ( 102) then shifts primary stress to the tense vowel of the syllable immediately 

1 3 1 2 
preceding -Dry, giving [supervIsOry]. The Auxiliary Reduction and Stress Adjustment 3 - 1 - -

Rules then give the stress contour [supervIsory], exactly as in the last three lines of (143). 
Let us now turn to the other examples of (140), namely, those listed in (b), (c), and 

(d). Consider first the forms of (140b). Taking momentary as a typical example, we should 

93 It is interesting to note that Bloomfield took the phonological representation of -ary in secretary to be 
/ejri/, thus implicitly accepting (142) as a phonological rule. He is criticized for this by Kent (1934) and 
defended by Bolling (1934), in an exchange which is of some interest in the light of subsequent develop
ments in phonological theory. For discussion see Chomsky ( 1964, Section 4.2, note 7). 

94 For reasons discussed in note 91 ,  we assume that the # boundary which would be expected on syntactic 
grounds has been simplified to +. 
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expect the following derivation, in close analogy to (143) ; 

(144) 
[A i:NmOment]N Ar+yh 

1 
2 1 
3 2 
3 1 
2 1 
3 1 

3 1 1 3 

RULE (102bii) 

RULE (102aii) 

RULE (102cii) 

RULE (1 1 8d) 

RULE (120d) 

RULE (63) 

We thus derive *momentary, instead of momentary, as required. Evidently, momentary and 
the other examples of (140b) are different in that they are not subject to condition (c) of 

1 

the Main Stress Rule in the second cycle. In these forms, when the stressed syllable +Ary 
is excluded from consideration under condition (c), primary stress is not placed on the 
strong cluster that terminates the residual string, as it is in the second column of (140a) ; 
rather, it is placed on the syllable immediately preceding this strong cluster. The strong 
cluster in question is thus excluded from consideration along with the stressed syllable in 
this application of condition (c). In other words this strong cluster is treated exactly like 
the element / +.,/ discusse<t-previously in connection with condition (c) (see p. 104). As far 
as we can see, the forms that behave in this way must be marked by some " diacritic " 
feature [D] that determines the appropriate application of condition (c). It seems that the 
most direct way to account for these facts is by assigning the diacritic marking [+ D] to 
the final vowel of the underlying lexical items of (140b), then reformulating conditions (c) 
and (d) of the Main Stress Rule so that syllables marked [+ D] are excluded from con
sideration, along with / +.,/, when these conditions are applied. We therefore restate con
ditions (c) and (d) of (102) as in (145) : 

( [ + D] Co) Co [�stress] CO]NSP (d) 

� = {�} 
We stipulate that the prefix-forming element / +.,/ and the second vowel of a lexical item 
of the form #CoVCoV [+ sonorant] [+consonantal] . . .  automatically have the feature 
specification [+D], all other units being redundantly marked [_D].95 We therefore have 

95 The feature [+sonorantJ distinguishes nasals, glides, and liquids from other consonants. See note 34. 
In note 56 we observed that some prefixes ending in -0 depart from the regular rule in that the 

final -0 is not excluded from consideration under condition (c) (e.g., galvanoscope, hyalograph), and we 
suggested that the final -0 in this case not be separated by a + boundary from the string that precedes it. 
An alternative would now be to distinguish these instances of -0 from others by the feature [+ DJ. This is 
a minor matter, and it makes little difference how it is resolved. 

We can use the same device to extend our account of nouns and adjectives derived from verbs of 
1 2 

the form . . .  eo veo veo veo (see p. 107). We noted that in such cases the derived form undergoes vowel 
reduction in the final syllable, though the underlying verb does not ; and we explained this on the basis 
of an application of conditions (c) and (d) in the second cycle, as in the case of derivation (99) for the 

1 1 3 
noun delegate ( [del:lg:lt] ) from the verb delegate ( [del:lgAt]). But in the case of the derived forms alter
nate, designate, condition (c) should place primary stress on the penultimate syllable in the second cycle, 
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the derivation (146) instead of (144) for momentary : 

[A [NmOment]N Ar+Y]A 
+ D  

2 
1 
1 

2 
3 
e 

(READJUSTMENT RULE) 

RULE (102bii) 

RULE (102aii) 

RULE (102cii), (l45c) 

RULE (63) 

RULE (142) 

139 

There are analogous derivations for legendary and other similar examples of the form 
# X +Ary, where X is a bisyllabic noun and terminates in a sonorant-consonant cluster. 
With this artifice, we now account for the examples of (140b). Notice that we have also 
accounted in this way for the examples of ( 140c), which differ from those of (140b) only 
in that -Ary is not added to an underlying noun. The readjustment rule of the preceding 
paragraph assigns [ + D] in the second syllable of these forms as well, so that the derivations 

will be exactly like (146). 
Once again we have closely analogous examples ending in -Dry. Thus consider the 

nouns inventory, promontory, offertory, repertory. In these words we would expect primary 
stress to fall on the second rather than the first syllable, as it does in refractory, trajectory, 
refectory, and so on, since the second syllable terminates with a strong cluster. However, 
the string preceding -Dry is of the form Co VCo V [ -I- sonorant] [ + consonantal], exactly as 
in the case of the exceptions with -Ary. Notice that the exceptions with -Dry just given 
differ from those of (140b) in that they have no boundary before the string -Dry. How
ever the absence of a boundary has no phonetic consequences here. It simply causes 
condition (d) to be applied at the point in the derivation where condition (c) applies in (146). 
Otherwise the derivations will be exactly as in the second cycle of (146). Similarly, in the 
case of dysentery (see note 95), with no boundary before -Ary, condition (d) will apply. 

1 3 

But in the case of an adjective like desultory, condition (d), being restricted to nouns, is 
inapplicable. We must therefore assume a formative boundary before -Dry in this case to 
make condition (c) applicable. Such words as dysentery and inventory provide the reason 
for the modification of conditions (c) and (d) noted in the last paragraph of Section 13 .  
The effect of this modification, restated in (145), is  simply to permit [ + D] Co to appear in 
condition (d) so that the Stressed Syllable Rule can apply to these words even though they 
contain no internal boundary. 

By a similar artifice, we can account for the fact that in the examples of (140d), 

since this terminates in a strong cluster. To avoid this consequence, we can assign the feature [+ DJ to 
the second syllable so that it is excluded from consideration along with the stressed final syllable when 
condition (c) is applied. In the case of alternate, assignment of [+ DJ in this position would be a special 
case of the readjustment rule dealing with strings of the form Co VCo V [+sonorantJ [+consonantai]. 
This will not preclude the assignment of primary stress to the second syllable by condition (a), as in 
alternative. Notice that sign, as in designate, does not take primary stress, as expected, under other 
circumstances as well ; thus there is no such form as *designative (like illustrative or alternative). 

1 3 

The same readjustment rule explains the stress contour of dysentery from the underlying repre
sentation /disVntAr+y/. Incidentally, because of the extension (136) of conditions (a) and (b) of the Main 
Stress Rule, the stress assignment in nouns such as promontory, dysentery would be unaffected if these 
nouns were represented without a + boundary before -yo There are so few relevant forms in this case that 
it is useless to carry the discussion any further. 
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primary stress is on the initial syllable rather than on the second syllable, as we would 
otherwise expect. These are apparently the only forms with more than two syllables before 
-Ary with a final weak cluster. We extend the readjustment rule for [0] so that it assigns 

[ + 0] in the syllable preceding -Ary in these words, this extension being entirely ad hoc. 
We now have the following derivation for veterinary : 

A[veterin+Ar+yh 
+ 0  

1 2 
3 

(READJUSTMENT RULE) 

RULE (I02aii) 

RULE (102ci), (145c) 

RULE (63) 

The derivation of disciplinary has an additional cycle but is the same as (147) in its second 
cycle. Under condition (c), in both cases, an extra syllable is excluded from consideration 
along with the following stressed- syllable, and primary stress is placed by case (i) of the 
Main Stress Rule in the syllable preceding the weak cluster of the residue. (Note that in 
disciplinary we must regard pi as a weak cluster-see p. 83, p. 197, 'and note 82.) 

The examples of (140) therefore appear to require a rather general readjustment rule 
and a slight revision of condition (c). Apart from this they are accommodated by indepen
dently motivated rules. 

The example commentary in (140b) deserves some further discussion. Notice that in 
the underlying form comment, the second syllable is unreduced ; whereas in legend and 
moment, the second syllable reduces as expected. A further peculiarity of the underlying 
form is that comment has the same phonetic shape as a noun and as a verb, whereas we 

1 1 3 
would expect [kament] as the verb and [Ument] as the noun derived from it. Another 
example sharing this exceptional behavior of comment is triumph, which has the phonetic 

1 3  1 
realization [trlAmf ] both as a noun and as a verb, whereas we would expect [trIAmf ] as 

1 3  
the verb and [trIAmf ] as the noun derived from it. 

The items comment and triumph clearly depart from the regular patterns, and we 
must enter them in the lexicon in such a way as to indicate this. One possible analysis, which 
does little violence to the grammar as already constituted, is to add an extra cycle, quite 
artificially, to the verb in each case, and to assume that the nouns comment and triumph 
and the corresponding verbs are independently derived from underlying stems of a new 
class S. With this artifice, we then have the following derivation for commentary : 

(148) [N [v [sk;)ment]s ]v Ar+Y]N 
+ 0  (READJUSTMENT RULE) 

1 RULE (102eii) 

2 RULE (I02dii), (145d) 

2 3 RULE (I02aii) 

1 4 2 RULE (102cii), (145c) 

1 - 2 RULE (I 1 8d) 

1 - 3 RULE (63) 

In the first cycle, the feature [+  0] is introduced by the readjustment rule just discussed 
and primary stress is placed on the final strong cluster so that, were it not for the exceptional 
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1 

behavior of the verb in this case, we would have the isolated form [k�ment]. In the second, 
artificially introduced cycle, condition (d) applies (or condition (c) if we take the form to 
derive from underlying jkaN = meNt/) and requires us to exclude the final stressed syllable 
from consideration, assigning primary stress by case (ii) to the remaining monosyllable. 

1 3 
Thus in isolation we have the verb [kament] after the application of other familiar rules. 
(Notice that this application of condition (c) requires its extension to verbs, as provided 
in (102) and (145) ; if condition (d) is to be applied, then it too must be extended to verbs, a 
rather minor matter concerning which we have insufficient evidence to motivate a decision.) 
In the next cycle the affix -y causes primary stress to be shifted to the syllable preceding it. 
Condition (c) then holds, requiring us to omit from consideration the final stressed syllable 
and the syllable marked [ +  D] that precedes it, and to place primary stress on the mono
syllabic residue. The Auxiliary Reduction Rule (1 1 8d) weakens the occurrence of [4 stress] 
to [- stress] so that the Vowel Reduction Rule reduces the vowel to [�]. The Stress Adjust
ment Rule (63) then weakens the secondary stress on -Ary to tertiary. Rules (142), (130), 

and (1 19), along with the rule that changes [a] to [a], give, finally, the phonetic representation 
1 3 

[kam�nterE]. The vowel of the syllable -ment does not reduce in comment but does reduce 
in commentary because of the extra cycle. Similarly, it would reduce in commentator (from 
jkament+At+ar/), by a derivation analogous to (148). 

There are a few other examples that do not appear to follow the general rules for 
items ending in -ary and -ory, namely, words such as medullary, centenary (both of which, 
incidentally, have variants with the expected initial stress). We return to these on page 1 5 1 .  

We should also mention that throughout this discussion we have been assuming that 
the phonetic representation of -Ory is [OrE] when the vowel [0] is not reduced. Actually, 
in many dialects this vowel is phonetically low, as a result of phonetic rules that apply 

to [A] and [0] before liquids. 
Summarizing, we have been led to modify conditions (c) and (d) slightly, reformulat

ing them as (145), to add the marginal phonetic rule (142), and to postulate a readjustment 
rule that inserts the diacritic feature [ +  D] in various positions, in particular, in forms with 
sonorant-consonant clusters in the second syllable followed by -Ary or -Ory (and perhaps 

I Atl -see note 95) and in trisyllabic forms terminating in a weak cluster followed by 

IAry/. We stress that this readjustment rule is introduced ad hoc to account for what appears 
to be exceptional behavior. Perhaps there is a deeper explanation of the facts that can 
eliminate the rule ; however, even as it stands there are clear subregularities that can be 
exploited to account for the exceptions in a fairly simple way. 

Let us now turn our attention to complex forms ending in -Ory, such as the following : 

( 149) (a) compensatory anticipatory 
confiscatory articulatory 
expurgatory reverberatory 
derogatory hallucinatory 
oscillatory manipulatory 

(b) inflammatory 
commendatory 
preparatory 

For the examples of the first column of (149a), we must have derivations such as 

the following : 
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[A [Vk::>N = peNsAt] V Or+yh 
1 

1 2 

2 
3 

3 
1 4 
1 

1 
2 
2 
3 

RULE (102eii) 

RULE (75) 

RULE (102aii) 

RULE (102cii) 

RULE ( l1Sb, d) 

RULE (63) 

English phonology 

In the first cycle primary stress is placed on the final strong cluster and then shifted back two 

syllables by the Alternating Stress Rule (75). Thus in isolation we would have the verb 
1 3 

compensate. In the second cycle the affix -y places primary stress on the preceding strong 
cluster in the usual way. We turn next to condition (c). As our rules are now formulated, 
condition (c) requires us to omit from consideration the final stressed syllable and to place 

2 3 
stress in the residual string compensAt-. Since the final cluster of this residual string is strong, 
primary stress will fall on this final syllable by case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule, giving 

3 1 2 
compensAtOry at this stage of the derivation. This is incorrect, however, for American 
English. Instead we want primary stress to be placed on the syllable -pens- at this point. 
Clearly what is required is that the sequence -At be omitted from consideration under 
condition (c), along with the sequence that follows it, precisely as in the case of condition 
(a). In other words we must extend condition (c) exactly as we extended condition (a) in 
(122). We therefore stipulate that the string -At be considered part of the omitted context, 
rather than part of the residual form, under conditions (a) and (c) (and, irrelevantly, (b) 
and (d) ). Combining this with the modification of condition (c) given as (145c), we now 
replace condition (c) of (102) by ( 151).96 

{At } [ - seg ] 
( 

[ +  D] Co 
) 

< _ FB> 
Co [�stress] Co<VoCo> ]NSPVA 

� = {i} 
We have now replaced condition (a) of (102) by (122) and condition (c) of (102) by ( 15 1). 
In each case the modification assigns the string -At to the omitted context. When the rules 

96 Actually, our examples illustrating the assignment of -At to the external context all involve conditions 
(a), (c), and (d). In fact, under condition (b) the element -At is not treated in this way (cf. ultimatum, 
potato). Precise statement of this fact requires the use of a generalization of the angled bracket notation, 
which we develop in Chapter Eight but have not made full use of in the body of the text. 

Not only fAtf but also ffIk+Atf is treated in this way. This accounts for the fact that we have 
words such as justificatory and classificatory, with five syllables after the primary stress, as contrasted 

1 1 
with multiplicative (with [I] becoming [i] for reasons that will be discussed in the next chapter). 

It should also be mentioned that there are apparently some marginal subsidiary rules that prevent 
long sequences of unstressed syllables after primary stress in many cases. Thus,- on syntactic grounds 
we should expect the affix -ly, for example, to appear with a # boundary and to be neutral with respect 
to stress placement for this reason (see p. 85). Under certain conditions, however, the # boundary is 
simplified to + ,  so that -ly places stress by the affix rule (102a). We thus have forms such as ordinarily, 
obligatorily, and, as an optional variant, evidently, where stress is shifted to the right by -ly regarded as a 
regular affix. When affixed to words such as satisfactory or perfunctory, however, -ly does not cause 
stress to be shifted to the right and thus remains a neutral affix preceded by #. The conditions for replace
ment of # by + before -ly are fairly clear; the basic point seems to be that a barrier is placed against 
long strings of unstressed syllables following primary stress. (See also note 9 1 ,  p. 134.) 
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are given in their optimal representation (cf. (101» , the condition involving -At need be 
stated only once. Thus the modification of condition (c) just proposed is actually a 
generalization of (122) to condition (c). 

Assuming this modification of the Main Stress Rule, we can now return to the 
derivation (1 50). We have reached the second line of the second cycle. Applying condition 
(c), modified as ( 15 1), we omit from consideration the string -At +Or+y and use case (ii) 

2 
of (102) to place primary stress on the final syllable of the residual string compens-, case (i) 
being blocked by the final strong cluster. The Auxiliary Reduction Rules (1 1 8b) and ( 1 1 8d) 
apply to the vowels of the first and third syllables, respectively, and these are then subject 
to Vowel Reduction. By other familiar rules, we derive, finally, the phonetic representation 

1 3 

[bmpens;)tOrE]. 
In a similar manner we derive the other examples of the left-hand column of ( 149a). 

Notice that in the case of derogate, oscillate, we might postulate a tense vowel in the second 
syllable, just as suggested in the case of indicate, correlate (see p. 128). 

The examples of the second column of (14%) are now straightforward. Thus antici
patory will have the derivation (1 52), and the other examples will be quite parallel. 

(1 52) [A [vaNticipAtlv Or+Y]A 
1 RULE (102eii) 

2 RULE (75) 

2 3 1 RULE (102aii) 

1 4 2 RULE (102ci), ( 151)  

1 2 RULE (l 1 8d) 

2 1 2 RULE (l20c) 

3 3 RULE (63) 

The first cycle is much like that of (1 50), and the underlying verb in isolation would be 
3 1 3 

anticipAt. In the second cycle primary stress is pillced by -y exactly as in (1 50). We turn 
3 1 

next to condition (c), reformulated as ( 151). Excluding the string -A tOry from consideration, 
� 

we assign primary stress in the residual string anticip- by case (i), the final cluster of this 
string being weak. In other words, we reassign primary stress to the syllable that contained 
primary stress in the first cycle, weakening all other stresses in the word by one. The vowel 

4 
[A] becomes [ - tense] and [ - stress] by the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (1 1 8d), then undergoing 
reduction to [;)] in the usual way, and secondary stress is placed on the first syllable by the 
Auxiliary Reduction Rule (12Oc). Other familiar rules give, finally, the phonetic representa-

3 1 3 

tion [rentis;)p;)tOrE]. 
Notice the parallel between the examples of (149a) and the examples of (124), with 

- 1  1 - - - - 1 - 3 

the affix -ive. Thus demonstrative is related to generative exactly as compensatory is related 
3 1 - - 3 

to anticipatory. The only difference between the examples with -ive and those with -ory is 
1 3  3 1 3 1 3 

that there are no forms such as *compensatory, *anticipatory, paralleling contemplative, 
1 3 

generative, respectively. The reason is that the elements -Ary, -Ory take primary stress, at 
one stage of the derivation, by the Affix Rule, and then shift stress to the left by the Stressed 
Syllable Rule (102c) (now formulated as (1 51» . Syntactically -ive and -ory are quite parallel. 
The few differences between them in their phonetic effects are, we see, simply a reflection of 
the difference in their underlying representations. (See also note 9 1 .) 
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Returning to (149), the examples of ( 149b) now raise no difficulties. The derivation 
(1 53) is typical. 97 

( 1 53) [A (yin = flAm] v At+Or+Y]A 
1 

2 

1 
2 
3 

RULE (102eii) 

RULE (102aii) 

RULE (102cii): ( l51)  

RULE (63) 

In the first cycle primary stress falls on the final strong cluster. Matters then proceed 
exactly as before. (The A-re alternation is automatic in this position, as we shall see in the 
next chapter.) Thus the difference in structure between the underlying verbs of (149a) and 

( 149b) does not affect the phonetic forms. 
Examples such as predatory, gustatory, and migratory are derived as required 

from the underlying representations [Apred+At+Or+Y]A' [Agust+At +Or+Y]A' 
[A [vmIgr+At]v Or+yh, respectively. 

1 3 

We still have not given the rules for deriving the phonetic representation [mIgrAtJ 
1 3 3 1 

or for deriving the variants [rOtAt], [rOtAt], and so on. We return to this question on 
page 1 55. Notice, however, that whether primary stress is on the first or the second syllable 
in such words, the derived form with -ory has primary stress on the first syllable. Thus we 
have migratory, oratory, rotatory, rotatory from migrate, orate, rotate, rotate, respectively. 
This apparent anomaly is accounted for by the rules already given. For example, the word 
rotatory is derived either from rotate or rotate by the derivations (1 54) : 

( 1 54) [A [vrOt+AtJv Or+yh [A [vrOtAt]v Or+Y]A 
1 1 RULE (102cii) 

I 2 (RULE TO BE GIVEN) 
2 3 2 RULE (102aii) 

1 4 2 I 3 2 RULE (102cii), ( 151)  

2 1 - 2 RULE (1 1 8d) 

3 1 - 3 RULE (63) 

In the first cycle, primary stress is assigned to the final strong cluster in both cases, and, for 
reasons we have not yet discussed, it is then shifted left in the left-hand derivation of ( 154). 
The second cycle operates exactly as in the cases dealt with above, and, as we see, it gives 
the same final form in both cases despite the difference between them at the end of the first 

cycle. 
In this section we have been concerned with the affixes -y, -Ary, -(At)Ory, and 

-(At)ive and their diverse phonetic effects. We have seen that these can be accounted for 
quite simply, largely on the basis of rules established independently. The only modification 
of any significance in the Main Stress Rule (102) is the requirement that -At be considered as 
part of the element omitted from consideration, along with the string that follows it, under 
conditions (a)-(d). This change and other minor modifications are expressed in (122) and 

97 In this case the element IAtl is lexically part of the underlying verb, just as the stem-forming elements 
IiI, luI of componential, habitual are lexically part of the underlying forms (see pp. 129-30). Thus inflame 
differs from compel, for example, in that the former takes an -At- augment before the affixes -Ory and -ion. 
However, as we have already noted (see p. 1 1 6), these augments are assigned to the exterior rather than 
the interior cycle. 
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( 1 5 1), which replace conditions (a)-(d) of rule (102). At the same time, we have seen that 
conditions (a) and (b) can be simplified to ( 1 36). Beyond this, we have introduced only 
minor modifications. Thus we have seen how a collection of complex and superficially 
quite exceptional phonetic facts can be explained on the basis of a fairly simple system of 
rules which are, for the most part, independently motivated on other grounds. 

The reader who has followed the exposition carefully will have noticed the crucial 
role played by the conditions on ordering determined by the relations among the successive 
parts of the Main Stress Rule (102). We have relied in an essential way on the fact that 
condition (c) or (d) can follow (a) or (b), whereas no other sequences are allowed within a 
single cycle. This is an important fact, for it provides evidence in support of the extremely 
strong hypothesis regarding conjunctive and disjunctive ordering tentatively suggested 

on page 30. 

16. Stress as a lexical category 

We have now described most of the processes known to us that determine stress contours 
and related phenomena. It may be useful at this point to reconsider briefly the general 
problem to which this investigation has been addressed. 

We have presupposed a syntactic component of the grammar that generates a surface 
structure for each utterance. This surface structure is a string with labeled bracketing. The 
string consists of lexical and grammatical formatives represented in matrix form. Each 
string, .  then, consists of matrices with labeled bracketing, the columns of the matrices 
standing for segments and boundaries, the rows standing for various phonological categories. 
Everything in the surface structure except the representation of the formatives is determineg 
by the nonlexical syntactic rules. The matrix representation of the lexical formatives is given 
in the lexicon as part of the entry for these formatives. Each lexical formative has a single 
entry in which is represented all information relevant to the item's phonetic form in various 

positions. 
This syntactic surface structure is further modified by the readjustment rules, which, 

however, change only specific elements in the representation and do not affect its general 
character. It is this modified surface structure that is subject to the rules of the phonological 
component and is converted by them into a phonetic representation. 

Corresponding to each surface structure there is a phonetic representation consisting 
of a matrix in which columns stand for phonetic segments and rows are labeled by distinctive 
features provided by a universal phonetic theory. This representation stands in a direct 
relationship with particular elements of the complex array of stress contours, reduced and 
nonreduced vowels, etc., that are found in the phonetic record. The rules of the phonological 
component of a grammar apply to the surface structure representation of an utterance as 
modified by the readjustment rules and convert it into a phonetic representation, using the 
information that is present in the surface structure representation and that ultimately 
derives, therefore, from the lexical entries and the syntactic rules. 

In a phonetic representation, each square of the matrix is filled by an entry indicating 
the specification of a particular unit in terms of a particular feature. In their phonetic 
function, many of the features-in particular, the feature of stress-are scales, and the 
entries are integers indicating position along these scales in a conventional way. In the under
lying lexical representation, only those specifications that are not determined by general rule 
are indicated. The entry in a particular square of the lexical matrix indicates membership of 
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the unit in question in one or another of two disjoint categories which are, furthermore, 
exhaustive in the domain in which membership is not determined by rule. 98 

The feature composition of a particular lexical entry is not a matter of choice but 
rather one of fact. In the case of the examples we have discussed so far, the facts seem to be 
that stress is not a category that is specified in lexical entries. That is, lexical matrices are not 
distinguished from one another in terms of the categorial feature [± stress] in certain posi
tions, as they are distinguished in terms of the categorial features [ ± vocalic], [ ± voice], 
[± strident], etc. Instead, the contours of stress and the arrangement of reduced and un
reduced vowels are determined by general rule. 

It is important to recognize that this conclusion would not be affected by the discovery 
(supposing this to be a fact, for the sake of illustration) that there is a class of items for which 
stress or reducibility is a category that is distinctive in their lexical entries. The situation here 
is quite analogous to the more familiar and far more trivial one of regular and irregular verbs. 
Monosyllabic verbs must be categorized as regular or nonregular in their lexical entries. 99 
Only the nonregular verbs require further lexical specification ; the inflected forms of the 
other verbs are determined by general rule. Among the verbs marked as nonregular, there 
are subgeneralizations involving rules that limit the extent of lexical specification ; apart 
from these subregularities, each nonregular lexical entry must indicate exactly which rules 
do or do not apply to the item in question. The discovery of nonregular verbs, however, does 
not force us to provide such additional specification for the regular verbs, in particular, the 
polysyllabic verbs. Similarly, the discovery of lexical items that are irregular with respect to 
stress placement or vowel reduction would not, in itself, show that the mass of regular items 
need be specified in terms of a lexical feature of stress or reducibility. 

We repeat this rather obvious point in preparation for an investigation of some cases 
in which stress might appear to be marginally distinctive on the lexical level. We will attempt 
to determine whether stress is, in fact, a distinctive lexical category for any of these items or 
whether, alternatively, their irregularity must be marked by a different sort of categorial 
feature or complex of features. But whatever the results of this investigation may be, it is 
important to realize that it may have no effect at all on what has been presented so far, just 
as an investigation of irregular verbs may have little or no effect on the rules for the regular 
paradigms. In either case, investigation of exceptions to rules will affect the statement of these 
rules only if it leads to the discovery of still deeper regularities that replace them. 

In the course of the discussion of regular cases, we have several times made note of 
examples that do not fall under the general rules that were developed. One such case was on 
page 73, in connection with condition (b) of the Main Stress Rule (102), which determines 
the position of primary stress in nouns ending in a syllable with a non tense vowel. The 
general rule is to omit the final syllable from consideration and then to place primary stress 
in the residue by case (i) or case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule. Typical examples are asparaFtt<ts, 
arOma, utensil, climax.loo We also listed several examples that do not fall under this gener;U
ization, such as cement, giraffe, burlesque, Mississippi, ellipse. 

98 The exact meaning of this rather vague remark will be discussed in Chapter Eight. 
99 The few nonregular polysyllabic verbs can be identified by their internal structure. There is little doubt 

that within the category of monosyllables there are identifiable subcategories that need not be specified 
with respect to regularity. We have made no attempt to investigate the exact domain of the categorial 
feature in detail. 

100 The final vowel of climax is immune from reduction because of the tense vowel of the preceding syllable. 
Thus we find variants such as [a:rnb), [Arreb) for Arab. This minor regularity was pointed out to us by 
J. Fidelholtz. There are further conditions and complications which we shall not elaborate. 
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In the face of such apparent exceptions, there are three paths open to us : (1) giving up 
the general rule for stress placement in nouns with a lax vowel in the final syllable and 
assigning to each such noun a lexical feature determining its category with respect to the 
position of primary stress ; (2) specifying nouns of the lax final-syllable class as [ ± regular] 
in the lexicon and then further categorizing those that are [- regular] in terms of stress 
placement; (3) assigning a representation in terms of segments and boundaries to each 
apparently nonregular noun in such a way that the correct phonetic form is predicted by 
rules that are needed on independent grounds. 

Of these alternatives, the first is ruled out at once. Condition (b) would have to be 
dropped from the grammar and each noun of the type to which condition (b) applied 
would have to have an additional feature specification in its lexical entry, thus greatly 
increasing the complexity of the lexicon. Furthermore, it is important to notice that by drop
ping condition (b) from the grammar we do not reduce the complexity of the grammar at all. 
To see this, consider the fully formalized grammar containing rule (101) (p. 109) as an 
abbreviation for conditions (a)-(e). Notice that to exclude condition (b) from (101) is simply 
to drop occurrences of angled brackets in this rule. Under any reasonable evaluation 
measure-in particular, that which we shall discuss-the notations used in abbreviating 
rules do not count in determining the value of the system of rules. These notations provide a 
measure of the extent to which a system of rules expresses generalizations that are, by 
hypothesis, linguistically significant. The measure that we propose is in terms of number of 
feature specifications after certain notational transformations of a well-defined class have 
applied. These notational transformations are part of the definition of simplicity, and there
fore it would be senseless to " count them " in some way in measuring simplicity. 

In short, even if the language contained no nouns of the sort we are now discussing, 
there would be no more highly valued grammar than the one that contains condition (b), as 
formulated above. Consequently, we gain nothing in simplicity by excluding condition (b). 
But we lose a great deal under the first alternative by having to complicate the lexicon, not 
to mention the new phonological rules needed to interpret this lexical categorization in terms 
of phonetic stress. 

The only plausible alternatives, then, are the second and third. The second requires 
adding a new feature [ + regular] to the lexical entry for each regular noun. The third alterna
tive involves no such complication and is therefore preferable, if it can be realized. It is, then, 
interesting to observe that there are certain " phonological gaps " which, when filled, lead to 
just the phonetic representations that we require. 

To begin with, notice that nouns such as burlesque, ellipse, cement would receive the 
proper stress contour by case (bii) of the Main · Stress Rule if the lexical representation in 
each case were to terminate in a lax vowel. In discussing lax final vowels, we noticed a 
certain phonological gap (see note 22). Of the six expected lax vowel segments, we found in 

final position examples only for underlying Iii, lui, 10/, lrel, I<JI ; there was no example to 
illustrate final lei. These observations suggest that we add to the grammar a rule of 
e-Elision such as ( 1 55) : 

� � <I> I - [ - seg] 

The exact position of this rule in the sequence of rules will concern us later. For the moment 
we note merely that it must apply after the Main Stress Rule. 

We can now represent burlesque, ellipse, cement in the underlying forms IbVrleske/, 
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/Elipse/, /sEmente/, respectively. 10l Primary stress, in each case, will be placed on the 
penultimate vowel under condition (b) of the Main Stress Rule (102), by case (ii). The final 
vowel will then be elided by rule ( 155). Words such as climax, serpent, on the other hand, 
will be represented with no word-final vowel. In this way the " phonological gap " in the 
lexicon is filled ; the class of lexical items is more symmetrical in that all possibilities are 
realized, and we need not provide a categorial specification, with respect to stress place
ment, for nouns terminating in syllables containing lax vowels. 

We shall see that rule (1 55) plays a role in explaining many other phonetic facts and is 
therefore quite essential to English phonology. For the present, however, we simply observe 
that it allows us to make use of a phonological gap to avoid introducing a new and ad hoc 
lexical categorization and the new phonological rules of stress placement that would be 
required to interpret this ad hoc categorization in phonetic terms. 

Consider now words such as Mississippi, Kentucky, conjetti, abscissa, Philippa. In each 
item the fina! vowel is lax in the underlying form (see pp. 74-75). Thus condition (b) holds, 
omitting the final syllable from consideration. Case (i) of the Main Stress Rule will apply to 
the residual string, giving an incorrect antepenultimate stress in each case. To derive the 
correct stress contour, we must somehow block the application of case (i) so that case (ii) 
will assign primary stress to the final syllable of the residual string, that is, to the penultimate 
syllable of the word. 

A simple device for blocking case (i) in each case would be to represent these words 
with a double consonant before the final vowel, as in conventional orthography. Thus the 
lexical representations would be /misisippi/, /kVntukki/, /kVnfetti/, /reb = cissre/, /filippre/.lo2 

This artifice accomplishes our purpose. Case (i) is blocked because of the double con
sonant, and case (ii) then correctly assigns primary stress to the penultimate syllable. We 
must then add to the grammar a rule of consonant simplification which we state informally 
as (1 56) : 

(1 56) C � <I> / before an identical C 

Thus the word Mississippi, for example, terminating with the phonological segments 
/ . . .  ippi/, will receive primary stress on the penultimate syllable because of the strong 
cluster, and the consonant string will then simplify to [ . . .  ipi]. 

There is quite a bit of empirical evidence supporting the postulation of rule (156). We 
noted in Section 10 that there are rules voicing the segment [s] in many positions. One such 
case is rule (74), which voices [s] in the context V = --V. Thus we have intervocalic [z] 
in resist, resemb�e, design, presume; but the corresponding segment remains nonvoiced in 
consist, semblance, consign, consume. Notice, however, that in assist, assemble, assign, 
assume, the segment [s] remains unvoiced, in apparent violation of rule (74). This contradic
tion can be avoided by the assumption that the prefix in these examples is not a- but rather 
as-, so that when rule (74) applies, the representations will be [res= sist], [res = sembi], etc. 
Further analysis of the prefix-stem construction shows that the prefix is not as- but is rather 

101 Notice that these apparently optimal lexical representations depart in an important way from conven
tional orthography only in the case of cement. If cement were represented as /sEment/, it would become 

1 
[sEment] in the phonetic representation. This is, in fact, a dialectal variant. 

The first vowel of burlesque is actually the archi-segment " lax vowel." The first vowel of ellipse 
is subject to dialectal variation in its phonetic form. 

102 On the interpretation of the symbol c, see notes 86 and 103. 
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of the form aC-, where C is a consonant which assimilates to the following consonant under 
conditions which we describe in more detail in the next chapter. In any event, this analysis 
requires postulation of a rule such as ( 156) to simplify the [ss] cluster that would otherwise 
appear in the phonetic representation. 

Such pairs as potassium-gymnasium give further justification for the postulation of 
[ss] strings which are simplified phonetically by rule (1 56). We have discussed several cases of 
the tense-lax vowel alternations that involve the pairs A-re, E-e, O-a, etc. As we shall see in 
the next chapter, [re] is replaced by [A], [e] by [E], and [;,] (which underlies [aD by [0] in the 
context -- CliV, as in gymnasium, magnesium. A double consonant blocks this rule, as in 
calcium, compendium, where the vowel given in boldface remains lax. But in potassium the 
boldface vowel is lax, indicating that it is followed by a double consonant in the underlying 
form, which then simplifies by rule (1 56). In further support of this assumption, notice that 
in the cases where the vowel tenses (e.g., gymnasium, magnesium, cesium), the [s] segment 
voices, obviously by a generalization of the rule (74) that voices [s] in intervocalic position. 
But in potassium we have phonetic [s], not phonetic [z], in this position, indicating that the 
rule voicing intervocalic [s] must somehow be blocked. Postulation of [ss] in the underlying 
phonological representation thus accounts for the fact that in the phonetic form [p;:)tresE�m] 
the antepenultimate vowel is lax and the following consonant is unvoiced, thereby elimina
ting two independent exceptions. Once again, this is possible only by virtue of rule ( 1 56). 

Deeper analysis of English sound structure provides still further justification for these 
assumptions. Consider, for example, the words music, Pusey, Russell, russet. The first two 
have intervocalic [z] following [U] in the phonetic representation ;  the last two have inter
vocalic [s] following [A] in the phonetic representation. In fact, these configurations are 
characteristic. There is no relevant case with the phonetic form [CUSVC] ;103 a form 
[mUsQk] or [pUsE], for example, would deviate from the regular sound patterns of English. 
The explanation for this is provided by the rules of [A] - [U] alternation that we shall discuss 
in detail in the next chapter. Of relevance to our present discussion is the fact that of the two 
segments [A], [U], only [A] appears freely in strong clusters, as in musket, mustard. On the 
other hand, the lax, high, back vowel which, as we shall see, underlies [A] in strong 
clusters becomes [U] in underlying weak clusters followed by vowels, as in futile, pewter, 
putrid, cutaneous, cupola. In conformity with this rule, we must assume the medial cluster in 
Russell, russet, and so on to be [ss]. This assumption then automatically accounts for the 
fact that the cluster is not affected by the rule that voices the medial [s] of music, Pusey. Once 
again, two independent phonetic facts follow from the postulation of [ss], namely, the 
voiceless-voiced opposition in the consonant and the corresponding [A] "": [U] opposition in 
the preceding syllable. Again, this explanation presupposes that rule (1 56) is in the grammar. 

Combining these observations with what we have discovered about e-Elision, we can 
now account for the stress pattern of otherwise exceptional forms such as Neptune, which is 
phonetically [m!ptUn] (or, in some dialects, [neptiiwn], [neptSuwn], [neptSUn], etc. , after the 
application of late phonetic rules that we will discuss in the next chapter). If we were to take 
the underlying vowel of the second syllable to be tense, it should have primary stress, as in 
machine, career, etc. (See (37), p. 78.) If we were to take it to be lax, we would have the 

103 A word such as lucid is only an apparent exception. We can derive this from the underlying representation 
Iluc+id/, where Icl (as the variant of Ikl in forms that undergo Romance derivational processes) becomes 
[s] when followed by a nonlow, nonback vowel, after the intervocalic [s]-voicing rule has applied. 
Actually, the remark in the text needs some qualification (cf. fuselage, grue+some, dOs+age, Osage, 
Caruso), but it is essentially correct. See page 228 for a somewhat more careful statement. 
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problem of accounting for its phonetic tenseness. We can now solve this by taking the under
lying lexical representation to be /neptune/. Under condition (b) of the Main Stress Rule, the 
final lax vowel is omitted from consideration and primary stress is placed, by case (i), on the 
initial syllable of the residual string /neptun/, the final cluster of this string being weak. By 
the rule just mentioned which determines the [A] - [U] alternation, the underlying segment 

1 

/u/ of the medial syllable of [neptune] then becomes [U]. Rule (1 55) then elides the final 
1 

vowel, giving [neptUn]. The Vowel Reduction Rule does not apply to the vowel of the now 
final syllable because of its tenseness. Furthermore, as we have noted, the Auxiliary Reduc
tion Rule that makes segments nontense and nonstressed does not apply to [U] (see p. 122 
and note 75). 

Notice, incidentally, that the rules determi?ing the choice of [A] or [U] as a reflex of 
underlying /u/ provide additional justification for rule ( 1 56), quite apart from the question 
of [s]-voicing. Thus, to preserve the general rule that determines the choice of [A] in a strong 
cluster and [U] in a weak cluster followed by a vowel, we must represent words such as 
bucket, Kentucky, putty with doubled consonants that become simplified by rule ( 1 56). 

With the postulation of doubled consonants, just as with the postulation of final lei, 
we fill a gap in underlying structures (a " phonological gap ") and extend the symmetry of the 
system of lexical entries. Strings of consonants appear intervocalically with considerable 
freedom. The restriction that they may not be doubled would be difficult to formulate within 
our framework.l04 It is therefore interesting that we now have good reason to assume that 
doubled consonants do in fact appear in underlying representations. Notice further that 
obstruent clusters are, with rare exceptions, unvoiced in English. Correspondingly, almost 
without exception, where a double consonant must be postulated to account for stress 
placement or vowel quality, this cluster either involves a sonorant or is unvoiced. 105 Hence, 
not only do double consonants fill a phonological gap in general but they do so in a way 
which is in accord with the general rules of consonant combination in English. 

From the considerations just outlined, we conclude that rule ( 1 56) is quite well 
motivated, and another class of apparent irregularities disappears. 

Rules ( 1 55) and (1 56) now permit us to derive the phonetic representation of giraffe 
from the underlying representation /girreffe/ (or, as far as the phonetic evidence goes, 
/jVrreffej). Primary stress is placed on the penultimate syllable under condition (b) of the 
Main Stress Rule (102), by case (ii), the strong cluster /reff/ preventing case (i) from applying. 
After the stress is placed, the final /e/ is elided by rule (1 55) and the cluster is simplified by 
rule (1 56). By rules that we discuss in detail later, /g/ becomes [j] before certain vowels. By 
the general Vowel Reduction Rule discussed previously, the vowel of the first syllable 
becomes [�]. We therefore derive, finally, the phonetic representation [j�nH]. In just the 
same way we can derive the phonetic forms of words such as coquette, marionette from the 
underlying representations /kOkette/, /mreriVnette/. Notice that in the latter case, the final 
[e] also serves to block the application of the Alternating Stress Rule (75). 

104 To put the same thing in somewhat different terms, there would be no simple way, within our framework, 
to explain the fact that forms with phonetically doubled true consonants depart in an extreme way from 
the normal phonetic structure of English. We return to the problem of phonological admissibility and 
lexical redundancy in Chapters Eight and Nine. 

105 There are a few marginal exceptions, such as Passamaquoddy, for which we must postulate the underlying 
representation /pasVmVkw:Jddi/, with /dd/. (We discuss the /kw/ string in Chapter Four, observing that 
it is, perhaps, a new phonological segment /k W /.) This word will, therefore, be an exception to the devoicing 
of obstruent clusters, along with exceptions such as adze, smaragd, rugby, abdomen, afghan, anecdote, 
asbestos, husband, Lisbon, Presbyterian, tidbit, lobster. 
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These observations show one way in which a marginal phonetic opposition between 
stress contours may arise. For example, a person who is given the " segmental " phonetic 
representation for the name of the Massachusetts town Assinippi would not be able to 
determine whether the stress contour should be Assinippi or Assinippi, although he would 
know that these are the only possibilities. The former presupposes the underlying represen
tation /resinipi/ ; the latter, the representation /resinippi/. 

The rule of cluster simplification accounts for several other apparent exceptions that 
1 3 

we have noted in the course of this chapter. Consider the phonetic variants [sentanerE], 
3 1 

[sentenarE] for centenary. The first form derives from the underlying representation 
/centen+Ar+y/ in the manner described in detail in Section 1 5 ;  the latter can be derived 
from /centenn+Ar+y/ by the same rules along with the rule of cluster simplification. In 
support of the latter representation, we observe that double /n/ must be postulated in 
centennial ( fcentenn +i +relf) to account for the fact that the e -+ E rule, which should apply 
in the context -- qiV (see p. 47), does not apply in this case. 

Similarly, we can now account for verbs such as caress, acquiesce, and adjectives such 
as remiss, quiescent, and so on. We might derive caress, remiss, quiescent from the lexical 
representations /kVress/, /rEmiss/, /kwiess+ent/, respectively, in the familiar way, simplify
ing the cluster after it plays its role in stress placement. 106 The verb acquiesce requires both 
rules ( 1 55) and ( 1 56), since an underlying final e is needed to prevent application of the 
Alternating Stress Rule (75). We can derive it from /reckwiesse/, or, perhaps, /reckwiesce/, 
in which case the second occurrence of /c/ becomes [s] before eel, in the usual way, or even 
from /reC= kwiesce/, by the processes mentioned on page 149. Assuming the last as the 
underlying form, we would have the following derivation : 

( 157) reC = kwiesce 
1 RULE (102ei) 

RULE (120b) 

RULE (63) 

2 
3 1 

E RULE (1 19) 

k 
<l> 

s (C -+ S RULE) 

<l> RULE (155) 

ASSIMILATION (see p. 149) 

RULE (156) 

Primary stress is placed on the penultimate syllable under condition ( e) of the Main Stress 
Rule by case (i), the final cluster being weak. (As mentioned, the final [e] prevents applica-

1 3 
tion of the Alternating Stress Rule (75), which would incorrectly give *[rekwEes] as the final 
phonetic form. The Auxiliary Reduction Rule (120b) assigns secondary stress in the first 
syllable, this becoming tertiary by the Stress Adjustment Rule (63). The vowel of this syllable 
is barred from the re -+ A rule that applies in the context -- qiV (see p. 47) by virtue of 
the fact that it is followed by the consonant cluster [Ckw]. The vowel [i] tenses prevocalically 
by rule ( 1 19) ;  the occurrence of /c/ before [e] becomes [s] ; the final [e] elides ; and the [ss] 
cluster is simplified by rule (1 56). Similarly, the medial cluster assimilates to [kkw] and then 

3 1 
simplifies to [kw] by rule (1 56). We derive, finally, the phonetic form [rekwEes]. 

Words such as pelkigra, candekibra also appear to be exceptions to the rules of stress 

106 Some modifications of these representations are required by considerations developed in the next chapter. 
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placement since the weak cluster [reCr] receives primary stress.107 Investigating the situation 
more closely, we note many other cases where a weak cluster containing the vowel [re] is 
treated as strong. Furthermore, in these cases there is apparently no contrast between [re] 
and [aJ within a single idiolect. This observation suggests that we represent these clusters as 
laCr/, with a tense vowel, and add a rule converting [aJ to [re] in certain positions. There are, 
as we shall see, other examples of [a] - [re] alternation. This rule would enable us to account 
for words such as pellagra, Alabama, Koala, and panorama with the phonological represent
ations Ip Vlagrre/, I relVbamre/, Ikoalre/, Ipren Vramre/. A more extensive study would un
doubtedly reveal much heavier constraints on the occurrence of lal and lre/. Notice, incident
ally, that these observations suggest another analysis for the word giraffe, namely, as derived 
from IjVraf/. 

Consider now words such as alabaster, salamimder, poetaster. The phonetically 
penultimate syllable contains a strong cluster and therefore receives primary stress in the 
usual way. But then stress is shifted back two syllables, presumably by the Alternating 
Stress Rule (75). For this rule to apply, however, the primary stress must fall on the final 
syllable, rather than on the penultimate syllable. It follows, then, that the underlying 
representation must be not lrelVbrestVrl but lrelVbrestr/, etc., the final sonorant later be
coming syllabic by rule (56) (p. 85). 108 This decision, however, faces the difficulty that con
dition (b) requires the final syllables lrestr/, /rendr/ to be omitted from consideration when 
primary stress is assigned. These syllables will therefore not be protected from vowel 
reduction, never having received stress. To avoid this consequence we may make use, once 
again, of the rule converting [a] to [re]. The words in question can be represented as 
jreIVbastr/, /sreIVmandrj, jpaVtastrj. Primary stress is placed on the final syllable by case 
(ii) of the Main Stress Rule ( 102) under condition ( e) ; condition (b) is now inapplicable 
because of the tense vowel in the final syllable. The Alternating Stress Rule assigns primary 
stress to the antepenultimate syllable, weakening the stress on the last syllable to secondary, 
ultimately, tertiary. The final [r] then becomes syllabic, and [a] becomes [re]. The word 
tabernacle i s  now analyzed in the same way, from underlying jtrebVrnaklj. 

We have not yet accounted for words with tense affixes such as -oid, -ine, -ize. The 
vowels of these affixes have a tertiary stress and do not reduce ; and, furthermore, these 
affixes sometimes determine the placement of stress by the rules involving strong clusters. 
These observations suggest that tense affixes receive a primary stress before the application 
of the Main Stress Rule ( 102) so that they place stress under condition (C).109 One possibility, 
then, would be to add to the grammar the rule ( 1 58), which precedes the Main Stress Rule in 
the ordering. 

( 1 58) � [1 stress] j +--Co # 
[+t

v
enseJ � 

107 The word allegro is regular in the pronunciation [::IIAgrOj but deviant in the alternative form [::IlegrOj. 
One might consider extending rule (142), which converts [A] to tel, to this context, the A-e opposition 
being very marginal here, but there are too few examples to allow the question to be decided in any 
satisfactory way. 

1 08 Support is provided for this analysis by the fact that the adjective derived from alabaster is alabastrine 
[�I::lbrestrEn], rather than [�I"brest::lr"Enl. 

109 As we shall see in the next chapter, the affix -oid is of the underlying form Ivel, as are the others under 
discussion here. Recall that condition (c) of the Main Stress Rule has now been reformulated as (151), 
but the modifications are not pertinent to the examples we consider here. Notice that many of the 
examples with tense affixes are verbs. It is for this reason that we extended condition (c) to verbs. 
(See (102), p. 1 10.) 
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We will now have typical derivations such as the following : 

( 1 59) [A [Nmollusc]N +oid]A [Aamygdal +oid]A 
1 RULE (102bii) 

2 RULE (158) 

2 RULE (102ci) 

3 1 2 RULE (102cii) 

In the case of molluscoid (similarly, arachnoid, cylindroid, salamandroid, etc.), stress is 
assigned in the internal cycle in the usual way. In the word-level cycle, primary stress is first 
assigned to the affix by rule (1 58). Turning next to the Main Stress Rule, we see that con
ditions (a) and (b) are inapplicable because of the final tense stressed vowel, but condition 
(c) does apply since the final syllable of the form under consideration has primary stress. In 
the case of amygdaloid, primary stress is assigned to the penultimate syllable of the residual 
string amygdal- by case (i), since the final syllable of this string has a weak cluster. In the case 
of molluscoid, primary stress is assigned to the final syllable of the residual string mollusc- by 
case (ii) since this syllable has a strong cluster. The familiar rules of Stress Adjustment and 
Vowel Reduction now apply to give the phonetic representations. 

There is, in fact, another approach that might be explored, namely, to extend the 
Alternating Stress Rule (75) so that it assigns stress to the immediately preceding syllable 
under certain circumstances, now permitting primary stress to fall on the affix in the usual 
way under condition (e) of the Main Stress Rule. The approach in terms of (1 58) seems to us 
preferable, and we will postulate this as the correct rule. (See, however, pp. 236-38.) 

The exact role of rule ( 1 58) can be brought out clearly by a comparison of the two 
1 3 1 3 

derivations of ( 160), for the variant pronunciations [r�kandIt], [rek�ndIt] for recondite : 

( 160) [Arec;)nd + It]A [Arec;)ndIth 
1 RULE (158) 

2 RULE (102cii) 

1 RULE (102eii) 

1 2 RULE (75) 

1 3 1 3 RULE (63) 

In the left-hand derivation, we analyze the adjective as containing the affix -ite, which, being 
tense, receives primary stress by rule ( 1 58) before application of the Main Stress Rule. Since 
the final syllable is now stressed, condition (c) of the Main Stress Rule is in force and stress is 
shifted to the preceding strong cluster by case (ii) of ( 102). Other rules that we have already 

1 3 

discussed give, finally, [r�kandIt]. In the right-hand derivation rule (1 58) does not apply 
since the form is not analyzed as containing an affix. Consequently, condition (c) of rule (102) 
is inapplicable and only condition (e) applies, assigning primary stress to the final syllable of 
the word by case (ii). At this point, the Alternating Stress Rule (75) shifts primary stress two 
syllables to the left. (Recall that for application of the Alternating Stress Rule, it is immaterial 
whether the cluster preceding the primary-stressed final syllable is strong or weak.) Other 

1 3 

familiar rules give, finally, the phonetic representation [rek;mdIt]. Thus the effect of rule ( 1 58) 
is to make condition (c) of the Main Stress Rule applicable so that primary stress is assigned 
by the rules involving strong and weak clusters. 

The full range of possibilities allowed by rule ( 1 58) is evident from a consideration of 
polysyllabic words ending in -ize (or -ise). If the ending is not subject to rule ( 1 58), we have 
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derivations analogous to the right-hand derivation of (160), as in the case of exorcise, 
exercise, merchandise, advertise, supervise, jeopardize, standardize, dfphthongize, energize, 
solemnize, modernize, fraternize, westernize, solipsize. Since in each case primary stress falls 
on the antepenultimate syllable despite the strong medial cluster, it must be that final primary 
stress is assigned under condition (e) of the Main Stress Rule and then shifted to the left by 
the Alternating Stress Rule. On the other hand, if the ending is subject to rule (1 58), then 
condition (c) of the Main Stress Rule will apply to the string preceding -/z. If this residual 
string terminates in a strong cluster, then this will receive primary stress by case (ii), as in 
enfranchise, anthropomorphize, eternize, sycophantize, propagandize, metamorphize. If this 
residual string terminates in a weak cluster, then its penultimate syllable will receive primary 
stress by case (i), as in catholicize, grammaticize, politicize, platitudinize, gelatinize, dip
lomatize, democratize, anesthetize. Actually, however, in such cases with a weak cluster 
preceding -/z, it makes no difference whether rule (1 58) is in effect or not. Certain words 
have variant forms, depending on whether or not rule (1 58) is in effect, as in the case of 
recondite. Thus we have the variants aggrandize-aggrandize, amortize-amortize. 

There is another category of examples with -ize, illustrated by words such as skeleton
ize, alphabetize, protestantize. In these cases -ize acts as a neutral affix, and we must therefore 
assume that it is preceded by # ,  like the inflectional affixes in general (see p. 85). As we 
have seen, in this case the cycle involving the affix will be vacuousYo 

We find, in fact, several options for the ending -/z. If the form to which it is added is 
an independent word, then we expect it, on syntactic grounds, to be preceded by # and to 
be neutral with respect to stress placement. We see, however, that the expected # boundary 
is sometimes replaced by +, as in catholicize, democratize, geldtinize. Where -/z is preceded 
by + rather than # ,  there is the further option of applicability of rule (1 58), which assigns it 
primary stress. Rille (1 58) applies in the case of propagandize, enfranchise, and so on, but not 
in the case of exercise, jeopardize, and the other forms with antepenultimate primary stress 
and a strong cluster in the penultimate syllable. It appears to be the case, then, that words 
containing the affix -hmust be specified by two ad hoc features, the first determining whether 
or not # is replaced by +, the second determining whether or not rule (1 58) applies to -/z. 
Though there are certain redundancies, the examples given above suggest that these two 
classificatory features are not entirely predictable. Here, then, is an example of a range of 
possible phonetic forms determined by two partially free lexical features. 

The verbal affix -At provides another example, though a somewhat marginal one, 
of the optionality of rule (1 58). Among bisyllabic verbs terminating with -At we have such 

1 10 A slight problem arises here in connection with reduction of the vowel of the neutral affix -Iz. Since it is 
nonstressed, as matters now stand it is subject to the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (USc), which makes it 
lax and subjects it to the Vowel Reduction Rule. We can exclude it from the domain of(11S) by modifying 
that rule slightly in one of two ways : we can add the requirement that y is stronger than minus, or we can 
restrict the segment marked [ystress] to the context [-WB]o -- in various ways. 

In either case, it should be noted that the vowels of neutral affixes (-ing, -Iz, etc.) are not subject 
to vowel reduction even if lax, and the formulation of the process of reduction must 'somehow take 
account of this fact. 

In the case of the word proselytize, the affix -Iz is neutral with respect to stress, but leads to the 
reduction of the penultimate vowel, although with -ism, -ist, it seems that there is no reduction in this 
position in general. According to our rules, the penultimate vowel should not reduce. Thus the Auxiliary 
Reduction Rule (11S) must be complicated slightly to permit reduction of this vowel where it does take 

place. 
Notice also that in a word such as systematize, where the affix -Iz is preceded by -At, the segment 

-AtIz is excluded from consideration as a whole when the Stressed Syllable Rule (condition (c) of the 
Main Stress Rule) is applied, in accordance with formulation (151). 
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stress variants as locate - locate. We can derive the former from the representation /10cAt/ 
and the latter from the representation /IOc+At/. Rule (1 58) will be inapplicable in the first 
form, which will therefore receive primary stress under condition (e) of the Main Stress Rule 
by case (ii). Rule ( 158) will, however, apply automatically to the representation /IOc+At/, 
assigning primary stress in the final syllable ; under condition (c) of the Main Stress Rule, 

1 2 
case (ii) will then assign primary stress to the first syllable, giving [IOc+At]. We then 

3 1 1 3 

proceed, by the usual rules, to derive the phonetic representations [IOkAt], [IOkAt], respec-
tively. The presence or absence of the + boundary is not otherwise motivated, however ; 
it therefore plays the role of a classificatory feature in the lexicon, determining, in effect, 
whether or not rule ( 1 58) applies. If a bisyllabic form in -At has only the variant with initial 
stress, it will appear in the lexicon only with the + boundary (e.g., vacate, /vAc+Atf) ;  if 
such a form has only the variant with final stress, it will appear in the lexicon only without 
the + boundary (e.g., create, /creAtf). To some extent such an analysis is independently 
motivated, as in the case of vacate - create ; but in part it is an arbitrary lexical classification, 
imposed so as to determine the phonetic form correctly and for this reason alone. 

The same property can be observed in the case of trisyllabic verbs ending in -At. Thus 
consider such variants as illustrate - illustrate, adumbrate -adumbrate. We can derive 
illustrate from the phonological representation /ilustrAt/, primary stress being assigned to 
the final syllable by case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule under condition (e) and then shifted two 
syllables to the left by the Alternating Stress Rule. The form illustrate, on the other hand, 
will be derived from the phonological representation /ilustr+At/. In this case, rule (1 58) 
applies to assign primary stress to the affix. The stress is then shifted to the preceding strong 
cluster by case (ii) of the Main Stress Rule under condition (c). Again, the presence or 
absence of + boundary before -At in these polysyllabic forms is largely unmotivated on 
independent grounds and therefore functions as a classificatory principle in the lexicon. 
Notice that, as with forms in -Iz, where the penultimate syllable has a weak cluster (for 
example, in the verbs animate, extrapolate), there is no way to determine whether or not a 
+ boundary appears before -At;  either decision will lead to the same phonetic form. 

This framework suffices to resolve most of the problems that arise in connection with 
final syllables with tense vowels. There are still a few minor points to be made, however. 
Consider words such as adjective, infinitive. These have several peculiarities that require dis
cussion. First, note that in the derived forms we have adjectival, infinitival, with tense 
primary-stressed [I]. This indicates that the underlying vowel of the final syllable must be 
tense /1/ rather than lax /i/ ; otherwise there is no way to account for the position of primary 
stress. Furthermore, the stress contour of adjective is sufficient to show that in any event the 
final -ive of the underlying forms cannot be identified with the affix of col!ect+ive, pros
pect+ive, detect+ive or the final syllable of invective. In fact, primary stress can fall on the 
antepenultimate syllable of adjective only by an application of the Alternating Stress Rule to 
the form adjective ; and the latter form can arise only from case (e) of the Main Stress Rule, 
the form being analyzed as a stem with a tense vowel in the final syllable. These observations 
show that the underlying forms must be adjectIv, infinitIv, and the grammar must contain the 
very special rule : 

( 161) I -4 / VCoVCo-- v #  

The form adjectlv now receives primary stress on the final syllable under condition (e), case 
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(ii), of the Main Stress Rule ( 102), and the phonetic form [rej;:)ktiv] results from the Alterna-
ting Stress Rule (75), the Stress Adjustment and Vowel Reduction Rules, and rule (161). The 
form adjectival is derived in a second cycle in the usual way, rule ( 161) being inapplicable in 
nonfinal position. 

Rule (161)  is actually of somewhat greater generality, for the affixes -i/e and -ine are 
subject to a similar process. Thus we find variant pronunciations for single words (e.g., 
juvenll-juvenil, ByzantIn -Byzantin, in some dialects) ; or, within a single dialect, forms such 
as quartll in contrast to [Mst;:)l] (hostile) ; or such dialectal variants as British h6stll and 
American [Mst;:)l] ; etc. Additional rules must be stated, depending on the facts of dialect 
and style, to account for the -El, -En variants of these affixes (e.g., mercantEl, ByzantEn). 

Let us now turn to another matter. Primary stress tends to be shifted to the right in 
successive cycles, both within the word, as new affixes are taken into account, and within the 
phrase, by successive applications of the Nuclear Stress Rule. However, we have come across 
three processes that shift primary stress to the left : the Compound Rule (67) of Section 9, 
conditions (c) and (d) of the Main Stress Rule (102), and the Alternating Stress Rule (75). 
Of these, only the latter two operate within the word. All three processes are subject to 
certain exceptions, and we must now consider these briefly. 

The exceptions to the Compound Rule are of various sorts. There is considerable 
dialectal variation in connection with the placement of primalY stress in items such as 
chocolate cake, apple pie, and many others. There are also widely maintained but syntacti
cally unmotivated contrasts such as Fifth Avenue, with nuclear stress on the second element, 
versus Fifth Street, with compound stress on the first element. Furthermore, proper nouns 
(e.g., John Smith, John Paul Jones) and names with titles (President i, Senator Jr, etc.) 
typically have the nuclear stress of phrases rather than the initial stress of compounds, as do 
also such noun-noun constructions as stone floor and iron box. Many ex,amples of such 
contrasts have been mentioned in the literature, in one connection or another, although there 
is, to our knowledge, no general treatment of the questionYl The fact that a phrase is not 
subject to the Compound Rule might be formally indicated in various ways : for example, by 
a feature specification of the boundary between the constituents, in which case the rule can 
be limited to boundaries not containing this feature. This, obviously, does not solve the 
general problem, but serves only to eliminate it from the domain of phonology. The problem 
remains of determining under what syntactic conditions this feature is or is not present. 
Alternatively, we might provide for an ad hoc deletion of the node N dominating such com
pounds. In fact, the general problem certainly belongs in part to syntax, in part to the re
adjustment component, rather than to phonology proper, and it can be clarified and resolved 
only by an investigation of the conditions, syntactic and other, under which the Compound 
Rule is applicable. For this reason, we will make no attempt to go more deeply into the 
question here. We have throughout been limiting ourselves arbitrarily to problems of 
phonological interpretation, and are making no attempt in the present study to investigate 
the processes by which the syntactic component of the grammar forms the surface structures 
that are phonetically interpreted by the rules we have been discussing here. Because of this 
limitation of scope, we will simply leave this question in its present unsatisfactory state. 

Conditions (c) and (d) of the Main Stress Rule (102) and the Alternating Stress Rule 
(75) also have certain exceptions, as we have noted in the course of the exposition. Consider 

1 1 1  A serious and extensive investigation of phrases that fall under the Compound Rule and their syntactic 

structure is presented in Lees (1960, Chapter 4). 
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first conditions (c) and (d), which we have been calling the Stressed Syllable Rule. One of the 
many roles of this aspect of the Main Stress Rule is to shift the final primary stress of bisyllab
ic prefix-stem verbs to the initial syllable in the related nouns (see Section 1 1). Thus we have 
the noun-verb pairs perfuit-permit, survey-survey, and so on. There are, however, certain 
nouns of this form that do not undergo stress placement under condition (c) or (d) in the 
second cycle and retain stress on the second syllable. To some extent these exceptions are 
systematic ; for example, nouns with the prefix de- (e.g., demand, delay, desire, decay, defeat, 
despair) fall into this class quite generallyY2 Such items must be lexically marked in a way 
that prevents condition (c) or (d) from applying to them in the second cycle. Within the 
present range of our formal means, we can represent lexical items that are not subject to the 
Stressed Syllable Rule with a special internal boun�ary or with a final lei. The latter would 
have no effect on the first cycle but would block this rule on the second cycle, after which the 
e-Elision Rule (1 55) would eliminate the final vowel. Where there are subregularities among 
the exceptions, as in the case of the prefix de-, we can specify the boundary or add the final 
lei by a readjustment rule. A different method for expressing the fact that a certain class of 
items is excepted from a rule will be discussed in the next chapter. Formalism apart, any such 
device simply adds a new classification of lexical items, a classification analogous to the 
subdivision of verbs into strong and weak. 

Consider now the Alternating Stress Rule (75). This places primary stress in the 
1 

context -- CoVCoVCo, reducing the final stress to secondary. We have made note of 
certain exceptions to this rule, such as Tenness'ee, attachr, chande�er, kangarp'o, chimpan�ee? 
all of which retain primary stress in the final syllable. Evidently, these items �ust be exe�p
ted from the Alternating Stress Rule by some sort of lexical classification. Again, there are 
several mechanisms by which such a classification can be expressed, and, without an 
exhaustive analysis of cases, it is not clear which is optimal. We have already observed that 
the Alternating Stress Rule does not apply if the final syllable is preceded by or contains 
a = boundary (see pp. 95-96). We might, then, insert this boundary before the final VCo 
sequence of these forms. This seems an appropriate device insofar as exemption from the 
Alternating Stress Rule is associated with certain specific endings, such as -00, -ee, -eer, 
-ier, -e, -esey3 Such affixes can be supplied with a preceding = boundary as part of their 
feature composition ; or, if the association is sufficiently general, the boundary can be inserted 
by a readjustment rule.114 An alternative would be to provide the items that are exempt from 

1 12 If we take words such as decoy and the optional variant detail to be derived from the corresponding verbs, 
then to preserve this generalization these forms must be represented phonologically without = , that is, 
as monomorphemic rather than as of a prefix-stem construction. 

1 13  Notice, incidentally, that forms such as Japanese and Siamese are correctly derived in the second cycle 
1 1 

from Japan, Siam, by rules (158), ( 1 17), (1 1 8b), (120b), and (121). The underlying representations are 
presumably /jrepan/, /siam/, the rule of a-re alternation discussed on page 1 52 applying when these forms 
are in isolation. The appearance of [I] in [sIrem] is normal, as we shall see in the next chapter. 

1 14 If the affixes in question here are assigned a = boundary, they will be exempt from rule (158) and will 
receive primary stress under condition (e) of the Main Stress Rule. If they are supplied with a final /e/, 
to be elided later on, they will be assigned primary stress under condition (b). In either case, both the 
Stressed Syllable and Alternating Stress Rules will be inapplicable. If, on the other hand, an affix that 
retains primary stress is assigned this stress prior to the Main Stress Rule-for example, by rule (158)
then it cannot have been assigned = or final /e/. It must, then, be lexically specified as exempt not only 
from the Alternating Stress Rule (if the form to which it is affixed contains two or more syllables), but 
also from the Stressed Syllable Rule, that is, from conditions (c) and (d) of the Main Stress Rule. 

There are other examples that are excepted from the Alternating Stress Rule beyond those that 
have characteristic endings such as those cited. For example, the word Alexander, as contrasted with 
salamimder, does not undergo this rule. We might express this fact by entering Alexander in the lexicon 
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rule (75) with a final jej (to be elided by rule (1 55) ), either as part of each lexical entry or, if 
the class of exceptions under consideration is specifiable, by rule. This would be necessary 
for nouns in -esque and -ette, for example, as this is the only way in which primary stress can 
be placed on these syllables. A third possibility, which we discuss in the next chapter, is to 
use a general device for specifying exceptions to rules. In any event, it is fairly clear, details 
aside, how to deal with these marginal contrasts within the lexicon. 

Verbs ending in -ute have certain properties that deserve special mention. Consider 
first the verb constitute, with the derived form constitutive. A natural phonological represen-

1 3 

tation would be jkl'>N = stitUtj. This will give the phonetic representation [kanst<"ltUt] in the 
usual way. But now consider the derived form constitutiveY s As our rules now stand, pri
mary stress should be shifted from the first syllable (which is the sonority peak at the end of 
the first cycle) to the strong cluster immediately preceding -ive, by case (ii) of the Main Stress 
Rule (102) under condition (a). But this is incorrect. Apparently, the ending - Uf, like -At, must 
be considered part of the string omitted from consideration under condition (a) rather than 
part of the residual string, and we must generalize the formulation of condition (a) in (122) 
(and of (c) in ( 145)) to permit this. With this modification, the string omitted from considera-

1 
tion under condition (a) in the second cycle is -Ut+iv, and the residual string is k"N= stit-. 
Case (i) of the rule is blocked by the = boundary, and case (ii) shifts primary stress to the 

1 
second syllable. The representation [k<"lnstitUt<"lv] is then derived in the usual manner. 

In just the same way we can derive forms such as consecutive, execute- executive, and 
so on. The word execute, for example, might receive the phonological representation 
jeks= secUtj.1 16  

with the representation 1�IVks�ndre/, with a final leI. Primary stress will be placed o n  the penultimate 
strong cluster under condition (b), and the final leI will be elided by rule (155) after blocking application 
of the Alternating Stress Rule. In final position, the postconsonantal [r] becomes syllabic (see p. 85); if 

there is another cycle, as in Alexandrian, it remains nonsyllabic before the following vowel. 
Several of the words that are exceptions to the Alternating Stress Rule are exceptional in other 

ways as well. For example, chimpanzee is in conflict with the Vowel Reduction Rule in that its medial 
vowel does not reduce. If we were to attempt to extend coverage to borrowed words and proper nouns 
more fuI.Iy, the number of exceptions to be listed in the lexicon would, of course, mount considerably. 
Notice, however, that this extension of the lexicon would not affect the system of rules or lexical entries 
that account for the other, regular cases. 

1 1 5  Recall that the # boundary is generally optional before -ive (see p. 129). If it were present in this case, 
1 3 

we would derive the form constitutive. 
1 1 6  The resulting [ss] sequence is simplified by rule (156). Notice that the modification of the prefix leksl to 

[ek] before stems beginning in [s] provides an additional reason for incorporating the Cluster Simplifica
tion Rule (156) in the grammar. Notice also that in executive the [ks] cluster voices, although it remains 
unvoiced in exceed, excite, etc. This matter will be discussed in the next chapter. 

An argument might be made for extracting the morpheme (sEkWI (see note 105) of sequence, 
consequence from words such as consecutive and execute. Thus we might enter these words with the 
representations /c:m=sEkw+At+iv/, /eks=sEkw+At/, respectively (dropping internal brackets). An 
early rule would convert (kw+At( to (kUt(. The derivations would then proceed in the usual way. In 
the same manner, we could account for the relations between locution, elocution, loquacious, interlocutor, 
eloquent. 

This analysis can be extended to the word constitute, which can be derived from the representation 
(c:>N=stitu+At(. The rule converting (P+At( to (Ut( can be extended to Itu+At/. In favor of this 
proposal is the fact that it would account automatically for the derived form constituent. 

A further advantage of the analysis suggested here is that it dovetails properly with the analysis 
of [U] presented in Chapter Four. As we will see there, [U] does not appear in the context -- Co# 
in phonological representations. A verb such as attribute (see (1 62» may be a unique, lexically marked 
exception to this generalization. 
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Consider now the somewhat different form attribute, with the derived nominalized 
form attribute. We have, for the latter, the derivation (162) : 

( 162) [N [vreC= trib+Ut]v ]N 
1 
2 

2 3 
3 
4 

RULE (158) 

RULE (102cii) 

RULE (102cii) 

RULE (1 1 8d) 

RULE (63) 

In the first cycle, primary stress is first placed on the tense affix by rule ( 1 58). Under condition 
(c), it is then shifted back one syllable by case (ii), case (i) being inapplicable because of the 
= boundary separating the prefix from the stem. In isolation, then, we would derive the verb 

1 3 
attribute after the Stress Adjustment Rule (63).1 1  7 In the second cycle, condition (c) entitles 

1 2 
us to omit the string -tribUt from consideration. Note that the = boundary after the prefix 
lreCI permits a second syllable in this omitted form, as well as preventing application of (ci) 
in the first cycle. The residual string is now simply lreC = I, and this receives its primary 
stress under condition (c). The Auxiliary Reduction Rule (1 18) and the Vowel Reduction 
Rule (121) reduce the vowel of the medial syllable, and the Stress Adjustment Rule, along 

1 4 
with the rules of assimilation and simplification of clusters, gives the form [retr�bUt]. 

Our rules therefore account for the verb attribute and the noun attribUte on the 
assumption that they are related in the same way as the verb delegate and the noun delegate, 
or, for that matter, the verb convert and the noun convert. Once again, it is by no means 
obvious, on superficial examination of the phonetic facts, that these pairs are lexically related 
in exactly the same way. It is therefore interesting to discover that an independently motiva
ted system of rules does account for the phonetic forms of lexically related items. 

A similar pattern of explanation can be used to account for the well-known fact that 
stress is shifted to the left in words such as referent, confident, resident, excellent, pertinent, 
deferent, reverent, which ,derive from underlying verbs with primary stress on the second 
syllable. In contrast, we have forms such as dependent, repellent, inherent, abhorrent, insistent, 
recurrent, in which the stress remains on the stress peak of the underlying verb. The second 
class is the more productive ; members of the first class in many cases have a less simple 
semantic relation to the form that underlies them. This suggests that we distinguish these 
classes in terms of the presence or absence of the # boundary before the affix -ent. If this is 
freely added, by a syntactic process, we have forms such as Ide = pend # ent/, Ire= pel # ent/ ; 
if, on the other hand, the component formatives are more closely amalgamated and the # 
boundary is weakened to +, we have [re= fer+ent], [c;)N = fId+ent], etc. In the productive 
class that retains # ,  the affix is neutral with respect to stress placement (see p. 85), and the 
stress contour of the underlying form remains in the derived word. Where # is weakened to 

1 
+, we still derive forms with stress on the final syllable in the first cycle (e.g., [re= fer], 

1 

[c;)n= fIdD, but in the second cycle the stressed syllable followed by -ent is omitted from 

1 17 Recall that the vowel [Uj is immune to laxing by the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (l l S) and, consequently, 
does not reduce (see p. 122). Notice that the proposal of the preceding footnote would explain the dif
ference in the position of stress in attribUte, on the one hand, and execUte, constitute, on the other, by the 
fact that there is no independent formative /tribu/ (though there is motivation for /stitu/ by virtue of the 
form constituent, and for /sEkw/ as noted above) and that there is no phonological segment /bw/ analogous 
to /kw/, Thus there is no basis for analyzing attribute as /reC=tribu+At/ and then dropping the + 
boundary, as in execute, constitute. 
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consideration under condition (c) (inclusion of the extra syllable -ent in this omitted string 
being permitted because of the = boundary between the prefix and the stem), and stress is 

1 2 1 2 
placed on the residual string. This gives [re= fer+ent], [c;)N = fId+ent], etc. By the 
Auxiliary Reduction Rule (1 18d), the vowel of the medial syllable becomes nontense and 
nonstressed, so that it reduces to [;}] by the Vowel Reduction Rule. In this way the phonetic 
representations of all of these forms are derivedY s  

In precisely the same way, we can account for the position of primary stress in words 
such as admirable, im?vocable, reparable, comparable, preferable, reputable, as opposed to 
removable, enjoyable, etc. The elements of the second class will either retain the # boundary 
before the freely added affix -able or, as in the case of allowable, emplOyable, they will contain 
no internal = boundary, so that condition (c) is inapplicable in the second cycle. Such words 
as admirable, irrevocable will be derived exactly along the lines of referent, confidentY9 A 
few items will require ad hoc adjustments, but many fall directly into place under this 
analysis. Once again, it would be expected, and appears very largely to be the case, that the 
examples without # are the more ossified forms that have been reanalyzed, in effect, as single 
lexical items.12o 

Notice that examples such as attribute, confident, preferable require that the extra 
syllable permitted in the Stressed Syllable Rule be contingent on the presence of a boundary 
with the feature [ - FB], not simply the boundary [+ WB] (see note 57). 

Forms derived from words ending in -ent are more of a problem. Thus consider the 
1 

words presidency, militancy. Our rules would predict the phonetic forms [pr;}zId;}nsE] and 
1 3 

[mil;}trensE], respectively, analogous to advisory, orthodoxy (see Section 15). The simplest way 
to avoid this problem and to produce the correct phonetic output is to extend rules (122) and 

1 18 Other vowel alternations that are observed in these forms (e.g., E-e, as in refer-referent, and �, as in 
confide-confident, are automatic, as we shall see in the next chapter. 

1 1 9  The affix -able seems to pose a unique problem because of the following facts. Forms such as ability, 
preferability, etc., seem to indicate that the form is bisyllabic in its underlying representation, i.e., IAbil/. 
But the forms ably, preferably apparently require that the underlying form be monosyllabic, namely, 
/ Ablj. Similarly, we presuppose a monosyllabic analysis in the interpretation of stress placement in words 
such as preferable, admirable; if the form is bisyllabic, condition (c) will not hold. However, as J. Ross 
has pointed out to us, the point at issue does not involve only -able but also forms such as nobly-nobility, 
possibly-possibility, humbly-humility; and the problem can be solved by accepting the monosyllabic 
analysis as IAbl1 and postulating a rule that converts [Blity] to [Bility], where B is a labial consonant. 
Thus preferability derives from Ipreferabl + ity I, nobility from Inobl + ity I, humility from Ihuml + itY/. To 
derive [hAmb�I], we make use of an obvious rule of epenthesis. The [A]-[U] alternation of humbly-humility 
is now explained in the normal way, as developed in the next chapter. Since -able is phonologically 
monosyllabic, the analysis of stress placement proceeds in the intended way. 

120 Deletion of # is to be expected as a word is intuitively reanalyzed from a syntactically generated member 
of a productive class to a derived element based on independent formatives that merge to form a single 
lexical item, the semantic content of which is no longer completely predictable by general rules from that 
of its parts. A similar phenomenon can be observed above the word level. Thus a noun phrase such as 
mOin##Iand can be reanalyzed as a single noun main##tand, and may even lose word boundaries 
completely, becoming mainland, with a reduced vowel in the second syllable. Similarly, a phrase such as 
old##maid or Long##Island may be reanalyzed as a single word old+maid, Long+island, in which 
case the secondary stress on the first element (assigned by the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (120» is reduced 

3 1 
to tertiary by the Stress Adjustment Rule (63). Thus we have old-maid (" spinster ") contrasting with 
2 1 3 1 2 1 
old##maid (" maid who is not young ") ; Long Island (the place name) contrasting with long island 
(" island that is long "), etc. 

The problem of semantic representation in the lexicon for forms such as these, which preserve 
their underlying structure only partially and in an unsystematic way, is far from settled. But it seems clear 
that any solution must meet the conditions that we require here to explain the phonetic form. 
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( 151) so that the affix -ent (along with -At and -Ut) is omitted from consideration under con
dition (a), along with an affix that follows it. This modification produces the desired effects.l2l 
Thus, in the final cycle, the string which acts as stress-placing affix under condition (a) is 

1 1 
not -y but -ent+y and -ant+y, so that we derive [pre = sId +ent +y] and [milit+ant+y], 

1 2 
the former becoming [pre = sId +ent +y] under condition (c) ( fent +y/ being monosyllabic), 
and the final phonetic forms then resulting in the familiar way. 

Notice that alongside of the -ency and -ancy forms, and often in free variation with 
them, we have -ence and -ance forms such as residence, confidence, tolerance. These forms are 
perfectly parallel to the -ency, -ancy forms in their behavior. What we clearly need, for these 
cases, is a noun-forming affix that will cause [t] to become [s], just as -y does, but that will 
differ from -y in that it is deleted after having had its effects on stress placement and con
sonant alternation. The t - s alternation is one of several that take place before nonlow 
front vowels and glides in certain positions, in particular, before [i] or [y] and [e]. Since we 
already have an e-Elision Rule (namely, rule (1 55)), it seems obvious that the final affix in the 
-ence forms must be the glide which is related to Je} as JyJ is related to JiJ, that is, the glide 
with the features " nonhigh," " nonlow," " nonback." Let us designate it as Ir./. Then 
residence, tolerance will be represented /rE= sId+ent+r./, /taIVr+rent+r.j122 in the 
lexicon. The glide /r./ will have precisely the same effects as /y/ with respect to stress place
ment and consonant alternations, and will then be deleted by a simplified version of the e
Elision Rule (1 55) which omits reference to the feature [+ vocalic]. 

In Section 14 we showed that the distinction in patterns of stress and reduced vowels 
between forms such as relaxation, deportation, condensation, with unreduced 4-stressed 
vowels in the second syllable, and demonstration, information, compensation, etc., with 
reduced minus-stressed vowels in the analogous position, is directly determined by their 
syntactic structure. Matters are not always this straightforward, however, and the -ation 
forms of certain bisyllabic verbs undergo anomalous derivations. Consider, for example, the 

3 4 1 ;3 1 
phonetic alternatives [prEzentAs�n]- [pre�ntAs�n] for presentation. The first is derived in 
the normal way from present. The second m"Ust be derived without a first cycle for the under
lying verb, or with an artificial analysis [N [vpresent+At]v ion]N.l23 The same artificiality is 
necessary for a word such as transformation, which, even as a nominalized verb, has a 
reduced vowel in the second syllable instead of the expected 4-stressed nonreduced vowel. In 
each such case an ad hoc lexical analysis must be given for the underlying forms, specifying 
that they undergo the necessary reanalysis before the application of the phonological rules. 
Such examples, then, are true exceptions. 

Other apparent exceptions are forms such as modern, honest, haggard, mentioned 
above in the discussion of adjectives. Our rules predict that final stress should fall on the final 
syllable in these examples. We can provide the correct phonetic form only by analyzing 
these elements as mod+ern, hon +est, hagg+ard, so that stress is assigned under condition 
(a) to the penultimate syllable, instead of under condition (e) to the vowel of the final strong 
cluster. There is some justification for this (d. mode, Western, honor, lag- laggard, etc.), but 

121 Notice that the question can be regarded as one of where to assign the diacritic feature [+ D] discussed 
on page 1 38, once conditions (a) and (c) have been amalgamated as indicated on page 1 42. As we noted 
there, [+ D] is quite generally assigned to the vowel of a vowel-sonorant-consonant cluster such as 
-ent, -ant. 

122 Notice that verbs in -At delete the ending -At before the affix -ent or -ant. 
123 As we shall see in the next chapter, the choice of [E] or (e] in the first syllable of presentation is determined 

by the stress on the following vowel, by a rule of great generality. 
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in some cases the analysis is ad hoc. A more serious exception is the adjective perfect. In this 
case, not only the position of primary stress is contrary to rule but the reduction of the vowel 

of the final syllable as well. 124 

Although we have not yet exhausted the material, we have reached the point where no 
further insight into stress contours and vowel reduction can be achieved from application of 
the rules and phonological principles that we have so far been able to discover and formulate. 
There are still many examples that resist analysis and that must, so far as we can see, be 
treated by ad hoc lexical classification and special rules. So far as we can determine, these 
examples have no bearing on what we have presented so far ; but one must keep in mind the 
fact that they might turn out to be relevant, if it can be shown that deeper generalizations or 
alternative principles can account for the remaining problems only by revising the analysis 
presented above. 

Within the framework of this book, there would be no point in our going on to 
present ad hoc analyses of particular examples. As we stated in the Preface, we are interested 
in an analysis of the facts of English insofar as this analysis serves to reveal general principles 
of linguistic structure. Thus we have been concerned with details of stress contour and 
vowel reduction because of the way they bear on such general notions as the principle of the 
transformational cycle. We are not, in this book, interested in these details for their own 
sake. We have tried to show that quite a variety of phenomena can be explained on the basis 
of the general principles of phonological structure that we have been developing in the course 
of the exposition. Insofar as this attempt is successful, it provides empirical justification for 
these principles. Since the residue of unexplained phenomena do not, so far as we can see, 
bear on these principles one way or the other, we deal with them no further here. 

1 24 We might account for the position of primary stress by deriving the adjective from the underlying verb 
perfect, in the familiar way, but this would still leave unexplained the vowel reduction in the final syllable. 



Chapter four 

WORD -LEVEL P H ONO LOGY 

1 .  Introductory remarks 

We have seen in the preceding chapter how a variety of stress contours and a com
plex interplay of stress level and vowel reduction are determined by a small number of 
transformational rules that apply in a cyclical manner, beginning with the smallest con
stituents of the surface structure and proceeding systematically to larger and larger con
stituents. In this chapter we turn our attention to the phonological rules that do not reapply 
in this cyclic fashion. Among these, the ones that concern us most directly are the rules of 
word phonology. 

We have been assuming that each terminal string that enters the phonological 
component is uniquely and exhaustively analyzed as a sequence of words, and that each 
of these words is a constituent of the surface structure. Thus the surface structure specifies 
that each word constitutes a stage of the transformational cycle. By a word, we mean an 
element of the form # # . . .  # # ,  where . . .  contains no occurrence of # # .  (See Chapter 
Eight, Section 6.2, for a more careful formulation.) A rule restricted in application to contexts 
meeting this condition is what we call a rule of word phonology. Evidently, such rules will 
not reapply at successive stages of the transformational cycle, even if interspersed freely among 
the cyclic transformational rules. 

The surface structure that enters the phonological component is determined by three 
factors : syntactic rules, lexical representations, and readjustment rules. The syntactic rules 
generate a syntactic surface structure of strings of grammatical and lexical formatives, the 
latter appearing in what we have called " lexical representation." The readjustment rules, 
which provide a link between syntax and phonology, may slightly modify the syntactically 
generated surface structure, and they will, furthermore, convert the string of formatives 
into what we have called " phonological representation," introducing various modifications 
into the lexical representations and eliminating grammatical formatives in favor of phono
logical matrices, in the manner discussed briefly in Chapter One, Section 5. 1 .  In this chapter 
the distinction between lexical and phonological representation will not be too crucial, 
although the conceptual distinction should be borne in mind to prevent confusion. We will 
be concerned in this discussion with only one aspect of the readjustment rules, namely, with 
their effect on lexical representations of lexical items, particularly in connection with the 
matter of redundancy. Those readjustment rules which have the effect of restricting the class 
of possible lexical entries by eliminating certain possibilities we shall sometimes designate 
as " lexical redundancy rules." We return to the discussion of readjustment rules in Chapter 
Eight. 

163 
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2. Phonological and phonetic representation 

The phonological component accepts as input a structurally analyzed string. As 
output it provides the " phonetic representation " of this string. The phonetic representation 
consists of a sequence of " phonetic segments," each of which is nothing other than a set of 
" phonetic feature specifications." A phonetic feature specification consists of a " phonetic 
scale " (called a " phonetic feature ") and an integer indicating the position of the phonetic 
segment in question along this scale. !  The phonetic scales form a predetermined universal 
set, namely, the "(phonetic) distinctive features." Thus a particular segment might be marked 
as " noncontinuant " (i.e., " minus " with respect to the phonetic feature " continuant "), 
" highly aspirated," " nonvoiced," etc. In short, a phonetic representation is a " phonetic 
matrix " in which the columns correspond to segments and the rows to features and in 
which each entry states the extent to which a given segment possesses the corresponding 
feature. We will discuss the phonetic distinctive features in more detail in Chapter Seven. 
Here we merely emphasize that they must be determined absolutely, within general lin
guistic theory, and independently of the grammar of any particular language. 

Let us now consider the structurally analyzed string that the phonological component 
? takes as input. Its minimal elements are fOf!I1_a�ivei. These formatives are provided originally 

by the lexicon, which forms one part of the syntactic component of the grammar. They 
may then undergo slight modification by the readjustment rules. In the lexicon, each forma
tive must be represented in such a way as to determine precisely how the rules of the phono
logical component will operate on it, in each context in which it may appear. Thus the 
representation of a formative must be sufficiently rich so as to specify the corresponding 
phonetic matrix in each environment, given the phonological rules and the structural 
analysis of the string. As we noted in Chapter One, each formative falls into many categories ;  
in fact, each formative can be regarded as being constituted simply by a certain set of cate
gories. For example, the formative inn belongs to the syntactic categories " noun," " com
mon," " nonanimate," " count," etc. ; to certain semantic categories which specify its 
meaning; and to the phonological categories " initial-vocalic," " initial-non tense, " " second
consonantal," " second-nasal," etc. The lexical entry inn is simply the complex of these 
categories, and the terminal symbol inn in the terminal string the+man +stop +past+ 
at+the+inn (underlying the man stopped at the inn) is nothing other than the complex 
symbol consisting of this set of category specifications. 

It is clear that many of the phonological categories can be represented in a natural 
way in terms of a " phonological matrix," in which the rows are associated with features 
such as " nasality " and " tenseness " and the columns are called " phonologic�l segments." 
Thus, assignment of the morpheme inn to the categories " initial-vocalic " and " initial
nontense " can be indicated by entering + in the first column in the row labeled " vocalic " 
and - in the first column in the row labeled " tense " ;  its assignment to the category 

1 Often we restrict ourselves to two positions along a phonetic scale, in which case we may use the symbols 
+ and - instead of integers to indicate phonetic values. We emphasize that the value in a phonetic speci
fication is not an absolute physical property but is relative to the context of phonetic segments. (See 
Chapter Seven for further discussion.) Thus, the phonetic distinctive features are absolute in one sense, 
namely, they are universals, independent of any particular language and providing the basis for phonetic 
representation in every language; and they are relative in another, namely, the actual physical event 
represented will depend on the integral value of the phonetic specification, interpreted relative to the 
context in which the given segment occurs. Criticism of distinctive feature theory has occasionally con
fused these two entirely different notions of absoluteness. 
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" second-nasal " can be indicated by entering + in the second column in the row associated 
with " nasality," and so on. Details aside, it is clear that this is an appropriate means for 
presenting much of the categorial composition (the assignment to categories) of a complex 
symbol representing a formative, and it is reasonable, therefore, to propose that a lexical 
entry will, in general, consist of a phonological matrix of the kind just described, along with 

a set of other categories (syntactic, semantic, and phonological) to which the morpheme 
given by this lexical entry belongs. To a first approximation, then, we may think of this 
phonological matrix as the lexical representation, abstracting away from possible effects of 
readjustment rules. 

The distinction between the phonological and phonetic matrices must be kept 
clearly in mind. In the case of the phonetic matrix, each row corresponds to a phonetic 
feature, physically defined, from a predetermined initial set. The entry occupying a particular 
square of the matrix will be an integer specifying the degree to which the segment in question 
is characterized by the corresponding property. In the case of the phonological matrix, 

each square represents simply a pair of opposed categories, to at most one of which the 
formative in question may belong. A + in this square indicates membership of the formative 

in one of these categories ; a - , membership in the other, complementary category ; a 0 
indicates simply that no information is given for the formative in question concerning 
membership in these two categories. Thus the second column of the phonological matrix for 
inn would contain a + in the square associated with the feature " nasal," a - in the row 
associated with the feature " vocalic," and a 0 in the row associated with the feature " tense." 

This is a way of representing the fact that in the lexicon inn is assigned to the two categories 
" second-nasal," " second-nonvocalic," but is not assigned to either of the categories 
" second-tense" or " second-nontense." It is unnecessary for the tenseness ot the nasal 
consonant in inn to be indicated in the lexicon since this information is redundant-it is 
provided by a general rule and is not an idiosyncratic property of the particular formative in 
question. It is this fact that is indicated by the zero entry in the phonological matrix. We 
will return later (Chapter Eight, Section 8, and Chapter Nine) to a more careful consideration 
of redundant information and how it is supplied. For the time being, we will continue to 

use the entry 0, along with + and - , as an expository device. 
The categories of the phonological matrix for some formative may correspond in part 

to the feature specifications of the corresponding phonetic matrix, but this need not be the 

case in general. To illustrate some of the possibilities that may arise, let us consider in a bit 
more detail the phonological and phonetic matrices for the formative inn (in the context 
the man stopped at the --) and the formative algebra (in he likes--). The phonetic 
matrices, omitting irrelevant details, might contain the following submatrices : 

(1) 
(a) inn (b) algebra 

i n If: 1 g e b r If: 

consonantal + + +  + + 
vocalic + + + + + + 
nasaP 2 + 
tense 
stress 1 1 4 4 
voice + + + + + + + + +  
continuant + - + + - + - + +  

2 By giving the entry 2 for the vowel of inn, we indicate that its degree of nasalization is partial. For a dis
cussion of the physical correlates of the phonetic features, see Chapter Seven. 
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Recalling now that the lexicon specifies only idiosyncratic features of lexical entries, omitting 
all those that can be determined by general rules, we might propose the following as the 
corresponding subparts of the phonological matrices : 

(2) (a) inn (b) algebra 

i n a: I g e b r a: 

consonantal + + + + + 
vocalic 0 0 0 + 0 + 0 
nasal 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 

tense 0 0 0 0 0 
stress 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

voice 0 0 0 0 + 0 + 0 0 
continuant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

There are general rules that convert the representations of (2) into those of (1) ; consequently, 
the redundant specifications in (1) need not appear in the lexical en tries themselves. A segment 
which is not fully specified may be called an " archi-segment." Phonological matrices 
typically consist of archi-segments. Thus, an important difference between phonological 
and phonetic matrices is that the latter are fully specified while the former are not. In fact, 
one major function of the phonological rules is to extend phonological matrices to full 
phonetic matrices. Notice that (2a) is a proper submatrix of ( la) and that (2b) is a proper 
submatrix of ( 1  b). Thus, the only function of the phonological rules as so far discussed is to 
convert archi-segments to fully specified phonetic segments. 

Suppose that a certain formative meets the following condition : the phonological 
matrix given in its lexical entry is a submatrix of the phonetic matrix corresponding to it, 
in each context in which it occurs.3 In this case, we may say that the formative in question 
meets the condition of " invariance." (We can also extend the definition of invariance, in 
the obvious way, to the case of a particular segment of a formative.) Thus the formative inn 
meets the invariance condition, but the formative algebra does not, as we see if we carry 
the discussion a few steps further. 

The lexical entry (2b) for algebra must specify that the final vowel is nontense; 
otherwise, it will not be stressless, nor will it reduce to [:;,] (see Chapter Three, Section 14). 
But consider the form algebraic. In this case the final vowel of algebra is marked [+tense] 
in the phonetic matrix because of the rule that vowels become tense before vowels : 

v ---+ [+tense] / --v 

This is the rule that we have stated as part of (30) in Chapter Three (p. 74). The phonetic 
matrix for algebra in algebraic will thus differ from that in # algebra # not only with respect 
to redundant features (e.g., degree of stress), but also with respect to the inherent feature of 

3 Technically this condition is never satisfied since the entries of phonological matrices are the symbols 
+, - ,  and 0 while the entries of phonetic matrices are positive integers. What we mean, of course, is that 
if the integral values for a particular feature are divided into two classes, one of which (1 to n, for some n) 
represents a refinement of the category + and the other of which (n+ 1 to m, where m is the minimal 
value along this dimension) represents a refinement of the category - ,  then the phonological matrix is a 
submatrix of the phonetic matrix when the integers 1, . . .  , n are replaced by + and the integers n + 1 ,  . . .  , m  
by - .  
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tenseness. This illustrates the fact that phonological rules not only fill in redundant entries 
of matrices but also may change inherent features marked in the lexical entry. 

Suppose that we now extend the description to the features that determine vowel 
quality. We have already noted that there is a rule determining that nonstressed, nontense 
vowels in final position become tense if they are nonlow (that is, [i], [e], [u], [0] ), but 
reduce to [:J] if they are low (see Chapter Three, p. 74). Since the final vowel of algebra 
reduces, it must be marked in the lexicon as [+ low]. Since it is also [ -tense], the stress 
assignment rules of the preceding chapter assign stress only to the first syllable. But in 
algebraic this vowel is phonetically both [+tense] and [ - low]. Consequently not only 
the inherent tenseness but also the inherent lowness of the lexical entry may be altered 
by the phonological rules. In fact, it is often the case that phonological rules change inherent 
properties, and it is not to be expected that the invariance condition will be met in general. 

Occasionally the factors that determine what the underlying lexical entry must be are 
quite complex. To illustrate the range of considerations that may be involved, consider the 
words reciprocal-:reciprocity, jrivolous-jrivolity, demon-demonic, etc. In each case we have a 
formative ending with a vowel followed by a single consonant, to which is added a suffix 
(-ai, -ity, -ous, -ic). The final vowel of each formative appears in one of two phonetic forms
either [:J] (reciprocal,frivolous, demon) or [il] (reciprocity, jrivolity, demonic).4 The problem is 
to determine the underlying phonological shape. We see at once that the vowel in question 
must be nontense in the phonological matrix to account for the stress placement in reciprocal, 
jrivolous, demon. In each case, if the boldface vowel were tense, it would receive stress by the 
rules discussed in Chapter Three. Since, however, it is nontense and therefore nonstressed, 
the vowel instead reduces to [:J] by the Vowel Reduction Rule (rule (121) of Chapter Three). 
But we now have to account for the fact that when the vowel does receive stress, as when 
it is followed by the affix -ity or -ic, it becomes tense. Thus there must be a rule such as (4) 
(where V* is some nontense vowel) : 

V* 
� 

[+tense] 

If this rule follows the Vowel Reduction Rule, no further context need be given. Thus when 
V* is unstressed, it will reduce ; when stressed, it will become tense by rule (4). 

What, then, is the feature composition of V* beyond its nontenseness ? The simplest 
solution would be to take V* as the nontense cognate of [il], that is, as the low, back, 
nonround vowel [a]. In this case" rule (4) will suffice to determine the quality of V* when it 
does not reduce. We will see, however, that there are strong reasons for regarding [a] as 
itself being derived, by obligatory unrounding, from its round cognate [\)], which does not 
appear in phonetic matrices although considerations of symmetry would lead us to expect 
it.s But if we are to take V* as [\)], we must formulate rule (4) in terms that have the effect 
of (5) (where - stands for " lax," that is, " nontense ") : 

(
5) [+tense ] 

-round 

� This is true of one major dialect. In other dialects the vowel in the second case may be [:>], [5], or [a] 
contrasting with [a]. We return to the question of this dialectal variation later. It does not affect the point 
at issue here. 

On our use of diagonals versus square brackets (i.e., / / vs. [ ]), see Chapter Three, page 65. 
3 We return to this matter later. Actually invariance is violated whether [a] or [:>] is chosen for V*, although 

the example is more striking, of course, in the latter case. 
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Moreover, if the boldface vowel in reciprocal, frivolous, demon is [;)] in the underlying 
matrix, then the vowel of the phonological matrix never appears in a phonetic matrix without 
a change in quality, so that the invariance condition is violated in an extreme way. However, 
the actual forms are determined by quite simple rules, and the choice of the underlying 
vowel is determined by a variety of systematic considerations. 

Notice that in the case of the pair reciprocal-reciprocity, there is still another violation 
of invariance, namely, with respect to the final consonant of the formative reciproc-. This 
segment appears in one case as [k], in another as [s]. Other familiar facts of English force us 
to the conclusion that the underlying consonant is jkj and that we have rules with the effect 
of (6) : 

k ---+ s j -{!} 
We will see that rule (6) can be generalized considerably and analyzed into several independ
ently motivated steps. For the moment we record it simply as another case of the violation 
of invariance of lexical entries. 

Even though we cannot impose the condition of invariance on phonological matrices, 
we might still inquire whether some weaker condition is not satisfied. Can we, for example, 
require that the underlying phonological segment and the phonetic segment that corresponds 
to it not differ " too greatly," in some sense ? Rule (6) suggests that this is unlikely, since [k] 
and [s] differ in the features " anterior," "coronal," " continuant," " strident." Later we will 
find an even more extreme violation of the invariance condition, in the vowel system. We 
shall see that in a sequence of steps, each well motivated and involving a change of just one 
feature, the underlying segment '1iil becomes phonetic [re] in certain dialects. This is a 
maximal change within the vowel system, for these two segments differ in the features 
" high," "low," "back," " round," " tense," that is, in all features that differentiate 
vowels. 

Thus it seems that there is no hope for any condition of invariance that will relate 
phonological and phonetic matrices. No doubt there are certain conditions on " pos
sible phonological rules," and these will, derivatively, impose certain conditions on the 
relation of phonological and phonetic matrices. But it seems that there is no general 
condition that can be established apart from whatever effects these conditions on rules 
may have. 

Notice that although the invariance condition is not necessarily met by a grammar, 
there is often a cost attached to violating it, in terms of complexity of rules. Thus, in general, 
a grammar will contain fewer and simpler rules to the extent that the invariance condition is 
met ; the condition will be violated, therefore, only when the corresponding gains more than 
compensate for the loss in simplicity. As we have indicated previously, an important part of 
linguistic theory is an evaluation measure for grammars that specifies those formal proper
ties that play a role in the selection of one grammar (one theory of a language) over another, 
both by the learner of the language and the linguist analyzing it. A clear and precise formula
tion of such a measure (for discussion, see Chapter Eight) will determine exactly in what way 
violation of invariance will, ceteris paribus, reduce the valuation of a grammar. It will thus 
express a certain empirical hypothesis concerning the extent to which invariance is an 
important feature of language. 
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To summarize, we see that there are several respects in which phonological and 
phonetic matrices differ. First, the entries in the phonetic matrices may indicate degree 
along a physically defined scale, whereas the entries in the phonological matrices simply 
indicate membership of a segment in a category or in its complement (or give no information 
about membership). Secondly, the phonetic matrices are fully specified, whereas the phono
logical matrices in general are not. Thirdly, the phonetic matrices may differ from the under
lying phonological matrices in the values which are inherent in the latter, as we have just 
noted. Finally, it is clear that a phonetic matrix may differ in number of segments. from the 
underlying phonological matrix, as, for example, in the case of epenthesis or elision. 

We have used the term " phonetic distinctive features " for the universal physical 
scales that determine the rows of the phonetic matrices. Correspondingly, we may use the 
term " phonological distinctive features " to refer to the categories that label the rows of the 
phonological matrices. Unfortunately, the discussion and development of the theory of 
distinctive features has been confused by the use of the term " distinctive feature " in both 
senses. This is appropriate only insofar as the invariance condition is met-that is, insofar 

as the phonological rules simply add redundant features to lexical matrices, giving additional 
specification of archi-segments. As we have seen, however, this is not the case in general. In 
fact, we do not believe that there is any significant intermediate level of linguistic repre
sentation between phonetic and phonological at which representations are strictly in terms 
of submatrices of the full phonetic representation.6 In any event, the phonological and 
phonetic functions of distinctive features must be clearly distinguished. 

It might be proposed, in the light of the distinction between phonological and pho
netic distinctive features, that the two sets be absolutely unrelated-that in cases such as (1)  
and (2) above, for example, the rows be labeled entirely differently in the phonological and 
phonetic matrices. Thus in (1) we would have the phonetic features " consonantal," 
" vocalic," etc., as before, but in (2) we would have the phonological features A, B, and so 
on. Only the phonetic features would now be " substantive " ; the phonological features would 
be without physical content and would provide an arbitrary categorization. 

Adoption of this proposal would have two effects. For one thing, since all phono
logical rules would operate on the " empty " categories A, B, etc., gradually filling them in 
and revising their entries, the grammar would now have to be supplemented with a set of 
rules operating at the point at which all matrices are fully specified and providing that 
phonetic features be associated with the categories ; for example, we would have rules 
providing that [etA] -- [etvocalic], [etB] -- [etconsonantal] (where et is a variable ranging 
over the values of feature specifications, as in Chapter Three, p. 83). But every grammar will 
have to have exactly these rules ; hence they do not contribute in any way to the choice 
among grammars and can just as well be eliminated from all grammars. To eliminate them 
means, simply, to use the names of the phonetic features to label the categories in the first 
place. 

The second effect of this proposal would be nonvacuous, however. Recall that the 
phonetic features constitute a fixed and restricted set, independent of any particular 
language. Thus, our decision to restrict phonological categories to those that can be labeled 
by phonetic features amounts to an empirical hypothesis concerning the number of possible 

6 In other words, we believe untenable the view (characteristic of post-Sapirian linguistics, both in the 
United States and in Europe) that there is a level of representation meeting such conditions as invariance 
and biuniqueness. For discussion, see Halle (1959), Chomsky (1964), Chomsky and Halle (1965). 
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categories of a phonological matrix.7 It reflects the hypothesis that beyond the categorization 
given by the features which are associated, ultimately, with phonetic values, all categorization 
applies to the formative as a whole and not to its separate (successive) parts. For example, a 
formative may belong to the category of items which are exceptions to a certain phonological 
rule, but we cannot state, in the lexical representation, that one but not another of its 
segments belongs to the category of exceptions to this rule. To achieve the latter effect, a 
special rule would have to be given, increasing the complexity of the grammar. We expect, to 
put it loosely, that there will be rules applying to segments specified in terms of categories 
very closely tied to phonetic features and rules applying to full lexical items ; but rules of 
other sorts will necessarily be more complex, given the framework we are adopting. This 
becomes a significant claim as soon as an evaluation measure is fixed. If true, it is a formal 
property of language that would be missed if phonetic and phonological features were 
strictly dissociated. 

We think, then, that there may be good reason to limit the class of phonological 
matrices in terms of the set of universal phonetic features. For the linguist or the child learning 
the language, the set of phonetic representations of utterances is a given empirical fact. 8 His 
problem is to assign a lexical representation to each word, and to develop a set of gram
matical (in particular, phonological) rules which account for the given facts. The perform
ance of this task is limited by the set of constraints on the form of grammars. Without such 
constraints, the task is obviously impossible ; and the narrower such constraints, the more 
feasible the task becomes. Among the formal conditions is the one that we have just outlined, 
namely, that each lexical entry consists of a phonological matrix in which the rows are 
labeled by names of phonetic features along with a set of categories to which the formative 
in question belongs. The conditions on the form and application of rules and the evaluation 
measure for grammars set further constraints. The task, then, is to select the most highly 
valued grammar (including, in particular, a lexicon) that meets these conditions and is 
compatible with the particular data on which it is based. 

7 To further restrict the use of phonological features as mere " diacritics, " we might add other 
conditions, for example, the condition that if a feature is totally redundant (as, for example, glottalization 
in English, which is always completely predictable from context), then it must not be used distinctively in 
lexical matrices. This would eliminate various techniques for escaping some of the force of the decision 
to limit phonological features to those with an absolute phonetic interpretation; We do not take this step 
here, however, since we are unable to formulate such a condition in a way which will still permit a wide class 
of familiar cases in which a distinctive feature is lost phonetically though it remains functional in phono
logical rules. Thus, to take just one of innumerable examples, in Modern Hebrew the feature of pharyn
gealization (which in Arabic distinguishes the class of " emphatic " consonants) is phonetically lost in 
stops, but it (or some other nonphonetic feature) must still be marked in lexical matrices, to prevent 
postvocalic spirantization in what is historically an emphatic [k], for example. Thus we have [kavar], 
[lixbor] contrasting with [kavar], [likbor], and we may account for the contrast by representing the former 
with a nonpharyngealized [k] and the latter with pharyngealized [k]. 

Presumably, the way to distinguish permissible from impermissible uses of diacritics is in terms 
of certain universal conditions on the kinds of rules in which a given feature can play a role. However, we 
are not in a position to say very much about this interesting question. For some discussion see Chapter 
Nine. 

8 But qualifications are necessary. Thus both the linguist and the child must determine which of the phe
nomena presented to them are legitimate examples on which to base their theory of the language of which 
these examples are a sample, and in part this decision must itself be made on grounds of systematic com
plexity. Furthermore, it must be borne in mind that the speaker of a language may assign to a physical 
signal a phonetic representation determined in part by grammatical rule rather than by overt properties 
of the signal. 
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2.1. LEXICAL REDUNDANCY RULES 
To the rules that apply strictly within a single lexical entry and that simply fill in 

unspecified squares of phonological matrices, without violating invariance, we will give the 
special name of " lexical redundancy rules.,,9 We will see that they have many special 
properties and interesting empirical correlates. Strictly speaking, they belong to the system 
of readjustment rules rather than to phonology, in our terms. Thus representations such as 
(2) are actually lexical rather than phonological representations. They become phonological 
representations when lexical redundancy rules (and perhaps other readjustment rules) apply, 
converting some-perhaps all-of the zero entries to plus or minus. 

As an illustration of a lexical redundancy rule, we cite a familiar restriction on initial 
consonant clusters : 

[+consonantal] -

- vocalic 
+ anterior 
+ coronal 
+ strident 
+ continuant 
-voice 

/ + __ [+ cons�nantal] 
- vocaltc 

This rule asserts that the first segment of an initial consonant cluster must be [s] if the 
second segment is a true consonant (i.e., neither a liquid nor a glide). It rules out sequences 
such as [ps], [em], but not [pI], [er], in formative-initial position. 

We cannot in all cases determine from the form of a rule whether it is a lexical 
redundancy rule or a rule of the phonology. If, for example, a rule such as (7) were to apply 
across formative boundary, it could not be a lexical redundancy rule. Thus consider the 
rule, dating back to Old English, that vowels are nontense in position before certain 
consonant clusters. Before clusters such as [kt] and [pt], we always find lax vowels, not only 
when the cluster occurs within a formative, as in evict, apt, crypt, but also when it occurs 
across formative boundary, as in descrip +tion, satisfac+ tion. There are no tense vowels or 
diphthongs in this environment, that is, no morphemes such as * [duwkt], * [dawkt], * [eypt], 
or * [kraypt] and no polymorphemic forms such as * [dawk+tiv], * [skrayp+tyuwr].10 
Thus this laxing rule, as opposed to rule (7), is a rule of the phonology rather than a lexical 
redundancy rule. 

9 These are rules which express regularities of lexical classification. In addition to the phonological redun
dancy rules, there are redundancy rules that deal with syntactic and semantic categories that appear in 
the lexicon, and that relate these several kinds of categories (see Chomsky, 1 965, Chapter Four). In this 
book, however, we will consider only phonological redundancy rules. These are the " morpheme structure 
rules " of Halle (1959), where the notion is introduced. 

10 We find opt and concoct with tense [a] before [pt] and [kt], but, as we have seen, this [a] is the reflex of 
an originally nontense vowel by rule (5). The past tense [t1 (e.g., aped, liked) must, of course, be marked 
as being excluded from the domain of this rule, as well as that of many other rules, in regular verb&. As 
we have already noted, it is regularly preceded by the boundary #. Some other apparent exceptions 
are dealt with below. The basic regularities discussed here were pointed out to us by P. Kiparsky. 

Notice, incidentally, that [U] acts as a cluster of the form Cz, rather than as a single consonant 
like [m] or [n]. Thus we have words such as lime-line, loam-loan, lame-lane, town, etc., with ray], [ow], 
ley], [awl, respectively, but forms such as *[layu], *[lowu], * [leyu], *[taWlJ] are impossible in English. 
This is one of many factors contributing to the conclusion that the phonological matrix [+nasal] [g1 
underlies [U]. 
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2.2. TREATMENT OF EXCEPTIONS 
As mentioned directly above, vowels in English are generally laxed before consonant 

clusters. Excluded from the domain of this laxing rule, however, are vowels preceding certain 
clusters within a single lexical item, in particular, vowels preceding dental clusters. For 
example, we have words such as pint, count, plaint, in which a diphthong precedes the cluster 
[nt], and words such as hoist, toast, wild,field, with diphthongs before other dental clusters. 
But a dental cluster with an intervening formative boundary has no special status, and we 
do have laxing in the boldface position in words such as conven +tion, interven+ tion, 
deten +tion, absten +tion, reten +tive, conten +t, wid+th, los+t. (Note that laxing does 
not occur in plaint+ive, from the lexical entry plaint, or in restrain # t, complain # t-con
trasting with content from contain +t-which have word boundary rather than formative 
boundary in the dental cluster, as seen from the fact that stress is not shifted to the left in the 
noun cycle.) Thus the laxing rule (see rule (20nI) and note 2 in Chapter Five for a refined 
version of this rule) states that, with the exception of vowels occurring before dental clusters 
within formatives : 

(8) v - [-tense] / -- C2 

Exceptions of the type just noted cannot be easily incorporated into the grammar as 
developed up to this point. We therefore consider next an extension of the available de
scriptive devices which would enable us to treat such exceptions in a straightforward manner. 

Each phonological rule of the language applies to certain formatives and, in general, 
not to others, the domain of its application being determined by the feature composition 
of the phonological matrices. If a certain rule does not apply to a certain formative, this fact 
must somehow be indicated in the feature composition of the formative at the stage of 
derivation at which the rule is applicable. It is quite obvious that many of the phonological 
rules of the language will have certain exceptions which, from the point of view of the 
synchronic description, will be quite arbitrary. This is no more surprising than the fact that 
there exist strong verbs or irregular plurals. Phonology, being essentially a finite system, 
can tolerate some lack of regularity (exceptions can be memorized) ; being a highly intricate 
system, resulting (very strikingly, in a language like English) from diverse and interwoven 
historical processes, it is to be expected that a margin of irregularity will persist in almost 
every aspect of the phonological description. Clearly, we must design our linguistic theory 
in such a way that the existence of exceptions does not prevent the systematic formulation 
of those regularities that remainY Furthermore, we must provide means for expressing 
those regularities that hold within the class of exceptions, however limited they may be. 
Finally, an overriding consideration is that the evaluation measure must be designed in such 
a way that the wider and more varied the class of exceptions to a rule, the less highly valued 
is the grammar. 

In short, the most highly valued (simplest) grammar will be that in which the phono
logical rule X _ Y (where X and Y are matrices) applies to any string containing X as a 
submatrix. We are certain to find, however, that in many cases formatives will have to be 
differentiated with respect to the applicability of the rule in question. Some formatives 
containing the submatrix X will undergo the rule, and others will not. The wider and more 

11 This obvious point is always taken for granted in morphological studies-e.g., no one would think of 
refusing to incorporate the rule for regular plurals in an English grammar because of children, oxen, 
fish, etc. 
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varied the class of cases that do not undergo the rule, the more complex must be the gram
mar in terms of the evaluation procedure that must constitute part of a significant linguistic 
theory. 

We will deal with this problem in the following way. Each rule of the phonology has a 
certain identifying number. We associate with each number n a new " distinctive feature " 
[±n]. Suppose that the rule numbered n is A-+B / C -- D. Then we stipulate that A must 
be marked [+ n] if the rule numbered n is to apply to it. Furthermore, we establish the 
following general convention : 
Convention 1 :  Every segment of a lexical matrix is automatically marked [+ n] for every 
rule n. 
Since the various decisions just formulated contribute equally to the complexity of all 
grammars, we may regard their total contribution to the evaluation of a grammar as nil. 
This is to say that we need not even present these conditions explicitly in a grammar but 
may regard them merely as conventions for interpreting a grammar. They do, however, play 
a role in determining whether or not two matrices are distinct. 

If a certain formative is not subject to rule n, its segments must be marked [-n]. In 
the light of the decisions on the form of grammars that we have so far adopted, we must 
conclude that this fact is not a feature of any segment of the formative but of the formative 
as a whole. That is, the formative as such must be marked in the lexicon as belonging to the 
category of exceptions to rule n, and, consequently, the feature [-n] must be marked in 
each of its segments. But in accordance with Convention 1 ,  each of its segments is marked 
[+n]. Thus we must add a new convention, to be applied after Convention 1 and having the 
following effect : 

Convention 2 :  Every segment of a lexical matrix Il is marked [c£K] for each category [c£K] 
to which Il belongs. 
Thus, in particular, if a formative belongs to the lexical category [-n], each of its segments 
will be marked [-n] by Convention 2, after automatically having been marked [+n] by 
Convention 1 .  Thus every time a certain formative is an exception to a rule, there is a certain 
" cost " associated with this fact, namely, a certain category assignment must be given the 
lexical entry. But an item that does undergo a rule need not be specially marked. Thus only 
exceptions to a rule contribute to the complexity of the grammar in this connection. 

Furthermore, notice that the less " predictable " the class of exceptions, the greater 
the contribution to complexity. For example, if the class of formatives belonging to the 
category [ -n] is totally idiosyncratic, then each such category assignment must be given in 
the lexicon. But if this class plays some other role in the grammar, in whole or in part, then 
the category assignment need not be given as an independent lexical property. Thus in 
English, for example, there are many items that must be marked in the lexicon for the fact 
that they do not enter into the Romance derivational system. We shall designate such 
formatives as belonging to the category [ - deriv]. A phonological property connected with the 
independently motivated category " subject to derivational processes " will contribute less 
to the complexity of the grammar than one that is entirely idiosyncratic, since its occurrence 
in lexical entries can in part be stated by redundancy rules. Consider rule (6), for example, 
which, when appropriately generalized, will have the effect of changing [k] to [s] and [g] 
to m (in a series of steps) when these segments appear before a high or mid front vowel 
( [i], [e], [i], [eD. This rule applies to the boldface segments of reciproc-, receive, general, etc., 
but not to the boldface positions of kill, kennel, lackey, gill, and so on. Yet there is good 
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reason to mark all these items as velar stops in the lexicon. Thus the items kill, kennel, gill 
(but not reciproc-, -ceive, general) will be marked in the lexicon as belonging to the category 
[-rule (6) ].12 However, this is not an entirely idiosyncratic classification since it is, in part, 
an automatic consequence (therefore statable by a redundancy rule instead of having to be 
independently marked in each case) of membership in the category [-deriv], characteristic 
of a formative which must anyway be specially marked in its lexical entryP The lexical 
category [-rwe (6) ] will, by Convention 2, be marked as a segmental feature of each seg
ment of the items belonging to this category, and these items will thereby be automatically 
excluded from the application of rule (6). This is a rather typical example of a characteristic 
aspect of English grammar to which we shall make reference again below. 

Alongside of the partially systematic class of exceptions to rule (6), we also find 
purely idiosyncratic exceptions. For example, consider the rule that makes vowels nontense 
before certain affixes (e.g., compare serene and serenity, obscene and obscenity). There are 
exceptions to this rule (e.g., obese-obesity, in most dialects) which must simply be categorized 
as such in the lexicon, these lexical features becoming segmental features by Convention 2. 
Each such example contributes to the complexity of the grammar, but there is obviously 
no question of rejecting the rule. Doing so would amount to treating each item as an excep
tion, in the manner of item-and-arrangement grammars (see Chapter Three, Section 16), 
and there is surely no point to such a decision. 

Convention 2 asserts that each lexical category of a formative automatically becomes 
a distinctive feature of each of its segments. This will be true, then, even of the syntactic 
and semantic features (" animate," " proper," particular semantic properties, etc.) which 
ordinarily have no phonetic effects. No harm is done, however, by allowing Convention 2 
to apply quite generally. In fact these lexical categorizations may indeed have phonetic 
effects occasionally. (See Chapter Eight, Section 7, for some examples.) 

Let us be somewhat more precise about Convention 2. Suppose that a formative 
belongs to the syntactic categories [animate], [nonhuman], [exception to rule n]. Alterna
tively, we might represent these categories as [+  animate], [- human], [-rule n] within 
the syntactic component of the grammar. From the point of view of the phonology, each of 
the categories [animate] ( =  [+ animate] ), [nonhuman] ( =  [- human] ), [exception to 
rule n] ( =  [-rule n] ) is simply a feature, which may be positively or negatively specified. 
Convention 2 asserts that each segment of the formative in question receives the specifica
tions [+  [animate] ], [+  [nonhuman] ], [+  [exception to rule n] ], that is, the specifications 
[+  [+ animate] ], [+  [-human] ], [+  [-rule n]. To simplify the theory of rule application, 
we may assume that each segment of any formative is, by convention, specified as [- X]  for 
any syntactic category X that appears anywhere in the lexicon for which it is not specified 

12 Notice that in the case of the unvoiced velar stop [k], the orthographic distinction of k-c comes close t o  
marking the distinction [- rule (6)] vs. [+rule (6)], for obvious historical reasons. 

13 Notice that the items subject to derivational processes are further subdivided (ultimately, with respect to 
Greek or Latin origin) in terms of the categorization provided by rule (6). Thus we have hierarch (-ie, -y) , 
psych (-ic, -0-), and a small number of other formatives which do not undergo softening of velars before 
-ic, etc. ,  in contrast to the large class of regular cases which do. In short, we would certainly expect to 
find, in a complete grammar of English, that categories corresponding rather closely to Greek, Latin, and 
Germanic origin appear in lexical entries and that membership in these categories has phonetic effects. 
English is perhaps unusual in the intricate and complex way in which these categories and their effects 
have been worked into the grammar, but it is quite generally the case that the lexicon of a language is 
subdivided, in terms of phonological and morphological processes, into .. native " and " foreign," or 
something of this sort. See, for example, Lees (1 961) and the interesting discussion in Postal (1968). 
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[+ X] . Thus the segments of the formative being considered in our example are specified 
[- [-animate] ], [- [+human] ]. We now specify, again by a general interpretive conven
tion, that [+ [-rule nJ ] = [- rule n]. Thus the feature [exception to rule n] as intro
duced by a lexical feature and as introduced by a rule are indistinguishable from the point of 
view of the rules of the phonological component. With these interpretive conventions, 
exceptions are handled in the intended way. 

The formal devices just developed seem to be appropriate for dealing with exceptions 
to phonological rules. As we have noted, the grammar becomes more complex as exceptions 
increase in number, variety, and unpredictability. The complication is less severe if a class of 
exceptions can be characterized by a redundancy rule rather than by listing each example, 
that is, rather than by idiosyncratic lexical marking. 

We are now in a position to return to the problem of the laxing rule (8). As noted, 
this applies to vowels that appear in the context --C2 unless, among other exceptional 
cases, the consonant cluster in question is a dental cluster and is internal to a formative. In 
our framework dentals are marked [+anterior, +coronal] . We must therefore incorporate 
into the grammar the lexical redundancy rule (9) : 

9 
V � [ _ rule (8) ] / -- + anterior + coronal ( ) [ + consonantal] 

[
+ consonantal

] 
+ coronal 

Being a lexical redundancy rule, rule (9) applies only within a single lexical entry. It specifies 
that a vowel in the context --C2 will not undergo the laxing rule (8) if the following 
cluster is dental. Thus, the effect of the combination of the lexical redundancy rule (9) and 
the phonological rule (8) is precisely as indicated in the informal description of page 172. 

Another possible sort of exception involves " negative contexts." Thus, when the 
rule n, X � Y, applies everywhere except in the context z -- W, we might state this 
fact in the following form : 

(10) (n - l) 
(n) 

X � [ -rule n] / Z -- W 
X � Y 

We have so far mentioned three kinds of exceptions : those indicated by lexical 
categorization, those given by lexical redundancy rules such as (9), and those that involve 
negative contexts for rules, as in (10). If we were to use the device of (10) more generally
if, in other words, we were to allow reference in a rule not only to the next rule, as in (lOn - I) ,  
but to any rUle-then we would increase the power and flexibility of the system greatly. 

We have no examples that suggest the necessity for negative contexts or for any 
extension of the device of ( 10). Therefore, we will make the tentative assumption that the 
only kinds of exceptions to rules are those given by lexical categorization or by lexical 
redundancy rules such as (9), and we will restrict the formalism of the theory llccordingly. 

Although this approach to the problem of exceptions seems to us correct as far as it 
goes, it is far from definitive. There is, first of all, a certain ambiguity of reference when we 
specify an item as [-rule n]. Consider, once again, the laxing of vowels in English. 
Rule (8) is really an abbreviation for several rules, one of which applies to a vowel in the 
context --Cm (where m is the maximum length of a consonant cluster in English), 
another in the context --Cm-t, etc., and the last of which applies in the context C2• We 
must decide, then, upon general conventions that determine whether an item marked as an 
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TABLE 1 .  Distinctive feature composition of English segments 

vocalic + + + + + + + + + + 
consonantal 

+ 

high + + + + +  
back + + + + + + 
low + + + + 
anterior 
coronal 
round + + + + + 
tense + + + + + + + + +  
voice 
continuant 
nasal 
strident 

+ + + + + 

+ + 
+ + + + 

+ + 

+ + + 

exception to rule (8) is an exception to all of the rules abbreviated by (8) or only to a specific 
one. From some points of view it seems natural to adopt the convention that a specification 
of [ -rule n] refers to the rule numbered n in the completely expanded system of rules 
which involves no abbreviatory notations. Items will then have to be categorized as excep
tions to one or another rule abbreviated by (8). An item which is an exception to rule (8) 
applying in the context -- CC will not necessarily be an exception to the rule applying in 
the context -- CCC (the consonant cluster being followed by a vowel or a nonsegment in 
both cases). In the case in question, this seems the correct interpretation. The vowels that are 
marked as exceptions to the rule laxing vowels in the context -- CC are not, apparently, 
excluded from laxing in the context -- CCC (cf. children, Christmas, in which the tense 
vowel becomes lax even before a dental cluster-in the word Christmas, the [t] later drops). 
Examples are so sparse, however, that this observation cannot be taken very seriously. And 
there is very little doubt that items which are exceptions to certain subcases of a rule will 
also, under some circumstances, be exceptions to other subcases. What these circumstances 
may be, however, we do not know, and we therefore leave the problem in this unsatisfactory 
state. 

There are other aspects of the problem of exceptions not taken care of in the system 
presented above. Occasionally items must be specified not as exceptions to some specific rule 
but as exceptions to all rules of some general sort. For example, in Hebrew there are several 
rules deleting vowels, but none of them apply to the high vowels [i] and [u] ; and there 
are several rules modifying vowel quality, but none of them apply to [ul Thus we want to 
mark underlying lui as immune to all rules affecting quality, and to mark underlying high 
vowels as immune to all deletion rules. We came across a similar but more marginal problem 
in English in studying Auxiliary Reduction Rules in Section 14 of Chapter Three. In 
discussing the immunity to reduction of [5y] and such exceptional cases as the vowel of 

= nOt, we pointed out that such vocalic nuclei are also tense where they would be expected 
to be lax (e.g., exploitative, denotative), and we observed in note 74 (p. 122) that they might 
be lexically marked as exempt from laxing-that is, exempt from several separate but related 
rules that make vowels nontense under various circumstances. Here, once again, a principled 
solution to the problem requires insights into rule classification that go beyond our present 
understanding. 
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+ + 
+ +  + + +  + + + + +  + + + + + + + + + + + + +  

+ + + + + + + +  
+ + + +  

+ + + + + + + + +  + + + + + 
+ + - - - - + + + + + + + + + + + +  

+ + 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ + 

+ 
+ + 

3. The features 

+ + + 
+ + 

+ 

+ 
+ + 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + + + + + +  

+ + 
+ 

+ 
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+ + + 
+ + +  
+ + + 

+ 

+ + +  

+ 
+ + 

In our discussion of the stress rules of English, we have had occasion to analyze the 
segments as [±vocalic], [±consonantal], and [±tense]. The universal phonetic theory 
which we accept presents further possibilities for the categorization of segments. Those 
categorizations which play a role in the discussion of the present chapter are summarized 
in Table 1 .  (For a mote detailed discussion see Chapter Seven and the literature cited there.) 

In the vowel system the essential features are " high," " back," " low," " round," and 
" tense." For the consonants, the traditional points of articulation are supplanted in the 
present system by the features " anterior " and " coronal " as in Table 2 :  

TABLE 2 .  

palato-
labial dental alveolar velar 

anterior + + 
coronal + + 

These categorizations suffice for the examination of English consonants presented in this 
chapter, and in general the features " high," " back," and " low " will play no role in the 
discussion of consonants here. (See Chapter Seven and Chapter Nine, Section 4, for a more 
detailed treatment.) 

The phonological rules specify coefficients associated with different features. Thus, 
rule (8) supplies the coefficient " minus " to the feature " tense " in a vowel before two 
consonants ; the stress rules of the preceding chapter supply coefficients represented by 
positive integers to the feature " stress " in vowels in various contexts. 

We extend the notation to allow variables-for which we use letters of the Greek 
alphabet-to function as coefficients of features in the formulation of rules. This extension 
allows us to handle many phenomena that would otherwise not be expressible. We have 
already made use of this notation in formulating the rules of stress assignment in the 
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preceding chapter. The familiar rule of voicing assimilation in consonant clusters provides 
another simple example of the use of variables :  

(1 1) [+cons 1 
-voc 
-nasal 

--> [a.yoice] / - l����
s

ll -nasa 
a.voice 

In other words, a nonnasal consonant becomes voiced before a voiced nonnasal (true) 
consonant and unvoiced before an unvoiced nonnasal (true) consonant. 

Dissimilation can also be expressed by the use of variables. For example, in ( 1 1) if we 
replace [a.voice] by [- a.voice] in the segment to which the rule applies, then the rule will 
state a process of dissimilation, the first of two nonnasal true consonants becoming voiced 
where the second is unvoiced, and unvoiced where the second is voiced. To take a real 
example, consider a dialect of English in which diphthongs can take only low back vowels 
before the nonback glide [y] (i.e., [5y], lay] ) and only nonback vowels before the back 
glide [wJ (i.e. , (rew) ). To account for the phonetic quality of the vowels, we postulate the 
dissimilation rule (12) :  

[+ voc 1 
- cons 
+low 

[-VoC 1 
[-a.back] / -- - cons 

a.back 

Observe that by permitting variables in (he formulation of rules, we in effect commit 
ourselves to the view that assimilation and dissimilation are not merely a matter of fortuitous 
coincidence of almost identical rules, but are, rather, linguistic universals-that is, processes 
available to all languages though not necessarily used in all. 

As we proceed, we will come across other examples which call for the use of variables 
in rules. 

4. Vowel alternations 

We are now in a position to deal with the central problem in the noncyclic pponology of 
English, that is, the problem of accounting for the intricate system of vowei alternations 
that are found primarily, but not solely, in the subpart of the vocabulary that is of Romance 
origin. We will consider first the nonback vowels and will work out the rules governing their 
alternations. We will then apply these results to the apparently still more complex system of 
back vowels and to the question of back-nonback alternations. 

4.1 .  ALTERNATIONS OF NONBA CK VO WELS 
Consider first forms such as diVine-divinity, serene-serenity, profane-profanity. 

Returning now to the notation of the preceding chapter (see p. 69), we give these in the 
representation divIn-divinity, serEn-serenity, profAn-profrenity.14 There are many other 
cases of the same system of alternations-satIr-satiric, derIv-derivative, IIn-linear
delineate, mEtr-metric, appEI-appelative, dElicious-delicacy, compAr-comprerative, explAn
explrenatory, grAteful-grretitude, and so on. It is clear that in the case of divIn-divinity, 
serEn-serenity, profAn-profrenity, the underlying representation must have a tense vowel 

14 As in Chapter Three, we will preserve conventional spelling in expository passages as much as possible, 
using a fairly precise representation only for the elements explicitly under discussion. 
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in the second syllable so that in isolation the word will receive final stress by the strong 
cluster rule of Chapter Three ; that is, these forms must be entered in the lexicon as divIn, 
serEn, prof An, where [I], [E], [A] (whatever their quality may be otherwise) are phono
logically tense. In order to account for the lax vowels in the derivative nouns, however, we 
must incorporate in the grammar rules that have the effect of ( 13) :  

( � : � ) in certain contexts 
A ---i' re 

Apart from tenseness, we have not yet settled the phonological distinctive feature 
composition of the segments that we are representing by capital letters. Phonetically the 
segments represented as [I], [E], [A] will appear as lay], [iy], ley], respectively, that is, as a 
tense vowel followed by a y-glide. Suppose that divine, serene, profane are entered in the 
lexicon with lay], [iy], ley] (or, perhaps, archi-forms of these) in the position of the second 
vowel. Then rule ( 13) would have the form : 

(; : ! )  in certain contexts 
ey ---i' re 

If we replace the informal notations of (14) by their precise representations in terms of 
features, we find that the rule is quite complex, expressing no underlying generalization. 
This suggests that the operation of the rule be subdivided into several stages, each of which 
can perhaps be expressed in some fairly general form. Instead of pursuing this possibility 
directly, however, let us turn to some other evidence that strongly brings into question the 
decision to accept the phonological feature analysis of [I], [E], [A] as lay], [iy], ley], 
respectively. 

Alongside of the rules (14), we must also have rules that produce effects precisely 
opposite to those of (14). To see this, consider the forms various-varIety, impious-pIety, 
funeral-funEreal, manager-managErial, Abel-AbElian, Canada-CanAdian, marginal
marginAlia, algebra-algebrAic, etc. We have already noted that there are rules applying to 
nontense vowels in final position, causing those that are nonlow (that is [i], [e], [u], [0] ) 
to become tense and those that are low to reduce to [;}] (see (30), p. 74). Since the final 
vowel of algebra reduces, it must be marked in the lexicon as [+  low]. Moreover, it 
must also be [- tense], for otherwise the stress assignment rules of the preceding chapter 
would have assigned stress to it. But in algebraic this vowel is both [+ tense] and [-low] ; 
it is, in fact, [A]. The vowel is also nonback and nonround in algebraic, and the simplest 
assumption with respect to these features is, clearly, that the same is true of the underlying 
representation of the vowel in algebra-. In sum, the segment underlying the final vowel 
of algebra must be nontense, low, nonback, and nonround ; i.e., it must be lre/. To give 
the proper vowel in algebrAic, then, the grammar must contain rule (15) : 

re ---i' A in certain contexts 

Consider now various-variety. Clearly the underlying form of vary must have a lax 
final vowel or the stress would be on the last syllable. The phonetic tenseness of this vowel 
in vary and in various is an automatic consequence of rules applying to vowels in final and 
in prevocalic position ; its diphthongal quality is a consequence of its tenseness, as we shall 
see directly. Furthermore, it is clear from the word vary in isolation that the underlying 
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vowel must be Iii. Since in variety this vowel appears as [I], we see that the grammar must 
contain, along with the rule re -+ A, the rule i -+ 1. 

Consider, finally, manager-managerial. Again, considerations of stress placement and 
vowel reduction tell us that in manager the final vowel is lax. Considerations analogous to 
those cited in the preceding paragraph tell us that it is nonback. It can be neither Iii nor lrel 
for it would then become [I] or [A] by the rules just discussed. Therefore it is lei, and the 
grammar contains the rule e -+ E. 

In short, the grammar must contain rules that have the effect of (16) :  

( 16) ( : : � 1 in certain contexts 
re -+ A 

If, as in (14), we take the phonological composition of [I], [E], [A] to be essentially the same 
as the phonetic composition, then (16) becomes : 

( 17 ) ( ! : �;l in certain contexts 
re -+ ey 

As we have noted above in connection with ( 14), this is an extremely complex rule. 
For a grammar to contain a rule of the complexity of (14) or a rule of the complexity 

of (17) is implausible enough. For it to contain both of these rules is quite intolerable, not 
only because of the doubling of complexity, but, more importantly, because it is clear that 
such a grammar is missing a significant generalization. Thus the fact that (17) simply 
reverses (14) does not contribute to the simplicity of this grammar, i.e., the generalization 
that similar processes are involved is unexpressed. The grammar would be no more complex 
if (14) were retained and (17) were replaced by (18), for example : 

( 1 8) ( ! : ; 1 in certain contexts 
re -+ ay 

In fact, the grammar would actually be simplified in this particular case, contrary to obvious 
conditions of adequacy. 

These considerations are sufficient to show that a theory of English (an English 
grammar) is surely in error if it attempts to account for the I-i, E-e, A-re alternations by 
assigning to [I], [E], [A] a phonological feature analysis that corresponds to the phonetic 
feature analysis and relating the variants by the rules (14) and (17). 

Let us therefore approach the problem of alternations of nonback vowels in a rather 
different way. It is clear that these alternations involve both a change of tenseness and a 
change of vowel quality. Let us put aside for the moment the question of the quality and 
concentrate on the tenseness. Rule (13) asserts that vowels become lax in certain contexts, 
and rule (16) asserts that they become tense in certain other contexts. Consideration of the 
examples given above, and many others, shows that the contexts in question are those in 
rules (19) (corresponding to (13) )  and (20) (corresponding to (16) ) :  

(a) 

v -+ [-tense] 

(b) 
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By rule (19) a stressed vowel becomes lax before the affix -ic, -id, or -ish (though not -iv or -is) 
and before an unstressed nonfinal syllable. In particular, then, bisyllabic affixes such as 
-ity, -ify will have the effect of laxing the immediately preceding vowel, and the same will be 
true in a variety of other cases.1 5 

In case (b) we have the two subcases --CC+VCoV and -- CVCoV. The first 
subcase causes laxing in the boldface position in profund + ity, pronunc +iation, wild +erness 
(if derived from wIld) ; but neither case applies in the boldface position of mountainous, 
countenance, counterfeit, mountebank, bountiful, etc., since in these words the consonant 
sequence after the stressed vowel is not followed by a formative boundary ( +). Examples of 
laxing still unaccounted for in this analysis are abundant, contrapuntal. 

Like many other phonological rules, the laxing rule (19) does not apply to a number 
of categorially marked exceptions (see Section 2.2). In monosyllables, in particular, we 
simply have two categories of formatives with respect to case (a)-those to which the rule 
applies and those to which it does not. Some examples that do not undergo laxing are 
scEnic, bAsic, clclic. For case (b), there are exceptions such as obEsity, hIbernate, Isolate, 

[- low ] 
prObity, and many before -- CVCo 1 (e.g., rotary, notary, rosary, decency, 

-consonanta 
primary, papacy, vagary, vacancy, ivory, irony, regency, potency, credence, nature-these 
examples from Luick ( 1898) ). 1 6 

The tensing rule required by the facts examined above has the form : 

v � [ Hensel / 

[�lO
t
W 
1 {: ,  where p = + if IX = + } ps ress l- lOW 1 

-- C1 - back V [ _ high] 1 -cons 
- stress 

(a) 

(b) 

15 The second part of the rule is the modern reflex of the Middle English " sound law," whose effects were 
characterized by Jespersen (1909, Section 4.33): " When a stressed syllable is followed by two (or more) 
weak ones, there is a strong tendency to shorten it." The rule itself was apparently discovered by Luick 

(1898). 
Many writers on this subject (see, e.g., Jordan, 1 934 ; Wyld, 1927 ; Dobson, 1 957) give the 

impression that this development affected only a small part of the vocabulary. Luick (1 898, pp. 349-50), 
however, specifically noted that " die englischen quantitaetsgesetze treten ferner zu tage in den vielen 
romanischen sowie auch in den spaeteren lateinisch-griechischen lehnwoertern." And Jespersen (1909, 
Section 4.71) gives an extensive list of examples from the non-Germanic component of the language. 

1 6  As implied here, part (b) of rule (19) should actually be generalized so that the last segment mentioned 
is [-consonantal] rather than V ;  that is, the segment in this position may be a glide as well as a vowel. 

Recall in this regard that the last two forms-credence and nature-like the other forms mentioned, 
have a final glide in their underlying representations. In the case of these two forms the glide is [1'], which 
is deleted by a simplified version of the e-Elision Rule (1 55) of Chapter Three. (See p. 161 for discussion.) 

We may note that if we analyze -ic as jik + alj, as suggested in Chapter Three, Section 7, the first 
part of case (a) disappears, falling under case (b). The motive for this analysis in Chapter Three was that 
it accounted for the exceptional behavior of -ic with respect to stress placement. The same artifice will, 
we now see, account for its exceptional behavior with respect to laxing. 

In fact, there are other phenomena relevant here. Thus there are certain VC strings that permit 
only nontense vowels in the preceding syllable even though there is no reason to assign a formative bound
ary before VC # ;  for example, -id (as in acid, rapid-the sole exception is hybrid), -ish (as in radish, abolish , 
establish, relish), and -it (as in credit, limit, visit). This may be a matter for a lexical redundancy rule. 
Notice that -it permits tense vowels when it can be regarded as an affix (plaud+ it, aud+ it). 

Examples such as lucid, stupid, cubic are not exceptions to laxing before -id, -ic. We have already 
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Case (a) of (20) is simply rule (3) extended to final position and sharpened along the 
lines indicated in Chapter Three (see rule (30) there). Case (b) is the rule that is involved in all 
of the other examples given above in connection with the discussion of rules (16)-(17). It 
asserts that a nonhigh vowel becomes tense before a single consonant followed by [i] or [e] 
or the corresponding glides, which must in turn be followed by another vowel. Thus e ---+ E 
in this position (Abel-Abelian, manager-managerial),17 and re ---+ A (Canada-Canadian, 
simultaneous, Arab-Arabian), but i does not convert to I (punctilious, Darwinian, reptilian, 
vicious, etc.) 

These observations support the decision to analyze the affix -ion as /iVn/. As we have 
already observed (p. 87), this decision is motivated by the placement of primary stress. But 
if we consider the syllables that precede -ion, we can give independent support for this 
conclusion. Examples such as decision, revision suggest that the trisyllabic laxing rule (19b) 
must have applied ; thus -ion must be bisyllabic at this point. The high vowel in the 
context -- C +ion does not then become tense by rule (20b) since this context is restricted 
to nonhigh vowels ; thus we have a lax vowel in this position in decision, inhibition, etc. 
But the first vowel of -ation, being nonhigh, does become tense by (20b), giving [At+iVn], 
which becomes [As:ml by processes that we discuss in Section 6. (Certain formatives with 
nonhigh vowels are lexically marked as excluded from this tensing rule ; e.g., -cede, as in 
recede-recession, succeed-succession.) Such configurations of nontense high vowels and 
tense nonhigh vowels are characteristic of the context -- CiV, as is clear from an 
inspection of rules (19b) and (20b).18 

We must require in rule (19b) that the vowel following the vowel to which the rule 
applies be specified as [- stress], not just as having some weak stress. This is clear from 
consideration of the variants of presentation, for example, discussed in Chapter Three 
(p. 161). If the vowel in the second syllable has the specification [ -stress], so that it eventu
ally reduces, then rule (19b) applies to the vowel in the first syllable and we derive 

seen (Chapter Three, pp. 149-50) that there is a subsequent rule that tenses underlying lui in the context 
-- CV. (Notice, however, that this tensing of lui does not take place before -ish. Punish,/lourish, nourish 
are the only relevant examples.) Similarly, abolish, stolid are not exceptions because the phonetic [a] in the 
penultimate syllable derives from underlying hi (see rule (5» . Furthermore, squalid is not an exception, 
as we shall see in Section 4.3.7. The adjective-forming affix -ish, as in swinish, loutish, is irrelevant here, 
being preceded by # .  

1 7  Recall again that formatives may fall into two categories with respect to these rules, according to whether 
or not the rules apply. Thus, alongside of Abelian we have Maxwellian, and. alongside of managerial we 
have perennial, etc. Nonapplication of the rule can just as well be marked, as in orthography, by a 
double consonant. (Recall that clusters of two identical consonants simplify-see (1 56), p. 148, Chapter 
Three.) 

Case (20b) often does not apply when the consonant following the vowel to be tensed is a liquid. 
Thus we have valiant, batallion, clarion, Marion, secretarial, etc. (The reason that [1] is followed by [y] 
and [r] by [E] in these forms will be discussed in Section 6 ;  for secretarial see p. 202.) 

1 8 Comparison of simultaneity [sIm::llt::lnE::ltE] with variety [v::lrl::ltE] indicates that the underlying vowel 
following the [n] in simultan- must be lei, not Iii, so that the rule e --+ E will apply. (The occasionally heard 
variant [sIm::llt::lnA::ltE] is apparently a hypercorrect form.) We might account for the appearance of phonetic 
[E] in forms such as simultaneous (but not in courageous) by postulating an ad hoc rule which raises 
unstressed lei to [i] under certain conditions. The vowel so raised, being high, will be subject to the 
Tensing Rule (20b) and then to Diphthongization (see rule (21) )  but not to Vowel Shift (see rule (43) and 

the comments there). Formative-final lei that does not undergo raising is elided by the e-Elision Rule of 
Chapter Three. 
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[prez;:)ntAs;:)n] ; if the vowel in the second syllable has the specification [ + stress], so that it is 
protected from reduction and eventually is marked [4 stress], then rule (19b) does not apply 

3 4 1 

to the first vowel and we derive [prEzentAs;:)n]. 
We must also require that the penultimate segment in the environment of (20b) be 

specified as [- stress], for otherwise tensing would take place in the nonprimary-stressed 
vowel of forms such as variety, with the result that the vowel would incorrectly be prevented 

from undergoing Vowel Reduction. 
Notice that rules (19) and (20) must apply in the order given. Otherwise the forms that 

meet the contextual conditions of both rules (e.g., simultaneous, emaciate) will have lax 
rather than tense vowels in the phonetic representation. Notice also that rule (19) can be 
combined with rule (8), which makes a vowel lax before a double consonant. 

In discussing Auxiliary Reduction Rules in Section 1 4  of the preceding chapter, we 
observed that the rule stated finally as ( 1 1 8), which makes a vowel lax and unstressed under 
certain conditions, must precede various tensing rules, in particular, those that determine 
that the vowels in the boldface position of words such as commutation, commutative have 
tense vowels (see p. 124). The Auxiliary Reduction Rule in question will fall together 
naturally with the Laxing Rule (19), and the rule that tenses the boldface vowel in these 
words will fall together with the Tensing Rule (20). Thus the observations of the preceding 
chapter confirm the conclusion that the order is Laxing Rules first and then Tensing 

Rules. 
Clearly rules (19) and (20), which have opposite effects, are both needed in the gram

mar. This is a minimum of reversibility that is inescapable. Since, however, each of these 
rules is very simple in feature composition, this is not a disturbing or surprising fact. 

Rules (19) and (20) allow us to account for the tenseness of the vowels that take part 
in the alternations of nonback vowels. As we have seen, the quality of the underlying lax 
vowel must be given in the lexicon. Still to be accounted for is the quality of the tense vowel 
and its diphthongization. We are now proposing that [I], [E], [A] be represented simply as 
the tense vowels corresponding to ri], [e], [re] and that the specific quality of these tense 
vowels result from special rules, which in fact turn out to be rather simple. 

It is a well-known fact that English tense vowels are diphthongized or have off-glides. 
For the nonback vowels [i] and [e], the glide is [y] (that is, high, nonback, nonround) ; 
for the back vowels [u] and [6], it is [w] (that is, high, back, round). Generalizing these 
phonetic observations somewhat, let us simply give a rule of diphthongization to the effect 

that after any tense vowel, a high glide is inserted which agrees in backness with the vowel 
in question and is, furthermore, nonround if nonback and round if back. Thus [y] is 
introduced after nonback vowels, and [w] after back vowels. 

(21) DIPHTHONGIZA nON 

[�= 1 / [+ tense ]_ 
b k 

�back 
� ac 
�round 

We now have rules giving the alternations i-iy, e-ey, re-iey, and we must add a rule which 
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changes [I] to [a], [e] to [I], and [re] to [e]. Taking [a] of ray] to be [re] for the moment, we see 
that we need a rule which has the effect of (22) : 

! 
e 

We will then have to add a rule converting [re] to [a]. The rule sketched in (22) we will call the 
Vowel Shift Rule (it is, in fact, a synchronic residue of the Great Vowel Shift of Early 
Modern English), and we will discuss it in detail in Section 4.3. 

We return now to our original examples in order to see how these are handled by the 
rules that have already been established here. Consider first the alternations divIn-divinity, 

serEn-serenity, profAn-profanity. The underlying forms in the lexicon, as we have already 
noted, must be divIn, serEn, prof An, with a tense vowel in the second syllable. We are now 
taking each capital letter to represent the tense vowel corresponding to the lower-case 
letter; that is, /1/ = Iii, /E/ = lei, /A/ = /re/, in terms of phonological features. Thus cap
italization simply expresses tenseness, and this expository device used in the preceding 
chapters turns out to have systematic significance.19 To derive the· forms divine, serene, 

profane in isolation, we apply the Diphthongization Rule (21) to the underlying forms that 
head the derivations of (23), giving the forms of the second line, to which we apply the Vowel 
Shift Rule, thus giving the forms of the third line: 

divin 
diviyn 
divreyn 

seren 
sereyn 
seriyn 

profren 
profreyn 
profeyn 

RULE (21) 

RULE (22) 

The forms of (23) then receive their final phonetic interpretation by the application of other 
phonetic rules which, except for the change of [rey] to ray], will not be considered here. 

Suppose now that we wish to derive divinity, serenity, profanity. In this case we have 

the derivations of (24): 

divin+i+ty 
divin+i+ty 

seren+i+ty 
seren+i+ty 

profren+i+ty 
profren + i + ty RULE (19b) 

The initial forms are again from the lexicon. The second line derives from the first line by the 
rule that makes stressed vowels lax when they are followed by a nonfinal unstressed syllable. 

The full phonetic detail again follows by other rules that do not concern us now. 
All of the cases that exemplify the 1---+ i, E ---+ e, A ---+ re alternations are handled in 

the same way. 
Let us now turn to the cases that motivated the i ---+ I, e ---+ E, re ---+ A alternations 

discussed in connection with rules (16)-(17). Consider the forms vary, manager, algebra. 

The vowel in the final syllable of these words in isolation is derived directly from the lexical 

19 Notice, incidentally, how well the problem of representing the sound pattern of English is solved in this 

case by conventional orthography. Corresponding to our device of capitalization of a graphic symbol, 

conventional orthography places the symbol e after the single consonant following this symbol ([el being 

the only vowel which does not appear in final position phonetically-see Chapter Three, note 22). In this 

case, as in many other cases, English orthography turns out to be rather close to an optimal system for 

spelling English. In other words, it turns out to be rather close to the true phonological representation, 

given the nonlinguistic constraints that must be met by a spelling system, namely, that it utilize a uni

dimensional linear representation instead of the linguistically appropriate feature representation and that 

it limit itself essentially to the letters of the Latin alphabet. (See also note 44, Chapter Two.) 
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representations in (25) without application of any of the rules we are now considering:20 

vreri mrenreger relgebrre 

To derive the forms variety, managerial, algebraic, we proceed as follows: 

(26) vreri+i+ty mrenreger + i + rei relgebrre+ic 

vreri+i+ty mrenreger+i + rei relgebrre+ic RULE (20) 

vreriyity mrenregeyriyrel relgebrreyic RULE (21) 

vrerreyity mrenregiyriyrel relgebreyic RULE (22) 

By other familiar rules, not here relevant, we derive the full phonetic forms. 

To appreciate further the scope and interplay of these rules, consider the class of 

polysyllabic words ending in -ate, with the antepenultimate syllable receiving main stress 

(see Chapter Three, Section 4). Consider, in particular, the character of this stressed vowel, 

which appears in the context: 

--C}VC::.ret# 

Suppose first that m ;:::: I; i.e., there is at least one consonant before -ate. Suppose 

also that i = j = 0; that is, the stressed vowel appears prevocalically. Then rule (20a) will 

tense this vowel and the Diphthongization and Vowel Shift Rules will apply to it, giving 

forms such as violate, annihilate, aerate. 

Suppose now that j = I; that is, at least one consonant appears directly after the 

stressed vowel. Then rule (19b) will make the stressed vowel lax, and we will have, typically, 

words such as elaborate, prevaricate, medicate, mitigate. 

Finally, suppose that m = n = 0 and i = j = I; that is, there is a vowel directly before 

-ate, and the stressed vowel appears in the context: 

--QVret# 

If, now, the stressed vowel is nonhigh and the following vowel is [i] or [e], the stressed 

vowel will become tense by rule (20b); hence it will be diphthongized and subject to the 

Vowel Shift Rule. Thus we have tense vowels in the boldface position in words such as 

mediate, radiate, ingratiate (compare gratify, gratitude). If, however, the stressed vowel in 

the context (28) is high or the vowel following it is not [i] or [e], then rule (20) will not 

apply, and the stressed vowel will remain lax and hence unaffected by Diphthongization or 

Vowel Shift. Thus we have conciliate, officiate, attenuate, insinuate, superannuate, etc. 

These examples illustrate how a variety of forms can be generated by quite simple and 

general rules. It is particularly important to note that by breaking the alternation rules (13), 

(16) into several steps and by accepting underlying representations in which invariance is 

violated (e.g., the second vowel in divln, serEn, pro/An), we have been able to avoid the in

tolerable consequence of stating (14) and (17) as entirely independent and precisely opposed 

rules. In fact, the Vowel Shift Rule expresses just what is common to these two complex 

phonological processes, and the rules (19) and (20) express what differentiates them. We 

20 Actually, rule (20a) is applied to make the final vowel of vary tense, and rule (21) is applied to diph

thongize it. As we have noted, these rules are needed quite apart from anything we are discussing here. 

The reason for nonapplication of the Vowel Shift Rule in this case and others (see (26» will be given directly. 
We disregard here the problem of determining the tenseness of the vowel in the first syllable of 

vary-various-variety (see also (26». 
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have thus, in effect, extracted the Vowel Shift Rule as the generalization underlying both 
(13)-(14) and (16)-(17). 

4.2. ALTERNATIONS OF BACK VOWELS 

As we shall see in Section 4.3, the effect of the Vowel Shift Rule on back vowels is 
precisely parallel to its effect on the nonback vowels (cf. (22) ): 

o 

t 
11 

t 
o 

Hence, from the lexical entries /pol/, pool, and /g5lj, goal, we obtain [pl1wl] and [gowl], 
respectively, by Diphthongization (21) and Vowel Shift. From the entry /ll1d /, loud, on the 
other hand, we obtain [15wd] instead of the required [llewd] or [lawd]. The latter forms will be 
obtained by special rules adjusting rounding (and, for some dialects, backness and tenseness) 
of vowels. We postpone discussion of these adjustments until the next section; in the 
present section our aim is to extend to the back vowels the results of our survey of the 
effects of tenseness alternations (resulting from rules (19) and (20) ). 

Among the back vowels we find the following major types of alternations: 

(a) ;}-ow: Newton-Newtonian, custody-custodian 
(b) a-ow: verbosity-verbose, conic-cone 
(c) A-leW : profundity-profound, abundant-abound 

Types (a) and (b) are both found in the case of forms such as harmony-harmonious-harmonic. 
In fact, the rules as given above largely accommodate these vowel alternations. 

Consider the case of the formative harmon-. If we enter this in the lexicon in the form 
/harmlln+/ (but see p. 193), we then have the following derivations: 

harmlln+y 
harmlln+y 

harmlln +i +ous 
harm;Sn +i +ous 
harm�n+i+ous 
harmawn +i +ous 
harm&wn +i +ous 

harmlln+ic 
harmoSn+ic STRESS ASSIGNMENT RULES 

RULE (20b) 
RULE (21) 
VOWEL SHIFT (29) 

The first line represents the lexical forms. The rules of the transformational cycle assign 
stress in the manner indicated on the second line. Rule (19) applies vacuously. Rule (20b) 
tenses the boldface vowel of harmonious, which occurs before a single consonant followed by 
[iV]. The Diphthongization and Vowel Shift Rules then convert this tense vowel to its 

phonetic form [ow]. 
The derived form [harm;Sn+ik] deviates from the actually attested pronunciation 

in the dialect under description. In place of the lax [Il], the dialect has a tense [a], a fact 
which we have already provided for with rule (5). We saw in Section 2 that this rule was 
needed to account for the position of stress and the vowel quality in words such as 
reciprocal-reciprocity, frivolous-frivolity, demon-demonic. We now see that there is inde
pendent motivation for this rule, namely, to account for ow-a vowel alternations, as in 
harmonious-harmonic, for Vowel Shift (29) turns [5] in harmonious, which derives from 
lax /Ill by (20b), into the required [0]. 

Consider now the case of the alternation verbose-verbosity, for example. The word 
verbose will have the lexical entry given in the top line of (32) (with an underlying tense 
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vowel to account for the stress on the final syllable in the isolated form), and the derivations 
will proceed in a straightforward manner, as shown: 

(32) 
verb+5s verb+�s+i+ty 
verb+!is verb+5s+i+ty STRESS ASSIGNMENT RULES 

verb+6s+i+ty RULE (19b) 
verb+5ws RULE (21) 
verbows VOWEL SHIFT (29) 

verMsity RULE (5) 

Finally, consider case (30c), which illustrates the alternation [rew] - [A]. Clearly the 
underlying form of profound must contain a tense /il/ in stressed position, which by Vowel 
Shift and adjustment rules becomes [rew] or [aw] , exactly as in the case of [lrewd] from 
underlying /lild/. In the word profundity, the tense /il/ is laxed by rule ( 19b), but instead of 
the expected [u] we have phonetic [A] in this position. The grammar must therefore contain 
a rule turning [ul into [A]. We return to this rule on page 203. 

Thus, we see that the major class of alternations of back vowels poses no problems 
and is already accounted for by the rules we have given for nonback vowels. Superficially, 
the non back and back vowel alternations seem to differ, because in one case we have 
e-re, while in the other we have a-a, instead of what would be the parallel form, a-<); but 
this is simply a consequence of the independently motivated rule (5). 

4.3. THE VOWEL SHIFT RULE 
In (22) and (29) above, we have summarized the effects of what is without doubt the 

pivotal process of Modern English phonology, the Vowel Shift. We must now give a formal 
statement of this process. 

It will be recalled that Vowel Shift operates after the tense vowels have been diph
thongized by rule (21), which supplies the appropriate glides. As a result, it is necessary for 
the rule to account only for changes in the quality of tense vowels. For convenience of 
reference, we summarize these changes once again:21 

6 

The simplest account of these alternations is given by the following two-part rule:22 

[ - <xhigh] / [<xhigh ] 
-low 

[- �low] / [���J 

(a) 

(b) 

The first part of the rule applies to nonlow vowels only, with the result that originally high 

21 As noted above, the reflexes [reI and [5] of original [i] and [11] are subject to further rules (see (37), (39), 
and (40) below) which adjust backness and rounding (and possibly tenseness) and result in the required 
lay] and law] or [rew]. 

22 The rule as stated applies to tense vowels only; it wi11 later be extended to certain nontense vowels (see 
Section 4.3.5). 
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vowels become nonhigh while originally nonhigh vowels become high. In tabular form the 
effects of part (a) are represented as follows: 

! 
e 

! 
o 

! 
o 

! 
ii 

ie � 
(not applicable) 

An exchange rule also constitutes the second part of the Vowel Shift Rule (34) ; it 
affects the nonhigh vowels in the bottom row of (35) and causes them to exchange the values 
assigned to the feature " low." In (36) we summarize the modifications in the tense vowels 
that are produced by Diphthongization (21) and Vowel Shift (34) jointly: 

(36) ii e 0 ie � 

! ! ! ! ! ! 
iy iiw ey ow rey �w DIPHTHONGIZATION 

! ! ! ! ! ! 
ey ow iy iiw (not applicable) VOWEL SHIFT (a) 

! ! ! ! 
rey �w (not applicable) ey oW VOWEL SHIFT (b) 

4.3. l .  REFINEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS OF THE VOWEL SHIFT RULE 
In our presentation of the Vowel Shift Rule, we made a number of tacit assumptions 

which must now be stated explicitly and properly justified. Several of these questions are of 
rather narrow scope ; nevertheless, they must be dealt with. Furthermore, some fairly 
complex phenomena will fall into place rather naturally as we proceed. 

4.3.1. 1 .  ROUNDING AND BACKNESS ADJUSTMENTS. We have observed that low 
vowels before glides are subject to a great deal of dialectal variation which we will not 
attempt to deal with in any detail. 23 In the dialect that we are taking as a prototype, ride 
is phonetically [rayd] and loud is phonetically [lrewd]. As noted above, the Diphthongization 
and Vowel Shift Rules give [rey] and [�w] as the reflexes of the high vowels [i] and [ii]. 
Further rules are then called for to give, finally, ray] and [rew] for the dialect in question. 
Thus, in ride, the low vowel [ie] resulting from Vowel Shift must subsequently become 
back, while the resulting low vowel [�] of loud must go from back to nonback, at the same 
time also becoming nonround and nontense. 

The unrounding of the segment [�] resulting from Vowel Shift is quite general and 

cross-dialectal: 24 [+baCkj 
+ low 

V 
-+ [ - round] 

23 For some discussion of the matter, see Kurath and McDavid (1961) and Keyser's review (1963). 
24 It might be proposed that rule (37), because of its generality, be directly incorporated in the Vowel Shift 

Rule. This could be done easily if we were to restate the rule as follows, using the angle notation of 
Chapter Three, Section 3: 

V -+ 

[ -oc.high ] / [ oc.high 1 
<-oc.round) -low 

< + back) 

[-�low] 
/ [�10':" ] 

-hIgh 

/ [+tense] 

The first part of this rule now states not only that a nonlow tense vowel changes the value of the feature 
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The second modification undergone by low vowels, as mentioned above, is that 
those which at this stage of the derivation are nonback appear as back in the output, whereas 
those that are back at this point in the derivation end up as nonback; that is: 

[rey] � lay] law] � [rew] 

In discussing these facts in Section 3, we treated them as an instance of backness dissimilation 
contingent upon the backness of the glide. For reasons that will become clear later (see 
rule (88) on page 215 and the discussion there), it is more appropriate to treat this phenom
enon as a shift in backness independent of the backness of the glide. We therefore replace rule 
(12) with (39): 

/ [-voc ] 
� [- exback] --

-cons 

For dialects which have phonetic taw] in loud, cow, etc., instead of trew], we can simplify 
rule (39) by dropping the specification [exback] on the left-hand side of the arrow and 
replacing the [- exback] on the right-hand side of the arrow with [ +  back]. For dialects 
such as we are discussing, which have phonetic [rew] in such words, ex is free in (39), and we 
must add a rule converting [rew] to [rew]. This process is actually somewhat more general. 
Thus in many dialects we also find laxing of lay] to lay] (and, in some, raising of [iiy] to 
[AY)) before nonvoiced segments (e.g., [riiyt] or [rAyt] vs. [rayd], [liiyf] or [lAyf] vs. [layv)). 
These two cases of laxing can be accounted for by the supplementary rule (40) (where 
G stands for a glide): 

[
+
�

W
] � [ - tense] / -G / (-[ [ - vo]ice]) 

- round 

(a) 
(b) 

The central core of rules consists of rules (19) and (20), which determine tenseness, 
the Diphthongization Rule (21), and the Vowel Shift Rule (34) adjusted by rule (37). 
The Vowel Shift Rule and rule (37) are quite general ; the supplementary rules (39) and (40) 
are subject to much dialectal variation. It is only the " true diphthongs" (that is, the low 
vowels followed by glides) that are subject to these adjustments. 

Notice that underlying lui becomes phonetic [rew] in the dialect we have discussed. 
Thus every feature of underlying lui, aside from [+vocalic] and [- consonantal], is modified 
by the phonological rules. This is an example of maximal violation of invariance, as noted 
above on page 168. 

In Chapter Three (p. 152) we discussed another example of backness adjustment that 
converts [a] to [re], namely, in the boldface position of words such as Alabama, koala. This 
should presumably fall together with the process described by rules (39), (40b) . 

.. high," but also that if the vowel in question is back, it becomes nonround if it was high (and remains 
round if it was nonhigh). Thus, underlying /6/ will remain round, but underlying /ii/ will be unrounded 
as well as lowered. 

Although this formulation has some plausibility, we prefer, rather, to separate the unrounding as a 
distinct process. The reason is that in many cases unrounding takes place quite apart from Vowel Shift, 
and we will see below that rule (37) generalizes considerably in ways which are incompatible with this 
formulation. 

25 The diphthong [5y), which is the result of the diphthongization of an underlying tense vowel [reI, is 
discussed in detail in Section 4.3.3. 
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4.3.1.2. ROUNDING AND STRESS. As formulated above, the Vowel Shift Rule (34) 
applies to all tense vowels, but there are certain restrictions that must be imposed. 

First, the Vowel Shift Rule must not apply to [a] in father, Chicago, etc., for this 
vowel is not converted into the corresponding nonlow vowel. The rule must therefore 
be restricted to the nonback vowels [i], [e], [re] and the back vowels [fl], [0], [5], that is, 
to the nonback vowels that are, furthermore, nonround, and to the back vowels that 
are round ( [a] being back and nonround); i.e., the Vowel Shift Rule must be restricted so as 
to apply only to vowels in the context (41): 

[YbaCk ] 
yround 

A second adjustment necessary in the Vowel Shift Rule is motivated by examples 
such as various, variety, which we considered above. In both of these forms, we have occur
rences of the tense vowel [i] at the stage of derivation at which the Vowel Shift Rule applies. 
That is, we have at this stage the forms of (42) for various, variety, respectively: 

(a) [v&ri+as] 
(b) [vreri+i+ti] 

Of the three occurrences of [i] in these forms, only the one which is stressed undergoes 
Vowel Shift. In general, we must limit the Vowel Shift Rule to tense segments which have the 
feature [+stress]. Tense vowels with the feature [-stress] will be reduced to [�], except 
when they are prevocalic or final (see rule (20» ; and in these positions they must be excluded 
from the application of the Vowel Shift Rule. 

Summarizing these adjustments, we can now give the Vowel Shift Rule in the nearly 
final form (43): 

[YbaCk ] 
yround 

-

[ - Cthigh] / [ Cthigh] 
- low 

[ - Plow] / 
[���J 

/ [+tense ] 
+ stress 

Notice that even weak-stressed tense vowels will undergo Vowel Shift since they are 
1 

in the category [ +  stress]. For example, tense vowels in the context # Co -- Co V receive 
secondary (ultimately, tertiary) stress by the Auxiliary Reduction Rule discussed in Chapter 
Three, Section 14, and formulated finally as (120d) of that chapter. The Auxiliary Reduction 
Rules precede the Vowel Shift Rule. Therefore, we have Vowel Shift in the first syllable of 
words such as Crimea, Siam, reality, gradation. Examples such as Siam, reality, incidentally, 
indicate that the Auxiliary Reduction Rule assigning secondary stress must apply after 
the Tensing Rule (20), as noted on page 124 of Chapter Three. 

4.3.2. FINAL WEAK-STRESSED [0] 

The fact that the Vowel Shift Rule applies only to those tense vowels that are stressed 
enables us to give a very simple account of a well-known and otherwise quite mystifying 
phenomenon of English phonetics, namely, that there is, in many dialects, a contrast between 
final zero-stressed phonetic [ow], as in motto, and final tertiary-stressed phonetic [ow], as in 
veto. A consequence of the stress difference in these dialects is a contrast between the aspi
rated [t] of veto and the alveolar flap [D] of motto-thus we have the phonetic contrast 
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[viyth6w] vS. [miiDow]. Given the general predictability of stress, it would be very curious 
if a tertiary-zero stresS contrast were phonologically distinct in this one position. Conse
quently, it seems likely that the phonetic contrast in stress can be attributed to some phono
logical distinction of vowel quality. The question arises, then, as to whether there is some 
vowel V* that does not appear phonetically in final position and that is similar in feature 
composition to [6] so that a simple rule will convert it to [6] when stressed. If such a vowel is 
found, we can provide the grammar with the following rules: 

(a) V* ---+ [3 stress] I -- # 
(b) V* ---+ 0 

Then veto can be given the underlying representation IvetV*I, and motto the representation 
Im;)to/. Rules (44), together with the rule (20a) tensing final vowels, the Diphthongization 
Rule (21), and a rule that turns It I into the flap [D] intervocalically before unstressed vowels 

will give the correct contrasting phonetic forms. 
Rules (44), however, are quite ad hoc and hardly preferable to a recognition of tertiary 

stress as phonologically distinctive in this position, strange as this conclusion would be. 
One is naturally led, therefore, to try to select V* in such a way that rules (44) are independ
ently motivated. Suppose, in fact, that we were to take V* as phonological 1;)1, so that veto 
is represented Ivet�/. Then the final vowel of veto receives tertiary stress by rule (44a), is 
tensed by rule (20a), diphthongized by rule (21), and raised to [ow] by the Vowel Shift Rule. 
Vowel Shift, as we observed, applies to vowels only if they have the feature [ + stress]; thus, 
it will apply to the final vowel of veto but not to that of motto, given the above analysis. 
Hence rule (44b) is superfluous and can be dropped from the grammar, leaving only the 

following rule: 

;) ---+ [3 stress] I -- # 

This improves matters. However, we may still ask whether there is any independent justi
fication for (45). In fact, there is. Notice, first of all, that final phonetic [;)] does not appear, 
for it would be reduced to [::l] by the Vowel Reduction Rule, which applies to lax low 
vowels. If [;>} were treated like [a!} by the Tensing Rule (20a), we would expect to find back 
alternations analogous to algebra-algebraic; that is, we would expect to find pairs of the form 
[ . . .  C::l}-[ . . .  C6wik}. There are no such pairs (although we do have hero-heroic, echo-echOic, 
etc., with final [0]). To explain this gap, we would need some rule that excludes final [;)] from 
the domain of the Vowel Reduction Rule. But (45) does precisely this, and thus has some 
independent motivation. Hence there is a quite simple and independently justified explanation 
for the [&w# ]-[ow#} contrast. 

Notice that rule (45) must precede the Tensing Rule (20a), so that the final vowel will 

be tensed. 

4.3.3. THE DIPHTHONG [fiy] 
English has three " true" diphthongs phonetically, namely, lay] (ride), [a!w] (loud), and 

[fiy] (coin) (with their variants and several dialectal forms). Of these, we have so far accounted 
only for the first two. We now turn our attention to the phonological representation of 

phonetic [fiy]. 
Notice first that we have no vowel-glide sequences in the lexicon so far since [a!wJ and 

lay] derive from lui and Iii, respectively. Hence the lexical redundancy rules will be much 
simplified if we can represent [fiy}, too, as a monophthong V* on the lexical level. The optimal 
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solution would be to take V* as some vowel which fills a gap in the phonological system and 
which is converted to phonetic [5y] by independently motivated rules. In fact, this optimal 

solution can be attained in this case. 
To see this, observe that we do have the Diphthongization Rule (21) which inserts a 

glide after a tense vowel. To account for the glide of [5y], we must, therefore, take V* to be 
some tense vowel to which the y-glide can be attached by rille (21). Since a y-glide is inserted 
by this rule only after a nonback vowel, we must take V* to be nonback, which means it 
cannot be [»]. The vowel of phonetic [5y] is low and round; therefore, if we are to 
avoid adding new rules to the grammar, we must take the underlying vowel V* to be low 
and round as well. We are thus led to the conclusion that V* should be the tense, nonback, 
low, round vowel, that is, [::e]. In further support of this conclusion is the observation 
that [::e] in fact constitutes an otherwise unexplained gap in the phonological pattern, since 
the other three tense low vowels (namely, lie], [a], [5] ) do appear in lexical matrices. 

Suppose, then, that we take the form /k::en/ as the underlying lexical entry for cOin, 
thus filling this gap in the phonological pattern. By the Diphthongization Rule (21), 
/kfi!n/ � [k::eyn]. The Vowel Shift Rille, amended above as (43), applies only to vowels 
which are the same in backness and rounding. Consequently, it does not apply to [::e], which is 
round but nonback, just as it does not apply to [a], which is back but nonround. We now 
require a rule which will convert [oi] to [5], that is, a rule which makes this vowel back. But 
we already have such a rule in the grammar, namely, rule (39), which, in effect, makes a 
tense low vowel back before a nonback glide; hence it converts [re] to [5], just as it 
converts [ie] to [a], before [y]. Thus it turns out that the grammar already contains rules that 
account for [5y] from an underlying monophthongal segment [::e], which, furthermore, fills 

a gap in the phonological pattern. 26 

As we have noted several times, the segment [re] which underlies [5y] is not subject 
to laxing (e.g., in exploitative). Thus we must either restrict the Laxing Rule, like the Vowel 
Shift Rule, to segments which are the same in rounding and backness, or add a special adjust

ment to the Tensing Rule so that it always tenses [a:]. 

4.3.4. PREVOCALIC y-GLIDES 

We have not yet accounted for the " vocalic nucleus" [yuw] that appears phonetically 
in words such as pure, cutaneous, accuse in the boldface position. As in the case of phonetic 
[5y], which we discussed above, there is strong motivation for regarding this as phonologi
cally unitary. We need not concern ourselves about the final [w] of [yuw]; this will be intro
duced by the Diphthongization Rule. The problem, rather, concerns the [y] preceding the 
vowel. If this is not introduced by some phonological rule, then the underlying representa
tions of words such as pure, cube must be of the form CGVC. This conclusion would force 
us to give up several otherwise valid generalizations concerning consonant-glide-vowel 
sequences in underlying representations; for example, the following: 

(a) G � w I C - V 
(b) C � [- nasal] / - G 
(c) [+ant] � [+cor] /-G 
(d) C � [- ant] / s - G 

26 Since contemporary English differs from its sixteenth or seventeenth century ancestor in the fact that it 
no longer admits phonological diphthongs-i.e., sequences of tense low vowels followed by lax 
high vowels-in its lexical formatives, [reI is the proper representation for what historically was the 
diphthongal sequence [5y). For further discussion of this point, see Section 5 of Chapter Six. 
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(e) [�:::sl 
-low 

---+ [-back] / [-cont] G-
Case (a) permits twist, dwell, twang, quote, quarry, etc., but excludes [y] in the position of the 
[w] of these words. However, we have [y] in phonetic [Cyuw]. Case (b) excludes forms such 
as *nwist, *nwell (alongside of twist, dwell); but we have new ( [nyuw] )27 and so on regularly 
with [+nasal] [y]. Case (c) explains the inadmissibility of *pwin, *bwell, *mwist (compare 
also case (b», and so on, but would be falsified by pure, muse, abuse. (We shall see that 
case (c) need not be restricted to anterior consonants when we turn to a more careful study of 
glides.) Case (d) permits forms such as square, squint, squall, but not *stware, *stwint. On the 
other hand, we have stew, fistula, and so on. Case (e) excludes phonological forms such as 
/kw6t/, /kwut/, which would eventuate as phonetic * [kwuwt], * [kwrewt] (or * [kwawtJ ), 
respectively, by the Diphthongization and Vowel Shift Rules, while permitting phonological 
/kwer/, /kw it/, which become [kw iyr] (queer), [kwayt] (quite), respectively. But it would be 
con tradicted by cube, accuse, and numerous other such forms. 

In short, consideration of lexical redundancy rules provides strong motivation for 
regarding phonetic [yuw] as a reflex of some unitary phonological segment, and we shall 
see directly that there are other, independent sources for this conclusion. 

Let us consider, then, the question of whether there is some reason, apart from 
lexical redundancy rules, for adding to the grammar at some point the rule : 

<t> ---+ y / -l:tigh 1 
+ back 
V 

where \jI is some feature that differentiates the cases of high back vowels before which [y] 
will be inserted from those before which it will not be inserted. Notice that whether (47) 
precedes or follows the Vowel Shift, some such discrimination must be made. 

There are certain lexical items that have high vowels, either back or nonback, as 
" stem -forming augments " (see Chapter Three, pp. 129-30). Such items might be introduced 
into the lexicon as in (48) :28 

/hrebit+u/ 
/perpet+u/ 
/pm+verb+i f 
/pre = s id +ent + i/ 

The stem-forming augment drops except before certain affixes (-ai, -ous, -ate, -ity) by an 
early rule (possibly a lexical rule). Thus we have president-presidential (with [ti + V] going 

27 In some dialects, the effect of this and several other rules that we will mention is masked in certain forms 
by the fact that a later rule deletes [y] in certain positions after dentals and palatals, so that new would be 
[niiw]. Such dialects may also contain pairs such as constitutive ( [k:mstiC<ltiv], with [e] from [ty]) vs. constitute 

( [kiinst:ltiitJ), residual ( [r:lzijiiw:ll], with [j] from [dyJ) vs. residue ( [rez:ldiiwJ), and so on. For simplicity 
of exposition, we dismiss this possibility from consideration here, returning to a discussion of it in Section 6. 

Observe that the different cases of (46), as usual, have marginal exceptions, e.g., ennui (case (b) ), 
pueblo (case (c». Our formulation of redundancy rules will not include the rules of (46) as given, but 
these do remain as valid generalizations about formatives, and this is all that is necessary for the present 
argument. 

28 Notice that there are many obvious generalizations--e.g., the suffixes -ent, -or, and others are automati
cally followed by the augment [+i]. 
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to [8+ V] by rules that we describe in Section 6), proverb-proverbial, habit-habitual
habituate, perpetual-perpetuity-perpetuate, etc. 

Our concern here is with the stem-forming augment [+u]. But consider first its 
nonback analog [+i]. When unstressed, this vowel is tensed by rule (20) and appears as 
phonetic [iy], as in proverbial. When stressed, it undergoes Vowel Shift after being tensed by 
rule (20) and appears as phonetic [ay], as in sobriety, propriety. This is straightforward in 
terms of the processes that we have already discussed. 

Consider now the stem-forming augment [+u]. We would expect it to behave 
exactly as its counterpart does, that is, to become phonetic [u] when unstressed and phonetic 
[rew] when stressed. But this is not what we find ; rather, in both stressed and unstressed 
positions we have [yuw] (ambiguous, ambiguity). Thus stem-forming [+u] is peculiar in two 
respects : it has a y-glide inserted before it, and it does not undergo Vowel Shift where it 
would be expected to do so. 

How are these two facts related? If they are to be related, there must be some seg
mental feature that is automatically assigned to stem-forming [+u] (but not to certain 
other occurrences of [u] or [u] ) that exempts it from the Vowel Shift while at the same time 
requiring rule (47) to apply to it, prefixing to it a y-glide. Notice that the augment [+u] is 
always prevocalic and therefore tensed by rule (20). Rule (47) thus inserts a [y] before some 
tense vowel that differs from [u] in the feature l\I. Apparently, then, the stem-forming 
augment [+u] must be specified as [cx.l\I], whereas [u] is [-cx.l\I]. We are then faced with the 
problem of determining l\I in such a way that when a high back vowel is [cx.l\I], it is exempt 
from the Vowel Shift Rule. If this is possible, then stem-forming [+u] will not only be 
supplied with a preceding y-glide by rule (47), but will also be excluded from the Vowel 
Shift, as required. 

We have already observed that for a tense stressed vowel to be exempt from Vowel 
Shift, it must not be the same in rounding and backness. Since stem-forming [+u] is tense 
and stressed in forms such as ambiguity (which are the crucial ones in this connection), we 
see that to be exempt from Vowel Shift it must be not [u] phonologically but rather the 
corresponding unrounded vowel [i] or the corresponding nonback vowel [til . But we know 
that the vowel in question receives a postvocalic w-glide, which is inserted by the Diph
thongization Rule (21) only after back vowels. Therefore the vowel must be back, namely, 
[i] . We see, then, that the feature l\I must be " round," and that the augment [+ u] must 
receive the feature [- round] which differentiates it from ordinary [u] and prevents it from 
undergoing Vowel Shift when stressed and tensed. Thus cx.l\I in (47) must be [- round]. 

Summarizing, then, we have the following rules : 

u -+ [- round] in some context 

<I> 

-+ y 

/- [���::
d

l + back 
V 

i -+ [+ round] 

Rule (49) must precede the Vowel Shift Rule ; rule (5 1) must follow the Vowel Shift Rule. We 
will determine the position of rule (50) directly. 
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It remains to establish the context for rule (49). Recall that we have already discussed 
a rule that converts lui to [yuw] in words such as Neptune (see Chapter Three, Section 16). 
This rule tenses lui, inserts a y-glide in front of it and a w-glide after it, and prevents it from 
undergoing Vowel Shift (as in neptunian, for example, which does not become 
* [neptrewnEm] ). As we have already noted, this process applies in the context -- CV. 
If we now generalize it to the context --q,V, it will apply to the stem-forming augment 
[+u], which is always prevocalic. We therefore restate rule (49) as (52) : 

u .... [+tense ] 
-round I --q,V 

Rules (52), (50), Diphthongization, and (51) now convert underlying lui to phonetic [yuw] 
in the boldface position of words such as cube, annual, Neptune, ambiguity. Rule (52) 
belongs together with the Tensing Rules (20). Words such as menu, value, cue, fuel will be 
represented lexically as /menue/, Ivrelue/, /kue/, /fuel/. We thus, incidentally, account for the 
fact that the first syllable in words such as menu, value, tissue, issue, nephew, sinew has a lax 
vowel. Laxing here results from the application of rule (19b), the trisyllabic laxing rule (the 
only exception being Hebrew). Phonetic contrasts such as cow-cue, or foul-fuel-mule 
( [frewl] - [fyuw�l], [myuwl] ) do not require new phonological segments ; rather, they result 
from the lexical contrasts Ikul - Ikue/, Iful/ -Ifuelj -Imule/. Words such as immune, commute, 
inure, cutaneous will be derived from the underlying forms /imune/, /k"N =mute/, /inure/, 
/kutreni +"s/, respectively. 

The stem-forming augments [+i] and [+u] may be represented phonologically 
simply as [ -back] and [+ back], respectively. Augments are redundantly vocalic, high, 
and lax. Rounding redundantly corresponds to backness for lax vowels. The augments are 
tensed by rule (52) or (20a) and achieve their final phonetic forms (as [iy] or lay], or [yuw] ) 
by other rules that we have already discussed. Thus for a word such as ambiguity we will have 
the following derivation : 

rembig+[ + back] +ity 
rembig+u+ity 
rembig+i+ity 
rembig+iw+ity 
rembig + yiw +ity 
rembig+yuw+ity 

READJUSTMENT RULES 

RULE (52) 
DIPHTHONGIZATION (21) 
RULE (50) 
RULE (51) 

Rule (52) is restricted to lax [u]. This is, in fact, a necessary restriction. It prevents 
espousal /espus+relj, avowal /revu+rel/ from becoming *[espyuwz�l], *[�vyuw�l], for 
example. 

Notice that phonetic [yuw] cannot occur before a double consonant, since it can arise 
only by rule (52) (but see Chapter Five, note 3). This excludes forms such as * [myuwnt] or 
* [pyuwnd] ; rather, the reflex of underlying /u/ in this position will always be [rew] (or [aw] ), 
as in mount, pound. 

There are certain redundancies involving phonological lu/ that deserve mention. As 
is well known, labials do not occur after phonetic [rew] ; that is, we have cube, dupe, fume, 
but no such words as * [krewb], * [drewp], * [frewm].29 Actually, the restriction is more gen
eral : velars do not occur in this position either. That is, we do not have such forms as 

29 This rule has long been familiar to students of the historical phonology of English; see, e.g., Jespersen 
(1909, Section 8.23): "Before lip consonants we do not get the [ [au]-NC/MH] diphthong." 
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* [drewk] or * [hrewg] alongside of duke or huge (from underlying /hugej ). We might account 
for these observations with a redundancy rule to the effect that : 

C � [ + cor] / 11 -- [ -seg] 

Thus noncoronal consonants will occur after /u/ only before vowels (in which case u � U); 
they cannot occur before consonants because of the restriction on tense vowels before clusters 
(see rule (8) and the related discussion on page 1 72). 

Another phenomenon relevant at this point is illustrated by a comparison of forms 
such as table-tabular-tabulate, constable-constabulary, angle-angular-triangulate, fable
fabulous, title-titular, miracle-miraculous, circle-circulate. Evidently, in nouns and stems 
that are subject to derivational processes (see pp. 173-74), phonetic [yuw] appears in a final 
stop-[l] cluster when certain affixes follow. Thus we must have rules with the effect of (55) : 

(55) <I> � y11w / [=�::t l- l+vc [- seg] 
+ cons 

For the moment, let us simply take (55) as the required rule. We see, then, that it will 
convert [trebl+rer] to [trebyuwl+rer]. The segment [ie] of the latter form will be made lax 
by rule (19b) (which, as a result of the required ordering of the rules-see (57) below-will 
apply when the representation is [tiebul+rer]). We will have, then, [trebyuwl�r] (tabular), 
contrasting with [teybl] (table), in which the segment [ie] has become fey] by Diphthongiza
tion and Vowel Shift, and the liquid has become syllabic by processes described in Chapter 
Three, pages 85-86. The other examples of this sort cited above can be taken care of in the 
same way. 

We already have a rule that inserts [y] before [i] (originally [u] ), namely, (50). 
Therefore we may simplify (55) to (56) :30 

q, � u / [=�::t l--I+VC [-seg] 
+cons 

We assume the following ordering : 
(a) Rule (56) 
(b) Laxing Rule (19) 
(c) Tensing Rule (52) (u � i) 

30 Note that (56) does not insert a vowel before the [1]  in words such as legislate because a continuant rather 
than a stop precedes the [1]. It also will not apply when [1] precedes suffixes such as: -age (as in 
assemblage), which is phonologically [a:ge]; -ify (as in amplify), which is phonologically [i +fik] (see Section 
4.3.5, p. 201); the comparative and superlative (nobler, noblest) if we regard these as having the character
istic # boundary of elements adjoined by transformation at the stage when (56) applies; -ance, -ly, etc. 
(resemblance, capably) because of their phonological shape. It does apply before the major affixes -ate, 
-aI, -ous, etc. (Note that -ar is, with rare exceptions, simply the variant of -al after [1] .) 

As noted above, however, it is only the nouns and stems subject to derivational processes to which 
this rule applies. Thus it does not apply to agentive -er (gambler, peddler, angler, contrasting with angular). 

Notice that rule (56) might also be used to account for the occurrence of [Y:l] in nouns ending in 
[1] followed by -a, -us, -um (e.g., formula, modulus, curriculum) as an alternative to considering this to be 
an inherent vowel. This is plausible since it would account for the overwhelming predominance of [U] 
over other vocalic nuclei in this position. 

Another possibility, for all such cases, is to regard the [u] as an inherent vowel in the lexical entry, 
dropping rule (56). We see little to choose between these alternatives, and will simply continue, arbitrarily, 
with the assumption in the text. 
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(d) y-Glide Insertion (50) 
(e) Diphthongization (21) 
(f ) Vowel Shift (43) 
(g) Rounding Rule (51) 

This will give the following derivation for tabular, for example : 
1 

(58) 
trebl+rer FIRST CYCLE 

1 
trebul+rer RULE (57a) 

1 
trebul+rer RULE (57b) 

1 
trebil+ rer RULE (57c) 

1 
trebyil +rer RULE (57d) 

1 
trebyiwl +rer RULE (57e) 

1 
trebyuwl+rer RULE (57g) 

1 
trebyuwl�r VOWEL REDUCTION 

197 

This derivation seems accurate for fairly careful speech, in which the medial vowel is rounded. 
Suppose, however, that we wish to account for the variant [trebY�I�r]. We might add a special 
ad hoc laxing rule such as (59), which would apply only to this vocalic nucleus and would 
follow (57d) and precede (57e) : 

i � [ -tense] I [ ] -stress 
This rule would subject the medial vowel of tabular to the Vowel Reduction Rule, which 
applies to minus-stressed lax vowels (see Chapter Three, rule (121), p. 126), so that the 
derivation (58) would terminate with [treby�l�r]. The same rule would apply in forms such 
as commutation, accusation, where [U] derives from an original lui, giving [ka.my�tAs�n), 

1 1 
[reky�zAs�nlas possible variants. Recall that in these words we have commute, accuse at the 
termination of the first cycle, but in the second, word-level cycle the vowel in the second 
syllable becomes [- stress] by the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (1 18) of Chapter Three (which 
falls together with (57b) above) after the various stress placement rules have applied. Rule 
(57c) makes this vowel [+tense], permitting y-glide insertion by (57d). The application or 
nonapplication of (59) will therefore determine whether the phonetic form is [kamy�tAs�n] 
or [kamyuwtAs�n], and so on. 

There is more to the matter of reduction of [U] than these remarks indicate. Thus we 
have reduction in the boldface position of nature, jortune, communal, as well as (optionally) 
in the examples given above, but not in Neptune, commune, for example. However, we 
have not been able to determine precisely what the correct form of (59) should be. 

Of the rules listed in (57), all are rules of word-level phonology. In view of the 
uncertain status of VCI as a strong cluster (see Chapter Three, pp. 83, 140, and note 82), 
we have placed (57a) ( = (56» before the stress rules. We know that the underlying form 
of miraculous, for example, must be /mirrekl+os/. The position of main stress in the 
noun miracle indicates that the second vowel is phonologically lax. Thus, if IVkl/ is a 
weak cluster, the vowellul must be inserted in the second cycle prior to the application 
of the stress rules, or we would derive *miraculous. If IVkl1 is a strong cluster, there is no 
such compelling need to impose this ordering, but it does not result in any incorrect forms. 
Since the Laxing Rule (57b) ( = (19» depends on the position of stress, it must follow the 
stress assignment rules. Rule (57c), which tenses the inserted segment [u], must also follow 
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the stress assignment rules or we will derive *miracUlous. Therefore the ordering of the rules 
is determined by several considerations to be as in (57), with the rules of stress assignment 
following (57a) and preceding the other rules of (57). 

Summarizing, we see that there is good evidence to support the conclusion that all of 
the English vocalic nuclei that we have so far considered are phonologically monophthongal. 
Phonetic [iy], ley], ray], [uw], [ow], [lew] (with their various dialectal and stylistic variants) 
derive from underlying lei, /re/, /i/, /0/, /5/, /u/, respectively, by Diphthongization, Vowel 
Shift, Rounding Adjustment, and Backness Adjustment. Phonetic [a] (which may have an 
off-glide which we discuss in Section 4.3.6) derives from underlying /a/, which does not 
undergo Vowel Shift. Phonetic [5y] derives from underlying /�/, the fourth possible low 
vowel, by Diphthongization and Backness Adjustment (Vowel Shift being inapplicable). 
Phonetic [yuw] (or [y;}] ) derives from underlying lui in the context --qV. We can then 
preserve the generalizations regarding consonant-glide strings illustrated in (46). The rules 
of this section account for alternations such as table-tabular ; the occurrences of phonetic 
[yuwl in forms such as ambiguous, ambiguity, instead of phonetic [uwl (paralleling the [iyl 
of proverbial) or phonetic [lew] or [awl (paralleling the ray] of sobriety); the occurrence of 
phonetic (ytlw] as a reflex of phonological /u/ infume, cutaneous, and so on; the occurrence 
of phonetic [lew] or raw] as a reflex of underlying /u/ in profound, mountain, pound, and the 
impossibility of phonetic [yuw] in these positions ; the impossibility of phonetic (lew] or 
raw] before noncoronal consonants. 

The rules summarized in (57) account for a few other apparently exceptional phe
nomena. For example, Jespersen remarks (1909, Section 4.73) : " the three syllable rule [our 
rule ( l9b)-NC/MH] does not apply to [iu] = F u (or Latin u)" ; and cites, among other 
examples : credulity, community, obscurity, lunacy, scrutiny. These examples now fall together 
with such apparent counterexamples to trisyllabic laxing as mediate, radiate, ingratiate 
(see p. 185). In all cases we have laxing by rule (19b) and subsequent tensing (by (52) in the 
case of [u] ; by (20b) in the other cases). In the same way we account for the tenseness of the 
first vowel in words such as mutual, usual, uvula. Similarly, the fact that [U] does not reduce 
to [;}] in commutation, communism, etc., as noted in Section 14 of Chapter Three (see p. 122), 
is a consequence of the Tensing Rule that applies after the Auxiliary Reduction Rule which 
falls together with the Laxing Rule. 

Consider, next, pairs such as sulfur-sulfuric, talmud-talmudic, cherub-cherubic. The 
vowel of the second syllable must be lax in the phonological representation, as we can see 
from the position of main stress in the simple form. The fact that we have a tense vowel in 
this position in the derived forms is explained by rule (52). 

There is one problem in this analysis of [yuw] that must still be dealt with, however. 
Consider words such as avenue, revenue, reSidue, continue, which terminate with [ytlw ] (or, in 
the case of residue, with [duw], in some dialects, for reasons that we will discuss in Section 6). 
As matters now stand, the underlying lexical representation must be /levVnue/, /revVnue/, 
jre=sidue/, jk"N=tinuej. (In the case of residue, the medial vowel might be tense; the = 
boundary is required to account for the voicing of [s], as we shall see in Section 5.) But the 
stress placement rules, as given in the last chapter, will assign to these words the stress con
tours *avenue, *revenue, *residue, *continue. That is, in the case of the three nouns, the Main 
Stress Rule (Chapter Three, rule (102), p. 1 10) will exclude from consideration the final lax 
vowel /e/ and assign primary stress under case (i) to the syllable before the weak cluster luI; 
and in the verb continue, the primary stress will be placed by case (i) of the Main Stress Rule 
on the vowel immediately preceding the weak cluster leI. 
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Within the framework so far developed, we can account for this arrangement of facts 
only by treating the source of final [yiiw] in these words as a weak cluster, that is, as a 
string of the form VC� ; if the words avenue, revenue, residue, continue are represented as 
jreven�j, jreven�j, jre=sid�j, jk"N=tin�j, where � is a weak cluster, then the stress 
contours will be assigned in the correct way. In the case of avenue, revenue, the final weak 
cluster � will then be omitted from consideration under condition (b) of the Main Stress 
Rule, and primary stress will be placed on the first syllable of the residual string, its second 
syllable being weak. In the case of residue, the final cluster � will be omitted from considera
tion in the same way, and primary stress will be placed on jsidj, the = boundary preventing 
stress assignment to jrej under case (i). Under condition (c), the Stressed Syllable Rule, 

1 2 1 
primary stress is shifted to the left, giving [re = sid�], the string [ = sid�] being omitted from 

1 
consideration, as is permitted by this rule. The other rules then give the form [rez;)d(y)iiw], 
as required. The verb continue will receive primary stress on the second syllable in the usual 
way, under condition (e) of the Main Stress Rule, by case (i), which places stress before the 
weak cluster �. 

The analysis presented earlier failed because � was not a weak cluster, but was rather 
the phonologically bisyllabic element juej. We must therefore revise this analysis in such 
a way as to assign the words in question a weak cluster in the position of �. There are 
two ways to achieve this result. The first would be to take � to be not juej, as before, but 
rather JUEj, where [E] is the glide corresponding to tel, that is, the segment with the features 
[-vocalic], [-consonantal], [-back], [-high], [-low]. This decision requires only one 
change in the rules given earlier: we must rephrase rule (52) so that [u] becomes [i] in the 
context --q [- consonantal], that is, before a vowel or a glide. Since this is a simplifica
tion of the rule, we would make the modification in any event. Furthermore, we have already 
had occasion to make use of /E/ in the lexicon (see Chapter Three, Section 16, p. 161). 

The second alternative is to take � to be juj, and to modify rule (52) so that it converts 
[u] to [i] either in the context -- q [-consonantal] or in the context -- #. Under this 
modification, � will be a weak cluster and stress will be assigned properly. 

We see little to choose between these alternatives. Rather arbitrarily, we will accept 
the assumption that JUEj is correct, for expository purposes, leaving a more principled 
resolution of the problem to a deeper study. 

Notice that we can regard all instances of final luej as JUE/. We have made use of the 
bisyllabic character of luel for only one purpose, namely, laxing of the first vowel in value, 
tissue, etc. But quite apart from the analysis of [yiiw], we would have to give the context for 

. .  [+stress] trisyllabic laxing III the SImplest form: C(C+) V Col-consonantal] ;  and in this 
form, it applies to the first vowel of [vreluE], etc. Notice also that the choice of JUEj requires 
a complication of condition (b) of the Main Stress Rule, which omits from consideration 
a final string of the form �[+consonantal]o, where � is an unstressed lax vowel or glide (see 

{ [ + consonantal]o} p. 1 33). To cover the case [UE], we must replace �[+consonantal]o by � [ 
1· 1 

. ;-voca lC]o 
A form such as [re = siduE] falls under the second of these conditions in two ways, first with 
the omitted string being [UE] and second with the omitted string being [E]. If the rules are 
to apply properly, these two cases must be disjunctively ordered and the first must apply 
before the second. This is provided for by our present system of notations. Notice that 
�[-vocalic]A is an abbreviation for two cases, �[-vocalic] and �, applying in that order. 
Since [UE] falls under the first of these, the second will never apply to the forms in question. 
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Notice also that in a derived form such as residual, no further rules are needed. Thus 
1 

we begin the second cycle with the representation [re=sidus+rel]. Primary stress is placed 
before the weak cluster [us] under condition (a) of the Main Stress Rule (the Affix 

2 1 
Rule), giving [re=sidus+rel]. The string [us] becomes [yuw] in the usual way, and [s] 
elides before a boundary by the e-Elision Rule. By other familiar processes, we derive 

1 
[r�zijuw�l]. 

In short, by simplifying rule (52) (dropping one feature) and replacing final luel by 
lusl (either in lexical representations or by a redundancy rule), we derive just the required 
forms in these examples. 

We might mention a few other minor tensing rules that belong together with rule (52). 
There is some evidence that we should add the rules in (60) at this point : 

(60) (a) {re} � [+tense] I [ ] nge u + stress 
(b) ;) � 5 I -CV ( -segl 

Rule (60a) accounts for the appearance of a tense vowel in forms such as angel and lounge, 
which would otherwise contradict rule (8). Notice that lunge, sponge cannot be derived from 
underlying Ilunge/, Ispunge/, respectively. We shall see below in Section 4.3.7 that they can 
be derived from an underlying representation containing lax 101 in stressed position. 

Rule (60a) will also account for contrasts such as angel-angelic from underlying 
lrengelj. In angel in isolation, stress is placed on the first syllable, which is tensed by rule 
(60a) and then undergoes Diphthongization and Vowel Shift in the usual way. In angelic, 
(60a) does not apply, and we derive [renjelik]. The same rule explains the tense vowel in 
range, strange, etc. (from underlying /rrenge/, /strrenge/, respectively). Tense vowels are not, 
in general, to be expected before this cluster. Notice, incidentally, that formatives with 
phonetic [ . . .  renj . . .  ] are extremely rare (examples being flange, gange, and, with formative 
boundary, tang+ent). This fact is explained by rule (60a). The cluster [nJ] will arise only 
from /nge/ by Velar Softening (see Section 6), --and, when /rel precedes this cluster under 
stress, it will be tensed by rule (60a), with the exceptions noted. 

Rule (60b) is needed to account for alternations such as telescope-telescopic-telescopy. 
Consider the underlying vowel of scope. From the position of stress in te!escopy, we know 
that this vowel must be lax. From the form telescopic, we know that the underlying vowel of 
scope must be either 1;)/ or /0/, since our study of back vowel alternations has shown that 
these are the only vowels that give rise to phonetic [a] before -ic. Since the underlying vowel 
has already been determined to be lax, it must therefore be /'J/. But this leaves the problem 
of accounting for the form telescope, where the phonetic reflex of this vowel is [ow]. This 
phonetic form can derive only from [5], by Diphthongization and Vowel Shift. Therefore we 
need a rule tensing /'J/ in some position. It cannot be that /'J/ is tensed to [5] in the context 
--C# , as we can see from words such as cot, stop, where the /;)/ remains, to become [a] 
in a manner we have already discussed. The only possibility, then, is to make use once again 
of the rule of e-Elision in final position, and to take the underlying representation to be 
/tele+sk;)pe/, tensing being determined by rule (60b). 

The same rule might also be used to account for contrasts such as photograph (with 
[ow] in the first syllable) versus monotone (with [a] in this syllable). In both cases it seems 
that the underlying vowel can only be I'J/. The distinction, then, can be in terms of a lexical 
opposition [±rule (60b) ], which appears to be quite idiosyncratic from a synchronic point 
of view. 
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4.3.5. VOWEL SHIFT FOR LAX VOWELS 
We have so far restricted the Vowel Shift Rule to tense vowels. By extending it to 

certain lax vowels, we can account for several other phenomena, some marginal, some 
perfectly regular. 

Consider first the nonback high vowel til. If this were to undergo Vowel Shift, it 
would become [re], just as [i] becomes [re]. (We continue to restrict Diphthonglzation and 
Backness Adjustment to tense vowels, so that the alternation [i] - [re] for lax vowels is parallel 
to the alternation til- ray] for tense vowels.) The alternation [i] - [re] is, in fact, found in a 
certain class of irregular verbs in English, e.g., sit-sat, sing-sang. These verbs will be marked 
in the lexicon as belonging to a special lexical category, and by Convention 2, page 1 73, this 
lexical category will be distributed as a feature of each segment of these verbs, in the ap
propriate context. Thus, in particular, the vowel of sit will have a certain feature [ + F] when 
it is in the syntactic context --past. (Past is deleted after determining the category of the 
lexical item and, in consequence, the distinctive feature composition of its segments.) 
We can then account for the alternation that gives the past tense form by permitting the 
Vowel Shift Rule to apply also to vowels in the following specially marked context :31 

Thus we can find a small " subregularity " in the class of irregular verbs by generalization of 
the Vowel Shift Rule to certain lax nonback vowels. 

. 

Extension of the Vowel Shift Rule to the context (61) also enables us to account for 
the alternation satisfy-satisfaction. The form underlying satisfy clearly contains the formative 
-fy which we also find in ramify, clarify, etc., and, presumably, it also contains the formative 
sate, which has the underlying representation /sret/. The underlying representation of -fy 
must be /fik/. In forms such as clarification, the vowel of this formative will be reduced to 
[::J] by the processes described in Chapter Three, Section 14. In final position, the [k] is 
dropped by the ad hoc rule (62), which also applies to multiply, etc. 

When the vowel of -fy remains tense, it becomes phonetic [ay] by the Diphthongization and 
Vowel Shift Rules discussed above. 

These remarks are quite general. We apply them now to the special case of satisfy, 
with the underlying representation /sret+is+fik/. 

In isolation, this form emerges from the stress cycle with the representation 
[sret+is+fIk]. By rule (19b), the trisyllabic case of the Laxing Rule, the vowel [ie] becomes 
[re]. The Diphthongization and Vowel Shift Rules convert [i] to ray], and rule (62) drops the 
final [k], giving [sretisfiy]. 

Consider now satisfaction, with the underlying representation /sret+is+fik+ 
ret+iVn/. The lexical item satisfy belongs to the large class of irregular verbs that drop 
the /re/ of / + ret + / in the derived forms (receive-reception, reduce-reduction, describe
descriptive, etc.) This gives the form [sret+is+fik+t+iVn]. The stress cycle now yields 
[sret+is+fik+t+iVn]. In Section 2 we observed that English phonology contains 

31 Recall that by Convention 2, every segment of the lexical items that do not belong to the category [ +  F] 
is automatically marked [- F], so that the extended Vowel Shift Rule will apply only to the appropriate 
irregular forms. 
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rule (8), which makes vowels lax before consonant clusters, as a special case of the general 
Laxing Rule. As noted there, this rule is not a lexical redundancy rule which applies only 
within formative boundaries, but rather a phonological rule which applies to any tense 
vowel followed by a consonant cluster, in particular, to the vowel [I] of [sret+is+fik+ 
t+iVn]. Furthermore, [re] becomes lax by rule (19), as in satisfy in isolation. If, now, we 
assign satisfy (or, perhaps, the formative -fy) to the category [+ F], along with sit, sing, etc., 
in their past tense forms, then the Vowel Shift Rule, now extended to the context (61), will 
apply, giving [sret + is + fli:k + t + iVn], which becomes [sretisfli:ks,m] by rules to be discussed 
later. 

In short, to account for the superficially unique [ay] -[re] alternation of satisfy
satisfaction, we need only assign satisfy to a certain subclass of irregular verbs that receive 
the feature [+ F]. Once again, we can extract a subregularity from what appears to be a 
totally exceptional case.32 

Certain other irregular phenomena can also be brought into the scope of the Vowel 
Shift Rule in the same way. Consider, first, forms such as retentive, retention, content, 
exemplary, biennial. In each case the vowel in boldface has undergone an exceptional change 
from expected [re] to phonetic [e]. Thus the vowel of -tain, for example, becomes lax by 
rule (8) before the double consonant in the derived forms. But the underlying vowel is /re! 
(which, when it remains tense, becomes ley] by Diphthongization and Vowel Shift, as in 
retain, contain); hence the corresponding lax vowel should be [re]. To account for the fact 
that we have [e] in place of [re] in these words, we can assign the formative -tain to the 
category [+F]. It will thus fall under the Vowel Shift Rule, extended to the context (61), 
after the vowel becomes lax by rule (8). Since the Vowel Shift Rule converts [re] to [e], we 
derive the desired form. The other cases are similar. 

We can use the same device to take care of the A-e alternation noted in the preceding 
chapter. As we observed there (see (142), page 1 36), underlying /re/ becomes [e] in the 
affix -ary in words such as secretary, secretarial. Since a form of laxing is involved, it is 
reasonable to combine this with the Laxing Rule (19), as a special case. Thus the Laxing Rule, 
appropriately extended to -ary, will convert this /re/ to [re]. If we now assign to -ary the fea
ture [+F], the Vowel Shift Rule will convert [re] to [e]. Notice that Tensing will not apply 
to the laxed [re] of secretarial (see note 17). 

According to (43), Vowel Shift applies to vowels that are [+ stress] and [+ tense]. In 
(61) we extended Vowel Shift to vowels marked with the diacritic feature [+ F]. By our con
ventions, these two contexts must be conjunctively ordered. Consequently, if a vowel 
satisfies both (43) and (61), it will undergo Vowel Shift twice. Thus, for instance, a tense 
stressed [re] which is also marked [+F] would first be turned into [e] by virtue of (43) and 
subsequently into [I] by virtue of (61). The cases we have examined up to this point have all 
contained nontense vowels and were hence subject to only a single application of the Vowel 
Shift Rule. There are, however, instances where Vowel Shift does appear to apply twice ; for 
example, double application of Vowel Shift gives clear [kliyr] from underlying /klrer/ 
(cf. clarity). Similarly, verbs such as rise-rose and take-took require double application of 
the Vowel Shift Rule in their past tense forms. If we take the present tense form as the 
underlying form, we must assign the lexical representations /riz/, /trek/, respectively, which 
give [rayz], [teyk] in the usual way. To derive the past tense forms, we first apply a rule 
shifting backness and rounding, which is widely applicable to irregular verbs and other 
32 Observe that extension of the Vowel Shift Rule to certain occurrences of lax [i] amalgamates entirely 

unrelated historical processes which have fallen together synchronically in English (see (36), Chapter Six). 
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irregular forms and which we shall discuss later. This gives [nlz], [t5k]. Diphthongization 
and Vowel Shift give [r5wz], [towk]. Finally, reapplication of the Vowel Shift Rule gives the 
forms [rowz], [tiiwk].33 We can readily account for this double application of Vowel Shift 
by marking all such forms as [+ F]. If the stressed vowels so marked are also tense, the 
Vowel Shift Rule will apply twice. 

Let us turn now to the case of the lax, high, back vowel [u]. Suppose that we were 
to add (63) as a context for the Vowel Shift Rule : �-tensel 

+ high 
+ back 

In this context, the first part of the Vowel Shift Rule would apply, with the result that [u] 
would be converted to [0]. The second part of the Vowel Shift Rule would not apply to this 
newly formed segment, however ; [0], not being [+tense], [+ F], or [+high], does not meet the 
conditions for application of the Vowel Shift Rule. We have seen that the Rounding Adjust
ment Rule (37) applies to the vowel [5] which results from underlying liil by Vowel Shift, 
so that original lii/ becomes phonetic [awl. If we extend this rule to [0] arising by Vowel 
Shift from lui, then the rule will convert [0] to its nonround counterpart [A] (i.e., to the lax 
vowel which is [-high], [- low], [- round] ). We will see, in fact, that the Rounding 
Adjustment Rule is even more general than this. With this extension, underlying /u/ will 
become phonetic [A] by Vowel Shift and Rounding Adjustment, whereas underlying /ii/, 
which undergoes both stages of the Vowel Shift, as well as Diphthongization and Rounding 
Adjustment, becomes phonetic law ] (or [rew] , with further Backness Adjustment and Laxing). 

Thus, extension of the Vowel Shift Rule to the context (63), and a corresponding 
extension of Rounding Adjustment, will convert lui to [A]. In fact, as we have already noted 
in connection with the alternation profound-profundity (30c), there is good evidence that this 
process exists as a part of English phonology. Notice further that phonetic [u] - [A] contrasts 
are very rare in English, and in many contexts they are not found at all. Thus, for example, 
although we have words such as fund, duct, lung, bunt (phonetically, [fAnd], [dAkt], [IAI)], 
[bAnt] ), we could not have words with the phonetic forms *[fund], * [dukt], * [lulJ], *lbunt]. 
These forms are inadmissible in the English dialects that we are studying and must be ex
cluded by appropriate rules. The Vowel Shift Rule and the extensions just mentioned have 
just the required effect, converting Ifundl to [fAnd], etc. We can thus account for the lack of 
contrast and, at the same time, preserve the symmetry and simplicity of the system of lexical 
representations, which will contain, among lax vowels, only those which are [-back], 
[ -round] ( jil, le/, Ire/ ) or [ + back], [+ round] ( ju/, 10/, /';)j ). 

The Vowel Shift Rule, as just formulated, will convert all cases of phonological luI to 
phonetic [A] . But clearly there are cases of phonetic [u] in the language (e.g., push, pull, 
bushel, bull); that is, there are residual cases of contrast or near contrast involving phonetic 
[u] and [A]. Phonological /ul thus gives rise to phonetic [A] by the Vowel Shift Rule, and to 
phonetic [u] when the Vowel Shift Rule does not apply. 

33 The representation [tiiwk] becomes [tuk] by a fairly general rule that applies to [iiw] in various contexts, 
in particular -- k, before rule (62). Apart from the word spook and various slang forms, which often 
break low-level rules, all of the forms with phonetic [iiwk] derive from underlying lui. 

On page 168, we noted that it is possible for the values of all of the features of an underlying vowel 
to be changed in its phonetic representation. The example given was underlying liil, which becomes [reI 
in some dialects. Now we have another example, namely, underlying Ire!, which becomes [u] in take-took 
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In Section 4.3.4 we dealt with a very similar problem. There we wanted to find a 
tense, high, back vowel which did not undergo Vowel Shift and could serve as the source 
for [yiiw]. We saw that the proper choice was the unrounded vowel corresponding to 
[iiI, that is, the vowel [iI, which is immune to Vowel Shift because it is not the same in 
backness and rounding. This vowel itself derives from underlying lui by rule (52), which tenses 
and unrounds [u] in the context --CAV. The vowel [i] finally becomes [iiI by the late 
rule (51). 

The analysis of (yiiw1 suggests a way of providing for phonetic (u]. Suppose that we 
add an early rule with the effect of (64) : 

u - [-round] in certain contexts 

If we then generalize rule (51) so that it rounds (i1 as well as (i1, we will have the derivations 
of (65) for push, pun, for example : 

(65) 
pus pun 
pis RULE (64) 

pon VOWEL SHIFT, EXTENDED TO (63) 
pAn EXTENSION OF ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT 

pus GENERALIZATION OF (51) 
All that is necessary, then, is to specify the contexts for rule (64) in such a way that it covers 
all words with phonetic luI. Investigation of the examples suggests the following formu
lation : 

[-naSal ] (I{ � }  } (a) 
[���:�e] - [-round] / �::: -- [�::�] 

(b) 

Rule (66) unrounds lui when it is preceded by a nonnasal labial segment and followed either 
by [11] or final [1] or by [s] or [e]. Case (a) applies in the boldface position in such words as 
pullet, pulley, bullet, bullock, pull,full. We know, in the first four cases, that the medial cluster 
is double [1] by the fact that lui does not become [i) by rule (52) (and, finally, [yiiw) ), as 
would happen in the context --CV. Case (b) of the rule applies in words such as bush, 
push, bushel, butcher. Notice that the occurrences of phonological lui that are unrounded by 
rule (66) (or rule (52) ) will be phonetically round, and those that remain round because 
rule (66) (or rule (52) ) does not apply will be phonetically nonround, that is, (A1. 

Rule (66) is a lexical redundancy rule ; it precedes all phonological rules. It does not 
cover several exceptional cases of unrounding; for example, put, pudding, puss, cushion. 
These must be listed in the lexicon, either as purely idiosyncratic or by an extension of rule 
(66). Thus, insofar as there is a marginal phonetic [u] - [A] contrast, there is a marginal 
phonological Iii -lui opposition in the lexicon. 

There are various other problems connected with these cases ; for example, the 
absence of tensing of lui in budget, butcher, and bushel (which suggest that the stressed 
vowel is followed by a double consonant) and the inapplicability of (66) to words such as 
budge, budget, and judge, which can be accounted for either by limiting (66) to segments 
preceding voiceless palato-alveolars only, or by assuming that the lexical representation 
corresponds to the spelling, in which case (66) will be automatically blocked. 
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Summarizing the phonetic variety of underlying high back vowels, we have the 
following situation. The tense phonological segment 101 always undergoes Vowel Shift. 
In the cases so far considered (there will be a slight extension below), this gives phonetic 
[awl or [rew] , depending on dialect. The lax phonological segment lui becomes phonetic 
[yOw] when it is in the context --CA V; it remains phonetic [u] (after unrounding and com
pensating rounding) when it is in the contexts of (66) ; elsewhere it undergoes the first stage 
of Vowel Shift and becomes phonetic [A]. 

4.3.6. FURTHER REMARKS ON DlPHTHONGIZATION 

We are now in a position to account for a defect in the Diphthongization Rule, 
formulated as (21) in Section 4. 1 .  This rule introduces a glide after a tense vowel, the glide 
being [w] if the vowel is back and [y] if the vowel is nonback. Thus, [1], [e], [tel, [re] receive 
a y-glide, and [0], [0], [5], [a] receive a w-glide. This assignment is appropriate for all cases 
except [a], where it is clearly incorrect. For example, father and Chicago do not become 
phonetic *(fawo�rl, * (s�kawg6wI, respectively ; rather, (aI receives a centering glide of some 
sort or a feature of extra length (with various dialectal differences that do not concern us 
here). 

We may account for this phenomenon by adding the following supplement to the 
Diphthongization Rule : 

[-cons] -> [+voc] I a --

Thus Diphthongization will convert [a] to [awl, and rule (67) will convert [awl to [au]. The 
first part of the Vowel Shift Rule, followed by the Rounding Adjustment Rule discussed in 
the preceding section, will then convert [au] to [aA], just as Ipunl is converted to [pAn] . Thus 
father, Chicago, which are lexically represented as IfaoVr/, IsVkago/, are converted ulti
mately to [faAO�r), [S;)kaAgOW). The phonetic interpretation of [aA] varies with the dialect, 
as does the phonetic interpretation of the other complex vocalic nuclei. Thus [aA] may 
represent [a] followed by a centralizing glide (a mid central vowel) or simply extra-long [a] ; 
or the off-glide may be dropped and [aA] will not be distinguished phonetically from [a]. 

In Section 2 we presented rule (5), which converts underlying I'JI to phonetic [a], as in 
cot, stop. This rule falls together with the Rounding Adjustment Rule and therefore comes 
after Vowel Shift in the ordering of the rules. The segment [a] formed by rule (5) will not be 
diphthongized and will contrast with the phonetic [aA] that comes from original la/. Thus 
we have such contrasts as father-bother ( [faAo;)r] - [bao;)r] ), from underlying lfaoVr/ 
jb'JoVrj, and rajah-Roger. For essentially the same reasons, we will have length contrasts 
as in balm-bomb, starry-sorry, with the shorter of the two paired vowels deriving from I'JI by 
rule (5). (The source of [aA] in these items will be discussed in the next section.) In dialects 
in which [aA] is interpreted phonetically as [a], the contrast will not appear. 

4.3.7. FURTHER REMARKS ON PHONETICALLY LOW VOWELS 

To complete the discussion of the system of English vocalic nuclei, we must account 
for the phonetically low tense vowels : [5] as in lawn, audacious; raJ as in spa, balm ; 
and, for some dialects, [eel, as in can, meaning " receptacle " (as opposed to can meaning 
" be able," which has lax [re] phonetically). 

The distribution of [te] varies from dialect to dialect, but in each dialect almost all 
cases are predictable from underlying lre/, which tenses in positions determined by lexical 
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category or by the following consonant. The few cases that cannot be predicted34 must be 
listed in the lexicon as involving a highly marginal subclassification of [re] in certain mono
syllabic morphemes. 

The case of [5] is less marginal and more important. In words such as laud, brawl, it 
appears that [5] must come from some tense vowel that does not undergo Vowel Shift. We 
must therefore find a vowel V* which is not subject to Vowel Shift and is later converted to 
[5] by rules which are, as far as possible, independently motivated. The obvious proposal is 
to take V* to be [a] ; since this vowel is different in backness and rounding, it does not undergo 
Vowel Shift, and it can be converted to [5] by a late rule of Rounding Adjustment of which 
we have already found many examples. This proposal is strengthened by the observation 
that [a] has, otherwise, an extremely restricted distribution in lexical entries. In particular, 
it is excluded from monosyllables. Thus there are no such forms as *[laAn] contrasting with 
[l5An] (lawn),35 or *[briiAI] contrasting with [br5AI] (brawl). This fact permits us to derive 
phonetic [5] in monosyllables from underlying /a/. We therefore add rule (68), which will 
fall together with the other Rounding Adjustment Rules, as we shall see. 

a ---+ [ +round] / [- seg] Co-VCo [- seg] 

Thus the word laud, for example, will have the following derivation: 
lad 
lawd 
laud 

DIPHTHONGIZATION (21) 
RULE (67) 

laod VOWEL SHIFT, EXTENDED TO (63) 
15Ad ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT 

Rounding Adjustment applies twice to give the final line of (69), once to [a] by case (68), 
rounding the tense vowel, and once in the manner described in the preceding section, 
unrounding the lax [0] that derives from [u] by Vowel Shift. 

We thus are assuming that the vowel of laud, brawl has a centering glide, like the 
boldface vowel of father, Chicago. Again, we are limiting ourselves to the phonetics of a 
single, prototype dialect, passing over much phonetic detail and dialectal variation that are 
beyond the scope of this study. 

We have already noted quite a few cases of Rounding Adjustment following the 
Vowel Shift Rule. We will summarize�the various cases in Section 4.3.8. In order to achieve 
maximal generalization in the formulation of this rule, we will want to extract from the rule 
the particular contexts that restrict its various special cases. In particular, we will want to 
eliminate from (68) the restriction to monosyllables, which will be unique to this case. The 
obvious way to achieve this result is by a lexical redundancy rule that exempts /a/ from 
rounding adjustment in polysyllables (e.g., father, Chicago, restaurant). We therefore add 
the rule (70) (where n is the number of the rule that rounds /a/ after the Vowel Shift Rule as a 
special case of Rounding Adjustment, i.e., the rule temporarily formulated as (68» : 

a ---+ [-rule n] in polysyllables 

34 For example, in our prototype dialect, the vowel in monosyllabic adjectives ending in [d], e.g., [sred] (sad) 

versus [bred] (bad). 
35 Of course, we may have such forms from phonological I':JI, which goes to [ii] by rule (5). Thus words such 

as conch, fond, pot must be given the representations Ik':Jnc/, If':Jnd/, Ip':Jtl in their lexical entries. Forms such 
as spark, spar, spa have underlying [re], as we shall see directly. 
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We have now accounted for the cases of phonetic [5] in monosyllables, but we must 
still find a source for the vowel in the boldface position of audacious, claustrophobia, mulliga
tawny, etc. An interesting fact regarding this vowel is that in polysyllables it is in comple
mentary distribution with phonetic raw] or [rew], that is, with the reflex of phonological /ii/. 
The latter appears only in the context --[ + nasal] C, as in council, countenance, mountain, 
scoundrel, mountebank, and in the context --V in some dialects, as in Howell, dowel 
(contrasting with howl, foul). Typically, [5] does not appear in these contexts and raw] or 
[rew] does not appear elsewhere in polysyllabic formatives.36 This fact suggests that in 
polysyllables phonetic [5] may derive from underlying /ii/, just as raw] or [rew] derives from 
/iil. This is quite plausible on other grounds, since [5] is, in fact, an intermediate stage in the 
derivation of raw] (or [rew] ) from /ii/. Recall that after it is diphthongized, /ii/ becomes [5] 
by Vowel Shift and then becomes [a] by Rounding Adjustment. To derive [5] from under
lying [ii], then, it is necessary only to arrest the /ii/ � [5] � [a] transition at its middle stage, 
permitting Vowel Shift to apply but not Rounding Adjustment. Since phonetic [5] and 
phonetic [aw] are, as just noted, in complementary distribution in polysyllables, the cases in 
which only Vowel Shift applies to underlying /ii/ can be distinguished from the cases in 
which both Vowel Shift and Rounding Adjustment apply to underlying /ii/. 

In short, there is good reason to suppose that phonetic [5] derives from underlying 
/a/ in monosyllables and from underlying /ii/ in polysyllables. 3 7 

Clearly the segment [5] appearing in polysyllables is not to be distinguished on 
phonetic grounds from the segment [5] in monosyllables, although they have different 
phonological sources. In particular, the following glide, if any, must be the same. In the 
dialect we are taking as our prototype, this is a centering glide, which we are representing 
as [A]. In the case of the [5] deriving from /a/, we have already accounted for this glide by 
rule (67), which converts [w] to [u] after [a], [u] then going automatically to [A] by Vowel 
Shift and Rounding Adjustment. Clearly, then, we must extend (67) to the occurrences of 
[w] which follow those cases of /ii/ which are going to become phonetic [5] rather than 
phonetic raw]. That is, we must revise rule (67) so that it converts [w] to [u] not only after 
all cases of [a] but also after [ii] everywhere except in final syllables, before nasal clusters, 
and before vowels. The simplest way to express these facts is by the rule (71), the exceptions 
to (71) being marked by the lexical redundancy rule (72) : 

(71) 

(72) 

w -+ u 

ii -+ [-rule (71) ] 

/ 
{�}-

/ -{���"o11 cl 
(The fact that (72) applies to the vowel whereas (71 ) applies to the glide will be dealt with 
shortly.) The phonological rule (71) will now convert [w] to [u] not only in words such as 
father and laud, as before, but also in maudlin, aug = ment, etc. The lexical redundancy rule 
36 This formulation requires that words such as saunter, /aunder, trousers be treated as phonologically 

monosyllabic. (Note that laundry is [I5ndriy] phonetically, not [I5nd�riy].) There are, incidentally, other 
sources of phonetic [:>1 (e.g., before liquids, in certain contexts), as we shall see directly. 

37 We have observed (see p. 195) that [awl (or [lew]) does not occur before labiaIs or velars, and we have 
suggested that this is a result of the lexical redundancy rule (54) that makes consonants coronal in the 
context u-- [ - segment]. But this redundancy rule does not affect noncoronal consonants following !u! 
in medial position, and we have forms such as awkward, auburn, augur, traumatic, in which underlying !u! 
appears before a labial or a velar. 
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(72) will block the application of (71) in words such as renown,frown, allow, rowdy; mountain, 
fountain; tower, dowel. In these cases, it will leave a labializing glide after the tense vowel. For 
rule (72) to apply correctly, it is necessary to make a few otherwise unmotivated decisions 
about the placement of formative boundary, and there still will remain marginal contrasts 
in the lexicon ; but we will not press the investigation of this point any further. 

Let us now compare the derivations of mountain and maudlin : 

(73) munt�n mudlin 
muwnt�n muwdlin DIPHTHONGIZATION 

muudlin RULE (71) 
m5wnt;;ln m50dlin VOWEL SHIFT 

mawnt�n m5Adlin ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT 

In the third line of (73), rule (71) applies to maudlin, changing [w] to [u] ; but it is prevented 
by rule (72) from applying to mountain, which has a nasal cluster following lui. To form the 
final line of (73), Rounding Adjustment applies to the lax vowel [0], giving [A], and changes 
the segment [5] in the context --w but not in the context --V . . The exact mechanics 
of the Rounding Adjustment Rule will be presented in Section 4.3.8. For the present it is 
only necessary to observe that the cases in which the rule effects a change are distinguishable 
from the cases where it does not, the relevant distinction here being the specification of the 
feature " vocalic " in the following segment. 

Rule (71) makes the glide [w] vocalic when it follows [a] or [u] but not when it 
follows other vowels. Since the segments [a] and [u] are the only vowel segments followed by 
[w] that have the same coefficients for the features " round " and " high," we can reformulate 
rule (71) as follows : [(Xroundj -cons 

[+back] - [+voc] I (Xh�h -

We will henceforth refer to this as the Glide Vocalization Rule. 
There is a discrepancy in the formulation of rules (72) and (74) that must be eliminated. 

Notice that the lexical redundancy rule (72) assigns the feature [-Glide Vocalization Rule] 
( = [ -rule (74) ] )  to the vowel /UI in certain contexts in lexical formatives. But the Glide 
Vocalization Rule (74) refers to a glide following the vowel [u], not to this vowel itself. 
Therefore the fact that the vowel is marked [-rule (74) ] will not prevent rule (74) from 
applying to the glide which follows this vowel, a glide which is inserted only by the Diph
thongization Rule. Clearly this glide must also be assigned the feature [-rule (74) ] . Recall 
that the Diphthongization Rule (21) inserts after a tense vowel a glide agreeing in backness 
and rounding with the backness of the vowel. Evidently, we must also require that the glide 
agree with the vowel in the feature [(Xrule (74) ], and the Diphthongization Rule (21) must be 
modified to include this specification. The rule will then insert a glide which undergoes rule 
(74) just in case the vowel it diphthongizes is not excepted from Glide Vocalization by the 
lexical redundancy rule (72). 

There is clearly a more general way to state the Diphthongization Rule, thus ex
pressing an aspect of this rule missed in our formalization. The Diphthongization Rule 
inserts a glide which accepts from the vowel preceding it all feature specifications that are 
possible for a glide. The Diphthongization Rule is, in other words, the simplest sort of 
" assimilation rule," in a very general sense of this notion. This is clearly a linguistically 
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significant fact, a generalization not captured in our formalization. We will return, incon
clusively, to a discussion of this and several other related inadequacies in Chapter Nine. 

The next problem involving phonetically low vowels has to do with the realiza
tion of underlying /;J/ as [a], noted several times in our discussion. The rule (5) which con
verts /iJ! to [a] can be analyzed into two steps, the first of which unrounds !iJl and the second 
of which tenses the resulting [a]. The first step can then be formulated as a special case of the 
Rounding Adjustment Rule which follows Vowel Shift in the ordering. We will discuss some 
of the dialectal variation involving underlying /iJ/ below. 

Still to be accounted for are the occurrences of phonetic [iiA]-the same phonetic 
segment as in laud, audible, etc.-in words such as long, soft, cost, toss, cloth, and before 
liquids. We will put aside the case of liquids for the moment and consider the other cases. 
Since the words cited are monosyllables, the vowel cannot derive from underlying /u/ in the 
manner just outlined. The other alternative is underlying la/, as in lawn and fraud. This is 
ruled out in words such as long and soft, however, since tense vowels do not occur before 
such clusters, as we have noted (see p. 17 1 and note 19). 

The case we are now discussing can be incorporated into the grammar as so far 
constructed in several different ways, and we have not found any entirely compelling argu
ment for one or another approach. We therefore sketch one possibility, which seems to us 
to involve the fewest ad hoc rules and to leave the smallest number of exceptions, observing, 
however, that there are other plausible hypotheses. 

In discussing double applications of the Vowel Shift Rule (p. 202), we noted that 
there is a phenomenon of backness adjustment that applies to many irregular lexical items. 
For example, if we take present tense forms of verbs to be the underlying forms, then we have 
nonback vowels becoming back and round in the case of alternations such as cling-clung, 
tell-told, bind-bound, break-broke, and back vowels becoming nonback and nonround in the 
case of alternations such as run-ran, hold-held. Similarly, in irregular plurals we have back 
vowels becoming nonback and nonround, as in mouse-mice, foot-feet. These phenomena 
suggest that there must be a pre-cyclic readjustment rule switching backness in certain 
lexical items in certain contexts : 

V � [-Clback ] -Clround / [Clback] in certain irregular forms 

Given the readjustment rule (75), we can account for the derived forms in the exam
ples of the preceding paragraph by assuming the underlying representations /kliNg/, /tel/, 
/biNd/, !br�k/, /run/, /holdj, /mus/, jfotj. Rule (75) will, in the appropriate contexts, 
convert : jkliNgj to [kluNg], which becomes [kIANg] by Vowel Shift and Rounding Adjust
ment, in the manner described above, and, finally, [kIAIJ] by Nasal Assimilation and the 
dropping of final [g] after a nasal ; jtelj to [toll before [d] (the vowel then becoming [ow] by 
processes discussed on page 214) ; jbind/, which by Diphthongization, Vowel Shift, and other 
rules becomes [baynd], to [bUnd], which in parallel fashion ultimately is turned into 
[brewnd] ;  /br�k/, which becomes [breyk] by Diphthongization and Vowel Shift, to [briik], 
which becomes [browk] in the same way ; /run/, which becomes [rAn] by Vowel Shift under 
condition (63) and by Rounding Adjustment, to [rin], which must be marked [+ F] in the 
past tense so that it becomes [rren] by Vowel Shift under condition (61) ; /hold/ to [held] ; 
/mus/ to (mis] (these being realized as [maws] or (mrews], [mays], respectively, in the usual 
way) ; /fot/, which becomes [fuwt] by Diphthongization and Vowel Shift, then (fut] in the 
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manner described in note 33, to [fet], which then undergoes Diphthongization and Vowel 
Shift in the usual way. 

But notice that we have the alternations long-length, strong-strength, which also 
clearly illustrate the backness switch stated by rule (75). This fact strongly suggests that the 
underlying forms should be /long/, /strong/, and that to account for the phonetic forms 
[15AIJ], [str5AIJ], we consider some process that has the effect of (76) : 

Further support for this assumption comes from the observation that we clearly 
cannot derive long from underlying /kmg/, since /;)/ in this context becomes phonetic [a] in 
the usual way, as we can see from words such as congress, thong (which is [OaAIJ] in the 
dialect that is being described here). Additional evidence is provided by the example lose-lost. 
The simplest analysis of lose (phonetically [hlwz] ) is from underlying /16z/ by Diphthongiza
tion and Vowel Shift. Then lost must be represented /16z+d/, the irregularity of this verb 
being that the usual # boundary before the past tense affix is replaced by formative bound
ary (i.e., # � [ -word boundary] ; see pp. 1 3, 67). There is a general rule devoicing clusters 
which will convert /16z+d/ to [16s+t]. (Cluster devoicing here must be a case of " linkage" 
in the sense of Chapter Nine.) The Laxing Rule (8), which applies to a vowel followed by a 
double consonant, will then convert [16s+t] to [los+t]. (Recall that dental clusters are 
excluded from this rule only if they appear within a formative-see page 172.) Now the 
processes summarized as (76) will convert [lost] to the desired phonetic form [15AstJ. 

There are, then, fairly good reasons for assuming that there must be rules with the 
effect of (76). If we can convert /0/ to [a], we will have succeeded in accounting for (76), 
since [a] becomes [5A] by Diphthongization, vocalization of [w] by rule (74), Vowel Shift, 
and Rounding Adjustment.39 The questions we must consider, then, are how much the 
grammar must be complicated to convert /0/ to [a] before the application of the Diphthong
ization Rule and in what contexts this change takes place. 

A change of [0] to [a] involves three features, namely, " round," " tense," and " low." 
Notice that we already have a rule making [u] tense and unrounded, namely, rule (52), 
which is part of the system of Tensing Rules. We can therefore generalize rule (52) by ex
tending it to [0]. If, then, we restate (52) as (77) and add rule (78) as a final addendum to the 

38 Consider, however, the alternation broad-breadth: As mentioned, long and strong cannot have an under
lying /a/ because of their final clusters. The word broad, on the other hand, has no such cluster and must 
derive from underlying /brad/ in the manner described previously (p. 206). Rule (75) will then convert 
/brad+8/ to [brred+8j. Cluster devoicing will convert the latter to [brret+ 8j, which will become 
[brret+8j by the Laxing Rule (8). If we now assign the feature [ + Fj to broad, then [brret+8j will 
become [bret+8j, just as [retrentivj becomes [retentivj, by Vowel Shift under condition (61). Thus the 
only irregularity of broad, other than its being subject to rule (75), will be its assignment to the ad hoc 
category [ + Fj. 

3 9  Recall that Rounding Adjustment applies to all cases of [aj except those specified by the lexical redundancy 
rule (70) as excluded from the rounding rule because they appear in polysyllabic formatives. Suppose. 
then, that the word Boston is represented as /bost:m/, and becomes [bast:mj by the rules that we are now 
discussing, which convert /0/ to [aj. By Diphthongization, Glide Vocalization, and Vowel Shift, we derive 
[baAst:Jnj. But Rounding Adjustment now applies, despite the fact that this is polysyllabic, since the vowel 
[aj in question is not an underlying vowel and hence is not excluded from Rounding Adjustment by the 
lexical redundancy rule (70). Therefore we derive [b5Ast:lnj, as required. 

Once again, we are not concerned here with the exact phonetic details of [5Aj, which will vary with 
dialect, phonetic context, and style. What is crucial at this point is that this vowel not be distinguished 
phonetically from the other cases of [5Aj, which undergo the same phonetic modifications. 
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system of Tensing Rules, we achieve the desired conversion of [0] to [a]. 

[-tense ] 
+ back 
V 

-+ [+ tense ] / 
-round 

A -+ [ + lowJ 

[+high
] 

q [-cons] 

[-high] . . .  
- low 
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(a) 

(b) 

Rule (77a) is rule (52). Rule (77b) is the new rule applying to underlying 101 in some 
yet-to-be-determined context, indicated in (77b) by . . . .  Rule (78) is the only quite ad hoc 
modification that is necessary to account for the processes summarized in (76). 

From the examples we have so far considered, it appears that the relevant context 
for rule (77b) is the following : {[ -VOiCe] } 

+cont -- + ant 
[+nasal] C 

That is, the processes summarized in (76) apply, so far, before [f ], [s], [9], and nasal clusters. 
There are, in fact, many other restrictions, which can be stated as lexical redundancy 
rules.40 These processes are, of course, the synchronic reflexes of the well-known tensing 
of ME la/ and /5/ which is attested in our records from the sixteenth century onward. 
(See Horn and Lehnert, 1954, pp. 667-92.) 

Given these rules, we will have the following derivation for long, for example : 

(80) long 
lAng RULE (77b), IN THE CONTEXT (79) 
liing RULE (78) 
lawng DIPHTHONGIZATION 

laung RULE (74) 
laong VOWEL SHIFT 

15Ang ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT 

15M) NASAL ASSIMILATION ;  DROPPING OF FINAL POSTNASAL [g] 
In the same way, we can derive moss, often, cost, cloth from the underlying forms 

Imosl, lofnl (or 10ftVn! ), Icost/, Ikl09/, respectively. 
In the light of these extensions, we can return to the dialectal variation of the segment 

/;,/, as in stop, cot, conic. The rules that we have given so far assign to this segment the pho
netic form raj, which, as we have noted, may contrast with [aA] resulting from underlying /a/ 
(Roger-rajah, bother-father, etc.-see p. 205). In another American dialect (Eastern New 
England), phonological 1;,/ becomes not phonetic [aJ but what according to workers on the 
American Linguistic Atlas is " a  weakly rounded low-back vowel. ,,41 If we disregard the 
fact that rounding is somewhat weaker here than in other rounded vowels, we can designate 
the segment under discussion as [5A], that is, as the same (at this level of representation) as 

40 For example, for many dialects we have only 10/, not /:JI, before Istl, If I, and 181; only I:JI, not 10/, before 
Inlt, dJ/. 

41 Wetmore (1959). 
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the vowel of lawn, cost in the dialect we have been taking as our prototype. To obtain this 
phonetic realization of the segment /<>/, we need only extend rule (77) to low vowels, 
as a third case. Then underlying /k<>t/ (cot), for example, will become [kiit] by the new (77c) 
and, finally, [k5At] by Diphthongization, Rounding Adjustment, and the subsidiary pro
cesses that we have discussed. Notice that this modification of rule (77) can be stated without 
adding any features to the rule if we use the angled bracket notation of Chapter Three (see 
pp. 76-77). Thus we can reformulate rule (77) as (81) : 

[+ tense ] 
-round 

[-tense] 
+ back 
V 

/ 

[ �] C� [ -cons] 

[ - high 1 < . . . ) 
< - low) 

(a) 

« b» ,  (c) 

By the conventions that we have already established, this schema abbreviates three rules, 
each carrying out the process described in (81) in the contexts (82a), (82b), (82c), in that 

order :42 

[--. -] q [- cons] 
+ hIgh 

[- high
] 

. . .  
- low 

[- high] 
+ low 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Consider next the situation in British Received Pronunciation, in which phonetic [<>] 
appears in cot, stop, conic, etc. We can account for this dialect by adding one further set of 
angled brackets to (81), as in (83) :43 

42 Where 0 0 0 is as specified in (79). Recall that the angled bracket convention interprets a schema of the form 
X < [o:F] ) Y <Z > W as an abbreviation for the two successive, disjunctively ordered rules X [o:F] YZW, 
X [- o:F] YW, where F is a feature and Z some string other than a single specified feature. (See Chapter 
Three, note 78.) We give a precise statement of these conventions in the Appendix to Chapter Eight. 

43 The schema (83) (po 213) expands to : 

(I) 
[

-tense
] + back -+ 

V 

(II) 
[ 

-tense
] + back --7 

V 

[< + tense>] 
-round 

[< +tense)] -round 

/ [ +high] el, [- cons] 

/ [ - high ] < . . . >  
< - low) 

Schema (I) expands to two disjunctively ordered rules, the first with the element in angled brackets and 
the second without it. But notice that the second of the two will never apply, since it is disjunctively ordered 
with respect to the first and has the same context as the first. Therefore schema (I) is identical to case (a) 
of (81).  Notice that we are here assuming a different convention than in Chapter Three for rules of the 
form X< Y>Z. (See note 24 in Chapter Three.) At a later point we will incorporate these conventions into 
a more general framework which will permit both alternatives. 

Schema (II) expands to two disjunctively ordered rules, the first of which tenses and unrounds the 
nonhigh nonlow vowel in the context represented by 0 • •  , and the second of which unrounds the nonhigh 
low vowel everywhere. 
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[-tense] 
+ back 

V 
[
<+ tense)j / 
-round 

[+high] q [ -cons] 

lr -high ] < . . .  ) 
<- low) 

213 

(a) 

« b» , (c) 

With this modification, the rule converts [u] to [i] and [0] to [A:] in the stated contexts, as in 
cases (a) and (b) of (77) and (8 1) ; but it converts [,,] to [a], the corresponding nonround, 
nontense vowel. Thus underlying /k"t/ will become [kat] by (83c) and, finally, [k"t] by 
Rounding Adjustment. 

Thus all three dialects, namely, General American, Eastern New England, and British 
Received Pronunciation, have the same lexical representations for the words in question and 
differ only in trivial modifications of rule (77).44 In our terms, the three variants of this rule 
(namely, (77), (8 1), and (83» are equally complex (see Chapter Eight, Section 1). 

Let us return now to the vowel /0/. Consider such words as courage, oven, covey, 
honey, money, with phonetic [A] as the vowel of the first syllable. Notice that in each case 
we can derive the vowel of the first syllable from underlying /0/ ; furthermore, this is the 
simplest (and for courage, oven, the only) source for these forms.45 In the case of courage, we 
know that the first syllable terminates in a weak cluster since it reduces in courageous; the 
vowel, however, cannot be /ul or it would become [yiiw] in courage. There is no other 
possibility, apart from /0/, that will not require new, ad hoc rules. Therefore we must take the 
underlying representation to be /korrege/. The only rule that applies to the first syllable, then, 
is Rounding Adjustment, which converts the vowel to [A]. Since the underlying /0/ does not 
appear in the context (79), it does not undergo the processes summarized in (76). Velar 
Softening, Vowel Reduction, and e-Elision give the phonetic form [kAmj] (see p. 235, 
( 133» . In the word oven, once again we cannot have an underlying /u/ since rule (77a) 
would apply, changing the vowel ultimately to /yiiw/. If we take the underlying form to be 
/ovVn/, we will derive phonetic [AVgn] by Rounding Adjustment. Notice that oven, with a 
voiced medial consonant, does not fit the context (79) and therefore does not undergo the 
processes of (76), as contrasted with often, with an unvoiced consonant following 10/, which 
does undergo these processes.46 

Proceeding now with the discussion of phonetic [5A], we must still account for its 
occurrence before [rC] in port, chord,force. One possibility is that the underlying vowel is /0/ 
and that the second context of (79) should be extended to all sonorants (that is, to nasals and 
44 A further differentiation, into dialects which do and those which do not contrast Roger with rajah, bother 

with /ather, etc., in the first syllable, depends on a late phonetic rule involving faA]. (See p. 205.) 
45 In the case of honey, money, a possible lexical representation is /hunni/, /munni/ (the double consonant 

being necessary to prevent application of rule (77a), which would result finally in phonetic [yiiw]. The 
representations jhoni/, /moni/ are more economical, however, in terms of features. Furthermore, in the 
case of money the latter representation has the advantage that only one feature change is then necessary 
to account for the alternation money (/moni/) - monetary (/m:JnitAry/). 

46 It is possible that the underlying representation of oven is /ofVn/ and that the medial consonant is voiced 
intervocalically. There are cases of intervocalic voicing of lsI, and of [B] as well, but we have not been able 
to arrive at a satisfactory formulation of these processes. (See Section 5.) 

A similar observation is relevant in the case of the alternation cloth-clothe. Speculating beyond what 
we have worked out in detail, one might suppose that cloth has the underlying form /kbB/, and clothe the 
underlying form /kbBe/. Intervocalic voicing converts the latter to [kboe], and the rule mentioned in note 
40 converts the former to [kl08], which then becomes phonetic [kI5AB] in the manner just indicated. The 
form [kboe] becomes [kI50e] by rule (60b), which tenses [:J] before final CV, and then [kI6wo] by the 
regular processes of Diphthongization, Vowel Shift, and e-Elision. 
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liquids, there being no vowels in this context). Suppose, then, that we replace (79) by (84) : {[�::�7l } -- + ant 
[ + sonorlC 

The examples so far discussed are unchanged. But underlying Iportl will undergo a deriva
tion exactly like that of (80), becoming, finally, [p5Art].47 

Consider now the words told, hold, etc., in which [0] occurs before [lC]. (See the 
discussion of Backness Adjustment (75) ). The phonetic reflex of [0] in such cases is not to be 
distinguished from [ow] resulting from underlying 15/ ; thus told is phonetically identical to 
tolled, from It51#d/. We thus must account for the modification in (85) : 

(85) o � ow I -- I 

This is fairly simple within the present framework of rules. The segment [0] in the context 
--IC will become [A] by rule (77b) in the context (84). If we now block application of both 
rule (78), which converts [A] to [a], and the Glide Vocalization Rule, then the vowel [A] 
will be assigned the glide [w] by the Diphthongization Rule, will be unaffected by Glide 
Vocalization and Vowel Shift, and will become [0] by Rounding Adjustment. Thus [told] 
(which results from the application of rule (75) to underlying Itell before [d] ) and under
lying Iholdl will become phonetic [towld] and [hOwld], as required. The only modification 
of our rules is that rule (78) and Glide Vocalization must be blocked before [I]. We might 
provide for this by a lexical redundancy rule adding the feature specifications [-rule (78) ] 
an.d (- Glide Vocalization.! to lax vowels followed by (11 (thus, to the 'lowels of tell, hold, 
etc.) The fact that two exceptional properties must be noted raises doubts about the analysis. 
Observe that if we were not to block Glide Vocalization, the phonetic reflex of loll would be 
[oAl], which would be acceptable if [owl] and [oAl] are not distinguished on phonetic 
grounds. 

Still to be accounted for are occurrences of phonetic [iiA] in final position and before 
[r], as in spa, spar, spark, start, and in words such as balm, palm, calm. The latter might be 
derived from underlying 1.,1 in dialects which do not contrast the reflexes of M and la/, i.e., 
which do not contrast bother-father, comet-calmer, bomb-balm, etc. The situation is more 
interesting where these contrasts are retained, and underlying 1.,1 is therefore excluded as a 
source. We cannot derive these words from underlying Ibam/, etc., because lal undergoes 
Rounding Adjustment in monosyllables, as we have seen (rule (68) ). Conventional ortho
graphy suggests what is probably the optimal phonological solution. Notice, in fact, that 
although there are words such as film, helm, culm (from underlying lfilJ11/, Ihelm/, Ikulmj), 
there are no cases of low vowels in the phonetic context -- 1m. This suggests that 
words such as balm derive from underlying IbV*lm/, etc., where V* is some lax low 
vowel, by rules that convert IV*11 to [aA]. Before turning to the choice of V* and the p�sition 

47 The redundancy rule implied in note 40 will then have to be extended to the context -- rC for dialects 
in which only / . . . orC . . .  / appears and not / . . .  :>rC . . .  /. This rule will state that lax back vowels become 
nonlow in the context --rC. Notice that this extended rule, however, must be a rule of the phonology 
rather than a lexical redundancy rule, and must, in fact, follow the Laxing Rule (8). Thus, consider words 
such as tear, swear, bear, from underlying /trer/, /swrer/, /brer/. With past and perfect infiection, these forms 
undergo Backness Adjustment (75) and become [t5r], etc. In the perfect, furthennore, /+ Vn/ becomes 
[+n], and we have [t5r+n], etc. The Laxing Rule (8) converts this to [t:>rn], which must undergo the rule 
making lax vowels nonlow in the context -rC, so that it will eventually become [t5Mnj (like [p5Artj, etc.) 
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and form of these rules, let us consider the other examples of phonetic [3.1\.] mentioned at the 
outset of this paragraph. 

Words such as spa seem rather difficult to account for. Clearly the underlying vowel 
cannot be /a/, for Rounding Adjustment would give [Sp5A] (like law, jiaw). It cannot be any 
other tense vowel, for Vowel Shift would give a form from which [aA] cannot be derived ; and 
even if the underlying vowel is lax, it will be tensed in final position by rille (20) and, being 
stressed, will undergo Vowel Shift, again giving a form which cannot become final [aA]. In 
fact, all of the tense vowels do appear in final position under stress (e.g., jiy, jiee, jiay, cow, 
coo, mow, boy, law, from underlying /ili/, /fle/, /flre/, /ku/, /k6/, /m5/, /bre/, /la/, respectively). 
Evidently, the only possibility is to represent spa with a lax vowel which is somehow prevent
ed from being tensed by rule (20). We can block this rule, which tenses final vowels, by assign
ing some segment in the position after the vowel. This segment cannot be a vowel for the 
vowel of spa will become tense in prevocalic position. It cannot be a true consonant or a 
liquid since, in general, these segments do not drop when postvocalic in final position. It is, 
therefore, best to assume that these words end with a glide. We must, then, add a rule 
inserting some glide after the vowel of spa before the Tensing Rule (20) applies. Further
more, consideration of the framework of already established rules indicates that the inserted 
glide must be [w], which will become [u] by the Glide Vocalization Rule (74) and will 
then undergo Vowel Shift to [A], providing the centering off-glide needed in the phonetic 
representation IspftA). We must therefore select as the underlying vowel of spa some lax 
vowel V* which will permit vocalization of the glide to take place and will ultimately 
become phonetic [a]. In fact, we can achieve this result, adding only one rule, if we take V* 
to be /re/. 

Suppose, then, we represent spa as /spre/ and add to the grammar a rule of w-Inser
tion, rille (86), to precede the Tensing Rule (20) : 

� --+ w / re- # 

We will then have the following derivation for spa : 

(87) 
spre 
sprew RULE (86) 
spreu RULE (74) 
spreA VOWEL SHIFT ; ROUNDING ADmSTMENT 

spaA BACKNESS ADmSTMENT (39) 
SpaA RULE (5) 

The rule of w-Insertion, which is entirely new, precedes the Tensing Rule (20) and permits 
the preceding vowel to remain lax, as required. The Glide Vocalization Rule (74) converts 
[w] to [u] when [w] follows a vowel that has the same value for the features " round" and 
"high." In previous examples this rule �pplied after [u) and [a) ; since [re] is [-round] and 
[ -high], the rule applies after this vowel as well, and gives the third line of derivation (87). 
Vowel Shift and Rounding Adjustment apply in the usual way to give the fourth line of the 
derivation. To derive the next line, we apply the Backness Adjustment Rule (39), modified 
so as to yield [aw] as the reflex of /u/. In this form, the rule is : 

(88) [
+ IOW

] V 
--+ [+ back] / -[-cons] 
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We have simplified rule (39) by dropping the feature [ -vocalic] from the context (see p. 189). 
In the form (88), the Backness Adjustment Rule converts [rey], which results by Vowel Shift 
from underlying Iii, to lay] ; it converts [rey] to [5y] (see Section 4.3.3) ; and it converts 
[reA] to [aA] to yield the fifth line of the derivation (87). Recall that this form of the rule is 
designed for the dialect in which the phonetic reflex of lui is [awl. The rule must be slightly 
complicated, now, for the dialect in which the phonetic reflex is [rew].48 The final line of the 
derivation results from the application of (89), which we have already presupposed, although 
we have not actually stated it : 

a � [+tense] 

This rule is presupposed by rule (5), which converts [;,] to [a] (as in cot, stop, conic, etc.) 
Rule (5) involves unrounding and tensing. The unrounding will, of course, be a special case 
of Rounding Adjustment. Therefore (5) can be simplified to (89), which will apply in the 
derivation (87) to give the phonetic representation. 

In summary, the only new rule is (86), the rule of w-Insertion. 49 Furthermore, there are 
several considerations that determine the underlying vowel of spa to be lrel, as in the 
orthography. 

Consider now phonetic [aA] in the words spar, spark, etc. We can account for these by 
extending rule (86) to (90) : 

q, � w I re_ {rc } (r)# 

If we now take the underlying vowel to be lrel, we derive the desired phonetic representations 
by derivations that are parallel to (87). Alternations such as bar-barrier, bar-barrister, 
par-parity, car-carriage lend some slight additional plausibility to the derivation of [a] 
from lrel before [r]. 

Having outlined a possible solution to the problem of spa, spar, spark, etc., let us 
return to the forms balm, calm, and so on. We saw that these must apparently be derived 
from underlying IbV*lm/, IkV*lm/, where V* is some lax low vowel that we have not 
yet fully specified. Given the framework already established, the simplest solution seems to 
be to extend rule (90) to the context -- 1m and to add a rule dropping [1] after the insertion 

48 For the dialect in which Backness Adjustment also applies to [awl, to give [rew], as in (39), we must further 
restrict the rule so that it applies to back vowels only in preglide position ; otherwise [aA] (as in father) 

and [5A] (as in law) will become nonback. This modification is straightforward, but it complicates the rule. 
49 We have very little to say, unfortunately, about the interesting question of how complexity of the lexicon 

should be measured against complication of the phonology in evaluating a grammar. Examples of the sort 
just considered are relevant to this, although the obviously tentative nature of the analysis we have just 
offered prevents us from relying on such evidence too heavily. It seems fairly clear that words such as 
spa, pa are not exceptions that must be independently memorized but, rather, follow from general rules. 
If true, this means that the phonetic form of these words should not be accounted for by idiosyncratic 
lexical specification. Notice that we could have accounted for the phonetic forms of spa, pa by deriving 
them from underlying Ispa/, Ipa/, which are differentiated from paw Ipa/, which becomes [p5A] in the usual 
way, by the single feature [- Rounding Adjustment Rule]. Thus the alternatives seem to be these : (1) 
mark words such as spa, pa as exceptions with the single feature [- Rounding Adjustment Rule] ; (2) in
corporate rule (86) in the grammar. If it is correct that these words are " regular," not " exceptional," 
then (2) must be the correct alternative, and the evaluation measure must be so designed as to meet the 
empirical condition that having rule (86) in the phonology is less complex than adding the features in 
question to the lexicon. 
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of [w]. We can then take V* to be lre/. We therefore extend rule (90) to (91) and derive balm, 
calm, etc., along the lines of (87).50 

It might be that (91) should be simplified by allowing w-Insertion after [�] as well as 
[re]. In this case we might account for the horse-hoarse contrast in certain dialects by repre
senting horse as Ihorsl, as before, and representing hoarse as Ih�rs/. Horse becomes phonetic 
[MArs] in the manner described earlier (see (84» . According to Kenyon and Knott, the 
vowel of hoarse in such dialects is [ow]. To account for this pronunciation, we add a rule 
tensing [�] before [w], after the Diphthongization Rule and before the Vowel Shift Rule. 
Then Ih�rsl becomes [h�wrs] by the proposed simplification of (91), and the new tensing rule 
converts this to [h5wrs]. Finally Vowel Shift gives [hOwrs], as required. 

Notice that phonetic [5A] in salt, fault, somersault, scald, etc., can be derived by the 
usual method for this vocalic nucleus, namely, from underlying lal in monosyllables and 
lui elsewhere, since Iltl and Ildl, being dental clusters, may be preceded by tense vowels in 
formatives. There are, in fact, phonetic [relC] clusters, as in alp, scalp,formaldehyde, altitude, 
so that we would not want to derive phonetic [5AIC] from underlying lrelCI in general. 

There are a few other obvious remarks about tense low vowels. For example, 
Backness Adjustment applies to [re] after [w], giving [a] instead of the expected [re] in squalid, 
equality, wallet, want, etc. ; and there is a further step of Rounding Adjustment after [w] 
before liquids, as in warn, squall, and so on. It should also be noted that the vowels of words 
such as tear, tore, pale are phonetically low in many dialects, necessitating either a 
restriction on the Vowel Shift Rule before liquids or a late rule affecting mid tense vowels 
before liquids. In general, there is much more to say about vowel-liquid clusters beyond the 
few remarks that we have made, but we have not investigated this in any detail and will drop 
the matter here. 

4.3.8. ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT 
We have so far come across the following cases of Rounding Adjustment following 

V owel Shift : 

(92) 
(a) � [ + round] 
(b) A � [ + round] 
(c) a � [ + round] 
(d) ;; � [- round] 
(e) � [ + round) 
(f ) a � [ + round] 
(g) 0 � [-round] 
(h) � � [- round] 

The first case is the rule that applies to give phonetic [yuw) (p. 194). Case (b) gives phonetic 
[ow) as in told, sold (p. 214). Case (c) gives phonetic [5A) as in law, fraud (p. 206). Case (d) 
gives phonetic [awl or [rew] (p. 1 89). Case (e) gives phonetic [u] as in pull, bush (p. 204). 
Case (f) gives phonetic [�) as in cot, conic, in British Received Pronunciation (pp. 212-13). 

50 We do not give (91) in the most compact possible form since it is quite likely that a deeper investigation 
of vowels before liquids will lead to a modification of the rules that we are suggesting here as a first 
approximation. 
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Case (g) gives phonetic [A] in courage, money (p. 213). Case (h) gives [a] which becomes 
phonetic [a] by rule (89) in General American cot, conic (p. 167). 

Summarizing these facts, we can formulate the Rounding Adjustment Rule as (93) : 

[ctround] 
+ back 

� [ -ctround] 

( [ -tense] 
/ i r-] -i �low (i' �round 

+ tense 
-V 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
Case (a) of (93) accommodates (92e-h), which are the only lax back vowels that appear in 
derivations at the stage when the Rounding Adjustment Rule applies. Case (b) of (93) 
applies to the tense back vowels which have the same values for the features " low" and 
" round," that is, to the low round vowel [5] and the two nonlow nonround vowels [1] and [X]. 
It thus accommodates cases (a), (b), and (d) of (92). Case (c) of (93) corresponds to case (c) 
of (92). The vowel [a] is, in fact, the only one that is followed by a vowel at this stage so 
that the simplification of (92c) to (93c) is appropriate. To see why this is so, notice first that 
the only back vowels that can be followed by vowels at this stage are the low vowels 
[a] and [5]. S l  But note further that the ordering of the three cases of (93) is conjunctive. 
Therefore, there will be no cases of [5V] at the point where case (c) applies, since all cases of 
[5] will have been unrounded by case (b). Therefore, (93c) has precisely the effect of (92c). 

Although the three cases of (93) are conjunctively ordered, it is impossible for case (b) 
to apply to a segment to which case (a) has applied since the contexts are disjoint, and it is 
impossible for both case (c) and case (a) to apply since there are no nontense back vowels 
followed by vowels. It is possible, however, for case (c) to apply to a segment formed by 
case (b). This possibility is illustrated by the derivation of the vocalic nucleus [5A] from 
underlying Jul. To clarify what is involved, we repeat (73), the derivations of mountain and 
maudlin, with the final step of Rounding Adjustment now made explicit in terms of rule (93) : 

(
94
) 

munt�n mudlin 
muwnt�n muwdlin DIPHTHONGIZATION 

muudlin GLIDE VOCALIZATION (74) 

m5wnt�n m50dlin VOWEL SHIFT 

m5Adlin RULE (93a) 
mawnt�n maAdlin RULE (93b) 

m5Adiin RULE (93c) 
We see, then, that the Rounding Adjustment Rule (93) has just the desired effects, covering 
the cases summarized in (92) in such a way as to account for the fact that [5] remains 
rounded before a centering glide but not before a labializing glide. 

The joint effect of the Rounding Adjustment and Backness Adjustment Rules is to 
centralize the vowels originating from underlying /i/ and /u/. Our analysis postulates that 

51 Recall that lax vowels have been tensed in prevocalic position by rule (20) and that glides have been in
serted after all tense vowels by the Diphthongization Rule. Consequently, the only cases ofVV are those 
in which the second V results from a [w] glide by rule (74), the rule of Glide Vocalization. As we have seen, 
Glide Vocalization applies only after the vowels [re], [ii], and [il]. The first of these is irrelevant, being 
nonback at this stage of derivation. The vowel [ill has become [5] by Vowel Shift. Consequently, only [ii] 
and [5] can fall under (93c). 
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these processes of centralization follow Vowel Shift. An alternative analysis that deserves 
consideration would be to place the centralization rules before the Vowel Shift Rule in the 
ordering. We have investigated this possibility in some detail (following a suggestion by 
R. Stockwell) and have come to the tentative conclusion that it is not workable. The reasons 
are of some interest. The major phenomena for which the Vowel Shift and centralization 
rules are designed (namely, alternations such as divine-divinity, profound-profundity) can, 
in fact, be handled about as well with either analysis. But the subsidiary phenomena that we 
have discussed in the last few sections-specifically, the irregular verbs that can be explained 
in terms of double application of Vowel Shift (e.g., drive-drove ; see p. 202), the various minor 
back vowel alternations, etc.---cannot, so far as we can see, be subsumed under even partial 
generalizations if the alternative ordering is accepted. These observations would tend to 
suggest that the ordering is determined not by the basic class of examples but by the sub
sidiary and marginal cases that can be brought under partial generalizations with one order
ing but not the other. 

Considerations involving general conditions on plausible phonological rules which 
we discuss in Chapter Nine suggest that there is a principled reason for the ordering of 
processes that we propose. Historical aspects of this problem are discussed in Chapter Six. 

5. Further consequences of the Vowel Shift Rule 

We have so far discussed the Vowel Shift Rule only in connection with vowel alternations. 
However, since consonant alternations are determined in part by vocalic context, we might 
expect to find effects of the Vowel Shift Rule in the consonant system, and this is in fact 
the case. 

Consider alternations such as those illustrated below : 
(a) criticism-criticize-critical 
(b) medicine-medica/-medicate 
( c ) allege-allegation 
(d) rigid-rigor 
(e) regal-regicide 
(f) analogous-analogize 

In each of the words criticism, medicine, rigid, the consonant in boldface undergoes soften
ing before a nonlow nonback vowel (which may be [e] as well as [iD. This process of Velar 
Softening, one case of which we gave earlier as (6), we now restate as (96) : 

We observe, once again, that (96) can be analyzed into several steps and that it applies 
only to certain lexically marked elements. 

Notice that Velar Softening must precede the Vowel Reduction Rule. After Vowel 
Reduction the boldface elements of critical, medicine, medical, rigid, rigor are all followed 
by the same vowel (which is, furthermore, back). Before the application of the Vowel 
Reduction Rule, on the other hand, the appropriate context for (96) is still in evidence : the 
phonological segments which do soften are followed by [i], and those that do not are 
followed by [re] or the vowel of the affix -or. 

Additional information bearing on the position of (96) in the sequence of rules is 
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provided by the words criticize, regicide, analogize, medicate, allegation in (95). In these 
examples we have the [s], [j] variants of /k/, /g/ in the phonetic context --ray} and the 
[k}, [g] variants in the phonetic context -- ley}. Both cases seem to contradict the Velar 
Softening Rule (96). However, we observe that in these examples the underlying forms are 
[kritikiz], [regikid], [remel.,giz], [medikret], [relegretiVn}, respectively. Thus, in the under
lying forms, the velars that soften are followed by nonback nonlow vowels, and those 
that do not soften are followed by vowels that are back or low. We conclude, then, that 
rule (96) must also precede the Vowel Shift Rule, which changes the nonlow vowel [i] to 
low [re], and low [re} to nonlow [e}. Thus we have derivations such as (97) for the examples 
of (95) : 

(b) reg+i+kid 
rej+i+sId RULE (96) 
rej+i+sid LAXING RULE (19b) 

reyg + rei rej+i+siyd DIPHTHONGIZATION (21) 
riyg�l rej�sayd VOWEL SHIFT (43), VOWEL REDUCTION 

All three occurrences of phonological velars in (97) appear in the context of a following 
vowel which, in its phonetic quality, does not permit softening (namely, back [�) or [a) ). 
Nevertheless, both velars of (97b) soften by rule (96) because the underlying vowel following 
them is nonback and nonlow, while the velar of (97a) does not soften because the under
lying vowel following it is low. Here, then, is new justification for the Vowel Shift Rule, 
entirely independent of that adduced in Section 4. 

Only one further comment is needed concerning the examples of (95). We must 
account for the softening of the phonological /g/ of allege. To soften, this segment must be 
followed by a nonback nonlow vowel, which drops in final position. Evidently, this must 
be the vowel [e], which has the appropriate features and which is dropped, when final, by 
the e-Elision Rule (Chapter Three, rule (1 55) ). We conclude, then, that allege must have 
the phonological representation /relege/.52 These observations give independent support 
for the rule of e-Elision. 

Along the same lines, we can now provide an explanation for the alternation [yuw]
[A], as in reduce-reduction. 53 If we take the underlying form to be /re=duke/, where = is 
the boundary symbol discussed in Chapter Three (p. 94), and the stem is assigned to the 
category of elements that undergo derivational processes and Velar Softening, then we will 
have the following derivations :  

re = duke re=duke+ret+iVn 

re=duse 
re=dise 
re=dyise 
re=dyiwse 

re=dyuwse 
r�dyuws 

re=duk+t+iVn 

re=dok+t+iVn 
re=dAk+t+iVn 
r�dAks�n 

READJUSTMENT RULES 

RULE (96) 
RULE (77a) 

RULE (50) 
DIPHTHONGIZATION (21) 
VOWEL SHIFT (43), CASE (63) 
ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT (93) 
(RULES TO BE GIVEN LATER) 

52 Alternatively, lad = legel (see p. 222). Either choice will lead to the correct stress assignment by the rules 
of Chapter Three. Notice that [e] drops here before -alion, exactly as in reduction (in which case [ie] 
of -alion also drops-see p. 201) and many other forms. 

53 In some dialects the alternation is [UW]-[A] because of the rule deleting [y] which was mentioned in 
note 27. We return to this matter in Section 6. 
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The only special feature of reduce is that, along with quite a few other verbs, it drops 
[(V)+re] when suffixed with -ation, giving the second line of (98). To obtain the alternants 
[riydyuws] and [riydAks�n], the prefix might be represented with tense lei ; alternatively, 
the Tensing Rule might be slightly revised. . 

To conclude this discussion, we discuss one additional example illustrating the Velar 
Softening Rule (96). We had occasion in Chapter Three (p. 95) to refer to a rule that we 
restate for now as (99) :  

s � [+voice] I V = --V 

Thus, in prefix-stem verbs, for example, we find pairs such as those of (100), where the lsi of 
the stems -sume, -serve, -sist, -sign is unvoiced in the first column, since the prefix ends in a 
consonant, but voiced in the second, where the prefix ends in a vowel : 

(100) 
consume 
conserve 

resume 
preserve, deserve 

consist, insist, persist resist 
consign resign, design 

Notice, however, that among the prefix-stem verbs there are certain pairs, such as 
incite-recite, concede-recede, which seem to contradict rule (99) since phonetic [s] rather 
than [z] occurs intervocalically following = .  We now have an explanation for this. We 
give the stems -cite, -cede the underlying representations /kit/, /ked/, respectively, assigning 
them to the category of elements subject to derivational processes and Velar Softening. As 
we have just observed, Velar Softening precedes Vowel Shift. Thus, after Velar Softening 
yields [re=sit], [re= sed] for recite, recede, these become [re= sayt] and [re=siyd], respec
tively, by regular processes that we have already discussed. To prevent the voicing of [s] to 
[z] in these forms, it is necessary only to have rule (99) precede rule (96) (more properly, 
the last stage of (96), which gives [s] ). In these and similar cases, the required phonetic 
output will be obtained if we enter the forms in the lexicon in the manner suggested by 
conventional orthography, which here, once again, turns out to be quite close to the correct 
underlying representation. 

Consider next the following forms : 

( 101) 
extend contend 
expel compel 
exclude conclude 
exceed concede 
excite incite 

It is clear, from the first three pairs, that one of the prefixes of the paradigm we are concerned 
with is [eks]. We have just seen, furthermore, that the underlying stems in concede, incite
and, therefore, in exceed, excite-are Iked/, /kit/, with /kl becoming [s] by Velar Softening. 
Thus exceed and excite must, at an intermediate stage of derivation, have the form [eks = 
siyd] , [eks=sayt], respectively (after Vowel Shift). These words, however, do not have [ss] 
sequences phonetically, showing that there must be a rule that simplifies [s= s] clusters to [s]. 
As we have already seen (cf. rule (1 56) in Chapter Three, p. 148), this is simply a special 
case of the general rule of Cluster Simplification that replaces or deletes one C of a CC 
sequence where the two consonants are identical. Along with the rule (99) of s-Voicing, 
then, there is the rule of Cluster Simplification. In words such as exceed, excel, we have an 
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unvoiced phonetic [ks] cluster produced by Cluster Simplification applied to [ks = s] 
(originally from [ks=k] ). A rule voicing prestress [ks] clusters (compare examine, exalt, 
etc.-see ( 1 19), p. 228) is blocked by the cluster of three consonants. 

Among the prefixes are also ado, abo, SUS-, sub-, as in adhere, admire, abhor, abduce, 
suspect, sustain, subdue, subsist. Consider now, alongside of the examples of (100), such 
words as : 

( 102) assume, assist, assign 

In these forms we have phonetic [s] in intervocalic post-boundary position, in apparent 
contradiction to rule (99). Notice, however, that there are no forms *adsume, *adsist, *adsign, 
just as there are no *adtest, *abpear alongside of attest, appear. This arrangement of occur
ring forms indicates that the prefixes ab- and ad- undergo assimilation of the final consonant 
under certain conditions, with the resulting clusters later simplifying by the general Cluster 
Simplification Rule. Thus we have the rule : 

( 103) C - C* / re -- = C* 

where C and C* are both noncoronal (i.e., labial or velar) or both coronal (i.e. , dental 
or palato-alveolar). Thus [red = test] - [ret=test]- [retest] (by Cluster Simplification) ; 
[reb=per]- [rep=per]- [repiyr] (appear) ; [red=sist]- [res=sist]- [resist] (assist) ; and so 
on. The [s] in the forms of (102) thus remains unvoiced because the [s= s] sequence blocks 
(99) and only later simplifies to [s] by Cluster Simplification. In a similar way we can 
account for sets such as resemble-dissemble-assemble, with [z] in the first form, rule (99) 
having applied, and [s] in the other two forms, rule (99) having been blocked by the cluster 
which later simplifies. 

Quite similar remarks apply to the prefixes sus-, sub-. Again, we have assimilation 
(analogous to ( 103» and simplification, giving forms such as suffice, support, succumb. 

Notice, incidentally, that rule (103) is actually somewhat more general, since we 
also have partial assimilation of the final nasal of a prefix, as in the words compel, combat 
versus conceive, contend. 

Finally, consider the following words : 

accede, succeed, suggest 

By the symmetry of the paradigms we are considering, these must have the underlying 
representations of (l05), although they have the phonetic representations of (106) (with, 
possibly, reduction of the vowel in the prefix) : 

( 105 ) 

( 106) 

/ab=ked/, /sub= ked/, /sub= gest/ 

[reksiyd], [sAksiyd], [sAgjest] 

The phonetic forms of (106) result from the underlying representations of (105) in the 
following way. First, the Assimilation Rule (103) (with the generalization to sub-mentioned 
above) applies to give the forms of ( 107) : 

[rek=ked], [suk=ked], [sug=gest] 
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Next, Velar Softening applies, followed by Diphthongization and Vowel Shift in the usual 
way, giving, finally, (106). Hence the forms of (106) result from perfectly regular phonologi
cal processes and are quite analogous to those of (100), (101 ), (102), despite superficial 
differences. 

The examples we have discussed in this chapter by no means exhaust the phonology 
of the English vowel system. However, they do cover what seem to us some of the most 
difficult and crucial aspects of vocalic phonology, and they illustrate the form that this 
aspect of a phonological description must apparently assume. 

6. The consonant system of English 

Although it is not without its problems, the consonant system seems less interesting than 
the vowel system, and we will not treat it in anything like the same detail. We have already 
discussed the analysis of consonants into true consonants, glides, and liquids, and have 
pointed out that there is a cross-classification into obstruents and sonorants, the latter 
category containing nasals, liquids, and glides (along with the vowels). We will be concerned 
here only with obstruents and their relation to glides. 

The obstruents may be analyzed in terms of the features [± coronal) and [ ± anterior] 
in a way that corresponds roughly with the traditional analysis into dentals, palato-alveolars, 
labials, and velars. (See Chapter Seven for further discussion of our conception of the 
phonetic framework.) 

( 108 ) 
+ anterior 
- anterior 

+ coronal 

dental 
palato-alveolar 

-coronal 

labial 
velar 

We assume that of the segments listed in Table I, Section 3, the lexicon of English contains 
the following examples in the four categories of (108) : 

( 109 ) 
dental t, d s, z 9, 5 
palato-alveolar c, j S, Z 
labial p, b f, v 
velar k, g kW, gW x (XW) 

Thus each category has stops and continuants, the dental continuants being further divided 
into [± strident]. Among the velars, the stops are subdivided into [±round] ; the labialized 
(rounded) consonants are interpreted as the sequences [kw] , [gw], and [xw] , respectively. 
The velar continuant /x/ becomes phonetic [h]. The palato-alveolars (particularly when 
voiced), the rounded velars, and the velar continuant have limited distributions in the lexicon, 
but we will not go into the readjustment rules needed to describe these facts. Recall that 
there is a further lexical classification of velar stops in terms of the feature [± deriv], specifi
cally, in terms of susceptibility to Velar Softening. We will represent the velar stops that 
belong to the " derivable " category and undergo Velar Softening as /kd/, /gd/, contrasting 
with /k/ and /g/. Among the readjustment rules, there are many that apply to specific deriv
able formatives ;  for example, the rule (1 10) : 

( 1 10 ) d 
/ {mi--+iVe} 

t -+ = 
ver--+ion 
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This will account for the spirantization of /t/ in submissive (by rule (l20a) below, with 
subsequent devoicing) and the voicing of /t/ in subversion (which then becomes [z] by later 
rules). There will be no further discussion of these readjustment rules. 

We will present here what seems to be the core of the system of rules involving 
consonants, listing the rules in the order in which they appear, with a few comments about 
each. Several illustrative derivations will follow the presentation of the rules. 

If it is correct to take /x/ and /xw/ as the segments underlying [h] and [hw], as might 
be suggested on grounds of lexical simplicity (see also p. 234), then we must add a rule 
converting the velar fricative into a glide : 

( 1 1 1  ) [= :�: ] � h 
+cont 

We must now give a rule inserting [w] after rounded velars, that is, after /kw/, /gw/, 
and [h W] (resulting from (1 1 1» : 

( 1 12 ) 

Rule (1 12) inserts [w] after the velar in words such as square, language, and (in some dialects) 
when [hwen]. This rule might be combined with (91), which also inserts [w]. 

We turn next to the Velar Softening Rule, which has been discussed several times 
(see (96» ). This rule converts /g/ to 01 and /k/ to [s]. To convert /g/ to 01, we must modify 
/g/ with respect to the features " coronal " and " strident." Thus the rule affecting /g/ is ( 1 1 3) :  

+ [-baCk] 
gd � 

[ Co�
] / _ - low 

+ stnd -cons 
If we were to generalize rule ( 1 1 3) simply by extending it to /kd/, then it would convert /kdJ 
to Ie], which would fall together with the original /e/ of chair, chastity, church, etc. We 
therefore instead amend rule ( 1 1 3) so that it assigns to /kd/, but not to /gd/, the feature 
[ + anterior] as well as the features [ + strident], [+ coronal]. (As mentioned in Section 3, the 
features " high," " back," and " low" play no crucial role in the consonant system of English, 
within the present framework, and will in general not appear in the rules of this section. See 
however, Chapter 9, Section 4, for a reformulation of the Velar Softening Rule in a revised 
framework.) 

( 1 14) VELAR SOFTENING • 

l�::�: 1 < -voice) 

[ + cor ] [ -baCk ] 
� +strid / -- -low 

< + ant) -cons 

Rule (1 14) abbreviates two rules, the first of which changes /kd/ to [c] (i.e., the dental 
affricate) and the second of which converts /gd/ to 01. The change of [c] to Is], which will 
complete the process of velar softening for /kd/, will be effected by a later rule. Observe 
that rule ( 1 14) converts /kd/ into a segment which is distinct from every other segment. 

The rules mentioned so far must be quite early in the ordering. As we shall see later, 
they must precede the rules of Tensing and e-Elision, among others. We may, in fact, place 
them either before or immediately after the rules of stress assignment. Notice, however, that 
these are rules of word phonology, not cyclic rules. 
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At this point in the ordering, then, we reach the rules of the stress cycle discussed 
in the preceding chapter. Of particular relevance here are two rules that were dealt with in 
Chapter Three, one of which (rule (130), p. 1 30) converts [y] to [i] and the other of which 
(rule (57), p. 87) converts [i] to [y]. We restate these two rules as (1 1 5) and ( 1 1 6), respec
tively : 

( 1 1 5 ) 

( 1 16 ) 

y -+ / C - [ - seg] 

Rule (1 1 5) converts formative-final /y/ to [i] (ultimately, [iy] ) in words such as 
industry, oligarchy, industrial, industrious. As we noted in Chapter Three, rule ( 1 1 5) must 
be in the cycle (and must clearly follow the rules of stress assignment if -y is to assign stress 
in the appropriate way). Thus the word felonious, for example, will have the underlying 
representation [A lNfel�n+Y]N nS]A· In the first cycle, primary stress is assigned to the first 
syllable and /y/ becomes [i] by rule ( 1 1 5). Thus we begin the second cycle with the form 

1 
[Afel"n+i+ns]A, and the rules of stress assignment, together with those discussed earlier 
in this chapter, give the phonetic representation [f;;,16wniy;;,s]. 

Now consider rule ( 1 1 6). As noted in Chapter Three, this rule too must be in the 
cycle, to account for the placement of primary stress in words such as conventional. There
fore both rule ( 1 1 5) and rule (1 16) must be in the cycle, after the rules of stress assignment. 

Rule ( 1 1 5) seems correct as it stands, but rule ( 1 16) requires somewhat closer study. 
As given it converts [i] to [y] in the context C + --V, where C is a dental or palato
alveolar. It does not apply where C is a labial (cL oblivion, champion, marsupial, etc.)54 or 
a velar (Kentuckian, tracheal-recall that velars of the phonological category [ + deriv] have, 
at this point, become dentals if unvoiced or palato-alveolars if voiced). But when the con
sonant is dental or palato-alveolar, the situation is fairly complex. Thus the rule converting 
[i] to [y] applies to the words in Column I of (1 1 7) but not to those in Column II : 

I II 
(a) rebellious 

bilious 
Pennsylvania 

(b) pavilion 
battalion 
onion 
companion 

(c) 

(d) religious 
admonition 

54 The word savior is an exception, if pronounced [sAVY:}f]. 

punctilious 
familial 
Lithuania 

quaternion 
accordion 
enchiridion 
collodion 
ganglion 

colonial 
testimonial 

felonious 
ignominious 

criterion 
clarion (continued) 
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( 1 17 ) 
(e) partial cardial 

continued 
officious invidious 
Russian lithium 

(f) invasion 
confession 

Furthermore, there is nearly free variation in forms such as mammalian, marginalia, 
Mendelian and near contrasts such as ingenious versus genial. 

Such facts suggest that the applicability of rule ( 1 16) is rather idiosyncratic and that 
there must be a feature [± rule (1 16) ] that categorizes certain formatives containing [i]. 
The worst possible case would be that this feature is entirely free. However, closer inspection 
of examples such as those in ( 1 17) suggests that there are redundancies that can be exploited. 

Consider first the examples under case (a). It seems that in the items of Column I 
there is some motivation for a formative boundary before the segment [i] that is subject to 
the rule, while in the items of Column II there is no reason to place a formative boundary 
in this position. These cases, therefore, are already taken care of by rule (1 16), which applies 
only to items with + in the appropriate position, and we can limit the feature [± rule (I 16) ] 
to formatives that begin with [i]. It will then follow that rule ( 1 16) will not apply to words such 
as those of Column II, case (a), if the underlying forms are JpuNktili+asJ, Jfremily+reIJ,55 
JlieurenireJ. If correct, this is a considerable improvement. 

Consider now case (b) of (1 1 7). Notice first that there is good motivation for assum
ing that all of these words are phonologically represented in the form j . • .  iVnj rather than 
J . . .  yVnJ. There are two reasons for this : first, the representation J . . .  yVnJ would violate 
otherwise valid restrictions on the distribution of JyJ in the lexicon ; second, the placement 
of stress requires the analysis with jiVnj. Furthermore, except for the words quaternion and 
ganglion, all words with terminal -ion, where this is not a nominalization element, fall into 
Column II when the consonant is [d] and into Column I when it is any other consonant. 
Therefore, continuing with the assumption made in connection with case (a), we can add a 
readjustment rule assigning formative boundary in the context C--iVn, when C #- [d]. 
The only exceptions, then, are quaternion and ganglion. These are also the only examples 
in which the segment [i] which is subject to the rule follows a CS cluster (where S is a sono
rant). We therefore restrict the readjustment rule that inserts formative boundary to the 
context <pC--iVn, where <p is a vowel if C is a sonorant. With this rule, no classification 
with respect to rule ( 1 16) is necessary for the examples of case (b). 

The examples of case (c), which are representative, indicate that the formative 
[i] or [y] takes the categorial feature [ -rule (1 16) ] when it follows [n]. The right-hand column 
of case (d) illustrates the fact that after [r], [i] is always assigned [ -rule ( 1 16) ] . Alternatively, 
we could modify the readjustment rule introducing + in the context C-- iVn to exclude 
[r] as well as [d]. The reason for assuming that rule (1 16) applies in the examples of (d) of 
Column I is that there must be a later rule that deletes [y] after nonliquid palato-alveolars 
(rule (122» , as in the boldface positions of words such as religious, admonition (presumably 

55 Supporting evidence comes from comparing familial [f<lmiliY<lI] with familiar [f<lmilY<lr]. The underlying 
form of the latter is /fremil+i+rel/. A very general rule converts -al to -ar in the context l(+i)
(cf. similar, molecular, etc.) Rule (1 16) then gives the cited phonetic form for familiar. If there is no forma
tive boundary after /1/ in familial, the rule converting -al to -ar will not apply, and rule (1 16) will not 
apply. Thus both of the phonetic differences between familiar and familial are determined by the presence 
or absence of formative boundary. 
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from lredm;>nis/, although such examples as punish-punitive might suggest a close relation 
between [s] and [t] in these forms). Case (e) demonstrates that the formative [i] is assigned 
[-rule (1 16) ]  after [d] (cf. case (b» and also after nonstrident continuants. Case (f) shows 
that the nominalization affix -ion always undergoes rule ( 1 16), so that no categorization is 
necessary in this case. 

It seems, then, that the feature [±rule (1 16) ]  can be predicted for the formatives 
Iii and liVnl and that the position of formative boundary will otherwise determine its 
applicability in accordance with rule ( 1 16), with only a few ad hoc rules (e.g., case (b» and 
marginal exceptions. 56 

With these observations, we can return to the problem of how to formulate rules 
( l l 5) and ( l l 6). Since these are rather similar in form and since both must be in the cycle, 
it is clear that they fall together as indicated in ( l l 8) :  

(l l8) [-baCk] {[ + voc] I C - [ - seg] ) ���g! -+ [-voc] j [ +�or] + __ [�s�ess] 
(a) 

(b) 

Case (a) restates (1 1 5) ;  case (b), ( l l6). The redundancy rules sketched above deter
mine the correct applicability of ( l l8b). 

Let us now consider how rule ( l l 8) is ordered with respect to the other rules of the 
cycle, and, in particular, what the condition is on � in ( 1 1 8b). In the examples we have given 
so far, it was always the case that � = - . Furthermore, it is quite clear that when � = 1 ,  
rule ( 1 1 8b) does not apply. Thus consider the words peculiar,familiar. Since they terminate 
in phonetic [ . . .  ly;)r], the underlying forms must be /pekul+i+relj, jfremil+i+relj, 
respectively. The rule mentioned in note 55 converts the final /1/ of -af to [r]. Rule (l l 8b) 
then converts [i] to [y] in the expected way. But consider the forms jamiliarity, peculiarity. 

1 
In one major dialect these terminate in phonetic [ . . . lErer;)tE]. Therefore it must be that 

1 
in the final cycle, after stress is assigned to oar and [y] becomes [i] before oar by rule ( l l 8a), 
rule ( l l 8b) is blocked by the primary stress on the following vowel. Thus the segment [i] 
remains, and becomes [E] by familiar processes. 

These facts show that rule ( l l 8) must follow the rules of stress assignment and that 
� must meet the condition �# 1 in rule (l l 8b). We see so far, then, that when � = - , the 
rule is applicable, and when � = 1 ,  the rule is inapplicable. 

Now consider the case in which the segment [i] is followed by a vowel in the [ + stress] 
category with stress weaker than 1 .  Examples of this are auxiliary, beneficiary. The former 

1 2 
will have the form [iiksil+i+rer-H] at the point when (1 1 8b) is to apply, as we shall see 

3 1 3 
directly. If this rule does not apply, we will derive, finally, the form [5gzilEerE], by applica-
tion of the other rules of this and the preceding chapter. If ( l l 8b) does apply, we derive 
[5gzity;)rE], the penultimate vowel reducing in immediate poststress position by the Auxil
iary Reduction Rule (I 1 8d) of Chapter Three. In precisely the same way, we will derive for 

3 1 3 
beneficiary the phonetic form [ben;)fiSEerE] (from underlying jbenefik+i+rer+y/) if ( l l 8b) 

3 1 
does not apply, and [ben;)fis;)rE] if ( l l 8b) does apply. 
S6 It may be noted, moreover, that such words as orientate, alienate, ameliorate, deteriorate are apparent 

exceptions to the Alternating Stress Rule if they are pronounced with [iy] rather than [y] in the position 
VC-. Notice that the exceptional behavior could be accounted for by extending (1 16) to cover these 
cases, with a later rule, following the Alternating Stress Rule, converting [y] once again to [i]. 
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The applicability of rule (1 1 8b) in these cases depends on the condition on ex. If the 
condition is ex = - , then rule ( 1 1 8b) will not apply ; if the condition is ex "1= 1 ,  then rule 
( 1 1 8b) will apply. As we have noted in Chapter Three (p. 123), both cases are possible. The 
dialectal variation, then, depends on how the condition on ex is given in rule ( 1 1 8b). We 
note, incidentally, that in the dialect with the condition ex "1= 1 in rule (1 1 8b), this rule 
must precede the Auxiliary Reduction Rule that assigns to an immediately post-tonic vowel 
the features [ - tense], [ - stress] in certain contexts so that it becomes subject to reduction. 

The position of rule (1 1 8) in the ordering is still more narrowly constrained than 
this, as we can see by considering forms such as emaciate. The only phonetic realization in 

1 3 
this case is [EmASEAt]. But consider the dialect with the condition ex "1= 1 in rule ( 1 1 8b). 
Since this rule does not apply to emaciate, it must be that [At] in emaciate has primary 
stress at the point in the derivation when we reach (1 1 8b) ; that is to say, it must be that the 

1 
form is [emac+i+At]. Evidently rule (1 1 8b) must precede the Alternating Stress Rule, 

1 2 
which converts the preceding form to [emac+i+At].  Therefore rule (1 1 8b) must follow the 
Main Stress Rule and precede the Alternating Stress Rule (and, therefore, the Auxiliary 
Reduction Rules). 

Summarizing, then, rule (1 1 8b) is in the cycle. following the Main Stress Rule and 
preceding the Alternating Stress Rule, and the condition on ex is ex "1= 1 for one dialect (in 
which this ordering is determined) and ex = - for another dialect. 

At this point we reach the main rules of word phonology discussed earlier in this 
chapter, in particular, the Laxing and Tensing Rules. After the Tensing Rules, we come to 
the rule of s-Voicing that was mentioned earlier in this chapter (rule (99» and in the pre
ceding chapter. Rule (1 19) is a somewhat more accurate version of this rule : 

[+cor 1 
+strid -
+cont 

[+voice] / {[:'�n"l

V

_v} :: 
Vk-V (c) 

As it stands, rule ( 1 19) slightly extends rule (99) of Section 5. Case (a) applies in words such 
as resume, reside, resident, design, resolute. Case (b) applies in words such as musiC, rosary, 
miser, gymnasium, Cartesian, Asia, usual, from underlyirig /musik/, /r5sVry/, /misVr/, 
/gimmesi+ Vmj, jkrertes+i +renj, jres+irej, jusurelj (with a further rule of palatalization 
for the last three forms). Notice that voicing does not take place in issue (from underlying 
/isuej ), asylum, misogyny, philosoph(-y, -ical), etc., because the preceding vowel is lax. 
However, as the rule now stands, there are quite a few exceptions (e.g., basic, isolate 
masonite, gruesome, awesome).57 Case (c) applies where the orthography has x in such word� 

57 Many apparent exceptions to rule (1 19) can be accounted for by taking the source of [s] to be /kd/ rather 
than /s/. Recall that original /kd/ before [iI, reI, fYI, [E] is now [c], at this stage of derivation (by Velar 
Softening (1 14) )  and therefore is not voiced by rule (1 19). The last two examples listed-gruesome and 
awesome-suggest a readjustment rule exempting /s/ from rule (1 19) after formative boundary. Notice that 
the first three examples given as exceptions are also exceptions to the Laxing Rule (19b). Perhaps, then, 
we should say that these words undergo laxing and are therefore exempt from s-Voicing, and that their 
irregularity consists in the fact that they undergo subsequent idiosyncratic tensing. Certain other excep
tions to (1 19), particularly to case (b), can be accounted for by lexical redundancy; for example, /s/ is 
exempt from this rule in the few words of the lexical form / . . .  VsV/(e.g., virtuoso, Caruso, Medusa). 

Others will be accounted for by rule (124a), which devoices [z] in certain positions. 
Notice that rule (118b), which converts the [i] in Cartesian to fYI, applies before (1 19). The right

most V in the context of (1 19b) should therefore be generalized to [-consonantal]. As the present discus
sion is rather informal, however, we shall not incorporate this consequence into the rule. 
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as exist, examine, auxiliary, exasperate. In poststress position, as in axis and maxillary, the 
cluster remains unvoiced. Notice, however, that the rule does not apply in hexameter, toxicity, 
annexation, and, in general, whenever the [ks] cluster is final in the formative. This exception 
requires a readjustment rule which assigns the feature [- rule ( 1 19) ] to lsi in the context 
k __ +.58 Perhaps case (c) should be extended to other Cs clusters, as in absolve, absorb, 
observe. Notice that the voicing of [k] in the context --z is by a later rule of voicing 
assimilation. Clearly there is a great deal more to the matter of voicing of [s] (and probably 
[f] and [9] as well-see p. 232) that deserves more careful investigation. 

Underlying stops and [c] which derives from Ikdl become strident continuants before 
[i] or [y] under circumstances that we state as rule (120) : 

(120) SPIRANTIZATION 

+ ant � [+:��dl 

[+co, 
1 

+ t 

-sonor 

[ 1 
+'ve 1 (a) + vOIce 

-cons 

/ A -voice] 
+ [ -back ] [ - seg] , (b) l -stress ' 

-+y (c) 

[ +strid] j (d) 

Rule (120) converts dental stops to [s] if unvoiced or to [z] if voiced. Case (a) applies 
in words such as corrode+ive, evade+ive, giving, ultimately, corrosive, evasive by a 
later devoicing rule (see (124) ). Case (b) applies in words such as partiality, ingratiate, 
in the boldface positions ; in democracy, controversy, residency (from underlying forms 
in I . . .  t+y/, with Iyl becoming [i] by rule ( 1 l 8a) and [I] by the Tensing Rule) ; and 
to the parallel forms confidence, residence, etc., with final I +EI (see Chapter Three, p. 161), 
which, in contrast to final /y/, does not become [+vocalic] by rule ( 1 1 8a). Rule (120b) does 
not apply to remedy (where the dental is voiced) or to difficulty, modesty if we derive these 
from Idifikult+ty/, Im;>d+est+ty/, as seems natural for nominalized adjectives (cf. loyalty, 
royalty, etc.) It does apply, however, to the It I in words such as partial, Egyptian, expeditious, 
the augment IiI having become [y] by rule ( 1 1 8b). (The continuant formed by rule (120), in 
these cases, will palatalize by rule (121).) Rule ( 120c) applies in words such as contrition, 
from underlying Ik;>ntrit+iVn/, and division, from underlying Idivid+iVn/, the Iii of liVnl 
having become [y] by rule ( 1 1 8b). Notice that the Spirantization Rule will not apply in 
cardial, Canadian, invidious, etc., in which the augment remains [i]. Case (d) applies to the 
segment [c] produced by the Velar Softening Rule (1 14). It constitutes the last stage of velar 
softening for the unvoiced segment JkdJ. 

Notice that where [t] is not followed by formative boundary (e.g., all forms in -ity, 
which we have represented as Ji+tyJ-see p. 33-and words such as patio, piteous, Antioch, 
Pontiac), it does not become [s] (ultimately, [8] ) by rule (120). 

The Spirantization Rule must follow the rule of s-Voicing, since the [s] formed by 
rule (120) does not voice. It must precede the rule of e-Elision so as to account for the 
spirantization of [t] in residence (from underlying /re=sid+ent+Ej ), confidence, etc. It 
must also precede rule (50), which inserts the [y] glide of [yuw]. Therefore, we do not have 
spirantization of [t] in/act+ual, etc. , by rule (120c). Clearly some further generalization is 
possible in the statement of (120), but we will leave it in this form. 

58 As in the context + - ; see note 57. Notice that case (b) is also inapplicable before certain affixes (e.g., 
dosage, usage). 
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We are noW at the point in the cycle where rule (50) inserts the [y] glide of [yuw]. 
This, in turn, is followed by a series of vowel adjustment rules which includes Dipthongiza
tion, Vowel Shift, and Rounding Adjustment. We then have a rule that cbanges dentals to 
palato-alveolars before [y]. Thus division has the form [diviz+yVn] at this stage of the deri
vation, the underlying Idl having become [z] by the Spirantization Rule (120). This occur
rence of tz] mu'St now become palatal 'So that we derive, ultimately, td�vihn], the glide after 
[z] dropping by a later rule. Similarly, [s] deriving from underlying Ikdl will become [8] in 
the boldface positions of words such as logician, musician (the post-palatal glide again 
dropping by a later rule), and the same is true of [s] from underlying Itl, as in controversial, 
partial, prohibition. And [t], [d], [s], and [z] will become [6], [J], [8], and [z], respectively, 
before [yuw] in words such as actual, gradual, sensual, visual. The process is blocked, how
ever, if the dental consonant in question is followed by a vowel, as in the word satiety, which 
at this stage is represented as [sret+ay+i +tiy], or if it is followed by [yV], as in fortuitous, 
endure, ensue, reSume (cf. ,  for example, perpetual [p�rpe6uw�l] versus perpetuity (p�rp�t
ytlW�tiy]). To describe these and several other facts, we give the Palatalization Rule in the 
following form: 

( 121 ) 
PALATALIZATION 

[- sonor] 
+ cor 

[-baCk] -ant -cons - [
+strid

] / -- -voc [
- stress

] 

-cons 

In the form given above, the Palatalization Rule applies to a dental obstruent followed by 
y�, where � is a stressless vowel. Thus the rule will not apply to the segments in the boldface 
positions in society, perpetuity, or the verb associate, which are represented as [s;)sayitiy1, 
[pVrpetytlwitiy], and [res5wsiyeyt], respectively, at this stage of derivation. 

The last example, associate, points to an inadequacy in the analysis presented. 
Although the phonetic segment [s] is fairly common in the boldface position, we also com
monly find [8] ; and, in certain forms (for example, emaciate, beneficiary), it seems that the 
phonetic realization of underlying Ikdl is [8] in all dialects. The facts are unclear. Thus 
Kenyon and Knott give only [8] for emaciate and associate, and both [s] and [8] for emacia
tion, association, SOCiology. To account for [8] in this position, we must extend the rule to 

[ ] [ct stress ] . the context . iy 1 , reqUIring that ct "# I in dialects that have [8] 
+ contmuant -consonanta 

in associate and [s] in association. Since these variants seem to coexist or to be distributed 
in various ways in many styles of speech, we must assume a considerable degree of arbitrary 
lexical categorization or of dialect mixture. Pending further analysis, we leave the question 
in this state. 59 

Since palatalization in dentals takes place by rule (121) only before glides, we do not 
have palatalization of the stops in the boldface positions of primordial, remedial, medium, 
piteous, Pontiac, etc. In all of these words, the segment following the dental consonant in 
question is the vowel [i], not the glide [y], at the point when the Palatalization Rule (121) 
applies. 

59 We have made no systematic attempt to investigate the s-s alternation in these positions or to collect 
other exceptions to these rules. However, the following are among those that come to mind : mature 
[maeUr] in many dialects, instead of expected [m::ltawr] or [m::ltyUwr]; luxurious [lAgzUriy::lS] instead of 
expected [ lAgz(y)i1ri::ls] (cf. exude, exuberant, in which palatalization does not take place). 
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One additional complication must be noted. Although the processes just described 
that convert [Di] to [Py] (where D is a dental and P the corresponding palato-alveolar) 
apply in the boldface positions in words such as Cartesian, Russian,60 prejudicial, they do 
not apply in the boldface positions of potassium, magnesium, gymnasium. Thus we have 
phonetic contrasts such as [kiirtEz�nl-UimnAzE�ml. The dropping of the glide is contin
gent on Palatalization, as we shall see directly. Palatalization depends on the change of [i] 
to [y] by rule (1 18b). Therefore it is sufficient to distinguish pairs such as Cartesian-gym
nasium in terms of the applicability of rule (1 1 8b), as in the examples of (1 17). Notice that 
rule (1 1 8b) must be blocked only in certain cases of underlying lsi, but not in the case of 
underlying Ikd/, which is represented as [c] at the point in a derivation at which ( 1 1 8b) 
applies. Therefore, at worst a categorization of underlying lsi is involved. However, notice 
that rule ( 1 18b) applies to [i] only when it is preceded by formative boundary. This suggests 
that we instead distinguish the cases in question by the presence or absence of formative 
boundary, with lexical representations such as Ikrertes+i+ren/, Igimnresi+Vm/. In many 
cases, the formative boundary seems reasonably well motivated. Alternatively, we could 
add [±rule (I 18b) ] as a new classification of Iii after lsi. 

Next, we must delete glides after palato-alveolars, by rule (122) : 

( 122) 
[+cor 1 

[ =�::s] � � / -ant __ 
- sonor 

This rule applies, in particular, to the [y]-glide inserted by rule (50) before lUI, giving 
phonetic [rekciiwrell from (rekcyiiwrel1 (actual), (isiiwl from [isyiiwel (issue), etc. Similarly, 
the segment [y] from underlying Iii drops in the boldface position in words such as religion, 
decision, artificial. Rule (122) is restricted to the position following obstruents. Thus it does 
not apply after the palatal liquid [r], and we have forms such as virulent with [ry], alongside 
of pavilion with [ly] where the liquid is not palatal. There are no glides in this position. 

Notice that rule (122) will delete the element in the boldface position in religion, 
artificial, but not in religiosity, artificiality, emaciate. The reason is that the following vowel 
is stressed in the latter group, preventing the boldface segment from becoming a glide. 
Thus consider the final cycle in the derivation of words such as religiosity. The stress 
assignment rules assign [+ stress] in the position following the boldface segment [i]. Rule 
( 1 1 8a) converts this segment to [i] (if it was converted to [y] in an earlier cycle). But case (b) 
of (1 1 8) does not apply since the following vowel is stressed. Therefore this segment is not 
a glide and is not subject to rule (122). 

We have observed (see note 27) that in some dialects [y] also drops after dentals and 
palato-alveolars in certain other positions, as in residue, constitute, tune, rule, rejuvenate. 
In such dialects [y] drops in all contexts in which rule (121) has not applied. Thus we have 
contrasts such as residue [rez�dow] - residual [r�ziJiiw�I], constitute [kanst�tUwt] - con
stitutive [bnsticiiwtiv]. Hence, if only dental obstruents were involved, we could state 

6<l The fact that the Palatalization Rule applies in Russian indicates that rule (121) must follow the rule of 
Cluster Simplification discussed in Section 5. The underlying form for Russian must be /russ+i+ren/; 
if it were /rus+i+ren/, we would derive *[rUs:mj instead of [rAs:mj. Thus, if Palatalization preceded 
Cluster SimplificatiOlT, we would derive *[rAss�nj, incorrectly. Furthermore, the rule of Cluster Simpli
fication must follow the rule of Spirantization, since underlying /ek!l=ked/, which becomes [eks=sedj by 
Velar Softening and Spirantization, must then become [eksedj by Cluster Simplification. The correct 
order, therefore, is : Spirantization, Cluster Simplification, Palatalization. 
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simply that [y] drops after dental obstruents, giving no further contextual information. 
But additional information is needed for instances of [y] following dental and palatal 
sonorants. Thus [y] never drops after these segments in words such as virulent, annual, 
valuable. The relevant fact is the stress on the following vowel. Where the stress is other 
than minus, the glide drops. Thus it drops after such dental obstruents as have not become 
palatal by rule (121) and after liquids before stressed vowels. 

( 123) y � <I> / - [ + stress] [ +cor ] 
+ cons 

In addition to these rules, there are several other minor modifications needed ; for 
example, that of (124) : 

z � [-voice] / --+ive 

Rule (124) accounts for the devoicing in abusive, evasive. Notice that in the case of evade, 
corrode, divide, etc., we have a [d]-[z]-[s] alternation ( [EvAd]-[Ev�z;:!n]-[EvAsiv] )  by a 
combination of regular processes. 

Rule (124) should no doubt be extended to other cases. For example, we pointed 
out (note 58) that we have [s] rather than [z] in -- +age, a fact which can be accounted 
for by adding -age to (124) instead of by a readjustment rule as suggested in note 58. Exam
ples such as sausage suggest that devoicing in this position may be more general, not 
requiring formative boundary. Words such as kinesis, osmosis suggest either that -is be 
added to (124) Of that the underlying forms are kinet-, osmot-, etc., and that the Spiranti
zation Rule (12()) has an additional case involving -is. There are, however, questions about 

the [s]-[t] alternations in pairs such as galaxy-galactic, climax-climactic, osmosis-osmotic 
that we have not answered. Also relevant here are the well-known morphological processes 
that determine the voicing of final [f], [s], [9] in noun-verb pairs and adjective-verb pairs. 
Thus we have devoicing in the nouns choice,61 advice, breath, abuse, formed from the 
corresponding verbs, and voicing in the verbs house, clothe, etc. , which are presumably 
formed from the underlying nouns. Similarly, we have pairs such as safe-save, life-live, 
with devoicing in the adjective and noun and voicing in the verb. Whatever the correct 
analysis of these forms may be, we should have no difficulty incorporating it within the 
framework so far established, For example, the rule that devoices the final continuant of a 
noun or adjective derived from a verb can be formulated in terms of a lexical category 
associated with such derived forms, which becomes a segmental feature [+<P] by the con-

ventions discussed in Section 2.2. We can then add to rule (124) the context [ +<p
l If, 

alternatively, the suggestion of note 46 can be realized and the voicing of [f], [s], [9] can be 
[ + tense] . .  determined by the context V --CV (where tenseness and thus vOIcmg are 

61 If the verb is the underlying form, then we will presumably have to give it the lexical representation 
IC�'LI. The Pa!'.t tense form will be determined correctly a!'. lC6w'L1 by re'l,ular processes, To derive the 
present tense form [ciiwz], we must mark the verb choose with the feature that permits double application 
of the Vowel Shift Rule in its present tense form, in the manner discussed in Section 4.3.5. To derive 
choice, we must subject the underlying form /c5z/ to a unique case of lexical backness adjustment which 
does not carry with it the automatic rounding adjustment that makes rounding coincide with backness. 
Thus /c5z/ will, by this process, become [crez], which becomes [c5yz] in the regular way, and then [c5ys] 
by the devoicing associated 'with the derivational process of nominalization. 
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presumably determined by the final lei, which is later elided), we can omit any consideration 
of this matter from rule (124), since voicing will be accounted for by the s-Voicing Rule 
( 1 19), extended to the other continuants by dropping the feature [ + strident] . 

A further modification is required in the Spirantization Rule (120). If the rule remains 
in its present form, words such as question and bastion will appear in the output as * [kwess;m] 
and *[bas8;:!n], rather than as [kwesbn] and [basc;:!n]. The reason is that (120) spirantizes 
occurrences of /t/ before the suffix -ion. The [s] resulting from (120) is then subject to the 
Palatalization Rule (121), which yields [8] in the outpUt.62 

We recall in this regard that Spirantization does not apply in words such as factual 
(see p. 229). In these words the underlying It I is reflected in the output as [c], which is pre
cisely what is needed in the case of question, bastion. Thus, if the Spirantization Rule can 
be modified so that it does not apply to the It I in question, bastion, the correct output will 
be obtained : the /t/ will be unaffected by Spirantization and will subsequently be changed 
to [c] by the Palatalization Rule (121), just as in the case of factual. The simplest way to 
achieve this result seems to be to block the application of cases (b) and (c) of the Spiranti
zation Rule in obstruents that are preceded by [s]. In other words, we require that the 

. h I f S · . . b d {
[+ sonorant]

} segment undergomg t e re evant cases 0 plrantlzatlOn e precede by . , [ -contmuant] 
that is, by a segment which is either a sonorant or a noncontinuant. The rule will then not 
apply to the It I in question, bastion, which is preceded by a continuant obstruent, and the 
derivations will proceed correctly. 

As matters noW stand, the examples where Spirantization is blocked involve only 
the position following [s]. Note, however, that the above modification as stated will prevent 
the rule from applying after other continuant obstruents as well. This fact has an interesting 
consequence for a case not yet analyzed. Consider the word righteous, which is clearly 
derived from right. If the underlying form for right is Iritl, then righteous would be repre
sented as Irit+i+",sl on the lexical level. By the Laxing Rule, we derive [rit+i+",s] ; and 
the rules of this section give, finally, * [ri8;:!s]. Thus the correct form, [rayc;:!s], deviates from 
what is expected in two ways : first, in that the first vowel is tense rather than lax ; second, 
in that it has [c] instead of expected [8]. These observations lead us to seek a different analysis 
for the underlying form for right. 

Suppose that we represent right as Iriept/, where ep is a continuant. Suppose then that 
we add the ad hoc rules (125) and (126) : 

( 125) v -+ [ +tense] I --ep 

( 126) ep -+ <l> / -C 

Rule (125) must follow Laxing and precede Vowel Shift : it can therefore be part of the 
general Tensing Rule. Rule (126) will be one of the late rules of deletion, following (124). 
With these rules, we derive [riept] from underlying lrieptl by rule (125), and then [rayt] by 
Diphthongization, Vowel Shift, Backness Adjustment, and rule (126). But now consider 
righteous, represented /riept+i+",s/. Considering just the final cycle, we have the derivation 
shown in (127). 
62 We are grateful to P. Schachter for drawing our attention to certain aspects of this problem. 
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( 127) RULE (125) 
RULE (118b) 

English phonology 

riq>t+i+<>s 
riq>t+i+<>s 
rhpt+y+<>s 
diyq>t+y+<>s 
rayq>c+y +<>s 
rayq>c+ <>s 
rayc+ <>s 

DlPHTHONGIZATION, VOWEL SHIFT, BACKNESS ADJUSTMENT 

RULE (121) 
RULE (122) 
RULE (126) 

raybs VOWEL REDUCTION 

Thus rules (125) and (126) will account for both of the unexpected features of righteous, if 
we can make an appropriate choice of a continuant for /q>/. Notice that Spirantization, rule 
(120), is blocked by the continuant preceding [t]. 

Note that as matters now stand, dental, palato-alveolar, and labial continuants can 
appear in postvocalic position (e.g., miss, wrist, if, rtft, swish), but the velar continuant /x/ 
cannot. Filling this phonological gap, we can represent right as /rixt/, taking /x/ to be /q>/ 
in the analysis just suggested. We then replace (125) by (128) and coalesce the rephrased 
version of (126) with rule (1 1 1), which is now placed much later in the ordering, in fact, 
after (124) : 

(128) 

(129) 

v -> [+tense] / --x 

[-cor 
1 {<l> 

/

-

c -ant -> 
} +cont [-cons] 

We then form r{ghteous from underlying /rixt+i+<>s/ by derivation (127) with /x/ replacing 
/q>/. Both of the rules (125) and (126) fall together with other already motivated rules (see 
also (130) below). 

The same device might be used to explain various other exceptions to trisyllabic 
laxing, as in the boldface positions of nightingale and mightily. Furthermore, we can use it 
to explain alternations such as resign-resignation, paradigm-paradigmatic. Suppose that 
we add a rule converting [g] to a continuant in the context --[ + nasal] # .  Then underlying 
/re= sign/, /prerre+digm/ will become [rezign], [prer:)digm] before -Alion, -atic, respectively, 
but in the forms in isolation, [g] will become [y] before [+ nasal] # .  If we simplify rule 
(128) to the context --[y y], then that rule will convert [re=siyn] and [prerre+diym] to 
[re= siyn], [prerre+diym], respectively. The tensed vowel becomes ray] in the familiar way. 
Rule (129) will delete [y], giving the forms [riyzayn], [prer:)daym]. 

Finally, it has been suggested to us by S. Anderson that the apparently irregular 
occurrence of [�] instead of [�g] in word-medial position, as in dinghy, hangar, gingham, Bir
mingham, may be readily accounted for if the forms are assumed to have underlying repre
sentations such as /dinxi/, /xrenxr/, etc. The nasal will assimilate the point of articulation 
of the following velar by a rule that is independently motivated (cf. think, finger, etc.) 
Next, (129) deletes [x] by an extension which requires deletion of this segment in the 
context C --. 

These alternations support the choice of [x] over other possibilities for q> in example 
(127). 

The tensing of vowels before velar continuants is apparently restricted to high 
vowels. Although examples are far from plentiful, cases such as phlegm-phlegmatic, dia
phragm-diaphragmatic seem to suggest that nonhigh vowels do not undergo tensing here. 
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Moreover, if cases such as pugnacious-impugn are also to be handled by this rule, (128) 
should be reformulated as 

(1 30) [ +tense ] 
-round / - [x, y] 

We can illustrate the rules we have discussed with derivations such as the following. 
We restrict ourselves to the rules of this section, for the most part. 

logician 
l ;, g d+ ikd+ i+ren 
j c 

y 
s 

decision 

logicism 
l ;,g d+ ikd+izm 
j c 

S 

artificiality 

religious 
re l ig d+ i+;, s  

j 
y 

RULE (114) 
RULE (118b) 
RULE (120b) 
RULE (120d) 
RULE (121) 
RULE (122) 

(1 32 ) de = kd i d+iVn rert if i k d+ i+rel +i+ ty 

c c 

y 

i 

s 

j 
o 

<I> 

2 1 
i re 

s 

courageous66 

k d orregde+ ;,s 

0 

j 2 1 
0 re 

re 

<I> 
k�reyj�s 

FIRST CYCLE 

RULE (1 14) 
STRESS RULES, 
SECOND CYCLE 

RULE (118b) 
RULE (120b)64 
RULE (12Oc) 
RULE (120d)64 
RULE (121)65 
RULE (122) 

FIRST CYCLE, 
FOR courage 
RULE (1 14) 
STRESS RULES 

TENSING RULE 

e-ELIsION 

63 The pronunciation [lowJ::lsizm] requires the underlying form /15g+ik/, an exception to laxing before -ie. 
64 Notice that the segment [i] following [c] in artificiality has already been tensed by the Tensing Rule, and 

the segment [i] following [c] in decision has already been laxed by the Laxing Rule. 
65 Recall the discussion (p. 231)  of the [s}-[s] alternation in such forms. 
66 See note 1 8. 



Chapter five 

S UMMARY OF RULE S  

In this chapter we restate the major rules of the phonology as given in the preceding 
chapters, ordered in the way that is required by the facts cited in the discussion. 

In the previous chapters the assumption has been made that the vowels appearing 
in the abstract underlying representations of English lexical items are monophthongs. 
Diphthongs-i.e., sequences of a vowel followed by a glide-are the result of phonological 
rules that insert glides in certain positions. 1 There are six lax vowels in the underlying 
representations, namely : 

+high 
-low 

-high 
-low 

-high 
+low 

-back 
-round 

e 

re 

+ back 
+ round 

u 

o 

In some dialects there is an additional marginal subcategorization of jrej (see p. 205). 
The tense vowels include the tense correlates of the lax vowels ; and there is distinc

tive rounding for the low tense vowels, so that we have the full set : I rei lrel jal 151. The 
distinctive feature complexes of the individual segments mentioned in the discussion appear 
in Table 1 of Chapter Four (p. 1 76). 

The rules that we have given fall into two general classes : the rules of the readjust
ment component and the phonological rules. The former apply before any of the phonolog
ical rules. They express properties of lexical formatives in certain restricted syntactic contexts, 
and they modify syntactically generated surface structures in a variety of ways. The phono
logical rules are orgamzed in a transformational cycle. A considerable number of phono
logical rules, however, are limited so that they apply in the cycle only when the level of 
word boundary has been reached. We have called the latter " rules of word-level phonology." 

1 There are, of course, sequences of vowels in the underlying representations. These may occur across a 
formative boundary, as in scient-, which is phonologically /ski+ent/ (giving science, scientific by regular 
processes) ; or they may occur, marginally, within certain formatives, such as neo-, dia-, dial, fuel, via. 

236 
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The cyclic rules fall together in the ordering, and all but rule (16) (which changes i 
to y and y to i) are rules of primary stress assignment. If the ordering were revised so that 
(17) (the Alternating Stress Rule) and (18) (the Compound, Nuclear Stress, and Stress 
Adjustment Rules) preceded (16), then the rules that assign primary stress would be con
secutive and would collapse into a single schema of the form: 

V -+ [1 stress] / . . .  

We noted that the justification for ordering (16) before (17) is not overwhelming, and there 
is no relation between (16) and (18). If, furthermore, the analysis is revised in such a way 
as to drop rule (16) from the cycle, then the cycle would be restricted to a single elaborate 
schema abbreviating a complex set of rules, with intricate relations of ordering among them, 
all assigning primary stress in certain positions. In Chapter Three we explained why we were 
unable to accept this analysis, but it seems sufficiently attractive for more thought to be given 
to its consequences. 

Among the processes of primary stress assignment, there are three that shift stress 
to the left : the others shift stress to the right, in general. The three processes that shift stress 
left are the Stressed Syllable Rule (condition (c) of the Main Stress Rule (15» , the Alter
nating Stress Rule (17), and the Compound Rule of (18). As we have noted several times, 
it is not impossible that the Compound Rule can be amalgamated with the Stressed Syllable 
Rule (as the Nuclear Stress Rule can be amalgamated with condition (e) of the Main Stress 
Rule) in terms of a general notion of " sonority " (see p. 91). Although we rejected this 
analysis, for reasons indicated earlier, we feel that it still merits attention. It is also worth 
mentioning the possibility of amalgamating the Stressed Syllable and Alternating Stress 
Rules, each of which shifts stress to the left within a word before a final stressed syllable 
(with the modifications presented in the detailed exposition earlier). Such an amalgamation, 
like the others just noted, has more than a superficial plausibility, but we have rejected it for 
several reasons. First, there are certain technical difficulties, within our framework, in for
mulating the schema that would incorporate both these processes. More seriously, a careful 
analysis of the cases suggests that there really is a fundamental distinction between them. 
The matter is important, both for synchronic and diachronic study of English, and some 
additional comment may be useful. 

Reducing the Stressed Syllable Rule and the Alternating Stress Rule to their essentials, 
we see that each defines a context containing a stressed syllable, and each assigns primary 
stress in a domain that is to the left of this context. The Stressed Syllable Rule interprets 
this domain in terms of the Romance Stress Rule ; thus it assigns primary stress to a final 
strong cluster or to the syllable preceding a final weak cluster, in this domain. The Alter
nating Stress Rule, on the other hand, assigns primary stress to the penultimate syllable of 
the domain, independently of the form of the final syllable of the domain. Thus the Stressed 
Syllable Rule is responsible for placement of primary stress in the boldface position in 
antieip-atory and eonfise-atory (where the dash separates the domain from the context) ; 
and the Alternating Stress Rule is responsible for the position of primary stress in aneed-ote. 
eonjise-ate, philist-ine. 

It might be supposed that these processes can be amalgamated by assigning the 
feature [+ D], which excludes a syllable from the domain of stress assignment (see p. 1 38), 
in the case of the Alternating Stress Rule, just as [+ D] was assigned for the Stressed Syllable 
and Affix Rules in certain instances. At best, this would be unfortunate, since assignment 
of [+ 0] is by general rule in the latter cases, whereas in this case it would be entirely 
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idiosyncratic and ad hoc. Still worse, the proposal will fail because of such words as 
extrapol-ate, in which the penultimate syllable of the domain is weak and noninitial. 

There is, however, a still more serious reason for suspecting that the two processes 
under discussion do not fall together. There is an interesting generalization that must some
how be captured by the rules in question : namely, the Alternating Stress Rule, which does 
not make use of the strong cluster principle, applies in a given cycle if and only if stress has 
been assigned to the final syllable in this cycle under one of the conditions (a)-(e) of the 
Main Stress Rule ; whereas the Stressed Syllable Rule, which does make use of the strong 
cluster principle, applies in a given cycle if and only if stress has been assigned to the final 
syllable either in an earlier cycle under condition (e) of the Main Stress Rule or in the cycle 
in question under condition (a) of the Main Stress Rule. This is an important correlation 
between reliance on the strong cluster principle, on the one hand, and a complex inter
connection of rules, on the other. It is precisely this generalization that is expressed by the 
ordering of condition (c) of the Main Stress Rule between conditions (a) and (e), along with 
the principles of cyclic application and of disjunctive and conjunctive ordering. This con
clusion appears to us to be significant. It leads us to believe that the attempt to amalgamate 
the Stressed Syllable Rule and Alternating Stress Rule would be misguided, quite apart from 
any technical considerations, despite the similarity between the two processes. 

We turn now to a summary of the rules. 
In the list below a few readjustment rules are given first « (1 )-(9) ), merely as an illus

trative sample. They are followed by the phonological rules « 10)-(43) ). The rules that are 
not restricted to the level of word boundary are starred ; all rules not starred in this list are 
rules of word-level phonology. We will give each rule with a citation of the chapter (Roman 
numeral) and example number of the most recent reference to it ; where there are several 
citations, these refer to relevant comments about the form of the rule. The rules are not 
necessarily given in the most reduced form. 

1. Readjustment rules 

[ -CXbaCk ] / [-] 
V 

---+ _ cxround cxback 
in a number of irregular 
verbs, nouns, and adjectives 
in certain contexts 

t ---+ [+voice] / _ {mi--+ive } - ver-- +iVn 

C ---+ C* / {:u}--=C* 

V ---+ [ -rule (20 III) ] 

where C and C* are both 
coronal or both noncoronal 

/ _ [:::;S] [ +cons] { [-cons]} 
+ +cor [- seg] cor 

IV (75) 

IV (1 10) 

IV (103) 

IV (9) 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

U 

a 

-+ 

-+ 

( c.# ) [-rule (32) ] / - [+n�al] C 

[ -rule (34) ] in polysyllables 

V -+ [
- rule (30)

] / - 1 - rule (32) 

[ -n"a' l l {� } 
u -+ [-round] / + ant -- [ -an, ] 

-cor + cor 
-voc 

C -+ [ + cor] / u - [ - seg] 

2. Phonological rules 

( 10) 

(1 1) 

(12) 

[u, i) -+ 4> / + - # 

/ re
- {«�l ) # } [+roUnd] 
-voc --
+ cons 

( 13) VELAR SOFTENING 

[:�j: ] < -voice) 

[+cor ] [-baCk] 
-+ + strid / -- - low 

< + ant) -cons 

(
+ tense

] 
V 

-+ [1 stress] / + --Co# 

239 

IV (72) 

IV (70) 

IV p. 214 

IV (66) 

IV (54) 

III (129) 
and note 84 

IV (56) 

IV (91), (112) 

IV (114) 

III (158) 
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* ( 1 5  ) MAIN STRESS 

V - [1 stress] / [ X-Co ( (�::�:el CA e [�:�:sl ) ) 
V - ant 

III (101), (122) 
(136), ( 15 1) {(ftk)At t 

j-( ( [+D[ C,/ 

Conditions : � = {i} 

y 5, 2  
X contains no internal # 
[-b�ckl {[ +voc] + hIgh -
-cons [-voc] 

Conditions : cr = - ,  or cr #= 1 
X contains no internal # 

ALTERNATING STRESS 

V - [1 stress] / --Co( = )CoVCo [1 stress]CO]NAV 

* 
( 1 8) COMPOUND, NUCLEAR STRESS, STRESS ADJUSTMENT 

( 1 9) 

V - [1 stress] / [# # xr-l --] Y(# #Z) # #lNAV) L stress 
where Y #= . . .  [1 stress] . . .  ; Z #= . • .  # # . . .  

[2 stress] - [3 stress] / --Co [1 stress] 

(20) LAXING 

(I) AUXILIARY REDUCTION-I 

V - [ - stress] I -tense 

Conditions : � = 1, 2, 3  

[ 1 [�stress] (VCo) crstress Cb ( =Co) V ( + tense) {[ ystress] } [- stress]o # 
[1 stress] Co--Co [-cons] 

cr is weaker than � 
y is weaker than 2 

IV (1 1 8) 

III (75) 

III (52), 
(68), (70) 

III (1 1 7) 

III ( 1 1 8) 
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(II) 

(III)2 

(IV) [",o:nd 1 
cxback 

(21 ) 

(22) 

(23) TENSING 

(I) 

(II) 

(111)3 

[ -ren�l + back ---+ 

V 

V ---+ [-tense] / +- r+i [- seg] 

V ---+ [-tense] / - [+cons] [ + cons] 
---+ 

-voc 

ro+;" +id, +"h } 
[-tense] / --C 

[
-stress

] (C1+) V Co [-cons] 
;) ---+ [3 stress] / -# 

g ---+ 

{�} 
;) ---+ 

[ +cont] / - [ + nasal] # 

---+ [ + tense] / [ ] nge 1 stress 

[ + tense] / -CV [- seg] 

[
+tense ] 
-round 

( [ + hlgh] CO ( [;.::] ) [  -conSl) 
/ 't [=�d {[ ::���

e

l } J 
[ + sonor] C 

241 

III (142) ; 
IV p. 202 

IV (8) 

IV (19), 
note 16, 

and p. 192 

IV (45) 

IV p. 234 

IV (60a) 

IV (60b) 

IV (77), 
(79), (84) 

2 The preconsonantal laxing rule as given here incorporates a refinement over the formulation in Chapter 
Four (rule (8) ). Laxing does not take place in consonant clusters ending with a liquid. Thus, when a true 
consonant precedes a liquid, we find both tense and lax vowels : there is supple, bubble, calibre, massacre, 
in which the vowel is lax, as well as maple, noble, Cyprus, migrate, meter (cf. metric), acre, in which the 
vowel is tense. 

3 We have modified this rule and the tensing ru1e (23IV) that follows it by introducing an optional 
[OCVOC ] 
occons , just as we did in defining " weak cluster " for purposes of stress placement (cf. Chapter Three, 
-ant 

(49» . This was done in order to account for the fact that here, too, a consonant followed by [rJ or a glide 
behaves like a single consonant. With this extension we can account for tensing in the boldface position 
in words such as cupric, putrify, Ukraine, inebriate, appropriate, opprobrium, repatriate, colloquial, 

obsequious. 
Clearly, we are leaving unexpressed an important generalization, namely, that in many different 

respects, consonant-liquid and consonant-glide strings function as single consonants. Actually, the 
situation is still more complex. We recall that we were forced to include the " weak cluster " option not 
only in the Main Stress Rule and Tensing Rules, but also in the Auxiliary Reduction Rule (120) of 
Chapter Three (see (24) here). As noted, this repetition indicates that we have failed to capture important 
properties of strong and weak clusters and thus points to a defect in our theory that merits further 
attention. 
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v -+ [+tense] 

(V) 

English phonology 

[cx.IOW 1 ([ -:eg] where f3 = +) / �stress -FB if . � + [ -high] q ( [;�:l ) [::�: 1 V 

-stress [ + tense ] -round / - [x, y] 

IV (20) 

IV (130) 

(24) AUXILIARY REDUCTION-II 

- �stress _ stress _ 
[-tense ] [ ] ( # ) [-stresslo -- Co (  -s�ess q) Co V ] Co [y V Co [l3s�ess] 

c.([ +w:]) 
where C is a consonant or a boundary 

oc � 1  

� is weaker than 2 

13 is weaker than y 

[ ::;�dl -+ [+voice] / {[:t�sel_[-cons]} +cont 
Vk - V 

III (120) 

IV (1 19) 

(26) SPIRANTIZATION 

[ +cor 1 [+cont] I + ant -+ + strid -sonor 

. ive [-] +volce + 

{[ + sonor]} __ [-cont] / {[ -VOice] + [=��:� 1 [- seg]} -stress -+y 

IV (120) and p. 233 

4 We have extended this rule over (20) of Chapter Four by generalizing the pre-boundary case of tensing 
to all boundaries other than formative boundary, thus to = as well as #. Recall that = appears in forms 
such as /pre=tend/, /re=sist/ (cf. Chapter Three, Section 10), where tensing would otherwise not take 
place in the prefix. See also note 6 below. 
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( 28 ) CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION 

C -+ <I> / -- identical consonant 

+ tense 
-round 

<I> -+ Y / - + high 

(3 1) DIPHTHONGIZATION 

( 32 ) GLIDE VOCALIZATION 

[
-cons

] + back 

( 33) VOWEL SHIFT 

+ back 
V 

A -+ [ + low] 

-voc 
-cons 
+ high 
cxback 
cxround 
prule 32 

I [+tense J cxback 
Pr�e 32 -

[CXrOUnd] 
-+ [+voc] / CXhi�h --

243 

IV (62) 

III (1 56) ; IV p. 222 
and note 60 

IV (50) 
and p. 196 

IV (78) 

IV (21) 
and p. 208 

IV (74) 

[-cxhigb] / [CXhigh ]
- low 

[-] + tense 
+ stress 

IV (43) 

[YbaCk ] yrO;nd -+ 

[- Plow] / [PlOW ] 
-high 

I [ +p] [
-tenseJ + high 
+ back 

IV (61) 

IV (63) 
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(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

English phonology 

ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT 

[around] 
[-",ound] / 

[ - ten,,] 1 
+ back � r�IOW 1) V J3round 

+ tense - V 

BACKNESS ADJUSTMENTs 

[
+
�W] � [+back] J -[-cons] 

PALATALIZATION 

[ -sonor
] +cor 

a � [+tense] 

-ant -cons [ -baCk] 
� [ + strid] / -- =�:s [ - stress] 

-ant --
[ +co

' ] 
[
-cons

] � 4> / - sonor 
-YOC 

[
+cor 

] [-] b k [+ stress] + cons - ac 

z � [ -Yoice] / -- +ive 

r=:�� 1 � (4) / {C-}) +cont h C 
-YOC 

IV (93) 

IV (88) 

IV (89) 

IV (121) 

IV (122) 

IV (123) 

IV (124) 

IV (129) 
and p. 234 

5 Note that this formulation of Backness Adjustment is for the dialect with [awl rather than [rew] as the 
reflex of underlying /ii/. (See rule (39) and note 48 in Chapter Four.) This rule when stated in its fully 
general form should incorporate the rule that converts stressed [a] into [re] in forms such as Alabama, 
alabaster (see Chapter Three, p. 1 52). We omit rule (40) of Chapter Four, which, in dialects that have [rew] 
from [awl, laxes [ie] produced by Backness Adjustment. 
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(41 ) e-ELISION6 [-b�k] 
-high 

-+ <l> / - [- seg] III (1 55) -low 
-cons 

(42) <l> -+ ;;) / c-- [ + sonor] # III p. 85 

(43) VOWEL REDUCTION 7 [ -stress] 
-tense -+ ;;) III (121) 

V 

6 This rule deserves a more extensive study than we have given it. In particular, its position in the ordering 
is open to some question. Our only justification for placing it here is that, for reasons mentioned in note 1 8  
of Chapter Four, i t  may follow Vowel Shift so as to account for nonelision i n  the boldface position in 
words such as simultaneous. The rule of e-Elision should be distinguished from a rule that drops both let 
and the glides /y/ and lEI before various affixes, as in telescopic, telescopy, harmonic, and harmonize. The 
latter is, presumably, a lexical rule. 

We have noted (see p. 195 of Chapter Four) that the rule of e-Elision can be used to account for the 
fact that the first syllable is short in words such as issue, tissue, value, menu. As pointed out to us by 
S. J. Keyser, it can be used to explain the lax vowel in the first syllable in words such as pity, city, if we 
derive these from IpiteE/, IsiteE/. Stress will be placed on the first syllable by the usual rule for nouns, 
and the trisyllabic laxing rule will guarantee that the stressed vowel is lax. The [ers will tense, and the 
glide [E] will elide. By the rule mentioned in note 18, Chapter Four, final ley] will become Vy]. This idea 
has further consequences that might be explored. 

7 We leave open the question of just how the reduced vowel is actualized phonetically in various contexts. 
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Chapter six 

T H E  E V O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  
M O D E RN E N G L I S H  V O W EL 
S Y S T EM 

1. Introductory remarks 

In this chapter we review the vowel systems of four English dialects spoken in earlier 
centuries. Our purpose is to trace the evolution of the pivotal rules of the modern English 
vowel system-Diphthongization, Vowel Shift, and Rounding Adjustment-and to provide 
some explanation for the remarkable stability of the underlying system of representations. 
The four dialects examined below were chosen because they illustrate the main steps in the 
evolution. They do not, of course, constitute a single line of descent from the earliest to the 
latest ; nor is any of them necessarily the lineal ancestor of the dialect of modern English 
that is described in the main part of this book. The dialects are, however, sufficiently closely 
related so as to provide us with a reasonably clear picture of the main lines of development. 

1 .1 .  ON LINGUISTIC CHANGE 
In our view, a grammar of a language represents the linguistic competence of a 

speaker. In acquiring a language, a child does not memorize the utterances he hears ; rather, 
he somehow utilizes these utterances to construct for himself a grammar, that is, a collection 
of rules in accordance with which he can produce and understand an unlimited number of 
utterances, many of them new to him and not similar in any significant sense to those 
previously encountered. The rules that constitute the grammar of a particular speaker 
determine in detail the form of the sentences that the speaker will produce and understand. 
If two speakers differ in the phonetic (or semantic) interpretation they assign to sentences, 
this difference can only be due to some difference in the character or organization of the 
rules that make up their respective grammars. Consequently an observed linguistic change 
can have only one source-a change in the grammar that underlies the observed utterances. 

A straightforward way of effecting changes in a grammar is to add new rules. The 
addition of a rule to the phonological component may be regarded as the most rudimentary 
type of sound change. When such a change takes place, the added rule will satisfy the same 
formal constraints as the other rules of the phonological component. Many sound changes 
known in diachronic phonology are of this type. By and large the familiar " sound laws " 
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are, in fact, rules added to the phonological component, although one can easily imagine 
possible cases that could not be properly described in this way. 

The conception of linguistic change as a change in the grammar is also implicit in the 
traditional views of sound change. One of the crucial facts that linguists have tried to explain 
is that speakers are by and large unaware of the changes that their language is undergoing. 
The reason for this, it has been claimed, is that changes affect only the phonetic actualization 
of particular sounds-and, moreover, in so slight a measure that the changes appear to be 
gradual. In other words, in this view, which we might call the " gradual " view of sound 
change, phonetic changes are restricted-with a few notable exceptions such as epenthesis, 
elision, and metathesis-to changes in the low-level phonetic rules that assign the precise 
numerical value to the different features in different contexts. Thus, vowels may be articula
ted somewhat farther back than before, or consonants may be actualized in some environ
ment with aspiration of degree 4 whereas earlier they were actualized in that environment 
with degree 2. While there is no logical reason to reject this view of sound change, there 
is certainly no reason to give it special status. With the exception of the fact that speakers 
are unaware of an ongoing change-a fact which is easily explainable on the ground that 
speakers are, in general, unaware of the contents of their grammar-there is very little factual 
data to bear out this view. This embarrassing situation has not passed unnoticed. For exam
ple, Hoenigswald (1964) has written : 

. . .  since it is surely difficult to imagine a speaker discoursing about an ongoing 
sound change, it was by no means unreasonable to think of sound change as 
gradual and hence imperceptible. The " sounds," the ranges of articulation, 
the statistical "maxima" of these ranges become more and more similar to 
each other in a nondistinctive way until, presumably, the harm is done, and 
the speakers (who would never have dreamed of dropping a given phonetic 
contrast of their own free will) are insidiously trapped-this seems to be the 
picture. So far as I know it has always been an entirely speCUlative picture 
whose best feature is a surface plausibility which it once possessed but does 
not possess any more. Are there any data that would bear it out ? (p. 207) 

The lack of evidence, however, has not prevented scholars from continuing to es
pouse the gradual view of sound change. Thus Hockett (1965) proposes to explain sound 
change precisely in the terms just sketched, without citing any actual instances. However, 
Hockett's exposition is notable for the fact that, unlike many writers on this subject, he 
explicitly recognizes the role that the rules of the grammar play in determining the physical 
shape of utterances. Thus the possibility arises immediately in Hockett's " stratificational " 
grammar, as it does in the grammar discussed here, that sound change-i.e., systematic 
changes in the phonetic actualization of particular utterances or parts of utterances-may 
be due to changes in the grammar other than in the low-level phonetic rules. For example, a 
change such as the Germanic spirantization of voiceless stops could readily arise if a rule 
were added to the component that in Hockett's grammar " maps strings of morphons into 
successions of bundles of distinctive features " (p. 200). Surprisingly, this possibility is not 
considered anywhere in Hockett's paper.! 

In the traditional approach to sound change, a " sound law " is an observed corres
pondence between two stages of a language, a formula expressing the relationship between 
the phonological representation of formatives before and after the change. The effects of a 

1 For further discussion of Hockett's treatment of sound change, see Postal (1968, Chapter 14). 
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change, therefore, are incorporated directly into the lexical representations of individual 
formatives. In our approach, on the other hand, a rule that is added to the grammar may 
continue to function for many generations without causing changes in the lexical represen
tations. Our view of sound change thus permits an explanation of the observations made 
by Bloomfield (1939) when he found, in a synchronic description of Menomini, that : 

our basic forms do bear some resemblance to those which would be set up for a 
description of Proto-Algonquian, some of our statements of alternation . . .  
resemble those which would appear in a description of Proto-Algonquian, and 
the rest . . . as to content and order, approximate the historical development 
from Proto-Algonquian to present-day Menomini (p. 106). 

In the light of the preceding statements, the conclusion might be drawn that a gram
mar of a language contains nothing but rules that at one time or another were introduced 
into the language by the " operation" of a " sound law."2 This does not happen to be the 
case : in synchronic grammars one finds numerous rules that cannot be traced directly to 
any sound change. Before we turn to actual examples, let us consider why this is so. 

An essential feature of our theory of language is that it includes an evaluation mea
sure which makes it possible to assign values to alternative grammars. It is on the basis of 
this evaluation measure that a child learning a language chooses one of the grammars (of 
which there are, in principle, infinitely many) compatible with the fairly restricted body 
of linguistic data to which he has been exposed. The grammar that a child constructs in 
learning his native tongue will therefore always be the one that ranks highest in terms of 
this evaluation measure. 

It is easy to see that the addition of a given rule to a grammar G 1 may result in a 
grammar G2 that produces the same linguistic forms as some other grammar G3 yet is 
ranked lower than G3 by the evaluation measure. We shall assume that when the language 
of adults undergoes such a change, their grammar is modified only by the addition of the 
rule in question.3 When the children of these adults learn their native language from their 
parents, they will construct for themselves the highest ranking grammar G3, which in 
principle may be quite different from G2, the grammar of the parents. The fact that children 
and parents may have quite different grammars though speaking all but identical idiolects 
should hardly occasion surprise. When children learn their mother tongue, they are exposed 
not to its grammar directly but rather to the output of this grammar as it is actualized in the 
utterances of the parents, and it is on the basis of these utterances that children construct 
the grammar of the language. The children's grammar will contain a given phonological 
rule which corresponds to a historically attested change and is present in the grammar of 
their parents only if the grammar containing this rule is the most highly valued grammar in 
terms of the evaluation measure. In our discussion of the history of the English vowel 
system, we shall encounter changes such as the trisyllabic laxing rule (rule (19), Chapter 
Four), which has been carried over intact from the eleventh century into the contemporary 
language, and we shall also find changes where the particular rule that was added vanished 

2 Garde (1965), for example, reached this conclusion: " Nous arrivons donc it ce dilemme: ou bien les 
regles synchroniques sont une nouvelle formulation des lois diachroniques, ou bien elles sont fausses " 
(p. 145). 

3 One might speculate that the adult's inability to modify his grammar except by the addition or elimination 
of a few rules is one aspect of the well-known deterioration in the adult's capacity to acquire a new 
language. 
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from the contemporary language after having left appropriate traces in other parts of the 
grammar, in particular, in the representation of items in the lexicon and in new phonological 
rules.4 

1.2. GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE EARLY HISTORY 

OF MODERN ENGLISH 

Late Middle English is commonly assumed to have possessed the following simple 
vowels: 

TENSE 

I time U town 

e meet 6 goose 

re mean 5 boat 

a hate 

LAX 

i ship u cut 

e bed 0 dog 

a man 

In addition the language possessed a number of diphthongs which we shall assume were 
all made up of a tense vowel followed by a glide: 

rey day, maid 
rew dew 

DIPHTIIONGS 

5y point 

5w blolV, know 

ew new 

aw law, draw 

The diphthong represented here as jewj derives historically from a number of sources (see 
Jespersen, 1909 , pp.101-102), among which are early ME iw and French u.5 We shall 
assume that in late ME, i.e., at the stage of the language with which we are concerned here, 
this entity was represented as jewj, for this underlying representation results in the simplest 
grammar. If it is assumed that the underlying representation is jiwj, it would be necessary 
to add an ad hoc rule exempting this diphthong from an otherwise general tensing rule 
(see rule (4) below). In any event, we adopt the position of Jespersen and others who have 
held that in ME there were two, not three, diphthongs composed of front vowel and jwj. 
Some handbooks indicate that there was also a diphthong juyj, but its status is quite 
unclear since sources differ as to the words that are supposed to exemplify juyj.6 We shall 
make the assumption that this diphthong occupied a marginal position in the language. 
Thus a few words, specifically marked in the dictionary, were allowed to contain juyj, but 
otherwise the appropriate diphthong was j5yj. 

,. It is obvious that the same development may take place when, instead of adding a rule, the language 
eliminates or changes an already existing rule. For further discussion of this question, see Kiparsky 
(1965). 

5 We shall not enter here into the involved question of whether Middle English had the sound [Ul, but shall 
assume that this was not the case and that all English reflexes of foreign [Ulcoincided with the contemporary 
reflexes of ME/ew/. Our views in this matter have be.en decisively influenced by Zachrisson's study (1913). 
His conclusion that the diphthong lewl and the French Iyl were both "pronounced ill or Uu. ) . . .  [and 
thatl there is no conclusive evidence for the pronounciation (y )" (p. 223) seems to us correct. (See the 
survey of more recent literature in Danielsson (1963, pp. 113 f. » 

6 Jespersen (1909): "the early history of the diphthongs [:>i and ui-NC/MH] is obscure: Luick's attempt to 
separate them is not successful " (p. 100). See also Dobson (1957), pages 910 f., and, especially, the last 
paragraph on page 823, where much evidence is presented showing that sixteenth century sources made 
no clear distinction between the two diphthongs. In view of this evidence it is somewhat surprising that 
Dobson draws from it the conclusion that" in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ME Iii was still a 
falling diphthong [uil. " 
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The language had two phonological processes that affected the tenseness (tradition

ally the" quantity") of vowels. These processes, which are still productive in contemporary 

English (see (8), (19), (20), Chapter Four), are represented by the following rules: 

(3) LAXING (vOC 1 } 
(a) 

+cons 
V -> [-tense] / -- [+cons] [ -stress] 

V (b) 
V 

Co 

(
4) TENSING 

V -> [+tense] / -- [-cons] 

The Laxing Rule, essentially in the form �ven in (3), is quite old. According to 

Jordan (1934), laxing before double consonants is attested about the year 1000 (p. 41), and 

laxing in trisyllabic words before 1100 (p. 43). Rule (3) is not meant to exhaust all histori

cally attested instances of laxing but is specifically restricted to those that are still operative 

in the contemporary language. For similar reasons we have given only one environment 

for tensing, although at different stages of the evolution of the language there were numer

ous other environments in which tensing took place (see Excursus 2 below). The environ

ment in rule (4) is a special case of tensing in open syllable, a phenomenon well attested in 

English since at least the thirteenth century (Horn and Lehnert, 1954, p. 662). 

Excursus 1. In his discussion of tenseness (length) of vowels in Romance borrowings, 

Luick (1907) observes that in bisyllabic words great variation is apparent. While some of 

the words, such as banner, barrel, bottle, button, gallon, mutton, show a lax vowel, others 

such as basin, mason, label, bacon show a tense vowel, and still others such as lever vacillate 

between a tense and a lax vowel. We should like to propose the following to account for 

this phenomenon. In borrowed words stressed vowels were tense in open syHables; for 

example, chace, vile, close (see Luick, 1907). It has been shown by Halle and Keyser (forth

coming) that as a result of the laxing of vowels in a final syllable that was either open or 

closed by a single consonant, stress was shifted in trisyllabic and longer words, from the 

final syllable to the antepenult if the penultimate syllable ended with a weak cluster; other

wise, stress shifted from the final syllable to the penult. Examples of the latter shift are 

provided by words such as condition in Chaucer. In certain lines this word has final stress, as 

indicated by the rime, e.g., with resoun (A. P. 39); on the other hand, in lines such as 

o hateful harm! condicion of poverte (B. ML. 99) 

the word must be stressed on the antepenult for the line to be metrically regular. 

To account for these stress alternants, it must be assumed that in Chaucer's time 

the rule laxing vowels in final syllables was optional and, moreover, applied before the 

Stress Rule, whereas the rule tensing stressed vowels in Romance words, as well as the 

Laxing Rules (3a, b), must be assumed to have applied (synchronically) after the Stress 

Rule. The Laxing Rules (3a, b) are thus distinct and separate from the rule laxing vowels in 

final syllables. 

Many ME inflected forms, e.g., plural forms, had an additional syllable (baron

barones). As a consequence, bisyHabic forms alternated with trisyllabic forms; i.e., a given 
word had case forms that were subject to the Laxing Rule (3b) as well as case forms that 
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were not subject to laxing. Hence, at that stage of the language, tense-lax alternations 
sometimes served as supplementary signals for the difference between singular and plural. 
Schematically the situation might be represented as follows: 

(5) 
galiin galiin+es bakiin bakiin+es 
galun galun+es bakun bakun+es FINAL-SYLLABLE LAXING 

galun galun+es bakun bakun+es STRESS RULE 

giUun galun+es b
ll
kun 

M
kun+es STRESSED-VOWEL TENSING 

galun galun+es b
ll
kun bakun+es LAXING RULE (3b) 

When in the course of the further evolution of the language the lei of the plural suffix 
was lost , there were two types of bisyllabic words: those like (5), which had accompanying 
alternations between tense and lax vowels, and others which did not show such alternations. 
These tenseness alternations soon vanished, with the result that certain of the words were 
entered in the lexicon wifh tense vowels and others with lax vowels. Thus gallon now has 
a lax vowel, bacon a tense vowel, and lever (and perhaps a few other forms) vacillates 
between a tense and a lax vowel. 

Excursus 2. In modern English tensing also takes place in the environment (6) (see 
rule (20b), Chapter Four) : 

[ -high] q r =�:�� 1 [ �:::s] 
-stress 

It is interesting to observe that the sixteenth century orthoepist Hart (see Section 2) does 
not have tensing in this environment . Thus he gives grik with a tense lei actualized as [i ], 
but gtesian with lax [e]. Furthermore, Hart shows lax vowels in his transcriptions of period, 
nasions, experience, komodiuzlei, in the boldface positions, where in modern English, 
because of the extension of tensing to environment (6), we get tense vowels. By 1644 Hodges 
(see Kauter, 1930b) does have tensing in this environment , as shown by his transcriptions 
period, Siiviour, convenient7 (although experience is listed twice without any indication of 
tenseness) .  

In the fifteenth century English underwent what is traditionally known as the Great 
Vowel Shift . We have clear evidence of this from the early sixteenth century. "The long Iii 
must . . .  have become leil about 1 500; it is transcribed ei in the Welsh hymn written about 
that time " (Jespersen, 1909, p. 234) . At about the same time tense lei and 161 become 
[i ] and [ii] , respectively. Jespersen (1909) notes that the development of special spellings 
for 151 and lrel distinct from those for 161 and lei dates from this time only: 

. . .  in ME each of the letters e and 0 denoted two long vowels, Ie· f.·1 and 
10· ;,·1 . This was not felt to be singular any more than it is in many other 
languages, and no effort was made to give graphical expression to the distinc
tion . But in the middle of the 16th century we find the spelling ie coming into 
use for the close variety of e,  and eo for the open, and at the same time oa 
becomes usual for the open o-sound ... If we 

a
ssume the values li·1 infield and 

lu· / in too coexisting with/f.· / in beast and /;' ./ in road, we can easily see why 
people should have adopted distinct notations for sounds which had become 
thus widely separated from one another (pp. 233 f .) 

7 The diaeresis is Hodges' device for indicating tenseness. 
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There has been a certain amount of discussion concerning the nature of the earliest 
(pre-seventeenth century) products of the Vowel Shift . In particular, Dobson, in his en
cyclopedic English Pronunciation 1500-1700 (1957) , concluded that the reflexes fey] and 
[ow] of ME tense /II and /fl/ could not have existed. He writes: 

The usual theory . . .  is that ME i developed through the stages rei] [Ei] [rei] to 
[ail . This view is altogether impossible. If the development had been that 
suggested, ME i would have crossed the path of ME ai developing to [rei] 
and [Ei] . . .  Yet the two sounds are always kept distinct , as they are still. ME i 
can never have been [Ei], and we must therefore admit that the orthoepists' 
transcription of ME i as ei and their comparison of it with foreign [Ei] sounds 
were not exact . . .  (p. 660) . 
It is often argued, on the basis of some of these identifications with foreign 
sounds and some of the analyses and transcriptions, that ME it was diph
thongized in the first instance to foul , as it is similarly argued that ME i was 
diphthongized to rei] . . . But in this event ME it would have become identical 
with ME ou, which remained as a diphthong long after ME it had become one. 
It is obvious that they did not become identical; alleged rhymes between the 
two sounds are t o be otherwise explained . . .  (p. 684) . 
It is important to note that Dobson's conclusions concerning the pronunciation of 

these sounds in the sixteenth century are not based on evidence from the sources, but are 
rather inferences drawn on the assumption that sound change is a gradual process. Since 
what Dobson terms " the usual view " concerning the facts of sixteenth century pronunci
ation of ME tense /i/ and /u/ cannot be reconciled with a view of sound change as a gradual 
process, Dobson feels justified in interpreting away the statements and transcriptions t o 
be found in sixteenth century sources. (Cf . Zachrisson (1913, p .  205, p .  207); Dobson (1957, 
pp. 659-60 , p. 684); and see Section 2 for quotations from one of these sources, John Hart.) 
We have seen, however (Section 1 .1) , that the existence of gradual sound change is far 
from solidly established in spite of its very general acceptance. Therefore it does not in 
itself provide sufficient reason for rejecting explicit statements made by an observer such as 
Hart, whom Dobson himself ranks "among the greatest English phoneticians " (p. 62), 
and whose statements there is no other reason to doubt . Incidentally, in Hart's speech the 
ME nonhigh nonlow (mid) vowels were high monophthongs, whereas the ME high vowels 
had become nonhigh nonlow (mid) diphthongs which were distinct from the reflexes of 
the ME diphthongs. This simultaneous lowering and raising process-which is to be dis
tinguished from the one referred to by Dobson-could be accounted for without difficulty 
even if one were to adopt the gradual view of sound change: the environments where /i/ 
and /u/ are lowered to [e] and [0] are distinct from those where /e/ and /0/ are raised to 
[i ] and [u ] since only reflexes of ME /i/ and /u/ were diphthongized in Hart . Finally, as will 
be shown, the appearance in the seventeenth century of [AY] and [AW] as reflexes of ME 
tense /il and /u/ is correlated with the appearance at the same time of [A] as the reflex of 
lax /ul and with a host of other phenomena which were unknown in the sixteenth century. 

At this point in time, then , the nonlow tense vowels of Middle English had under
gone the following changes: 

ME 
! 
ey 

u 
! 

o 
! 
u 

8 In the absence of evidence either for or against, we shall assume that the diphthongized vowels were 
not laxed at first. 
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To account for these changes, we propose that the following two ordered rules were 
added to the grammar of English in the fifteenth century: 

( 8 ) DIPHTHONGIZATION 

VOWEL SHIFT 

[ CXhighl � 
-low [-cxhigh] / (+tense 1 

+ stress 

That is, we assume that high tense vowels were diphthongized and that subsequently tense 
nonlow vowels under stress were subject to an exchange rule that turned high vowels into 
nonhigh vowels and nonhigh vowels into high vowels. 

Although the two rules have to apply in the order indicated , we do not claim that 
they were added to the language in this order. It is possible that in this case the synchronic 
order coincides with the history of the language, but it is equally possible that rule (9) was 
added first and that subsequently rule (8) was introduced before rule (9) in the synchronic 
order of the rules. Since there appears to be no factual evidence that would allow us to 
decide what actually transpired, this question must remain open. 

1.3. CONCERNING EXCHANGE RULES9 

The proposed solution raises a number of issues that require comment. In particu
lar, the role of exchange rules such as (9) in phonological change has been questioned on 
the basis that the addition of such rules to a grammar would result in a serious impairment 
of intelligibility between speakers who had adopted the change and those who had not . 
It might be claimed that it would be confusing if an exchange rule such as the Vowel 
Shift were added to a grammar since this would result , for example, in former [pUl] being 
pronounced [pol ], while former [pol] would be pronounced [pul]. One may reasonably 
doubt , however, that intelligibility between dialects would be impaired , for it is well known 
that intelligibility is only moderately affected in normal everyday speech even when all 
vowel contrasts are eliminated and a single vowel is made to stand in their place. A change 
like the one described would have very striking effects if subjects speaking a dialect that had 
not undergone the change in question had to identify correctly words in a randomly selected 
list . But word identification tests of this type, though valuable for testing the quality of 
telephone lines, are of only marginal value in determining the effects of a phonological 
change on intelligibility. It might be noted that a subject 's performance on such a test would 

9 The comments in this section, as well as some in the preceding section, are in response to questions raised 
primarily by R. P. Stockwell, in particular in his" Realism in Historical English Phonology," presented 
at the Winter 1 964 meeting of the Linguistic Society of America, and .. Problems in the Interpretation of 
the Great English Vowel Shift," presented at Austin, Texas, January 1966. Since these papers have re
mained unpublished, we deal with the issues raised without attributing specific views to Stockwell or to 
any other person. 
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be even worse if the change undergone by the language had been a phonetic merger, a 
possible change about' which there surely can be no question. We conclude, then, that 
intelligibility considerations cannot be advanced as reasons for excluding exchange rules as 
vehicles of phonological change. 

It may also be observed that it is easy to construct situations in which exchange 
rules would not result in any conceivable impairment in either intelligibility or word 
identification . Consider a language with an ordinary five-vowel pattern lu 0 a e i/ . If this 
language were subje

ct 
to a rounding shift , the following correspondences would be estab

lished : 

(10) O�A i�i.i 

All five of the vowels are kept distinct and there is a change only in the phonetic actualiza
tion . In such a situation there is likely to be no greater impairment of intelligibility than if 
each of the vowels had been slightly fronted or diphthongized. Consequently, if, as pro
posed above, intelligibility were the controlling factor, there would be no reason for ex
cluding a rmmding exchange rule. If , however, the language had also been subject to an 
umlauting rule which fronted back vowels in certain environments, then the addition of 
the exchange rule would result in the sort of phonetic switch that , according to the view 
under examination, is harmful to intelligibility, and the addition of the exchange rule 
could not be allowed. 

This example brings out a further difficulty in the objection to exchange rules . Since 
it is imposs ible to tell from the form of a rule in isolation whether or not the addition of this 
rule would result in the type of phonetic switch that supposedly affects intelligibility, it may be 
necessary to check the derivations of all possible phonological phrases in order to deter
mine this matter. This is a finite task, since an upper bound can realistically be imposed on 
the length of the phonological phrase. However, we feel that" global " conditions of this 
sort on the well-formedness of grammars should be excluded in principle. To allow such 
conditions would be to assert , in effect , that a check through all possible derivations must 
be performed by the speaker who is about to add a rule to his grammar, a supposition 
that is implausible in the extreme. 

It should be noted, moreover, that, as we have just seen, the same impairment in a 
subject's performance on a word identification test would result if the language had origi
nally contained the (by itself "harmless ") rounding exchange rule and had added the 
umlaut rule later. In fact , if word identification were a factor in determining whether or not a 
rule could be added to a grammar, it would be necessary to check all possible derivations 
of the grammar before adding any rule at all, since phonetic shift (a�b while b�a) can 
be produced by the addition of almost any type of rule. We describe a few such cases below. 

A language may possess a pair of rules which have opposite effects in two distinct 
environments, and the two rules in question may, moreover, be adjacent in the synchronic 
order of the rules . This is by no means an unusual situation . It is found, for instance, in the 
phonology of English, where, as shown in rule (1 18) of Chapter Four, the glide [y] is 
replaced by the vowel [i] in one environment and the vowel [i] is replaced by the glide [y] 
in another environment . It can readily be imagined that subsequent changes in the grammar 
might result in a coalescence of the two environments , making the net effect of the two rules 
equivalent to a regular exchange rule which shifts the feature "vocalic " in some environ
ment . 
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An exchange rule might also result from the addition of a rule to the grammar of a 
language which already contains a rule with precisely the opposite effect . For instance, 
consider a language that is subject to a rule assigning the feature [-low] to (i.e., raising) 
tense vowels which agree in backness and rounding. This rule, however, does not result 
in a merger with other nonhigh vowels, since by a (synchronically) prior rule, the latter 
nonhigh vowels become unrounded and back. More formally, we may say that the language 

has the following two ordered rules :  

( 1 1) (a) 

(b) 

[-high] 
-low 

[ClbaCk ] 
Clround 

[-rOUnd ] 
+ back 

---+ [-low] 

Suppose that subsequently the language adds a rule lowering nonhigh vowels that do not 
agree in backness and rounding : 

[-rOUnd] ---+ [ I ] b k + ow 
+ ac 

Once this happens, a simpler grammar is possible, namely, one including the exchange 
rule (13) :  lClback J [�low] ---+ [-�low] / d Clroun 

-high 
foJIowed by a rule turning the resulting l ow vowels into faJ: 

[ I ] ---+ 
[-rOUnd] 

+ ow b k + ac 
In this case the exchange rule results from the restructuring of a grammar that did not 
contain rules involving feature shift. Something quite similar to this might have happened 
in the evolution of the second part of the Vowel Shift in the dialect from which the variety 
of English described here is derived. (See Section 5.2 of this chapter.) 

It is possible that the first stage of the Vowel Shift-i.e., rule (9)-is also the result 
of this type of restructuring. Subsequent to Diphthongization , tense nonlow monoph
thongs may have been made high (raised) , and then the vowels that had previously been 
diphthongized-Le., the originally high vowels-were made nonhigh (lowered) . More 
formally, instead of rule (9) the language added rule (15) :  

[-low 1 
+ tense 
+ stress 

([ + high] 

1 

---+ -voc 
[-high] / -

[ ] 
-cons 

Some of the dialectal evidence makes such an account quite .plausible. At present , however, 
this is still far from established, and the possibility that (9) was added to the grammar 
directly cannot be ruled out. Moreover, even if research should ultimately determine that 

the first stage of the Vowel Shift is the result of restructuring, this would still not dispose 
of the possibility of exchange rules being added to a grammar directly. 

As noted above, when phonological change is the result of the addition of a rule 
to a grammar, the added rule must satisfy the constraints that are placed on grammatical 
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rules in general. It is conceivable that the constraints on rules that can be added to a gram
mar may be more severe than those on rules that can figure in a grammar. At the present 
time, however, we do not know of any reason why these additional constraints (if there 
are such) should rule out exchange rules. In fact , we have just seen that the attempts to 
impose constraints ruling out certain types of exchange rules are without foundation . 
These attempts wer e based on the mistaken assumption that intelligib ility is necessarily 
impaired when a few distinctive cues are obliterated; they lead not only to the imposition 
of inappropriate "global " conditions on phonological change but also to the formal 
exclusion of phonemic merger, i.e., the exclusion of a type of change that has been observed 
on numerous occasions. In sum, it seems to us that exchange rules, which are implicit in a 
notation that allows variables as coefficients of distinctive features, should be no more 
restricted than other types of phonological rules and, in particular, that exchange rules 
may be added to a grammar to produce phonological change. 

The fact that the Laxing and Tensing Rules (3) and (4) in one form or another have 
figured continuously in the language from the eleventh century to the present is one of the 
reasons for the great stability of the underlying vowel system. It has been argued in Chapter 
Four that because of the presence of these two rules, Diphthongization and Vowel Shift 
must also be phonological rules of the language. The alternative would be to incorporate 
the effects of Diphthongization and Vowel Shift directly into the lexical representations of 
the formatives. This alternative, however, is not really open to us, since these effects would 
have to be included in both the Laxing Rule and the Tensing Rule as well; that is, the com
plicated facts of Diphthongization and Vowel Shift would have to be stated repeatedly in 
the grammar. On the other hand, by representing the tense vowels that have undergone 
Diphthongization and Vowel Shift as monophthongs-i.e., by assuming an underlying 
vowel system that approximates that of an earlier stage of the language-it is possible to 
give the Tensing and Laxing Rules in essentially the same simple form as in (3) and (4) and 
to state the complicated Diphthongization and Vowel Shift Rules only once. Since the ME 
diphthongs, unlike the tense vowels, did not generally participate in tenseness alternations, 
the historical changes to which they were subject were directly reflected in the underlying 
representations, with the result that diphthongs were ultimately eliminated from the under
lying system altogether. 

The preceding argument , which is basically a recapitulation of an argument presented 
in Chapter Four with regard to the facts of modern English, holds for earlier stages of the 
language as well, since both the Laxing and Tensing Rules have figured in the language for 
close to a thousand years. In the discussion that follows, we shall therefore assume that 
Diphthongization and Vowel Shift are an integral part of the phonological components of 
the various dialects examined and that the underlying vowel system in large measure 
resembles that of ME. 

2. John Hart (1551-1579) 

The first of the dialects to be examined is that of John Hart, who was a court official during 
the third quarter of the sixteenth century. His complete works on English spelling have 
been published in a careful edition by Bror Daniel sson (1955 and 1963), and it is this edition 
that serves as the basis for our exposition . 
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2.1. THE EVIDENCE 

Hart recognized five distinct pairs of tense and lax (in his terminology, long and short) 
vowel sounds, and he represented these by the letters a e i 0 u. According to Hart (Dan
ielsson, 1955, p. 190) a is produced " with a wyde opening of the mouth as when a man yaun
eth." e is produced "with somewhat more closing the mouth [than a-NC/MH], thrusting 
softlye the inner part of the tongue to the inner and upper great teeth (or gummes for want 
of teeth)," and i "by pressing the tongue in like manner [as e-NCJMH] yet somewhat 
more forward and bringing the iawe somewhat more near." We shall therefore regard [a] 
as low, back, nonround; [e] as nonlow, nonhigh, nonback, nonround; and [i] as high, 
nonback, and nonround. 

At first sight, Hart's description of the sound symbolized by the letter 0 may make 
it appear that he is referring to a low [<>] rather than to a nonlow [0], for he characterizes 
the sound of 0 as being formed " by taking awaye all the tongue from the teeth or gummes, 
as is sayde for the a, and turning the lippes round as a ring." This, however, cannot be 
taken to mean that the sound in question had the same low tongue position as [a], but only 
that it was " back," i.e., " awaye from all the teeth or gummes," for Hart characterizes u as 
being formed " by holding in lyke manner the tongue from touching the teeth or gummes 
(as is said of the a, and 0) " [our italics-NC/MH]. In other words, Hart neglects (or is 
unable) to indicate differences in tongue height for back vowels. Since Hart's statements 
cannot be used to establish whether his 0 is low or nonlow, we shall assume that he meant 
nonlow [0] everywhere, since this assumption not only provides a more symmetrical vowel 
system but also leads to a somewhat simpler set of rules. 

In addition Hart recognized a number of diphthongs. Of these there are 'several 
distinct types : 

(a) Sequences consisting of a glide-[y] or [w]-followed by a vowel, e.g., ie, " yea"; 
ui, "we." 

(b) Sequences of low vowel followed by a centralizing glide, e.g., (jer, " oar." 
(c) Rising diphthongs consisting of a vowel followed by a glide. It is this class that requires 

some further comment. 
Hart does not have special symbols for the glides [y] and [w] but represents them by the 
letters i and u, respectively. This is a direct consequence of Hart's general theory of spelling, 
which leads him to economize on symbols and use the same symbol to represent phonetically 
similar sounds in complementary distribution . 

In the last of his works, Hart draws a distinction between the reflexes of ME tense 
/u/, which he transcribes ou (i.e., with a lax vowel followed by u), and the reflexes of ME /5w/, 
which he transcribes QU (i.e., with a tense vowel followed by u). We assume, therefore, that 
for Hart the reflex of ME tense /u/ was [ow], whereas the reflex of ME /5w/ was [ow]. As 
might be expected, Hart transcribes the reflex of ME tense /i/ by ei , which we shall take as 
representing the pronunciation [ey]. 

As noted above (p. 255), a number of scholars, notably, Dobson (1957), have sug
gested that when Hart (as well as other sixteenth century sources) wrote ou and ei , he is to 
be understood as having meant [AW] and [yy] as reflexes of ME tense /u/ and /i/ . There is 
no evidence in Hart's writings for such pronunciations, and it would seem unlikely that 
Hart would fail to record the absence of lip rounding in his reflex of ME /ul, as is explicitly 
assumed by Dobson's transcription [AW] . We have seen above that Dobson's refusal to take 
Hart's evidence at face value stems from his conception of sound change as a gradual process. 
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As has already been indicated, this conception of sound change is without factual support . 
We have little reason, therefore, to impose extreme interpretations on Hart's perfectly 
plain statements and transcriptions in this case. 

As further evidence against the view that Hart pronounced [AW] and [yy], we analyze 
briefly a comment by Gil ( 1621), who wrote fifty years after Hart, since this comment has 
been cited as tending to cast doubt on Hart 's transcriptions and to support the alternative 
interpretation advanced by Dobson and others. The passage in question notes that Smith, 
a contemporary of Hart's, had been criticized" quod noui eius characteres nec aspectu grati 
sunt, nec scriptu faciles." This shortcoming, according to Gil, had been rectified by Hart 
to the best of his ability, but "ille, praeterquam quod nonnullas literas ad vsum perneces
sari as omisit, sermonem nostrum characteribus suis non sequi, sed ducere meditabatur ." 
Gil thus appears to feel that Hart 's choice of symbols was a result of his wish to impose a 
particular pronunciation, which Gil did not approve of; and after citing a series of what he 
regards to be mistaken symbolizations in Hart, including in particular" ei pro I," Gil adds, 
"Non nostras his voces habes, sed Mopsarum fictitias." It should be noted, however, that 
regardless of whether one accepts Gil's criticism of Hart, it is clear from Gil's words 
that Hart's transcriptions represent an actual dialect, which Gil disapprovingly terms 
"Mopsarum fictitias." Gil's remarks were therefore intended to question the social 
acceptability of the pronunciation recorded by Hart, not its existence, which is the point 
at issue here. 

We have already mentioned that in his last work Hart represented the reflex of the 
ME diphthong / 5w/ as [ow]. This, however, is not the only reflex of this diphthong in Hart . 
In his earlier works, as well as in several places in the last work, the diphthong in question 
is transcribed by 9, i.e., by the same letter as the reflex of ME tense / 5/ .  We take this to 
represent the sound [0].

10 
(See (16), p. 263.) Against one's expectations, there is no similar 

vacillation with regard to the nonback partner of /5w/: the reflex of ME /rey/ in Hart is 
uniformly transcribed!? and thus coalesces everywhere with the reflex of ME tense /re/ .  

We are now faced with the question of whether the vacillations in Hart 's transcrip
tions of ME / 5w/ represent actual vacillations in his speech or instead result only from 
certain inadequacies in his observations. We shall take the position that the latter was the 
case-that early in Hart 's career he was unable to tell whether or not a tense [0] was followed 
by a homorganic glide, whereas later he was able to distinguish between [0] and [ow]. A 
parallel question arises with regard to the absence of any distinction between the reflexes 
of ME /rey/ and /re/ .  Here, too, we shall assume that Hart 's evidence cannot be taken at 
face value and that in his speech the diphthongs had not been monophthongized . 

(If, incidentally, Hart 's transcriptions did accurately reflect his speech, we would have 
to modify the proposed set of rules (pp. 264-65) in the following way. We would have to add a 
rule monophthongizing low diphthongs except for /aw/ . This rule would be obligatory for the 
reflex of /rey/ but optional for the reflex of /5w/. We could generalize the Diphthong Laxing 
Rule (see rule (21) )  to all vowels, provided that the optional diphthongal reflex of ME / 5w/ 

10 Actually the vacillations are even more varied than indicated above. Thus Hart writes au for the words 
own, bow, ho (exclamation), sew, sow, sole, mow (Danielsson, 1955, p. 244), but he writes short 0 for 
know (seven times, though once knau), show (three times), bestowed. Danielsson (1963, p. 154) believes 
that these spellings were a result of the fact that " Hart apparently considered the length mark super
fluous in this case, but his pronunciation must have been kno ro Jo." In any case, it is difficult to accept 
the spellings at face value, as was done by Dobson (1957, pp. '513-1'6), for as Danielsson and also Dobson 
himself note, English vowels are normally tensed in open syllables, and there is no evidence that vowels 
in open syllables were ever laxed. 
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were somehow exempted from laxing. These modifications, however, do not shed any new 
light on the evolution of the English vowel system. We have therefore adopted here the 
somewhat radical interpretation noted above. Our main purpose is as well served by the 
simpler facts as by the more complex facts that face us if we take Hart's transcriptions at 
face value.) 

The reflex of the ME diphthong 15YI is normally represented with a lax first vowel. 
In the last of his works, however, Hart seems to make a distinction between two [oy] 
diphthongs, one with a lax vowel and the other with a tense vowel, although the diphthong 
with the tense vowel appears only in the one word 9ister. The rarity of the appearance of a 
tense vowel in [oy] seems to us to be connected with Hart's inability, except at the very 
end of his career, to distinguish tenseness of vowels in diphthongs. As long as he regarded 
[ow] as a monophthong, he had no contrasts in tenseness for vowels in diphthongs, and he 
quite naturally transcribed all diphthongal vowels without any indication of tenseness, 
that is, as lax. When in 1 569 or 1 570 Hart discovered that in addition to [0] he also had 
[ow], he realized that he had diphthongs that contrasted in the tenseness of the vowel, i.e., 
[ow] from ME 15wl and [ow] from ME lil/ . His attempts to determine which diphthongs 
had tense vowels and which had lax vowels were apparently not successful. We shall there
fore not rely on Hart 's indications completely but shall assume that only the reflexes of ME 
nonlow vowels were laxed before glides. Thus the reflex of ME 15y/ , with a low vowel, is taken 
to be [oy], with a tense vowel, throughout . In line with this decision , we shall interpret Hart's 
au in lau or because, which is a reflex of the ME diphthong lawl, as representing [awl 
phonetically. 

The word join is transcribed twice in Hart as d3iui"n, where the diaeresis above the i" 
indicates that this is not a diphthongal pronunciation . Since this is a totally isolated instance, 
we shall not attempt to offer an explanation for it, but shall regard it as a special idiosyn
cracy without systematic significance. It is worth stressing that this exhausts the evidence 
in Hart for the existence of a distinction between the diphthongs luyl and 15Y/ . 

The ME diphthong Ire-wi appears in Hart 's transcriptions as eu or ieu, which we 
interpret phonetically as [ew] and [yew], respectively. The transcription eau which appears 
in Hart's renderings of the words beautify and ewer will be regarded as an error (cf. Dobson, 
1957, p. 803) or, at any rate, as being without systematic import . The occasional appear
ance of the [y] before this diphthong will be accounted for by a rule which inserts a glide 
before certain diphthongs (see rule (19a» . In this case the rule will be optional. 

The reflexes of lre-w/-that is, [ew] and [yew]-are kept distinct by Hart from those 
of ME lew, iwl or Romance l

u
i. Danielsson (1963) observes with regard to the latter 

reflexes: 
In this case it is evident that Hart did not use [ju] but [iu], as is also shown by 
his transcriptions 5'ius "the use " . . .  and t'iuz "to use " . . .  which indicate 
that the words begin with a vocalic element , i.e., most probably the first 
element of the falling diphthong iu (p. 133) .  

While we accept Danielsson's interpretations in general, it seems to us that his arguments 
here are not conclusive. The elision of the final weak-stressed vowel in 5'ius and t'iuz 
cannot be taken as evidence that the following word begins with a vowel. Hart 's transcrip
tion 5'ualJ, "the Welsh " (Daniels son, 1955, p. 212) , shows that weak-stressed vowels 
were elided before glides as well as before vowels. The transcription iu cannot represent a 
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vowel sequence since in such cases Hart uses a diaeresis on the second of the two vowels.
ll 

It would appear, therefore, that Hart's iu is either [yu] or [iw]. However, Hart (Danielsson, 
1955) himself states: 

Lett us then . . .  use the diphthong iu alwais for the sound of you and u in suer, 
shut, and bruer, and souch Iyke, writing theim thus siuer, shiut, briuer 
(p. 1 3 1). 

We conclude from this that Hart's iu stands for [yu] everywhere. 

2.2. HART'S PATTERN 
We have found in'Hart's speech the following vowels and diphthongs (with optional 

variants enclosed in parentheses), exhibiting the indicated correspondences with ME vowels 
and diphthongs : 

(16) 
ME e re ii 0 0 11 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
Hart ey e ii 0 11 ow 

ME ew rew rey iiw ow oy 
! ! ! ! ! ! 

Hart yu (y)ew ey iiw ow oy 

ME e a 0 u 
! ! ! 1 ! 

Hart e a 0 u 

Hart gives numerous examples of the operation of the Laxing Rule. Thus we find 
alternations such as the following (see the index in Danielsson (1955»: 

[ey]-[i] 
[ow]-[u] 
[i]-[e] 
[e ]-[e] 
[a]-[a] 

afein-afinite 
pronouns-pronunsiasion 
grik-gresian, k ip-kept 
rnene9-rnent, lev-left 
ko rnp iir-ko rnparison (also ko rnparizon) 

Examples of the alternations [11]-[0 ] (e.g., lose-lost) and [0]-[0 ] (e.g., cone-conic) are 
lacking. There can, however, be little doubt that such alternations were present in Hart's 
speech. Moreover, the rules to be postulated for his speech would in no way be simplified 
but would in fact have to be complicated if the absence of these examples were regarded 
as systematic rather than as fortuitous. 

As already noted Hart's dialect did not have tensing in the environment (6), as 
shown by his transcriptions perio d, gresian, and nasion, with stressed vowels that are lax. 
Tensing of vowels before vowels was, however, characteristic of Hart's speech, as indicated 
by his transcriptions leiOn, "lion," and pouer, "power," where the diaeresis is Hart's 
device for showing ': 2 voels (ioined in a word) being no diphthong "  (Danielsson, 1955, 

11 "The last of the accents is the sondrer (which the latines cal divisio, and the grekes dyreresis) .. for yt 
sheweth what voels are sundred in pronunciation, which in writing are ioyned together even as ar the 
diphthongs: as in vael, going, Poet, and souch lyke" (Danielsson, 1955, p. 1 55). 
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p. 147) .
12 

Unfortunately, word pairs such as social-society, algebra-algebraic, which would 
establish the Tensing Rule as productive in Hart's speech, are not found in his writing, 
although they are attested for the sixteenth century. In view of the fact that tensing is known 
to have been productive both before and after Hart, the absence of such examples will not 
be taken as proof that the Tensing Rule was not operative in Hart's dialect. 

We are now ready to characterize Hart's vowel system more formally. We shall 
assume that in the lexical representations of Hart's grammar the following vowels and 
diphthongs were found: 

TENSE 

ii 
6 

re a 5 

DIPHTHONGS 

ew 
rew rey aw 5w 5y 

LAX 

e 
a 

u 
o 

These segments were subject to the rules of the phonological component, which 
included the Laxing Rule (3) and the Tensing Rule (4) . The other rules needed to derive 
Hart's vowel system from ( 18) will be presented directly, after a brief comment on the first 
of these rules (see (19) below). 

Hart's dialect requires a Glide Insertion Rule which is obligatory before jewj and 
optional before jrewj since in the latter environment [y] appears only sporadically in Hart's 
transcriptions. Since the Glide Insertion Rule has certain terms in common with the Diph
thongization Rule (8) , we shall incorporate both into a single rule with two separate environ
ments. As these environments are totally disjoint, there is actually no reason for ordering 
them as in (19) below. We use this order here only because it is the order in which the 
contemporary analogs of these rules appear in a grammar of modern English. 

( 19) GLIDE INSERTION (a), DIPHTHONGIZATION (b) 

[- VOc 1 
- cons 
Clback I 

-voc - cons 
[+voc ] 

-- - cons 

.back [ -.bacJ 
- round [+voc 1 

- cons 
+tense -
+ high 
Clback 

(a) (optional in 
the context 
- [+ lowD 

(b) 

12 The transcriptions poet and voe!, " vowel," lack the expected indication of tenseness. The former is 
probably not relevant since it appears only once, and in the earliest of Hart's writings, where vowel 
tenseness was not consistently indicated. The transcription voe! is more serious since it appears forty-seven 
times in various parts of Hart's works. Danielsson (1963, p. 164) believes that Hart's transcription can 
be explained on the grounds that to Hart " the diaresis was sufficient indication that the first vowel was 
long and the second short." Unfortunately this leaves unexplained the fact that Hart has the vowel [6] 
here, a pronunciation which according to Danielsson is not attested in other sources. We should like to 
propose that Hart's voe! stands for [vowel] Le., for the pronunciation that is to be expected on historical 
grounds. The omission of the w in this position is not too surprising. This explanation, however, cannot 
be considered fully convincing either, since, as we have seen above, Halt did not always fail to observe 
the [w], as his transcription of the word pouer, " power," clearly indicates. 
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( 20 ) VOWEL SHIFT (9) 

[
CXhigh

] . [-] 

- low ---+ [ -CXhIgh] / + tense 
+ stress 

( 2 1) DIPHTHONG LAXING 

( 22 ) VOWEL RAISING 

[-low] ---+ [-tense] / __ [ -VOC ] 
-cons 

[CXbaCk
] ---+ ( - low] 

cxround 

265 

Rule (22) states, in effect, that vowels agreeing in rounding and backness are nonlow. 
Note, incidentally, that (22) is not restricted to tense vowels ; it applies to the lax vowels 
nonvacuously, as in meant ([ment]) from underlying jmren+tj. 

As can be seen from Table 1 (p. 266) , the rules that have been stated up to this point 
yield [yiw] as the reflex of underlying jew/, whereas Hart's transcription is iu ( = [yu] ). 
It is a relatively straightforward matter to add a rule which would insure the required 
phonetic output: 

[+b k 
] [

-VOC ] 
[+high] ---+ ac 

/ __ - cons 
+ round b k + ac 

To derive [yu], we must follow (23) by a rule deleting the postvocalic [w]. We shall not do 
so, however, since it seems rather dubious to us that Hart was able to distinguish [yuw] 
from [yu] when he failed in most of his writings to make the equally obvious distinction 
between [ow] and [0]. 

Rules applying to vowels characteristically come in blocks consisting of several 

rules. It is therefore possible to factor out the feature complex [
+ voc 

] and count it only 
- cons 

once in evaluating the complexity of the entire block. To reflect this fact, we have omitted 
these two features to the left of the arrow in the above rules. 

The order in which the rules have been given can be justified only in part. We have 
already noted that there is no reason for ordering the two parts of rule ( 19) . Most of the 
other rules are, however, fully ordered. The relative order of Diphthongization and Vowel 
Shift can be justified on the grounds that in the distinctive feature system the class (i, u] 
can be referred to by fewer features than the class [e, 0]. Diphthong Laxing must obviously 
follow Diphthongization, but it must precede Vowel Raising since otherwise vowels will 
be laxed in the reflexes of the low diphthongs. Vowel Raising must also follow Vowel 
ShUt since the vowels raised are not subject to Vowel Shift. Finally the i � u Rule (23) 
must follow Vowel Shift but need not be ordered after any later rules. 

In Table 1 (p. 266) we illustrate the derivation of the phonetic reflexes from the 
postulated underlying representations. 
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TABLE 1 .  The derivation of the phonetic reflexes from their underlying 
representations in Hart's dialecta 

i e re a 5 0 U ew rew rey aw 5w 
- - - - - -- --- --- -- -- --

GLIDE INSERTION (19a) yew (y)rew 
- - - - - -- --- --- -- - --

DIPHTHONGIZA- iy I1w 
TION (19b) 

- - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

VOWEL SHIFT (9) ey i 11 ow yiw 
- - - - - -- --- --- -- -- --

DIPHTHONG LAXING (21) ey ow yiw 
- - - - - -- --- --- -- -- --

VOWEL RAISING (22) e 0 (y)ew ey ow 
- - - - - -- --- --- -- -- --

i --r u (23) yuw 
- - - - - -- --- --- -- -- --

ey i e a 0 11 ow yuw (y)ew ey iiw ow 

a Optional elements have been enclosed in parentheses. 

3. John Wallis (1653-1699) 

5y i e a 0 u 
-- - - - - -

-- - - - - -

-- - - - - -

-- - - - - -

-- - - - - -

oy 
-- - - - - -

-- - - - - -

oy i e a 0 u 

John Wallis' Grammatica Linguae Anglicanae, which he published in several editions 
between the years 1 653 and 1699, was one of the most influential books on the English 
language. Wallis' phonetic writings have been reviewed by Lehnert (1936) and by Dobson 
( 1957), who devotes an entire section to Wallis (pp. 2 18-43) and discusses many details of 
Wallis' pronunciation in various places in his book. The present discussion is based on 
these secondary sources as we have had only limited access to the original. 

3.1. THE EVIDENCE 
Wallis presents his vowels in a two-dimensional array, as shown in Table 2. The 

horizontal dimension, " aperture," reflects the degree of constriction with which a vowel is 
articulated and corresponds roughly to the traditional phonetician's " tongue height." 

TABLE 2. Wallis' vowel system" 

Gutterales 

Palatinae 

Labiales 

Majori it} long : fall 
aperta 

o short : folly 

long: same 
it exile 

short : Sam 

long : those 
boat 

() rotundum 
short : --

a Adapted from Lehnert (1936). 

Media Minori 

long: -- _} long: --

e foemininum � obscurum 
short : vertue short : turn 

come 

long: seat } long:feet 
e masculinum e: exile 

short : set 1 short : fit 

long : fool long: new 

oo} . 11 pmgue U exile 

short : full short : --
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The other dimension reflects the location in the mouth of the major constriction. Wallis 
recognizes three discrete values along each dimension so that his vowel scheme allows for 
nine distinct vowels. This number is further increased by Wallis' recognition that most 
vowels may appear in two lengths. We quote from Dobson's (1957) detailed summary of 
Wallis' description of his vowel system: 

Gutturals are formed in the throat or with the back part of the tongue and 
the palate ; the breath is moderately compressed. With the major opening is 
formed a vowel which when long is the German a; the French and others 
often use this sound in pronouncing a. We spell the long sound au, aw, and 
more rarely a, the short sound we spell 0; thus fall and folly, between which 
there is no difference except in quantity. With the medium opening is formed 
French e feminine, which differs from a only in the jaws being more closed ; it is 
heard in English only when e precedes r, thus vertue. With the minor opening is 
formed " obscure 0 or u," which is nearly the sound of French eur in serviteur, 
and is heard in English in dull, turn, come, country, etc. The palatal vowels are 
formed by the breath being moderately compressed between the palate and the 
middle of the tongue ; since the middle of the tongue is raised, the vault of the 
palate resounds less than in the case of the gutturals. With the major opening 
is formed the English " a exile," which is either short (as in bat) or long (as in 
bate). With the medium opening is formed the French e masculine ; in English 
this sound is represented bye, and also (when long) by ea and occasionally ei. 
With the minor opening is formed the vowel i ;  in English it is spelt ee when 
long, or (less frequently) ie or even ea. The labials are formed in the lips, 
which are gathered into a round shape, with the breath moderately compressed 
there. With the major opening is formed round 6 ("6 rotundum "), which 
some people use for Greek co; with it are pronounced French au and English 
long 0 and oa. With the medium opening is formed German " u pingue," which 
is spelt ou in French, w in Welsh, and 00 in English. With the minor opening 
is formed "u exile," which is used in French and in English . . .  Of these nine 
vowels two, "ii obscurum" and " e foemininum," are " seldom" long, while 
two, "6 rotundum" and "u exile," are " seldom" short, " at least amongst 
us" ; the rest are both long and short (pp. 225-26). 

From this description we conclude that Wallis ' palatal series contained the vowels 
[re], tel, til· 

The labial series apparently contained the mid vowel [0] and the high vowel [u]. 
The third vowel in that series seems to be [til, i.e., the fronted counterpart of [u]. However, 
other statements of Wallis' make it appear that he was not able to distinguish this vowel 
from the diphthong [iw]. 

The vowels of Wallis' gutteral series present more serious difficulties. It is probable 
that the most open of these sounds is [;)], but the value of U or 0 obscurum and of efoemin 
inum cannot be directly determined. We shall follow Dobson and other scholars who 
identified u or 0 obscurum with its present-day reflex [A], a vowel that is nonround, back, 
nonhigh, nonlow, and nontense. We have been unable to determine what sound Wallis 
meant by e foemin inum. It seems reasonably clear that the sound was nonround and non
tense ; but the phonetic description given by Wallis and the discussions in secondary 
sources have not enabled us to determine its other features. Wallis finds the e foemininum 
in two environments only-before [r] and in the diphthongal reflex of tense /l/; in the 
diphthongal reflex of tense fill, he observes 0 obscurum. This distinction is not noted by 
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Wallis' contemporariesP A parallel contrast in the vowel of the diphthongs is noted by 
Batchelor (see Section 5 of this chapter) a century and a half after Wallis. But Batchelor 
clearly has [AY] (i.e., Wallis' 0 obscurum) in the reflex of tense jij, and [;)w] (Wallis' a) as 
the reflex of tense juj. We therefore adopt a conservative position and treat e foemininum 
as a distinct sound in Wallis' speech whose precise phonetic value we are unable to determine 
(see pp. 272-73). We will represent it by the noncommittal symbol ¢. 

According to Wallis, diphthongs " consist of ' preposed ' vowels and either of the 
consonants y and w "  (Dobson, 1957, p. 233). In the reflexes of tense lij and luj, the pre
posed vowels are, as already noted, e foemininum and 0 obscurum, respectively. The diph
thongs " oi and ou are said to have two pronunciations : one begins with (5 apertum . . . the 
other with 0 obscurum " (ibid.) These two diphthongs are therefore actualized either as 
[;)y] and [;)w] or as [AY] and [AW]. In the latter pronunciation, the reflex of the diphthong 
15wl merges with that of the tense vowel lui ; the reflex of the diphthong j5yj, however, 
remains distinct from that of the tense vowel jij. Both Lehnert and Dobson attempt to 
connect the two pronunciations of loYI with different historical antecedents ([oY1 versus 

[uyn. In view of the fact that the same alternation occurs in the reflexes of j5wj, where 
only a single historical source can be postulated, and in view of the general lability of this 
distinction in English (see Jespersen, 1909, p. 100), the relatively few (three or four) ex
amples that are cited by Lehnert and Dobson in support of the existence of this distinction 
do not appear convincing to us. It must be noted, finally, that Wallis also knew of the 
pronunciation of j5wj as the monophthong 8 r otundum [6]; " sed et haec omnia ab aliis 
efferuntur simpliciter per {) rotundum, acsi scripta essent s ole, s old, sno, etc." (Lehnert, 
1936, p. 126). 

The reflex of the diphthong lawj in Wallis is regularly the long monophthong 
represented by the letter a aperta, which we have identified above with tense [5]. 

The reflex of the diphthong jreyj is described by Wallis as composed " ex it Anglico 
(hoc est, exili) correpto, et y "  (Lehnert, 1936, p. 1 12) ; this would imply the pronunciation 
[rey], with a lax vowel. Wallis makes no reference to the well-attested contemporary pro
nunciation of the diphthong as the monophthong [e]. 

Like Hart, Wallis distinguishes the reflex of the ME diphthong jrewj from that of 
ME lew/. The former is described by Wallis as being composed of " e clarum et w " ;  whereas 
the latter is " sonus quasi compositus ex i et w," which is the pronunciation that shall be 
assumed here as basic for Wallis. In Hart's dialect, it will be recalled, the reflex of ME jew! 
was [yuw] and was kept distinct everywhere from the reflex of ME jrewj. Wallis notes 
frequent coalescences of these two diphthongs : 

quidam tamen paulo acutius efferunt acsi scribantur niewter, jiew, bieuty, vel 
niwter,jiw, biwty ; praesertim in vocibus new novus, knew sciebam, snew ninge
bat. At prior pronunciatio rectior est (Dobson, 1957, p.239). 

3.2. WALLIS' PATTERN 
The main phonetic reflexes of the ME vowels and diphthongs in Wallis' speech are 

given in (24). (Secondary and optional variants have been enclosed in parentheses. The 
symbol ¢ represents Wallis' e foemininum.) 

13 In his Defence of the Royal Society, Wallis commented on his disagreement with Wilkins concerning 
this issue: .. In some others, he continued to differ from me, as in the French feminine e and the English 
short u. Which letters he accounts to be the same: but I take to be different, (that of u being a broader 
sound than the other;) differing as e and u in our English pronunciation of fer, fur; iter, itur; terris, turris; 
terter, turtur; perperam, purpuram, etc." (Quoted in McIntosh, 1956, p. 172). 
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(24) 
ME e re a 5 6 u 

t t t t t t t 
Wallis ¢y e re 6 u AW 

ME ew rew rey aw 5w 5y 
t ,/ t '\. t t ,/ t '\. ,/ '\. 

Wallis iw (iw) ew (yew) rey 5 ';JW (AW) (6) ';Jy (AY) 

ME e a 0 u 

t t t t ,/'\. 
Wallis e re ';J A U 

With the exception of the reflexes of ME lax lui, which basically paralleled those of the 
standard dialect (see Table 2 under i1 pingue and Lehnert (1936, pp. 107-108», the number 
of phonetically distinct entities in Wallis' speech is the same as in ME, for all coalescences 
that have taken place are optional pronunciations. Since Wallis' dialect was subject to the 
Laxing and Tensing Rules (3) and (4), we shall assume that its underlying system of represen
tation was identical with that postulated for ME and, thus, with Hart's underlying system 
as well. The reflexes of lax lui will be accounted for below by special rules. 

An important difference that emerges from a comparison of Hart's dialect with that 
of Wallis (cf. (16) and (24» is that there are many fewer instances of tense or lax [0] in 
Wallis' speech than in Hart's. Thus, the normal reflex of the lax monophthong 101 is [0] 
for Hart, but [';J] for Wallis ; the reflex of tense lui is [ow] for Hart, but [AW] for Wallis. 
To account for the fact that tense lui is actualized as [AW] rather than as [ow], we assume 
as a first approximation that after Vowel Shift and Diphthong Laxing, but before Vowel 
Raising, Wallis' gramIl!ar contained the Unrounding Rule (25) : 

r+back
l 

-tense 
- low 

-+ [ - round] 

-high 

This rule unrounds the vowel in the diphthongal reflex of tense lii/, resulting in [AW]. 
This diphthong is not the only instance of [A] in Wallis' speech ; the sound also appears 

as a reflex of lax lui in words such as dull, country, that is, in words which essentially coincide 
with those in which [A] appears in modern English.14 Since the Unrounding Rule (25) is 
independently motivated for Wallis' speech, it is natural to attempt to take advantage of 
this rule in accounting for the appearance of [A] as a reflex of lax lui. In other words, one 
would naturally wish to connect the appearance of [A] in these two environments, rather 
than regard them, as is usual in the handbooks, as two unrelated phenomena. But if this 
is to be done, rule (25) must be preceded by some rule which lowers the appropriate lax 
lui to [0]. The machinery for achieving this already exists, in part, for the Vowel Shift Rule, 
which is known to be in Wallis' grammar, lowers tense lui. All we need to do, then, is to 

14 Wallis is one of the earliest orthoepists to note the appearance of this reflex of lax lui. To the best of our 
knowledge, this reflex is first attested by an orthoepist about a decade before Wallis, in the works of 
R. Hodges. 
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extend this rule so that it will apply to lax lui as well : 1 5  

� [- .high] / [ ::::J 
[ 

+ tense] 

[CXhigh ] 
- low 
+ stress 

(a) 

(b) 

It must be noted that the order in which the two parts of the Vowel Shift Rule are presented 
here is quite arbitrary, since the two environments are totally disjoint. The choice of the 
feature " round " in part (a), on the other hand, is not arbitrary, though it may appear so 
at this stage of our discussion since lax lui could also, at this point in the grammar, be 

uniquely identified by the features [= :e�� ] . 
- low 

The rules given up to this point would not allow any lax [u] in Wallis' speech. Lax [u] 
does occur, however, in many of the same environments as in modem English. Wallis' 
grammar must therefore be assumed to contain a rule exempting certain cases of lui from 
Vowel Shift. Since we have formulated the Vowel Shift Rule so that it applies only to round 
lax vowels, it would be blocked if lui were unrounded in the relevant environments, that is, 
if the grammar contained a rule such as (27) : 

(27) [=:ea:�] � [- round] in certain contexts 
+ high 

However, rule (27) turns lax lui into [i], which is not attested in Wallis' speech. Thus we 
now need a rule to undo the effects of (27) and reround precisely those instances of lui 
which rule (27) unrounded. This is hardly an attractive solution and indicates that the 
proposed rules may stand in need of revision. 

To remedy these inadequacies, we suggest that rule (27) be retained as a readjust
ment rule but that the Unrounding Rule (25) be replaced by (28) : 

ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT (VERSION 1)  

[ + baCk
] 

� [ _ cxround] 
cxround 

/ [- tense] 
- low 

Rule (28) unrounds [0] while simultaneously rounding [i]. We observe that (28) requires 
exactly the same number of features as (25). This proposal gains additional plausibility 
from the fact that Rounding Adjustment accounts for another peculiarity of Wallis' speech, 
as we shall now see. 

A further difference between the speech of Wallis and that of Hart is in the actuali
zation of the diphthong law/. Whereas for Hart this diphthong is raw], for Wallis the reflex 

15 The lowering of lui without accompanying unrounding is attested in a large area of England. Wright 
(1905) represents this reflex by the letter II and characterizes it (§15) as " a  sound formed with the lips more 
open than for u. Acoustically it somewhat resembles an 0 sound." According to Wright, it is found in the 
counties of Antrim, Lancashire, Isle of Man, Cheshire, Flint, Denbigh, Staffordshire, Derby, Nottingham, 
Leicester, Northampton, Warwick, Worcester, Shropshire, Hereford, Gloucester, and Oxford (§98). 
This indicates that the addition of environment (a) to the Vowel Shift Rule (26) is not an ad hoc device 
invented solely to account for the facts under discussion here. 
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of the diphthong is [5]. It is readily seen that in order to get [5] from jaw/, we require rules 
of monophthongization and rounding adjustment. The latter must apply here to a vowel 
that is both tense and low, whereas in (28) it applied to vowels that were nontense and non
low. We therefore extend Rounding Adjustment to apply in both cases : 

( 29 ) ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT (VERSION 2) 

/ [�tensel 
�low 

[ +baCk] � [ - Clround] 
Clround 

Rule (29) now applies to back vowels that agree in tenseness and lowness : lax [u], til, [0], 
[A] and tense [a], [5]. Its applicability to [u] and [A] has no effect, however, since there are 
no such segments at this point in the grammar. (See Table 3, p. 274.) 

It is necessary to insure that Rounding Adjustment does not apply to the reflexes of 
the diphthongs /5y/ and /5w/, for these diphthongs are actualized, in the dialect that we 
regard as basic for Wallis, with the lax round [aJ. (The secondary dialect is discussed 
below.) Rounding Adjustment will not apply to these diphthongs if the Diphthong Laxing 
Rule is allowed to precede Rounding Adjustment. In this case, however, it is necessary to 
exempt /aw/ from Diphthong Laxing, for the /a/ of this diphthong is both tense and subject 
to Rounding Adjustment. We achieve this by imposing on Diphthong Laxing the condition 
that it applies only to vowels that agree in backness and rounding. We observe that this 
restriction appeared in Hart's dialect, where the Vowel Raising Rule (22) had to be similarly 
constrained. Furthermore, the Vowel Raising Rule must figure in Wallis' dialect in precisely 
the same contexts as in that of Hart. Since Vowel Raising may immediately follow Diph
thong Laxing, the condition that these two rules require need not be stated twice but can 
be factored out by the usual notational conventions. The Vowel Raising Rule, however, 
must be slightly more constrained for Wallis than for Hart, since it must specifically exempt 
lax [a]. The two rules will therefore be coalesced as follows : { [-tense] / _ [-VOC ]j (a) 

[ClbaCk ] 
� - cons 

Clround 
[
-] [- low] j (b) + tense 

Rule (30a) is Wallis' Diphthong Laxing Rule, and (30b) is Wallis' Vowel Raising Rule. 
In Wallis' grammar the possibility of coalescing Diphthong Laxing and Vowel 

Raising provides a justification for placing Diphthong Laxing after Vowel Shift and directly 
before Vowel Raising. 

We note that a further modification is needed to account fully for the facts. In the 
dialect that Wallis considers basic, the diphthong /rew/ is actualized as lew], with a tense 
vowel that is also raised. In other words, in this dialect Diphthong Laxing does not apply 
to the diphthong jrew/, and, as opposed to Hart's dialect, this is the only diphthong to which 
it does not apply. To block Diphthong Laxing here, we assume that Wallis' grammar had 
a special readjustment rule which exempted /rew/ from the Diphthong Laxing Rule. But 
once Diphthong Laxing is blocked here, Wallis' Vowel Raising Rule automatically applies. 
This result is a further justification for ordering Vowel Raising after Diphthong Laxing. 

This order does not hold in the second dialect described by Wallis-the one in which 
/ow/ and /5y/ are actualized as [AW] and [AY], respectively. Here it is necessary to invert the 
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order of Diphthong Laxing and Vowel Raising. If Vowel Raising applies before Diphthong 
Laxing, the two diphthongs will be turned, respectively, into [ow] and [oy]. They will then 
be subject to Rounding Adjustment, which will result in the correct output. In this case, 
however, an additional readjustment rule will be required in order to block Vowel Raising 
in the diphthong jreyj, which in Wallis' dialect is actualized as [rey] rather than as [ey].16 

To obtain the secondary pronunciation of jrewj, which Wallis characterizes as 
" compositum ex i et w," we shall assume that Wallis had a special readjustment rule that 
raised /rewj to [ew]. The subsequent derivation of this diphthong then proceeds exactly 
like that of the diphthong jewj. 

Two facts must still be accounted for. In Wallis' speech tense and lax jaj are fronted 
in monophthongs, whereas in the diphthong jawj the vowel is rounded by the Rounding 
Adjustment Rule. Moreover, the glide of the diphthong is not present in the output. To 
account for these facts, we postulate the two rules (3 1) and (32) : 

( 3 1  ) FRONTING RULE 

[+ IOW ] 
-round 

-)0 [- back] 
/ 
- { [ +:ns]} 

[ + voc] 

Rule (31)  applies only in monophthongs. 

(32) MONOPHTHONGIZATION 

[ -VOC ] 
- cons 

-)0 <I> / - cons __ 
�+voc ] 

+ low 
+ tense 

Rule (32) deletes the glide after [a]. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

The preceding accounts for the major features of Wallis' speech except for e foemin
inum. There is no difficulty in principle in accounting for e foemin inum since its antecedents, 
ley] and nonback vowel before jr;, remain distinct. Once it is determined what e foemin
inum represents phonetically, it is a trivial matter to add a rule assigning the appropriate 

1 6  It has been proposed by Kiparsky (1965) that differences in naturalness (markedness-see Chapter Nine) 
are to be recognized also with regard to the order in which a pair of rules appears in a grammar. Given a 
pair of rules such as 

(I) [cxFj-)o X in the context Z 

(II) Y -)0 [ -cxFJ in the context W 
where Z is not distinct from W, X is not distinct from Y, Kiparsky suggests that the order (I), (II) be 
regarded as less marked (more natural) than the order (II), (I) since in the former order the two rules are 
utilized more fully than in the latter : if the rules are applied in the order (II), (I), any part of the string 
subject to (II) is no longer subject to (I). 

Kiparsky presents evidence in support of the view that languages tend to change from a more 
marked to a less marked order of rules. The two alternative treatments of the diphthongs /5y/ and /5w/ 
reported by Wallis exemplify such a change. In the first dialect Diphthong Laxing precedes Vowel Raising. 
Since Vowel Raising applies only to tense vowels, any vowel subject to Diphthong Laxing is automatically 
excluded from Vowel Raising. Similar exclusions do not apply if the order is reversed, as it is in the second 
dialect described by Wallis. The latter dialect exhibits, therefore, a less marked order of rules than the 
former. It is significant that the former dialect is also the more conservative, more archaic form of speech 
favored by Wallis. 
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features to the segments in question. In a parallel ad hoc fashion, it is possible to account 
for the alternative pronunciation of the diphthong j5wj as [6]. We shall not do this, since 
it is clear that nothing can be learned from such rules. 

To summarize the above discussion, we list the rules that have been postulated for 
Wallis' dialect. (Note the o-Lowering Rule (33IV) which is presented here without discussion 
since the need for such a rule is self-evident.) We shall give the rules only for the basic dialect 
reported by Wallis and omit the modifications required to obtain the other pronunciations. 

( 33 ) WALLIS' DIALECT 

(I) SPECIAL READJUSTMENT RULES 

(a) Unround lax lui after labials and in certain other environments (27). 
(b) Mark jrew/ as exempt from Diphthong Laxing (30a). 

(II) LAXING (3) 

(III) TENSING (4) 

(IV) o-LOWERING 

(V) GLIDE INSERTION (a), DIPHTHONGIZATION (b) ( 19) 

[
-VOC

] 4> -+ -cons 
exback 

(VI) VOWEL SHIFT (26) 

[+voc I -cons 
-- -round 

exback 
+ low 

+ voc I -cons 
+tense -

+ high 
exback 

[
-VOC ] 
-cons 
- exback 

(a) (optional) 

(b) 

[���! 1 -+ + stress 

[-tense 1 
[- exhigh] / + round 

[ 
+ tense

] 

(a) 

(b) 

(VII) DIPHTHONG LAXING (a), VOWEL RAISING (b) (30) 

[exback ] 
exround --+ 

(VIII) FRONTING (31) 

[ + low ] 
- round 

([ - tense] I _[-VOC ]) (a) 
-cons 

[- low] I [
+tense] 

(b) 

--+ [ -back] I - ([ +:ns]} �:� 
[+ voc] (c) 
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(IX) MONOPHTHONGIZATlON (32) 

[- VOC ] -+ <l> / 
- cons 

r +voc ] 
- cons 
+low 

--

+ tense 

(X) ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT (29) 

[+baCk ] -+ 
cxround 

[ - around] 
/ 
[�tensel 

�low 

TABLE 3. The derivation of the phonetic reflexes from their underlying 
representations in Wallis' dialecta 

i e re a 5 0 11 ew rew* rey aw 5w 
- - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

O-LOWERING (33IV) 
- - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

GLIDE INSERTION (19a) (y)rew 
-- - - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

DIPHTHONGIZATION (19b) iy 11w 
- - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

VOWEL SIDFT (26) ey i 11 ow iw 
- - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

DIPHTHONG 

LAXING (30a) 
ey ow iw - rey aw 

- - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

VOWEL RAISING (30b) e 0 (y)ew 
- - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

FRONTING (31) re 
- - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

MONOPHTHONGIZA-
a 

TION (32) 
- - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

ROUNDING 

ADJUSTMENT (29) 
AW 5 

-- - - - - - -- -- --- -- -- --

ey i e re 0 11 AW iw (y)ew rey 5 aw 
! 

¢y 

History 

u 
/ ".  

5y i e a 0 u i 
-- - - - - - -

a 
-- - - - - - -

-- - - - - - -

-- - - - - - -

0 
-- - - - - - -

ay 

-- - - - - - -

-- - - - - - -

re 
-- - - - - - -

-- - - - - - -

A U 

-- - - - - - -

ay i e re a A u 

a Optional elements have been enclosed in parentheses. The rule accounting for e foemininumis not included. 
The starred item is an exception to Diphthong Laxing. The effects of (33Ia) are shown in the last two 
columns of the top row. 

Comparing the dialects of Hart and Wallis, we observe that with certain unsystem
atic exceptions the two dialects have underlying systems that are essentially identical with 
that of ME and with each other. The differences observed between the dialects would 
therefore seem to be the result of the addition of rules. This fact is further brought out by 
the parallel listing of the respective sets of rules shown in (34) (in which rules not identical 
in the two dialects are starred) : 
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HART 

* Glide Insertion (19a) 
Diphthongization (19b) 

* Vowel Shift (9) 
* Diphthong Laxing (21) 
* Vowel Raising (22) 

i -+u (23) 

WALLIS 

u-+i (27) 
wLowering (33IV) 

* Glide Insertion (19a) 
Diphthongization (19b) 

* Vowel Shift (26) 
* Diphthong Laxing (30a) 
* Vowel Raising (30b) 

p'ronting (3 1) 
Monophthongization (32) 
Rounding Adjustment (29) 
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The differences are of two kinds. Wallis' dialect is subject to certain rules that are 
not present in Hart's speech ; moreover, several of Hart's rules appear in Wallis' dialect in 
somewhat modified form. In particular, Wallis' speech is subject to Rounding Adjustment 
(29), which is absent in Hart, and in Wallis' dialect the Vowel Shift is generalized to include 
the lax vowel luj. It seems worth repeating here that the major phonetic developments in 
Wallis' speech-the change lui � [A] and the modifications in the pronunciation of certain 
of the diphthongs-have been shown to be connected : they are largely due to the addition 
of Rounding Adjustment to Wallis' grammar. 

It can be observed from (34) that the dev�lopment up to this point does not show 
any discontinuities. Discontinuities due to restructuring are found in the next dialect to be 
examined-that of Wallis' younger contemporary Christopher Cooper. 

4. Christopher Cooper (1687) 

A comparison of the speech of John Wallis with that of Cooper, who was a younger 
contemporary of Wallis', reveals considerable differences. It has often been remarked 
tbat Wallis represented a strongly archaistic and conservative tendency. Cooper's speecb 
would therefore seem to be much closer to the tlormal speech of the educated classes of 
the time. In our discussion of his dialect, we base ourselves on Cooper's book The English 
Teacher (1687), which is now available in the com1enient reprint prepared by Sundby (1954), 
from which we have drawn all our citations unless otherwise indicated. We have consulted 
J. D. Jones' (1912) reprint of Cooper's Latin book Grammatica Linguae Anglicanae (1685) 
and bave profited from tbe discussions of Cooper's work in Dobson (1957) and in Zacbrisson 
(1913). 

4.1. THE E VIDENCE 
In Cooper's pbonetic system a distinction is made between vowel quality or " es

sence " and vowel quantity or " measure of time. Every one of the vowels is pronounced 
sbort and long in their proper sound, except u guttural, whereby the number is

' 
doubled not 

in Essence, but only in the measure of time " (p. 9). 
Cooper recognizes tbe following eight vowel qualities. 
a lingual is formed "by tbe middle of the Tongue a little rais'd to the hollow of 

the Pallate. In these can, pass by, a is short ; in cast, past for passed, it is long " (p. 4). 
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This suggests that a lingual is a nonback low vowel, [re]. It is the reflex of ME lax /a/ 
and is apparently tensed before a voiceless continuant followed by [t]. 

e lingual " is form'd by the Tongue more rais'd toward the end and extended than 
in a foregoing ; whereby the passage for the breath between the Tongue and the Pallate is 
made narrower, and the sound more acute ; as in ken, men . . . The true lengthning of this 
sound is written by a and is falsly called a long ; as in cane, wane ; and before ge as in age ; 
and nge, as in strange ; but in all other words (unless I mistake) where e silent is added to 
the end of a syllable, u guttural . . .  is put after a ;  as in name as if it was writ na-um, a 
disyllable. This sound, when it is purely pronounced, is written ai or ay as pain, day ; which 
are commonly thus sounded in almost all words ; so ey in convey, obey, purvey, survey, 
they, trey, whey ; sometimes but rarely ea, pearl. {Sell 

. . Sent 
It IS short In 

Tell 
Tent 

{Sail 

. Saint 
And long In 

Jail 
Taint 

but in sale, tale it is sounded as if it was writ sa-ul, ta-ul ( as before) " (p. 5). 
This phonetic description argues that e lingual has the phonetic value of tense and 

lax [e]. Its lax variant represents ME lax lei, and the tense variant, ME /rey/. ME tense 
/a/, on the other hand, seems in Cooper's dialect to be reflected by a diphthong with a 
centering glide, reA], if the quoted passage is taken at face value. There is no particular 
difficulty in incorporating this fact into a grammar by setting up two entities in the under
lying representations. It appears, however, that the insertion of a centering glide after 
nonhigh tense vowels is a rather common feature of many dialects. Cooper notes a centering 
glide (p. 16) as following [<>] in a list of fifteen learned words, but remarks that " those that 
speak more carelessly, sound as r:t. [ =  [<>], NCfMH] ; in all others we pronounce au and aw 
as r:t. onely." We shall assume, therefore, that this is an instance of dialect mixture and shall 
take as basic the variant without the centering glide. 

i lingual is formed " by the Tongue nearer to the end, higher raised and more expanded, 
whereby the passage for the breath is rendered narrower, and the sound more subtle than 
in ken and cane; as in win, priviledge . . .  " (p. 6). 

This is the lax vowel [i]. According to Cooper the tense variant of this sound is found 
in words such as wean (see, e.g., pp. 7 and 1 3). However, this is not to be taken as proof 
that Cooper had four high [i] sounds, as we shall see. 

ee lingual is formed " by the end of the Tongue fixed to the lower Teeth, both expanded 
and raised to the highest degree, whereby the passage of the Air is most of all straightened, 
and the sound made the closest of all vowels, and coming nearest to the nature of consonants ; 
as in feet, feed; and therefore there is the least difference between the shortening or 
lengthening thereof because there is so little space between the Tongue and the Pall ate in 
forming it " (p. 6). 

This sound is evidently the tense, high, nonback [i]. ee lingual represents the reflex 
of ME tense /e/ in Cooper's speech, and the �ifferences in length noted are, of course, due 
to the presence or absence of a following voiceless consonant. Thus, Cooper had correctly 
observed length distinction between the vowels in feed and feet. He had also observed that 
there were distinctions in quality (as well as in length) between the vowels in win and feet 
and had decided quite naturally that there must therefore also be a long vowel correspond
ing to the vowel in win. He assumed that this vowel was the vowel in wean, i.e., the .reflex 
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of ME {ref. However, not all reflexes of ME {reI are treated by Cooper in this fashion ; 
before [r] they are all said to be pronounced with ee lingual, i.e., [1] . The simplest explana
tion for this choice is to assume that Cooper pronounced the vowel [1] here but knew, of 
course, that in the writings of his predecessors the reflex of ME tense {re/ did not coalesce 
with that of ME tense jet. He may therefore, as suggested by Zachrisson (1913) : 

have felt obliged to keep up the old distinction . . .  even if this distinction 
merely consisted in giving the same sound two different names. This assump
tion may help us to explain the peculiar way in which Cooper treated f, � in 
front of r. Here neither the spelling nor earlier orthopoetical works gave any 
clue to the etymology. Hence Cooper confused f and t? in this position, by 
placing all words in which he pronounced ea in front of r as i under ee lin
gualis (p. 204). 

We shall assume, therefore, that in Cooper's speech ME lre/ and le/ coalesced into [I], 
whereas ME lax jil remained a lax, high, nonback vowel. 

o labial is formed " by the lips a little contracted, while the breath is emitted circular ; 
as in hope. Thus the English alwayes pronounce this when long ; (except in a few, where it 
is sounded 00, as move, or ou labial before I, as bold) which some times they express by oa, as 
Coach ; it is seldom short in its own sound, unless in a few, which begin with a labial 
consonant, as after w in wolf, wonder, and such like, . . .  and in the syllable wor- ; more I do 
not remember. In some u is pronounced thus, where the foregoing consonant is labial ; as 
pull, full, not because this is the truest, but the easiest pronunciation : And 00 in good, hood, 
stood, wood " (pp. 7-8). 

00 labial is formed " by the lips very much contracted ;  as book, boot; there is very little 
difference between the short and long sound, for the reason aforesaid under ee. We always 
pronounce it thus, except in those words which are excepted in the foregoing and following 
Sections " (p. 8). 

o guttural is formed " by the root of the Tongue moved to the inner part of the Pallat, 
while the middle of the Tongue is depressed, which causes the greatest space between the 
fore part of the Tongue and Pallat ; and there it hath the most open and full sound of all 
the vowels, as in loss " (p. 8). 

From the foregoing it would appear that 0 guttural represents [<>] ; 0 labial, [0] ;  
and 00 labial, [u]. However, the fact that, just as i n  the nonback vowels, the high lax vowel 
differed in quality rather obviously from the high tense vowel led Cooper to pair the former 
not with the high tense [11] as in boot but rather with the nonhigh nonlow tense [6] as in 
hope. In the back vowels, however, the situation is somewhat simpler than in the nonback 
vowels since in Cooper's speech there was no back counterpart to lax [e]. 

In Cooper's speech, then, tense [11 l is the major reflex of ME tense {6{ ; lax [u] represents 
ME lax /u/ after labials and ME tense /6/ before velars and in certain morphemes. Cooper's 
tense [6] mirrors ME low tense {5{ and no lax [0] seems to be attested. The low tense [5] 
is the reflex of the ME diphthong law/ (see p. 280) as well as of ME /a/ in certain environ
ments, e.g., before 11{, and of lax ME /o{ tensed before If/, let, {sf, +{t{ ; whereas the low 
lax [<>] is the reflex primarily of ME lax /0/. 

The ME lax luI is represented in Cooper's speech in most environments by u guttural. 
u guttural is formed " only in the throat, by the Larynx striking the Air, causing a 

naked murmur, which is the same with the groaning of a man that is sick or in pain ; and 
which Infants also (before they are able to speak) first utter : And it is the principle, of which 
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all the other Vowels are made by the various fashionings of the breath . . .  The English scarce 
ever pronounce this sound, when short, otherwise than in nut ;  (as also in the Latine) unless 
where the foregoing consonant is labial and shapes the lips to give it a fuller sound as in pull; 
between these there is very little, yet a specifical difference ; such as is between the English 
cup and French copy ; for the former sound is thinner, this latter fuller ; that is formed 
onely by the Larynx in the Throat, this by the Lips contracted ; therefore while a is formed 
by the Lips in a continued sound, if the Lips fall into an Oblong figure, u guttural is form'd " 
(p. 9). 

In Cooper's description u guttural is thus the unrounded congener of lax [0], i.e., [A]. 
ME tense Iii and lill are represented in Cooper's speech by [AY] and [AW], respec

tively. " u  in cut and i most easily make a diphthong, which we call i long; as wine (p. 1 5) ;  
" u  guttural before the German u, that is the English 00, we always write au; as in out, about " 

(p. 16). 
The ME diphthong lreYI is rarely actualized as [rey] or [ey]. " For the most part in 

common Discourse we speak ai as a simple in cane " (p. 15). 
The ME diphthong 15yl is actualized as [ay]. " 0 in loss, lost set before i is pronounced 

in joy, coy, coif; which is thus sounded in almost all words" (p. 1 5). 
The ME lrewl and lewl have both become [yu] in Cooper's speech (p. 16). 
The ME jawl is actualized in careful discourse as [aw] (p. 16) ;  in less careful speech, 

as [5]. 
" Cooper makes no distinction between Me Q in hope and au in know . . . Both had 

acquired the value [0 :] in his pronunciation " (Sundby, 1954, p. XLIII). 

4.2. COOPER'S PATTERN 

In (35) we give the main phonetic reflexes of the ME vowels and diphthongs as 
they appear in Cooper's speech. 

(
35
) ME e re a 5 0 il 

� � ./  � � � � 
Cooper Ay e 6 il AW 

i i 
ME ew rew rey 5w 5y aw 

� ./ � � 
Cooper yuw ay 5 

ME e a 0 u 
� � � � ./ '\.  

Cooper e re a A u 

It will be recalled that in the dialects of Hart and Wallis we found that the ME 
contrasts were essentially intact and only their phonetic actualizations had undergone 
changes. In Cooper's dialect, on the other hand, this is no longer the case ; as can be seen 
in (35), quite a number of the ME contrasts have been eliminated. We shall first assume 
that these mergers have not affected the underlying representations and develop a set of 
rules consistent with this assumption. We shall then sQow that a simpler grammar can 
account for all the data and that in this simpler grammar fewer contrasting vowel types 
are required in the underlying representation. This fact, however, will not deprive the 
former grammar of all interest, for it will provide some insight into the historical evolution of 
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Cooper's dialect, which must, of course, have descended from a dialect having the contrasts 
found in ME, in Hart, and in Wallis. 

Since Cooper's dialect, like all other dialects of modern English, was subject to the 
Laxing and Tensing Rules, we shall assume that it was also subject to Diphthongization 
and Vowel Shift in the form in which these appeared in Wallis' speech, i.e., (19b) and (26). 
As we have seen, Cooper showed the same reflexes ( [u] and [A] ) of lax lui as Wallis. More
over, like Wallis, Cooper actualizes tense liil as [AW]. These facts indicate that Cooper's 
speech must be assumed to have been subject to Rounding Adjustment (29) as well as to 
the other rules connected with this phenomenon, such as the readjustment rule unrounding 
certain occurrences of lax /ul and the rule lowering lax /0/. 

A difference between Cooper's and Wallis' dialects concerns ME lre/, which in 
Cooper's but not in Wallis' speech merges with tense lei, except in the diphthong jreyj. To 
account for this, we postulate a special re-Raising Rule which applies before Vowel Shift. 

(36) re-RAISING 

. [ - back] � [ - low] / except --y 

Since, like all dialects reviewed in this chapter, Cooper's speech was subject to the Laxing 
Rule (3), the re-Raising Rule (36) was not restricted to tense vowels but applied to lax 
vowels as well. 

There is a certain amount of evidence to show that a rule much like (36) was optional 
in sixteenth and seventeenth century English. In the rhymes of the poets of the period, we 
find vacillations that could readily be accounted for if it were assumed that (36) was optional 
for them. Thus Wyld (1927) cites the following rhymes pointing to the absence of rule (36) : 

Surrey, please-days; . . . Spenser, uncleane-mayntayne ;  Drayton, dreams
Thames, mead-braid, maids-beads ; . . .  Cowley, play-sea ;  Dryden, dream
shame, obey-sea, seas-sways; Pope, weak-take, eat-gate, eat-state, speak
take, great-state, shade-dead, etc. (pp. 171-72). 

In the same period he also finds the following rhymes pointing to the presence of (36) : 

Surrey, reach-beseech, . . .  Spenser, seas-these, streame-seeme, uncleane
weene; . . .  Waller, sea-she-be ; . . .  Cowley, sea-be-he-thee; Dryden, sea-free, 
meat-seat, bread-feed; . . .  Pope, seat-fleet, queens-means, sea-flee . . .  

We now observe that Cooper's reflex of /il is [AY]. It will be recalled that in our 
discussion of Wallis' dialect we provided rules that yielded the reflex ley] (see Table 3 ,  
p .  274). In order to obtain the correct result for Cooper, we shall modify Wallis' Diphthong 
Laxing Rule (30a) as follows : 

DIPHTHONG LAXING 

[CXbaCk ] 
cxround 

[-tense 1 
� + �ack 

d / [ �high] [ =:::s
] 

- proun 

This rule will affect precisely the same diphthongs as before, but in addition to laxing 
their vowels, it will make the vowels [+ back] and bring about dissimilation between the 
features " round" and " high." 

As now formulated rule (37) would affect the diphthongs ley], [ow], [yiw], frey], 
law], lay] (see Table 3) and convert them into loy], [ow], [yiw], lay], law], lay], respec
tively. The first three of these would then be subject to Rounding Adjustment, which would 
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yield the phonetically correct reflexes. The last three must be subject to additional rules, 
since the reflex of /rey/ never merges with that of /5y/, but is monophthongized instead. 
A further difficulty becomes apparent when we recall that the reflex of /5w/, like that of 
/rey/, is monophthongized rather than laxed. These difficulties disappear if we assume 
that in Cooper's dialect Monophthongization preceded Diphthong Laxing. But if Monoph
thongization is to precede Diphthong Laxing, it cannot apply to all low diphthongs 
as in Wallis' dialect (see (32) ), but rather must apply to glides that agree with the preceding 
vowel in the coefficient of the feature " back," that is, it must apply to [rey], [aw], [5w]. 

MONOPHTHONGIZA nON 

[=:�:s lJ -> � / ���:;s]_ 

crback b k cr ac 
As already observed in our discussion of Wallis, the Fronting Rule (31) must precede 

Monophthongization, since otherwise the reflex of tense /a/ would merge with that of 
the diphthong /aw/. 

Tn Table 4 we illustrate the derivations of the phonetic reflexes attested in Cooper's 
speech from underlying representations that are identical with those of ME and hence 
with those of Hart and Wallis. 

A comparison of Table 4 with Tables 1 and 3 reveals important similarities which 
reflect the close genetic relationship of Cooper's dialect with that of Hart and of Wallis. 

TABLE 4. Derivation of the phonetic reflexes in Cooper's dialect from underlying 
representations essentially identical with those of ME 

e re ii 0 0 11 ew few fey iiw ow oy i e a 0 u 
-------- 1-- - - - - - - -- -- - - -- -- - - - - / "'-
U-UNROUNDING (33Ja) u i 
--------- 1-- - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - -
O-LOWERING (33JV) 
---------- - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - -
Ie-RAISING (36) ew 
--------- 1-- - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - -
GLIDE INSERTION (19a) yew yew 
---------- - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - -
DlPHTHONGIZA

TION (19b) 
iy l1w 

------- 1-- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -
VOWEL SHIFT (26) ey i i 11 ow yiw yiw o 
--------- 1-- - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - -
FRONTING (31) 
--------- 1-- - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - -
MONOPHTHONGIZA

TlON (38) 
---------- - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - -

DIPHTHONG LAXING (37) oy ow yiw yiw 
---------1-- - - - - - -- --- --- -- -- -- -- - - - - - -
VOWEL RAISING (30b) e 6 o 
--------- 1-- - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - -
ROUNDING 

ADJUSTMENT (29) Ay AW yuw yuw A U 
======·1= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  

AY i i e 0 ii AW yuw yuw e 0 6 'Jy i e Ie ., A U 
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If it can be supposed that the three dialects reviewed up to this point represent parallel but 
distinct developments from the same underlying base, then the set of rules underlying the 
derivations in Table 4 may be taken as showing the traces of this development. A compari
son of Table 4 with Hart's dialect (Table 1, p. 266), which represents an earlier stage in the 
same general development, would then indicate that during the century and a quarter that 
intervened between Hart and Cooper the changes under discussion in this chapter were 
brought about mainly by the addition to the grammar of the following rules :  u-Unrounding, 
a-Lowering (33IV), re-Raising (36), Fronting (31), Monophthongization (38), and Rounding 
Adjustment (29). 

The order in which these rules are mentioned here does not correspond to their 
relative chronology, for as noted above there is no reason to suppose that rules are always 
added at a fixed point in a grammar. In fact, we have seen that the re-Raising Rule (36) 
and u-Unrounding Rule, which must precede the Vowel Shift in the synchronic order of the 
rules, are historically later than the Vowe! Shift. 

The set of rules developed above and illustrated in the derivations of Table 4 pre
supposes that the underlying representations for Cooper's dialect were substantially identi
cal with those for Wallis' and Hart's. This assumption, however, is not correct, for the same 
phonetic facts can be produced by an alternative grammar that requires fewer features and 
must therefore be preferred over Table 4. This alternative grammar must now be examined. 

In Cooper's speech the following four pairs of entities, distinct in ME, were merged : 
/re/ and /e/, /rey/ and /a/, /rew/ and /ew/, /5w/ and /5/. There were in the language no phono
logical processes that would require that the merged entities be assigned distinct under
lying representations. This is easily seen with regard to the tense lre/ and lei; for well before 
the sixteenth century these two vowels merged into a single lax vowel when SUbjected to 
the Laxing Rule. Thus we found in Hart such alternations as [kip] (from underlying jkepf) 
and [kept] and [men] (from underlying /mrenj ) and [ment]. The Laxing Rule therefore 
provides no motivation for keeping the distinction between the two tense vowels in the 
underlying representations once the vowels had merged phonetically. 

A similar situation prevailed with regard to /rey/ and /a/. In the environment where 
tense vowels were laxed, the diphthong /rey/ was replaced by the reflex of lax /a/, as shown 
clearly in the spellings vain-vanity. As far as we are able to tell, the language did not possess 
any other alternations that might require keeping these entities distinct in lexical repre
sentations. Hence, in place of /rey/ and /a/ the lexical representations contained a single 
entity. 

The low diphthongs /rewj and j5w/ did not participate in tenseness alternations 
either. They did, however, play a role in alternations of back and front vowels that are of 
some consequence in the verbal inflections ; e.g., know-knew, draw-drew, blow-blew could 
be accounted for quite naturally by the set of rules in Table 4 if it is assumed that the diph
thongs are distinct from the tense vowels with which they merged phonetically. However, 
the role of these alternations is so marginal in the language at this point that they alone 
could hardly justify maintaining the underlying entities as distinct after the phonetic 
reflexes of the diphthongs had merged. 

If, then, the four pairs above are to be assumed to have merged, we must next ask 
what their respective underlying representations ought to be. If in place of Ire; and le/ we 
postulate lei, and, analogously, in place of /rewj and jewj we assume jewj, we can immedi
ately dispense with the re-Raising Rule (36). This move, moreover, allows us to represent 
the pair /rey/ and ja/ by jre/. A consequence of the latter decision is that we no longer have 
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need for the Fronting Rule (31), for there is nothing to prevent us from postulating an 
underlying lax /re/ in place of /a/. If, finally, we represent /5w/ and /5/ by /5/, we need no 
longer include the Monophthongization Rule (38) in the grammar, provided that we 
represent /aw/ as /a/. The latter is clearly desirable since it fills a hole in the pattern, as it 
were, created by the merger of original /a/ with /rey/, and since, moreover, it reduces further 
the number of diphthongs in the underlying representations. 

With these modifications, Cooper's dialect emerges with the underlying system as in (39): 

u 
e 0 

re 
ew 

5y 

The appropriate phonetic reflexes can then be derived with the help of the following rules : 

o-Lowering (33IV) 
Glide Insertion (19a) 
Diphthongization (19b) 
Vowel Shift (26) 
Diphthong Laxing (37) 
Vowel Raising (30b) 
Rounding Adjustment (29) 

The derivation of these reflexes thus proceeds as shown in Table 5. 

TABLE 5. Derivation of the phonetic reflexes in Cooper's dialect from underlying 
representations that have undergone restructuring 

i e re a ;; 0 ii ew ;;y i e re 
- - - - - -- -- -- - - -

O-LOWERING (33IV) 
- - - - - -- -- -- - - -

GLIDE INSERTION (19a) yew 
- - - - - -- -- -- - - -

DIPHTHONGIZATION (19b) iy iiw 
-- - - - - - -- -- -- - - -

VOWEL SHIFT (26) ey i ii ow yiw 
- - - - - -- -- -- - - -

DIPHTHONG LAXING (37) oy ow yiw I)y 
- - - - - -- -- -- - - -

VOWEL RAISING (30b) e 6 
-- - - - - - -- -- -- - - -

ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT (29) AY ;; AW yuw 
- - - - - -- -- -- - - -

AY i e ;; 0 ii AW yuw I)y i e re 

5. T. Batchelor (1809) 

u 
/ "-

0 u i 
- - -

I) 
- - -

- - -

- - -

0 
- - -

- - -

- - -

A U 
- - -

I) A U 

The Orthoepical Analysis of the English Language,17  which T. Batchelor published in 1 809, 
is apparently the earliest work in which the diphthongal quality of all English tense vowels 
is specifically recognized. In Batchelor's work reference is made to " a  grammar of the 

17 We express our gratitude to Mr. W. M. Whitehill, director of the Boston Atheneum, for the loan of a 
copy of this book. 
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English Tongue which was published anonymoulSly by J. Roberts, Warwick-Lane, in 172 1 ,  
and contained (among many correct and some erroneous observations), almost the whole 
of the theory which makes the subject of the following pages " (p. vi). Since this book 
apparently has not been located (see Jespersen, 1909, p. 327), and since the comments in 
Batchelor are not clear on this point, we are unable to determine whether diphthongization 
of tense vowels was attested in English before the nineteenth century. Jespersen is inclined 
to believe that it was in the language long befor� Batchelor. His arguments, however, have 
failed to convince many scholars (see, e.g., Horn, 1912) and do not appear especially 
compelling to us, either. It seems to us safest, therefore, to assume that the reason for the 
absence of earlier testimony to the diphthongization of English tense vowels is not the lack 
of acuity of pre-nineteenth-century phoneticians and orthoepists, but rather the absence 
of the phenomenon. 

5.1. THE EVIDENCE 

Batchelor recognizes "eight l'Owe1s in ElJg}ish which possess a specific difference 
of character " (p. 21). These are : 

i as in swim, wit 

e as in met, den 
u as in pull, bull 
u as in but, run 
'If as in rostrum, honottr (unaccented) 
a as in pat, mart and bard, task18 
o as in not, top and order, offer, OWl19 
c as in rogue, broke20 

The phonetic descriptions given by Batchelor are unfortunately not models of 
clarity so that questions may well be raised concerning some of the identifications proposed 
below. There is no problem about the first five sounds; they obviously must be [i], [e], 
[u]. and stressed and unstressed [A]. If we assume that Batchelor's 0 represents [.,] and his 
a represents [re], then his c, which is of very re�tricted distribution, should be identified 
with [0]. Batchelor's comments on c support this interpretation : 

To pronounce this sound, the tongue is more elevated in the middle than in the 
o in hot awl, &c ; its highest part is also farther from the throat, though the tip 
of it is retracted farther from the teeth. The tone of this short provincial 0 has 
some degree of similarity with the 0 in hot, &c. ; yet it is perceptibly softer, 
possesses less strength and distinctness, and seems rather more easy to pro
nounce (p. 9). 
In describing the reflexes of the tense vowels in his speech, Batchelor observes : 

In the preceding table, the vowels which ar� heard in tree, hey, buy, boy, and ay 
are represented as diphthongs, which are formed by the junction of (y) con
sonant with the simple vowel sounds. 

The errors which modern grammarians have promulgated, with respect 

18 " These sounds are justly considered by modern grammarians to differ only in length " (p. 8). 
19 " These two sounds are also specifically the same, the latter being only the lengthened sound of the 

former " (p. 8). 
20 "  The sound which is here intended, is not similar to that heard in the words tone, moan, &c. The latter 

will be found to be true diphthongs ; but the simple sound is heard only in the instances which are given, . 
and a few others, when pronounced short, in the provincial manner " (p. 9). 
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to these diphthongs, have originated in great measure, from the difficulties 
which attend the subject, but principally in the absurd suppositions, that sounds 
cannot be described by words, and that it is of little consequence whether they 
can or not. [An opinion which, as Batchelor notes (p. v), his contemporaries 
owe to the redoubtable Dr. Samuel Johnson-NCfMH.] The distinction 
between y and short i has been sufficiently pointed out ; and those who atten
tively examine the articulation of the long and slender sound which is repre
sented by ee in tree, will find that the tongue makes a nearer approach towards 
the palate in the termination of that diphthong, than happens in the beginning 
of it. The ear may also distinguish a slender sound, followed by one still more 
slender, which is consequently the y consonant, and proves that y ought to be 
sounded exactly the same, as to the quality of the tone, whether it precedes or 
follows a vowel, though the strength of it will naturally be diminished at the 
end of a syllable (p. 52). 

The radical vowels of the diphthongs which end in y consonant, as it is 
termed, are heard in the syllables sin, bel, wed, but and hoI; and the insertion of 
a y between the vowels and the last consonant produces the sounds heard in 
seen (siyn), bail (beyl), wade (weyd), bite (buyt), and hoyle (hoyl) (p. 53). 

We conclude from this that Batchelor had the following diphthongs in [y] : [iy], 
[ey], [AY] (which are the reflexes of lei, lrel, Iii, respectively, in his grammar), and [<>y]. 
In addition, Batchelor had the diphthong [ay] in one word only : 

The word (ay) signifying yes, is, I believe, the only diphthong of that kind in 
the English language. The radical sound of this diphthong is unquestionably the 
a in father ; and it forms a combination very unlike the i in mind, pint, &c. 
(p. 54). 

We shall not include this diphthong in our analysis as it clearly is an idiosyncracy of 
Batchelor's dialect without systematic significance. 

The diphthongs which are formed by a final (w) are only three : the radical 
vowels on which they are founded, are heard in pond, pull, and the short pro
vincial 0 in broke (brck) ; the insertion of (w) between the vowel and last con
sonant, changes pond into pound (pownd), pull (pul) into pool (puwl), and 
broke into broke (brcwk) (p. 55). 

Batchelor thus recognizes three diphthongs in [w] : [<>w], which is the reflex of tense 
jill ; [uw], reflex of tense 16/ ; and [ow], reflex of tense 15/. It is to be noted that there is a 
curious asymmetry in his diphthongal system : the reflex of tense lill is [<>w], whereas that 
of tense Iii is, as we have seen above, [AY]. To account for this asymmetry, special rules 
will be required. 

Finally, like Cooper, Batchelor has a triphthong in his speech : 

The long u of the English alphabet may be termed a triphthong, as it consists 
of the u in pull, followed by w and preceded by y (p. 57). 

5.2. BATCHELOR'S PATTERN 
Batchelor's speech thus contained seven diphthongs : [iy], [eYl, [AY] , [<>y] , [uw] , 

[ow], [<>w] ; one triphthong : [yuw] ; six lax monophthongs : [i], [e], [re], [<>], [A], [u] ; and two 
tense monophthongs : [re] or [a] found in hard, task, father, and [5] found in awe, order, 
offer. In (42) we show the major ME antecedents of these sounds. 
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(42) 
ME e re a 5 0 ii 

! ! ,/ ! ! ! ! 
Batchelor Ay iy ey ow uw <JW 

i i 
ME ew rew rey 5w 5y aw 

! ,/ ! ! 
Batchelor yuw <Jy 5 

ME e a 0 u 
! ! ! \. ,/ \.  ,/ \.  

Batchelor e re re <J 5 A U 

The similarity between (35), which represents Cooper's speech, and (42) is so striking that 
it is clear that both dialects must be derived from very similar underlying representations. 
Further examination of (35) and (42) reveals that the essential difference between the two 
dialects lies in the fact that in Batchelor's dialect the reflexes of all tense vowels are diph
thongized, whereas they are mostly monophthongal for Cooper. In other words, if we can 
assume that Batchelor's dialect evolved from a dialect that was like Cooper's in having 
both diphthongs and monophthongs as reflexes of tense vowels, we must suppose that the 
change was effected by means of generalizing the Diphthongization Rule (19b). Generali
zations of this kind constitute one common type of phonological change. In this case 
the generalization consists of dropping the feature specification [+ high] in rule (19b). It 
is necessary to exempt the vowel /a/ from Diphthongization (see Table 6 and the 
accompanying discussion, p. 286). There are several alternatives available to accomplish 
this. A motivated choice among them could only be made on the basis of a much deeper 
study of Batchelor's dialect than we are at the moment able to undertake. We therefore 
assume quite arbitrarily that Diphthongization of /a/ is blocked by a readjustment rule. 

The proposed generalization, however, would incorrectly turn the two diphthongs that 
were still found in Cooper's dialect into sequences of tense vowel followed by two glides. The 
most direct way of preventing this is by representing the diphthongs by tense vowels of appro
priate feature composition. The generalized Diphthongization Rule will then insert the 
requisite glides without further difficulty. As noted in Chapter Four, the choice of the 
monophthongs to represent the diphthongs in question is limited by two facts : they must 
be distinct from all other tense vowels, and they must be [ + back] if they have the glide [w] 
in the output, and [ - back] if the glide in the output is [y]. Consequently the monophthong 
underlying [<Jy] will have to be [ - back], whereas the one underlying [yuw] will have to 
be [ + back]. The obvious candidates in view of these considerations are /re! for [<Jy] and 
/i/ for [yuw]. This choice, however, has further consequences, for the machinery to turn 
these vowels into [<J] and [yu], respectively, is still lacking. 

It is obvious that the Glide Insertion Rule (19a) must now be modified, because we 
shall want to insert [y] before tense [i], that is, in the environment : 

(43) 
+voc 
- cons 
+ tense 
+ high 
+ back 
- round 
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Next we must modify the Vowel Shift Rule, for in the form given in (26) it would 
apply to Iii and tum it into [AJ. We therefore impose the condition on Vowel Shift that it 
applies only to tense vowels that agree in backness and rounding. 

At this point in our exposition, it is helpful to stop and survey the results of the 
changes introduced so far. These are presented in Table 6. 

TABLE 6. 

u u 
- / ".  / ".  

i e re a re 5 0 U i i e re 0 u i 
----------------------

GLIDE INSERTION (43) yi 
----------------------

DIPHlHONGIZATION (19b) iy ey rey - rey 5w ow Ow yiw ----------------------
VOWEL SHIFT (26) ey iy uw ow 0 

----------------------
BATCHELOR

'
S OUTPUT AY iy ey 5 ;,y ow uw ;,w yuw i e re(re) ;'(5) A u 

Examination of Table 6 shows that tense lal is unique in that it eventuates in a 
monophthong rather than in a diphthong. We recall that in the dialect of modem English 
described in Chapters One through Five, the tense low vowels have centering glides, and 
it is not unlikely that Batchelor's dialect was similar to modem English in this respect. 
Since he specifically states, however, that he had monophthongs in these positions, we have 
formulated the rules here so that monophthongs will be produced in the appropriate envi
ronments. We have done this by assumingthatthe dialect was subject to a special readjustment 
rule which exempted lal from the Diphthongization Rule. We note, however, that this rule 
may reflect nothing other than a difference between the phonetic notation of Batchelor 
and that of modem phoneticians. 

We now observe a curious set of correspondences between the representations 
derived by the three rules discussed in the preceding paragraphs and the phonetic output 
(see Table 6). What appears in the output as [eyJ, [ow], [;,w] is represented in this stage of 
the derivation as [rey], [5w], [ow], respectively. Omitting from consideration for the 
moment the difference in tenseness between the two sets of forms, the three diphthongs 
appear to have undergone a second Vowel Shift, one that affects only nonhigh vowels and 
that exchanges their coefficients for the feature " low." We observe, moreover, that the 
tense vowels involved in this second Vowel Shift, like those involved in the first Vowel 
Shift, agree in backness and rounding. The two Vowel Shifts can therefore readily be 
incorporated into one rule : 

( 
44 
) VOWEL SHIFT 

(a) 

[ + stress] � 

(b) 

[ - �high] / [�high 1 
- low 

[- ylow] / b:gJ 

---
+ high 

[::::�d ] j 
+ tense 
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The effect of this extension of the Vowel Shift is to convert the vowels /if, /re/, /5/, /Uf, 
respectively, into [rey] , fey], [ow], [awl, leaving the reflexes of lei, 101 intact, as shown in 
Table 7. 

TABLE 7. 

ii u 
/ "-.  / "-.  

i e re ii re ;; 0 0 i i e re 0 u i 
-- -- - -- -- -- -- -- - - -- -- - -

GLIDE INSERTION (43) yi 
-- -- - -- -- - -- -- - - -- -- - -

DIPHTHONGIZATION iy ey rey - rey 5w ow Ow yiw 
(l 9b, modified) 

-- -- -- - -- - -- -- -- - - -- -- - -

VOWEL SHIFT (44a) ey iy Ow ow 0 
-- -- - -- -- -- -- --' - - -- -- - -

VOWEL SHIFT (44b) rey ey Ow 5w 
-- -- - -- -- -- -- -- - - -- -- - -

BATCHELOR'S OUTPUT AY iy ey 5 -;,y Ow uw -;,w yuw i e re(re) -;,(5) A u 

Before continuing our discussion of Batchelor's vowel pattern, we comment briefly 
on the possible historical steps whereby this evolution of the Vowel Shift Rule took place. 
We recall that most of the work done by the second part of the Vowel Shift Rule was 
performed in Cooper's grammar by the Vowel Raising Rule (30b). It seems likely, there
fore, that what triggered the restructuring observed in Batchelor's grammar was the addi
tion, to the end of a grammar like that of Cooper, of a special Vowel Lowering Rule such 
as (45) to lower [J\.w] to [<Jw] : 

+ back � 
[-high 1 

+ low 

- round 
[ + round] 

[- VOC 1 / -
, - - cons 

+ back 
The addition of such a rule, however, resulted in a highly unstable situation, since the 
same phonetic effects can be produced with a simpler set of rules where the Vowel Raising 
and Vowel Lowering Rules are replaced by the second part of the Vowel Shift. 

As can be seen from Table 7, to obtain the correct results for Batchelor's speech, we 
need adjustments in rounding. In particular, the lax [I] which is a reflex of lu/, the tense [i] 
in the triphthong [yiw] , and the tense /al must be rounded, whereas what appears at this 
stage in the derivation as lax [0] (from lu/ ) must be unrounded. As before we shall use 
Rounding Adjustment for this purpose, but we shall have to change the environment in 
which it applies, as follows : 

( 46) ROUNDING ADJUSTMENT 

[ +  baCk] 
exround 

� [ - cxround] 

[- low 
1 

/ - exhigh 

[+ tense 1 
- round 

(a) 

(b) 

Part (a) of the Rounding Adjustment Rule affects tense and lax [I] and [0], whereas part (b) 
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affects only tense [a] and [X], of which the latter is the result of unrounding of [ow] < /5/ 
by part (a) of Rounding Adjustment. It is to be noted that not all instances of /a/ will be 
subject to Rounding Adjustment. Those that are exempt from it, e.g., /a/ in polysyllables 
such as father, will be so marked either in the lexicon or by a special readjustment rule. 
Moreover, not all instances of tense [5] are to be derived from an underlying tense /a/. As 
indicated by Batchelor's examples, other sources for this vowel must be /'i>/ before /r/ 
and before voiceless fricatives. The rule required here is in fact more general, for it also 
accounts for the tense monophthong [re] in such words as bard and task (see p. 283). There 
are no doubt other such phenomena in Batchelor'S dialect, but they do not appear clearly 
from the limited number of examples under consideration here. We shall not attempt to state 
any of these additional rules. 

At this stage only two major discrepancies remain between the representations pro
duced by our rules and the phonetically attested output. The diphthongs must be laxed, 
and it is necessary to make the vowels back in the diphthongs [rey] and [rey]. The latter can 
readily be effected by the fonowing rule : 

(47) BACKNESS ADJUSTMENT 

[ + IOW ] 
---+ [+back] + tense 

Rule (47) assures that all tense low vowels are back. This rule is followed by a generalized 
and simplified version of the Diphthong Laxing Rule (37). 

TABLE 8. The derivation of the vowels and diphthongs in Batchelor's dialect 

11 
/ '-.. -

i e re a re 5 0 11 i i e re 
-------------------

O-LOWERING (33IV) -------------------
GLIDE INSERTION (43) yi 

-------------------
DIPHTHONGIZATION 

iy ey rey iiy 5w ow 11w yiw (1 9b, modified) 
-

-------------------
VOWEL SHIFT (44a) ey iy 11w ow 

-------------------
VOWEL SHIFT (44b) rey ey ow 5w 

-------------------
ROUNDING ADJUST-

MENT (46a) AW y11w 
---------------------

ROUNDING ADJUST-
5 oW 

MENT (46b) 
-------------------

BACKNESS ADJUST-
ay oy 

MENT (47) 
-------------------

DIPHTHONG LAXING (48) ay iy ey 'i>y ow UW 'i>W yuw -------------------
ay-RAISING (49) Ay 

-------------------
AY iy ey 5 'i>y ow UW 'i>W yuw i e re(re) 

u 
/ '-.. 

0 u i 
---

'i> 
---

---

----
0 

----

----
A u 

----

----

----

----

---
'i>(5) A u 
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DIPHTHONG LAXING 

[- VOC ] 
V -+ [-tense] 1 --

-cons 

It yields the correct results in all but one case : the reflex of Iii produced by these rules is 
[ay], whereas according to Batchelor's testimony the correct reflex is [AY]. This discrepancy 
can readily be repaired by a rule raising [ay] to [hY] :  

[-high 1 
+ back 
-round 

-+ [-low] 

It is likely that Batchelor's dialect was somewhat unusual in this regard, for, as Batchelor 
himself notes, his near contemporary John Walker recommends a pronunciation with 
"a as in father " (p. 54), that is, frey} or Cay}. 

In Table 8 we illustrate the derivation of the attested phonetic reflexes from the 
postulated underlying representations. The striking similarity of the rules employed here 
with those discussed in Chapter Four is, of course, not surprising, for only a century and a 
half separate us from the time of T. Batchelor. 
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Chapter seven 

T H E P H O N E T I C  
FRAM E WORK 

1.  Phonetic representation 

1 .1 .  PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION AND THE SPEECH SIGNAL 

The phonological component expresses the relationship between the surface structure of a 
sentence and its physical actualization insofar as this relationship is determined by gram
matical rule, in the very general sense which we will elucidate below. The surface structure 
may be represented as a string of formatives, properly bracketed with labeled brackets (see 
Chapter One, Section 5). Given the surface structure of a sentence, the phonological ru1es of 
the language interact with certain universal phonetic constraints to derive all gram

in
atically 

determined facts about the production and perception of this sentence. These facts are 
embodied in the "phonetic transcription." Therefore, as P. Postal has remarked, this 
transcription represents : 

the derivative knowledge a speaker has about the pronunciation by virtue of 
his knowledge of the superficial syntactic structure of the sentence, the 
lexical items or formatives it contains and the ru1es of phonology . . .  The 
phonetic transcription . . .  is the most gross and superficial aspect of linguistic 
structure . . .  It is the most important but far from the only parameter deter
mining the actual acoustic shape of the tokens of the sentence. 
Our conception thus differs from an alternative view that the phonetic transcription 

is primarily a device for recording facts observed in actual utterances. That the latter view 
is not tenable, in any very strict sense, has been known at least since mechanical and 
electrical recordings of utterances have revealed that even the most skillfu1 transcriber is 
unable to note certain aspects of the signal, while commonly recording in his transcriptions 
items for which there seems to be no direct warrant in the physical record. But even if the 
phonetic transcription were as faithfu1 a record of speech as one could desire, there is still 
some question whether such a record would be of much interest to linguists, who are primarily 
concerned with the structure of language rather than with the acoustics and physiology of 
speech. It is because of this question that many structural linguists have felt that phonetics 
has very little to offer them and have therefore assigned to it a secondary, peripheral role.

1 

1 As an illustration of this lack of interest in phonetics we may cite the numerous articles on phonological 
subjects that have appeared in the last thirty years in journals such as the International Journal of 
American Linguistics in which information concerning the phonetic properties of the phonemes of a 
language is often restricted to a simple listing of alphabetic symbols. 

See also comments in Chomsky (1964, page 69n and pages 76 f). 

293 
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These problems do not arise when phonetic transcription is understood in the terms 
outlined above, that is, not as a direct record of the speech signal, but rather as a representa
tion of what the speaker of a language takes to be the phonetic properties of an utterance, 
given his hypothesis as to its surface structure and his knowledge of the rules of the phono
logical component. Since in this view phonetics is concerned with grammatically deter
mined aspects of the signal, there can be no question about the relevance of phonetics to the 
study of language. Moreover, since the phonetic transcription, in this sense, represents the 
speaker-hearer's interpretation rather than directly observable properties of the signal, the 
existence of certain discrepancies between the transcription and the signal can be understood. 
Thus it is no longer a problem that the transcription is composed of discrete symbols 
whereas the signal is quasi-continuous, or that the transcription provides information only 
about some properties of the signal and not about others, or, finally, that physically 
identical signals may have distinct phonetic transcriptions. Clearly, a person's interpretation 
of a particular speech event is not determined merely by the physical properties con
stituting the event. A person will normally not be aware of many properties manifest in the 
signal, and, at the same time, his interpretation may involve elements which have no direct 
physical correlates,2 since what is perceived depends not only on the physical constitution of 
the signal but also on the hearer's knowledge of the language as well as on a host of extra
grammatical factors. 

Implicit in this approach is the view that speech perception is an active process, a 
process in which the physical stimulus that strikes the hearer's ear is utilized to form hypoth
eses about the deep structure of the sentence. Given the deep structure and the rules of 
the grammar, all other representations of the sentence can be derived, including in particular 
the phonetic transcription, which is the terminal representation generated by the grammar.

3 

These derived representations are used by the speaker to check his hypothesis against the 
external stimulus, which provides the data that stand in the most direct (though not 
necessarily a point-by-point) relationship with the phonetic transcription. Since the 
hypotheses made in speech perception are highly specific-that is, we understand our inter
locutor to have said a particular sentence-they are highly improbable. Consequently even 
crude agreement between the external stimulus and the internally generated hypothesis 
suffices to confirm the latter. In other words the dependence of perception on properties 
physically present in the signal is less than total. What is more, there are many extragram
matical factors that determine how close a fit between data and hypothesis is required for 
confirmation. 

In the phonetic transcription an utterance is represented as a sequence of discrete 
units, each of which is a complex of phonetic features such as voicing, nasality, tongue 
height, etc. The phonetic transcription can therefore be taken to be a two-dimensional 
matrix in which the columns stand for consecutive units and the rows stand for different 
features. At this level of representation each feature is to be thought of as a scale. A particu
lar entry in the matrix, then, indicates the position of the unit in question on the given scale. 
The total set of features is identical with the set of phonetic properties that can in principle 

2 In fact, we do not wish to exclude the possibility that under certain conditions distinctions that might be 
implied by the phonological rules of the language may not actually be realizable. This seems particularly 
to be true in the case of the different degrees of stress predicted by the stress subordination rules discussed 
in Chapter Three. 

3 It is not necessarily the case that each deep structure determines a single phonetic representation ;  if the 
grammar contains optional rules or analyses, a given deep structure can underlie two or more phonetic 
transcriptions. 
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be controlled in speech ; they represent the phonetic capabilities of man and, we would 
assume, are therefore the same for all languages. 

As already noted, phonetic transcriptions consistently disregard many overt physical 
properties of speech. Among these are phonetic effects that are not locatable in particular 
segments but rather extend over entire utterances, �uch as the voice pitch and quality of the 
speaker and also such socially determined aspects of speech as the normal rate of utterance 
and what has been called by some writers the " articulation base" : 

the system of characteristic articulatory movements of a given language 
that confer upon it its general phonetic aSPect ; in French the mobility of the 
lips and forward position of the tongue (Marouzeau, 1943, p. 38). 

In addition, phonetic transcriptions omit properties of the signal that are supplied by 
universal rules. These properties include, for example, the different articulatory gestures 
and various coarticulation effects-the transition between a vowel and an adjacent conso
nant, the adjustments in the vocal tract shape made in anticipation of subsequent motions, etc. 

1.2. PHONETIC AND PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION 

As mentioned above, the phonetic transcription is related by the rules of the phono
logical component to a string of formatives with labeled bracketing which represents the 
surface syntactic structure of the sentence. We wil

l 
now examine in some detail the manner 

in which these formatives are represented in a linguistic description. Many of the formatives 
are lexical items, the " roots " or " stems " of traditional grammar. A grammar must include 
a list of these items, for part of a speaker's knowledge of his language consists of knowing 
the lexical items of the language. It is by virtue of this knowledge that the native speaker 
is able to distinguish an utterance in normal English from an utterance such as Carnap's 
" Pirots karulized elatically " or from Carroll's jabberwocky, which conform to all rules of 
English but are made up of items that happen not to be included in the lexicon of the 
language. 

The representations of the individual items in the lexicon must incorporate the knowl
edge which makes it possible for the speaker to utilize each lexical item in grammatically 
correct sentences. This includes certain syntactic information which the speaker must have. 
For example, he must know that a particular item is a noun and that it belongs to a large 
number of intersecting categories such as " animate " or " inanimate," " human" or " non
human," " feminine " or " masculine." Since the only question of interest here is whether or 
not a given item belongs to the category in question, it is natural to represent this information 
by means of a binary notation : cow, for example, would be specified as [ + animate, -human, 
+feminine]. In addition to these syntactic features, each lexical entry must contain specified 
features which determine the phonetic form of the item in all contexts. We shall call these the 
" phonological features." The phonological features cannot be chosen arbitrarily, for the 
phonological component would then have to inclUde a huge number of ad hoc rules of the 
type 

[+A, -B, -C, +D ] --+ 

[-A, -B, -C, +D ]  --+ 

[-A, +B, -C, +D ] --+ 

[hAt ] 
[ rAt] 
[�lips ] 

Moreover, if we represented lexical items by means of an arbitrary feature notation, we would 
be effectively prevented from expressing in the grammar the crucial fact that items which 
have similar phonetic shapes are subject to many of the same rules. 
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We might consider overcoming these difficulties by representing each lexical item in 
its phonetic representation. However, this solution is not open to us either, for a lexical item 
frequently has several phonetic shapes, depending on the context in which the item appears. 
If we chose to represent each lexical item by the set of its phonetic representations, we would 
be treating all phonetic variations as exceptions and would, in principle, be unable to express 
within our grammar the phonetic regularities and general phonological processes that deter
mine phonetic form. If, on the other hand, we chose to allow only a single phonetic represen
tation for each item, then we would have to provide some rationale for our selection. Further
more, it is easily shown that many of the most general and deep-seated phonological processes 
cannot be formulated as rilles that directly relate phonetic representations ; rather, these 
processes presuppose underlying abstract forms. 

We therefore can represent lexical items neither in phonetic transcription nor in an 
arbitrary notation totally unrelated to the elements of the phonetic transcription. What is 
needed is a representation that falls between these two extremes. Accordingly we propose 
that each item in the lexicon be represented as a two-dimensional matrix in which the columns 
stand for the successive units and the rows are labeled by the names of the individual phonetic 
features. We specifically allow the rules of the grammar to alter the matrix, by deleting or 
adding columns (units), by changing the specifications assigned to particillar rows (features) 
in particillar columns, or by interchanging the positions of columns. Consequently, the matrix 
that constitutes the phonetic transcription may differ quite radically from the representation 
that appeared in the lexicon. There is, however, a cost attached to such alterations, for they 
require the postulation of rules in the phonological component. Such rules are unnecessary in 
cases where the lexical representation can be accepted as the phonetic representation. In 
general, the more abstract the lexical representation, the greater will be the number and com
plexity of the phonological rilles required to map it into a phonetic transcription. We therefore 
postulate abstract lexical entries only where this cost is more than compensated for by greater 
overall simplification-for example, in cases where the combination of abstract lexical entries 
and a set of rilles permits the formulation of phonological processes of great generality that 
would otherwise be inexpressible. 

Thus, lexical representations and a system of phonological rules are chosen in such a 
way as to maximize a certain property that we may call the " value " of the grammar, a property 
that is sometimes called " simplicity." As has been emphasized repeatedly in the literature, the 
concept of " simplicity " or " value " is an empirical one. There is some correct answer to the 
question of how lexical items are represented and what the phonological rilles are. A particular 
notion of " value " or " simplicity " will lead to an assumption about lexical items and phono
logical rules which is either right or wrong, and therefore the validity of the notion must be 
determined on empirical grounds, exactly as in the case of every other concept of linguistic 
theory. It may be difficillt to obtain crucial empirical evidence bearing on proposed definitions 
of " simplicity," but this cannot obscure the fact that it is an empirical concept that is involved, 
and that one can no more employ a priori arguments in determining how " value " should be 
defined than in determining how to define " set of distinctive features " or " grammatical 
transformation " or any other concept of linguistic theory. 

A specific proposal as to the definition of " value " will make certain assumptions as to 
what constitutes a linguistically significant generalization, as to what constitutes a " regular
ity " of the sort that a child will use as a way of organizing the data he is confronted with in the 
course of language acquisition. The child is presented with certain data ; he arrives at a specific 
grammar, with a specific representation of lexical items and a certain system of phonological 
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rules. The relation between data and grammar is, we naturally assume, language-independent : 
there is no basis for supposing that individuals differ genetically in their ability to learn one 
rather than another natural language. Consequently, the relationship is determined by a 
principle of universal grammar. Specifically, the definition of " value " or " simplicity " must 
be part of universal grammar, and a specific proposal will be right or wrong as it does or does 
not play its part in accounting for the actually existing relation between data and grammar. 

Summarizing, we postulate a set of lexical matrices and a system of phonological rules 
which jointly maximize value, in some sense which will be defined. Phonological representation 
in terms of lexical matrices (as modified through readjustment rules-see Chapter One, 
Section 5 . 1 ,  and Chapter Eight, Section 6.5) is abstract in the sense that the phonological 
representation is not necessarily a submatrix of the phonetic representation. We do not, in 
other words, impose the conditions of linearity and invariance (see Chomsky, 1964) on the 
relation between phonological and phonetic representation. The indirectness of this relation 
must be purchased at the cost of adding rules to the grammar. Given a definition of " value," 
we can therefore say that the facts of pronunciation induce the representation of items in the 
lexicon.

4 

Notice that the phonetic features appear in lexical entries as abstract classificatory 
markers with a status rather similar to that of the classificatory features that assign formatives 
to such categories as " noun," " verb," " transitive." Like the latter, the phonological features 
indicate whether or not a given lexical item belongs to a given category. In the case of the 
phonological matrices, these categories have the meaning " begins with a voiced stop," 
" contains a vowel," " ends with a strident nonback obstruent," and so on. In view of the fact 
that phonological features are classificatory devices, they are binary, as are all other classifica
tory features in the lexicon, for the natural way of indicating whether or not an item belongs 

to a particular category is by means of binary features. This does not mean that the phonetic 
features into which the phonological features are mapped must also be binary. In fact, the 
phonetic features are physical scales and may thus assume numerous coefficients, as deter
mined by the rules of the phonological component. However, this fact clearly has no bearing 
on the binary structure of the phonological features, which, as noted, are abstract but not 
arbitrary categorial markers. 5 

As already noted, the phonetic representation can be thought of formally as a two
dimensional matrix in which the columns stand for consecutive units and the rows stand for 
individual phonetic features. The phonetic features can be characterized as physical scales 
describing independently controllable aspects of the speech event, such as vocalicness, nasality, 
voicing, glottalization. There are, therefore, as many phonetic features as there are aspects 
under partially independent control. It is in this sense that the totality of phonetic features 
can be said to represent the speech-producing capabilities of the human vocal apparatus. 
We shall say that the phonetic representations of two units are distinct if they differ in the 
coefficient assigned to at least one feature ; phonetic representations of sequences of units are 
distinct if they contain distinct units or if they differ in the number or order of units. 

At the level of phonetic representation, utterances are comparable across languages; 
it thus makes sense to ask whether the phonetic representation of an utterance of language Ll 
is distinct from a phonetic representation of an utterance of a different language L2• For 

4 For additional discussion see Chapter Four, Section 2. 
5 Failure to differentiate sharply between abstract phonological features and concrete phonetic scales has 

been one of the main reasons for the protracted and essentially fruitless debate concerning the binary 
character of the Jakobsonian distinctive features. 
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example, an utterance containing an apical dental stop must have a different phonetic 
representation from an utterance that is identical except for containing a laminal dental stop 
in place of the apical dental stop. The representation must differ since the distinction is 
determined in part by language-specific ru1es ; it is not a case of universal free variation. An 
interesting example of cross-language contrasts that require a special phonetic feature is 
provided by the labiovelar consonants found in many African languages. In some languages, 
such as Yoruba, these consonants are produced with a special clicklike suction, whereas in 
other languages, such as Late, they are produced without this suction (Ladefoged, 1964, p. 9). 
Since clicklike suction is clearly an independently controllable aspect of the speech event, the 
data just cited establish suction as a separate phonetic feature, regardless of the fact that 
apparently in no language are there contrasting pairs of utterances that differ solely in this 
feature. 

The situation is not always straightforward, however. Since phonetic features are 
scales which may in principle assume numerous discrete coefficients, the question may arise, 
under certain circumstances, whether a certain phonetic contrast is to be represented by means 
of a new phonetic feature or by increasing the number of coefficients that some already 
extant phonetic feature may be allowed to assume. The latter solution may appear especially 
attractive in cases where a slight redefinition of some phonetic feature would readily accom
modate the proposed solution. 

To summarize, the features have a phonetic function and a classificatory function. In 
their phonetic function, they are scales that admit a fixed number of values, and they relate 
to independently controllable aspects of the speech event or independent elements of per
ceptual representation. In their classificatory function they admit only two coefficients, and 
they fall together with other categories that specify the idiosyncratic properties of lexical 
items. The only condition that we have so far imposed on the features in their lexical, classi
ficatory function is that lexical representations be chosen in such a way as to maximize the 
" value " of the lexicon and grammar, where the notion " value " is still to be defined precisely, 
though its general properties are clear. Apart from this, the representation of a lexical item 
as a feature complex may be perfectly abstract. 

In a later discussion (see Chapter Nine), we will consider significantly heavier 
conditions on lexical representation. There we will turn to the question of " plausible phono
logical rules " and, more generally, to ways in which a particular feature may or may not 
function in the lexicon and in the phonology. These considerations will differentiate features 
from one another with respect to the role that they can play in the system of rules and in lexical 
representation. At that point in the development of our theory, considerations beyond 
maximization of value will enter into the determination of lexical representations. 

2. The phonetic features 

In the remainder of this chapter we attempt to sketch the universal set of phonetic features. 
Our aim is to cover every inherent phonetic feature regardless of whether it plays a role in the 
phonetics of English. We are well aware of the many gaps in our knowledge that make the 
success of this undertaking somewhat problematical, but we feel that general phonetics has 
been neglected for so long that agreement on even the most elementary propositions of 
phonetic theory cannot be taken for granted at present. 
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In the succeeding pages we shall list the individual features that together represent 
the phonetic capabilities of man. Each feature is a physical scale defined by two points, which 
are designated by antonymous adjectives : high-nonhigh, voiced-nonvoiced (voiceless), 
tense-nontense (lax). We shall describe the articulatory correlate of every feature and illustrate 
the feature by citing examples of its occurrence in different languages of the world. We shall 
speak of the acoustical and perceptual correlates of a feature only occasionally, not because 
we regard these aspects as either less interesting or less important, but rather because such 
discussions would make this section, which is itself a digression from the main theme of our 
book, much too long. We shall consider the phonetic features under the headings given below. 
(The numbers in parentheses refer to the section in which the feature is discussed.) 

Major class features (3) 
Sonorant (3. 1) 
Vocalic (3.2) 
Consonantal (3.3) 

Cavity features (4) 
Coronal (4. 1 . 1 )  
Anterior (4. 1 .2) 
Tongue-body features (4.2) 

High 
Low 
Back 

Round (4.3) 
Distributed (4.4) 
Covered (4.5) 
Glottal constrictions (4.6) 
Secondary apertures (4.7) 

Nasal (4.7.1) 
Lateral (4.7.2) 

Manner of articulation features (5) 
Continuant (5. 1)  
Release features : instantaneous and delayed (5.2) 

Primary release (5.2.1) 
Secondary release (5.2.2) 

Supplementary movements (5.3) 
Suction (5.3 . 1)  

Velaric suction (clicks) 
Implosion 

Pressure (5.3.2) 
Velaric pressure 
Ejectives 

Tense (5.4) 

Source features (6) 
Heightened subglottal pressure (6. 1) 
Voice (6.2) 
Strident (6.3) 
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Prosodic features (7) 
Stress 
Pitch 

High 
Low 
Elevated 
Rising 
Falling 
Concave 

Length 

Phonological theory 

This subdivision of features is made primarily for purposes of exposition and has little 
theoretical basis at present. It seems likely, however, that ultimately the features themselves 
will be seen to be organized in a hierarchical structure which may resemble the structure that 
we have imposed on them for purely expository reasons. 

2.1. THE NEUTRAL POSITION 
In most X-ray motion pictures of speech, it can readily be observed that just prior to 

speaking the subject positions his vocal tract in a certain characteristic manner. We shall call 
this configuration the " neutral position " and shall describe some of the ways in which it 
differs from the configuration of the vocal tract during quiet breathing. In the latter state the 
velum is lowered, thereby allowing air to pass through the nose ; in the neutral position, on the 
other hand, the velum is raised, and the air flow through the nose is shut off. The body of the 
tongue, which in quiet breathing lies in a relaxed state on the floor of the mouth, is raised in the 
neutral position to about the level that it occupies in the articulation of the English vowel [e] 
in the word bed; but the blade of the tongue remains in about the same position as in quiet 
breathing.6 Since speech is generally produced on exhalation, the air pressure in the lungs 
just prior to speaking must be higher than the atmospheric pressure. During quiet breathing, 
the vocal cords must be widely spread apart since practically no sound is emitted. On the 
other hand, there is good reason to believe that prior to speaking the subject normally narrows 
his glottis and positions his vocal cords so that in the neutral position they will vibrate spon
taneously in response to the normal, unimpeded air flow. Since this spontaneous vocal cord 
vibration has been almost totally ignored in the literature, we digress here in order to examine 
it in somewhat greater detail. 

2.2. VOCAL CORD VIBRATION-SPONTANEO US AND OTHER WISE 
The two major factors controlling vocal cord vibration are the difference in air pressure 

below and above the glottis and the configuration of the vocal cords themselves-their 
tension, shape, and relative position. The sub glottal pressure is that maintained in the trachea 
by the respiratory muscles. In the absence of a significant constriction in the oral cavity, the 
supraglottal pressure will be about equal to atmospheric pressure and will, of course, be lower 
than the subglottal pressure. If, on the other hand, there are significant constrictions in the 
oral cavity, the supraglottal pressure will rise above the atmospheric pressure since the air 
being exhaled from the lungs will not be allowed to flow out freely. Part or all of this air will be 
trapped in the supraglottal cavity, building up the pressure there and thus reducing the 

6 We follow here Bell, Sweet, D. Jones and other phoneticians in drawing a distinction between the body 
and the blade of the tongue. See D. Jones (1956, p. 1 5) :  " . . .  the part which normally lies opposite the 
teeth ridge is called the blade. The extremity of the tongue is called the tip or point, and is included in the 
blade." An almost identical description is given by Westermann and Ward (1933, p. 17). 
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pressure difference below and above the glottis. This is of importance to us here since, all 
other things being equal, this pressure difference determines the rate at which the air will flow 
from the lungs through the glottis, and it is the flow rate which determines whether or not 
the glottis will vibrate. 

In order to initiate vocal cord vibration, it is not necessary that the glottis be totally 
closed. If the velocity of the air flow through the glottis is high enough, it may reduce the 
pressure inside the glottis opening (the Bernoulli effect) to the point where the pressure is 
insufficient to prevent the elastic tissue forces from pulling the vocal cords together and closing 
the glottis. As soon as the glottis is closed, the subglottal pressure begins to build up and 
ultimately becomes large enough to overcome the elastic tissue forces pulling the glottis shut. 
At this point the glottis is opened, and air flows through it again. The air flow is subsequently 
cut off again since it once more produces a critical pressure drop inside the glottis opening. 
Obviously the Bernoulli effect can take place only if the vocal cords are appropriately 
positioned. If they are spread too far apart, as they are in quiet breathing, the pressure drop 
inside the glottis will not be great enough to pull the vocal cords together and thus initiate 
vibration. 

We have already postulated that in the neutral position the vocal cords are placed so 
as to vibrate spontaneously in response to the unimpeded air flow. It is, however, a well
known fact that vocal cord vibrations also occur when there is a radical constriction, or even 
total closure, in the oral cavity. Although direct observations have not as yet been made, 
there is reason to suppose that the positioning of the vocal cords and their manner of vibration 
in the presence of a significant constriction in the oral cavity differ in important ways from 
the position and vibration observed during unimpeded air flow. It thus appears that voicing 
in obstruents is a rather different matter from that observed in sonorants. 

Theoretical investigations by Halle and Steven's (1967) have shown that for sounds 
with low first formants-i.e., for sounds other than vowels-periodic vocal cord vibrations 
can be maintained only if the width of the glottal pulse is increased by lengthening the open 
phase during each glottal vibration over that normally found in vowels and/or if the damping 
of the first formant is substantially increased by creating a larger average glottal opening. 
The increased glottal opening would also help to maintain the vibration in the face of the 
reduced pressure drop across the glottis resulting from the buildup of pressure behind the 
consonantal constriction in the supraglottal cavity. 

Certain well-known observations seem to support the theoretical conclusion that 
nonspontaneous voicing involves quite different adjustments than does spontaneous voicing. 
Thus, the air flow in voiced obstruents is noticeably faster than that in sonorants (vowels, 
glides, liquids, nasals). This fact is readily explained on the assumption that the average 
glottal opening is larger in obstruents than in vowels. Moreover, studies now in progress 
indicate that at least in the production of some voiced obstruents, the glottis is partially open 
during the phonation period. Finally, the very common lengthening of vowels before voiced 
obstruents can be explained on the grounds that it requires time to shift from the glottis 
configuration appropriate for vowels to that appropriate for obstruents. 

3. Major class features 

Reduced to the most rudimentary terms, the behavior of the vocal tract in speech can be 
described as an alternation of closing and opening. During the closed phase the flow of air 
from the lungs is either impeded or stopped, and pressure is built up in the vocal tract ; during 
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the open phase the air flows out freely. This skeleton of speech production provides the basis 
for the major class features, that is, the features that subdivide speech sounds into vowels, 
consonants, obstruents, sonorants, glides, and liquids. Each of the three major class features 
-sonorant, vocalic, consonantal-focuses on a different aspect of the open-versus-closed 
phase. 

3.1. SONORANT-NONSONORANT (OBSTRUENT) 

Sonorants are sounds produced with a vocal tract cavity configuration in which 
spontaneous voicing is possible ; obstruents are produced with a cavity configuration that 
makes spontaneous voicing impossible. 

As we noted above, spontaneous voicing may be suppressed by narrowing the air 
passage to a point where the rate of flow is reduced below the critical value needed for the 
Bernoulli effect to take place. Constrictions more radical than those found in the glides [y] 
and [w] will have this result. Hence sounds formed with more radical.constrictions than the 
glides, i.e., stops, fricatives, and affricates, are nonsonorant, whereas vowels, glides, nasal 
consonants, and liquids are sonorant. 

In this connection it should be observed that there appear to be differences in the 
degree of constriction with which [1]- and [r]-sounds are produced. In the better known cases 
these sounds are produced with a very moderate degree of constriction and are therefore 
clearly sonorants. There are, however, liquids which are produced with a quite radical con
striction and which have to be regarded as obstruents. Such is the case, apparently, in Chipe
wyan, in certain Caucasian languages, and in those languages with strident liquids, such as 
the Czech [1']. 

3.2. VOCALlC-NONVOCALlC 

Vocalic sounds are produced with an oral cavity in which the most radical constriction 
does not e�ceed that found in the higll vowels [i] and [u] and with vocal cords that are 
positioned so as to allow spontaneous voicing ; in producing nonvocalic sounds one or both 
of these conditions are not satisfied. 

Vocalic sounds, therefore, are the voiced vowels and liquids, whereas glides, nasal 
consonants, and obstruents, as well as voiceless vowels and liquids, are nonvocalic.7 

3.3. CONSONANTAL-NONCONSONANTAL 

Consonantal sounds are produced with a radical obstruction in the midsagittal region 
of the vocal tract ; nonconsonantal sounds are produced without such an obstruction. 

It is essential to note that the obstruction must be at least as narrow as that found in 
the fricative consonants and must, moreover, be located in the midsagittal region of the cavity. 
This feature, therefore, distinguishes liquids and consonants, both nasal and nonnasal, from 
glides and vowels. It has been observed by Sievers (1901) that an essential characteristic of 
vowels is their " dorsal articulation " ; that is, vowels commonly are produced with the blade 
of the tongue some distance from the roof of the mouth. When the blade of the tongue is 
raised close enough to the roof of the mouth to produce the requisite obstruction, the result is 
a true consonant or a liquid. Thus an [l]-sound is produced when the tip of the tongue touches 
the roof of the mouth, thereby blocking the midsagittal region of the vocal tract. In the case of 
the common lingual [r]-sounds, the raised tongue narrows the passage sufficiently to produce a 

7 Recent work indicates that in place of " vocalicness " the phonetic framework should contain a feature 
of " syl\abicity "-see Chapter Eight, pages 353-55. 
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consonantal obstruction even if it does not make complete contact with the roof of the mouth. 
The uvular [R] is produced in a quite similar fashion, but in this case the lowered uvula rather 
than the raised tongue forms the obstruction in the midsagittal region of the vocal tract. 

The presence of an obstruction in the midsagittal region is not necessarily accompanied 
by sufficient closure of the entire passage to suppress spontaneous voicing. The liquids are 
therefore consonantal sonorants. In producing the consonantal nonsono.rants (obstruents), 
the passage is narrowed to a point where spontaneous vocal cord vibration is impossible ; 
among the latter types of sounds are the plosives, affricates, and fricatives. On the other hand, 
not every sound produced with a raised tongue tip is consonantal. The so-called retroflex 
vowels are formed with a raised tongue tip, which, however, is not close enough to the palate 
to constitute a consonantal obstruction. These vowels are thus nonconsonantal. 

The major class features therefore define the categories of speech sounds shown in 
Table 1 .  

TABLE 1 .  The major class features 

voiced vowels 
voiceless vowels 
glides (I) : w, Y 
glides (II) : h, ? 
liquids 
nasal consonants 
nonnasal consonants 

4. Cavity features 

4.1. PRIMAR Y STRICTURES 

sonorant 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

consonantal 

+ 
+ 
+ 

vocalic 

+ 

+ 

There are several ways in which primary strictures have been treated in the phonetic 
literature. The most widely known approach, that of the International Phonetic Alphabet, 
utilizes different features to characterize the strictures in vowels and in consonants. Vowel 
strictures are described with the help of the features " front-back " and " high-low," whereas 
consonantal strictures are characterized by means of a single multivalued parameter that 
refers to the location of the constriction. The disadvantage of this method is that it fails to 
bring out the obvious parallels between vocalic and consonantal strictures. Thus, the difference 
between palatal and velar consonants clearly parallels that between front and back vowels, 
for in both cases there are the same differences in the position of the body of the tongue. There 
is, however, no mechanism in the IPA framework to capture this and similar facts. 

One of the many contributions of R. Jakobson is a phonetic framework in which 
many of these parallels are properly captured. As is well known, the salient characteristic 
of the Jakobsonian framework is that the same three features-" gravity," " compactness," 
and " diffuseness " -are used to describe the primary strictures in both vowels and con
sonants. This complete identification of vowel and consonant features seems in retrospect to 
have been too radical a solution, for reasons that we briefly outline below. We have therefore 
made a number of changes in the framework, in particular, with regard to the primary cavity 
features. The revised framework is quite likely to appear to depart from the earlier framework 
much more radically than it in fact does. This deceptive impression is the result of the un
fortunate need to change terminology once again and replace the by now reasonably familiar 
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terms " compact," " diffuse," and " grave " in part by totally new terms, in part by terms that 
are a return to the status quo ante. We discuss the relationship between the two frameworks 
in Section 4.2. 1 .  

4. 1 . 1 .  CORONAL-NON CORONAL 

Coronal sounds are produced with the blade of the tongue raised from its neutral 
position ; noncoronal sounds are produced with the blade of the tongue in the neutral 
position.s 

The phonetic classification effected by this feature is all but self-evident. The so-called 
dental, alveolar, and palato-alveolar consonants are coronal, as are the liquids articulated 
with the blade of the tongue. The uvular [R] and the consonants articulated with the lips or 
with the body of the tongue are noncoronal. The glides [y] and [w] are noncoronal. Finally, 
the so-called retroflex vowels which are found in some languages of India-e.g., Badaga 
(H. L. Gleason, personal communication)-as well as in many English dialects in the position 
before [r} are coronal. Nonretroflex vowels are, of course, noncoronal. 

4. 1 .2. ANTERIOR-NONANTERIOR 

Anterior sounds are produced with an obstruction that is located in front of the palato
alveolar region of the mouth ; nonanterior sounds are produced without such an obstruction. 
The palato-alveolar region is that where the ordinary English [8] is produced. 

It follows from the proposed characterization that vowels, which are formed without 
constrictions in the oral cavity, are always nonanterior. Consonants and liquids are anterior 
when they are formed with an obstruction that is located farther forward than the obstruction 
for [8]. The consonants that in traditional terminology are described as palato-alveolar, 
retroflex, palatal, velar, uvular, or pharyngeal are therefore nonanterior, whereas labials, 
dentals, and alveolars are anterior. 

4.2. FEATURES RELATING TO THE BOD Y OF THE TONGUE: 
HIGH-NONHIGH, LO W-NONLO W, BACK-NONBACK 

The three features " high," " low," " back " characterize the placement of the body 
of the tongue. Recall that in the neutral position the body of the tongue was assumed to be 
raised and fronted, approximating the configuration found in the vowel [e] in English bed. 
In characterizing these three features, we shall be concerned with the various displacements of 
the tongue body from the neutral position. 

IDGH-NONHIGH. High sounds are produced by raising the body of the tongue above the 
level that it occupies in the neutral position ; nonhigh sounds are produced without such a 
raising of the tongue body. 

8 The term " coronal " is used here in the sense of the German Vorderzungenlaut and the Russian peredne
jazycnyj. Sievers (1901) distinguished two types of Iinguo-palatal sounds with nonlateral articulation : 
"(1) Coronale Articulation : die Articulation wird durch den vorderen Zungensaum bewirkt, welcher sich 

als eine mehr oder weniger scharfe Kante dem Gaumen entgegenstellt . . .  
(2) Dorsale Articulation: die nothwendigen Engen bez. Verschluesse werden durch Emporheben eines 

Theiles des Zungenrueckens . . .  zum Gaumen gebildet " (p. 59). 
In much the same way the term is defined by Broch (1911) : " Wird die charakteristische Enge oder der 
Verschluss durch den Vorderrand der Zunge gebildet, wobei sich ihre Oberflaeche gewoehnlich auf einer 
groesseren oder kleineren Strecke als konkav bezeichnen laesst, so wird die Artikulation koronal genannt " 
(pp. 1 1  f.) 

We differ somewhat from Sievers and Broch in that we regard as coronal all types of sounds formed 
with the blade of the tongue; Sievers and Broch did not use this term when speaking of sounds formed with 
the flat part of the blade (Sweet's " laminal "). (See note 6.) The latter distinction is handled in the present 
framework with the help of the feature " distributed " (see Section 4.4 of this chapter). 
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LOW-NONLOW. Low sounds are produced by lowering the body of the tongue below 
the level that it occupies in the neutral position ; nonlow sounds are produced without such a 
lowering of the body of the tongue. 

BACK-NONBACK. Back sounds are produced by retracting the body of the tongue from 
the neutral position ; nonback sounds are produced without such a retraction from the neutral 
position. 

The characterization of the vowels in terms of the three features abov� is quite straight
forward and differs little from that found in most traditional phonetics books. We must 
observe only that the phonetic characterization of " low " and " high " rules out sounds that 

are [ + l�w ] ,  for it is impossible to raise the body of the tongue above the neutral position 
+ hIgh 

and simultaneously lower it below that level. 
The characterization of the consonants in terms of these same features is equally 

straightforward, though perhaps somewhat unfamiliar. Consider first the consonants where 
the primary constriction is formed with the body of the tongue, in other words, those that are 
both noncoronal and nonanterior : the palatals, velars, uvulars, and pharyngeals. These 
four " points of articulation " are readily captured with the help of the three features under 
discussion, as shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. 

palatals velars uvulars pharyngeals 

high + + 
low + 
back + + + 

The absence of nonhigh nonback consonants is a direct consequence of the fact that 
the body of the tongue can form a constriction only if it is high or back. 

While no language known to us has all four types of consonants in Table 2, there are 
quite a number of languages in which three of the four classes are attested. Serer, a West 
African language, has palatal, velar, and uvular voiceless stopS.9 Ubykh, a Caucasian 
language, distinguishes pharyngeal, uvular, velar, and perhaps also palatal obstruents 
(Vogt, 1963 ; Allen, 1964). In Ubykh, as in many other languages, such as Gilyak (see Zinder 
and Matusevic, 1937 ; Halle, 1957), the difference between velar and uvular points of artic
ulation is paralleled by the difference between nonstrident and strident. This, however, is by 
no means universal. For instance, the spectrographic evidence published by Ladefoged 
(1964, p. 22) shows that in Serer the velar and uvular stops are both nonstrident plosives. 
Distinctions among palatal, velar, and uvular obstruents are also found in Chinook (Boas, 
19 1 1) and are mentioned by Trubetzkoy (1958, p. 122) as attested in certain Nilotic languages 
(Herero, Nuer, Dinka). 

We must now inquire into the role that the features " high," " low," and " back " play 
in the remaining class of consonants, which in terms of the present framework are anterior 
and/or coronal. We observe that the three features may be used in a natural manner to char
acterize subsidiary consonantal articulations such as palatalization, velarization, and pharyn
gealization. These subsidiary articulations consist in the superimposition of vowel-like 

9 The following contrasting forms are cited by Ladefoged (1964, p. 46 ; see also pp. 21-22) : [k1it] " gift," [kid] 
" eyes," [qos] "leg," where the symbol kl represents the voiceless palatal stop equivalent to the IPA c. 
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articulations on the basic consonantal articulation. In palatalization the superimposed 
subsidiary articulation is [i]-like ; in velarization, [i]-like ; and in pharyngealization, [a]-like. 
The most straightforward procedure is, therefore, to express these superimposed vowel-like 
articulations with the help of the features " high," " low," and " back," which are used to 
characterize the same articulations when they appear in the vowels. We shall say that palatal
ized consonants are high and nonback ; velarized consonants are high and back ; the 
pharyngealized consonants (e.g., the Arabic " emphatic " consonants) are low and back. On 
the other hand, consonants neutral with respect to palatalization, velarization, and 

h 1· ·  
[ - high ] . 

h fi . I k 
. . f d b p aryngea lzatlOn are 

_ back ' smce suc con guratlons ac a constnctlOn orme y 

the body of the tongue. Incidentally, it is not clear what role the feature " low " plays in such 
configurations since we do not know of any language with uvularized dentals or labials. If 
such consonants exist, however, they will be characterized in terms of our framework as 
nonhigh, nonlow, and back. 

The palato-alveolars differ from the labial and dental consonants in that they are 
redundantly [+ high]. In place of the four-way contrast found in the labials and dentals, 
the palato-alveolars, therefore, exhibit only a two-way contrast of palatalized ([ - back]) 
and velarized ([ + back]). The phonetic contrast can be seen very clearly in the X-ray tracings 
given by Fant ( 1960) of the two [5] sounds of standard Russian. 

Table 3 (p. 307) gives the feature composition of the most important classes of speech 
sounds. 

4.2. 1 .  ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FEATURES 
"

DIFFUSENESS," " COMPACTNESS,
" 

AND 
"

GRAVITY
" AND THE FEATURES OF THE PRECEDING SECTIONS 

The features discussed in the preceding sections are basically revised versions of 
" diffuseness," " compactness," and " gravity," which are well known from earlier presenta
tions of the distinctive feature framework where they served to characterize the main artic
ulatory configurations in the vowels as well as the consonants. As more and more languages 
were described within this framework, it became increasingly clear that there was a need for 
modification along the lines discussed in the preceding section. In this section we shall examine 
some of the problems that arose within the earlier framework and outline the way in which 
these problems are overcome by the revised features presented above. This question has 
recently been examined also by McCawley (1967a). 

The revisions proposed in the last few pages have the following main effects : 
(1)  Features specifying the position of the body of the tongue are now the same for vowels 

and consonants. 
(2) In the characterization of vowel articulations, the features " high," " low," " back " 

correspond to the earlier " diffuse," " compact," and " grave," respectively. In consonants, 
the same three revised features correspond to palatalization, velarization, and pharyn
gealization in the manner discussed above. 

(3) The feature " anterior "  mirrors precisely the feature " diffuse " in consonants. 
(4) The feature " coronal " corresponds most closely to the feature " grave " in consonants 

but with opposite value. Except for the palatals ( [kd, etc.), consonants that were 
classified as nongrave in the earlier framework are coronal in the revised framework, 
whereas those that were classified as grave are noncoronal. The palatals, which in the 
earlier framework were nongrave, are non coronal. 

We recall that in the earlier framework the feature " diffuse " was used to characterize 
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TABLE 3. Feature composition of the primary classes of speech sounds 

anterior coronal high low back 

CONSONANTS 

labials + 
dentals + + 
palato-alveolars + + 
(does not exist) 
palatalized labials + + 
palatalized dentals + + + 
palatals + 
velarized labials + + + 
velarized dentals + + + + 
velarized palato-alveolars + + + 
velars + + 
(?) uvularized labials + + 
(?) uvularized dentals + + + 
uvulars + 
pharyngealized labials + + + 
pharyngealized dentals + + + + 
pharyngeals + + 

VOWELS (nonretroflex) 
high front + 
high back + + 
mid front 
mid back + 
low front + 
low back + + 

GLIDES 

Y + 
w + + 
h,? + 

LIQUIDS 

dental + + 
palatal + 
uvular + 
palato-alveolar + + 

both the distinction between high and nonhigh vowels and that between what we have 
called anterior and nonanterior consonants. As a result the articulatory and acoustical 
characterization of the feature became quite complex and rather implausible. (See, for 
example, the discussion o

f 
diffuseness in Halle (1964).) 

A further consequence of the same fact was the need to characterize palatalization, 
velarization, and pharyngealization by means of independent features. This, in turn, failed 
to explain why these subsidiary articulations are not found with consonants that are formed 
with the body of the tongue, i.e., consonants that are noncoronal and nonanterior in the 
present framework. In the former framework this was a mere accident ; in the revised frame
work the gap is structurally motivated, as shown in Section 4.2. It is worthy of note that 
rounding (labialization), which is also a subsidiary articulation, is not subject to similar 
restrictions. All classes of consonants, including labials, may be rounded. 

A related inadequacy of the former framework is that it provided no explanation for 
the fact that palatalization, velarization, and pharyngealization are mutually exclusive. In 
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the revised framework the co-occurrence of these articulations is a logical impossibility since 
a given sound cannot be back and nonback. In'the former framework, on the other hand, 
this is no more than a coincidence. 

The former framework, furthermore, did not bring out the fact that palatalization and 
velarization charflcteristically occur before front and back vowels, respectively ; the con
nection between palatalization and front vowels and between velarization and back vowels 
was no more motivated than a connection between glottalization or voicing and front 
vowels. In the revised framework, on the other hand, palatalization and velarization are 
obvious cases of regressive assimilation. 

The earlier framework failed to account for the appearance of palatal, in place of velar, 
consonants in precisely the same environments where other classes of consonants undergo 
palatalization. (Recall that palatalization preserves the point of articulation, whereas the 
change of velar to palatal constitutes a change in the point of articulation.) In the revised 
framework these two superficially distinct processes are shown to be a result of the same 
change, that is, [ + back1 to [-back]. A parallel argument can be given for the treatment of 
velarization and pharyngealization in the two frameworks. 

The earlier framework made it impossible in principle to distinguish velar from uvular 
or pharyngeal consonants by means of their points of articulation. Such distinctions instead 
had to be made by the use of some subsidiary feature such as " stridency." There are, however, 
languages (Serer, for example-see p. 305 and note 9) in which velar and uvular consonants 
do not differ in any such subsidiary feature and which therefore could not be accounted for. 
This shortcoming is easily taken care of in the revised framework, in which the different 
points of articulation in velar, uvular, and pharyngeal consonants are specified with the help 
of the features " high," " low," and " back." 

4.2.2. DEGREES OF NARROWING IN THE VOCAL TRACT 

In our discussion of the features up to this point, we have spoken at length about the 
location of strictures in the vocal tract but we have said nothing about differences in the degree 
of narrowing that can readily be observed in the strictures found in different sounds. This 
omission has been due to the tacit assumption that the degree of narrowing is determinable 
from other features of a particular sound. This approach is perfectly familiar in phonetics ; 
for example, no phonetics book does more than remark that in rounded vowels the degree of 
lip narrowing is most radical for high vowels and least radical for low vowels. While degree of 
narrowing never functions as the sole cue for differentiating two otherwise identical utterances, 
it is not true that in all languages the degree of narrowing involved in a particular sound 
is always predictable from universal phonetic principles. This becomes quite clear if we 
examine velarized consonants, which appear in various languages with radically different 
degrees of velar constriction. 

In Russian a moderate narrowing in the velar region is present in the articulation of 
the so-called " hard " consonants, where concomitant with velarization we find a certain degree 
of lip rounding. 1O 

Velarization with more radical narrowing has been reported by C. M. Doke (1931) as 
occurring in Shona : 

Velarization is brought about by an abnormal raising of the back of the tongue 
towards the soft palate (velum), instead of the usual slight raising effected in 

10 See Broch (191 1 ,  pp. 224 if.) and X-ray pictures in Fant (1960, pp. 140, 163, 1 70, 1 86). 
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pronouncing the velar semivowel w . . .  The extent to which the tongue is raised 
differs with the dialects. If the back of the tongue is so far raised as to effect 
contact with the velum, the velarization will appear as k, g, or IJ • • •  Similarly 
if the raising of the tongue is not so great, corresponding fricative sounds will 
replace the explosives . . .  (p. 109). 
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Similar phenomena have been noted by Ladefoged (1964) in West African languages. 
Velarization in which there is complete closure in the velar region was found in Effutu and 
Nkonya (pp. 51-54). Kom, moreover, 

has thevelarized forms by, dy which are clearly sequences from the auditory point 
of view ; but equally the articulatory gestures overlap, in that the velar stricture 
is formed during the stop closure. In this language there are strong grounds for 
saying that this is a kind of additive component or secondary articulation . . .  
(p. 3 1). 

The most striking instance of extreme velarization is that of the Bushman and Hotten
tot clicks, all of which are produced with complete closure at the velum.1 1  The clicks, however, 
differ from other velarized consonants in that in addition to complete closure they involve a -
special suction mechanism. The clicks will therefore be discussed when we deal with suction 
mechanisms in Section 5.3. 1 .  

We know of no languages that exhibit parallel variations in degree of  narrowing 
concomitant with palatalization or pharyngealization, but, as will be shown in the next 
section, parallel variations are found with the feature of " rounding." 

4.3. ROUNDED-NONRO UNDED 
Rounded sounds are produced with a narrowing of the lip orifice; nonrounded sounds 

are produced without such a narrowing. 
All classes of sounds may manifest rounding. In glides and nonlow vowels, rounding is 

commonly correlated with the feature " back " :  sounds that are back are also round, those 
that are nonback are nonround. This association is not obligatory, however, and there are 
many instances where the features " round " and " back " combine freely. Turkish, for 
example, has all of the four possible feature combinations contrasting among its high vowels, 
as shown in Table 4. 

TABLE 4. Turkish high vowels 

back 
round 

+ 

ii u 

+ 
+ 
+ 

French distinguishes three glides phonetically : nonround nonback [y], as in les yeux, " the 
eyes " ;  round back [w], as in les oiseaux, " the birds " ;  and round nonback [w], as in tuer, 

" to kill." 
In consonants, rounding, which is usually designated by the term " labialization," is 

11 In our analysis of the clicks as instances of extreme velarization, we follow a suggestion made by Tru
betzkoy (1958, p. 129). We differ from Trubetzkoy, however, in postulating a special feature (suction) to 
account for the peculiar release of these secondary constrictions. 
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not uncommon, especially in velars. Labialized velars are found, for example, in Southern 
Paiute (Sapir, 1930), Chippewyan (Li, 1946), and Navaho (Hoijer, 1945). Labialized dentals 
and palato-alveolars are found in certain West African languages, such as Effutu, Gil, and 
Krachi (Ladefoged, 1964). Finally, contrasting labialized and nonlabialized labials are 
attested in Kutep (Ladefoged, 1964) and in certain Caucasian languages such as Ubykh 
(Yogt, 1963). 

Labialization combines quite commonly with velarization, but we do not know of any 
examples where these two features act independently in a given phonological system. On the 
other hand, there appear to be a number of languages where labialization and palatalization 
function independently. Trubetzkoy (1939) notes that in Dungan Chinese rounding may be 

distinctive for dental continuants and affricates that are [ �:�:�] , i.e. , palat�lized, as well as 

those that are not. Similar observations have been made in Kashmiri (Jakobson, Fant, and 
Halle, 1963, p. 35), and in certain West African languages such as Twi and Late (see Ladefoged 
(1964), plate 9, which reproduces excellent records made of a " labialized and palatalized 
pre-palatal affricate " (p. 20) ). 

The degree of rounding is always determinable from other features. In the vowels and 
glides it is correlated with the maximum degree of constriction in the oral cavity. Glides and 
high vowels have most rounding ; low vowels, least. 

There are parallel variations in the degree of rounding in consonants. These vary from 
a degree that is equivalent to that of the glides to complete closure. Thus, we find rounded 
consonants with a moderate degree of lip constriction in such languages as Chipewyan 
(Li, 1946), Hausa (Ladefoged, 1964, p. 64), and Rutulian (Trubetzkoy, 1958, p. 1 25), whereas 
in languages such as Ewe and Kpelle we find rounded consonants implemented with complete 
closure at the lips. The latter are the consonants that are commonly represented orthographic
ally as kp and gbP 

In addition to rounded consonants with moderate constriction and those with total 
closure, there appear to be consonants of this type which involve an intermediate degree of 
labial constriction. Thus, Ladefoged (1 964) reports that Kom : 

has a labiodental fricative which seems to be superimposable on other articu
lations. The sounds observed in this language include kf, gV, jV . . .  A similar 
secondary articulation also occurs in Kutep ; but in this language labiodental
ization occurs only after fricatives (including those in affricates) and is in 
complementary distribution with labialization, which occurs after stops and 
nasals (p. 31)Y 

A parallel instance of different degrees of rounding being contextually distributed may 
be cited from Margi, a language spoken in Nigeria. In this language moderate degrees of 
rounding occur with noncoronal consonants (labials and velars), and extreme degrees of 

1 2  In some African languages�.g., Effutu, Nkonya (as noted by Ladefoged, 1964, pp. 51-54)-these symbols 
represent, rather, velarized labials. There are, moreover, different ways in which the secondary closure 
is released in these sounds, as discussed in Section 5.2. 

13 Quite similar facts are reported by Doke (1931) for Shona : " Labialized alveolar fricatives and affricates 
occur in all Shona dialects . . .  In several of the Manyinka dialects and in Tavara, the lip rounding of these 
sounds is so extreme that the explosive element in the affricates has an acoustic bias towards p . . . In 
Northern Tavara the lip contact in the affricates is complete with many speakers, and the resultant forms 
are actually [P�J and [b�] . . .  " (p. 47). 
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rounding with coronal (dental and palato-alveolar) consonants.14 This language is interesting 
also because of the fact that the extreme degree of rounding is superimposed on dentals and 
palatal consonants, whereas in most other languages extreme rounding (i.e., total lip closure) 
is a feature of velars. In addition, in Temne (Ladefoged, 1964, p. 47), a voiceless plosive with a 
moderate degree of rounding, [kW], is paired with a voiced plosive with extreme rounding, [gb], 
the degree of rounding being dependent on voicing. 

In sum, in consonants there are at least three phonetically different degrees of rounding. 
It appears, however, that the particular degree of rounding that obtains in each instance can 
be determined by the phonological rules of the language so that it is sufficient to indicate in 
the lexicon whether the given segment is or is not rounded. 

An interesting question arises with regard to the labiovelars. We may ask whether 
these are labials with extreme velarization or velars with extreme rounding, or, in feature 
terms, whether they should be represented as (1) or as (2) : [+

.

anteriorJ - coronal 
+ back 
+ high 

[=�:::::;l 
+ back 
+ high 
+ round 

We cannot determine this by direct phonetic observation since these two feature configura
tions seem to result in the same articulatory gesture. Sometimes, however, it is possible to 
make a decision between such configurations on the basis of the facts of the language. In 
Nupe (N. V. Smith, personal communication) round (labialized) labials are distinguished 
from nonround labials ; e.g., [pW] is distinct from [Pl. In addition Nupe has two types of 
labiovelars, rounded and unrounded. The existence of both types immediately resolves the 
question as to how they are to be represented. We roust regard them as labials with extreme 
velarization (i.e., as having the feature configuration (1)) ,  which may or may not also be 
rounded. The reason is that if we chose to represent one of the two labiovelars with the 
feature configuration (2), we should then be unable to represent its phonetic cognate with 
the same set of features (except for rounding). 

Incidentally, in Nupe there is the further interesting fact that all obstruents palatalize 
before front vowels. Velars become palatals, and the labials become palatalized, that is, show 
the characteristic [i]-like transition to the adjacent vowel. The labiovelars show the same 
type of [i]-like transition as the labials. This fact further supports the decision to regard 
labiovelars as labials with extreme velarization. 

14 See Hoffmann (1963, pp. 27-29). In his list of phonemes Hoffmann also cites a number of dental consonants 
with superimposed rounding of a moderate degree, which he symbolizes by di- and tri-graphs ending with 
the letter w: sw, tw, tlw. Hoffmann believes that these are in contrast with dentals with labial closure. A 
good many of the examples quoted, however, seem to be instances of a plain dental being followed by the 
suffix /wa/ and hence are not really relevant. For example, swa, "to shut (without locking)," is given on 
page 149 as s(u)wa and compared with the stem st), " to contract (disease) " ;  tlwa, "to cut in two (with 
knife)," is derived on page 148 from tid, "to cut (with knife)." 
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4.4. DISTRIBUTED-NONDISTRIBUTED 

The features " anterior " and " coronal " provide for a four-way classification of 
consonants corresponding to the four main points of articulation : labial, dental, palato
alveolar, and post-alveolar (palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngeal). We have seen (Section 4.2) 

. . .  [ - anteriorl . . . . .  
that In the fourth claSS-I.e. , In the consonants-addItIonal POInts of artIculatIOn 

- coronal 
are provided for by the features " back," " high," and " low." The same is not true of the 
other classes of consonants, where these three features instead account for supplementary 
articulations such as palatalization, velarization, and pharyngealization. Thus we have in 
effect recognized three points of articulation in the pre-palatal region. The question that must 
now be considered is how the proposed framework will treat various languages that appear 
to distinguish more than these three points of articulation. 

There are quite a number of languages with the obstruent system in (3) : 

where t represents a dental, t an alveolar, ! a retroflex, and kl a palato-alveolar plosive. Such 
systems have been reported for Aranta (K. Hale, personal communication), Araucanian 
(Echeverria and Contreras, 1965), Madurese (A. M. Stevens, 1965), Toda (Emeneau, 1957), 
and many other languages. In at least some of these languages (Araucanian and Aranta, for 
instance), these distinctions must be directly represented in the lexicon since they function as 
the sole distinguishing mark among items belonging to identical grammatical categories. 
We must, therefore, add a feature to the framework, and the next problem to consider is the 
phonetic nature of this feature. At first sight it may appear that in each of the three " points 
of articulation " so far established we must recognize a forward and back region. This, 
however, does not reflect all the facts since in most cases the subsidiary differences in point of 
articulation are also accompanied by characteristic differences in the length of the zone of 
contact. The length of a constriction along the direction of the air flow has obvious acoustical 
consequences, and it would be highly plausible that these should be controlled by a special 
feature, which we shall call " distributed." 

Distributed sounds are produced with a constriction that extends for a considerable 
distance along the direction of the air flow ; nondistributed sounds are produced with a 
constriction that extends only for a short distance in this direction. 

The distinction that we are trying to capture here has by no means gone unrecognized 
in the past. Phonetics books traditionally distinguish apical from laminal and retroflex from 
nonretroflex consonants. 1 S As a first approximation (to be further refined below), we class 
the former as [ - distributed] and the latter as [ + distributed]. 

In postulating the feature " distributed," we are in effect claiming that subsidiary 
differences in points of articulation are in all cases describable with the help of low-level 
phonetic rules, rules which, like the stress rules of English, assign numerical values to the 
different features. This is by no means an empty claim. It would be controverted if, for ex
ample, a given language were shown to have dental and alveolar consonants which both had 
apical articulations. This question has been investigated by Ladefoged (1964, pp. 19  f. and 

1 5 Zwicky (1965) has argued convincingly that in Sanskrit the retroflex � is 
'
[ - anterior] ([ +compact] in the 

framework used by Zwicky), like the palato-alveolar S;, and not [ +anterior] like the dental s. This view 
was apparently shared by Whitney (1941), who comments : " This very near relationship of !j and s; is 
attested by this euphonic treatment which is to a considerable extent the same." 
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passim), with results that are of great interest. In what we may term the denti-alveolar region, 
Ladefoged distinguishes three areas : (I) teeth and teeth-ridge ; (2) front of teeth-ridge ; (3) 
back of teeth-ridge. In each of these areas Ladefoged finds consonants produced with and 
without a distributed constriction. In Table 5 we summarize the relevant data given by 
Ladefoged. 

TABLE 5. 

teeth and front of back of 
teeth-ridge teeth-ridge teeth-ridge 

Twi apical laminal 

Ewe laminal apical 

Temne apical laminal 
(affricated) 

Isoko laminal apical 
(affricated) 

It is immediately clear from the table above that no single language has more than two 
consonants in the denti-alveolar region, of which one is apical and the other laminal. The 
simplest situation is that in Twi, where we have the common contrast between alveolar and 
palato-alveolar consonants (in our terms, anterior and nonanterior consonants). This solution 
is in accord with Ladefoged's comment that " it was only an arbitrary decision to symbolize 
the pre-palatal position by a symbol indicating a retracted alveolar rather than an advanced 
palatal " (p. 19). 

The situation is equally simple in Ewe, where dental consonants contrast with retroflex 
. [+ anterior 1 consonants. In our terms the former would be charactenzed as d" ; the latter as 

[-anterior ] + Istnbuted 
. , . Ladefoged notes that the Ewe retroflex consonant " sounds slightly -dlstnbuted 

different from the retroflex stop found in Indian languages such as Hindi " (p. 18). If this 
difference is systematic, it would clearly have to be reflected in the grammars of these 
languages. It is, however, quite sufficient to note that the point of contact between the tongue 
and the roof of the mouth is somewhat more advanced in one language than the other. This 
fact would presumably be reflected in low-level phonetic rules that assign numerical values to 
the different features. The existence of a systematic phonetic difference does not, therefore, 
in itself constitute a necessary and sufficient condition for postulating an additional point of 
articulation. 

In both Temne and Isoko we find a contrast between distributed and nondistributed 
anterior consonants. In Temne the nondistributed consonant is articulated at the teeth, 
whereas the distributed consonant is articulated somewhat farther back. In Isoko the situa
tion is the reverse : the distributed consonant is articulated in the front part of the dental 
region and the nondistributed consonant is articulated farther back. In both cases the facts 
can be readily accounted for by low-level phonetic rules, provided that the distinction between 
[+distributedJ and [-distributedJ is given. 

We noted above that the difference characterized by distributed Versus nondistributed 
does not correspond precisely to the distinction between laminal and apical. The relevant 
distinction is not between articulations made with parts of the tongue other than the apex and 
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those made with the apex, but rather between sounds made with long constrictions and those 
made with short constrictions. The dividing line between nondistributed and distributed 
articulations seems to us to be best exemplified by the articulatory distinction between the 
Polish " hard " and " soft " dentals. Wierzchowska (1965) describes this difference in the 
following terms : 

The contact made by the tongue with the roof of the mouth in articulating 
[the " soft " dentals-NC/MH] c 3 as well as s z is considerably wider than the 
contact made in the hard c 3 s z. The closure in the forward portion of the 
region of contact includes in the case of C :3  the teeth ridge and extends to 
the forward part ofthe hard palate . . .  The groove in S i  is longer than in the hard 
consonants c 3 s z extending not only across the teeth ridge but also across the 
forward part of the hard palate . . .  [The groove} is formed by a part of the 
tongue that is farther back than that used in the case of the hard consonants . . .  

The excellent illustrations (palatograms, linguograms, and X-ray tracings) contained in the 
book appear to indicate that the critical difference in the length of the stricture is in the 
vicinity of 1 .5 cm. It is this longer stricture that accounts for the striking hushing quality 
that is observed in the Polish " soft " dentals.16 • 

Finally a word must be said about the distinction between labials and labiodentals. 
As these fit rather naturally under the proposed distinction, we shall assume that labials 
are [+ distributed], labiodentals are [ - distributed]. The fact that there are other feature 
distinctions between these two classes of sounds makes this distinction in the length of stric
ture somewhat peripheral, though no less real. 

Since phonetic features induce categorizations of segments, one expects these categor
izations to be reflected in the phonological rules. This has clearly been the case with all 
features that have been discussed so far. Since it is, however, less obvious with regard to the 
feature " distributed," an example is called for here. The feature " distributed "  provides a 
natural characterization of the alternation between the dental and retroflex consonants that 
are found in Sanskrit. If it is assumed, as is usual, that the Sanskrit dentals are [ - distributed], 
then the alternation can be characterized by the following rule :1 7 

[- distributed] 
+ coronal 

. [ - anteriOr] 
- [ - antenor] 

I -low 
--

4.5. CO VERED-NONCOVERED 
In many West African languages there is vowel harmony in terms of a feature that has 

been variously described as " tenseness "  (Ladefoged, 1964), " heightening " (Welmers, 1 946), 
"brightness " (Sapir, 193 1). The X-ray tracings published by Ladefoged (1964, p. 38) clearly 
show that in one set of these vowels the pharynx is more constricted than in the other and that 
the constriction in the pharynx is accompanied by a noticeable elevation of the larynx. We 
venture to suggest that this difference corresponds to the difference between the vocal tract 
positions in open and covered singing. The particular dull quality associated with covered 
voice production appears not to be present in all cases. Sapir (1931) observed it in Gweabo, 
and Berry (1957) mentions it for Twi, but other observers, including Ladefoged (1964), have 

16 In Russian the " soft " [s,l lacks this hushing quality. It is also formed with a much shorter stricture. (See 
the X-ray tracing in Fant (1960, p. 172), where the length of the stricture is 1 em.) The Russian sound 
is therefore to be regarded as [- distributed]. 

17 We assume here that the [r] in Sanskrit, as in English, is [-anterior] and that all vowels are universally 
[-anterior]. The feature [- low] in the rule excludes the environment after the vowel [a]. 
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failed to notice it. In view of the uncertain status of our data, the proposed description of 
this feature must be taken as tentative (but see Stewart (1967) for recent strong supporting 
evidence). 

We shall assume that covered sounds are produced with a pharynx in which the walls 
are narrowed and tensed and the larynx raised ; uncovered sounds are produced without a 
special narrowing and tensing in the pharynx. 

As far as we know, this feature is restricted to vowels and is found primarily in the 
West African languages exhibiting vowel harmony. It is possible, however, that it has a wider 
utilization. For example, the two rounded front vowels of Swedish represented as [y] and [li] 
may perhaps differ in that the latter is covered whereas the former is not. The X-ray tracings 
published by Fant (1959) lend some plausibility to this suggestion. 

4.6. GLOTTAL CONSTRICTIONS 

Glottal constrictions are formed by narrowing the glottal aperture beyond its neutral 
position. Such constrictions may accompany many different types of supraglottal articulatory 
configurations. Included among the sounds with glottal constriction are botp the implosives 
and the ejectives, as well as certain types of clicks. Since phonetically the most interesting factor 
is the manner in which the glottal closure is released and the motion of the glottis that may 
precede the release, we shall discuss these different types of glottalized sounds in Section 5.2, 
which deals with release features. 

Glottal constrictions are commonly of an extreme degree, i.e., they involve total 
closure. There are, however, instances where glottal constrictions of lesser degree occur. 
Thus, for instance, in the dialect of Korean described by Kim ( 1965), the tense glottalized 
stops represented by Kim as p* t *  k* have glottal constriction, but not glottal closure, for 
otherwise it would be impossible to account for the buildup of oral pressure during the stop 
phase that was observed by Kim. That the vocal cords are, on the other hand, not wide open 
is shown by the timing of the voicing onset in the adjacent vowel. This begins in these stops 
as soon as the primary stop closure is released, whereas in the stops without glottal con
striction the onset of voicing is delayed. (For further discussion of this point, see Section 6.2.) 
It follows from the preceding that in sounds produced with glottal constriction voicing can 
occur only after the glottal constriction has been released. 

Several African and Caucasian languages exhibit the so-called laryngealized or 
" creaky " voice (Knarrstimme), which seems to be an instance of glottal constriction. This 
phenomenon has been described by Ladefoged (1964) : 

In this state of the glottis there is a great deal of tension in the intrinsic laryngeal 
musculature, and the vocal cords no longer vibrate as a whole. The ligamental 
and arytenoid parts of the vocal cords vibrate separately . . . Laryngealized 
voicing often occurs during an implosive consonant . . .  [but] need not occur in 
implosive consonants ; and equally it [laryngealized voicing-NCfMH] can 
occur without the downward movement of the larynx which must by definition 
be present in an implosive. We can, therefore, separate out two kinds of 
glottalized consonants : what we are here calling voiced implosives (as in 
Igbo and Kalabari), in which there is always a downward movement of the 
glottis-and there may or may not be laryngealized voicing; and what we are 
here calling laryngealized consonants (as in Hausa), in which there is always a 
particular mode of vibration of the vocal cords-and there may or may not be a 
lowering of the larynx (p. 16). 
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In describing the actual production of one of these sounds, Ladefoged noted : 

The vocal cords were apparently tightly closed for at least 30 msec in between 
the two syllables . . .  then, when they did start vibrating, there were four glottal 
pulses irregularly spaced in a little under 20 msec; these pulses were followed by 
a gap of almost 1 7  msec; the next pulse was the first of a series recurring at 
regular intervals of about 12 msec. During some of the 1 7  msec before the 
regular vibrations began the vocal cords must have been held together ; I have 
no criteria for deciding whether the vocal cords were together for long enough 
for this part of the sequence to be called a glottal stop. It is often not possible 
to make an absolute distinction between laryngealization and glottal closure . . .  
(pp. 16-17).18 

4. 7. SECONDAR Y APERTURES 

4.7. 1 .  NASAL-NONNASAL 

Nasal sounds are produced with a lowered velum which allows the air to escape 
through the nose ; nonnasal sounds are produced with a raised velum so that the air from the 
lungs can escape only through the mouth. 

The most common type of nasal sounds are the anterior nasal consonants [m] and 
In], where nasalization is superimposed upon a plosive articulation, i.e., on that of [b] and 
[d], respectively. These are found in the overwhelming majority of languages. Less common 
are the nonanterior nasals []1] and [lJ]. Nasal consonants of other types are quite uncommon. 
Ladefoged (1964, p. 24) reports that Tiv has nasal affricates which contrast with both nasal 
and nonnasal plosives. We do not know of any certain examples of nasal continuants such 
as a nasal [z] or [v]. Nasal vowels are, of course, quite common. In the best known cases, such 
as in the Romance and Slavic languages, however, the nasality of vowels is contextually 
determined and would not appear in the representation of items in the lexicon. 

In Y oruba, Nupe, and other African languages, nasality can be superimposed on 
glide as well as liquid articulation ; i.e., the language exhibits nasal cognates of the nonnasal 
[y], [w], Ir]. These, however, are contextual variants ofthe nonnasal phonemes. (See Ladefoged, 
1964, p. 23). The superimposition of nasality on the lateral [1] is phonetically attested in 
modern French in such words as branlant, " shaking," where [1] appears between two nasal 
vowels. Nasalized Ir] is attested phonetically in Yoruba (Siertsema, 1958). 

Nasal sounds are normally voiced because the open nasal passage does not permit 
sufficient pressure buildup inside the vocal tract to inhibit spontaneous vocal cord vibration. 
There are rare instances of contrast between voiced and voiceless nasals. (See Westermann and 
Ward, 1 933, p. 65). 

PRENASALIZED CONSONANTS. In many rather widely scattered languages of Africa 
there are prenasalized consonants, which contrast with both voiced plosives and the familiar 

. type of nasal consonant. Ladefoged (1964) reports the existence of prenasalized consonants 
in Serer, Fula, Mende, Sherbro, Tiv, Kutep, and Margi among the West African languages. 
They occur also in other parts of Africa; e.g. , in Kikuyu19 and in Xhosa (McLaren, 1955). 

18 All but the first of the durations in the above quotation have been reduced by us by a factor of 10 to 
conform to the facts as shown in Ladefoged's oscillogram on which the passage is an extended comment 
(plate IB). 

19 L. E. Armstrong (1940). In Kikuyu prenasalized consonants do not occur initially in verbal stems (note 2, 
p. 40). On the other hand, there are hardly any nasals of the familiar type in initial position in noun stems. 
The noun stems beginning with a prenasalized labial, a large number of which are listed in the glossary of 
Armstrong (1940), appear in almost every case to consist of a special nasal prefix plus stem.

' 
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Phonetically, prenasalized consonants differ from the more familiar type of nasal consonant in 
that the velum, which is lowered during the period of oral occlusion, is raised prior to the 
release of the oral occlusion, whereas in the more common type of nasal consonant the 
velum is raised simultaneously with or after the release of the oral occlusion. It would appear, 
therefore, that phonetically we have to recognize a feature that governs the timing of different 
movements within the limits of a single segment. As an alternative to this, it has been suggested 
to us by R. Carter that the difference between prenasalized and ordinary nasal consonants 
might be regarded as an instance of instantaneous versus delayed release (see Section 5.2). 
This suggestion appeals to us but we are at present unable to provide serious arguments in 
its favor. 20 

4.7.2. LATERAL-NONLATERAL 

This feature is restricted to coronal consonantal sounds. Lateral sounds are produced 
by lowering the mid section of the tongue at both sides or at only one side, thereby allowing 
the air to flow out of the mouth in the vicinity of the molar teeth ; in nonlateral sounds no 
such side passage is open. Laterality is compatible both with vocalic (liquid) and nonvocalic 
sounds, the difference being that in the vocalic lateral (liquid) the passage is �ider and less 
obstructed than in the nonvocalic lateral. Among the lateral nonvocalic sounds we have 
continuants opposed to affricates, whereas there does not seem to be any such subdivision 
among the vocalic laterals. A good example of thenonvocalicaffricates is provided by Chipe
wyan (Li, 1946), where a lateral series exactly parallels the different manners of articu
lation found in nonlateral series. Thus, nonlateral series such as (5) are paralleled by lateral 
series such as (6). 

t d t' 
c J c' s z 

tl dl tl' I 121 

Of the laterals only the vocalic [1] occurs with any frequency among the languages of the 
world. NonvocaJic laterals, which often are strident, are found in various widely scattered 
areas of the globe : the Caucasus, Africa, and among the languages native to the American 
continent. 22 

5. Manner of articulation features 

5.1. CONTINUANT -NONCONTINUANT (STOP) 

In the production of continuant sounds, the primary constriction in the vowel tract is 
not narrowed to the point where the air flow past the constriction is blocked ; in stops the air 
flow through the mouth is effectively blocked. 

Among the stops are the plosives (nasal as well as oral), the affricates, and the glottal 

20 J. D. McCawley (personal communication) has suggested that prenasalized consonants be regarded as 
obstruent nasals, as opposed to the familiar types of nasals which are sonorant. 

21 t' represents a glottalized t, and I a voiceless I. 
22 For the Caucasian languages, see Trubetzkoy (1922); for African languages, Ladefoged (1964) ; and for 

instances of iaterality in American Indian languages, Li (1946). 
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stops, as well as various types of sounds with closure not only at the point of primary con
striction but also at supplementary constrictions, including clicks, other doubly articulated 
plosives (labiovelars), and implosive and ejective stops. 

The status of the liquids with regard to this feature requires some comment. The fricative 
varieties of [r] do not represent any particular difficulty ; they are clearly continuant. The 
trilled [r] is more difficult, for here there is interruption of the air stream during at least part of 
the duration of the sound. The vibrations of the tongue tip, however, are produced by the 
drop in pressure which occurs inside the passage between the tip of the tongue and palate 
when the air flows rapidly through it (Bernoulli effect). The trill is thus a secondary effect of 
narrowing the cavity without actually blocking the flow of air. Consequently there is good 
reason to view the trilled [r] as a continuant rather than as a stop. The distinction between the 
tap [r] and the trilled [r] is produced by a difference in subglottal pressure : the trilled [r] is 
produced with heightened subglottal pressure ; the tap [r], without it. (See also Section 6. 1 .) 

It may be noted parenthetically that the tap [r] may be pr9duced by a different 
mechanism than the so-called " tongue flap" [D] which greatly resembles the tap [r]. Whereas 
the latter is the result of the aerodynamic mechanism just described, 'it is quite possible that 
the tongue flap [D] is produced by essentially the same muscular activity that is found in the 
dental stop articulation, except that in the case of the tongue flap the movement is executed 
with great rapidity and without tension. 

The characterization of the liquid [I] in terms of the continuant-noncontinuant scale 
is even more complicated. If the defining characteristic of the stop is taken (as above) as total 
blockage of air flow, then [1] must be viewed as a continuant and must be distinguished from 
[r] by the feature of " laterality." If, on the other hand, the defining characteristic of stops is 
taken to be blockage of air flow past the primary stricture, then [1] must be included among 
the stops. The phonological behavior of [I] in some languages supports somewhat the latter 
interpretation. As noted above (Section 4.7.2), in Chipewyan the lateral series parallels the 
nonlateral series if [1] is regarded as a continuant. Moreover, continuants (including [I] ) 
are subject to voicing alternations which do not affect noncontinuants (Li, 1946). On the 
other hand, there are other facts in different languages which suggest that [I] is best regarded 
as a noncontinuant (with the definition of the feature adjusted accordingly). Thus, for in
stance, in certain dialects of English spoken in Scotland, diphthongs are lax before noncon
tinuants and tense before continuants (Lloyd, 1908). Thus there is [r' Ajd] but [r' ajz]. The liquids 
[1] and [r] pattern in parallel fashion, the former with the noncontinuants and the latter with 
the continuants : [t' A jl] but [t' ajr]. 

5.2. RELEASE FEATURES: INSTANTANEO US RELEASE
DELA YED RELEASE23 

These features affect only sounds produced with closure in the vocal tract. There 
are basically two ways in which a closure in the vocal tract may be released, either instantane
ously as in the plosives or with a delay as in the affricates. During the delayed release, turbu
lence is generated in the vocal tract so that the release phase of affricates is acoustically quite 
similar to the cognate fricative. The instantaneous release is normally accompanied by much 
less or no turbulence. 

Though restricted to sounds produced with a closure, the release is of significance 

23 These terms have been suggested to us by R. Carter. 
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not only for closures at the primary stricture but also for closures at the secondary stricture. 
Our phonetic framework must therefore contain two release features. 

5.2. 1 .  RELEASE OF PRIMARY CLOSURES 

As already noted the release feature of the primary constriction distinguishes the 
affricates from the plosives : plosives such as English [p b t d k g] are produced with an abrupt 
release ; affricates such as English [c j] are produced with a delayed release. Quite similar to the 
gesture involved in the production of these fairly common affricates is the gesture that pro
duces the lateral affricates found in the Athabaskan languages of North America (Li, 1 946 ; 
Hoijer, 1945), and in some Caucasian languages (Trubetzkoy, 1922). The closure in these 
sounds is commonly produced by contact between the blade of the tongue and the dental 
or palatal region of the mouth. During the delayed release of this closure, the sides of the 
tongue, but not its tip, are lowered, thereby allowing the air to flow sideways across the molar 
teeth. As stated above, the lateral affricate differs from other laterals in that it requires 
complete closure (which is then followed by a lateral release) ; in the other laterals, the lateral 
aperture is open all through the articulation of the sound. 

5.2.2. RELEASE OF SECONDARY CLOSURES 

The chief examples of the role played by the release of secondary closures are provided 
by the clicks. Clicks are formed with two or even three simultaneous closures. In the terms of 
the framework developed here, clicks are noncontinuants with extreme velarization, i.e., 
[ + high ]

. They may or may not be glottalized. In this section our attention will be focused on 
+ back 

the release mechanisms, and we shall therefore touch only in passing upon such major aspects 
of the clicks as the suction produced by the backward movement of the secondary closure or 
the order in which the different closures are released. These matters are discussed more 
fully in Section 5.3. 

Our discussion is based primarily on the detailed description of clicks given in D. M. 
Beach (1938). Beach views the articulation of a click as composed of two separate parts, an 
" influx " and an " efflux." Under the term " influx " he subsumes the features that are relevant 
for the primary constriction ; all other click features are subsumed under the heading " efflux." 
Beach finds that in Hottentot there are four types of influx : (1) the dental affricative 1-, 
(2) the denti-alveolar implosive t, (3) the lateral affricative �, (4) the alveolar implosive type 
C. As the palatograms in Beach clearly show, the first two are dentals and the latter are 
" post-alveolar " or " palato-alveolar " (p. 81). In the terms developed here, all clicks are 
[ + coronal] ; the former two are [+ anterior], the latter two [- anterior]. Each of the pairs 
has one member which is plosive and one member which is affricative. In our terms we 
characterize the former as being formed with an instantaneous release, and the latter as 
being formed with a delayed release. In the nonanterior clicks the delayed release is lateral 
rather than fronta1.24 We summarize the preceding discussion in Table 6 (p. 320). 

24 "The principal difference between 1- and t is not in the place but rather in the manner of influx. 1- is 
affricative, whereas f is plosive, in other words, the lowering of the tip and blade of the tongue is sudden 
forf, but more gradual for1-. Doke . . .  uses the term instantaneous and drawn out for plosive and aifricative, 
respectively" (Beach, 1 938, p. 77). "Although there is very little difference in tongue-position between 
C and b there are two other very great differences. In the first place, C is " frontal," whereas b is lateral. 
For C the tip of the tongue is lowered first, while for b the release is made at the side (or sides) of the 
tongue. And in the second place C is implosive (" instantaneous "), whereas b is affricative" (ibid. ,  p. 80). 
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Each of these four classes of influx is paired with some efflux to produce a particular 
click. The number of different effluxes differs somewhat from dialect to dialect. We shall 
discuss here the J(orana dialect which has the largest number of effluxes-six. These are, 
according to Beach, (1)  nasal symbolized by N, (2) " weak unvoiced velar plosive " sym
bolized by k, (3) " strong unvoiced velar affricative " symbolized by kxh, (4) " glottal plosive " 

TABLE 6. 

1- f !:> c 

anterior + + 
coronal + + + + 
delayed primary + + 

release 
lateral + 

symbolized by ?, (5) " glottal fricative " symbolized by h, (6) " velar glottalic affricative " 
symbolized by kx. Since each of the four influxes discussed in the preceding paragraph can 
be combined with each of these six types of efflux, there are twenty-four different clicks in 
Korana. (Nama, the other Hottentot dialect discussed by Beach, lacks the " velar glottalic 
affricative efflux " and hence has only twenty distinct clicks.) We must now characterize the 
features of the different effluxes. 

Of the six effluxes, the one termed nasal by Beach presents no serious difficulty. 

In clicks containing this type of efflux the [nasal-NCfMHl efflux commences 
during the lingual occlusion before either the prevelar or velar release has been 
made. The prevelar influx then occurs, followed by a silent release of the velar 
closure. The nasal efflux continues throughout both of these releases, and to a 
lesser extent throughout the following vowel (p. 87). 

This evidently is � click with nasalization, whereas the other five types of click are nonnasal. 
Of the remaining five clicks, two are of the velar " affricative " type, whereas the others 

-and also the nasal type-have a " plosive " or " silent " velar release. The velar affricative 
release is described by Beach as being somewhat more gradual than the velar plosive release 
" so that an affricate . . .  is heard instead of a pure plosive " (p. 85). It is clear that we are 
dealing with sounds differing in the manner of release of the secondary closure. The two 
affricative types have a delayed release of the secondary closure ; all other types have instanta
neous release. The two types with affricative secondary releases are further subdivided into an 
aspirated and a glottalized type. The aspirated type of efflux shall be classified as being pro
duced with heightened subglottal pressure (aspiration), but without glottal constriction, 
whereas the glottalized type of efflux is produced with glottal constriction and presumably 
without heightened subglottal pressure. This type of efflux is described by Beach as being 

made by making two airtight chambers, an outer or mouth-chamber formed 
by placing the rim of the tongue . . .  in the position for making the required 
influx, and an inner pharynx-chamber having as its boundaries the velar 
closure and the closed glottis. Suction is created in the outer or mouth-chamber 
by lowering the " front " of the tongue (still keeping the rim in contact with the 
roof of the mouth), and pressure is created in the inner or pharynx-chamber by 
raising the larynx (p. 232). 
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The glottalized type of efflux is marked, therefore, not only by glottal closure but also by an 
upward movement of the larynx which is the main characteristic of glottalized or ejective 
sounds. (See Section 5.3.2.) 

Thus, of the three nonnasal types with plosive efflux, one is aspirated and the other two 
are nonaspirated. Of the latter, one is made with glottal closure, but apparently without 
movement of the larynx, and the other is made without glottal closure. We have been unable 
to determine the role, if any, that is played by tenseness in the production of clicks. 

The feature characterization of the six types of efflux given above are summarized 
in Table 7. 

TABLE 7. 

N k kxh ? h kx? 

nasal + 
delayed release of secondary 

closure + + 
glottal (tertiary) closure + + 
heightened subglottal pressure + + 
movement of glottal closure n n n n + 

n = not applicable 

The click system of Xhosa, perhaps the best known of the click languages, is somewhat 
different from that of Hottentot. Of the four different types of influx found in Hottentot, 
Xhosa has only three, lacking the dental plosive types. Each of the three influxes may be 
produced with or without nasalization. Both nasal and nonnasal clicks may be aspirated or 
unaspirated. The unaspirated nonnasal clicks are, in turn, subdivided into voiced and voiceless. 
It appears, thus, that the release of the secondary closure plays no role in Xhosa ; all second
ary closures have an instantaneous release. The parallelism between voicing in Xhosa and 
glottal closure in Hottentot is found in many nonclick languages. 

5.2.3. COMMENTS ON TIIE RELEASE FEATURES 

COMMENT 1 .  We have seen that each closure in the vocal tract may be released in
stantaneously or with a delay. There are, however, important restrictions on the release 
features. Only sounds produced with closure can have different types of release. Ladefoged 
(1964) describes a labiodental flap (in Margi) whiCh consists in effect of a labiodental fricative 
terminating in an instantaneous release. This sound, however, occurs only in " ideophones," 
e.g. , in utterances such as b;:}vbu, " describing sudden appearance and flight," htivbdwit, 

" describing escape of an animal," kdvbdhit, " describing intruding into a place " (Hoffmann, 
1 963, pp. 25 f.), which occupy a clearly marginal position in the phonological system. 

It appears that there are no clicks formed with laryngeal voice. In view of this we 
propose the following general restriction : in a sound formed with all three of the possible 
types of closure, only the primary and secondary can have both types of release while the 
tertiary closure must be released instantaneously. 

COMMENT 2. In Jakobson, Fant, and Halle (1963), the difference between plosives and 
affricates was characterized by means of the feature " stridency." Plosives were characterized 
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as nonstrident stops, affricates as strident stops. Thus no allowance was made for the existence 
of nonstrident affricates. Such sounds do, however, exist ; for example, in the American 
Indian language Chipewyan, there are contrasting dental strident and nonstrident affricates 
(Li, 1946). The device for characterizing these differences is already available. Since the manner 
of release is clearly relevant for the secondary and tertiary closure, there is little reason not to 
extend it to include the primary closures, as was done above. In this way we can fill the gap 
just noted : plosives are stops with instantaneous (primary) releases, affricates are stops with 
delayed releases. The feature " stridency " can then be used to distinguish strident from 
nonstrident affricates. Stops with instantaneous releases are universally nonstrident. 

5.3. SUPPLEMENTARY MO VEMENTS 

In sounds formed with two simultaneous closures, such as tJ-.e clicks, the labiovelars, 
or the glottalized sounds, there may be movements of the velar or glottal closures during the 
period of closure. If these movements are in a direction toward the lungs, the volume of the 
space between the two closures is increased and the pressure inside that space decreases. As 
a result, when the primary closure is released there will be a suction effect produced and air 
will flow into the mouth. If, on the other hand, the movement of the constriction is in a 
direction away from the lungs, the volume between the two closures will be reduced and the 
air pressure inside the cavity will increase. 

These two opposite motions underlie the phonetic properties " suction " and 
" pressure, " respectively. In the case of both suction and pressure we find that they can be 
produced by motions either of the velar or of the glottal closure. In fact, there are sounds 
(e.g., the imploded labiovelars observed by Ladefoged (1964, p. 9) in Idoma and Bini) where 
both closures move during the articulation of a single sound. 

5.3. 1 .  SUCTION 

It must be noted that the velar closure that produces suction need not necessarily be a 
secondary closure but may also be a primary closure. In the Hottentot or Xhosa clicks, the 
velar closure is secondary, since, as we have seen, it combines with different primary articula� 
tions. In the labiovelar suction stops of such languages as Kpelle, on the other hand, the closure 
at the velum is primary and the closure at the lips secondary (rounding). The velar nature of 
the sound in question is clearly indicated by the fact that a preceding nasal, which always 
assimilates to the primary point of articulation of the following stop, is velar before labiovelars 
as well as before velars (Welmers, 1962). 

CLICKS AND IMPLOSIVES. Since suction is produced by a downward movement of velar 
or glottal closures, it is necessary from a phonetic point of view to postulate two distinct 
suction features, one (the " click " feature) is associated with velar closure and the other (the 
" implosion " feature) with glottal closure. As noted above, the clicks have primary constric� 
tions in the dental and alveolar region, but there are also clicklike sounds which have a labial 
closure. Moreover, there appear to be labiovelar suction sounds with glottal implosion. In 
his discussion of the African labiovelars, Ladefoged notes : 

These sounds are formed in at least three different ways . . .  The first type 
occurs in many Guang languages (Late, Anum). It consists of simply the simul� 
taneous articulation of k and p or g and b, superimposed on a pulmonic air� 
stream. [In the terms of the preceding discussion, these are sounds without 
suction and glottal closure-NCfMH.] The second type, which is found in 
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Y oruba, Ibibio, and many other languages, is more complicated. After the two 
closures have been made, there is a downward movement of the jaw, and a 
backward movement of the point of contact of the back of the tongue and the 
soft palate ; these movements cause a lowering of the pressure in the mouth. 
Thus from the point of view of the release of the closure at the lips, there is an in
gressive velaric airstream. But there is still a high pressure behind the velar 
closure owing to the outgoing air from the lungs . . .  This combination of a 
velaric and pulmonic airstream mechanism has been described very accurately 
by Siertsema . . .  who concluded that Yoruba kP ' is implosive at the lips, 
" explosive " at the back.' [These sounds, then, are produced with suction at the 
velar closure, but, like the first type of labiovelar, without glottal closure
NC/MH.] . . .  In the third type of fP, which is found in Idoma and sometimes 
in Bini, all three airstream mechanisms are involved. After the two closures 
have been made there is a backward movement of the tongue . . .  and during the 
latter part of the sound there is also a downward movement of the vibrating 
glottis . . .  25 [This type of labiovelar is produced with closures at the 
velum and the glottis, and with suction movements at both closures-NC/MH.] 
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An interesting side effect of the lowering of the glottis in the implosives is that it is 
usually accompanied by vocal cord vibration. This vibration is the direct consequence of the 
drop in supraglottal pressure and the rise in subglottal pressure which result from the increase 
in the supraglottal volume and the decrease in the subglottal volume that are produced by 
the lowering of the glottis. 

5.3.2. PRESSURE 

Like suction motions, pressure motions can be executed by the velar or by the glottal 
closure. We must therefore postulate two pressure features, a " velar pressure " feature and a 
" glottal pressure " feature. We shall refer to the latter by its traditional name " ejection," 
in view of its greater familiarity. 

VELAR PRESSURE. The existence of velaric pressure stops, which is occasionally 
mentioned in the literature (see Heffner, 1950), could not be substantiated. 

EJECTION. Ejection is produced by an upward movement of the glottal closure. 
Ejective consonants have been described in languages all over the globe-in India, in the 
Caucasus, and in American Indian languages.26 It has also been observed that ejectives and 
implosives differ in the effect on the transition of the second formant in the adjacent vowel. 
Ejectives have a transition with a somewhat higher termination frequency than the corre
sponding nonejectives, and resemble palatalized consonants in this respect ; in the implosives 
(as in rounded or velarized consonants), the termination frequency is somewhat lower. 
This is a direct consequence of the fact that in the ejectives the glottis is raised above its 
normal position and is therefore being lowered during part of the vowel articulation, whereas 
in the implosives, at the beginning of the vowel articulation the glottis is lower than its normal 
position and moves upward. As a result, after the ejectives there is a lengthening and after 

25 Ladefoged (1964, p. 9). See also Beach's description of clicks with a "velar glottalic affricative efflux" 
on page 320. Note the close similarity between this type of click and Ladefoged's third type of labiovelar. 

26 On ejectives in the languages of India, see citations in Trubetzkoy (1958, pp. 146-1 50), where ejection is 
designated by the term Rekursion. On ejectives in the Caucasian languages, see Trubetzkoy (1931) and, 
more recently, Kuipers (1960). On ejectives in American Indian languages, see Sapir (1949b). In the West 
African languages surveyed by Ladefoged (1964), ejectives were found only in Rausa (p. 5). 
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implosives a shortening of the vocal tract, which is directly translated into a falling or rising, 
respectively, transition in the second formant of the adjacent vowel. 27 

5.3.3. ORDER OF RELEASES IN SOUNDS WITH MULTIPLE CLOSURES 

The order of release of the different closures is governed by a simple rule. In sounds 
without supplementary motions, the releases are simultaneous. In sounds produced with 
supplementary motions, closures are released in the order of increasing distance from the 
lips. The reason for this ordering is that only in this manner will clear auditory effects be 
produced, for acoustic effects produced inside the vocal tract will be effectively suppressed 
if the vocal tract is closed. 

5.4. TENSE-NONTENSE (LAX) 

The feature " tenseness " specifies the manner in which the entire articulatory gesture 
of a given sound is executed by the supraglottal musculature. Tense sounds are produced with 
a deliberate, accurate, maximally distinct gesture that involves considerable muscular effort ; 
nontense sounds are produced rapidly and somewhat indistinctly. In tense sounds, both 
vowels and consonants, the period during which the articulatory organs maintain the 
appropriate configuration is relatively long, while in nontense sounds the entire gesture is 
executed in a somewhat superficial manner.28 

Dealing first with vowels, we find examples of tense versus non tense sounds in modern 
German, for instance, where this feature plays a differentiating role in pairs such as ihre, 
" her," versus irre, " err " ;  Huhne, " chicken," versus Hunne, " Hun " ;  Dune, " dune," 
versus dunne, " thin " ;  wen, " whom," versus wenn, " if " ;  wohne, " reside," versus Wonne, 
"joy " ;  Haken, " hook," versus hacken, " hack." 

One of the differences between tense and lax vowels is that the former are executed with 
a greater deviation from the neutral or rest position of the vocal tract than are the latter. It 
has been observed, for instance, that the tongue constriction in tense [I] is narrower than that 
in lax [i). This difference in tongue height is superficially rather similar to that observed 
between high [i] and nonhigh [e]. The mechanism involved, however, is quite different in the 
two cases, a fact which was already well known to Sievers (1901), who explicitly warned 
against confusing the two : 

Man hiite sich auch davor, die Begriffe " gespannt " (oder " eng ") und " unge
spannt " (oder " weit ") mit denen zu verwechseln, welche die althergebrachten 
Ausdriicke " geschlossen " und " offen " bezeichnen sollen. Diese Letzteren 
wollen nur aussagen dass ein Vocal geringere oder grossere M undweite habe als 

27 Sonagrams of implosives which show these transitions clearly can be found in Ladefoged (1 964, Plate 4B). 
Note also the comment of Trubetzkoy (1931) :  " Was die Verkiirzung des Resonanzraumes des Mundes 
betrifft, so geschieht sie in den ostkaukasischen Sprachen mit aktivheller Eigentonauffassung (positive 
transition) nicht durch die gewohnliche Palatalisierung, d.h., Vorschiebung der Zungenmasse nach vorne, 
wie in vielen Sprachen der Welt, sondern durch die Verschiebung des Kehlkopfes nach oben " (pp. 10-1 1);  
as well as the observation of Ladefoged (1 964) that in Igbo, at least, implosives are " velarized as well as 
usually involving lowering of the glottis " (p. 6), Le., they exhibit secondary movements that bring 
about a negative transition in the adjacent vowel. 

28 This difference was well brought out in one of the earliest phonological studies, Winteler (1876) : " . . .  
diejenigen Artikulationen, welche Lenes [lax-NC/MH] erzeugen, [werden] in demselben Augenblicke 
wieder aufgegeben . . .  in welchem sie ihre Kulmination erreicht haben . . . .  Bei der Bildung der Fortes 
[tense-NC/MH] verharren die Sprachwerkzeuge fiihlbar in ihrer Kulminationsstellung . . .  " (p. 27). 
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ein anderer, aber ohne aIle Riicksicht auf die Verschiedenheit der Articulations
weise, welche die Differenzen der Mundweite im einzelnen Fall hervorruft, 
speciell also ohne alIe Riicksicht darauf ob die specifische Mundweite auf 
grossere oder geringere Erhebung oder auf grosserer oder geringerer Spannung 
der Zunge beruht . . .  (p. 100). 
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The greater articulatory effort in the tense vowels is further manifested by their greater 
distinctiveness and the markedly longer duration during which the articulatory configuration 
remains stationary. This fact has been documented by the detailed studies of X-ray motion 
pictures of speech conducted by Perkell (1965), who comments that : 

the pharynx width remains relatively stable throughout the tense vowels 
whereas there is a change in this width during the lax vowels . . . .  It is as though 
the tongue shape in the lower pharynx is relatively unconstrained during a lax 
vowel, and is free to be influenced by the adjacent phonetic segment. For a tense 
vowel, on the other hand, the tongue position and shape in this region are rather 
precisely defined. 

Turning now to consonants, we note that the differences between tense and lax 
consonants also involve a greater versus a lesser articulatory effort and duration. The 
greater effort is produced by greater muscular tension in the muscles controlling the shape 
of the vocal tract. Evidence supporting this comes primarily from X-ray studies and from 
observations on the onset of voicing in vowels following a stop consonant. It is obvious that 
voicing can occur only if two conditions are met : the vocal cords must be in a position that 
will admit voicing, and there must be a flow of air through the glottis. When a stop is produced 
and the oral cavity is blocked while the vocal cords are in the appropriate configuration for 
voicing, pressure will build up in the cavity and will very rapidly-within about 20 msecs, 
under normal conditions-increase to the point where it is approximately equal to the 
subglottal pressure. This will halt the flow of air through the glottis, thereby making further 
vocal vibrations impossible. Under these conditions there is only one way in which the 
pressure buildup inside the vocal tract can be slowed down and voicing allowed to take place 
during the closure phase of a stop, that is, by allowing the vocal tract to expand. If the walls 
of the tract are rigid as a result of muscular tension, this expansion of the cavity volume 
cannot take place, and, therefore, tense stops will not show any voicing during the closure 
phase. If, on the other hand, the walls of the cavity are lax, the vocal tract can expand and 
voicing can occur even during the closure phase. In fact, X-ray motion picture studies con
ducted by Perkell (1965) show precisely this behavior. 

In analyzing the behavior of the pharynx in the nonsense words [h�t'E] and [h�d/E] as 
spoken by American subjects, Perkell found that during the period of closure there was a 
significant increase in the pharynx width when the nontense [d] was articulated but not when 
the tense [t] was articulated. This increase in pharynx volume in the nontense obstruent was 
also accompanied by the presence of voicing during the period of oral closure, which, however, 
died off toward the end of the stop gap. Perkell commented : 

The tense vocal-tract configuration for /t/ would imply a rigid vocal-wall, which 
would not expand to permit the increase in volume needed for a voiced stop. 
Presumably a similar tense configuration exists for the voiceless unaspirated 
stop consonants occurring in certain languages . . .  For such stop configurations 
an instruction to the larynx musculature to assume a configuration appropriate 
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for voicing would not result in vocal-cord vibration until the release of the stop, 
whereas a lax vocal-tract configuration would permit a limited amount of air to 
pass through the glottis, with consequent glottal vibration.29 

6. Source features 

6.1 .  HEIGHTENED SUBGLOTTAL PRESSURE 

In discussions concerning tenseness it is usually observed that tense sounds are 
produced with greater sub glottal pressure and that this fact accounts for the well-known 
presence of aspiration in the tense voiceless stops of many languages. Since, however, the 
tenseness of the supraglottal muscles is evidently controlled by a different mechanism than 
is tenseness in the subglottal cavities, these two properties cannot be combined into a single 
phonetic feature. Instead we must set up in addition to tenseness a feature of " heightened 
subglottal pressure." 

It must further be noted that heightened subglottal pressure may be used in the 
production of a speech sound without involving tenseness (in the supraglottal musculature). 
This is the situation in the aspirated voiced stops of languages such as Hindi, where, according 
to Lisker and Abramson (1964), voicing commonly occurs during the period of oral closure. 
As explained in the preceding section, this is possible only when the vocal tract is allowed to 
expand during the stop closure ; but this expansion cannot occur if the supraglottal musculature 
is tense. We shall say, therefore, that the voiced aspirated stops of Hindi are produced without 
tenseness but with heightened subglottal pressure.30 

Heightened subglottal pressure is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for 
aspiration. Aspiration requires, in addition, that there be no constriction at the glottis. If 
there is a glottal constriction, aspiration will not occur. Stops of this type-produced with 
(supraglottal) tension, heightened subglottal pressure, and glottal constriction-are found 
in Korean, for example, where they constitute the third class of stops, in addition to the 
heavily aspirated tense stops produced without glottal constriction and the slightly aspirated 
stops produced with no heightened subglottal pressure and no glottal constriction. (For 
pressure measurements see Kim (1965).) 

6.2. VOICED-NON VOICED ( VOICELESS) 

In order for the vocal cords to vibrate, it is necessary that air flow through them. If the 
air flow is of sufficient magnitude, voicing will set in, provided only that the vocal cords not 

29 The fact that the supraglottal vocal tract musculature is under greater tension in sounds such as the 
English [p t k] in initial position would provide a straightforward explanation for the observation made by 
Lisker (1963, p. 382) that " the rate of pressure build-up is significantly slower for voiced stops than for 
voiceless." The lesser rigidity of the walls in the " voiced " stops (which are nontense) would allow the cavity 
to expand after the buccal closure is made. This increase in volume would result in a slowing down of the 
pressure buildup inside the cavity. Since the volume would remain more or less fixed in the " voiceless " 
stops, which are tense, the pressure buildup after buccal closure would be more rapid in these consonants. 

30 The question of how this obvious relationship should be expressed in the phonetic framework is of great 
importance. It has been suggested that there be set up a hyper-feature of " strength of articulation " under 
which tenseness, heightened subglottal pressure, and, perhaps, certain phonetic features would be sub
sumed as special cases. While certain facts such as the treatment of Spanish consonants in different contexts 
(see J. Harris, 1 967) make this suggestion quite attractive, we have not adopted it here as it conflicts with 
our conception of phonetic, features as directly related to particular articulatory mechanisms. Instead we 
have chosen to reflect the interrelatedness among these different features with the help of marking rules 
(see Chapter Nine). 
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be held as widely apart as they are in breathing or in whispering. As has been demonstrated in 
the various high-speed motion pictures of the vocal cords, glottal closure or a constriction of 
the glottis is not required for voicing ; it is necessary only that the glottis not be wide open. 
On the other hand, vocal cord vibration will also result when the glottis is constricted, as long 
as there is an air flow of sufficient magnitude or the vocal cords are not held so tight as to 
prevent vibrating, as they are in the case of sounds produced with glottal constrictions. 

In Section 2.1  it was suggested that when the vocal tract is in its neutral speech position, 
the vocal cords are placed in a configuration that will cause them to vibrate if air flows through 
them. The vocal cords may also be spread farther apart than in the neutral position, in which 
case voicing will not occur. We shall restrict the term " nonvoiced " or " voiceless " to sounds 
produced with a glottal opening that is so wide that it prevents vocal vibration if air flows 
through the opening. This widening of the glottis is a sufficient condition to suppress vocal 
cord vibration, but, as suggested in the discussion above, it is not a necessary condition. It 
should be noted that the narrowing of the glottis in voiced sounds can be quite moderate and 
may never attain complete closure. 

Our understanding of the mechanism of voicing has recently been advanced by the 
investigations of Lisker and Abramson (1964) of the onset time of vocal cord vibrations in the 
following vowel relative to the moment of release of the stop closure. We do not share Lisker 
and Abramson's view that it is the timing of the onset of vocal cord vibrations that is being 
controlled in implementing the various feature complexes that in the phonetic literature have 
often been subsumed under the term " voicing." The data on the onset of vocal vibration that 
have been gathered by Lisker and Abramson can be readily accounted for in terms of the 
present framework. It is to such an account that the remainder of this section is devoted. 

From their measurements Lisker and Abramson conclude that the onset times of 
vocal vibrations fall into three distinct categories :  
(1) onset of voicing precedes stop release 
(2) onset of voicing substantially coincides with stop release 
(3) onset of voicing lags after stop release 

In an investigation of onset times of voice after Korean stops, Kim (1965) has found, 
moreover, that at least for Korean there are two distinct types of lag, a short lag and a con
siderable lag. In particular, he found that for the glottalized stop, voice onset occurred 12 
msecs after the stop release (substantial coincidence) ; for the weakly aspirated stops, i t  was 
35 msec (moderate lag) ; and for the heavily aspirated stops, it was 93 msec (considerable lag). 
(The cited values are mean values for about 800 sample words.) Re-examination of the Lisker 
and Abramson data shows such a moderate lag to be present at least after the velar stops of 
Korean, and also, somewhat less convincingly, after the labials and dentals ; in addition, the 
unaspirated velar stops of Cantonese and English also show a sho)'t lag. We now have, 
therefore, four distinct categories : 
(1) onset of voicing precedes stop release 
(2) onset of voicing substantially coincides with stop release 
(3) onset of voicing lags moderately after stop release 
(4) onset of voicing lags considerably after stop release 

To account for these facts we have at our disposal four phonetic features : voicing, tense
ness, glottal constriction, and subglottal pressure. The simplest case to deal with is case (1)
the stops with voicing lead. All these must be produced with vocal cords in voicing position 
and without tenseness. The aspirated stops will, moreover, have high subglottal pressure and 
no glottal constriction. The unaspirated voiced stops will be produced with normal subglottal 
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pressure ; the data do not allow us to draw conclusions about glottal constriction, but we 
suspect that none is present. Next in complexity is case (4)-the sounds with greatly delayed 
voicing onset. These are all produced with vocal cords not in voicing position and hence 
without glottal constriction but with tenseness and marked subglottal pressure. The sounds 
of case (3)-those with slight or no aspiration and moderate delay of voicing onset-are 
produced with vocal cords not in voicing position, normal or low muscular tension in the 
vocal tract, and low or moderate subglottal pressure. It is significant that, as noted by Lisker 
and Abramson, it is precisely this category of stops in Korean that is " voiced through " 
in intervocalic position, rather than the stops with simultaneous voicing onset, which at 
first sight might seem more reasonable candidates. Observe, however, that it is the former 
rather than the latter type of stop that is produced without strong muscular tension in the 
vocal tract. In order for a stop to be " voiced through," it is necessary that the cavity be allowed 
to expand during the period of stop closure. Consequently one should expect the Korean lax 
stops to be " voiced through " rather than the tense stop with glottal constriction. Finally, 
there is case (2), the category where the onset of voicing substantially coincides with the stop 
release. These sounds are produced with a glottis that either is in the voicing position or has 

TABLE 8. 

Voicing coincides Voicing lags Voicing lags 
Voicing leads substantially moderately considerably 

tense No Yes, if glottal No Yes 
constriction 

voice Yes Yes No No 

heightened subglottal Yes, if aspirated Either No Yes 
pressure No, if unaspirated 

glottal constriction No Yes, if heightened No No 
subglottal pres-
sure ; otherwise, 
optional 

Examples in Lisker and Dutch Dutch 
Abramson (1964) and Spanish Spanish 
Kim (1965)" Tamil Hungarian 

English" English English 
Cantonese Cantonese 
Korean Korean Korean 

Thai Thai Thai 
Eastern Armenian Eastern Armenian E. Armenian 
Hindi Hindi Hindi 
MarathiC Marathi Marathi 

" When the name of a language appears in a particular column, this indicates that in the cited studies the 
language was found to have had stops of this type in contrast with stops of some other type. Thus, Dutch 
was found by Lisker and Abramson to have stops with voice onsets that precede the release as well as 
stops where the voice onset coincides with the release. 

• Almost all instances of stops with voicing onset preceding stop release came from a single speaker, who, 
however, lacked stops where the voicing onset coincided with the release. All other speakers used the 

second type of stop almost exclusively. (See Lisker and Abramson, 1964, pp. 395-97.) 
C Hindi and Marathi have two distinct types of stops in which voicing onset leads the stop release; these two 

types are distinguished by the presence or absence of aspiration. 
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a constriction. They may or may not be produced with heightened sub glottal pressure. If 
they are produced with heightened pressure, they will be tense and may or may not have a 
glottal constriction. 

We summarize this discussion in Table 8. 

6.3. STRIDENT-NONSTRIDENT 

Strident sounds are marked acoustically by greater noisiness than their nonstrident 
counterparts. When the air stream passes over a surface, a certain amount of turbulence will 
be generated depending upon the nature of the surface, the rate of flow, and the angle of 
incidence. A rougher surface, a faster rate of flow, and an angle of incidence closer to ninety 
degrees will all contribute to greater stridency. Stridency is a feature restricted to obstruent 
continuants and affricates. Plosives and sonorants are nonstrident. 

Examples of nonstrident versus strident sounds are bilabial versus labiodental continu
ants in Ewe : e<jJa, " he polished," eja, " he was cold " ; EPE, " the Ewe language," EVE, " two " 
(Ladefoged, 1964, p. 53) ; interdental versus alveolar continuants in English : rein], " thin," 
[sin], " sin " ;  post-alveolar versus palatal continuants in German : [Iic;:t], " light," [list], 
" extinguishes " ;  interdental versus dental affricates in Chipewyan : teE, " stone," tsa, 
" beaver." 

Strident liquids, which are nonvocalic (see Section 3.1) are found, for example, in 
Czech fada, " row," versus rada, " council," in which strident and nonstrident [r] contrast ; 
in Bura and Margi we find contrasts of strident and nonstrident [I] (Ladefoged, 1964). 

7. Prosodic features 

Our investigations of these features have not progressed to a point where a discussion in 
print would be useful. Some recent work by W. S-Y. Wang seems to us promising. For a 
report of some early results, see Wang (1967). 



Chapter eight 

P RIN CIPL E S  O F  P H ON O L O GY 

1 .  On the evaluation procedure and the form of phonological rules 

In this chapter we survey the formal devices that we propose for phonological description. 
These formal devices are a part of the theory of language underlying the description of 
English that we have presented. There are several conditions of adequacy that they must 
meet, and there are functions of various sorts that they must fulfill. They must, for example, 
make it possible to present the data precisely and clearly. They must, moreover, permit us 
to formulate general statements about the language which are true and significant, and 
must provide a basis for distinguishing these from other generaliz�tions which are false, or 
which are true but not significant. Thus, if our analysis is correct, the rules in Chapter Five 
represent true and significant generalizations ; they characterize the native speaker's compe
tence, his idealized ability to produce and understand an unlimited number of sentences. 
The theory of English of which this study presents a part is based on a certain set of data, 
but it goes beyond these data, as any grammar must, both in depth and in scope-in depth 
insofar as it expresses the facts that underlie the data, and in scope insofar as it deals with 
other potential data, with linguistic forms that we did not specifically consider, including 
indefinitely many that have never been produced. 

In terms of the formal devices that we permit, there are many rules that can be 
formulated that are incorrect for English. Obviously, a proper choice of formal devices does 
not guarantee selection of the correct grammar. It is to be expected that there will be many 
grammars which are statable in terms of the given formal devices and which are all com
patible with whatever data are available from a certain language ; thus selection among the 
alternatives will require a procedure of evaluation of some sort. Certainly this is true of any 
proposal that can now be envisioned with regard to the formalism for the statement of 
grammars. Furthermore, with other formal devices than those we allow it is possible to 
express " generalizations " that are consistent with the data but that are not, we would 
maintain, linguistically significant. When we select a set of formal devices for the construction 
of grammars, we are, in fact, taking an important step toward a definition of the notion 
" linguistically significant generalization." Since this notion has real empirical content, our 
particular characterization of it may or may not be accurate as a proposed explication. 
This point is important but often overlooked, and it may be useful to touch on the matter 
briefly here. 

To clarify the empirical status of the formal devices selected for the theory of lan
gauge, it is helpful to set the problem within the framework of psychological theory. The 
child is presented with certain " primary linguistic data," data which are, in fact, highly 
restricted and degraded in quality. On the basis of these data, he constructs a grammar that 
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defines his language and determines the phonetic and semantic interpretation of an infinite 
number of sentences. This grammar constitutes his knowledge of his language. It will, 
in particular, specify that the primary linguistic data are, in large measure, ill-formed, 
inappropriate, and contrary to linguistic rule. 

These rather obvious facts pose the problem to which the linguist addresses himself, 
that is, to account for the child's construction of a grammar and to determine what pre
conditions on the form of language make it possible. Our approach to this problem is two
pronged. First we develop a system of formal devices for expressing rules and a set of 
general conditions on how these rules are organized and how they apply. We postulate 
that only grammars meeting these conditions are " entertained as hypotheses " by the 
child who must acquire knowledge of a language. Secondly, we determine a procedure of 
evaluation that selects the highest valued of a set of hypotheses of the appropriate form, 
each of which meets a condition of compatibility with the primary linguistic data. We will 
not concern ourselves here with the nontrivial problem of what it means to say that a 
hypothesis-a proposed grammar-is compatible with the data, but will restrict ourselves 
to the other two problems, namely, the specification of formal devices and of an evaluation 
procedure. In other words, we make the simplifying and counter-to-fact assumption that 
all of the primary linguistic data must be accounted for by the grammar and that all must 
be accepted as " correct " ;  we do not here consider the question of deviation from gram
maticalness, in its many diverse aspects. Given this simplifying assumption, we face the 
empirical problem of selecting a set of formal devices and an evaluation procedure which 
jointly meet the empirical condition that the highest valued grammar of the appropriate 
form is, in fact, the one selected by the child on the basis of primary linguistic data. Even 
with this idealization, a proposed theory that specifies formal devices and an evaluation 
procedure can be proven false (all too easily, in actual fact) by confronting it with empirical 
evidence relating to the grammar that actually underlies the speaker's performance. There 
is such a grammar, and it is an empirical problem to discover it and to determine the basis 
for its acquisition. However difficult it may be to find relevant evidence for or against a 
proposed theory, there can be no doubt whatsoever about the empirical nature of the 
problem. We stress this fact because the problem has so often been misconstrued as one of 
" taste " or " elegance." 

A further word of caution is perhaps necessary in connection with this formulation 
of the general problems that guide our study of language. Apart from the idealization 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, there is another, much more crucial, idealization 
implicit in this account. We have been describing acquisition of language as if it were an 
instantaneous process. Obviously, this is not true. A more realistic model of language 
acquisition would consider the order in which primary linguistic data are used by the child 
and the effects of preliminary " hypotheses " developed in the earlier stages of learning on 
the interpretation of new, often more complex, data. To us it appears that this more realistic 
study is much too complex to be undertaken in any meaningful way today and that it will 
be far more fruitful to investigate in detail, as a first approximation, the idealized model 
outlined earlier, leaving refinements to a time when this idealization is better understood. 
The correctness of this guess, of course, will have to be judged by the long-range effectiveness 
of a research program of this sort, as compared with alternatives that might be imagined. 
In the meantime, this idealization must be kept in mind when we think about the problem 
of the " psychological reality " of the postulated mental structures. 

To take a concrete example, consider the matter of the synchronic residue of the 
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English Vowel Shift, discussed in detail in Chapter Six. We have argued that the underlying 
lexical forms in English contain vowels in pre-Vowel-Shift representation, and that these 
forms are what would have psychological reality given the other assumptions in our model
in particular, the assumption of instantaneous language acquisition. To the extent that 
these assumptions are false to fact, the conclusions that follow from them may also be false 
to fact. In particular, it is no doubt the case that the linguistic forms that justify our postu
lation of the Vowel Shift Rule in contemporary English are, in general, available to the 
child only at a fairly late stage in his language acquisition, since in large measure these 
belong to a more learned stratum of vocabulary. Since the order of presentation of lin
guistic data is, for the moment, an extrinsic factor that has no place in our theory, we 
cannot take account of this fact, and we can therefore state our conclusion about psycho
logical reality only in hypothetical form : if it were the case that language acquisition were 
instantaneous, then the underlying lexical forms with pre- Vowel-Shift representations would 
be psychologically real. This, we propose, is a true statement about language-ultimately, 
about mental processes and the particular way in which they function. But an empirical 
conclusion of this sort will, naturally, be more difficult to verify, will require more indirect 
and subtle means of verification, than a simple categorical assertion. To us it seems that 
for the foreseeable future, the study of language and mental processes will have to be carried 
out at such a level of abstraction if it is to make significant progress. 

With these background comments in mind, let us turn to the formal devices that we 
have been using in our exposition of English sound structure. 

The rules that we assign to the phonological component have generally been presented 
in terms that can be symbolized by the formula : 

A ---4 B I X - Y 

where A and B represent single units of the phonological system (or the null element) ; the 
arrow stands for " is actualized as " ;  the diagonal line means " in the context " ;  and X and 
Y represent, respectively, the left- and right-hand environments in which A appears. These 
environments may be null, or may consist of units or strings of units of various sorts, and 
may also include labeled brackets representing the syntactic category of the string to which 
the rule is applied. 

Consider the hypothetical languages A and B which have identical phonological 
systems consisting of the vowels Ii u re al and the other phonological units shown in Table 1 .  
Assume that language A has the rules of (2), whereas language B has the rules of (3). 

TABLE 1 .  The sound systems of languages A and Ba 

u re a 

vocalic + + + + 
consonantal -
high + + 
back + + 
anterior (-) (-) (-) ( -) 
coronal (-) (- ) (-) (- ) 
continuant ( +) (+) (+) ( + ) 
nasal (-) (-) (-) (-) 
strident ( -) (-) (-) ( -) 

r 

+ + 
+ + 

(-) (-) 
(-) (- ) 

+ 
(+) (+) 
(+) (+) 
(-) (-) 
(-) (-) 

p 

+ + 
(-) (-) 
(-) (-) 

+ + 
+ 

(-) 

(-) (-) 

• The meaning of the parenthesization will be discussed directly. 

k s m n 

+ + + + 
(+) (-) (-) (-) 
(+) (-) (-) (-) 

+ + + 
(-) + + 
(-) + (-) (-) 
(-) (-) + + 
(-) (+) (-) (-) 

y w 

(+) (+) 
+ 

(-) (-) 
(-) (-) 
(+) (+) 
(-) (-) 
(-) (-) 
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RULES OF LANGUAGE A 

- y I - p 
- y I - r 
- y I - y 
- y I -a 

RULES OF LANGUAGE B 

- y I - p 
r - I I - r 
t - P I -y 
s - n I - a 

The difference between (2) and (3) lies in the fact that the statements in (2) are partially 
identical, whereas those in (3) are totally different from one another. This difference, which 
is clearly of linguistic interest, would be expressed if we introduced into our formalism a 
device akin to conjunction in ordinary English, which would permit us to coalesce two 
partially identical rules into a single rule without repeating the parts that are identical. We 
therefore establish the convention (4) : 

Two partially identical rules may be coalesced into a single rule by enclosing corre
sponding nonidentical parts in braces : { }. 

This convention enables us to rewrite (2) as (5) :  

(5) 

However, it does not permit (3) to be similarly abbreviated. Let us call (5) a " schema " 
which " expands " to the sequence of rules (2). The convention (4) is one of a set of notational 
conventions that allow certain sequences of rules (or schemata) to be abbreviated by 
schemata. In informal discussion, when no confusion can arise, we will not consistently 
maintain the distinction between the terms " rule " and " schema," extending " rule " to 
schemata as well. 

Implicit in the brace notation is the assumption that languages tend to place partially 
identical rules such as those in (2) next to one another in the ordered sequence of rules 
that constitutes the phonological component of a grammar : it is only when partially 
identical rules are adjacent to one another that the brace notation can be exploited. It has 
been noted by Kiparsky (forthcoming) that phonological change provides evidence in support 
of this assumption. One of the examples discussed by Kiparsky is the evolution of the rules 
laxing vowels before consonant clusters (see (20111), Chapter Five) and in the pre-penultimate 
syllables of a word (see (201V), Chapter Five). The historical antecedents of these two rules 
differed from their modern counterparts in that preconsonantal laxing took place before 
three (instead of two) or more consonants, whereas trisyllabic laxing required that the 
vowel be followed by two (instead of one) consonant. The historical change, then, was that 
both of these rules decreased by one the number of consonants that must follow the vowel 
to be laxed. This parallelism may be regarded as a mere coincidence, as has been the ap
proach in every treatment of English historical phonology known to us. Alternatively, and 
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more satisfactorily, in view of the fact that there is no evidence to show that the changes in 
the two rules were due to separate processes, the parallelism may be regarded as being the 
result of a single change : the generalization of the schema (6) to the schema (7) by deletion 
of one of the consonants that must follow the vowel to be laxed. 

v ---+ [- tense] / -CC {�Co v} 

V ---+ [- tense] / -C{�CoV} 

The characterization of the change as a single process, however, presupposes the existence 
of rule schemata as entities to which phonological changes may apply. Since schemata 
exist in a grammar only by virtue of conventions such as those discussed in this section, the 
examples just cited might be regarded as evidence in support of the reality of rule schemata 
and the conventions governing their use. 

We can make use of notational conventions such as (4) to provide an evaluation 
procedure for grammars if we supplement the conventions with the following definition: 

( )  The " value " of a sequence of rules is the reciprocal of the number of symbols in the 
8 minimal schema that expands to this sequence.1 

where the minimal schema is the one with the smallest number of symbols. More generally, 
let us say that if the schema 1:1 expands to the sequence of rules R1 , . . .  , Rm and the schema 
1:2 expands to the sequence of rules Sl, . . .  ' Sn , then the sequence of schemata 1:1, 1:2 
expands to the sequence of rules R1 , . • .  , Rm , S1 > . . . , Sn ; and let us accept the analogous 
convention for a sequence of schemata 1:1, . . . , 1:p of arbitrary length. Let us now say that 
the " minimal representation " of a sequence of rules is the sequence of schemata with the 
smallest number of symbols that expands to this sequence of rules.2 We can then restate 
definition (8) as (9) : 

The " value " of a sequence of rules is the reciprocal of the number of symbols in its 
minimal representation. 

Let us return now to the rules of (2) and (3). Given the conventions (4) and (9), the 
sequence of rules (2) is more highly valued than the sequence of rules (3) : the minimal 
representation of (2) is (5) and the minimal representation of (3) is (3) itself, and (5) has 
fewer symbols than (3). Within the general framework of our theory, as described above, 
the conventions (4) and (9) imply that a linguistically significant generalization underlies (2) 
but not (3). Although in this case the fact may seem too trivial to require extensive comment, 
as we proceed further along the same lines we soon reach conclusions that are quite non
trivial, such as some of those discussed in the preceding chapters. 

It should be observed in this connection that although definition (9) has commonly 
been referred to as the " simplicity " or " economy criterion," it has never been proposed or 
intended that the condition defines " simplicity " or " economy " in the very general (and 

1 We take the value to be �, where n is the number of symbols, so that the phrase " higher valued " will have 
its natural intuitive and numerical meaning. 

2 We give a more precise statement of these definitions in the Appendix to this chapter. Notice that the 
minimal representation may not be unique. 
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still very poorly understood) sense in which these terms usually appear in writings on the 
philosophy of science. The only claim that is being made here is the purely empirical one 
that under certain well-defined notational transformations, the number of symbols in a 
rule is inversely related to the degree of linguistically significant generalization achieved 
in the rule. In other words, definition (9), together with a specific choice of an alphabet 
from which the symbols are selected (see Section 2) and a specific set of notations for 
formulating rules and schemata, provides a preciSe explication for the notion " linguistically 
significant generalization " (Halle, 1962 ; Chomsky, 1964 ; Chomsky and Halle, 1965). Like 
all empirical claims, this can be tested for correctness and accuracy and can readily be 
controverted by evidence showing that it fails to hold true in certain clear cases. 

2. Segments as feature complexes 

We have as yet said nothing about the symbols that are used to represent the entities in our 
rules. In the present study speech sounds, or, Inore technically, segments, as well as all 
boundaries, are formally treated as complexes of f�atures rather than as further unanalyzable 
entities. We assume, in other words, that the units or strings of units represented by the 
letters A,  B, X, Y in (1) consist of feature columns or sequences of feature columns such as 
those shown in Table 1 .  The symbols referred to in the evaluation criterion (9) will, then, 
naturally be taken as distinctive feature specifications such as [ + vocalic] or [- nasal]. 

The decision to regard speech sounds as feature complexes rather than as indivisible 
entities has been adopted explicitly or implicitly in almost all linguistic studies. Specifically, 
it is almost always taken for granted that phonc)logical segments can be grouped into sets 
that differ as to their " naturalness." Thus, the sets comprising all vowels or all stops or all 
continuants are more natural than randomly chosen sets composed of the same number of 
segment types. No serious discussion of the phonology of a language has ever done without 
reference to classes such as vowels, stops, or voiceless continuants. On the other hand, any 
linguist would react with justified skepticism to a grammar that made repeated reference 
to a class composed of just the four segments [p r y a]. These judgments of " naturalness " 
are supported empirically by the observation that it is the " natural " classes that are 
relevant to the formulation of phonological proc�sses in the most varied languages, though 
there is no logical necessity for this to be the ca�e. In view of this, if a theory of language 
failed to provide a mechanism for making distinctions between more or less natural classes 
of segments, this failure would be sufficient rea.son for rejecting the theory as being in
capable of attaining the level of explanatory adequacy. 

Translated into feature terms, rule (5) will appear as (10) (p. 336), where the feature 
complexes representing a given unit (segment) are enclosed in square brackets : [ ] .  

By viewing segments as complexes of a fixed language-independent set of features, 
we have established a part of a mechanism which is required to distinguish more natural 
from less natural sets of segments ; we can now Say that sets of segments that have features 
in common are more natural than sets of segments that have no common features. What 
remains to be decided is the " metric of naturalness," that is, whether sets of segments sharing 
a large number of features are more " natural " than sets of segments sharing fewer features, 
or whether the reverse or perhaps some totally different relationship is the appropriate 
formal expression of this concept. Before making this decision, it is useful to state certain 
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(10) 

+voc -voc 
- cons -cons 
+ high + high 
-back -back 
- ant - -ant 
-cor - cor 
+cont +cont 
-nasal -nasal 
- strid - strid 

-voc 
+ cons 
-high 
-back 
+ ant 
- cor 
- cont 
-nasal 
-strid 
+voc 
+ cons 
-high 
-back 
-ant 
+cor 
+cont 
-nasal 
-strid 
-voc 
-cons 
+ high 
-back 
- ant 
-cor 
+cont 
-nasal 
-strid 
+voc 
-cons 
-high 
+ back 
-ant 
- cor 
+cont 
-nasal 
- strid 

Phonological theory 

conventions governing the representation of units as feature complexes and their utilization 
in rules. Among these conventions are the following : 

(11) Two units V1 and V2 are distinct if and only if there is at least one feature F such 
that V1 is specified [exF] and V2 is specified [�F] where ex is plus and � is minus; or 
ex and � are integers and ex =F � ;  or ex is an integer and � is minus. Two strings X and 
Yare distinct if they are of different lengths, that is, if they differ in the number of 
units that they contain, or if the ilh unit of X is distinct from the ilh unit of Y for 
some i. (JV e assume "distinct" to be symmetrical.) 
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A rule of the form A -+ B / X-- Y applies to any string Z = . . .  X'A' Y' . . .  , 
where X', A', Y' are not distinct from X, A, Y, respectively; and it converts Z to 
Z' = .. . X' B ' Y' . . . , where B'  contains all specified features of B in addition to 
all features of A' not specified in B. 

With these conventions we can replace (10) with a higher-valued representing schema, in 
ways which are empirically significant, as can be seen by the following considerations. 

Notice first that we have specified more features in (10) than are necessary to identify 
the four environments unambiguously. In particular, all the features that are parenthesized 
in Table 1 may be omitted without in any way affecting the operation of the rule. In accor
dance with conventions (11) and (12), we can reformulate (10) as (13), which has the same 
empirical content as (10) : 

(13) 

[+voc ] 
- cons 
+high -+ 

-back 

[-VOc ] 
- cons 
-back 

[-VOc 1 
+ cons 
+ ant 
- cor 
-nasal [+voc ] 
+ cons 
-ant [-VOC 1 
- cons· 
-back 
[��:] 

+ back 
The conventions that permit us to replace (10) by (13) are quite natural; they imply that the 
value of a rule, as a measure of the linguistically significant degree of generalization it 
achieves, increases as the number of features required to identify the contexts in which it 
applies decreases. 

The schema (13), however, is still not empirically adequate. Putting aside the question 
of the context of the rule, the conventions (11) and (12) permit the change that the rule 
effects to be formulated as (14), without any alteration of meaning: 

[+voc ] 
-cons 
+ high -+ [-voc] 

-back 
Thus the change effected by rule (13) is minimal, involving only a single feature. But compare 
the change i -+ Y effected by (10) (i.e., (14)) with the changes i -+ wand i -+ r. These, in 
terms of our conventions, must be stated as (15) and (16), respectively : 

[+voc ] 
-cons -voc 
+ high -+ [+back] 
-back 
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[��:J � -back 

[+cons] 
+ cor 
-high 

The rules (15) and (16) have a lower value than (14), reflecting the fact that the changes 
i � wand i � r are more radical, that is, less to be expected in the grammar of a language, 
than is the change i � y. Here too, then, the conventions have the natural and desired 
consequences. We return in Chapter Nine to a further discussion of this sort of distinction. 

Two further comments must be made here concerning the formulation of the schema 
(13). First we note that if we omit the feature [+vocalic] on the left-hand side of the arrow, 
then the schema will also apply to the glide (y(. Since in the cases under discussion the 
application of the rule to this glide is vacuous, the minimal representing schema will make 
no reference to the feature" vocalic " in this position. 

Notice that the class containing the glide (y( and the vowel (i( is a more natural class 
in our terms than the class containing the vowel }i} alone. In fact, this class plays a role in 
the grammars of numerous languages-for example, all Slavic languages, in which velars 
undergo precisely the same type of palatalization before the glide }yJ as before the front 
(nonback) vowels.3 We have noted a similar phenomenon in English, with velar softening 
before nonback nonlow vowels and glides. 

Returning to schema (13), we may make a second observation : it would be quite 
reasonable to modify our conventions so that any part of the feature complex on the left
hand side of the arrow can be transferred to the environment· by being placed under the 
dash that indicates the location of the segment subject to the rule. In accordance with this 
revision, the facts expressed in (13) may be alternatively formulated as (17): 

[-VoC 

I 

+ cons 
+ ant 
-cor 
-nasal [+voc 1 
+ cons 
-ant [-VOC 1 
-cons 
-back 
[+voc 

J 
-cons 
-high 
+ back 

The possibility of moving features in this way from the left of the arrow into the environ
ment has significant empirical consequences, for it allows us to express partial identities 
between rules that could not otherwise be captured (but see also the discussion in Chapter 

3 In many of the standard handbooks of Slavic this fact is overlooked, and palatalization before the glide 
/y/ is treated in a separate 'chapter from palatalization before front vowels. See, e.g., Leskien (1919), 
Brauer (1961); see also comments on page 422. 
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Nine). For example, aSsume that the language under discussion, in addition to containing 
(13) ( = (17», also contains (18) : 

jwj and juj are actualized as [ul before jp r y aj 

This rule could be formulated as (19): [-cons 1 / {P} 
+ high _ [+voc] __ r 

+ back y 
a 

Rule (19) shows only a limited resemblance to (13). Suppose, however, that, taking advantage 
of the possibility of transferring part of the feature complex from the left-hand side of the 
arrow to the environment, we write the relevant parts of ( 13) and (19) as (20a) and (20b), 
respectively : 

(a) [:��::] _ [ -voc] / [-back] 
(b) [ -+hcol.gnhs ] - [+voc] / [-b k] + ac 

The formulation (20) brings out the fact, previously obscured, that both ( 13) and (19) affect 

[-cons ] . the natural class . h . ThIS can now be readily captured by a double use of the brace +hlg 
notation: 

[-c�ns] _ ([-VOC] / [ -baCk]) {�) 
+ hIgh / [-] y 

[+voc] 
+ back a 

To be precise, we must specify an order of expansion for the two sets of braces (see the 
Appendix to this chapter) and add the notational convention (22) : 

Where C is a unit,4 the schema (a) is equivalent to (b) : 

(a) A - B I X [ � ] y 

(b) [�] - B I X- Y 

Consider, now, a language that differs from the language subject to rule (2) (or, 
equivalently, (17» in that it is instead subject to rule (23) : 

i - y / -{�} 

4 By the term" unit" we now and henceforth refer to any feature matrix with just a single column, and 
not necessarily a matrix which is specified with respect to each feature. Thus [+vocalic] is a unit, for 
example. 
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An important difference between (17) and (23) is that in (23) the environment is a highly 
natural class of segments, that is, all vowels of the language, whereas the environment in 
(17) is a very unnatural class. This distinction must, of course, be brought out formally by 
an adequate linguistic theory. In fact, the theory as developed to this point is adequate in 
this respect. An examination of Table 1 shows that the four segments in the context of (23) 
can be uniquely identified in the language in question by specifying the two features [ + vocalic ] d' . f h i ' . . () . 1 ; an In VIew 0 t e eva uatlOn cntenon 9 ,  It is this most abbreviated -consonanta 
schema that determines the value of the rules summarized by (23). In short, the theory 
requires that these rules be formally represented by the minimal schema (24) : [-cons ] 

+ high 
-back 

/ [+voc ] 
� [-voc] --

-cons 

The required empirical distinction is thereby expressed, as a comparison of (24) and (17) 
readily shows. 

3. The ordering of the rules 

Consider again a language with a sound system such as that in Table 1 .  Assume that in this 
language : 

(a) The plosives Ip t kl are actualized as their (nonstrident) voiceless continuant 
congeners [<p e x] if preceded by but not followed by a vowel. 

(b) The plosives /p t kl are actualized as their (nonstrident) voiced continuant 
congeners [� 0 y] if preceded by and followed by a vowel. 

(c) The continuant lsi is actualized as its voiced congener [z] if followed by a 
vowel. 5 

Compare this language to another language having the same sound system as the former 
(Table 1) in which instead of (25), the very similar allophonic alternations (26) obtain : 

(a) Same as (25a). 
(b) The plosives Ip t kl are actualized as their (nonstrident) voiced congeners 

[� 0 y] if preceded by a consonant and followed by a vowel. 
(c) The continuant lsi is actualized as its voiced congener [z] if preceded by a 

liquid. 
The essential difference between (25) and (26) is that in (25), but not (26), the alternations 
occur in partially identical environments ;  that is, in (25) alternation (b) shares one part of 
its environment with (a) and another part of its environment with (c), whereas in (26) the 
environments are quite unrelated. This difference between (25) and (26) must somehow be 
reflected in their respective grammars. 

A more formal statement of (25) and (26) would be given as (27) and (28), re
spectively : 

5 As the attentive reader will no doubt have observed, the alternations presented in (25) are slightly modified 
forms of Grimm's and Verner's Laws. 
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[-VOC 1 
+ cons 
-nasal 

[-VOC 1 
+ cons 
-nasal 

[+cont] / [�:::J - ([ -!c] ) 
[ + cons] 

[ +co�t ] + VOIce / [�:::s] [-cont ] [�:::s] 
[+cont ] [�:::s] [+voice] / 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

It is obvious that the above-noted differences between the two sets of rules are not formally 
brought out in (27) and (28). We propose, therefore, the convention (29) : 

(
29
) Rules are applied in linear6 order, each rule operating on the string as modified by 

all earlier applicable rules. 

Now rule (27) can be significantly abbreviated without affecting the results produced by it : 

[+cont] - (a) -cons [-VOC 1 
+ cons 
-nasal 

( / [+voc ] } 

--+ [+voice] / [+cont ] [ �:::s] (b) 

Applying (30) to sequences such as those in the first line of (31), we obtain the required 
results : 

#ap# 
#a<p# 

#apa# 
#a<pa# 
#apa# 

#sa# 

#za# 
RULE 30a 

RULE 30b 

Rule (26) ( = (28) ), on the other hand, cannot be abbreviated in a corresponding 
fashion; but this is precisely the result that we wish to obtain, for an adequate theory of 
grammar should allow for abbreviations where an actual generalization is to be observed 
and should prevent abbreviations when no true generalizations are to be found. Given the 
phenomena described in (25) and (26), any linguist would understand (25) but not (26) to 
express a linguistically significant generalization, and this distinction is accurately reflected 
by convention (29) ; the generalizations in the present instance are the result of taking 
explicit account of partial identities in the rules. A theory of grammar which fails to provide 
for the expression of such regularities must clearly be judged unsatisfactory. 

It should be observed that an abbreviation such as is achieved in (30) is possible only 
when the subrules in question are adjacent in the order of the rules. If other subrules 

6 This will be modified presently (see (39), p. 344). 
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intervene, then it is impossible to coalesce the various parts of the rule into one schema 
by the conventions we have so far established. In this respect too, then, these conventions 
express an empirical hypothesis concerning the notion " linguistically significant generali
zation." 

Convention (29) is evidently not the only logically possible condition on the ordering 
of rules. It is possible, for instance, to require that rules apply in an arbitrary order or that 
they apply simultaneously. Neither alternative, however, provides for the required distinc
tion in the case of (25), (26), which is representative of innumerable well-studied examples. 

Consider first the proposal that rules be applicable in an arbitrary order. With respect 
to (30) this would mean that the same results would have to be obtained if we applied 
subpart (b) before subpart (a). This clearly is not the case, for subpart (b) must apply to the 
output of subpart (a) or else /apa/ will yield [aq>a] rather than the required [af3a]. In (27) 
or (28), on the other hand, the order of application is immaterial: the same results would be 
obtained were the subparts to be applied in any order. However, (27) is not the appropriate 
formulation of the facts described in (25), since it fails to express the underlying generali
zation. 

Consider next a possible convention that all rules apply simultaneously. This would 
mean that all rules apply to the input string rather than to the string as modified by earlier 
rules. In the example under discussion, then, all rules would apply to the sequences as given 
in (31). Under this convention rule (30) could not produce the sequence [af3a] from /apa/, 
though, once again, (27), which does not reflect the appropriate generalizations, would 
yield the correct results. In this case too, then, the relevant distinction between (25) and 
(26) is expressed only on the assumption that rules are linearly ordered. 

The hypothesis that rules are ordered, formulated tentatively as convention (29), 
seems to us to be one of the best-supported assumptions of linguistic theory. In earlier 
chapters, we saw many examples of how linearly ordered rules may interact to yield quite 
unexpected results. As we noted previously (see Chapter Two, note 5), it is easy to invent 
examples that require unordered rules or rules that are organized in some different fashion; 
but it is striking that no real examples of this sort have yet been discovered, whereas many 
cases are known where linear ordering captures significant generalizations. 

Further supporting evidence for the hypothesis of rule ordering comes from the 
study of dialectal variation. Several cases have been discovered of dialects that contain the 
same rules but with different ordering. An interesting example has been described by Joos 
(1942). He considers certain Canadian dialects which have the Diphthong Laxing Rule 
(32a) and the rule (32b) voicing intervocalic [t]: 

(a) ay � Ay / -- [-voice] 
(b) t � [+voice] / V-V 

However the dialects differ in the order of rules (32a) and (32b). In dialects where the rule of 
Diphthong Laxing precedes the rule voicing intervocalic [t], words such as typewriter are 
pronounced with the same diphthong in both positions-[tAyprAydg-]-whereas in dialects 
where t-Voicing precedes Diphthong Laxing, such words have phonetically distinct 
diphthongs-[ tAypraydg-] . 

The same phenomenon can be demonstrated in artificial, invented examples, such as 

the well-known children's " secret language," Pig Latin. This " language" is defined by 
adding to the normal grammar of English a rule which moves the initial consonant sequence 
in the word, if any, to the end, and which then adds the sequence ley] to its right. More 
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concisely, this rule might be stated as (33): 

1 
As a result of this rule, the word Latin, for example, becomes [ret�nley], and the word day 

1 
is [eydey]. 

Consider now the Pig Latin form of an English dialect that contains the Diphthong 
Laxing Rule (32a), which produces the diphthong [AY] in words such as ice, sight, life, while 
leaving the diphthong lay] in words such as sigh, side, time, strive. It appears that speakers 
of the dialect in question divide into two groups: some keep the two words ice and sigh 

1 1 
distinct in Pig Latin, as [Aysey] (ice), [aysey] (sigh), while others actualize both words as 

1 
[Aysey]. Evidently, the two " subdialects" differ in the ordering that they assign to the 
Diphthong Laxing Rule (32a) and the Pig Latin Rule (33). In the first " subdialect" the 
Diphthong Laxing Rule precedes the Pig Latin Rule, whereas the order is reversed in the 
second subdialect. In this artificial" language," choice of one or the other order would be 
expected to be fairly random for speakers of English, and our casual observations seem to 
bear out this expectation. 

If we were to accept the hypothesis that rules areunordered,applyingsimultaneously, 
we would no longer be able to use the the same rules for the two " subdialects." Rules (32a) 
and (33) would characterize the first " subdialect"; but for the second, we would have to 
replace (32a) by the rule (34): 

_ / {- [-VOiCe] } ay � Ay . # # [-vOIce] X-- # # 
This description of the phenomena implies that the speakers of the second dialect of Pig 
Latin not only mastered rule (33) but also modified the Diphthong Laxing Rule (32a), 
which is a part of their normal English grammar. This hardly seems likely, and thus, along 
with the mass of attested linguistic evidence, indicates that the assumption that rules are 
unordered at this level of the grammar is untenable. 

Convention (29) provides only a first approximation to the set of conditions that 
determine ordering constraints on phonological rules. We saw in earlier chapters that 
under certain well-defined circumstances ordering is " disjunctive," in the sense that the 
application of certain rules precludes the application of certain others, formally related to 
them in a way to which we will return directly. Still another departure from the principle of 
strict linear ordering, as specified by convention (29), seems called for under other cir
cumstances, also well-defined, in which simultaneous applicability of rules is required. A 
very simple example is provided by the rules (35) and (36), which are to be found in many 
languages: 

C � <I> j -Co# 

C � <I> j V-Co# 

Rule (35) deletes word-final consonant clusters of arbitrary length; rule (36), on the other 
hand, deletes the first (or only) consonant of a word-final consonant sequence. To achieve 
this intention, we must specify with care the meaning of the formalism in (35) and (36). We 
have taken (35) and (36) each to be a schema representing an infinite set of rules, where (35) 
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stands for (37) and (36) for (38) : 

(37) � =: : 
C � -<I> 
C � <I> 

/-# 
/-C# 
/-CC# 
/ -CCC# 

C � <I>/V - # 
C � <I> / V - C# 
C � <I> / V - CC# 
C � <I> / V - CCC# 

Consider now a string of the form XVCCC #. This string satisfies the first three rules of (37) 
but only the third rule of (38). We must interpret (35) as implying that each applicable rule 
of (37) abbreviated by (35) takes effect; thus the schema (35) converts XVCCC # to XV #, 
as intended. Similarly, each applicable rule of (38) takes effect, so that (36) converts 
XVCaCbCc# to XVCbCc#' with only the third rule of (38) actually applying. Underlying 
this interpretation of schemata (35) and (36) are certain conventions of rule application: 

To apply a rule, the entire string is first scanned for segments that satisfy the en
vironmental constraints of the rule. After all such segments have been identified in the 
string, the changes required by the rule are applied simultaneously. 
In the case of a schema standing for an infinite set of rules, convention (39) is applied 
to each rule of the set and all changes are made simultaneously rather than in sequence. 
Let us now slightly extend our notations to permit a uniform way of presenting 

infinite schemata, interspersed among the rules. We define the notation (X)*, where X is 
an arbitrary matrix, as follows : ( ) Where Z and W contain no braces, parentheses, or angled brackets, Z (X)* W is an 
41 abbreviation for the infinite set ZW, ZXW, ZXXW, ZXXXW, etc. 
We extend this, in the obvious way, to notations of the form Z (X1)* WI (Xz)* Wz , etc. 
Clearly, we can define such notations as Co, C1, and so on in these terms. We now permit 
schemata involving (X)* to appear among the linearly ordered rules of the grammar, gov
erned by convention (40). 

Notice that convention (39) permits a rule to apply several times to a given string, the 
several applications being simultaneous; and (40) generalizes this to an infinite set of rules. , 

It should be stressed here that the existence of exceptions to linear ordering does not 
in any way affect the arguments advanced here to establish the need for such an order. The 
conditions under which linear ordering does not hold have been defined precisely. The 
examples adduced to show the need for linear ordering do not satisfy these special con
ditions and remain, therefore, unaffected by the existence of ordering other than linear. 

To conclude this consideration of different types of rule ordering, we will discuss 
a classical phonological example presented by Sapir (1949a) that involves rule ordering of 
both the sequential and the simultaneous kind, along with several other intricacies. 7  In this 

7 OUf discussion has benefited from a close study of Harms (1966). We have, however, proposed a quite 

different solution here which seems to us to be preferable to that of Harms. 
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paper, Sapir compared what he called the " phonological orthography " of Southern Paiute 
with its " phonetic orthography," commenting that " the phonetic forms result from the 
phonologic only by the application of absolutely mechanical phonetic laws of spirantizing, 
alternating stress, and unvoicing." Rather than discussing these " laws," Sapir illustrates 
their effects by a table which we reproduce as (42), with the following modifications. We 

(42) PHONETIC ORTHOGRAPHY PHONOLOGICAL ORTHOGRAPHY 

1. paWA papa 
2. pawaA papaa 
3. paaWA .. paapa 
4. paawaA paapaa 
5. pappA pappa 
6. pApaA pappaa 
7. paappA paappa 
8. paappaA paappaa 
9. mawaWA mapapa 
10. mawawaA mapapaa 
11. mawaaWA mapaapa 
12. mawaawilA mapaapaa 
13. mawappA mapappa 
14. mawappaA mapappaa 
15. mawaappA mapaappa 
16. mawaApilA mapaappaa 
17. MApaWA mappapa 
18. MApawaA mappapaa 
19. MApaaWA mappaapa 
20. MApaawaA mappaapaa 
21. MApappA mappappa 
22. MApappaA mappappaa 
23. MApaappA mappaappa 
24. MApaApaA mappaappaa 

represent Sapir's long vowels and geminate obstruents by sequences of identical segments 
and indicate the stress on the mora on which it is placed by the Alternating Stress Rule 
(see (47) ). We interpret Sapir's � and cp as, respectively, the voiced and voiceless variants 
of the back glide [w]. We give voiceless vowels in word-final position everywhere, whereas 
Sapir represents voiceless vowels in postvocalic position by'. Like Sapir we represent voiceless 
vowels, nasals, and glides by capital letters. Finally, we give in the phonetic transcription the 
full effect of the alternating stress rule which Sapir (1930) describes as follows: 

According to this all odd moras are " weak" or relatively unstressed, all even 
moras are " strong" or relatively stressed. The theoretically strongest stress of 
the word comes on the second mora. Hence all words beginning with a syllable 
containing a long vowel or diphthong .. . are accented on the first syllable ... 
On the other hand, all words beginning with a syllable containing an organic 
short vowel . .. are accented on the second syllable, unless the second syllable 
is final, and therefore unvoiced, in which case the main stress is thrown back 
on the first syllable (p. 39). 
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Southern Paiute possesses the following consonant system: 
m 
p 

n 
t 
c 
s 

1) 
k 

Phonological theory 

"When these consonants, by the processes of derivation and composition, take up a medial 
position and are immediately preceded by a vowel, voiced or unvoiced, they assume, in 
part, one of three distinct forms " (Sapir, 1930, p. 62). These three distinct forms, which will 
be detailed below, are the result of processes which Sapir designated as spirantization, 
gemination, and nasalization. According to Sapir the factor that decides which of the three 
processes a consonant is to undergo is " the nature of the preceding stem or suffix, which, 
as far as a descriptive analysis of Paiute is concerned, must be credited as part of its inner 
form, with an inherent spirantizing, geminating, or nasalizing power . . .  " (p. 63). 

How, exactly, are we to interpret this analysis of stems as spirantizing, geminating, 
or nasalizing, by virtue of their" inner form"? One possibility would be to regard these 
properties as extrinsic to the segmental analysis, an arbitrary three-part categorization of 
morphemes. Alternatively, we might interpret" inner form" in terms of an abstract seg
mental representation. The latter interpretation is quite straightforward in this case. Let 
us assume that morphemes can end not only in vowels, as they generally do in the phonetic 
output, but also in nasals and obstruents. Thus we postulate a rule that deletes morpheme
final consonants at the end of the word or before vowels. This rule, which generalizes rule 
(4b) of Harms (1966), can be stated as follows: 

As a consequence of (44), morphemes will appear in the output with final consonants only 
if the following morpheme begins with a consonant. These consonant sequences are, more
over, subject to the restriction (again generalizing a rule first proposed by Harms-his 
rule (17) )  that the first consonant assimilates from the second consonant the so-called point 
of articulation features:8 

�lXant ] 
�cor [+cons] � yhigh 
oback 

[+cons] 
lXant / -- + �c?r 
yh lgh 
oback 

In view of (44) and (45), it is impossible to determine the point of articulation of the 
morpheme-final consonant. We shall assume, then, that the features" anterior," " coronal," 
" high," and" back" are unspecified in such consonants. Certain general considerations 
to which we return in Chapter Nine will lead us to conclude that these consonants are 
actually dentals, that is, anterior, coronal, nonhigh, and nonback. 

8 The treatment of the two strident obstruents lsI and Icl is not completely clear to us, and it is conceivable 
that the assimilation rule is more complicated. Since this does not affect the theoretical points that are 
of primary interest here, we have chosen to restrict ourselves to sequences of nonstrident consonants. 
which, incidentally. are the only ones exemplified in (42). 

The use of variables as feature coefficients is discussed in Section 4. 
Ail discussed in Chapter Nine, the assimilation rule would be of a much simpler form if the 

marking conventions involving rule linking were observed. 
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Rules (44) and (45) account for the behavior of Sapir's geminating and nasalizing 
morphemes, on the assumption that these are morphemes that have obstruent stops and 
nasals, respectively, as their final consonants. Thus, when the morpheme-final consonant is 
a nasal, we derive such sequences as [mp], [nt], [lJk] at .morpheme boundaries; and when it 
is an obstruent stop, we find such sequences as [pp], [ttl, [kk] at morpheme boundaries. We 
can therefore dispense with the morpheme categories " geminating" and " nasalizing" on 
the assumption that morphemes can terminate, phonologically, with obstruents and nasals 
as well as vowels. This enables us to dispense as well with the third morphological category, 
" spirantizing morphemes," since these are now simply the morphemes terminating in a 
vowel in the underlying phonological representation. By a general rule, which we give as 
(46), the first consonant following such morphemes will be spirantized. In the case of labial 
and velar stops, spirantization results in a nonstrident voiced continuant glide; in the case 
of a dental stop, it results in [r]. Formally, we may state this process as follows : 

[-son 1 
-strid 
Otcor 

[+cont 1 
+ voice 

� + son / V+ --
Otcons 
OtvOC 

We see the operation of this rule in examples 2, 4, and 9-16 of (42). The rule does not affect 
either the geminated obstruent or the strident Is cl, for, as Sapir (1930) noted, " spirantized 
-tc-, -ts- can be most convincingly differentiated from geminated -t·c-, -(·s- by the failure 
of weak moras to lose their voice before it " (p. 64), i.e., by providing a context for a rule 
which devoices vowels (see rule (53», rather than by overt phonetic differences. 

Southern Paiute is subject to an Alternating Stress Rule, the effects of which are 
detailed in the passage from Sapir ( 1930) which we had occasion to quote on page 345. 
Sapir explains that the stress is placed not on some phonetic syllable, but rather on an 
abstract entity, the mora, which can be equated with a vowel in a representation where long 
vowels are represented as sequences of two vowels. As can be seen from such examples as 1, 
5, and 7 of (42), Sapir's formulation of the Alternating Stress Rule is not quite correct, since 
stress is not placed on word-final vowels. Moreover, in bisyllabic words, stress is placed on 
the first mora. The Alternating Stress Rule must, therefore, be given as in (47) : 

Schema (47) involves angled brackets. As before, we understand these to enclose the parts 
of a discontinuous environment; thus we take (48a) to be an abbreviation for the sequence 
(48b) : 

(a) X(Y)Z(W)Q 
(b) XYZWQ 

XZQ 

Under this convention, (47) is an abbreviation for the sequence of schemata (49) : 

(a) V � [ 1 stress] 
(b) V � [1 stress] 

# Co V (Co VCo V)*Co -- [+ seg]oCo V # 
#Co -- CoV# 

Schema (49a) is, in turn, an abbreviation for an infinite set of rules of the form (50) (where, 
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in fact, there is an infinite set of rules corresponding to each occurrence of Co and [ + seg]o): 

(50) v -+ [1 stress] / # Co VCo -- [ + seg]oCo V # 
V -+ [ 1 stress] / #CoVCoVCoVCo-- [+seg]oCoV# 
V -+ [1 stress] I #CoVCoVCoVCoVCoVCo--[+seg]oCoV# 

The schema (47) thus abbreviates the infinite set (50), the rules of which apply simultaneously, 
followed by the rule (49b) (itself, of course, actually standing for an infinite set of si,mul
taneously.applying rules). The effect, then, is that in a string with three or more vowels, 
[1 stress] is assigned to every even-numbered vowel, with the exception of the final vowel; 
and in a bisyllabic word, stress is assigned to the first vowel. We must also add a rule 
weakening all stresses to the right of a main stress to secondary (i.e., a rule which reassigns 
primary stress to the leftmost stress), since " the theoretically strongest stress comes on the 
second mora " (Sapir, 1930, p. 39). 

To account for the appearance of nongeminate obstruents in intervocalic position, 
as in examples 6, 16, and 17-24 of (42), we must postulate the Degemination Rule (51) : [+voc 1 

[-son] -+ <l> / [- son]-- -cons 
+ stress 

Thus the second of two obstruents is deleted if/ollowed by a stressed vowel. Observe, now, 
the intricate interaction of this rule with the stress assignment rule (47). Since stress is not 
assigned to word-final vowels, the geminate obstruent remains in example 5 of (42), whereas 
it is simplified in example 6. For precisely the same reason the geminate remains in example 
15 but is simplified in example 16. Since stress falls on the vowel following the first (geminate) 
obstruent in examples 17-24, it is always simplified. If there is a second geminate obstruent 
in the word, it is simplified again under the same conditions as above; thus, compare the 
two simplified geminates of example (24) with the other examples. 

The examples can be readily accounted for if it is assumed that the Degemination 
Rule applies after the Alternating Stress Rule (47), as well as after the Spirantization Rule 
(46). But consider how the Degemination Rule would have to be stated if rules were to be 
applied simultaneously. We would have to include in the Degemination Rule the environ
ment that we have specified for the Alternating Stress Rule. Instead of (51) we would have 
to have : 

(52) [-son] -+ <l> / # (CoV(CoVCoV)*) [- son]-([+seg]o)CoV# 

This complication, however, would not allow us either to dispense with the Stress Rule or to 
simplify it, since stress assignment is independent of degemination, though not vice versa. 
The environment for the Stress Rule would have to figure twice in the grammar only because 
of the decision to utilize rules that apply simultaneously rather than linearly ordered rules. 
Such a theory, then, implies that the similarity of environments is completely fortuitous, 
that the rules would be no less general, in the linguistically significant sense of " generality," 
if some totally different environment were to appear in the latter case. 

The complexity of simultaneous rules increases with every increase in the depth of 
ordering of the linearly ordered rules which the simultaneous rules replace. This is well 
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illustrated by the next rule mentioned by Sapir, the Devoicing Rule, which incorporates 
two separate rules. The first, (53), devoices vowels in word-final position and in position 
before a nongeminate obstruent; and the second, (54), devoices nonstrident continuants 
before voiceless vowels: 

[ +son
] -voc 

[-voice] I-{[ 
#
] } -son V 

. 
[
-cons

] - [-VOIce] I -- . -"'"ICe 

Observe that if rules were to apply simultaneously, these rules would have to be 
complicated quite considerably. The obstruents referred to in (53) are those which are 
produced by degemination; consequently the environment for the Degemination Rule (51) 
would have to be incorporated into (53). We know, however, from the discussion above 
that if the rules were to apply simultaneously, the Degemination Rule itself would have to 
include the environment for the Alternating Stress Rule. Moreover, by the same argument, 
rule (54) would have to include all the environments mentioned, and, in addition, the 
environment for the Vowel Devoicing Rule (53). The reason for this is that the voiceless 
nonconsonantal segments before which the devoicing in (54) takes place are produced by 
the Vowel Devoicing Rule; consequently, the simultaneous analog of rule (54) would have 
to incorporate the environments of the Vowel Devoicing Rule. In addition, the rule would 
also have to incorporate the environment for the Spirantization Rule (46). 

Examples of this type can be found in almost any language with which we are fa
miliar. They are handled quite naturally if rules are applied in accordance with -the ordering 
conventions we have postulated, but require endless repetition of environments if the rules 
are made to apply simultaneously. The theory of ordering presented here, along with the 
evaluation measure (9), provides for generalizations of just this sort, and implies that 
phonological processes will, in general, take place in similar or identical environments only 
when the restricted means made available by this theory suffice to collapse the statement of 
environments in a single schema. Collectively these devices thus express an empirical 
hypothesis of a complex and abstract but quite specific sort. It seems to us that the evidence 
now available suggests that this hypothesis is quite close to the correct one, and that no 
radically different alternative that might be invented has real plausibility. 

In Chapter Three we presented examples of rule interactions that are more compli
cated than the ones just reviewed. The cases discussed there involved order relations of a 
cyclical kind. Rule A must be applied before rule B in certain examples, whereas rule B must 
precede rule A in other examples. To account for such relationships we introduced the 
convention of the transformational cycle: 

(55) 
Phonological rules apply in linear sequence to each phrase of the surface structure, 
beginning with the smallest, and proceeding to successively larger phrases until the 
maximal domain of phonological processes is reached. 
Putting it in slightly different terms, we require that the domain of a rule be the 

maximal string containing no internal brackets; and, furthermore, after the last rule of the 
phonological component applies, we erase innermost brackets and return to the first rule 
of the phonological component, continuing in this manner until the maximal domain of 
phonological processes is reached. 

Examples of cyclical application of rules seem to be restricted to prosodic features 
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and segmental modifications associated closely with prosodic features (e.g., the i-y alter
nations discussed in Chapter Four, Section 6). We have experimented with cyclical rules 
in accounting for segmental features (see, e.g., Halle, 1963), but we are at present inclined 
to believe that all cases explored can be handled better with noncyclical rules. It would, 
however, be premature to rule out the possibility that cyclical rules may play a role in the 
segmental phonology as well. 

4. Variables as feature coefficients 

We investigate next the manner in which the familiar phonological processes of assimilation 
and dissimilation are to be characterized formally. In terms of the apparatus developed 
here, assimilation is a process in which two segments are made to agree in the value assigned 
to one or more features, whereas dissimilation is a process in which two segments are 
made to disagree in the value assigned to one or more features. An exawple of assimilation is 
provided by the Southern Paiute rule (45), according to which a morpheme-final consonant 
assimilates the" point of articulation" features of the following consonant. Since Southern 
Paiute has only labial, dental, and velar consonants, rule (45) expresses the facts stated 
in (56) : 

[+cons] -+ 

r+ant 

J 

r+ant 

J 
-cor -cor 
-h;gh / - + -high 
-back -back 
[+ant 1 [+ant 1 
+cor +cor 
-high / -+ -high 
-back -back 

-cor -cor 
r-ant 

J 

r-ant 

J +h;gh / -- + +high 
+ back + back 

The formulation (56), however, fails to bring out the essential difference between a case of 
assimilation such as that under discussion and the following totally implausible process : 

[+cons] -+ 

r+ant 

J 

r-ant 1 
-cor +cor 
-h;gh / - + -high 
-back + back 
[+ant 1 [+ant 1 
+cor -cor 
-high / - + +high 
-back + back 

-cor + cor 
[-ant 1 [-ant 1 
+h;gh / - + +high 
+ back -back 
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Clearly, some formal means is required to express the fact that in the Southern 
Paiute case the agreement of the consonants in terms of the features" anterior," " coronal," 
" high," and" back" is linguistically significant, whereas in the case exemplified by (57) 
the relation between the change effected and the determining context is entirely fortuitous. 
Given the evaluation measure specified in (9), we can meet this requirement by adopting 
the convention of using variables ranging over the values of the feature coefficients +, - , 
1 , 2, . . .  It i s  readily seen that (56) can be abbreviated with the help of the variable conven
tion, and the schema (45), where Greek letters are used as variables, is just this abbreviation; 
the facts expressed in (57), on the other hand, cannot be similarly abbreviated. But this is 
precisely the result needed, given the measure (9), to distinguish assimilation from a set of 
arbitrary rules like (57). 

In fact, the schema (45) implicitly includes, in addition to the three subparts of (56), 
several other subparts, namely: 

(58) 

[+cons] -

-cor -cor 
r-ant ] r-ant ] 
+h;gh / - + +high 
-back -back 

-cor -cor 
r + ant ] r+ant ] 
+hlgh / - + +high 
-back -back 

+cor +cor 
r+ant ] r+ant ] 
+hlgh / - + +high 
+ back + back 

Since these feature complexes-i.e., palatals, palatalized labials, velarized dentals, 
etc.-do not occur in Southern Paiute, this special case of the schema is vacuous. There is no 
point in complicating the rule in order to prevent (58) from applying since the situation 
in which it applies can never arise. More precisely, our formalism implies that the sequence 
of rules (56), (58) is simpler, in the technical sense, than the sequence (56) itself; and since 
there is no empirical reason to reject the more highly valued sequence (56), (58) (with the 
minimal representation (45», we are required to accept it as part of the grammar. We are 
thus led to predict that if, through some process of linguistic change, palatal stops were 
introduced into the language (the phenomena of (56) remaining constant), then palatality 
would also be assimilated by a preceding consonant. 

As long as we are dealing with features having one of the two values plus or minus, 
we can also handle dissimilation by an extension of the above convention. All that is needed 
is to permit specifications of the form [-r::J. Feature X], where r::J. is a variable and where, 
moreover, the convention holds that - - = +, - + = - . 

A simple example of dissimilation is found in Gothic, where, after an unstressed 
vowel, voicing in continuants dissimilates with that in the preceding obstruent. Thus, we 
find hatiza, " hatred" (dat. sg.), riqiza, "darkness" (dat. sg.), but agisa, "fright"; and, 
similarly, fastubni, "position," fraistubni, " temptation," but waldufni, "force," and 
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wundufni, "wound." Formally, the rule underlying these facts (Thurneysen's Law) would 
be stated in our terms as (59) : [+voc 1 -son . + cons [ ] ---+ [CXVO lce] / [ . ] -cons -+ cont -CXVOlce - stress 

In the cases of assimilation and dissimilation that have been discussed here, variables 
were associated with the same feature in different segments. The question arises, therefore, 
whether the use of variables should be formally restricted in this manner or whether the 
theory should admit a freer use of variables. An example that has bearing on this question 
is the dialect of German spoken in the city of Vienna. In this dialect, nonback (front) 
vowels are nonround before Irl and round before /1/: e!g., Standard German vier, " four, " 
and filr, " for," are pronounced [fir]; Heer, "army," and hor, "listen! " are pronounced 
[her]; whereas viele, "many, " andfilhle, " feel," are pronounced [fU1:)], and hehlen, "hide, " 
and Holen, "caves," are pronounced [hol:)n] (Trubetzkoy, 1958, p. 209). These observations 
are naturally formalized as follows : [+voc 1 

-cons J -back 
---+ [cxround] / -- +cons 

[+voc 1 
cxlateral 

Trubetzkoy (1958) treated these facts in a somewhat different fashion. He assumed 
that assimilation can occur only between identical features and argued that the examples 
just cited show that" vom Standpunkt der genannten Mundart darf r als die hellere, und I 
die dunklere Liquida definiert werden" (p. 209). This inference is based on the following 
considerations. In Trubetzkoy's system every speech sound is said to have its" proper pitch" 
(Eigenton), and speech sounds may be ordered in terms of their" proper pitches" from 
high (hell) to low (dunkel). Among the vowels the "proper pitch" corresponds to the 
frequency of the second formant; hence [i} has the highest " pitch," [ti] the next highest, 
and [u] the lowest. Since the relative" pitches " of the liquids [r] and [1] were not known to 
phoneticians of the 1930s, Trubetzkoy proposes to determine them indirectly. He assumes 
that assimilation can occur only between identical features and thus concludes that the 
" pitch" of [r] is higher than that of [1], since [i] occurs before [r] and [ti] before [1]. How
ever, the assumption on which the inference is based is nowhere justified, and no other 
evidence is presented in favor of the proposition that [r} is " higher pitched" than [I}. Thus 
neither Trubetzkoy's solution nor the assumption that underlies it is well grounded. More
over, such a common process as that of length being governed by the voicing or voicelessness 
of the following consonant shows that assimilation cannot be restricted to the same feature 
in different segments and that assimilation between cognate or related features at least will 
have to be allowed. In part, this was recognized by Trubetzkoy and others who made use 
of the feature of " proper pitch" (Eigenton), for this feature subsumes the phonetically 
quite different features of rounding and backness. 

Nevertheless, there is empirical evidence in favor of imposing a limitation on the 
use of variables with different features in different segments. The great majority of examples 
involve only a single feature, and in other cases there clearly seems to be some intrinsic 
connection between the features involved in the process of assimilation. At the present 
juncture, however, we are in no position to formulate these restrictions. 
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Variables can be used quite naturally to characterize intrasegmental as well as inter
segmental constraints. For example, the vowel system of the Uzbek dialect of the city of 
Tashkent consists of six vowels, of which three are back and round, and three are nonback 
and nonround (Trubetzkoy, 1958, p. 90). They are thus subject to the rule (61) :  [+voc 1 

-cons --. [atround] 
atback 

Actually, we will suggest later (see Chapter Nine) that this common phenomenon has a 
rather different status. 

The use of variables as coefficients of features allows us to capture in a very natural 
manner a number of other phonological regularities. For example, in contemporary French 
(under certain conditions which are of no interest here), vowels are truncated before vowels 
and glides, and consonants are truncated before consonants and liquids; glides and liquids, 
on the other hand, are not truncated. Thus we have forms such as those in (62) (where the 
truncated segments are in boldface): 

(62) petit gar(:on petit livre petit enfant petit oiseau 
cher gar(:on cher livre cher enfant cher oiseau 
Ie gar(:on Ie livre I(e)'enfant I( e)' oiseau 
pareil gachis pareil livre vieil ami vieil oiseau 

To characterize these facts, we might propose the following two rules (where # represents 
a word boundary): 

(a) [+VOC ] --. 4> /-# [-cons] -cons 

(b) [-VoC ] + cons --. 4> / -# [+cons] 

This formulation, however, would miss the symmetry inherent in (62) and would fail to 
distinguish it from a totally unsymmetrical pair of rules such as (64) : 

(a) [+voc ] 
-back 

(b) 
[ + cons ] 
-high 

--. 4> / -# [-cons] 

--. 4> / -# [ + nasal] 

As was noted by Schane (1965), the introduction of variables allows us to capture the 
symmetry of (62) in a quite natural fashion: 

[-atVOC ] � J,. � 'I' / -# [atcons] atcons 

Excursus. It has been pointed out to us by J. C. Milner and C. J. Bailey that the rule 
of liaison and elision does not operate in precisely the manner of (65) when the second word 
belongs to the " foreign" vocabulary. In " foreign" words, glides pattern like consonants 
and liquids rather than like vowels. Thus, for instance, we have no elision in Ie yogi and no 
liaison in les yogis. This observation requires at the very least that we introduce a diacritic 
category "foreign" and restrict (65) to occur before words which are [-foreign]. In addition 
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we should have to formulate a special rule for [+foreign] words. This rule would have to 
have the effects of (66) : 

(a) [+VOC ] 
---+ 

<\l 
-cons 

/ [+VOC ] --# -cons 

(b) [::::s] ---+ <\l 
/ { [ -voc] } -- # [+cons] 

We observe, however, that unlike (65), this pair of rules cannot be abbreviated. Given the 
feature system adopted in this study, there is no way to express the obvious symmetry of 
two related processes such as those in (66), one of which occurs before vowels and the other 
before nonvowels. To overcome this serious inadequacy, Milner and Bailey have suggested 
that the feature system be somewhat modified; i.e., the feature" vocalic" might be replaced 
by a feature" syllabic " which would characterize all segments constituting a syllabic peak. 
Obstruents would by definition be excluded from forming syllabic peaks; vowels would 
normally be syllabic peaks, whereas the remaining sonorants-i.e., liquids, glides, nasal 
consonants-would normally be nonsyllabic, but could become syllabic under special 
circumstances, as, for example, between obstruents. When vowels become nonsyllabic, 
they turn into glides : high vowels turn into the high glides [w] and [y]; nonhigh vowels into 
the nonhigh glides symbolized by [h]. In sum, we propose the following major class features 
in place of those of Chapter Seven: 

(67) sonorant syllabic consonantal 

vowels + + 
syllabic liquids + + + 
syllabic nasals + + + 
nonsyllabic liquids + + 
nonsyllabic nasals + + 
glides: w, y, h, ? + 
obstruents + 

Before applying (67) to liaison and elision, we should note that the consonants that 
are deleted in preconsonantal position are all obstruents, for word-final nasals are deleted 
by other rules that are independently required. We can now restate the facts of elision and 
liaison before native words as follows : 

(a) 
[+son 1 
+syll 
-cons 

� 
� /-# 

[+son 1 
+syll 
-cons [+son 1 
-syll 
-cons 

(b) [=:�� 1 + cons 
� 

� /-# 
[-son 1 
-syll 
+cons [+son 1 
-syll 
+ cons 
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This pair of rules readily abbreviates to : 

(69) [ -CXSYllJ -cxcons <l> 
/ [cxcons ] 

-- # -foreign 
Before foreign words, we find : 

(70) [+,on 1 
[
+ron 1 

(a) +syll - <l> / -- # +syll 
-cons -cons [-son 1 

- syll 
+cons 

(b) [= :�� 1 - <l> / -
# 

+ cons 

[+son 1 
-syll 
+ cons [+son 1 
-syll 
-cons 

Rules (70a, b) in turn abbreviate to : 

[-CXSYll] _ <l> / 
cxcons [-CXSYll ] 

-- # + foreign 
The appearance of two such similar rules as (69) and (71) in a given grammar is quite 
unusual. J. C. Milner (1967) has argued that (69) can be dispensed with and that by appro
priate ordering (71), generalized by omitting the feature [+foreign], can account for all 
cases of liaison and elision. 

This example is, thus, of the greatest importance for our feature framework. If, as 
it now appears to us, (71) is indeed the correct formulation of the phonetic facts just dis
cussed, and if, moreover, this example is shown to be more than an isolated instance, the 
feature framework will have to be revised along the lines sketched in (67). 

The final class of cases to be considered is that in which a variable used for a single 
feature in a single segment is affected. Evidently, the only significant case will be a rule such 
as (72) : 

(72) [cxFeature X] - [-cxFeature X] 

The schema (72) would serve as the abbreviation for the two rules : 
(a) [+ Feature X] - [-Feature X] 
(b) [-Feature X] - [+Feature X] 

Clearly, it would be quite arbitrary to assign an ordering to rules (a) and (b). Let us then 
assume, tentatively, that they apply simultaneously. (Further justification for this assumption 
will appear directly, and we shall see below that it is a natural consequence of other, in
dependent assumptions about the form of rules.) Under this assumption, rule (72) describes 
a process in which two segments exchange position in the phonological pattern, as it were; 
for example, voiced segments become voiceless while voiceless segments become voiced. 
Rules of this type certainly are to be found. The Africanist Meinhof (1912) discussed such 
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rules more than fifty years ago, and coined for them the appropriate term " polarity rules.,,9 
Although Meinhof's main examples of polarity rules-those of Fula-have appar� 

endy been shown to be invalid by Klingenheben (1963), there are clear cases of such rules 
in a number of languages. One example from Menomini has been discussed by Bever 
(1963).10 A second example of the polarity principle is provided by the West Semitic 
languages, Arabic, Hebrew, and Aramaic. In the conjugation of these languages, the verbal 
stem vowel, which is the vowel between the second and third consonants of the stem, under� 
goes Ablaut. In the perfect, which is formed by suffixation alone, we find one vowel, whereas 
a different vowel is found in the imperfect forms, which involve prefixation and suffixation. 
Typical of this situation is Biblical Hebrew, as illustrated by (74):H 

PERFECT IMPERFECT 

a 0 lamad-yilmod (learn) 
0 a qaton-yiqtan (be small) 
e a zaqen-yizqan (age) 

Examination of (74) shows that if we have the nonlow vowel 101 or leI in the perfect, 
we find the low vowel lal in the imperfect; whereas if in the perfect we have the low vowel 
lal, we find the nonlow vowel 101 in the imperfect. Notice that the conditions under which 
these alternations occur are precisely the same, so that the context is of no assistance in 
distinguishing between the two types of interchange. It is, of course, possible to assume an 
intermediate stage. Thus we might postulate that lal becomes high as a first step, that the 
nonlow nonhigh vowels lei and 101 then become la/, and that, finally, the high reflex of 
original /a/ lowers to /0/. However, there appears to be no justification for this account 
other than that it avoids utilizing a polarity rule. Since polarity rules are implicit in our 
notation and since there seems no reason to suppose that they are somehow objectionable, 
there is also no reason to handle the facts of Hebrew in the roundabout way just described 
or with any similar artifice. Instead we propose the polarity rule (75) P 

[+voc 1 
- cons 
<xlow 

[-<xlowl 
<xround / -- C +lmperfect 
+ back 

The situation described is not restricted to Hebrew, but arises as well in other West 
Semitic languages. Consider, for example, the following description from Grande's 

9 " Suppose that under certain conditions A becomes B and under the same conditions B becomes A. I call 
this process polarity, for the following reasons. The magnet has a positive pole (A) and a negative pole 

(B). If, under the influence of a more powerful magnet, the positive pole becomes negative-i.e., A becomes 
B-then simultaneously the negative pole becomes positive, namely, B becomes A" (Meinhof, 1912, 
p. 19-our translation NCfMH). 

10 It was Bever who first drew our attention to the fact that the possibility of " polarity " rules is implicit 

in our notation. 
1 1  Other examples can be found in Harper (1910), pages 73 and 76. 
12 Speiser (1938) has argued that the origin of these alternations in Semitic can be explained without recourse 

to the principle of polarity, in terms of grammatical analogy. Apart from the fact that analogy as a 
motivating principle for linguistic change is of dubious validity (see discussion in Kiparsky, 1965), 
Speiser's argument, even if correct, can have no bearing on the issue under discussion, which concerns the 
synchronic grammar of Biblical Hebrew after it had acquired the alternations in question. As we note 

in Chapter Six, polarity rules may arise in a language in a great many ways in addition to being added 
directly to the grammar. Hence, even if, as Speiser suggests, the historical process did not involve any 
polarity rules, the synchronic facts reviewed above would still require the postulation of the polarity 

rule (75). 
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Arabic grammar (1963) : 
The class vowel (the vowel after the second stem consonant) can be /a/ /i/ or 
lui in verbs of the first conjugation. If in the perfect the class vowel is /a/, then 
according to the polarity principle the imperfect will be either /i/ or lui, 
whereby lui will appear in the majority of verbs: /a/ also occurs relatively 
frequently but primarily in such verbs in which the second or third stem con
sonants are guttural or velar consonants; e.g. 

to uncover 
to read 
to doze 
to strike 

fatal:1a 
qara?a 
na�asa 
faja�a 

yaftal:1u 
yaqra?u 
yan�asu 
yafja�u 

If the class vowel is /i/ then in accordance with the same principle of 
polarity it will be /a/ in the imperfect and in rare cases /i/ ; e.g. 

to be ill mari<;la yamra<;lu 
to be sad l:1azina yal:1zanu 

but 
to consider l:1asiba yal:1sibu 

If the class vowel is /ul then in the imperfect it is always /u/, for in
stance, " to be handsome" J:lasuna yal:1sunu (p. 150). 

The polarity rule thus applies only to stems with unrounded stem vowels. 
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A further instance of polarity rules is known to us from Kasem, a West African 
language, where in the noun classes A, B, and C the singular and plural suffixes are corre
lated so that if the singular suffix is /il or lu/, the plural suffix is /a/, whereas if the singular 
suffix is /a/, the plural suffix is /i/ (Callow, 1965, p. 32). 

Rules with variables are not, strictly speaking, single rules, but rather schemata that 
stand for sets of rules. Thus (72), for example, stands for the two rules (73a), (73b); and 
(65) is in fact a schema that abbreviates the two rules in (63). If we survey the rules that 
have been discussed up to this point, we observe that there are no examples in which 
ordering is crucial. However, in the case of polarity rules, it is essential that the two rules 
apply disjunctively, for otherwise the second rule will undo the effects of the first rule. 
Generalizing upon these observations, we might impose the condition that rules abbreviated 
in a single schema by the use of variables cannot apply in sequence (in a given stage of 
cyclic application). This idea can be made precise in various ways. Looking ahead to later 
developments, we state the convention in the following form: 

(76) Suppose �(Q() to be a schema involving the variable Q(. Then �(Q() represents the 
sequence �(+ ), �(-)  formed by replacement of Q( by + and - ,  respectively, in 
�(Q(), and the schemata �(+), �(-) are " disjunctively ordered," in the sense that 
application of a rule derived by expanding �(+)  (or of �(+)  itself, if it is a rule) 
precludes the application of any rule derived by expanding �(-)  (or of �(-)  itself, 
if it is a rule) in the same stage of the cycle. 

This, of course, is the notion of disjunctive ordering studied in detail, in its application to 
English, in Chapters Two, Three, and Four. We propose, then, that the variable convention 
also imposes disjunctive ordering, with, in fact, an arbitrary choice in the ordering of the 
rules derived from the schema with variables. We return to this matter in the Appendix to 
this chapter. 
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5. Metathesis, contraction, and elision 

The phonological rules that have been discussed in the preceding sections of this chapter 
have been characterized by having a single segment on the left-hand side of the arrow. There 
are, however, a number of phonological processes that simultaneously affect more than one 
segment in the string. Of particular interest are the phenomena of metathesis, contraction, 
and elision. 

One of the most interesting examples of metathesis and contraction that have come 
to our attention is in Kasem. According to Callow (1965), the language has the following i 
consonants: 

(77) P t C k 
b d j g 
m n J1 IJ I w y 

s 
v z 

Its vowel system consists of two parallel sets of five vowels, a set of " upper" vowels and a 
set of " lower" vowels, which meet a condition of vowel harmony, namely, that the vowels 
in any word are exclusively drawn from one set or the other. (On the phonetic distinction 
between the sets, see Chapter Seven, Section 4.5.) Since the vowel harmony rule is a late 
rule which has no effect on the processes we are interested in here, we shall not indicate 
the difference between the two sets of vowels in our transcription of the examples cited by 
Callow. The vowel system appearing in our transcription will therefore consist of two high 
vowels [i u] and three low vowels [re a .,]. Our discussion is further restricted to nouns 
of the type belonging to Callow's class C, and it must, of course, be regarded as suggestive 
only, since our information about the language is limited. We do not discuss the other four 
noun classes of Kasem because Callow provides very little information about three of the 
classes and the facts of the fourth class hold little additional interest. 

The nouns of Callow's class C add to the stem the suffix lal in the singular and the 
suffix Iii in the plural. Thus we have: 

(78) SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 

bakada bakadi (boy) kukuda kukudi (dog) 
sada sadi (grass mat) fana fani (knife) 
mimina mimini (thin) cana cani (moon) 
faTa fali (white man) bakaTa bakali (shoulder) 
tuTa tuli (granary) 

When a word ends in two identical vowels, one of these is truncated. Thus, for instance, 
parallel to (78) we find examples such as (79) : 

kambia kambi (cooking pot) 
pia pi (yam) 

Were there not such a truncation rule, the expected plurals would be [kambii] and [pii]P 
Stems ending in velars lose the velar consonant before the [i] of the plural. Thus, we 

13 The form [daa], " stick," cited by Callow, which contradicts the rule mentioned here, may be an error in 
the transcription. In the absence of further information we shall assume that this is the case and that the 

form is actually [da]. 
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get forms such as [buga]-[bwi], " river," and [diga]-[di], " room"-from [digi]� [dii]� 
[di]. To account for the appearance of the glide [w] in [bwi], we need, in addition to a rule of 
Velar Elision, the Glide Rule (80), which turns a high vowel into its cognate glide before 
another vowel. (Actually the rule is not quite as general as stated here-see p. 363.) 

( 80) GLIDE RULE 

[-cons] + high [+voc ] � [-voc] / - -cons 

Before formulating the elision rules, we will extend our formalism to provide for the 
deletion of units and the introduction of units into strings. In accordance with widely used 
conventions, we now permit rules such as (81) and (82) : 

A � <I> / X- Y 

<I> � B / X- Y 

We stipulate that (81) has the effect of rewriting a string . . . X'A ' Y '  . . . as . . .  X ' Y '  . . .  , 
and that (82) has the effect of rewriting a string . . .  X' Y' . " as . . . X' BY' . . .  , where X', 
A',  Y' are not distinct from X, A,  Y, respectively.14 

The two deletion rules in Kasem mentioned above will therefore be stated as follows : 

(83) VELAR ELISION [+VOC ] [ +roM] 
/ -- ���:: -ant � <I> 

-cor -back 

( 84) TRUNCATION
1 5  

[+VOC ] [-rom] 
/ -- :h�;:s cx.high � <I> 

�back �back 

As we examine the velar stems cited by Callow, we find that Velar Elision is accompanied 
by phonological processes that are considerably more complex, as is seen in the following 
forms : 

(85) faIja fre (song) 
naga nre (leg) 

14 We might, as a notational device, represent the identity element as [- unit] rather than as <1>, regarding 
segments and boundaries as elements with the feature [+ unit]. This would be natural, given our use of 
the term " unit" to cover segments and boundaries (and would suggest that <I> should count in the evalua
tion just as another feature), but would also be confusing, given the ordinary mathematical meaning of 
the term " unit." 

15 The reason for omitting the specification [+ vocalic] on the left-hand side of the arrow is that in pre
vocalic position there can be no contrast between vowels and glides (see rule (80)). We can also omit the 
specification of all vowel features except" high" and " back," for in the lexical representations of Kasem, 
only three vowels are in contrast, as will be shown directly. 
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Since the plural marker for the nouns of this class is [i], we must assume that the plurals in 
(85) have the underlying representations : 

[aIji 

nagi 

We know that the velars will be elided by rule (83), yielding: 
fai 

nai 

These two strings, however, appear in the output as [Ire] and [nre], respectively. We have 
here a phenomenon familiar from many languages--e.g., gU!la in Sanskrit-where a sequence 
of two vowels is contracted into a third vowel which keeps the lowness of the first vowel 
and the backness of the second vowel. Informally such a contraction rule would be stated : 

(88) ai -+ re 

This rule, however, deviates from the rules so far considered in that it must have two 
segments rather than one on the left-hand side of the arrow. To state contraction rules, 
therefore, we must admit into the phonology rules that are most naturally formulated as 
transformational rules.16 Rule (88) may then be stated as (89) : 

( 89) VOWEL CONTRACTION 

Structural Description (SD) : [+ voc 
I =��:� ' [���:� l + back -back 

-round 
1 2 

Structural Change (SC) : 1 2 -+ [ 1 ] [2 ] 
-back ' </> 

We shall tentatively adopt the convention that the complexity of such rules is to be 
measured in the same way as that of all other rules of the phonology ; i.e., in the case of 
(89), the complexity is ten features (counting the identity element as a feature-see note 14). 

Returning now to the discussion of Kasem nominals, we note as somewhat puzzling 
the following pairs of forms, particularly in view of the form [pia]-[pi], "yam," cited in (79) : 

pia pre (sheep) 
babia babre (brave) 

Since the grammar already contains the Vowel Truncation Rule (84), [pia] can also be de
rived from an underlying [piaa] ; and [pre] can be derived not only from an underlying [pail 
but also from an underlying [paii]. Our underlying forms, then, show different stems in the 
singular and plural : 

These stems are obviously related by metathesis, and we shall assume (and justify later) 

16 For a discussion of such rules, see Chomsky (1961) and many other references that examine the kinds of 
rules that are necessary for syntactic description. 
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that the underlying form is [pia] and that metathesis takes place in the plural but not in the 
singular. Like the Vowel Contraction Rule (89), the Metathesis Rule requires two segments 
on the left-hand side of the arrow, and it will therefore be given in the same format as (89) : 

(92) METATHESIS 

SD : [+voc ] 
-cons 
1 

[+voc ] , [-cons] , -cons 
2 3 

SC : 1 2 3 � 2 1 3 except when 2 = 3 = [a] 
By formulating metathesis in this manner, we raise a problem for our evaluation measure, 
for if we evaluate (92) by counting nothing but the features in it, its " cost " is less than that 
of a rule with the same structural description (SD) and with a minimal structural change 
(SC) of one feature, for example, in the vowel. It would be simple to institute a special 
convention so that metathesis rilles would cost more. For instance, we could require that all 
or some segments mentioned in the metathesis rule be supplied with a special abstract 
feature [+ Metathesis]. The " cost " of such a rule would then be equal to the number of 
features mentioned in the SD plus the number of segments to which we have assigned the 
feature [+ Metathesis]. If this turned out to be unsatisfactory, we could easily invent any 
number of different conventions. For the present, however, we do not know of any crucial 
cases that would allow us to decide among the alternatives. We therefore leilVe the question 
open. 

By extending the notational system to permit rules such as the Metathesis Rule 
(92), and by supposing the cost of such a rule to be not too great, we have, in effect, postu
lated that such mechanisms are readily available to the child as he attempts to construct the 
grammar of his speech community. We could, of course, have decided otherwise and 
established conventions that would have made the formulation of metathesis extremely 
" costly," but this would not properly harmonize with the fact that metathesis is a perfectly 
common phonological process. Though the device of metathesis, like all linguistic universals, 
is in principle available to speakers of any language, it does not, of course, follow that every 
language must actually present examples. 

Returning again to our discussion of Kasem nominals, we first give in detail the 
derivation of the singular and plural forms of the noun [pia] meaning " sheep " (as opposed 
to the noun meaning " yam," which will have the underlying forms /pi+a/ and /pi+if ) : 

pia +a pia +i 

pia 
pai +i 
pai 
pre 

METATHESIS (92) 
TRUNCATION (84) 
VOWEL CONTRACTION (89) 

We recall that we have blocked the Metathesis Rule from applying to the string 
[Vaa], and we must now justify this decision. To this end, consider forms such as : 

nanjua nanjwre (fly) 
yua ywre (hair) 

At first sight it might appear that these present no difficulty and could be derived in a 
straightforward fashion from underlying strings such as : 

nanJua+a nanJua+i 

yua+a yua+i 
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This solution, however, requires that Metathesis be blocked both in the singular and the 
plural, whereas in (93) Metathesis is needed in the derivation of the plural form [pre]. 
To allow Metathesis to apply to [pia+i] but to block it in [yua+i1 would require a rule 
of very great complexity. We propose, therefore, that the underlying forms are not those 
given in (95) but rather : 

nanJau+a nanJau+i 

yau+a yau+i 

These strings are converted by the Metathesis Rule into the strings given in (95), and the 
phonetic forms are then derived by the rules already discussed. 

The above considerations provide some justification for our proposal to allow the 
Metathesis Rule to apply except if the second and third vowels in the SD are both [a]. 
The mechanism for handling such exceptional behavior is dealt with in Section 7. Here we 
shall only provide evidence that makes it rather unlikely that some simpler condition for 
the application of the Metathesis Rule (92) can be found. Callow gives examples of meta

thesis taking place under the following conditions : 

Vai pre 
Vui ywre 
Vua yua 
Viu lilia 

(SEE (93» 
(SEE (96» 
(SEE (96» 
(SEE BELOW) 

The forms [lilia ]-[lilre : du], " saliva," belong to Callow's class D : these nouns form their 
singular by the addition of juj and their plural by the addition of jduj together with secon
dary lengthening of the last or only vowel of the stem. Hence the underlying form for the 
plural must be assumed to be jlilai +duj. From this we must further assume that the singular 
has the underlying form /lilai+u/, which is converted into the required [lilia] by the Meta
thesis Rule and Vowel Contraction (appropriately revised-see (100» , applying in this order. 
This is, then, an instance of metathesis taking place in a string of the form Viu, as shown in 
(97). The variety of the sequences presented in (97) makes it highly unlikely that the Meta
thesis Rule can be constrained in any less complicated manner than the one proposed here. 

Further support for the suggested analysis comes from a consideration of the follow
ing velar stems : 

kaga kwre (back) 
C<>l)a CWil! (path) 

The rules already given would readily yield the plural forms if we assumed as underlying 
representations /kaug+i/, jcaul) +i/, as shown below : 

kaug + i caul) + i 
kau +i cau +i 
kua +i cua +i 
kure 
kwre 

cure 
cwre 

VELAR ELISION (83) 
METATHESIS (92) 
VOWEL CONTRACTION (89) 
GLIDE RULE (80) 

A problem is presented by the singular forms, since we have as yet no way to account 
for the stem vowel [a] (which also appeared in the form [lilia] ). In view of the plural forms, 
we should expect the underlying form to contain the diphthong [au] in place of [a]. The 
change from [au] to [a], however, is very similar to the change in (88), and, in fact, a very 
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straightforward generalization of the Vowel Contraction Rule (89) will yield the required 
result : 

( 100) VOWEL CONTRACTION 

SD : [���� I ' [���;l + back IXback 
-round 

I 2 

SC : I 2 ---+ [ I 1 [2 ] IXback , 
IXround <I> 

The Contraction Rule makes it unnecessary to postulate M and jrej in the underlying 
representations, for these will now be derived froll1 jauj and jaij. We have thus reduced the 
vowel inventory in the lexical representations of Kasem to the three vowels ji u aj. 

A few minor facts must still be taken account of. We note that among the velar stems 
cited by Callow are the following two : 

( 101 ) JiIJa Ji (hand) 
zUIJa zwi (calabash) 

To account for these forms, we follow Callow's suggestion and postulate the Nasalization 
Rule (102) : 

( 102) NASALIZATION [+voc ] 
-cons 
-back l

+cons 
1 

+voc + nasal 
---+ [+nasal] / [-cons] _ -

+hi h ant g -cor 
In other words, jij is nasalized after a high vowel followed by a nasal velar. The plural forms 
cited in (101) are then derived as follows : 

( 103 ) jiIJ +i ZUIJ +i 
jiIJi zUIJi NASALIZATION (102) 
jii zui VELAR ELISION (83) 
ji TRUNCATION (84) 

zwi GLIDE RULE (80) 

Observe that the Nasalization Rule does not affect the operation of either of the deletion 
rules (83) (Velar Elision) or (84) (Truncation), since nasality is not mentioned in these rules. 

Examination of the forms cited by Callow reveals that the Glide Rule does not 
function everywhere as postulated in (80). In particular, it appears that the rule does not 
apply before the singular suffix jaj. Thus we find forms such as [pia], " yam," [yua], " hair," 
[kua] , "bone," [nua] , "finger," without the expected glide, although in the plural forms 
[ywre] , [kwi] , [nwi] the glide appears, as expected. The absence of the glide in the plural 
[pi] is, of course, due to the prior application of the Truncation Rule (84). 
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To complete our discussion of the Kasem nominals belonging to class C, we list below 
the rules developed, in the order of their application : 

( 104) Nasalization (102) 
Velar Elision (83) 
Metathesis (92) 
Vowel Contraction (100) 
Truncation (84) 
Glide Rule (80) 

6. Boundaries 

The terminal string produced by the syntax consists of units of two types, segments and 
boundaries (or junctures). To distinguish these two classes of units, we shall utilize the feature 
" segment," marking boundaries [-segment] and segments [+segment]. Like segments, 
different types of boundaries are designated by the utilization of a special set of features, 
which are distinct from the segmental features. The boundary features, like the segmental 
features, are given in the universal theory of language ; but unlike the latter, boundary 
features do not have universal phonetic correlates, except perhaps for the fact that word 
boundaries may optionally be actualized as pauses. 

6. 1 . FORMATIVE BO UNDARY: + 
The most elementary boundary is the formative boundary, which we have symbolized 

in our informal transcription by the plus sign. The formative boundary is characterized by [ + formative bOUndary] . .  . . . .  . the features ; It mdlcates the pomt at WhICh a glVen formatlve begins -segment 
and ends. It is, therefore, part of the representation of every formative in the lexicon. In 
this respect the formative boundary differs from all other boundaries, for the latter are 
introduced by means of special rules, some universal, others language-specific. These rules 
introduce boundaries that have the feature [-formative boundary] and as many other 
features as are required. There can be no rule in the grammar that introduces or deletes the 
feature [+formative boundary] (except as part of a longer string of units). 

As already noted in preceding chapters, in view of the unique status of formative 
boundary, we shall treat it quite differently from all other boundaries. In particular, we shall 
establish the following convention: 
( ) Any rule which applies to a string of the form XYZ also applies to strings of the 105 form X + Y + Z, XY + Z, X + YZ, where X, Y, Z stand for sequences of zero or 

more units and + represents formative boundary. 
In other words, a rule in which the presence of formative boundary is not explicitly indicated 
applies also to strings containing any number of formative boundaries. The converse is not 
true, however : a rule that applies to the string X +Z does not also apply to the string XZ. 
This formal asymmetry expresses a certain empirical hypothesis, namely, that processes 
operating within formatives normally also apply across formative boundary, whereas proces
ses maybe restricted to the position where two formatives come together. Under this empirical 
assumption, the grammar must be complicated in some way to permit a process to apply 
only when there is no formative boundary present. 
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Suppose that we have the rule (106) : 

( 106) A ---+ B I X- Y 

According to convention (105), this rule applies to the strings X +A + Y, XA + Y, X +A Y, 
and XA Y. But it may be crucial for an order to be determined among these subrules of (106). 
Within our framework, it is natural to take (106) to be an abbreviation for the schema 
(107), which stands for the sequence of disjunctively ordered rules (l08) : 

( 107) A ---+ B I X(+)- (+)Y 

( 108) (a) A ---+ B I X+- +Y 
(b) A ---+ B I X_ + yI7 
(c) A ---+ B I X+ - Y 
(d) A ---+ B I X- Y 

We will, then, assume that convention (105) is satisfied as a consequence of the somewhat 
more explicit convention (109) : 

( 109) A schema of the form 
A ---+ B I Xl . .  · Xm -- Xm+l · . .  Xn 

where Xl, . . .  , Xn are units, is an abbreviation for the schema 
A ---+ B / XI( +)X2( +) . . .  ( +)Xm(+) - ( +)Xm+I( +) . . .  ( +)Xn 

In particular, then, (106) stands for (107) (hence for the disjunctively ordered sequence 
(108» , if X and Y are units ; and convention (105) is satisfied. 

As an illustration of this convention, consider the rule of Latvian phonology which 
(omitting certain details) converts high vowels into glides before vowels (see Halle and Zeps, 
1966) : 

( 1 10 ) [-c�ns] ---+ [-voc] I __ [ +voc ] + hIgh -cons 
The expression (1 10) is, by convention, a schema that expands to the pair of disjunctively 
ordered rules (1 1 1) : 

(a) [ :��;�] ---+ [-voc] 1 - + 
[ +VOC ] 
-cons 

(b) ---+ [ -voc] [-cons] 1 - [ + voc ] 
+ high -cons 

Let us now consider how rule (1 10) yields the correct phonetic outputs from the underlying 
representations in the forms shown in (1 12) : 

( 1 12 ) (a) I# iiii+a# / (rides) [yay] 
(b) I#kuru+iai# / (basket (gen. sg.» [kurwya] 
(c) l#aui+a#1 (puts on (footgear» [auy] 

In the derivation of the phonetic representation of (1 I2a), the second [y] is produced by 
(l l la), and the first [y] by (1 I 1b). The absence of the final la/ in the phonetic output is due 

17 The ordering of cases (b) and (c) is arbitrary ; we have no examples to motivate one or the other ordering. 
The relation between disjunctive ordering and the notational device of parenthesization is discussed in 
Section 1 .2 of Chapter Three. We return to it in the Appendix to this chapter. 
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to the operation of a word-final-vowel truncation rule : 

v -+ <I> f - # 
This example brings out an indeterminacy in our formalism. Rules (l I la) and (1 1 1  b) 

are disjunctively ordered ; nevertheless, both apply in the derivation of [yay] from fiai +af 
in (1 I2a). The point is that rule (I l Ia) applies to the rightmost occurrence of Iii and rule 
(l 1 1b) to the leftmost occurrence. We must, then, define the notion of disjunctive ordering 
so as to permit such a case of joint application of disjunctively ordered rules but to exclude 
the cases discussed earlier. Clearly we must stipulate that if rules Rl and R2 are disjunctively 
ordered-R1 preceding R2-and if RI applies to the substring Y of a string XYZ but is 
independent of X and Z, then R2 may apply to X and Z but not to Y in a stage of the cycle 
in which RI applies. More precisely, if RI is the rule A -+ B I P-- Q, and RI applies to a 
string XP 'A'Q' Y (where P ', A', Q' are not distinct fromP, A, Q, respectively), converting it 
to XP 'B'Q' Y in the usual manner, then R2 may apply to a string contained in X or in Y 
but not to a string that is included in (or, in particular, identical with) P 'B 'Q'. No doubt 
this convention must be extended to permit R2 to apply not only to X or Y, but also to a 
string that is derived by other rules from X or Y (but not to a string that is derived, even in 
part, from P ' B ' Q'). When we try to make this notation precise, we immediately face a variety 
of cases where a specific decision arises as to how the formalization should proceed. There 
is no difficulty in principle in resolving these cases, one way or another, but having so 
little relevant information, it would be pointless to make these decisions. We therefore leave 
the matter in this semiformalized state, noting simply that further empirical evidence is 
needed to determine just how the relevant conventions should be formulated. Some steps 
toward a formalization will be found in Bever (1967). 

Example (1 l 2b) is derived in a fashion parallel to (1 I2a). First (l I la) accounts for 
the appearance of [w], and then (l 1 lb) produces the [y]. Example (1 I2c) is somewhat 
more complicated. The [y] results from (l I la), with the consequence that when (l 1 1b) 
becomes applicable, [u] no longer precedes a vowel, and the rule therefore does not apply. 
Thus, the presence of + between two high vowels in I # kuru +iai # I and its absence in 
1# aui +a # I account for the different phonetic interpretations that the sequence of two high 
vowels receives in the two examples. 

6.2. THE BOUNDARY # AND THE NOTION " WORD " 
In addition to formative boundary, every language has a boundary characterized by 

the feature complex: 

( 1 14) [= ;�;::��e bOUndary] 
+ word boundary 

We postulate that this boundary, which we will symbolize as # , appears in the phonological 
surface structure primarily, but not exclusively, as the result of the general convention (1 1 5) : 

( 1 15 ) The boundary # is automatically inserted at the beginning and end of every string 
dominated by a major category, i.e., by one of the lexical categories "noun," 
"verb," " adjective," or by a category such as " sentence," "noun phrase," " verb 
phrase," which dominates a lexical category.I S 

1 8 We can formulate this convention in terms of a more abstract notion of major category that does not 
presuppose a fixed universal set of lexical and other categories. The matter is not relevant here, and we 

will continue to suppose that the stronger assumption is justified. 
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In addition to convention (1 1 5), there are language-specific rules governing the 
presence of # . Conceivably, there may be rules that introduce # in various positions not 
specified by convention (1 1 5), although we know of no clear examples of this ; but there are, 
as we shall see, rules that delete # in various positions. 

The boundary # plays a role in defining the notion " word," which, as we have seen, 
is crucial for phonology since it constitutes the domain of application of the noncyclic rules. 
It is important to bear in mind, however, that a word, in the phonologically relevant sense, 
is not simply determined as a string bounded by occurrences of # .  The situation is some
what more complex. Consider, for example, the " neutral affixes " of English, which we dis
cussed in Chapter Three, Section 7. Expressions such as differing, ringing, metalanguage, 
establishment are single words from the point of view of the phonological rules, and the 
definition of "word" must certainly be designed so as to express this fact. But convention 
(1 1 5) will assign an internal # boundary in these expressions because they contain the 
elements differ, ring, language, establish, each of which belongs to a lexical category. Thus 
convention (1 15) gives the forms: 

(a) [v# [v# differ # ]v ing# ]v 
(b) [v# [v # ring# ]v ing# ]v 
(c) [N# meta [N # language # ]N # ]N 
(d) [N# [v # establish # ]v ment# ]N 

The occurrence of internal # is quite important, as we have noted several times. It accounts 
for the syllabicity of [r] in case (a) (compare [dif�ril)], " differing," with [difr�nt], " differ
ent," in which the # boundary is deleted by a language-specific rule) ; the deletion of final 
/g/ in ring in case (b) ; the shift of stress to the first syllable in case (c) ; and the fact that the 
affix does not shift stress to the penultimate syllable in case (d). Nevertheless, we want to 
regard the full forms of (1 16) as single words. 

It seems that an appropriate definition of "word" can be given in the following way. 
Let us assume, as throughout this book, that surface structures are represented with labeled 
bracketing indicating categorization (as in Chapter One), and let us suppose further that 
# is introduced by convention (1 1 5) and then perhaps dropped in certain positions by what
ever language-specific rules there may be. 

Let us next define the " terminus " of a word as being any configuration of boundaries 
and brackets having the form (1 17) (where S is the category " sentence " and X contains no 
segments) : 

s[ # X [ # 
# ] X# ]s 
# ] X [ # 

Suppose that we have a string . . .  Y . . . = . . .  z [ #  W# ] V, where Z [ #  and # ] V are 
termini as defined in (1 17), and Y contains no other termini. Then [ #  W # ] is a word. 

For example, the sentence (1 18) would have the surface structure (1 19) (where D 
stands for the category " determiner," P stands for " preposition," PP stands for " prepo
sitional phrase," and the other letters stand for categories already mentioned-see Chapter 
One) after the application of convention (1 1 5) and would consist of the three words listed in 
(120), where brackets are deleted : 

( 1 18 ) the book was in an unlikely place 
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(120) 
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[8# [NP # [Dthe]D [N# book # ]N # ]NP [Vp # was [pp# [pin]p [NP # [Dan]D 

[A # un [A # likelY # ]A # lA [N #place #]N  #]NP #]pp # ]VP # ]8 

(a) # the # book # 
(b) # was # in # an # un # likely # 
(c) #place # 

In other words, the rules of word-level phonology in English will apply in the derivation 
initiated by (119) at the point in the cycle when we reach one of the three elements the book, 
was in an unlikely, and place. 

As is illustrated by the second element of (120), the word as defined here need not be 
a constituent of the surface structure. This causes a difficulty for the theory of rule appli
cation. We have assumed that word-level (noncyclic) rules apply when the level of words is 
reached in the cycle ; thus, if a certain word is not a constituent, the word-level rules will 
never apply to it under this formulation. We can remedy this inadequacy by a convention 
which readjusts surface structure so as to guarantee that words, as just defined, will in fact 
be constituents. Suppose that we have a string . . . WX L. YZ 1 • . . .  , where [" and ]" are paired 
brackets, X [" Y is a word, and W contains no units. Then this will be readjusted, by conven-
tion, to . . .  ['" WXYZ ]" . . . . Similarly, a string . . . ["XY]"ZW . . .  , where Y]"Z is a word and 
W contains no units, will be readjusted to " .  ["XYZW]" . . . . Where this convention is 
relevant several times, we apply it in such a way as to preserve proper parenthesization. 
Applied to (119), this readjustment convention will give (121) : ( ) (a) [8 # [NP # [othe]o [N # book #]N # ]NP 121 (b) [vP [pp [NP [A# was# [pin]p # [oan] 0 # un [A # likeIY#]A # lA 

(c) [N#place # ]N # ]NP # ]pp # ]VP # ]8 

With this modification, the three words are (with internal brackets deleted) as in (120) ; 
they belong to the categories NP, A, N, respectively. In effect, we are treating the elements 
was, in, an as proclitics to the adjective unlikely. 

This definition seems appropriate for English, as well as for other cases with which 
we are familiar. The orthographic conventions for Hebrew and Arabic, for example, are 
consistent with the phonetics in not separating prepositions or articles from the following 
word. Similarly, a common error of semiliterate writers of Russian is to omit the space 
after a preposition. In fact, certain phonetic effects correlated with the word terminus as 
defined in (1 17) are not found before the # boundary that follows a preposition. In particu
lar, final obstruents in prepositions are not subject to the general rule of Russian that 
devoices word-terminal obstruents before sonorants : in word-terminal position before 2 1 sonorant we find only voiceless consonants, e.g., [v,os# #atca], " he drove the father " ; 
in preposition-final position before sonorant, on the other hand, we find both voiced and 

1 1 
voiceless consonants, e.g., [b,iz# atca], "without the father," and [s#atcom], "with the 
father." This distinction is readily correlated with the fact that a single occurrence of # 
boundary separates the preposition from the following noun, whereas a word terminus 
intervenes between adjacent lexical categories. Many other examples could be cited. 

These proposals, if tenable, characterize the analysis of a surface structure into a se
quence of elements, each a constituent and each of which is the domain of the noncyclic 
processes of word phonology-processes of the sort discussed, for English, in Chapter Four. 
We are supposing this characterization to be universal, except for the language-specific 

rules that replace certain occurrences of # by +, i.e., that convert 
[-FB ] (where FB +WB 
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stands for " formative boundary " and WB for " word boundary") to [+ FB] in certain 
contexts (and, perhaps, that introduce #-see p. 367). Apart from these rules, we are 
suggesting that the elements to which the noncyclic rules of word phonology apply are 
determined by certain formal properties of surface structures, as indicated above. It seems 
to us that these proposals capture the main usages of the term " word," and that other, 
minor usages of the term can be readily accounted for by slight extensions and modifications. 
Thus, if we wish to regard compound nouns, adjectives, and verbs as words, we may extend 
the above definition so that the string in question is dominated by a lexical category which is 
not dominated by a lexical category. It has on occasion been proposed (see, e.g., Milewski, 
1951) that words exist in a language only if specific phonetic effects are correlated with 
word boundaries ; languages where such phonetic effects are absent are then said to possess 
no words but only phrases. It is easy enough to modify our definition of " word " to accom
modate this usage, but the requirement that phonetic effects of some sort be associated with 
word boundary appears to us as insufficiently motivated, and we have not incorporated it 
into our theory of language. 

In preceding chapters we have had occasion to note that the surface structure required 
as input to the phonological component will not in all cases be identical with the surface 
structure that can by syntactically motivated. Thus in English Fifth Avenue has a different 
stress pattern from Fifth Street. The rules of the phonological component will yield this 
difference if Fifth Avenue is not dominated by the node "noun." Syntactically, however, 
there is no justification for treating Fifth Avenue any differently from Fifth Street. We must 
therefore assume that there exist special " readjustment rules " which modify the syntactically 
justified surface structure of a sentence so that it will be appropriate as an input to the 
phonological component. As already noted, the primary effect of these readjustment rules 
is to delete structure from the syntactically motivated surface structure.19 

The universal convention (1 1 5) governing the placement of the # boundary will 
insert this unit in inflected forms, as we have noted. Thus, for example, the inflected forms 
of English verbs will contain a single # boundary, by virtue of this convention, and we will 
have forms such as those of (122) (see also (1 l 6a,b)) : 

( 1 22) (a) [v# [v# sing # ]v ing#]v 
(b) [v# [v#wip#]v d#]v 
(c) [v# [v#kep#]v d#lv 

The # boundary internal to jsing # ingj causes deletion of the word-medial jgj and indicates, 
moreover, that jingj is a neutral suffix as far as stress placement is concerned, which is 
essential in verbs such as contemplating or signifying. This boundary also exempts the form 
wiped from the laxing rule which normally operates before nondental consonant clusters. 
Thus we have [waypt] rather than [wipt] as the phonetic representation of wiped. But in 
example (c) of (122), kept, this laxing rule does operate, indicating that the # boundary must 
have been eliminated by a language-specific rule, the applicability of which defines the sub
category of irregular verbs that contains keep, lose, weep, etc. Similarly, the comparative and 
superlative forms of adjectives are not subject to the rule deleting /g/ after nasal in final 

19 One might argue, on grounds of a theory of performance, that a " well-designed language " for humans 
should contain rules for reducing the complexity of surface structure, where this does not interfere with 
recoverability of the full syntactic and semantic representation of a sentence. In fact, it seems that this is 
a primary function of grammatical transformations. See Miller and Chomsky (1963, especially part II) 
and Chomsky (1965, Chapter 1) for some discussion of this matter. See also, in this connection, the dis
cussion by Ross (1967) of general conditions under which nodes are deleted in derived phrase markers. 
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position ; thus we have [l;)l)]-[l;)l)g:)r]-[l;)l)g:)st], long-longer-longest, contrasting with 
[sil)]-[sil):)r], sing-singer, etc., as is well known. Here too, then, we must have a language
specific rule that eliminates # , thereby making the rule deleting /g/ inapplicable. 

The elimination of # in these exceptional forms could be carried out in various 
ways. One possibility, once again, would be to eliminate a certain category from the surface 
structure-in this case, the innermost constituent-before the application of convention 
(1 1 5), which inserts # boundaries. Thus if [y [ykep]ydlv and [A [Along] A :)rh are replaced 
by [ykep+d]y, [Along+:)rh before # boundaries are introduced, then the phonological 
processes will apply in just the desired way.20 Since deletion of categories of the surface 
structure is required for other cases as well, one might inquire into the possibility of dis
pensing entirely with rules deleting # and relying solely on rules deleting parts of the surface 
structure to achieve the required results in all cases such as those just discussed. 

This proposal does not seem feasible, however, for there are instances where word 
boundaries must be deleted but constituent structure maintained. Consider, for example, 
words such as advocacy, condensation, compensation, discussed in .Chapter Three. After 
the application of convention (1 1 5), these will be represented as in (123) : 

( 123) [N # [y # advocate #lv  Y # ]N  
[N  # [y # condens # lv  at + ion # ] N 
[N # [y # compensate # lv ion # h 

In these cases the internal constituent analysis is essential for the correct operation of the 
phonological rules, as was observed in Chapter Three. However, it is also necessary for 
the # boundary to be eliminated before application of the stress placement rules in the 
second cycle, since the affixes are not neutral with respect to stress placement. Therefore, the 
elimination of internal # in these examples can be taken care of by a lexical rule which will 
be automatic with these and various other affixes and which will affect the boundary but 
not the constituent structure. 

It is no doubt possible to find rules of some generality governing the deletion of # 
before affixes, rules which will perhaps reflect (or even sharpen) the traditional distinction 
of derivational and inflectional processes and which may depend on a distinction between 
affixes added by transformation and affixes that are assigned by processes internal to the 
lexicon. But there are many obscure questions here involving the proper dividing line 
between the lexical and transformational components of a generative grammar, and, since 
we have arbitrarily excluded problems of syntax from consideration in this study, we must 
leave this matter in its present unsettled state.21 

20 Such awkward fonus as cunningest and willingest, with initial stress and deleted Igl, indicate that the rule 
deleting constituent structure in adjectives must be restricted to monosyllabic adjectives. If structure were 
deleted in these forms, they would receive penultimate rather than initial stress. We should, therefore, 
represent these as A[# A[#cunn+ ing#]A est#]A

' 
etc. 

The underlying forms for the comparative and superlative apparently must be /Vrl, IVst/, rather than 

Irl, Istl which become syllabic, because of forms such as happier, happiest, i.e., [ha:piyarJ (not *[ha:piyrJ ) 

and [ha:piyast] (not *[ha:piyst] ). 
2 1  One critical syntactic problem has to do with the processes of nominalization that give forms such as 

proof, advice, sincerity, conviction. Although phrases such as John's proving the theorem, John's advising 
Bill about the matter, John's being sincere, John's being convinced that . . .  are no doubt derived from 
underlying sentence-like structures by nominalization transformations, there are quite a few reasons to 
suppose that John's proof of the theorem, John's advice to Bill, John's sincerity, John's conviction that . . .  
have a very different origin, involving lexical processes and various other transformations (relativization, 
possessive). (See Chomsky (1965, pp. 219-220) for a brief discussion and Chomsky (forthcoming).) The 
matter deserves much fuller study. 
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6.3. THE BO UNDARY = 

All languages, we are assuming, have the two boundaries + FB 

[
-seg 

1 and -FB , 
[
-seg 

1 -WB +WB 
designated as + and #, respectively. In several cases with which we are familiar, there is 
also a need for a third boundary, designated as = ,  to which we have assigned the feature [

-seg 

1 analysis -FB . (Clearly what we are assuming to be the universal system of boundaries 
-WB . 

is redundant, with respect to feature specification, if the = boundary is lacking.) This 
boundary, it will be recalled (see Chapter Three, Section 10), is necessary in the phonology 
of English in order to account for stress placement, s-voicing, and several other facts in 
forms such asper = mit, contra= dict, re = semble, con = de= scend, com = bat. It is introduced 
by special rules which are part of the derivational morphology of English. 

6.4. BO UNDARIES AS UNITS 

In our treatment, boundaries are units in a string, on a par in this sense with segments. 
Like segments, each boundary is a complex of features. Boundaries function rather differ
ently from the various types of constituent markers (labeled brackets) that play a role in 
determining the application of the phonological rules of the transformational cycle. The 
phonological rules apply in a domain that is delimited by a given pair of labeled brackets, 
inside of which there are no other labeled brackets. All brackets internal to the domain in 
question will have been erased on a previous pass through the transformational cycle. 

Suppose that we place boundaries in the natural hierarchy #, = ,  +.  It is then 
possible to formulate many phonological rules in such a way that they apply only within 
the domain of a given boundary, but not across this boundary or across any other boundary 
that takes precedence over it in the hierarchy. Thus in certain languages the stress placement 
rule can be thought of as applying in the environment # X #, where X contains no word 
boundaries but may contain the other boundaries, + or = ,  which are lower in the hierarchy. 
This observation has prompted McCawley (1965) to propose that. boundaries be regarded 
not as units in the string, but rather on a par with the labeled brackets, as elements de
limiting the domain in which a given phonological rule applies. This is an attractive idea, 
but it seems to us that it cannot be maintained in general ; there are fairly clear cases for 
which boundaries must be regarded as units in the string. 

A case in point is the Alternating Stress Rule of English (see (75), Chapter Three), 
which assigns main stress to the antepenult in words such as advocate, eliminate, anecdote. 
This rule is blocked in forms such as con = de = scend, contra= dict, inter=ject because of 
the appearance of a = boundary. This boundary per se does not block the rule, as shown by 
forms such as con =gregate, inter = rogate, per= colate ; it is only when = appears before 
the final syllable that the rule does not apply. 

6.5. READJUSTMENT RULES 

It seems clear that the grammar must contain readjustment rules that reduce surface 
structure, but it is very difficult to separate the study of these processes from the study of 
the theory of performance in any principled way. Consider, for example, sentences such as 
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(124), where the three bracketed expressions are the three noun phrases in the predicate : 

This is [the cat that caught [the rat that stole [the cheese] ] ]  

Clearly, the intonational structure of the utterance does not correspond to the surface 
structure in this case. Rather, the major breaks are after cat and rat ;  that is, the sentence 
is spoken as the three-part structure this is the cat-that caught the rat-that stole the cheese. 
This effect could be achieved by a readjustment rule which converts (124), with its multiply 
embedded sentences, into a structure where each embedded sentence is sister-adjoined in 
turn to the sentence dominating it. The resulting structure appears then as a conjunction 
of elementary sentences (that is, sentences without embeddings). This allows us to say that 
intonation breaks precede every occurrence of the category S (sentence) in the surface 
structure and that otherwise the ordinary rules prevail. But it can certainly be argued 
plausibly that this "flattening" of the surface structure is simply a performance factor, 
related to the difficulty of producing right-branching structures such as (124). The various 
restrictions on the use of right-branching structures certainly seem to be a matter of per
formance limitations rather than of grammatical structure, just as the well-known condi
tions on self-embedding (see Chomsky, 1965, Chapter 1 , §2) are obviously a matter of 
performance rather than of grammatical structure. Hence it can certainly be argued that 
these problems do not belong to grammar-to the theory of competence-at all. 

Similar questions arise in connection with the notion of " phonological phrase," 
which we have mentioned several times. It is clear that the rules of the phonological com
ponent do not apply to strings that exceed a certain level of complexity or a certain length, 
and that therefore certain readjustment rules must apply to the syntactically generated 
surface structure to demarcate the strings to which the rules are limited, that is, the strings 
that we have called " phonological phrases." We might, for example, try to incorporate 
into the grammar certain readjustment rules which assign the feature [ + phonological phrase 
boundary] to the # boundaries associated with certain constituents and then impose the 
condition that the transformational cycle cannot apply to a string containing this feature 
(which, of course, would have to be assigned along with conventions that guarantee that 
the full utterance will be analyzed into a sequence of phonological phrases, each a con
stituent of the adjusted surface structure). The rules that introduce this feature will have to 
take account of syntactic structure, but they will also involve certain parameters that relate , 
to performance, e.g., speed of utterance. An interesting attempt to develop such rules has 
been made by Bierwisch (1966). We have nothing to add to his proposals, and we therefore 
omit any further discussion of phonological phrases. 

This discussion by no means exhausts the topic of readjustment rules. We could go 
on to list many examples of constructions that seem to show a discrepancy between the 
syntactically motivated surface structure and what is apparently required as an input to 
the phonological component. We do not have any further substantive proposals or analyses, 
however. In fact, as noted earlier, our discussion of syntactically determined phonological 
processes has been extremely restricted in scope. We have attempted to give a systematic 
presentation of a very limited range of intonational phenomena. Although there is a sub
stantial literature on intonational and prosodic features in English, it is largely restricted 
to citation of examples, and we cannot draw on it for any significant insight into processes 
of a general nature. Our inability to provide a more explicit theory of readjustment rules 
is in part a consequence of the limitations of our investigation of syntactic determination of 
phonetic shape. 
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7. Diacritic features 

Many grammatical rules apply only to certain lexical items. For example, in a language with 
a rich inflectional system, such as Latin or Russian, it is necessary to divide all noun stems 
into several declensional classes to account for the phonetic realization of the gender, 
number, and case features. These classes may play no other role in the grammar ; in par
ticular, they generally have no syntactic function. We shall represent this rather peripheral 
classification with special " diacritic features " in lexical entries. Thus, in the grammar of 
Russian there will be, for example, a diacritic feature associated with all feminine nouns 
which will differentiate the " third declension " stem /dal,/, " distance," from the " second 
declension" stem Idol,l, " portion." 

In the phonology proper, we also find quite commonly that rules apply in a selective 
fashion and thus impose an idiosyncratic classification on the lexicon. Often there is a 
historical explanation for this idiosyncratic behavior, but this is obviously irrelevant as far 
as the linguistic competence of the native speaker is concerned. What the speaker knows is, 
simply, that a given item or set of items is treated differently from others by the phonological 
component of the grammar. 

In English, for example, we have noted that it is necessary to classify many lexical 
items in terms of a feature that, roughly, distinguishes items of Germanic origin from other 
items ; and for certain rules, such as Velar Softening, we need a further classification of the 
non-Germanic part of the vocabulary into items of Greek and Romance origin, roughly. 
This classification is functional in the language and must be presumed to be represented in 
the internalized grammar. It is justified not by the historical development of the language 
but by the applicability of phonological and morphological rules. 

Parallel instances may be cited from a great variety of languages. For example, in his 
study of Turkish phonology, Lees (1961) makes use of a classification that corresponds 
closely to Turkic or Arabic origin. Similarly, Lightner (1965a) has shown that the phono
logical component of Modern Russian requires at least the following three classes of [ + Slavic ] [ +  Slavic ] 
lexical formatives :  [- Slavic], 

R . , 
R 

. ( = Church Slavonic).22 Thus, for + USSlan - USSlan 
instance, Russian has the " second conjugation" verbs [v<>r;)cu], " I  turn," and [v<>z # vraseu], 
" I  return." These two verbs are derived from an underlying root /u<>rt/, which figures both 
in the " Russian" and in the " Church Slavonic " components of the Russian lexicon. All 
[ + Slavic] forms undergo " liquid metathesis " in the environment -- C1. The [ + Russian] 
forms, however, are first subject to vowel doubling (i.e., /<>rl � [<><>r], whereas the [- Russian] 
forms are first subject to tensing (i.e., I<>rl � [;Sr] ). Since tense vowels are unrounded, and 
ultimately laxed, we find in the Church Slavonic forms the derivation /<>rl � [5r] � [r5] 
(and ultimately) � [raj ; whereas in the Russian forms we derive I<>rl � [<><>r]� [<>r<>]. In 
addition, in the Russian forms stem-final It I alternates with [e] in the first person singular 
present tense of this class of verbs, whereas in the Church Slavonic forms the stem-final 
/t/ alternates with [se]. 

In these instances the categories to which lexical items are assigned account not only 
for their phonological peculiarities but also for their behavior with respect to various 

22 The names we give to the categories designate their major historical source, but, of course, are not ety
mologically justified in detail. 
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morphological processes such as the choice of derivational affix and freedom of com
pounding. 

Lexical items may also belong to categories that are much less general than those 
just illustrated. In fact, not infrequently an individual lexical item is exceptional in that it 
alone fails to undergo a given phonological rule or, alternatively, in that it is subject to some 
phonological rule. The copula is an example of such a highly deviant item in many languages. 

The natural way to reflect such exceptional behavior in the grammar is to associate 
with such lexical items diacritic features referring to particular rules, that is, features of the 
form [exrule n], where ex is, as before, a variable ranging over the values + and - and n is 
the number of the rule in question in the linear ordering. We must then establish precise 
conventions that will have the effect of excluding an item specified as [-rule n] from the 
domain of rule n. This can be done in various slightly different ways. 

A reasonable approach within our framework seems to be the following. Suppose 
that rule n is (125) : 

( 12S) 
By convention, one of the features contained in A will be [+rule n], thus requiring that any 
segment to which the rule applies be specified as [+rule n]. Secondly, we assume that 
for each rule m of the phonology, the feature specification [+rule m] is automatically 
assigned to each unit of each lexical matrix.23 After this obligatory assignment of [+ rule m], 
for each m, to each unit in the lexicon, we apply convention (126) : 

( ) All nonphonological features of a given lexical item are distributed to every unit 
126 f h· . o t IS Item. 

In particular, if a given lexical item is a human noun in the kth declensional class which is 
an exception to rule n, then the feature specifications [+  noun], [+ human], [+  kth de
clensional class], [-rule n], now reinterpreted as on a par with phonological features, are 
assigned to each unit in this lexical item. The assignment of [-rule m], for any m, modifies 
the specification [+  rule m] determined by the preceding convention.24 The ordinary con
ventions of rule application will now prevent the application of rule n to any of the phono
logical units of an item marked in the lexicon as an exception to rule n. 

A few comments are necessary about this particular way of handling exceptions. 
First, we assume that the readjustment rules that convert a syntactically generated structure 
to an appropriate input to the phonology may modify or introduce diacritic features. In 
particular, then, they may affect specifications of the type [exrule m]. One might also raise 
the question whether the rules of the phonology themselves may modify these features ; for 
example, should we permit rules of the form (127) : 

( 127) A � [-rule n] / Z-- W 

Such rules add greatly to the power of the phonology. Suppose, for example, that rule (125) 

23 In terms of the system developed in Chapter Nine, we assume, simply, that [+ rule m] is the " unmarked .. 
value for the feature [rule m], for each m. 

24 Convention (126) makes it possible for phonological rules to refer to any syntactic or semantic property 
and is thus, no doubt, far too strong. Various modifications might be proposed, but we will not go into 

this matter. 
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applies as indicated except in the context Z -- W. By ordering rule (127) before rule (125), 
we achieve exactly this effect. Therefore rules of the form (127) permit us to formalize the 
notion " except " ;  in other words, they permit us to refer to contexts in which a rule does 
not apply, as well as to those in which it does apply. This is true even if we permit a rule 
such as (127) only when it is rule n- l in the ordering, so that it can be reformulated as (128) : 

( 128) A � [-next rule] I Z -- W 

If we permit rules such as (127) to appear more freely, we add still greater power to the 
phonology. At various stages of our work we have experimented with rules of the form (128) 
and of the more powerful type (127), but we have not found any convincing example to 
demonstrate the need for such rules. Therefore we propose, tentatively, that rules such as 
(127), (128), with the great increase in descriptive power that they provide, not be permitted 
in the phonology : the feature [-rule n] must either be introduced by readjustment rules or 
appear as a diacritic feature in the lexical representation of an item. 

Furthermore, observe that our first convention assigned the feature [+rule n] only 
to the unit A in (125), and not to the units of X and Y. Suppose, then, that we have a string 
. . .  X'A' Y '  . . . such that A' is nondistinct from A, and X', Y '  are nondistinct from X, Y 
except with respect to the feature [rule n]. Suppose further that X '  and Y'  contain units 
which are specified as [-rule n] but that A' is specified [+rule n]. The convention we have 
suggested would permit rule n to apply to . . . X'A' Y' . . .  under these circumstances ;  but 
the application of rule n to this string would be prevented if we were to adopt an alternative 
convention which assigned the feature [+rule n] to each unit of A, X, and Y in rule (125), 
thus requiring not only that any segment to which the rule applies be specified as [ +rule n] 
but that the contextual segments be so specified as well. In brief, the issue is whether the 
context in which a segment appears should be permitted to block the application of a rule 
to this segment, even if the segment itself is not specified as an exception to this rule. It is 
easy to invent examples that militate against this assumption, but we have no clear cases 
in a real language. Considerations of plausibility, admittedly weak, have led us to adopt 
the, convention proposed above which blocks application of a rule only when the segment 
to which the rule applies is itself identified as an exception to this rule. There is, in fact, one 
sort of example that suggests that our convention is inexact. Suppose that we have a rule 
of epenthesis such as (129) : 

( 129) <I> � B / X- Y 

Suppose further that a lexical item W = XY is an exception to this rule and is lexically 
marked as such. Our convention does not permit us to express this fact, but the alternative 
that we have rejected would allow it to be expressed readily. Such examples suggest that we 
reformulate the convention slightly, so that rule (125) is inapplicable to a string . . .  X 'A'  Y '  
. . . (where X, A ,  Y are nondistinct from X', A', Y', respectively, except with regard to 
the feature [rule n] ) if A' is specified [-rule n], as in the earlier convention, or if the formative 
containing A' is specified [- rule n]. This modification, which we will not take the trouble 
to make precise here, would account for examples such as the exceptions to epenthesis 
without permitting the full range of difficulties that appear to be possible consequences of 
the convention we have rejected, which assigns [-rule n] to each unit of A, X, and Y in 
(125). Obviously, additional empirical material is needed before this matter can be settled. 
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Finally, notice that our conventions imply that in a given lexical item either all 
segments that otherwise satisfy the condition for application of some rule will be subject 
to the rule or no such segments will be subject to the rule ; for it is the lexical item rather 
than an individual segment that constitutes an exception, at least insofar as exceptions are 
indicated in the lexicon. For example, if a language has a rule voicing intervocalic stops 
and a given lexical item containing several intervocalic stops25 is marked as exempt from 
this rule, then, in general, all intervocalic stops in the lexical item will be exempt from 
voicing. We shall not exclude the possibility that in the situation just presented an item is 
doubly exceptional in that one of its intervocalic stops is subject to the voicing rule ; how
ever, this will be quite costly, for a special readjustment rule will be required to supply the 
intervocalic stop in question with the feature [+Intervocalic Voicing Rule]. The diacritic 
features, as noted earlier, will thus have two sources, the lexicon and the readjustment 
rules. An example illustrating the way in which readjustment rules operate in such cases is 
discussed at the end of this section. 

With the help of diacritic features, we can deal with many phenomena involving 
prosodic features-for example, the behavior of stress in languages such as Russian or 
Bulgarian, and pitch in languages such as Japanese or Serbo-Croatian. The salient property 
that distinguishes stress in Russian or Bulgarian from other phonological features is that 
once it is determined which vowel in the word receives the main stress, the stress contour 
of the word is also determined. The fact that stress must be indicated for only one vowel of 
a word suggests that this vowel be designated by means of a diacritic feature associated with 
the root of the word. There appears to be a fair amount of evidence-although a definitive 
demonstration is still lacking-that the location of this vowel in Russian words can be 
determined by quite simple rules, given the structure of the word and some idiosyncratic 
information about the stress behavior of the root (in particular, whether or not the root 
takes stress ; if not, whether main stresses must be placed on the suffix following the root or 
on the case ending; etc.) Once these facts are known, the location of the main-stressed vowel 
is directly determined. In terms of the framework that has been developed here, this means 
that the root will have to be provided in the lexicon with a few (perhaps two or three) 
diacritic features which will then provide enough information for the rules to locate the 
main stress on some vowel in the word. Subsequent rules then determine the stress contour 
of the word. 

The situation is rather similar in Serbo-Croatian and Japanese. As has been shown 
by Browne and McCawley (1965) for Serbo-Croatian and by McCawley (1965) for Japanese, 
the tonal contour of the word can be determined by simple rules, once the location of the 
vowel with high pitch is determined. As in the case of Russian stress, these facts suggest 
that we utilize a diacritic feature associated with the lexical formative rather than phono
logical features associated with a given vowel in a word. Similar mechanisms have been 
shown by Heeschen (1967) to account for the very intricate prosodic features of Lithuanian 
words. 

The situation in these languages thus differs from that obtaining in true tone lan
guages, such as Chinese or Mixtecan, where, as observed by McCawley (1965), " the 
number of possible pitch shapes [our ' tone contours ' -NC/MH] increases geometrically as 
the length of the morpheme increases, rather than arithmetically as is the case in Japanese." 

2S These segments may not be intervocalic stops in the lexicon but only at the point where the rule in question 

is reached in derivations ; correspondingly, we are not concerned here with intervocalic stops of the lexicon 
if they do not have this property at the point in derivations where the rule in question applies. 
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In languages such as Japanese or Russian, one need at most determine the location of a 
single vowel in the word in order to determine the tonal contour of the word, whereas in 
languages such as Mixtecan or Chinese, each vowel in the word may have its own distinctive 
prosodic features.  Only in the latter case might it be proper to mark the prosodic features 
for each vowel in the lexicon rather than associating a few diacritic features with the lexical 
item as a whole. 

Another type of phenomenon that is appropriately handled with diacritic features is 
vowel harmony, which is found in languages in all parts of the world. A particularly in
structive example occurs in Nez Perce, an American Indian language. According to Aoki 
(1966), on whose study the following remarks are based, Nez Perce has, phonetically, the 
five vowels [i u 0 a re]. The [0] is always round, but in the high back vowel [u] rounding 
appears to vary a great deal. The words of Nez Perce fall into two classes with regard to 
their utilization of vowels; in the words of the first class the vowels are selected from the 
set [i a 0] ; in the words of the second class the vowels are chosen from the set [i re u]. Nez 
Perce words are composed of strings of morphemes. The morphemes themselves constitute 
two mutually exclusive categories :  morphemes of the first category, to which we shall 
attribute the diacritic feature [+  H], appear in words of the first class only, whereas mor
phemes of the second category, which we shall designate as [ - H], appear in words of both 
classes. Hence [+  H] morphemes show no vowel alternations and select their vowels from 
the set [i a 0], whereas [- H] morphemes exhibit the vowel alternations a-re and O-U, 

depending on whether the morpheme appears in a word of the first or the second class. For 
example, the first person possessive pronoun morpheme rna ?]-[nre?] is [ - H] ; we therefore 
have rna ? +t6 · t], " my father," but [nre? + mrex] , " my paternal uncle." On the other hand, 
the morpheme for father appears everywhere with the vowel [0], and must therefore belong 
to the category [+  H]. Since morphemes containing the vowel [i] may be either [+  H] or 
[ - H], this property must be indicated with the help of a diacritic feature rather than de
rived from the phonetic features of the vowels. Moreover, the sets of vowels in the two 
classes of words-[i a 0] and [i re u]-are not natural classes in any reasonable phonetic 
framework. This represents further evidence that the categorization should not be based 
on phonetic features. 

In order to account for the facts just sketched, it is necessary to postulate a readjust
ment rule that distributes the feature [+  H] to all segments of a word containing a single 
[ + H] segment. (As noted above, a universal convention distributes all diacritic features to 
all segments of a given lexical item.) This readjustment rule might have the following form : 

( 1 30 ) / {# X [  + H] Y- } [+ seg] ---+ [ + H] -z [ + H] W# 

As a consequence of (130), words containing a [ + H] morpheme will have all their segments 
marked [+  H] ; all other words will contain only segments marked [ - H] .  We now need to 
postulate in the lexicon only the three vowels /i u a/. The phonological rules (131) will then 
supply the correct output : 

v ---+ 

[-back] / [��w 1 ( 1 3 1 ) 

[ -high] I [  :�ckl 
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A certain amount of support for this analysis may be derived from comparing Nez 
Perce with Sahaptin, which is closely related to Nez Perce genetically. Sahaptin has the 
three-vowel system Ii u ai, which corresponds to the Nez Perce system as illustrated in 
(132) :  

( 1 32 ) Nez Perce 

Sahaptin 

1 U 0 

1 1/ 
1 u 

a re 
1/ 
a 

It is obvious that the relationship between the two vowel systems corresponds to the effects 
of the vowel harmony rule (13 1). Since Sahaptin lacks vowel harmony, this correspondence 
is precisely what one would expect. 

A rule similar to (131) would account for the vowel harmony in such African lan
guages as Igbo (Carnochan, 1960), Twi (Fromkin, 1965), and Fanti (�elmers, 1946). There 
are, however, a number of differences between the vowel harmony in these West African 
languages and that in Nez Perce. In the first place, in Nez Perce the diacritic feature 'is 
distributed to the entire word only if it has the coefficient + ; in the West African languages 
the diacritic feature is distributed to the word if it has either + or - .  This can readily be 
effected by use of the variable notation. In the West African languages, moreover, the 
diacritic feature is distributed from stems alone (but see below), whereas in Nez Perce the 
source of the [+  H] feature may be any element in the word ; if a word contains a single 
[ + H] morpheme, the entire word is marked [+ H]. Finally, in the West African languages 
the diacritic feature in question is fully correlated with the phonological feature " covered." 
(See Chapter Seven, Section 4.5, for a discussion of the phonetic correlates of this feature.) 
As a result, instead of ( 131), we have the much simpler rule (133) (where H represents the 
diacritic feature governing harmony) : 

( 1 33 ) 

Rule (133), incidentally, fails to account for a curious assimilation phenomenon 
which has been observed in the West African languages mentioned above. According to 
Carnochan (1960, pp. 161-62), if a noun ending with a high vowel immediately precedes a 
verb that is [- H], the high vowel is [-covered], even if the noun is [+ H] and the vowel 
should therefore have been [+covered]. This can readily be accounted for by a special 
readjustment rule which assigns the feature [ - H] to high vowels in the position stated above, 
or by a phonological rule that makes the vowel [-covered] .  

It  would appear that vowel harmony in the Ural-Altaic languages can be characterized 
by structurally similar rules. In a language such as Turkish there are four classes of har
monizing words, rather than two as in Nez Perce or Igbo. This fact requires that we 
supply each lexical item with two diacritic features instead of the single feature that was 
required in Nez Perce and in Igbo. Ural-Altaic vowel harmony appears to be a process 
that propagates from left to right, from the first vowel of the word to the last, rather than 
being a nondirectional property inherent in each word by virtue of its containing a par
ticular type of morpheme. This seems to us to be only a superficial phenomenon, however, 
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resulting from the fact that in these languages prefixation is not utilized and words are 
formed by suffixation alone. The evidence brought forward by Zimmer (1967) with regard 
to Lightner's analysis (1965b) of vowel harmony in Mongolian, which proceeded along the 
lines sketched here, shows that there are certain cases where the evaluation measures that 
have been developed up to this point would fail to decide the issue clearly one way or the 
other. As Zimmer notes, in order to resolve the matter in favor of the approach advocated 
here, one would have to enrich the descriptive machinery in some way so as to make re
adjustment rules such as (1 30) formally less complex, that is, more economical, than the 
phonological rules having the equivalent effect. This seems to us the proper solution ; since 
vowel harmony is a process available to languages, this fact should be formally recognized 
by incorporating into the theory a device especially designed to reflect it. At the present 
time we are unable to make specific suggestions as to the nature of this device. The problem, 
however, is not one of principle but rather one of a scarcity of data for choosing among 
the many alternatives that readily come to mind. 

It was observed above that diacritic features may be assigned to particular segments 
by readjustment rules. This possibility may be illustrated by the following example from 
the Russian conjugation. 

It has been shown by Lightner (1965a) that in the underlying representations of 
Russian there are two parallel sets of vowels, tense and nontense. The nontense high vowels 
never appear in the output ; they are either deleted by rule (1 34), or they are lowered by rule 
(135) and thus appear phonetically as [e] or [0] : 

(1 34) l+voc ] 
- cons 
- tense - <I> 
+ high 

( 1 3S) [+voc 1 
- cons 
- tense 

# 

I l 

+voc 

J 
-- C1 {=��:: } 

+ tense 

- [ -high] 

Thus, high nontense vowels are deleted at the end of a word or if followed in the next 
syllable by a vowel which is tense or nonhigh ; elsewhere, they become nonhigh. These 
two rules account for alternations such as the following, in the nominative and genitive 
singular : 

( 1 36) /rut +u/ 
/Iid +u/ 

- [rot] 
- [l,ed] 

(- [I,od] ) 

/rut+a/ -
/lid +a/ -

[rta] 
[l,da] 

(mouth) 
(ice) 

Among the exceptions to rule (134) is the suffix fisk/. The vowel of this suffix is not 
deleted by the rule if the stem to which the suffix is attached ends with a velar or palatal 
consonant, that is, a consonant which is [ -anterior, -coronal]. In the output, velars in 
this position are usually actualized as strident palato-alveolars because velars before front 
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vowels undergo the so-called " first palatalization " (see Chapter Nine). Thus we have 
[s,ib,irsby], " Siberian," [r,imsby], " Roman," [uc,it,il,sby], " teacher " (adj.), but 
[gr,ec,isby], " Greek," [manasisby], "monkish," [muiisby], " masculine " (gram.) In 
addition there is a further layer of exceptions to the exceptions just cited, namely, forms in 
which the suffix jiskj follows a nonanterior consonant but in which the vowel of the suffix 
is deleted : e.g., [mussk6y], " manly," [v6lSsby], " Volga " (adj.), [cessk�y], " Czech" 
(adj.) 

To account for the above facts, we may postulate a readjustment rule with the effects 
of (137) : [+ voc 1 

-cons 
+ high ---+- [-rule (1 34) ] 
-back 
-tense 

/ [+cons] 
=�t + -sk + 

This rule exempts the vowel of the suffix jiskj from deletion by rule (1 34) if the stem to 
which the suffix is attached ends with a velar or palatal consonant, unless the stem is marked 
with the special diacritic feature [+ D] which indicates that it is an exception to the readjust
ment rule (137). 

8. Lexical representation 

A language contains a stock of items which, under various modifications, constitute the 
words of the language. Associated with each such item is whatever information is needed 
to determine its sound, meaning, and syntactic behavior, given the system of grammatical 
rules. Hence this information ultimately determines the sound and meaning of particular 
words in specific linguistic contexts. Evidently, this knowledge constitutes part of the 
knowledge of the speaker of the language. He makes use of it not only in his normal 
linguistic behavior, but also in explaining the meaning of a word, in distinguishing rhyming 
from nonrhyming pairs of words, in determining whether verse is properly constructed 
(given certain canons), in seeking a word with a particular meaning, and so on. To represent 
this aspect of linguistic competence, the grammar must contain a lexicon listing the items 
which ultimately make up the words of the language. Clearly, the lexicon may contain 
different items for different individuals, and a given speaker may revise and expand his 
lexicon throughout his life. 

As noted above, knowledge of lexical structure goes beyond familiarity with a list 
of lexical items. For example, speakers can distinguish in various ways among items that 
are not in their lexicon. Certain " nonsense " forms are so close to English that they might 
be taken by the speaker to be accidental gaps in his knowledge of the language : e.g., brillig, 
karulize, thode. Other forms, such as gnip, rtut, or psik, will almost certainly be ruled out 
as " not English." To account for these and other facts, we must assume that there is more 
structure to the internalized lexicon than merely the list of known items. An examination of 
the additional structure that must be presupposed is the subject of the present section. 

In order for a lexical item to be used in a well-formed sentence, two types of in
formation are required. First, we must have information about the syntactic and morpho-
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logical characteristics of the item; we must know, for example, that the item write is a verb, 
that it takes an inanimate object, that it is an irregular verb of a specific subtype, and so 
on. As we have seen, information of this type can be provided by the syntactic and diacritic 
features that form part of each lexical entry. The second type of information required for 
proper use of a lexical item relates to its physical, phonetic actualization. Such information 
is embodied in a classificatory matrix in which the columns stand for the successive segments, 
the rows represent features, and the entry at the intersection of a particular column and 
row indicates whether the item in question belongs to the category of items that are posi
tively specified or to the category of items that are negatively specified for the given feature 
in the particular segment. As indicated above, classificatory matrices are ultimately con
verted into phonetic matrices, in which the columns represent successive phonetic segments 
and the rows represent specific phonetic features, that is, aspects of vocal tract behavior 
that are under the voluntary control of the speaker,26 and into internally produced elements 
that play a role in perceptual processing. 

Other things being equal, the more direct the relationship between classificatory and 
phonetic matrices, the less complex-the more highly valued-will be the resulting grammar. 
Insofar as language-specific rules are proposed that express an indirect relation between 
classificatory and phonetic matrices, these rules must be justified by showing that they lead 
to economies in other parts of the grammar that more than compensate for the complexity 
that they introduce. 

Languages differ with respect to the sounds they use and the sound sequences they 
permit in words. Thus each language places certain conditions on the form of phonetic 
matrices and hence on the configurations of pluses and minuses (indicating membership 
in one of a pair of complementary categories) that may appear as entries in the classificatory 
matrices of the lexicon. These constraints make it possible to predict, in a given language, 
the specification of features in particular segments. Such predictability applies to segments 
in isolation (e.g., in Finnish, all obstruents are voiceless) as well as to segments in particular 
contexts (e.g., in English, /s/ is the only true consonant admissible before a true consonant 
in word-initial position). Rules describing these constraints can readily be formulated 
within our framework, and can be interpreted as specifying the coefficients of particular 
features in particular environments. It is therefore natural to propose that such rules be 
incorporated in the grammar and that the features that are predictable be left unspecified 
in lexical entries (Halle, 1959). If we then extend the simplicity criterion to the lexicon, we 
can distinguish between admissible and inadmissible matrices (possible and impossible 
words) in what seems a natural way. Thus, when a rule specifying coefficients of features in 
certain configurations is added to the lexicon, the predicted values can be left unspecified 
in lexical entries. We might propose that if the number of predicted coefficients is greater 
than the number of specified features in the rule in question, then the addition of the rule 
to the grammar represents a true generalization. Once added to the grammar, this rule 
excludes certain unattested configurations that would be inconsistent with it. On the other 
hand, when all such rules are added, there will still be many unattested configurations con
sistent with this " simplest set " of rules ; these, then, would be the " accidental gaps," the 

26 The interaction among successive segments and specific features may be complex, and the principles that 
relate a phonetic matrix to a physical event obviously involve processes that go well beyond a segment
that may even involve whole utterances. Hence it should be understood that when we speak of successive 

phonetic segments we do not refer to simple temporal succession, and when we refer to aspects of vocal 
tract behavior we do not presuppose independence of these aspects. 
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admissible, unrealized matrices. Thus we can draw the distinction between admissible 
and inadmissible configurations in terms of a rather natural extension of the method of 
evaluation to the lexicon. 27 

The rules that describe lexical constraints in this fashion have been called " mor
pheme structure rules " or " lexical redundancy rules " and form a part of the readjustment 
component. In many respects, they seem to be exactly like ordinary phonological rules, in 
form and function. Thus certain regularities are observed within lexical items as well as 
across certain boundaries-the rule governing voicing in obstruent sequences in Russian, 
for example-and to avoid duplication of such rules in the grammar it is necessary to regard 
them not as redundancy rules but as phonological rules that also happen to apply internally 
to a lexical item. Nevertheless, there are certain difficulties in formulating redundancy rules 
within the framework outlined for ordinary phonological rules, difficulties which suggest 
that the conception just sketched is in need of revision. 

It was observed by Lightner (1963) that the appearance of unspecified features in 
lexical representations allows for specious simplifications. The problem arises in connection 
with the convention for application of the rule A ---> B / X-- Y to a matrix when features 
mentioned in A, X, or Y are unspecified in this matrix. For example, consider the rule (1 38) : 

( 138) [+A] ---> [+B] 

A convention must be established to determine whether or not the rule should apply to a 
one-segment matrix unspecified for the feature A. Two fairly natural conventions suggest 
themselves. Let R be the rule A ---> B / X-- Y. 

( 1 39 ) 
( 140) 

The rule R applies to a matrix M only if XA Y is a submatrix of M. 

The rule R applies to a matrix M unless M is distinct from XA Y, in the sense of 
distinctness defined in (1 1). 

Under convention (139), the rule (1 38) would not apply to a segment unspecified for the 
feature A ;  under convention (140), on the other hand, the rule (1 38) would apply to such a 
segment. However, Lightner showed that both conventions lead to specious simplifications 
in that they make it possible to distinguish items that are not represented as distinct in the 
lexicon. We can see this from the following examples. 

Consider two segments which are nondistinct, one totally unspecified except for the 
feature [segment], and the other specified only for the feature [X] : 

( 141 ) 
Suppose that the two segments of (141) are subject to rules in accordance with the con
vention (1 39). Given the rules (142), we obtain the derivations (143) : 

( 142) (a) [+  seg] ---> [ - Y] 
(b) [+  X]  ---> [+  Y]  
(c) [- Y] ---> [ - X] 

27 For additional discussion, see Halle (1959), Chomsky (1964), Chomsky and Halle (1965). 
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( 143) [ + seg] 

RULE (142a) 

RULE (142b) 

RULE (142c) 

Thus the rules (142) have converted nondistinct segments into segments that are distinct 
with respect to all features. 

Assume now that the two segments of (141) are subject to rules under the distinctness 
interpretation of convention (140). Then these segments can be rendered distinct by the 
rule (144) : 

[ - X] -+ [ - X] 

If rules of the type (144) are disallowed on general grounds, the same incorrect result as in 
(143) can be obtained by the set of rules (145) : 

( 145) (a) [ + seg] -+ [+  Y] 
(b) [ - X] -+ [- Y] 
(c) [- Y] -+ [ - X] 

With these rules, we have the derivation (146) : 

( 146) [ + seg] [ :�g] 
[ : s;g] [:?

g

l 
RULE (145a) 

[ � s;g] RULE (145b) 

[ ��
g

l 
RULE (145c) 

It is clear that derivations such as (143) and (146) must not be allowed, since they permit 
us to distinguish three entities with the use of a single binary feature : the rules (142) or 

(145) allow us to distinguish [+  seg] from [ : �g] ; an analogous set of rules will allow us 

f [ + seg] h' h ' f d" f [ + seg] b d fi . . to distinguish [ + seg] rom _ 
X 

, w  IC IS, 0 course, Istmct rom 
+ X 

y e rutlOn. 
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If derivations such as (143) and (146) are allowed, the classificatory features are no longer 
binary, but rather ternary, for an unspecified feature can be distinguished from both a 
positively and a negatively specified feature. Hence, in a system such as this, the fact that 
no cost attaches to unspecified features represents a specious simplification, since lack of 
specification is treated as a value distinct from-and thus on a par with-the values plus 
and minus. 

As a matter of fact, in our descriptive practice no such illicit simplifications were ever 
made ; the grammars were always so devised that at the point at which a rule A � B I X-- Y 
was applied, all features mentioned in A, X, Y had already been specified by prior rules 
if they had not already been specified in the lexicon. It might therefore be proposed that this 
be made a formal requirement on grammars ; i.e., that we impose the condition (147) : 

( 147) A grammar is not well-formed if in any derivation the rule A � B I X-- Y is 
available for application to a matrix M which is not distinct from XA Y and of 
which XA Y is not a submatrix. 

The imposition of condition (147) fails to resolve the difficulty properly, however, 
since it makes it impossible to determine whether a grammar is well-formed by an elementary 
inspection of the grammar itself ; instead it is necessary to examine a large class of deriva
tions permitted by this grammar. This is surely an unacceptable consequence. A grammar 
represents a particular speaker's competence in some language. Since only well-formed 
grammars are acquired and since such grammars are acquired in a reasonably short time, 
the question of well-formedness must be decidable by a procedure that terminates quite 
rapidly. Under condition (147), this is not the case ; therefore, it follows that this condition 
cannot realistically be imposed on grammars.28 

As an alternative to (147) it has been proposed that we impose the condition (148) : 

( 148) Lexical entries must be pairwise distinct. 

This requirement would rule out pairs of matrices such as those in (141). It would, however, 
give rise to problems of a different sort, as pointed out by Stanley (1967). 

( 149) 
Consider the following observations about lexical items in English : 

(a) The segment preceding a final string consisting of a liquid followed by one or 
more consonants is always a vowel. 

(b) The segment following an initial liquid is always a vowel. 

More formally, these two facts might be embodied in the following two redundancy rules : 

( 1 50) (a) [+ seg] � [+VOC ] -cons 

(b) [+ seg] � [+voc ] 
-cons 

/ [+voc ] [ - VOc ] -- + cons +cons 1 + 
/ 

+ [+voc ]_ 
+ cons 

It is clear that given these two rules it should be unnecessary to specify in a lexical entry 
that the initial segment in an item such as ilk or the second segment of an item such as rip 

28 The discussion of rule (20) in Chapter Nine presents further difficulties associated with this convention. 
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. [ + vocalic 1 
IS 

1 
. We should therefore represent the features " vocalic " and " consonan- . -consonanta 

tal " in the two lexical items as in (1 51) :  

( 1 5 1) (a) rip vocalic + -- --
consonantal + + 

(b) ilk vocalic + -- --
consonantal + + 

We note immediately that the two matrices in (151) are not distinct and therefore violate 
condition (148). In order to make the matrices distinct, we have to specify the feature 
" consonantal " in one of them. This specification, however, is redundant in the sense that 
it is predicted by (1 50) ; furthermore, the choice of the lexical entry to be specified in this 
way is quite arbitrary. These facts suggest that condition (148) is not altogether appropriate. 

Observe that the choice of the item in which the redundant feature is to be specified 
in (151) depends on the order that we establish among the rules in (150), if we accept some 
analog of (147) as an appropriate requirement for grammars. If we let (150a) precede (1 50b), 
then the redundant feature must be specified in the representation of rip ; if the order is 
reversed, the redundant feature must be specified in the representation of ilk. In neither 
case, however, can one provide a motivation for the order chosen. This would seem to 
indicate that there is something wrong with a requirement that redundancy rules apply in 
a fixed order. 

It has also been pointed out by Stanley (1967) that ordering of redundancy rules 
can be used to effect specious simplifications of yet another sort. Consider a language 
which admits only lexical items with the structure CVCVCVCV . . . .  For such a language 
we should postulate the redundancy rules (1 52a,b) (see page 344 for discussion of the 
( )* notation) : 

( 1 52) (a) [+ seg] -+ 

(b) [+ seg] -+ 

[ -VoC ] 
+ cons [ +VOC ] 
-cons 

/ + ( [  + seg] [ + seg] )* 
/ - ( [  + seg] [ + seg] )* + 

That is to say, counting segments from the beginning of the item, every odd-numbered 
segment is a consonant ; and counting segments from the end, every odd-numbered segment 
is a vowel. As a result of these rules, the features " vocalic " and " consonantal " need not 
be specified in any lexical entry of this language. Assume now that we decide to " simplify " 
the lexicon even further by omitting a particular consonant X from the initial position in 
all lexical entries of the form X . . . .  At first sight, it would appear that such an illegitimate 
" simplification " would be ruled out on the grounds that it destroys the very far-reaching 
generalization about the structure of lexical items embodied in rule (1 52). Thus it would 
seem that if the consonant X is omitted in initial position, this rule can no longer be a 
redundancy rule, and therefore it will be necessary to specify in lexical representations 
features which otherwise could have been left unspecified. This, however, is not true. As 
noted by Stanley, nothing prevents us from reintroducing the (incorrectly) omitted con
sonants by a rule that applies before (152). Hence, by the time (1 52) applies, the status quo 

ante is restored. 
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It is, of course, possible to rule out specious simplifications of the type just discussed 
by the simple expedient of prohibiting redundancy rules that insert segments. Alternatively, 
it is possible to achieve the same result by requiring that redundancy rules apply simul
taneously rather than in sequence. The latter decision would make the redundancy rules 
formally quite different from the true phonological rules. 

The requirement that redundancy rules apply simultaneously is attractive in several 
respects. For one thing, no good examples have been discovered of empirically significant 
generalizations that result from ordering these rules. Hence any ordering that has been 
presented has actually been rather unmotivated. In contrast, the ordering of phonological 
rules has generally been discovered to be well motivated, and very narrowly constrained. 
Furthermore, there are difficulties beyond those just mentioned that can be avoided if the 
redundancy rules are regarded as unordered. As a case in point, Stanley (1967) cites the 
restrictions on obstruents in Indo-European obstruent-vowel-obstruent roots. Since Indo
European possessed the three series of obstruents in (1 53), we expect to find nine distinct 
types of roots of the form obstruent-vowel-obstruent, as in (1 54) : ' 

( 1 53) [ -voice ] [ +voice ] [ + voice ] 
-aspirated -aspirated + aspirated 

( 1 54) tek teg *tegh 
dek *deg degh 
*dhek dheg dhegh 

As is well known, forms of the types starred in (154) are not found. With ordered redundancy 
rules, we might express these facts as in (1 55) : 

( 1 55) [ -asp] 

[- son] ---+ [cxvoice] 

[ + voice] 

/ 
/ 

+ 
[ -son ) [ + voc ) _ 
-voice -cons + 

. +voc --
[
-,on 1 

+ +VOlce + 
-asp 

[
-cons

] [
cxasp

] 

/ + [ - son] [ + voc ] _ 
+ +asp -cons 

There is, however, no reason to assume that the restriction has directionality, i.e., should 
be formalized to operate from left to right. Equivalently we could propose restrictions where 
the last obstruent determines the first : 

( 1 56) 
[- son] ---+ 

[ -asp] / + _ [ + voc ] [- son ] + -cons -voice 

[.voice] / +[oa,p] [�::,] [�:;!cel + 

[ + voice] / 
+ 

_ [ +voc ] [ - son] + -cons + asp 
As Stanley correctly remarks, the facts sketched in (1 54) can be expressed more 

naturally by stating that items of the form (157) are excluded : 

( 1 57) [
- son 1 
cxVOlce 
f3asp 

[+VOC ] 
-cons [

-son 1 
- f3voice 
-cxasp 
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Equivalently, this constraint can be stated as a positive condition requiring that every item 
of the type in question be of the form : 

( 1 58) [:���e] 
�asp 

[+voc ] -cons [-son ] yvoice 
8asp 

where rx = 8 or � = y 
We have no notion of " simplicity " available that has any bearing on the choice between 
these alternative and equivalent formulations. We therefore adopt the positively stated 
condition (I 58), in conformity with our general practice. 

The redundancy rules of the type considered heretofore (e.g., (1 50» express certain 
" if-then " constraints : they state that if some segment (or configuration) of a matrix is 
specified in accordance with condition Ct, then some segment (or configuration) must be 
specified in accordance with condition C2• Thinking of a redundancy rule in this way, we 
may say that (158) expresses an "if-and-only-if " constraint : it states that the first segment 
meets a certain condition if and only if the last segment meets a corresponding condition, 
there being four possibilities, all told. Hence such examples indicate that " biconditional 
constraints " exist alongside of the " conditional constraints " expressed by redundancy 
rules of the form discussed earlier. 

An interesting example of a biconditional constraint combined with a conditional 
constraint on the structure of lexical items is found in the Central African language Ngbaka. 
This language is reported. to have the seven-vowel system in (159) : 

e 
u 
o 

E a <> 
Since there are seven vowels in the language, one might expect 49 different vowel-vowel 
patterns in bisyllabic formatives. In fact, only 35 patterns are admitted, for " if a disyllabic 
word contains {i{, it does not also contain {u{ ; if ref, it does not also contain {<>{, {E{, or {o{ ; 
if luI, it does not also contain Iii ; if 101, it does not also contain lei, lEI, or 1<>/ ; and if 1<>1, 
it does not also contain lEI, lei, or 101 " (Wescott, 1965). These constraints do not affect 
la{ but only vowels in which the coefficients for roundness and backness agree. The re
striction op. lexical items of Ngbaka, therefore, reads as follows : 

( 1 60) +voc +voc 
-cons -cons 
rxback Eback Co �round Co 1;;round 
yhigh 11high 
810w eIow 

Condition: if rx = � and E = 1;;, then either y = - 11 
or (rx = E, � = 1;;, and 8 = 9). 

That is, in bisyllabic formatives containing no lal, the vowels either differ with regard to 
the feature " high " or they are identical. 

Conditions such as (158) and (160) are directly formulable in terms of the notions 
discussed in the Appendix. We note there that certain truth-functional conditions are 
required for the phonological rules ; the conditions now being discussed make rather 
extensive use of these possibilities. The essential innovation required by the last set of 
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examples is that the redundancy rules be interpreted as conditions on the lexicon, rather 
than as rules to be applied in sequence in the manner of phonological rules. They can be 
thought of as filters that accept or reject certain proposed matrices but that do not modify 
the feature composition of a matrix as a phonological rule does. 

Continuing to follow Stanley's exposition, we next turn to the question of how re
dundancy conditions are integrated into the lexical component of the grammar. Suppose 
that the language to be described has a lexicon in which the longest item contains I segments. 
We can thus form a finite set U containing all matrices of logically possible fully specified 
segments which are less than or equal to I segments in length. From the set U we now form 
a smaller set M(U) containing all the matrices that satisfy the redundancy conditions for 
the language being described. These redundancy conditions thus function as a set of filters, 
passing only acceptable matrices ; and the set of these acceptable matrices constitutes M(U). 

The set M(U), however, is not identical with the set of items found in the lexicon. 
We must now relate lexical entries to the matrices in M(U). Since the lexical entries will be 
incompletely specified matrices whereas the matrices in M(U) are fully specified, it will be 
the case that every lexical entry will be a submatrix of at least one matrix in M(U).29 We 
now impose the condition (161 ) : 

Every lexical entry Q must be so specified as to be distinct from all but one fully 
specified matrix in M(U). 

We call the one matrix in M(U) that is not distinct from Q the " systematic phonemic 
matrix " of Q. Condition (161) is weaker than the requirement (148) that any two lexical 
matrices must be distinct. To see this, consider the redundancy condition (ISO). This 
condition admits into M(U) the two matrices of (162) but excludes matrices that have 
nonvowels in the relevant positions : 

( 1 62) (a) vocalic 
consonantal 

+ + 

+ + 

(b) vocalic + + -----· 1------
consonantal + + 

Observe now that the lexical representations (15 1) are not distinct ; however, (IS la) IS 

distinct from (162b) and (15 lb) is distinct from (162a). 
We now adopt the convention that a lexical matrix which is incompletely specified is 

automatically supplied with all features specified in the matrix of M(U) which is the sys
tematic phonemic representation of the lexical entry in question. In other words, (ISl a) will 
be supplied with all the features of (162a), and (151 b) will be supplied with all the features 
of (162b). 

29 We must expect to find that certain lexical entries are distinct from all items in M(U). These are the true 
exceptions, examples of which in English are such words as pueblo and sthenic, as well as numerous proper 
nouns and foreign borrowings that have found their way into normal use. Notice that if the lexicon is 
subdivided into several major categories (native and foreign, Romance and Germanic, etc.) by diacritic 
features such as those discussed in Section 7, then differences in the redundancy conditions for these sets 
can be characterized directly within the framework just outlined by truth-functional conditions on feature 
specifications. 

We might handle exceptions in the following way. Given a set M(U) of fully specified matrices which 
satisfy the redundancy conditions, we can also consider a set M'(U) which is larger than M(U) and 
satisfies all but one, or several, of the conditions. If an entry is an exception to a particular condition C, 
it can be so marked in the lexicon, and this will mean that this entry will have to select its " systematic 
phonemic representation " (see the discussion of (161» not from the set M(U), but rather from the larger 
set M'(U). 
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It is obvious that each new redundancy condition will make the set M(U) smaller ; 
if it did not have this consequence, there would be no point in adding it to the grammar. 
Moreover, the smaller the set M(U), the smaller, in general, the number of features that 
will have to be specified in a lexical entry in order to satisfy the condition that it be distinct 
from all but one matrix in M(U). Thus, we are able to extend the evaluation measure to the 
lexicon in a natural way, for we can require that each redundancy condition result in a 
saving of features in the lexical representations that is larger than the number of features 
required to state the condition itself. 

This concludes our discussion of the organization of the lexicon and of the devices 
required for the statement of regularities in the structure of lexical items. We shall not state 
the redundancy conditions for English, since we believe that the above is but an interim 
solution to the difficulties that have been sketched. A more adequate solution will require 
a more radical revision of the conception of phonology than has been presented in this 
book, and it is to a brief discussion of this new conception that we devote the final chapter. 



Appendix : Formalism 

In this Appendix we shall restate succinctly the formalism used for presenting phonological 
rules and the schemata that represent them, the interpretation of this formalism, and the 
system of evaluation that we have proposed. Our general assumption is that the phonology 
consists of a linearly ordered sequence of rules that apply to a surface structure in accor
dance with the principle of the transformational cycle, within the phonological phrase. 
Certain of these rules, the rules of word phonology, apply only when the level of a word (as 
defined in Section 6.2) is reached in the cycle. Under formal conditions of a highly abstract 
sort, the relation of disjunctive ordering is assigned to certain pairs of rules. The sequence 
of rules is represented by a minimal schema that assigns a value to this sequence and also 
determines the relationship of disjunctive ordering. As we have noted, it is a significant fact 
that the same formal notions are involved in the very different functions of determining an 
evaluation measure and assigning disjunctive ordering. 

Throughout this book we have been thinking of rules as certain formal expressions 
to which certain notational operations can be applied, forming schemata. Continuing along 
these lines, we can regard rules as expressions built up out of the following primitive ele
ments : 

( 1 ) PRIMITIVES 

(a) features : F 1 ,  . . .  , F q (F 1 is the feature " segment") 
(b) specifications : +, - , 1, 2, . . .  , N 
(c) categories : Cl, . . .  , Ct 
(d) <I> (" zero ") 
(e) � (" rewrite as ") 

The features of (a) are, we propose, those listed in Chapter Seven, Section 2, along with a 
certain stock of diacritic features.l The number N in (b) indicates the maximal degree of 
differentiation permitted for any linguistic feature. The categories Cl> . . .  , Ct are provided 
by the theory of universal grammar ; these are the categories " sentence," " noun phrase," 
"noun," "verb," etc., which we assumed to be characterized in a uniform, language-inde
pendent fashion and to be available for any syntactic description.2 The zero symbol of (d) 
is not to be confused with the identity element of the system of concatenation, which we 
designate by the conventional symbol e. 

We can form strings from the primitive symbols of (1) by concatenation. We say that 
X is a substring of Y if X = Xl . . .  Xn and Y = Yl Xl . . .  YnXn Yn+ 1 (where any of the Y/s 
may be nUll). For example, among the strings that can be formed are (2) and (3), (3) being 
a substring of (2) : 

(2) �+ -Fl +F5+�Fl +F6F3C3-�+Fl -F2+Fl -�F4+ +F3C3 + 
1 Technically speaking, the number of diacritic features should be at least as large as the number of rules in 

the phonology. Hence, unless there is a bound on the length of a phonology, the set (a) should be unlimited. 
There is no point of principle involved here, and to simplify exposition slightly we shall assume the set 
to be limited by an a priori condition. A similar comment applies to (lb). 

2 See Chomsky (1965, pp. 1 1 5  f.) for some discussion of this matter. 

390 
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Of these, an interpretation will be assigned only to (3), (2) being totally meaningless. The 
string (3) will be interpreted as (4), which would be written as (5) in the notation that we have 
been using so far : 
(4) A segment specified as [ + F5] is further specified as [ - F2] when it is followed by a 

segment specified [+ F3] at the right-hand end of a phrase of the type C3. 

(5) 
Of the various strings that can be constructed, we are concerned only with those of 

the following types : 
(a) specifiedfeature : (XX, where (X is a specification and Xis a feature. 
(b) unit : (XF 1 �l F;, . . .  �mF im' where (X = + or - , � i  is a specification, and 

F1Fil . . .  Fim is a substring of Fl . . . Fq• 
(c) matrix : Xl . . .  Xm, where Xi is a unit. 
(d) rule : ZXA YW � ZXBYW, where A and B may be <l> or any unit ; A "# B; X 
and Ymay be matrices ; Z or Wmay be Ci, for some i; Z, X, Y, Wmay be null ; 
and where these are the only possibilities. 3 

We say that the unit defined in (6b) is " composed of" the specified features (XF1, 
�lFil' . . .  , �mFim· 

What we have so far defined is simply a linearized version of rules of the form we 
have been discussing all along, the only difference being that we now insist that the feature 
[segment] be specified in every column (i.e., every unit) of a matrix, and that the features in a 
unit be given in a fixed order, as determined by (la) (a condition that we will modify-see 
p. 397). Thus (3) is a rule of the form (6d), with Z and X null, A = + F 1 + F 5, B = + F 1 -F 2, 
Y = + Fl + F3'  and W = C3· 

We say that X is " contained in" Y under the following condition: 
X = Xl . . .  Xm and Y = Yl . . .  Ym, where Xi and Yi are units and the specified 
features of which Xi is composed constitute a subset of the specified features of which 
Yi is composed. 

Furthermore, we extend the notion " contained " so that <l> is contained in e and e is contained 
In e. 

We must now explain how a rule applies to a matrix bounded by category symbols, 
that is, to a domain of the sort we have been considering throughout. 

Let R be the rule ZXA YW � ZXBYW, where Z, X, A, B, Y, W are as in (6d). We 
say that R " is applicable to " a string D, which is its domain, if D = Ci<Pl Wl W2 W3<P2Ci' 
where the following conditions are met : 

( )  (a) X, A, and Y are contained in Wl' W2, W3' respectively. 
8 (b) If Z = Ck> then k = i and <Pl = e ;  if W = Cb then k = i and <P2 = e. 

(c) <Pl Wl W2W3<P2 is a matrix. 
Under these conditions, we say, more explicitly, that R " is applicable to D with the analysis " 
Ci, <Pl ' Wl , W2, W3, <P2' Ci• 

3 Note that if Z = C, and W = Cj , then i = j. 
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Under the same conditions on R and D, we say that the " result of applying R to 
D "  is the string D' = Cj<Pl "'1 (0", 3<P2Ci> where OJ is determined by ", 2 and B in the following 
way : 

(a) If B = cp, then (0 = e. 

(b) If B is a unit, then (0 is a unit containing each specified feature that appears in B 
and each specified feature crFj of "'2 such that Fj does not appear in B. 

If R is not applicable to D, we say that the " result of applying R to D "  is D itself. 
Observe that the result of applying R to 0 may not be uniquely defined if Z or W 

is null. For example, consider the rule A � B and the domain CjAACj. As we have defined 
" result of applying," the result of applying this rule to this domain is CiBACi and it is 
also CiABCi ; but what we want, clearly, is rather the unique result CiBBCi. The problem is 
that there are two ways of analyzing CiAACi in such a way that the rule A � B will apply. 
Similarly, suppose that we have the rule A � B / A -- A  (in primitive notation, the rule 
AAA � ABA) and the domain CiAAAACi. Again, " result of applying" is not uniquely 
defined since both the second and the third occurrences of A in this domain are in the con
text A -- A. Presumably, here, too, we want the result of applying the rule to affect both 
of the occurrences of A that are in the appropriate context, even though each forms part of 
the appropriate context for the other ; that is, we want the result of applying the rule to be : 
CiABBACi· 

To achieve these results, we extend the definition of " result of applying" in the 
following way. Let R be as above-that is, ZXAYW � ZXBYW-and let D be the domain 
Cj<PIAl . . . <PmAm<Pm+lCj, where for each j � m, R is applicable to D with the analysis 
Ci, 0"1'  0"2' Aj, 0"3' 0"4, Cj (0"10"2 = <PIAl ' "  <Pj_lAj_ l <Pj and 0"30"4 = <Pj+lAj+1 ' "  Am<Pm+l), 
and m is the largest number such that this is true. Thus AI, . . .  , Am are the units containing 
A that are in the context X-- Y in D, in the obvious sense of this notion. In this case, we 
say that the " result of applying R to D "  is the string 0' formed from 0 by replacing each 
Aj by (OJ, where (OJ is determined by Aj and B exactly as (0 is determined by "'2 and B 
by (9). 

The phonological component of a grammar is a sequence of rules of the form just 
described that apply successively to a certain domain in the manner just indicated, each rule 
applying to the string resulting from the application of the rules that precede. Before 
precisely defining " application of a sequence of rules to a surface structure," we must 
develop the crucial notion of " disjunctive ordering." We will delay this step for a moment, 
however, and turn to the matter of evaluation. 

As we have observed several times, the problem of evaluation is basically that of 
explicating the notion " linguistically significant generalization." We must, in other words, 
state in a precise way the formal relations among rules that indicate the extent to which 
rules express such a generalization. We must then go on to assign a numerical value to a 
system of rules which directly reflects the degree to which they achieve linguistically signifi
cant generalizations. The general method we have been pursuing is this ; we define certain 
"notational transformations " that permit rules to be collapsed when they are similar in 
certain ways and appropriately ordered ; we then assign to the system of rules, as its value, 
the number of features that appear when all notational transformations have applied. 

This approach can be made fully explicit in several different ways. The most straight
forward seems to be as follows. We will consider a certain class of expressions, called 
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" schemata," which are constructed from the symbols that appear in rules and certain 
auxiliary expressions such as parentheses, braces, variables over integers, and conditions 
on integers. We will not define the class of well-formed schemata directly ; rather, we will 
give certain rules of expansion that eliminate auxiliary symbols, and we will then define 
the " well-formed schemata " to be the ones that can be expanded, in the manner provided, 
into a sequence of rules. For each sequence of rules, there will be some schema that expands 
into this sequence and that is optimal, in the sense that it contains a minimal number of 
feature occurrences. The number of feature occurrences in the optimal schema will be the 
value of the original sequence of rules. In this way, each sequence of rules is assigned an 
integral value, and grammars can be compared with respect to the degree to which they 
achieve linguistically significant generalization, this fundamental concept being defined, 
implicitly, by the notational system used in constructing schemata. 

We will now consider strings which contain, in addition to the symbols that appear 
as primitives in the formulation of rules, the following auxiliary expressions : 

( 10 ) AUXILIARY EXPRESSIONS 

(a) a variable ranging over categories : K 
(b) braces : { } ;  comma : , 
(c) parentheses with indices drawn from the set of symbols al ' a2, . . . : ), (a" (a2' . . . 
(d) expressions of truth-functional conditions C(ak+l , " " ak+n), k ;;::: 0, with the 

predicate = ,  the constants 0, 1 , and the variables ak+l '  . . .  , ak+n ;. we separate C 
from the preceding string by a colon. 

(e) slash and dash : /, -
Schemata will be certain strings consisting of primitive symbols and auxiliary 

expressions. All unexpanded schemata are, first of all, of one of the forms of (1 1) : 
( 1 1 )  (a) X -

(b) X -
(c) X -

Y: C 
Y/ Zl : C  
Y/Zt/ Z2 : C  

where C is a condition (perhaps vacuous), and X, Y, Zl , Z2, . . .  contain no occurrences of 
_, /, or truth-functional conditions, and X and Y contain no occurrences of --. Further
more, each Zi is of the form Wi -- W;" where Wi' W;' contain no occurrences of --. 

We define the class of well-formed schemata by giving certain " expansion conven
tions" :  a string that is converted into a sequence of rules by recursive application o( the 
expansion conventions is a well-formed schema. Before giving these conventions, we define 
the following notions : 

(a) Let (Pl' . . . ,Pm) and (ql ,  . . .  , qm) be m-tuples of the binary digits 0, 1 . We say 
that (Pl, . . .  ,pJ precedes (q1 , . . .  , qm) if either (i) or (ii) holds : 

m m 
(i) L Pi > L qi 

i = 1 i= 1 
m m 

(ii) L Pi = L qi ; there is a j  such that Pi = qi for i � j, Pj+!  = 1 ,  and qj+ l  = ° 
i= 1 i= l 
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(b) We say that (Pl, · '  . ,Pm) " satisfies " the truth-functional condition C(ak+l " ' "  
ak+n), m :s; n, if C is either true or of the form q> and \jI, where q> is true and \jI 
still contains variables,4 when Pi is substituted for ak+ i in C. 

(c) If S = X{ Z} W: C is a schema, then { Z} is " maximal " in S unless it is contained 
within paired braces or paired parentheses, in the obvious sense, or unless 
W = WdW2, where W2 contains auxiliary expressions. 

We now give conventions for expanding schemata : 

EXPANSION CONVENTIONS 

(a) Where S(K) is a schema containing the category variable K, S(K) expands into 
the sequence of schemata S(Cl), . . .  , S(Ct) (Cl, . . .  , Ct being the category 
symbols of (I c) ), where S(CJ is formed by replacing K by Ci in S(K). 

(b) Where Xl and X2 are strings (possibly nUll) containing no occurrences of K and 
where { Yl >  . . .  , Ym} is maximal in the schema (i), the schema (i) expands into the 
sequence of schemata (ii) : 
(i) Xl { Yl >  . . .  , Ym} X2 

(ii) Xl Y1Xz, . . .  , Xl YmX2 
( C) Let S be the schema 

WXl (aw Yl)X2 • • •  Xm(ak+m Ym)Xm+ l : C(ak+l ' . . .  , ak+n) 
where Xl, . . .  , Xm+ l  contain no auxiliary expressions, C(ak+ 1' . . .  , ak+n) is an 
expression of (lOd), m :s; n, and W is either null or W = Z/, where Z contains no 
occurrences of ak+ 1' . . .  , ak+n' Let Nl, . . .  , Nr be the m-tuples satisfying C in the 
sense of ( 12) and ordered in terms of the relation " precedes " defined in ( 12). 
Where Ni = (Pl ' . . .  ,Pm), form Zi by carrying out the following formal operations 
on S :  for each j :S; m :  
(i) if Yj is not a feature, then replace (ak+J Y) by null if P j = 0 and by Yj if 

Pj = 1 .  
(ii) if Yj is a feature, then replace (ak+J Y) by + Yj if P j = 1 and by - Yj if 

Pj = O. 
(iii) substitute Pj for ak+j in C(ak+l '  . . .  , ak+n)· 
(iv) if the result of (i)-(iii) is the schema q> :  C, where q> is a rule, then delete :c. 

5 

Then S expands into the sequence of schemata Zl, . . .  , Zr. 
(d) If X3 and X4 contain no occurrences of / or --, and X5 is either null or is 

/X6, then the schema (i) expands to (ii) : 
(i) Xl � X2 / X3 -- X4X5 
(ii) X3X1X4 � X3X2X4X5 

4 Perhaps to be replaced by integers at a later stage of expansion, if the schema contains parentheses em
bedded within other parentheses; see (13c) and example (17). 

5 In this case, C will be either a true statement or of the form \jI and C(ak+m+ h . • •  , ak+n) (\jI a true state
ment). 

Notice that there is a left-right asymmetry in our notion of schema which can be eliminated by con
sidering S in the case of Expansion Convention (c) to be the schema : 

Xl(bl Yl)X2 • • •  X,n(bm Ym)Xm+ 1 : C(ak+h . . .  , ak+n) 
where (bb . . .  , bm) is a permutation of (ak+ 1> • • • , ak+m) and everything else remains the same. With this 
extension, the class of interpretable schemata broadens in a natural way. Other extensions are also possible. 
For example, we might allow (bb . . .  , bm) to be a permutation of a subsequence (ael, . . .  , aem) of (al+ h 
. . . , ak+n), and we might then modify the notion " satisfy " and correspondingly step (iii) of Expansion 
Convention (c) so that Pj substitutes for aej in C(ak+b . . .  , al+n)' As noted earlier, we have no empirical 
evidence to settle these questions. 
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Expansion Convention (c) generalizes considerably the angled bracket notation 
used earlier (i.e., < )-see Chapter Three, p. 77) ; where the truth-functional condition C 
is vacuous in S and case (ii) of ( l 3c) is excluded, we have the ordinary parenthesis notation 
of our earlier usage. No doubt, the class of conditions C of ( lOd) can be narrowed con
siderably, but we will not attempt a further refinement here. Note, incidentally, that the 
ordering imposed by (12aii) is quite arbitrary, since we have, at the moment, no relevant 
examples. In this and several other cases, then, the formalization is premature. Case (ii) 
of Expansion Convention (c) incorporates a generalized version of our use of variables for 
feature specifications. For example, the rule (14) of our informal usage would be given as 
the schema (15) :  

The quadruples that satisfy ( 15) in this case are ( 1 , 1 ,0, 1), ( 1 ,0, 1 , 1 ), (0, 1 ,0,0), (0,0, 1 ,0), in this 
order of precedence. Expansion Convention (c), case (ii), thus expands ( 15) into the se
quence of four rules (16) : 

+ Fl + F2- - Fl + F4 
+ FI - F2- + Fl + F4 
- Fl + F2- - FI - F4 
- FI - F2- + FI - F4 

Furthermore, Expansion Convention (c) permits conditions on features to be intermingled 
with conditions on occurrence and nonoccurrence of strings (i.e., it permits our former 
angled bracket notation to be used to form conditions that also involve variables on features) 
in a very flexible way-no doubt, in too flexible a way. 

To illustrate Expansion Convention (c) further, consider the schema (17), with 
parentheses embedded within parentheses : 

( 1 7) (a, X(a, Y)Z (a4W) V)P(a,Q) : al = a2 and a3 = a4 

One application of Expansion Convention (c) to (17) will give the sequence of schemata (18) : 

( 1 8) (a) X(a, y)Z(a4W)VPQ : l  = 1 and a3 = a4 
(b) p : o  = ° and a3 = a4 

Schema (1 8a) is subject to another application of Expansion Convention (c), which gives the 
sequence of schemata (19) : 

( ) (a) XYZWVPQ : l  = 1 and 1 = 1 
1 9  

(b) XZVPQ : l  = 1 and ° = ° 

If XYZWVPQ, XZVPQ, and P are rules, then we now apply case (iv) of Expansion Con
vention (c), giving (20) as the full expansion of (17) :  

(20) (a) XYZWVPQ 
(b) XZVPQ 
(c) P 

If the conventions expand the schema Xi to the sequence of schemata Zl, . . .  , Zm, we 
will say that these conventions expand the sequence of schemata Xl, . . .  , Xi' . . .  , Xn to the 
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sequence Xl' . . .  , Xi - l, Zi> . . .  , Zm,Xi+l , · ·  . , Xn. If the expansion conventions expand the 
sequence Xl' . . .  , Xm to Zl, . . .  , Zm and they expand Zl, . . .  , Zn to Wl, . . .  , WP' we will say 
that they expand Xl, . . .  , Xm to Wi> . . .  , Wp. 

We will say that the schema X is " well-formed " if it expands to the sequence of rules 
Yl, . . .  , Ym ; in this case we will say that X "  represents " Yl , . . .  , Ym• If X does not expand 
to a sequence of rules, it is not well-formed. 

If Yl, . . .  , Ym is a sequence of rules represented by X and X contains n occurrences 
of features (i.e., of the symbols Fl , . . .  , F.), then X assigns the index n to the sequence 
Yl, . . .  , Ym• The " optimal index " of Y1 ,  . . .  , Ym is the minimal index assigned to it by 
some representing schema;6 

Finally, we state the empirical hypothesis on rule applications that we proposed 
earlier in terms of the parenthesis and angle notations : 

ORDERING HYPOTHESIS 

If the schema X is expanded to the sequence of schemata Yl, . . .  , Yn by application 
of Expansion Convention (c), then for each i, j (i "# j), the rules into which Yi 
expands (or Yi itself, if Yi is a rule) are disjunctively ordered with respect to the rules 
into which Yj expands (or Yj itself, if Yj is a rule). 

Notice that rules expanded from schemata involving variables for feature specifi
cations are disjunctively ordered, as are rules expanded by the use of the parenthesis and 
angled bracket notations (generalized as above). These conventions are what we have been 
assuming all along. 

We now have the conceptual apparatus needed to state precisely the way in which a 
sequence of rules applies to a surface structure. Given a surface structure I: and a sequence 
of rules Xl, . . .  , Xm we derive a phonetic representation in the following way. First, find the 
optimal schema representing Xl, . . .  , Xn.7 Define disjunctive ordering among the rules 
Xl' . . .  , Xn in accordance with the Ordering Hypothesis (21). Now find some string in I: 

of the form Ci WC;, where W is a matrix.8 Call this the string D. Let Dl be the result of 
applying Xl to D (recall that the result of applying a rule to a string is always well-defined). 
After having applied (or skipped) the rule Xi to form Di, turn to the rule Xi+l and apply it 
to Di to form Di+1  (as the result of its application to Di), if Xi+ 1 is not disjunctively ordered 
with respect to one of the rules that has already applied in this cycle. If Xi+ l  is disjunctively 
ordered with respect to a rule that has already applied in this cycle, then skip Xi+ l  and form 
Di+1 = Di· Continue in this way until rule Xn has either been applied or skipped. At this 
point, erase the occurrences of Ci in Dm forming Dn+ l . This terminates the cycle. We now 
begin a new cycle, applying Xl, . . .  , Xn to I:', in just the same way, where I:' is formed from 
I: by replacing D in I: by Dn+ 1. Rules designated as rules of word phonology will be applied 
when the domain is a word, as defined in Section 6.2. Continue in this way until the phono
logical phrase is reached. Boundaries are now automatically deleted. At this terminal point, 
we have a phonetic representation-the phonetic representation associated with I: by the 
sequence of rules Xl, . . .  , Xn. 

There are, in fact, several other notational devices that we have used in presenting 
schemata. These require additional expansion rules of essentially the sort just given. 

6 Recall that a system is more highly valued as its index, in this sense, is smaller. 
7 We here assume this to be unique; if it is not, the mapping defined by the phonological component might, 

correspondingly, be one-many. 
8 In the notation we used earlier, a minimal string of the form Ie • . . .  Ie • .  
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Consider first the schema (22), which, by Expansion Convention (13d), expands to 
(23) : 

x � y / Z - W 

ZXW � Z YW 

In our earlier, informal usage, we employed this device to abbreviate a rule such as (24) with 
the schema (25) : 

In our present system, rule (24) would appear as (26), and would, accordingly, be represented 
by the schema (27), corresponding to (25) : 
(26) X+Fl +F2 + F3 Y�X+Fl - F2 +F3 Y  

(27) + Fl + F2� + Fl - F2/X--+ F3 Y 

Suppose, however, that the rule in question modifies the value of F4 as well as F2. Thus 
instead of (25) we have (28) :  [+ Fl] 

+ F2 � 
+ F4 

In our present formalism, the rule in question is (29) : 
(29) X+ Fl + F2 + F3 + F4 Y�X+ Fl - F2 + F3 - F4 Y  

We have no way to abbreviate this as a schema involving /, --. Thus, if we were to con
struct (30) (corresponding to (27) ), we would find that it expands not to (29) but to (3 1 ) :  

(30) + Fl + F2 + F4� + Fl - F2 - F4/X--+ F3 Y 

(3 1 ) X+ Fl + F2 + F4 + F3 Y�X+ Fl - F2 - F4+ F3Y  

But (3 1) is not well-formed, because of our earlier assumption (see p .  391)  that the order of 
features in a unit be fixed by (Ia). What we need is a trivial modification of our earlier 
definitions, replacing " is a substring of F 1 ,  . . .  , F q " by " is a substring of some permutation 
of Fl, . . .  , Fq " in the definition (6b) of " unit," other definitions being adjusted accordingly. 

We must also formalize the convention regarding formative boundary, utilizing for 
this purpose the parenthesis convention, along the lines outlined in Section 6. 1 .  Furthermore, 
we must provide the device [X]':", m and n numerals, m :<:::; n. The appropriate expansion 
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convention will replace a schema (32) by the sequence of schemata (33), where Xi is the 
schema X . . .  X containing i occurrences of X, and XO is null. 

Z [Xl::'W 

zxn w, . . .  , zxm w 

The convention that expands (32) must be ordered in its application with respect to the other 
conventions. Apparently, it must be last in the ordering. That is to say, we must impose the 
condition that Z and W contain no auxiliary expressions in (32). Thus the string (34) will 
be an abbreviation for the sequence (35) : 

. . .  q(q» . . .  

. . . Cq> . . .  , . . .  q> . . .  , . . •  C . . .  , . . . . .  . 

We have, in fact, made use of this convention in presenting rules (see, for example, pp. 70-71 ,  
Chapter Three). 

Still another notation that must be incorporated is the notation (36), which we have 
used as an abbreviation for an infinite set of simultaneously applicable schemata (37) : 

X( Y)*Z 

XZ, XYZ, XYYZ, XYYYZ, . . .  

The conditions under which this kind of formulation is appropriate are strictly limited. (See 
p. 344 for some discussion.) Furthermore, since an infinite set is involved, and since 
there is no ordering among the represented schemata, it would seem appropriate to intro
duce this device as a primitive notation rather than as an auxiliary expression, and to restate 
the principle of rule applicability accordingly. Since we have so few examples to illustrate 
this device, we leave the matter with no further clarification. 

There are a few other conventions in common use-for example, a convention of 
indexed braces that makes use of (38) as a representation for (39), where n is a numeral : 

Formalization is straightforward. It is also necessary to add a provision for rules 
such as those discussed in Section 5, which are rather similar to transformations in their 
formal properties. Again, this is a straightforward matter. 

The devices just outlined should no doubt be restricted in various ways to reduce 
their expressive power. For example, we might require that a schema be of the form 
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(40), where A and B are units (or <p), or involve at most parentheses around specified features 
(i.e., variables over feature specifications) : 

A --+ B j X 

Other conditions might be suggested. Such refinements are pointless and arbitrary in the 
absence of any real linguistic material that would provide crucial, or at least relevant, evi
dence concerning their correctness. We emphasize, once again, that the choice of notations 
is an empirical matter with factual consequences, within the framework just outlined. 



Chapter nine 

E P IL O G U E  A N D  P R O L O G U E : 
T H E  I N T RI N S I C  C O N T E N T  
O F  F EA T U R E S 

1 .  Some unresolved problems 

The entire discussion of phonology in this book suffers from a fundamental theoretical 
inadequacy. Although we do not know how to remedy it fully, we feel that the outlines of a 
solution can be sketched, at least in part. The problem is that our approach to features, to 
rules, and to evaluation has been overly formal. Suppose, for example, that we were systema
tically to interchange features or to replace [ctF] by [ -ClF] (where Cl = + ,  and F is a feature) 
throughout our description of English structure. There is nothing in our account of lin
guistic theory to indicate that the result would be the description of a system that violates 
certain principles governing human languages. To the extent that this is true, we have failed 
to formulate the principles of linguistic theory, of universal grammar, in a satisfactory man
ner. In particular, we have not made any use of the fact that the features have intrinsic 
content. By taking this intrinsic content into account, we can, so it appears, achieve a 
deeper and more satisfying solution to some of the problems of lexical redundancy as well 
as to many other problems that we have skirted in the exposition. 

For example, we have suggested that the " naturalness " of a class (in the empirically 
significant sense as discussed in Chapter Eight, Section 1) can be measured in terms of the 
number of features needed to define it. Thus the class C of nonvowels (consonants, liquids, 
and glides) is more natural than the class (C,L) containing the low vowels as well as non
vowels. Correspondingly, the class C is defined with two features, as the class of segments 
which are [+ consonantal] or [-vocalic] ; whereas (C,L) has a three-feature definition as 
the class of segments which are [+ consonantal], [-vocalic], or [+ low]. 

Up to a point this measure gives the desired results, but in many cases it fails com
pletely. For example, the class of voiced obstruents is, intuitively, more natural than the 
class of voiced segments (consonant or vowel), but the latter has the simpler definition. The 
class of vowels which are the same in backness and rounding (i.e., the class [cxback, cxround] )  
is more natural than the class of vowels which have the same coefficient for the features 
" low " and " round " (i.e., the class [cxlow, cxround], which contains [i e i A re ;)] ) ;  in spite of 
this the same number of features enters into each characterization. The class of segments 
which are [cxvocalic, cxhigh] has a simpler definition in terms of number of features than either 

400 
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of the last two classes mentioned, but it is far less natural. Counterexamples of this sort are 
quite easy to find. It would be a mistake to try to eliminate them by a sharper definition of 
" naturalness " that makes use only of formal properties of features and feature specifications, 
for it is actually the content of the features and not the form of the definition that decides 
these questions of naturalness. 

Similar problems can be noted with regard to rules of the grammar. Compare, for 
example, the pairs of rules in (1) : 

( 1 ) (a) (i) i 
(ii) i 

(b) (i) t 

(ii) t 

----> u 
----> 

----> s 
----> e 

(c) (i) [+ nasal] 

(ii) [+ nasal] 

(d) (i) <l> ----> ;} 

(ii) <l> ----> k 

(e) (i) [k, g] ----> 

(ii) [p, b] ----> 

(f) (i) k ----> c 

(ii) c ----> k 

----> 
t [""fit] 

[;::r] / -- l3�r 

[ + ant] / 
----> -- [Clcor] 

Clcor 

/ C- [+ son] # 
/ C- [+ son] # 
[c, j] / - [i, e] 
[t, d] / - [i, e] 

/ 
_ [- cons ] 

-back 
_ [-cons] / 

+ back 

In each of the examples (a)-(£), case (i) involves more features than or at least as many 
features as case (ii) ; but in each pair case (i) is more to be expected in a grammar than case 
(ii) and should therefore be " simpler " in terms of an empirically significant evaluation 
measure. In fact, although rules (ai)-(fi) are observed in many languages, examples (cii)-(fii) 
(though not (aii) and (bii) ) are quite extraordinary despite their " simplicity." Once again, 
additional examples are easy to construct, and they strongly suggest that the intrinsic content 
of features and feature specifications must be taken into account in determining the value of a 
grammar. 

A different type of example is provided by phonological processes which reflect the 
effects of a coherent system of rules. Thus, in Tswana (Cole, 1955 ; see also Fudge, 1967), 
in position after nasals voiced stops becomes ejectives, nonobstruent continuants become 
voiceless aspirated plosives, and obstruent continuants become voiceless aspirated affricates. 
Cole rightly subsumes these changes under the single heading of " strengthening." In the 
present framework, however, there is no device available that would allow us to bring out 
formally the fact that these three processes are somehow related.1 

The study of lexical redundancy provides a fourth class of examples of the same 
general sort. Thus, although a vowel system such as (2) would be more natural, in some 

1 For further remarks that have a bearing on this problem see J. W. Harris (1967), McCawley (1967a), 
and Postal (1968). 
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significant sense, than one such as (3) or (4), our measures of evaluation make no distinction 
among them. 

e 

e 
re 

ti 

a 

u 
o 

u 
o 

A 

a 

To take another example, our evaluation measure makes no distinction between a language 
in which all vowels are voiced and one in which all vowels are voiceless, or between a 
language in which obstruent clusters are redundantly voiced and a language in which they 
are redundantly voiceless. But surely one case is much more natural than the other. 

All of these examples, and many others like them, point to the need for an extension 
of the theory to accommodate the effects of the intrinsic content of features, to distinguish 
" expected " or " natural " cases of rules and symbol configurations from others which are 
unexpected and unnatural. In the linguistically significant sense of the notion " complexity," 
a rule that voices vowels should not add to the complexity of a grammar but a rule that 
unvoices vowels should, whereas in the case of obstruents the opposite decision is called for. 
Similarly, if a language has a five-vowel system, the rules that determine the configuration 
(2) should not add to the complexity of the grammar ; rather, the complexity should increase 
if these rules, or at least some of them, do not appear in the grammar. The same is true of the 
rules and configurations discussed earlier ; and it may even be the case that there are optimal 
orderings of rules that can be determined in terms of their form and content.2 Obviously 
these matters are significant not only for synchronic description but also for historical 
linguistics. They do not, however, fall into the theoretical framework that we have so far 
outlined. 

2. A theory of " Tnarkedness " 

Certain aspects of this general problem can be dealt with if we incorporate the Praguian 
notion of " marked " and " unmarked " values of features into our account in some systematic 
way,3 and if we then revise the evaluation measure so that unmarked values do not con
tribute to complexity. As a first step, suppose that we take the specifications in a matrix 
that constitutes a lexical entry to be not + , . - ,  0 as in the earlier exposition, but u (for 

2 See Kiparsky (1966) for an interesting discussion of this question. 
3 A great many of the problems discussed in this chapter were first investigated by the phonologists of the 

Prague Circle, notably Trubetzkoy and Jakobson. After a promising start, the exploration of these 
problems was not continued, largely because it seemed impossible to surmount the conceptual difficulties 
that stemmed from the taxonomic view of linguistics, which was all but universally accepted at that time. 
The attempts to break out of the confines of this view, which can be seen in studies such as Trubetzkoy 
(1936a, 1936b), elicited little positive response and almost no interest among contemporary workers, and 
the notion of markedness is hardly mentioned in the phonological literature of the 1940s and 1950s. 
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" unmarked ") and m (for " marked "), along with + and - (see pp. 404, 409). We then add 
universal rules of interpretation which systematically replace the symbols u and m by the 
symbols + and - . Being universal, these rules are not part of a grammar but rather con
ventions for the interpretation of a grammar ; they do not affect the complexity of a grammar, 
as determined by the evaluation measure, any more than the rules for interpreting � or { }. 

Assuming that the unmarked value of the feature " segment" is [- segment], a 
lexical entry that contains only u's (that is, the siIllplest lexical entry) will be phonologically 
vacuous ; it will contain no segments. If a lexical entry is nonvacuous-i.e., contains seg
ments-the universal interpretive conventions will assign to it a particular phonological 
structure in terms of + and - entries. The complexity of the lexical item will depend on the 
number of features that are not left unmarked in its matrix representation ; each such marked 
entry will distinguish the item from the " neutral," simplest lexical item. Adding an item 
to the lexicon, in this sense, is a matter of distinguishing the item from the neutral case, and 
from the other items already incorporated in the lexicon, by a minimal number of marked 
features. 

For instance, let us imagine a language ill which lexical items are all one segment 
long. If such a language has a lexicon of two items, these can be distinguished from each 
other by marking-specifying m for-some one feature in one item; in the other item there 
will be no marked feature, except, of course, for the feature " segment." If the language has a 
lexicon of three items, another feature will have to be marked. The lexicon will then consist 
of the entries in (5) : 

(5) 
mFl 
uF2 

If a fourth item is added to the lexicon, there will have to be another marked feature in its 
lexical representation, and so on. Since unmarked features do not add to the complexity of a 
grammar, there is no point in allowing unspecifi{:d features in the lexicon. In this way, the 
conception of markedness resolves the difficulties with regard to unspecified features that 
were discussed in Chapter Eight, Section 8. 

2.1. THE MARKING CONVENTIONS 

We now turn to the interpretive conventions, which we shall also refer to as " marking 
conventions." Consider the set given as (6) on pages 404-407. As a first approximation, 
which will later be somewhat refined, we may think of each rule of (6) as analogous to a 
phonological rule, except that each schema [uF] � [ctF] / X-- Y (where ex = + or - ,  
and X and Y may be null) is interpreted as a pair of rules, the first of which replaces [uF] by 
[ctF] in the context X-- Y and the second Qf which replaces [mF] by [-ctF] (where 
- - = + and - + = - ) in the context X -- Y. Let us also assume that the leftmost and 
rightmost unit of each lexical entry is + (the f()rmative boundary). The interpretive con
ventions can therefore be viewed as a fixed way of interpreting a given lexical matrix. 
Whenever the normal (unmarked) interpretation is not to apply, i.e., when instead of the 
expected [exF], [ - exF] is required, a special symbol must appear in the matrix, and it is natural 
that the symbol that blocks the expected interpretation should increase the complexity of 
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the description. Observe, moreover, that the interpretive conventions have been defined 
so as to supply + or - not only for [uF], but also for [mF].4 It turns out, however, that in 
certain contexts (see (6X) and accompanying discussion) it is not possible to specify the value 
of the unmarked feature (and hence also of the marked feature) by a universal convention. 
In these cases the value will be specified directly in the lexical representation. Such a directly 
specified feature will be viewed as increasing the complexity of the description to the same 
extent as a feature that has the coefficient m ;  thus only unmarked features add nothing to the 
complexity. Finally, there are cases where the coefficient of a feature is determined by the 
universal constraints on feature combinations ; for instance, it is impossible, by definition, 

to have segments which are (:��l To reflect this fact in our framework, we utilize con

ventions such as (6VlI) and (6IX), which specify the coefficient of a given feature regardless 
of whether or not it has been marked for that feature. This is but another way of expressing 
the fact that the feature in question is not subject to marking and will therefore always 
remain unmarked. 

(6) A TENTATIVE STATEMENT OF SOME MARKING CONVENTIONS 

(I) [u seg] ---+ [ -seg] 

(II) 

/ { [�:sl}-
(a) 

[ + cons] (b) 

[u cons] ---+ [-voJ (c) 

[ - cons] / (-] + voc 
(d) 

(III) [ + voc] j C- (a) 

[u voc] ---+ / {(�insl} (b) 

[ -voc] 
(c) 
(d) 

(IV) [+voc] ---+ [ + son] 

4 A major difference between the Praguian conception of markedness and our own is that in the former the 
marked coefficient of a feature was assumed always to be + and the unmarked coefficient always - .  
This severe restriction limited the usefulness of the markedness notion and was one o f  the reasons for the 
failure of the earlier attempt to apply it. It should be noted that this restriction loses force unless it is 

coupled with the assumption of a fixed set of phonological features so that it is impossible to replace in 
the description of a particular language a given feature by its complement-for example, the feature 
" tense " by " lax," " voice " by " voicelessness," or " rounding " by " unroundedness." Without this 
further assumption, the proposal concerning the relationship between marked and positively specified 
features is weakened, but it is still stronger than the position taken here since it does not permit the 

marked value of a particular feature to depend on a particular context. 
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SOME CONVENTIONS FOR VOWELS : 

(V) 

(VI) 

(VII) 

(VIII) 

(IX) 

(X) 

(XI) 

(XII) 

[
+voc ] -cons ---? 

-ant 
- strid 
+cont 
+ voice 
- lateral 

etc. 

[u low] ---? {[ + low] / [u baCk ] } (a) 
u round 

[- low] (b) 
[+ low] ---? [-high] 

[u high] ---? [+ high] 

[+high] ---? [- low] 

[u back] ---? [ + back] / [-] + low 

[u round] ---? 

[cxround] / [CXback] 
-low 

(a) 

[-round] / [ +IOW] (b) 

[u tense] ---? [ + tense] 
SOME CONVENTIONS FOR CONSONANTS : 

(XIII) 

(XIV) 

(XV) 

(XVI) 

(XVII) 

(XVIII) 

[u nasal] ---? [-nasal] 
[ -nasal] ---? [ - son] 

[+nasal] ---? [���:t] 
-strid 

[u low] ---? [- low] 

[+low] ---? [-high] 

[-high] / [u ant 1 
u back 

[u high] ---? [--] 
m ant 

[+high] / 
[u ant 1 
m back 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(XIX) 

(XX) 

(XXI) 

(XXII) 

(XXIII) 

(XXIV) 

(XXV) 

(XXVI) 

[+high] ---+ [ - low] 

[ -back] / [u ant ] 
- low 

[u back] ---+ 

[+ back] / [[m ant]} 
[ + lOW

] 

[u voice] ---+ [ -voice] / [-] -son 

[u ant] ---+ [[-ant] / r::�
h

J
} 

excont 
[ + ant] 

[u cor] ---+ 

[-cor] / [�
] + nasal 

[excor] / [-exback] 
-ant 

[ + cor] / 
[+ant 1 

{ [ + naSal]} [m cont] 

Phonological theory 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

{[+cont] / +-[+cons]
} 
(a) [u cont] ---+ [-cont] (b) 

[+cont] ---+ [+delayed release] 

{ [----
]
} 

[+del rel] - ant (a) 
[u delayed release] ---+ 

/ 
+cor 

[-del rel] (b) 
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(XXVII) 
[ +son

] 

[-strid] / [_] 
-ant 
-cor [u strid] � 

/ [<Idel reI 1 
[<Istrid] 

{[ + ant]} [ + cor] 

SOME CONVENTIONS FOR LIQUIDS : 

(XXVIII) 
[
+VOC

] + cons 

(XXIX) [u ant] 

(XXX) [ + ant] 

(XXXI) [u cor] 

(XXXII) [ -cor] 

(XXXIII) [u lateral] 

(XXXIV) [u cont] 

� [-naSal] + son 

� [ + ant] 

� [ + cor] 

� [ + cor] 

� [ -lateral] 

� [+ lateral] 

� [ +cont] 

SOME CONVENTIONS FOR GLIDES : 

(XXXV) 

(XXXVI) 

(XXXVII) 

(XXXVIII) 

(XXXIX) 

-voc -ant [-cons
] � -cor 

[+ son ] 

-nasal 

[u low] � [- low] 

[u high] � [ + high] 

[u back] � [+back] / [--] + low 

[-round] / [ -high] 
[<Iround] / [<IbaCk 1 

+high 

[u round] � 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Let us assume that these conventions are applied to a given lexical item L in the 
following way. We proceed through the conventions (I)-(IV) in order, applying those that 
are applicable. We then return to convention (I) and proceed through conventions (II), 
(III), and (IV) again, in the given order. We continue in this way until none of the four 
conventions is applicable. We then proceed to conventions (V)-(XXXIX) and apply these 
in order, each convention being applied only once. Conventions (I)-{IV), which express 
the universal constraints on syllable structure, thus differ from the other marking conventions 
not only in their content but also in the principles governing their application. Given a 
complete set of conventions, the matrix representing L will contain only + and - entries 
once the entire set of conventions has been systematically applied. 

2.2. CONVENTIONS FOR THE MAJOR CATEGORIES 

The conventions of (6) embody certain empirical assumptions about the value of 
grammars. Convention (I) asserts that short lexical items are simpler than long ones. We 
could sharpen this convention to provide for the fact that lexical entries consisting of a 
single formative are simpler than those containing more than one formative (for example, 
worship is simpler than permit JpVr =mitj), but we omit this qualification here. 

Conventions (II) and (III) deal with the major categories " true consonant," " vowel," 
" glide," " liquid." They will interpret initial segments as follows : the configuration 
[u consonantal, u vocalic] will be a true consonant ; [m consonantal, m vocalic], a vowel ; 
[m consonantal, u vocalic], a glide ; and [u consonantal, m vocalic], a liquid. Thus in initial 
position the conventions select true consonants as the unmarked segments, vowels as the 
fully marked segments, and glides and liquids as intermediate in complexity. After a con
sonant, vowels are fully unmarked and glides fully marked. After a vowel, true consonants 
are fully unmarked and vowels fully marked. We might easily extend these rules to distin
guish additional cases. 

Convention (IV) specifies that [+ vocalic] segments are sonorants. This convention 
differs from the preceding three in that it does not involve marking at all. It is to be inter
preted as applying regardless of marking : all vocalic segments are sonorants. Since we 
always select the least complex lexicon, the feature " sonorant " will therefore never be 
marked for vocalic segments. 

2.3. CONVENTIONS FOR VO WELS AND THE REPRESENTATION OF 
VOWELS IN THE LEXICON 

Conventions (V)-{XII) apply to vowels only, and the following comments concerning 
these conventions are similarly restricted. 

Convention (V) contains an incomplete listing of all features that are not available 
for marking in vowels. 

Convention (VI) specifies that the vowel unmarked for the feature " low " is [+ low] 
if the vowel is also unmarked for the features " back " and " round " ;  otherwise it is [- low]. 

Conventions (VII) and (IX) reflect the fact that there can be no segments that are [ + high] . h d" h' " h f h . GlVen t e ISCUSSlon up to t 1S pomt, 1t may appear t at one 0 t esc two con-
+ low 

ventions is redundant. However, we shall see that this is not the case when we examine the 
function of the marking conventions in the interpretation of phonological rules (Section 4). 

Convention (VIII) characterizes the feature " high " in nonlow vowels. The restriction 
need not be stated explicitly in the marking convention since at the point at which (VIII) 
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applies, no low vowels will be unmarked for the feature " high" (see (VII) ). As we shall 
see, this fact has other important consequences. 

Convention (X) specifies the feature " back " for low vowels. It should be noted that 
there is no parallel specification of " back " for the nonlow vowels. It follows from this 
that in nonlow vowels the feature " back " will have to be specified as + or - in lexical 
representations, or, in other words, will not remain unmarked. We shall see that as a result 
of these conventions the feature " back " in the nonlow vowels will not be subject to various 
further conditions imposed on features that appear as marked or unmarked in lexical 
representations. 5 

Convention (XI) specifies " round " for low and nonlow vowels. In nonlow vowels 
the features " back" and " round " have the same coefficient if the vowel is [u round] ; the 
low vowel unmarked for rounding is [-round]. 

Convention (XII) is the first of a set of conventions that -specify the values for the 
remaining features. Since we have not investigated these conventions in any detail, we shall 
say nothing here about their content. 

Observe now the effects of these conventions on the representation of vowel systems. 
We give in (7) the lexical representation that will result in the assignment by conventions 
(V)-(XII) of the correct feature specifications for the vowels indicated : 

(7 ) a u a: 0) e 0 U i re 0 A 

low u u u m m u u u u m u u 
high u u u u u m m u u u m m 
back u + m u + + m + 
round u u u u m u u m m m m m 

complexity 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 

As noted previously, a vowel system such as (2) (p. 402) is simpler in some significant 
sense than either (3) or (4). Suppose that the complexity of a system is defined as in (8) : 

( 8) The complexity of a system is equal to the sum of the marked features of its members. 

The system la i u e 01 of (2) will then have a complexity of six ; the system Ii u e 0 rei of (3), 
a complexity of eight ; and the system lti i A re al of (4), a complexity of ten. We can there
fore say that (2) is less complex than either (3) or (4). On the same basis we can say that the 
three-vowel system la i ul is the simplest possible, a conclusion that seems to be supported 
by its predominance over other three-vowel systems in the languages of the world. 

Definition (8), however, is hardly adequate in itself as a principle for selecting the 
optimal system. There are no doubt overriding considerations of symmetry and feature 
hierarchy that must be brought to bear in establishing what consititutes an optimal phono
logical system. This becomes quite apparent when one examines five-vowel systems. The 
simplest such system will certainly contain la i u/ ; but given (8) as the only basis of selection, 
the choice of any two of the vowels Ire ., e 0 ti if will lead to an equally complex system. This 
surely is incorrect; the conventions should select la i u e 0/ as the optimal five-vowel 
system. 

5 The difference between the two situations is somewhat similar to the one that Trubetzkoy (1958, p. 67) 
sought to capture by distinguishing between privative and equipollent oppositions and by restricting 

neutralization to privative oppositions. 
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To. achieve the desired result, we propose the following two general conditions on 
the choice of representations of vowels in the lexicon : 

( ) No vowel segment can be marked for the feature " round " unless some vowel segment 
9 

in the system is marked for the feature " high." 

( 10) Other things being equal, a system in which more features have only the specification 
u is preferable to a system in which fewer features have only the specification u. 

Condition (9) establishes a hierarchy in the availability of features for marking vowels 
in the lexicon. There are doubtless other conditions of this sort. Thus one would expect a 
hierarchy in which the feature " segment " is above " consonantal " and " vocalic," and 
the latter two are above the features listed in (7). Incidentally, it appears to us that the 
proper extension of (9) would make the availability for marking of the features " high " and 
" low " depend on the prior marking of the feature " back," resulting in the hierarchical 
structure shown in (1 1) : 

( 1 1) ,/
back

\. 
high low 

! 
round 

If this proposed extension is incorporated into the theory, it will make the same choices in 
the cases reviewed as the complexity measure (8). This, however, does not render the latter 
superfluous :  as we shall see in the discussion of consonant systems, all other things being 
equal, there is a clear preference for systems utilizing less complex segments over those 
utilizing more complex segments. 

Condition (10) builds into our framework a " symmetry " condition of the sort that 
has often been mentioned in the literature. The condition asserts that one should minimize 
the number of features available for distinguishing lexical items. Given 90nditions (9) and 
(10), the system la i u e 01 is the optimal five-vowel system, as desired. 

Further modifications are required, however. In this regard, consider four-vowel 
systems. Again, the optimal system must contain la i u/. The fourth vowel must be selected 
from among those of complexity 2 if the total complexity is to be minimized. By convention 
(9) the fourth vowel cannot be marked for the feature " round " unless it is also marked for 
" high " since none of la i ul is marked for the latter. This consideration rules out the 
choices I., ii ii, leaving Ire e 01 as possibilities. Neither condition (10) (which in this case 
allows the fourth vowel to be any vowel marked for " back " and one other feature) nor the 
proposed extension (1 1) of condition (9) supplies any reason for making a choice among 
these three possibilities. However, it does not seem implausible that there is an optimal 
four-v�wel system-namely, la i u rei; there should, then, be a principled way of selecting it. 
There are various means by which this result could be achieved. For instance, parallel to 
(10) we might impose a " symmetry " condition on systems which would be expressed in 
terms of specified features rather than in terms of markedness. This would be our analog 
to the traditional conception of " fining holes in the phonological pattern." We shall not 
attempt to state this alternative formally, however, since we do not feel that we have a 
sufficient understanding of the empirical issues involved ; in particular, we are not certain 
that the system la i u rei occupies the privileged position that we have suggested it does. 

Let us now clarify the empirical content of the various assumptions sketched above. 
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Our general theory of evaluation leads to certain conclusions, on syntactic and phonological 
grounds, about the optimal set of inputs to the phonological component. Suppose that 
these considerations have led to the conclusion that for a given language this optimal set 
involves an n-vowel system. We want to know just how complex this n-vowel system is. 
Let us assume that the lexical entries must be represented in terms of the optimal n-vowel 
system (or one such, if there are several) as defined by conventions of the sort we have just 
been considering. Then the language must contain certain redundancy rules converting 
the optimally represented matrices into those required for the phonological rules. The 
complexity of these rules, measured in accordance with the system of evaluation outlined 
in the Appendix to Chapter Eight, is the measure of the complexity of this language with 
respect to its vocalic system. Similar considerations will determine the complexity of the 
lexical system in general. The simplest language with a five-vowel system will have the 
set ja i u e oj as the input to the phonological component; thus it will have no phonological 
redundancy rules of the sort just mentioned. 

We would expect, naturally, that systems which are simpler, in this sense, will be 
more generally found among the languages of the world, will be more likely to develop 
through historical change, etc. In fact, the hierarchy that we have so far established seems 
roughly in harmony with the results of studies of a great variety of vowel systems. (See, for 
example, the review of vowel systems given in Trubetzkoy (1958, Chapter IV, sec. 3).) 
Further refinements will no doubt be necessary, but they seem to us premature at this point 
in our investigation. 

It must be emphasized that what we are discussing here is only one aspect of the 
evaluation of a lexicon, and, in principle, this aspect cannot be developed in isolation. For 
example, it might be possible to select either an n-vowel or an n+  I-vowel system for a 
lexicon, consistent with certain assumptions about the phonological rules, in such a way 
that the n-vowel set is less optimal in the category of n-vowel systems than the n+  I -vowel 
set is in the category of n+  I -vowel systems. A method must be developed for weighing the 
extra complexity inherent in a larger inventory of segments against the advantages of having 
a more nearly optimal lexical system. There are many other questions of this sort, but we 
are not yet in a position to propose answers for them here. 

2.4. CONVENTIONS FOR TRUE CONSONANTS AND THE 
REPRESENTATION OF CONSONANTS IN THE LEXICON 

Returning now to our discussion of the marking conventions (6), we consider briefly 
cases (XIII)-(XXVII), which apply to true consonants only. Most of these are either self
explanatory or can best be discussed when we examine the manner in which consonants 
are represented in the lexicon. There are a few matters, however, that can be clarified at this 
point. We note, first of all, that conventions (XVII) and (XIX) are identical with conventions 
(VII) and (IX), respectively. These conventions are repeated in (6) for expository reasons 
only. Furthermore, it is important to draw attention to the fact that the order in which the 
different features are specified in consonants agrees with that obtaining in the vowel system 
as far as comparable features are concerned. This is surely no accident, but unfortunately 
its full significance cannot be brought out, given the present rudimentary state of our under
standing of the marking conventions. 

As in the case of vowels, the environments in which the marking conventions apply 
may be expressed in terms of marked and unmarked features, as well as in terms of features 
specified as + or - .  The ordering of the conventions plays a crucial role, as already noted. 
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It is for this reason that the environments must be specified in the two ways just mentioned. 
Note that convention (XXIIa) will never find application in interpreting a matrix given in 
terms of marked and unmarked features. The reason is to be found in the specification 
[excontinuant] in the context of the convention. Recall that ex is a variable ranging over + 
and - and not over m and u. Note further that the feature " continuant " is not specified 
for + or - until convention (XXIV). Hence, at the point at which (XXlla) becomes applic
able as a marking convention, there will be no segment which is [excontinuant], i.e., 
[±continuant]. We shall see later (in the discussion of (42), p. 429) that convention (XXlla) 
plays a very special role in the functioning of the marking conventions. 

The feature " continuant " is contextually determined (see (XXIV» . In initial position 
before a consonant, the consonant that is [u continuant] is interpreted as [ +continuant] ; 
in other positions it is interpreted as [ -continuant]. In other words, the unmarked con
sonant in preconsonantal position is a continuant, whereas elsewhere it is a stop. It will 
be recalled that conventions (II) and (III) are also dependent on the phonological character
istics of adjacent segments. Convention (XXIVa), however, will not be assumed to be 
subject to the special principles of application that were imposed in the case of conventions 
(I)-(IV) (see p. 408). 

Conventions (XXVI) and (XXVII) interpret the unmarked palato-alveolar con
sonant as an affricate but the unmarked consonants in all other points of articulation as 
plosives. Additional conventions not given here specify the values for tenseness, glottal 
constriction, etc. 

In (12) the major types of consonantal segments are given with the markings imposed 
by conventions (OOII-XXVII). The blank boxes represent unmarked features, i.e., 
features which are to be taken as having the specification u. 

m n Jl 1) p f t t, to a s c C S ti ki k x q ------1-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
nasal m m m m ------1-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
low m 
------1-- ---- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
high m ------1-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
back m m m m m m ------ 1--11- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
anterior m m m m m m m m m 
------1·-1--1-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- --
coronal m - m + + + + m ------1·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
continuant m m m m m ------I--I- - - - - - - -f__ -f--- - --I--1--I�-I--f__ 
delayed release m m ------I·- - - - - - - - -+--J--I--I-- ---- --f__ - -
strident m 

The symbol /t,/ represents a palatalized [t], W/ a velarized [t], ltd a palato-alveolar 
plosive (see Jones, 1956b, fig. 28, p. 46), /ki/ a palatal plosive (IPA c), and /q/ a pharyngeal 
plosive. 

Application of the marking conventions (6XIII-XXVII) to (12) yields the fully specified 
distinctive feature complexes shown in (13). 
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( 1 3) m n J1 IJ P f t t, t" e 

nasal + + + +  
low 

s c C S h kl 

high + + + +  + + + +  
back + + 
anterior + + + + + + + + + + 
coronal + + + + + + +  + + + 
continuant + + + + 
delayed release + + + + + +  
strident + - + + + +  

413 

k x q 

+ 
+ + 
+ + + 

+ 
+ 

A difference between (12) and the analogous representation for vowels (7) is that 
while there is an " unmarked " vowel, there is no " unmarked " consonant. A few words 
should be said about the reasons for this disparity. In view of the fact that the unmarked 
nasal must be /n/ and the unmarked continuant lsi, the unmarked plosive-if there were 
to be one-would have to be /t/. This conclusion, however, seems unacceptable to us ; in 
particular, the choice of the dental over the labial plosive appears incorrect. Furthermore, 
if the dental plosive is taken as " unmarked," then dental plosives with " supplementary " 
articulation-voicing, palatalization, velarization, rounding, etc.-will have a single marked 
feature each. As a result, the " supplementary " articulations of these consonants will have 
a different status, formally, from those of all other consonants. Finally, as will be seen in 
Section 4, some of the marking conventions also play a role in the interpretation of phono
logical rules. The formulation of convention (XXIIlc) , which is forced upon us if " un
marked " consonants are not to be admitted, prevents this convention from affecting the 
phonological rules and restricts it to serving only in the interpretation of lexical items. As 
far as we can tell at the present stage of our knowledge, this restriction has the correct effects 
on the form and nature of the phonological rules. 

As can be seen in (12), there are, therefore, five consonants, /p t k s n/, that are 
marked for just one feature. It is significant that these five consonants are rarely absent in 
the phonological system of a language. Trubetzkoy (1958, p. 1 35) notes that languages 
without apicals (dentals) are unknown to him, and that languages without velars and labials 
are extremely rare. He cites certain Slovene dialects as lacking velars ; but this is, at most, 
a low-level phonetic fact, since the lexical representations of Slovene dialects, as of all 
Slavic languages, will clearly require velars. Tlingit is cited as the only language without 
labials. However, Jakobson (1940, pp. 357-58) notes that the absence of labials in the 
speech of women in a few Central African languages is caused by the ritualistic mutilation 
of the lips, and such mutilation also occurs among the Tlingit, where both men and women 
wear labrets. The dental continuant /s/ is equally common. Trubetzkoy lists only Eastern 
Nuer of the Egyptian Sudan as lacking this sound. Jakobson (1940, p. 360) cites P. Schmidt 
as his source for the absence of this sound in a series of "Australian, Tasmanian, Melanesian, 
Polynesian, African, and South American languages," and notes that in Karakalpak and 
Tamil fricatives appear only as combinatory variants of the stops. But such cases are 
obviously unusual. Finally, the absence of nasals is as uncommon among the languages of 
the world as is the absence of the other types of sounds just reviewed. Hockett (1955, p. 1 19) 
cites Quileute, Duwamish, Snoqualmie, and " probably also . . .  a few other southern Coast 
Salishan dialects, as lacking nasal consonants altogether." He reports, moreover, that 
" languages with but a single nasal have an /n/, and usually have no labial consonant at all." 

It was observed previously that the least marked segment, given the conventions 
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outlined here, is the vowel lal, which in many contexts requires only the lexical marking 
[m segment]. All other segments will require additional markings. In accordance with (7) 
and (12), there are two vowels, Ii ul, and five consonants, Ip t k s nl, that require only a 
single marking in addition to [m segment]. These eight sounds constitute, as it vere, the 
minimal phonetic inventory available to a language. While many details must remain open 
for the present, it seems to us that the conception of a basic phonetic inventory and the 
proposed membership are, in the main, correct. 

Given the theory of markedness as developed up to this point, the complexity of a 
specific phonological pattern-an inventory of segments-is related to the sum of the com
plexities of the individual segments. However, we have already noted with regard to vowel 
systems (see pp. 409-410) that certain systematic properties such as symmetry (in some sense 
that has yet to be made precise) must also play a role in determining complexity. This is 
true in the case of consonant systems as well. Thus, if the complexity of a system were 
merely the sum of the markedness values of its elements, a phonological system containing 
the five basic consonants Ip t k s nl and the voiced obstruents /b d g z/ would be as complex 
as a system which contained the five basic consonants and Ib c x fl, each of which requires 
only one additional marking beyond that of the basic set. But this is surely incorrect. Such 
conventions as those proposed for vowel systems (see (9) and (10» might provide the 
correct results in this case, but our understanding of the situation is too rudimentary for a 
detailed proposal to be of much value. 

2.5. CONVENTIONS FOR LIQUIDS 

Conventions (XXVIII)-(XXXIV) apply to liquids. It should be noted that in view of 
conventions (II) and (III) vowels and consonants may be unmarked for both the features 
" vocalic " and " consonantal " in certain positions. However, this is not true for the liquids 
and the glides; these will always have to be marked for at least one of the two features. 

Convention (XXVIII) supplies the features that are phonetically fixed for liquids :  
liquids are sonorant, nonnasal, etc. Conventions (XXIX) and (XXXI) specify that the 
unmarked liquid is a dental. Convention (XXX) rules out labial liquids and convention 
(XXXII) excludes lateral uvulars. Conventions (XXXIII) and (XXXIV) specify that the 
unmarked coronal liquid is lateral (i.e., III rather than Ir/) and continuant. 

2.6. CONVENTIONS FOR GLIDES 

Conventions (XXXV)-(XXXIX) are a few of the conventions that apply to the 
glides. Convention (XXXV) specifies that glides are sonorant, nonanterior, noncoronal, 
and nonnasal. 

These conventions are quite similar to the vowel conventions except that noncon
tinuant glides are permitted. It may also be noted that the conventions as given here admit 
both high and nonhigh glides. They therefore provide a slot for the glide lEI, for which we 
found some evidence in English (see Chapters Three and Four). Note finally that, as in the 
vowel system, backness is specified by the marking conventions only for the low glides, 
Ih ?I. Among the nonlow glides the feature " back " is always marked. 

3. Markedness and lexical representation 

Let us now consider the consequences for lexical representation of a system of interpretive 
conventions such as (6). The least complex lexical entry will be the single-segment entry 
lal, which in this case will have but one marked feature, [m segment] ; when it is not a 
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separate lexical entry it may be marked as a vowel as well. Lexical entries consisting of more 
than one segment will, by conventions (II) and (III), have the form CVCVCV . . .  , where C 
is a true consonant, unless further marked. Each of the consonants may be one of the five 
belonging to the basic set [p t k s n] in the simplest possible lexical entry. Thus, we have 
such items as /pata/, /tata/, /kata/, /sasa/, /nana/. 

To consider a real example, the English word stun would be represented in the lexicon 
by the matrix (14) : 

segment m m m m ------
consonantal ------
vocalic m ------
nasal m ------
low ------
high ------
back + 

round 

anterior 

coronal + --
continuant --� 
delayed release ------
strident 

The conventions of (6) (Plus a few other straightforward conventions) will then apply to 
this matrix, yielding (15) : 

( 1 5) segment + + + + 
consonantal + + + 
vocalic + 
nasal + 
low 
high + 
back + 
round + 
anterior + + + 
coronal + + + 
continuant + + 
delayed release + + 
strident + 

As already observed, the problems connected with the appearance of unspecified 
features in lexical matrices alongside of features specified + and - (see Section 8 of Chapter 
Eight) will no longer arise, since all matrices are now fully specified at all times. Notice, 
moreover, that many redundancy rules that were necessary in the earlier version of the 
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theory are now replaced by universal conventions and can therefore be dispensed with 
in grammars of individual languages. For example, convention (V) specifies that . all 
vowels are nonanterior, nonstrident, etc. ; this is now no longer presented as a fact specific 
to English but rather as a universal convention for interpreting grammars. The same is true 
of the conventions that, unlike (V), are not absolute but that assign segments and phono
logical systems to a hierarchy of complexity. The interpretive conventions are the major 
devices for expressing the various interdependencies among features. They express in a 
natural way both the fact that certain feature complexes are impossible « V), for example) 
and the fact that certain feature combinations are less complex than others «(X), for ex
ample, which indicates that among the low vowels, the back vowels are less complex than 
their nonback counterparts, except under the conditions discussed on page 410). 

The interpretive conventions state not only constraints on feature combinations 
within segments, but also constraints on segment sequences. Thus convention (XXIV) 
eliminates the necessity for a redundancy rule in English stating that in initial preconsonantal 
position the only admitted consonant is lsI. A consonant in this position may now be 

totally unmarked, as in (14), and the proper feature values will be supplied by the universal 
conventions. 

Some language-specific redundancy rules remain, of course-for example, those that 
introduce truly idiosyncratic properties such as [-rule n] in certain contexts. Furthermore, 
if our analysis of English is correct, there will be several redundancy rules that are specific 
to English. The rules that determine the distribution of /0/ and /.,/ in lexical entries (see 
Chapter Four) provide one example. For the most part, however, those redundancy 
rules that have any wide applicability in the grammar are simply eliminated in favor of 
universal interpretive conventions. 

Although the replacement of particular rules by general conventions is, if tenable, 
an obvious step forward, there is one difficulty that arises from this new conception of 
redundancy. In the earlier version, we were able to make a distinction between phono
logically admissible and phonologically inadmissible matrices in terms of the redundancy 
rules. Thus we had a three-way distinction among such items as /brik/ (in the lexicon), /blik/ 
(accidental gap), and /bnik/ (inadmissible). The " accidental gaps " were the items that did 
not appear in the lexicon but were not ruled out by the redundancy rules. Now that we have 
eliminated most redundancy rules, the category of " accidental gaps " is no longer defined 
in any reasonable way. 

Before we turn to this new problem, we should note that the discussion of accidental 
gaps, both in our comments in Section 8 of Chapter Eight and in all of the recent literature 
on the subject, has been oversimplified in one important respect. It is not true that potential 
lexical items are simply divided into the three categories just mentioned : occurring, acci
dental gaps, and inadmissible. Items that do not appear in the lexicon differ strikingly in 
their " degree of admissibility., ,6 Thus the matrices /bnik/ and /bnzk/ are both inadmissible 
in English, but the difference between them is at least as linguistically significant as the 
difference between these two matrices and /brik/, /blik/. Hence a real solution to the problem 
of " admissibility " will not simply define a tripartite categorization of occurring, accidental 
gap, and inadmissible, but will define the " degree of admissibility " of each potential 

6 Furthermore, in any real grammar, the lexicon will actually contain certain items that are " inadmissible." 
In English, for example, there are items such as Tlingit, tsetse, kook. There are also words such as sphere, 
sphincter, which violate restrictions on initial clusters, and adze, smaragd, which violate restrictions on 
final clusters, etc. We return to this matter directly. (See note 7.) 
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lexical matrix in such a way as to distinguish /blik/ from /bnik/, and /bnik/ from /bnzk/, and 
to make numerous other distinctions of this sort. 

Given a lexicon L, which determines a set of interpreted lexical matrices of the 
form (1 5), we can define the " distance " from L of a lexical matrix � in the following way. 
Let us say that rule (16) distinguishes � from L if ( 16) does not change any member of L 
(i.e., given vI> L, either (16) is inapplicable to v or it leaves v unaltered) but ( 16) does change 
� ;  and furthermore, (16) is minimal in that any other rule meeting these conditions contains 
at least as many features F specified [+  F] or [ - F] as does (16) :  

x � y / z - w 

Let us define the distance of � from L as l/n, where n is the number of features specified as 
[ + F] or [- F] in a rule that distinguishes � from L in this sense. Where the distance is 
undefined in this way (there being no such rule), let us say that it is zero. 

For example, let L be the lexicon of English and consider the distance of /brik/, 
/blik/, /bnik/, /bnzk/ from L. The distance of /brik/ from L is zero since there is no rule 
distinguishing it from L. The distance of /blik/ from L is 1/ 17 since the minimal rule dis
tinguishing /blik/ from L is (17), which has 1 7  specified features. The distance of /bnik/ 
from L is 1 /5, since the distinguishing rule is (18). The distance of /bnzk/ from L is 1 /4 since 
the distinguishing rule is (19). 

[+cons 1 
-voc + high 

[+cons] � [- lateral] / [-seg] + ant -- [-back ] 
-cor -tense 
+ voice 

[ +cons] � [-nasal] / [- seg] -[+cons] 
-cont 

[+ seg] � [+voc] / [+ cons] [ +nasal] -

+ cons 
-voc 
-ant 
-cor 
-cont 
-voice 

In short, to determine the distance of a matrix � from L, we find the simplest rule 
which is " true of L," in the obvious sense, but not true of �, and we take the distance of u 

from L to be inversely related to the complexity of this rule. This measure of distance can 
be refined in various ways. For example, certain distinguishing rules may be universal and 
may be taken as defining an absolute " maximal " distance ; we can take into account the 
natural hierarchy of features discussed on page 410 and consider the position of X in (16) 
in this hierarchy in determining distance, etc. Furthermore, we can assign special status to 
rules that make use of " natural " environments, such as " initial cluster," " vocalic nucleus," 
etc. Without going into these and other refinements, however, it is clear even from the 
very simple examples given that an interesting and linguistically significant characterization 
of " degree of phonological admissibility " can be given in quite general terms, even if 
grammars contain no redundancy rules. We feel, therefore, that the proposed measure of 
distance is an improvement over the tripartite categorization that was discussed in earlier 
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treatments of this problem, although it still falls short of providing a fully adequate ex
plication of phonological admissibility. 7 

Notice that this approach to phonological admissibility leads to certain asymmetries 
that should be studied further. For example, we need no redundancy rule to account for the 
unvoicing of clusters in English. Consonant clusters in lexical entries will simply not be 
marked for voicing, and a marking convention will specify that all obstruents unmarked 
for voicing are unvoiced. In other words, the lexicon of English will be the simplest possible, 
in this respect.8 Items with voiced clusters will be at a certain " distance " from the lexicon, 
as indicated in the preceding discussion. But consider a language in which all clusters are 
voiced in the lexicon. If we are correct in our general assumption that [-voice] is the un
marked value of voicing for obstruents, then in this language it will be necessary to add a 
rule that voices obstruents in clusters. Whereas in English an item with a voiced cluster 
violates no rules but is only semi-admissible on very general grounds, in this hypothetical 
language an unvoiced cluster will violate a rule of the phonology and will therefore be an 
exception of a very different sort. In fact, it will have to be characterized by a feature of the 
type [-rule n]. We would therefore expect that in such a case cluster-unvoicing would, in 
general, be a property of formatives rather than of individual clusters. We have no examples 
at hand to suggest whether this interpretation of these phenomena is correct or incorrect, 
but the problem is quite clear, and it should be possible to find crucial examples. 

Let us turn now to some of the other consequences of the approach to redundancy 
that we have outlined. 

In Chapter Four, Section 2.2, we discussed the fact that in English a vowel becomes 
lax before a consonant cluster within the same formative unless the cluster in question 
consists of dental consonants.9 Thus we cannot have formatives such as * [diiwkt] or 
* [Hiypt], but we can have hoist, find, etc. We accounted for this fact by a readjustment rule, 
which we repeat here as (20), that excludes certain vowels from the application of the laxing 
rule n. 

7 The analogy between degree of phonological admissibility and degree of grammaticalness is obvious. Just 
as certain sentences that are semi-grammatical can find a more natural use than others that are fully 
grammatical (e.g., many common metaphors), so, analogously, we expect to find certain items in a lexicon 
that depart from the regularities of that lexicon and, correspondingly, depart from phonological ad
missibility. In defining the degree of deviation of a sentence from a corpus or an item from a lexicon, 
we must therefore provide for " semi-grammaticalness" of occurring items ; we might, for example, define 
the distance of an item from a normalized set (lexicon or corpus) from which certain items are systemat
ically excluded. List frequency of exceptions, in the lexicon, would therefore be a relevant factor in deter
mining degree of admissibility. The problems are nontrivial, but various approaches can be suggested. 

8 As noted in Chapter Three, Section 16, there are a few exceptions to this generalization. The words listed 
there will, as a group, be phonologically deviant. As pointed out in the preceding note, the question of how 
list frequency of certain configurations in the lexicon should be introduced into considerations of admis
sibility is not trivial, but there is little doubt that such considerations are necessary. 

If a measure is precisely defined, it will, of course, make sharp distinctions, many of which will not be 
independently motivated. Such distinctions, then, will be motivated only indirectly, in terms of the plausi
bility of the general metric and, ultimately, the empirical considerations on which it is based. Clearly, the 
lack of independent motivation for the sharp distinctions themselves provides no evidence one way or 
another for the proposed measure of evaluation. We mention this because there has been much con
fusion and idle controversy over the matter. For example, it has been maintained that the theory of 
admissibility discussed on pages 381 f., which defined a tripartite division into occurring, admissible, and 
inadmissible, was ill-conceived because the addition of one item to the lexicon might well imply a re
distribution of matrices among these three categories. As noted, we now feel that this theory must be 
abandoned, for other re&Sons ; but surely the objection just mentioned has no force whatsoever. It is 
simply an objection to precision in the development of a procedure of evaluation for grammars. 

9 We actually extended the exception slightly-see page 241 ,  note 2-but this is not relevant here. 
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[+cons] 
V -+ [-rule n] / __ + ant [ :�::S] 

+ cor 

Although we did not discuss the matter in Chapter Four, there is a certain difficulty in the 
application of this rule. In order for it to apply correctly in forms such as find, faint, etc., 
it is necessary for /n/ to be specified as dental (i.e., as [ + anterior, + coronal] ) at the point of 
application of (20), that is, in the lexicon. Notice, however, that the well-known rule of 
assimilation with respect to point of articulation applies to nasals before stops. Thus we 
have [n] in lint, wind; [m] in lamp, ramble ; [IJ] in sink, mingle. Consequently nasals in this 
position should appear in the lexicon as unspecified with respect to the features " anterior " 
and " coronal." Furthermore, the rule that assimilates point of articulation must be a 
relatively late rule of the phonology, occurring after the stress rules, since it involves position 
of stress. (Compare Concord [kaIJk<:lrd] - concordance [kankird�ns] ;  congress [kaIJgr�s]
congressional [k�ngres<:ln�l] ; etc.) 

This problem could not really be solved within the framework that was presupposed 
previously. It would have been necessary to specify /n/ fully in the context -- " dental," 
while leaving /n/ in other pre-stop contexts unspecified with respect to point of articulation. 
The general assimilation rule would then apply to all nasals before stops, but application 
would be vacuous in the pre-dental position. Now, however, within the framework of 
conventions (6), this difficulty is resolved in a straightforward way. Nasals will be unmarked 
before stops, as required, and will be specified as /n/ by the marking conventions (XXIIb) 
and (XXIIIc), which realize unmarked nasal consonants as [+ anterior] and [+ coronal}. 
The late phonological rule that determines the point of articulation of nasals before stops 
remains as before, but the fact that nasals must be specified as dental in order for rule (20) 
to apply properly no longer involves an unmotivated cost in complexity. 

Supporting evidence for this approach comes from another property of point-of
articulation assimilation of nasals before stops. Consider words such as congress-congres
sional in which [IJ] alternates with [n]. As was just noted, the application of the assimilation 
rule depends on stress. Thus, in congress there is assimilation of the features " anterior " 
and " coronal " from the velar stop to the preceding nasal, but not in congressional. In the 

[ + anteriOr] 
Ob · I h h "  I " · ·  f l · latter form the nasal is . VIOUS y, t en, t e neutra posItion or nasa s IS + coronal 

dental, as is, in fact, indicated by conventional orthography.10 

4. Markedness and phonological rules : linking 

In introducing the discussion in this chapter, we noted that certain rules are more plausible 
than others, although the distinction cannot be made in purely formal terms. Thus, in either 
synchronic or diachronic description one might expect such rules as those of (Ii), but the 
corresponding rules of (Iii) are somewhat less natural (and, in some cases, quite impossible). 
We now have machinery for making some of these distinctions . 

. 
10 Thus, from the point of view of our earlier discussion, the spelling sink, sing is no more natural than 

would be the spelling simk, simg for these words. It might be possible, incidentally, to develop an inde
pendent test of the linguistically motivated decisions as to marking by examining the relative ease with 
which alternative spelling conventions, in such cases as these, can be learned by children. 
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Suppose that the phonology contains the rule (21)  and that one of the universal 
marking conventions is (22), where el, � = + or - ,  Y, Z, Q, W may be null, and the feature 
G is distinct from F. 

[uG] � [1lG] / [ ';!: 1 
Suppose that we were now to say that when a rule and a convention are formally related as 
are (21) and (22), they are " linked." We will interpret such linkage in the following 

manner. When rule (21) applies to a segment containing Xin the context Y [ ---;-]Z, it assigns 

to this segment the feature specification [elF] in the usual way. If, furthermore, the segment 
to which (21 )  has applied meets the condition W of (22), then the feature specification [�G] 
is automatically assigned to that segment. In order to prevent the assignment of [�G], rule 
(21) will have to be made more complex in some way. The natural proposal is to stipulate 
that linkage of (21), (22) is blocked if (21)  is revised with [CtF, yG] replacing [CtF]. Thus, 
given the convention (22), a process that rewrites X as [CtF, PG] is more plausible, more 
highly valued in the grammar, than an otherwise identical process that rewrites X as [CtF] ; 
the latter rule will be more complex in that it will have to mention G to the right of the 
arrow. We are thus making the very strong empirical claim that the marking conventions, 
which were established for an entirely different purpose, contribute significantly to deter
mining the concept " rule plausibility." 

It is readily seen that marking conventions such as (6XXa, b), where the context W 
includes features that are specified in terms of the values u or m, can never serve as linking 
rules, since the conditions on the linking of rules and conventions will never be satisfied. 
Moreover, conventions such as (6XVI), which specify the unmarked value of the feature 
independently of context, will not function as linking rules. On the other hand, conventions 
such as (XXUa) will function only as linking rules. We have expressed this fact by including 
[Ctcontinuant] in the environment of this convention. As noted above, since el is a variable 
ranging over + and - only, (XXUa) cannot apply as a marking convention because no 
segment will be specified [± continuant] at the point where (XXIIa) becomes applicable as a 
marking rule. We will extend and refine the account of linking as we proceed. 

To illustrate with a concrete and well-known example, let us consider in detail the 
so-called palatalizations of Slavic,u Although usually presented as fossilized historical 
processes, the palatalizations are, in fact, productive in most modern Slavic languages. (For 
a demonstration of this fact in modern Russian, see Lightner (1965a).) We may therefore be 
dealing with a quite recent stage of the language. However, since the dating of the palatali
zation processes is irrelevant for the purposes of the following discussion, we shall not con
cern ourselves with this question any further; we shall simply assume that we are examining 
the stage in the development of the Slavic languages at which the palatalizations were pro
ductive. 

1 1  The factual material on which this discussion is based is readily available in the standard handbooks 
such as Meillet (1924), Vaillant (1950), and Brauer (1961). The interpretations offered here, which in part 
deviate from traditional accounts, are discussed in Halle and Lightner (forthcoming). 
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(23) 
We wish to account for the facts shown in (23) : 12 

FIRST VELAR SECOND VELAR 

PALATALIZATION PALATALIZATION 

underlying segment k g x k g x 

South Slavic C J s c 3 S 

East Slavic C J s c 3 s 
West Slavic C J s c 3 S 

421 

DENTAL 

PALATALIZATION 

t d s z 

t1 d1 S Z 

c J s z 

c 3 S Z 

Of interest in the following discussion will be the interpretive conventions (XIX)-(XXVII), 
which for the reader's convenience we reproduce here as (24) (omitting (XXI), which is 
irrelevant here) : 

(XIX) 

(XX) 

(XXII) 

(XXIII) 

[+high] - [-low] 

[u back] -

[u ant] -

[u cor] -

[ -back] 

[+ back] 

/ fu ant J 
l'-low 

/{
[

� 
antl

} [ 
+ lOW

] 

([ -ant] / 
l:���

l} cxcont 
[ + ant] 

[-em] / [=::J 
[cxcor] / [ -CXback] 

-ant 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

[+cor] / l
{
�:�asal]

}l 
(c) 

[m cont] 
1 2  In order not to complicate the discussion unduly, we shall exclude from consideration here the fact that 

the voiced stop /g/ alternates with strident continuants rather than with strident noncontinuants. We shall 
assume that this adjustment is taken care of by a phonological rule that does not concern us here. We 

shall also assume that the products of all palatalizaticms are palatalized, i.e., [ � ��:] . Thus /c/, for 

example, will be [+high] in this case. 
The term " Second Velar Palatalization " is used ambiguously in the literature. We use it here to 

refer to the palatalization of velars before front vowel� derived from underlying diphthongs beginning 
with a back vowel. We do not discuss the velar palatalization discovered by Baudouin de Courtenay 
(1894), which is a separate phenomenon. (See Halle alid Lightner, forthcoming.) 
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(XXIV) 

(XXV) 

(XXVI) 

(XXVII) 

Phonological theory 

[ ] 
{[ +cont] I + - [ +cons]} (a) u cont -+ [-cont] (b) 

[+cont] -+ [+delayed release] 
{[ +del reI] 

[u delayed release] -+ 

[-del reI] 

I [  �:o� l } (a) 
(b) 

[ +sonJ 
[ -stridl / r- ] l-ant 

-cor [u strid] -+ 
(b) 

(a) 

[cxstrid] / [CX{�:I:::]}] (c) 

[ + cor] 

As shown in (23), the First Velar Palatalization produces the same results in all three 
major dialect areas. The environment in which this process takes place is usually given as 
" before front vowels and before Iy/." Some students-e.g., Meillet (1924)-treat this as a 
single phenomenon ; others-e.g., Leskien (1919), Brauer (196 1)-treat palatalization before 
front vowels as distinct from palatalization before Iyl, and combine the latter with other 
alternations that take place before /y/, such as the palatalization of dentals and labials. Since, 
however, the dental and labial palatalizations yield different results from the palatalization 
of velars before Iyl, it is clearly incorrect to combine these phenomena, especially in view of 
the fact that palatalization of velars before Iy/ produces precisely the same results as 
palatalization of velars before front vowels. Moreover, as noted in Section 2 of Chapter 8, 
the distinctive feature framework provides us with a ready-made device to characterize the 
environment in question. 

At the point in derivations at which the First Velar Palatalization takes place, velars 
will be the only type of nonanterior consonants that appear in the representations. We 
would therefore expect to formulate the First Palatalization as (25) :1 3 

(25) [-ant] -+ [:�:;:,,] / - [=�::�J 
+stnd 

It is ea<;y to understand why a velar would be fronted-i.e., replaced by /k1/-before a front 
glide or vowel ; it is not so easy to see why the other features should also change. Recall that 
in (12) the palato-alveolar leI is less marked than either the palato-alveolar plosive ltd or the 

13 We omit, here and below, specification of the features [-vocalic, +consonantal] for the segments under
going the rules. 

The reader may find it helpful to refer to table (13) (p. 413). 
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palatal plosive Ikt/. The less-marked status of lei, as well as the marking conventions (24), 
reflects the fact that in consonant systems with four points of articulation, the fourth point 
(in addition to labial, dental, and velar) is commonly occupied by the palato-alveolar 
affricate lei rather than by ltd or Ikt/· As noted on page 420, the marking conventions 
affect not only lexical representation but also the interpretation of phonological rules to 
which they are linked. An examination of conventions (24) immediately reveals that several 
are linked to the phonological rule (25), namely, one case of (24XXIIIb), (XXVIa), and one 
case of (XXVIIc). These conventions govern the features " coronal," " delayed release," and 
" strident," which are just the ones whose status is at issue in rule (25). The marking con
ventions, then, functioning successively in linkage, provide the desired values for these three 
features. They tell us that when velar obstruents are fronted, it is simpler for them also to 
become strident palato-alveolars with delayed release. 

Notice that to achieve this result, we must extend the notion of " linking " given earlier 
and permit the successive application of marking conventions functioning as linking rules. 
Thus the conclusion regarding rule plausibility that we have just formulated (namely, that 

fronting of velar obstruents will normally convert them to strident palato-alveolars with 
delayed release) requires, in our framework, that the process (25) be stated as rule (26) : 

(26) FIRST VELAR PALATALIZATION 

[-ant] _ [-back] / _ [ -cons ] -back 
Convention (24XXlIIb) links directly to this rule, so that rule (26) is interpreted as also 
assigning the feature specification [+coronal]. But we must now extend the notion of 
" linkage," in an obvious way, so that convention (24XXVla), introducing the feature 
[+delayed release], links to convention (24XXlIIb) and hence applies at this point. And, by 
the same extension of the notion " linkage," convention (24XXVIIc), introducing [+ stri
dent], links to (24XXVla) and also applies, completing the process (25). 

According to our earlier definition, (28) links to (27), where (28) is a marking 
convention and (27) a phonological rule : 

x - [aF] / Y [ --; ] Z 

[uG] � [/lG] / [ a;] 
Let us now say that the same is true not only when (27) is a rule but also when it is a marking 
convention, in which case X = [uF]. 

Suppose now that (27) is again a phonological rule, and that Ct, . . .  , Cn is a sequence 
of marking conventions such that for each i � 1 ,  Ci is the convention (29), where Go = F 
and ao = a of (27) : 

Thus Ct is linked to (27), and for each i >  1 ,  Ci is linked to Ci-t . Suppose further that for 
each i, j � 0, G i =1= G j' Suppose now that the rule (27) applies to some segment S and 
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that for each i < n, S, when modified to contain the feature complex [lXoGo, . . .  , lXiG;], satisfies 
the condition Wi + l' Suppose, finally, that C1, . . .  , Cn is the longest sequence meeting these 
conditions. Then we interpret rule (27) as assigning to the segment S the feature complex 
[ctoGo, . . .  , IXnGn]. In the special case n = 1 , we have the situation of linkage that was defined 
earlier. 

In the case of the First Velar Palatalization, (27) is (26), and C1, Cz, C3 are (30), (3 1), 
(32), respectively : 

[u cor] � [ + cor] / [-back] 
-ant 

[u del reI] � [ + del reI] / [-ant] 
+cor 

[u strid] � [ + strid] / [+ del reI] 
+cor 

ONE CASE OF (24XXIIIb) 

(24XXVIa) 

ONE CASE OF (24XXVIIc) 

With this quite natural concept of " linkage," the process (25) is stated simply as 
(26), a simple assimilation rule, and hence is highly " plausible " in the required sense. 

Consider next the so-called " Second Velar Palatalization " as it manifests itself in 
South and East Slavic. This alternation is produced by the replacement of velars by strident 
dentals (i.e., jkj � [c], jgj � [3], jxj � [s]) before certain front vowels that derive from the 
diphthongs joyj and jayj. We shall assume that following the First Velar Palatalization 
(26), the grammars of South and East Slavic contain the Diphthong Rule (33) : 

(33 ) {:�} � nonback vowels 

Since rule (33) applies after the First Velar Palatalization Rule (26), velars before 
front vowels deriving from diphthongs are not subject to First Palatalization. If the Second 
Velar Palatalization is made to apply after the Diphthong Rule, it can then be stated 
quite simply as applying before front vowels. Note, however, that the strident palato
alveolars resulting from the First Palatalization, which are nonanterior, are not subject 
to the Second Palatalization. Thus, the Second Palatalization, unlike the First Palataliza
tion, cannot apply to all nonanterior consonants ; instead it is restricted to nonanterior 
consonants that must be specified either as [ + back] or [ -strident]. We shall assume that the 
additional specification should be [-strident] rather than [+ back], and shall provide some 
motivation for this assumption in the discussion that follows. Since we have thus excluded 
the palato-alveolars produced by the First Palatalization, we may somewhat generalize the 
environment in which the Second Palatalization applies. It is no longer necessary to exclude 
specifically the environment before the glide jyj, and we may therefore allow the Second 
Palatalization to apply before [-consonantal, -back], that is, in the same environment as 
the First Palatalization. 

Having characterized the context in which the process applies, we must turn to the 
question of the modification that it effects. The difference between the results of the First 
and Second Palatalizations is that the former produces nonanterior strident coronals, 
whereas the latter results in strident coronals which are [+anterior]. This naturally suggests 
a rule of the form (34). 
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(34) SECOND VELAR PALATALIZATION (SOUTH AND EAST SLAVIC) 

[ =::�dJ � [ :::�k] / -- [ =�::�] 
We would like to be able to interpret rule (34) so that it links to the conventions that intro
duce the features [+coronal], [+delayed release], and [+ strident], analogous to the case of 
the First Palatalization. Certainly it seems natural to assume that these features are deter
mined in the same manner in both processes of palatalization, that a linguistically significant 
generalization underlies the appearance of these three specified features in the two cases. 
However, the theory of linkage that we have just developed does not, in general, provide 
for cases such as (34) in which two features appear on the right-hand side of the arrow. 
Since this seems to us the appropriate form of the rule, we shall attempt to extend the theory 
of rule application so as to permit the required linkage. 

The first suggestion that comes to mind is that we analyze (34) into two rules, the 
first of which shifts the feature " back," and the second the feature " anterior." The marking 
conventions will now link properly, as before, to the first of these two rules. Thus we replace 
(34) by the sequence of rules (35), (36) : 

[ -ant ] � [-back] / _ [ -cons ] 
-strid -back 

r��:! 1 
+de� reI 
+ stnd 

/ [ -cons ] � [+ant] --
-back 

Rule (35) converts Ikl to [kd, which automatically becomes [c], as discussed above in con
nection with the First Palatalization. Rule (36) will then convert this [c] to [c] (which in this 
case is also I + high]-see note 12). 

This proposal is unworkable, however. Since the environment in which (36) applies 
is the same as that of the First Palatalization (25), rule (36) would also affect the [c] produced 
by the First Palatalization, converting it, incorrectly; to [c]. 

It seems to us that the correct solution to this problem lies in an extension of the 
theory of rule application along the following lines. Let us make the very general assumption 
that two successive lines of a derivation can differ only by a single feature specification. 
A rule such as (34) must then be interpreted in two steps, that is, in one of the two ways which 
we can represent as (37) and (38) : 

[ =::�dJ � [ -back] � [+ant] I . . .  
[-ant ] � [+ant] � [-back] I . . .  -strid 

We will select the interpretation (37), returning to the justification for this choice directly. 
Rule (34), interpreted as (37), is to be understood as follows : first, the appropriate instances 
of Ikl are converted to [k1] ; second, the linking rules apply in the manner discussed above ; 
third, those segments which have been formed in steps one and two are converted to their 
anterior counterparts ; fourth, the linking rules apply as before. What is new in rule (37) is its 
" non-Markovian " character. That is, rule (37) differs from the sequence of rules (35), (36) 
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in that its second step applies only to segments which are formed by its first step ; whereas in 
the case of the sequence of rules (35), (36), the second rule (i.e., (36» has no " memory " 
and cannot distinguish those occurrences of [c] formed from (35) and the marking conven
tions from other occurrences of [c] that may be present in the relevant environment at this 
point in a derivation-from occurrences of [c] resulting from the First Palatalization, for 
example. 

Under this new interpretation, rule (34) has precisely the effects required by the facts 
of the Second Velar Palatalization in South and East Slavic, as we can see from (23) (p. 421). 
Note especially that conventions (24XXa) and (24XXIIlc) are not linking rules and that 
none of the linking rules are sensitive to shifts from [-anterior] to [+anterior]. 

The facts of the Second Velar Palatalization in West Slavic are readily accounted for 
by restricting the second step in the derivation to noncontinuants : 

(39) SECOND VELAR PALATALIZATION (WEST SLAVIC) [ -ant 1 
-strid 
< -cont) 

[ -baCk] / [ -cons ] 
< + ant) -- -back 

The schema (39) abbreviates two rules, the first of which applies to nonanterior nonstrident 
noncontinuants in two steps, as illustrated by (37), and the second of which simply fronts 
nonanterior nonstrident segments in the manner of (26). It is quite natural for (34) and (39) 
to be so similar since they characterize similar phenomena in closely related languages. 
Therefore, the fact that the rules for West Slavic differ in such a minor way from those for 
South and East Slavic may be regarded as providing a certain amount of support for the 
analysis proposed here and for the theory underlying this analysis.14 

Before continuing with the topic under discussion, we note that the process of Velar 
Softening in English (see (6) and (1 14), Chapter Four, where [-back] was omitted since it 
was not crucial to the discussion there) is very similar to (39). Under the theory of rule 
application that we have now developed, Velar Softening would be characterized by the 
schema (40) : 

( 40 ) VELAR SOFTENING (ENGLISH) 

[ -baCk] / _ [=�a�kl 
< + ant) -cons 

Under the proposed interpretation, the two velars in the derivable word regicide will be 
converted to [gIl and [kl], respectively, by the first step of (40), and then to [j] and [c] 
by marking conventions which link to this rule. The second step of the first rule abbreviated 
by (40) will then convert unvoiced [c] formed by the first step to [c]. Note that other 
instances of [c], not formed by the first step of rule (40), will not be affected by the second 

14 We noted above that if the Second Palatalization were not restricted to nonstrident consonants, it would 
affect the segments produced by the First Palatalization Rule, turning these, as well as the remaining 
velars, into strident dentals. If this were actually the desired result, there would then be no need for the 
First Palatalization Rule, since the output of the grammar would be the same whether or not it included 
this rule. These considerations are of more than abstract interest since the well-known mazurzenie 
phenomenon of Polish is precisely of this type and would be formally characterized in the manner just 
outlined. 
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step. Thus, in the word cherub, for example (which is [+derivable]-cf. cherubic-and has 
[c] before a nonback nonlow vowel), the initial segment will not be converted to [c] by the 
second part of the Velar Softening Rule. 

In the cases just reviewed, then, the proposed modification of the theory of rule 
application has just the right conseQuences. It seems, moreover, to be a very natural modi
fication. The one step in this account that is still not motivated by any general consideration 
is the choice of (37) rather than (38) as an interpretation of (34) and the corresponding choice 
in the case of Velar Softening in English. 

Here, too, however, there is a rather natural enrichment of the theory that will lead 
to the desired conclusion. At the outset of this discussion we noted that certain rules are 
more plausible than others which may be just as complex or even less complex, when 
complexity is measured in terms of number of features. In particular, we noted that rule 
(lei) (see p. 401), which converts velars to palato-alveolars before nonlow nonback vowels, 
is much " simpler," in some linguistically important sense, than rule ( leii), which converts 
labials to dentals in this context. Similarly, it seems correct, in general, that a rule con
verting palatal stops to dentals should be simpler than a parallel rule converting velar 
stops to labials. Quite apart from the problem we are now discussing, these distinctions 
must somehow be built into the grammar. However, if these distinctions are incorporated 
into general linguistic theory, then we can also suggest a very natural principle for inter
preting a rule such as (34) which introduces two feature modifications : namely, interpret 
the rule in the way that is simplest, given the general theory of simplicity of rules. On these 
grounds, (37) is a simpler interpretation of (34) than is (38), since (37) involves a change of 
velars to palato-alveolars (before high front vowels) and of palato-alveolars to dentals, 
whereas (38) involves a change of velars to labials and labials to palatalized labials. These 
considerations suggest the direction in which an overall solution to this problem might be 
sought. Unfortunately, they do not solve the problem in general, or even in this case, since we 
have simply established the correct ordering of rule plausibility by fiat. To give a general 
solution to the problem in these terms, we would have to extend the theory of rule plausi
bility so that it would automatically provide a " simplest interpretation " for each possible 
case. 

A possible direction in which one might look for such an extension of the theory is 
suggested by certain other facts that are not handled with complete adequacy in the present 
theory. Consider first the manner in which the process of metathesis was treated in Chapter 
Eight, Section 5. As will be recalled, we were forced there to take advantage of powerful 
transformational machinery of the sort that is used in the syntax. This increase in the power 
of the formal devices of phonology did not seem fully justified since it was made only to 
handle a marginal type of phenomenon. An alternative way to achieve the same results is to 
introduce a special device which would be interpreted by the conventions on rule application 
as having the effect of permuting the sequential order of a pair of segments. It goes without 
saying that if this were done, the conventions on rule application would have to be con
siderably extended, both in scope and in character, beyond the type of marking conventions 
and linking rules discussed in this chapter. If it should prove possible to define a reasonably 
short list of such " plausible " phonological processes and show that all-or the majority 
of-the phonological processes encountered in different languages belong to this set, this 
would constitute a very strong empirical hypothesis about the nature of language. 

We are clearly quite far from achieving this goal, but certain facts suggest that this 
may be a fruitful direction in which to pursue further inquiry. Consider, for example, the 
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phenomenon of assimilation, of which the Slavic palatalizations are a special case. In 
assimilation the coefficients of a given feature or feature set in one segment are made to 
agree with the coefficient of the same feature or feature set in a nearby segment. The fact 
that it is the same feature or feature set in both segments is crucial. In the framework of this 
book, however, we are unable to reflect this fact with complete adequacy, for formaIly a 
rule such as (26) is not sufficiently different from (41) :  

/ [-cons ] [-ant] � [-back] -- . -VOIce 

Rule (41), however, in which backness is made to agree with voicing, expresses a type of 
assimilation that is unknown and implausible. If assimilation were a special process which 
was available for use whenever necessary, it could be restricted so as to affect only the same 
features in different segments, or it could be further constrained to affect particular features 
or sets of features in particular environments. Thus, nasals seem to be quite prone to assimi
late the point of articulation of a succeeding consonant, while continuants are apparently 
all but immune to such assimilation. It would seem plausible to establish a hierarchy of 
assimilation processes ranging from complete assimilation of all features to assimilation 
of only a single feature. Processes such as palatalization and velarization would be character
ized as assimilations which affect the features " high " and " back." 

As already noted in Section 1 ,  there are also processes which involve coherent sets 
of rules. In addition to the processes of " strengthening " mentioned previously, there are 
various types of " weakening" processes. We may also include here such processes as " com
pensatory lengthening," " raising " (and " lowering ") of vowels, and perhaps also phono
logical shifts such as the Great Vowel Shift of English. 

It does not seem likely that an elaboration of the theory along the lines just reviewed 
will allow us to dispense with phonological processes that change features fairly freely. 
The second stage of the Velar Softening Rule of English (40) and of the Second Velar 
Palatalization (34) of Slavic strongly suggests that the phonological component requires 
wide latitude in the freedom to change features, along the lines of the rules discussed in the 
body of this book. 

It should be pointed out that the proposal that we have made concerning " plausible " 
phonological processes is much more substantial than our proposal concerning " plausible " 
phonological systems. We have seen that the conventions required to define " plausible " 
segments could also be utilized to define " plausible " phonological rules. Thus, the marking 
rules had two sources of empirical support. On the one hand, they were supported by the 
fact that the most "plausible " phonological segments seemed to reappear constantly 
in the phonological systems of different languages. On the other hand, the marking con
ventions in their function as linking rules were justified by the facts of the grammars of 
individual languages. Confirmation that arises from considerations internal to a grammar is 
much more significant than any observations on what is commonly to be found. While 
internal confirmation is available for the proposed " plausible " phonological processes, such 
independent confirmation is lacking in the case of "plausible " phonological systems. This 
is a serious shortcoming which reflects our limited understanding of the problem. 

Returning now to the Dental Palatalizations in Slavic (see (23), p. 421), we observe 
that Dental Palatalization takes place before /y /, i.e., before a glide that is nonback and high. 
In East Slavic, in this environment, the dentals turn into strident palato-alveolars (/t/ � [c], 
/s/ � [8], etc.) At first sight it would appear that there was a change here in the point of 
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articulation, from anterior to nonanterior. This observation, however, is quite superficial : 
it states the facts but provides no insight into them. Consider, therefore, the possibility of 
treating this palatalization as an instance of regressive assimilation, just as we did the other 
two palatalizations. Let us assume that what is being assimilated here is the high position 
of the tongue body that is characteristic of the following glide. More formally : 

(42) DENTAL PALATALIZATION (EAST SLAVIC) 

[+high] / -[=�:�] 
+ high 

[+cor] � 

Since the dentals are coronals, the immediate consequence of this rule will be to invoke the 
linking rule (24XXIIa), which has the effect of converting the segments to [-anterior]. 
This, in turn, makes the segments subject to conventions (24XXIIIb) (vacuously), 
(24XXVIa), and (24XXVIIc), yielding the required strident palato-alveolars as the final 
output. 

The linking rule (XXIIa) reflects the assumption that when dental consonants " pala
talize " they most commonly turn into strident palato-alveolars. The hypothesis embodied in 
the conventions is that under these conditions it is more complicated for dental obstruents 
to retain their original point of articulation and, if applicable, their original nonstridency 
than for them to undergo the shift in point of articulation and stridencyY 

Consider next Dental Palatalization in South Slavic. The results differ from those in 
East Slavic in that the plosive does not become an affricate. This fact is treated quite readily 
by the same device that was employed in (39) above : 

(43) DENTAL PALATALIZATION (SOUTH SLAVIC) 

[ +cor ] 
< -cont) 

[ +high ] 
< -del reI) / -r=:��

s

] 
. -back 
+ high 

The change to [- delayed release] in the second step of the first rule abbreviated by (43) 
blocks (24XXVIa), in accordance with the suggestion made at the beginning of this section. 
Convention (24XXVIIc) now applies vacuously, yielding the nonstrident plosive [td, as 
required. Rule (43) is in need of modification, however, as can be seen from the following 
considerations. The environment in which Dental Palatalization takes place is a special case 
of the environment of the two Velar Palatalizations. The nonstrident palato-alveolars [tl' dd 
which are produced by Dental Palatalization would therefore be subject to the First Velar 
Palatalization if Dental Palatalization preceded the latter, and they would be subject to the 
15 It should be noted that crucial to the discussion of the preceding paragraphs is the assumption that the [- high ] [- high] 

neutral dentals are . If, instead, we had assumed that the neutral dentals were , rule (42) 
- back + back 

would have linked these to convention (24XXIIIb) nonvacuously and to convention (24XXVIIb), thereby 
producing nonstrident velars instead of strident palato-alveolars. It has been observed by J. D.  McCawley 
(1967a) that this phenomenon takes place in the Ripuarian dialects of German, which include the dialect 
of the city of Cologne. In these dialects dentals are replaced by velars after high vowels ; for example, 
[huUk] (standard [hunt] ), .. dog " ;  [kiUk] (standard [kint] ), .. child " ;  [liik] (standard [byta] ), .. people " ;  
[cik] (standard [cayt] ), . .  time." To describe this phenomenon, it would be necessary t o  assume that in 
these dialects a prior rule made dentals [+ back]. 
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Second Velar Palatalization if Dental Palatalization were placed after the First and before 
the Second Velar Palatalization. To avoid this consequence, it is necessary to order Dental 
Palatalization in South Slavic after the two Velar Palatalizations. l6 Once this is done, how
ever, a further problem arises. Rule (43) will apply to ley] and [Jy] (from underlying /ky/ and 
/gy/) and convert these to [tlY] and [dly]. This consequence can readily be blocked by 
restricting the Dental Palatalization in South Slavic to [+ anterior] segments : 

(44) DENTAL PALATALIZATION (SOUTH SLAVIC) [ +cor 1 
+ ant 

< - cont) 

[ + high ] 
< - del reI) 

/ __ -cons 
�-voc 1 

-back 
+ high 

Consider now what would happen if Dental Palatalization were formulated so that all of its 
products were nonstrident, rather than just the noncontinuants as in South Slavic. If Dental 
Palatalization were ordered before the Second Velar Palatalization, -all of its products would 
merge with those of the Second Palatalization. But this is precisely the result that we have in 
West Slavic (see (23) ). Dental Palatalization in West Slavic must therefore be of the form (45) 
and be ordered before the Second Palatalization (39) : 

(45) DENTAL PALATALIZATION (WEST SLAVIC) 

[ +cor] [ + high] 
+ ant ---+ -strid 

[- VOc 1 / -- -cons 
-back 

To sum up the discussion of the Slavic Palatalizations, we observe that the processes 
differ only in relatively minor respects in the three major dialect areas. There are two 
slightly different variants of Second Velar Palatalization (i.e., (34) and (39) ), and there are 
three obviously related variants of Dental Palatalization « 42), (44), and (45) ) .  Finally, the 
dialects differ with regard to the order in which the rules have to apply : 

South Slavic 
First Velar (26) 
Second Velar (34) 
Dental (44) 

East Slavicl7  
First Velar (26) 
Second Velar (34) 
Dental (42) 

West Slavic 
First Velar (26) 
Dental (45) 
Second Velar (39) 

Turning now to a different topic, we note that the marking convention (24XXVIIc) 
will be involved when stops alternate with continuants. Thus, in modern Russian, for in
stance, It, d/ ---+ [s, z] before a dental stop, as in the infinitive /met +ti/ ---+ [m,ist,i], " to 
sweep." Formally such a rule would be expressed as (47) : [+ant 1 

+cor 
-nasal 

r+ ant 1 
+cor 

---+ [+ cont] / - I -nasa 
-cont 

16 In East Slavic analogous problems of ordering do not arise. Since the First Velar Palatalization and 
the Dental Palatalization have identical results, it is irrelevant whether the output of one rule is subject 
to the other rule. Moreover, the Dental Palatalization in East Slavic results in strident obstruents which are, 
therefore, exempt from the Second Velar Palatalization. Hence there is no reason within East Slavic for 
ordering Dental Palatalization with respect to the two Velar Palatalizations. 

17 The relative ordering of Dental Palatalization in East Slavic is not justified here. See note 16. 
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Rule (47) converts It, d/ to [e, 0]. The conventions (XXV) and (XXVIIc) supply stridency 
to the segments [e, 0] formed by rule (47), and we derive [s, z]. Precisely the same is true 
of English Spirantization, as we have seen (Chapter Four, (120), p. 229). 

There are, however, well-known cases in various languages in which stops become 
continuants or continuants become stops without the concomitant shift in stridency implied 
by marking convention (24XXVIIc). A good example of this is spirantization in Semitic, 
where in postvocalic position and certain other environments nonemphatic (nonpharyn
gealized) obstruents become continuants. Thus we have a rule such as (48) : 

[ - son] --+- [+ cont] / [ +voc ] [--] -cons - low 

However, a segment undergoing this spirantization rule is not further modified by the 
marking convention (XXVII c) as might be expected. Thus, whereas rule (47) produces the 
change /t/ --+- [s], rule (48) results in the change /t/ --+- [e], with nonstridency preserved.ls 
All segments subject to (47) are also subject to the marking convention (XXVIIc). We make 
this observation the basis for the formal principle (49) : 

( 49) A linking rule applies either to all or to none of the segments formed by a given rule. 

In view of principle (49), we are required to apply the linking rule (24XXVIIc) in the case 
of (47), since all segments are subject to the convention; but principle (49) blocks appli
cation of (24XXVIIc) in the case of rule (48) since certain segments formed by the rule
e.g., the velars, which are [-anterior, -coronal]-are not subject to this convention. 

Thus principle (49) states that if a spirantization rule applies only to dentals, it will 
(in the simplest case) make them strident ; whereas if it applies to velars as well, it will (in the 
simplest case) leave all of the segments produced unchanged in stridency (but see note 1 8). 
This observation seems factually correct and supports our assumption that (49) is a proper 
principle governing the interpretation of rules. Notice, furthermore, that (49) is an entirely 
natural condition. Its effect is to build a consideration of symmetry into the interpretation 
of phonological rules. It guarantees that the segments formed by a rule will differ among 
themselves exactly in those respects in which the corresponding segments to which the rule 
applied differed among themselves. If, for example, we have the situation shown in (50), 
with segments A and B differing from segments C and D in the feature FI , and segments A 
and C differing from segments B and D in the feature F2, and if, furthermore, the rule (51 )  
applies to the segments A ,  B, C, D, changing their value with respect to the feature F 3 ,  

then the segments A', B', C', D' of (52), formed by the application of (5 1) to (50), will 
differ from one another as indicated in (52) : 

(50 ) B 

+ 

+ 

c 

+ 

+ 

D 

+ 

1 8 We shall assume that the same is true of the labials, and that the appearance of [f ] and [vI instead of the 
expected [<ill and [�l is due to a low-level phonetic rule, which no doubt itself involves a universal marking 
convention. Note, incidentally, that Grimm's Law consists in part of a process analogous to (48), stridency 
not being supplied by the marking conventions since the law applies to all obstruents, not only to anterior 
ones. 
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[A, B, C, D] - [-F3] 

A' 

+ 

F2 + 

F3 

B' 

+ 

C' D' 

+ 

Phonological theory 

Thus the structure of (50) is carried over under rule (51), except for the change that it itself 
introduces. Were we not to adopt principle (49), this consequence would not necessarily 
result. Thus, if the language in question contained a marking convention that converted 
A', B' to [ -Ftl, or that converted A' alone to [-Fl]' etc., the result of the application of 
(51) would be a formal structure which differed from the system to which it applied, even 
apart from the change introduced by the rule. The effect of this principle, then, is to preserve 
whatever symmetries of structure exist in more abstract representations. In other words, this 
principle implies that, ceteris paribus, processes that destroy underlying symmetry will be 
more costly than processes that preserve them. Since there are also various conventions 
that lead us to favor abstract systems with certain underlying symmetries (see the dis
cussion on page 410), it follows that even phonetic outputs can be expected to preserve a 
certain measure of phonological structure of the type associated with phonological repre
sentations. 

An interesting parallel to the example of spirantization is provided by the application 
of marking convention (6Xla) to the segments subject to the back-front shift in English, 
and the nonapplication of this convention in the case of the Umlaut of Modem Standard 
German. To facilitate the following discussion, we reproduce here as (53) a number of the 
marking conventions for vowels : 

(VI) 

(VII) 

(VIII) 

(IX) 

(X) 

(XI) 

(XII) 

u low � (l+ IOWl / [U back l ) (a) 
u round 

[ -low] (b) 

[ + low] - [-high] 

[u high] - [ + high] 

[ + high] - [-low] 

[u back] - [+ back] / [ + IOW ] 

[u round] -
[a:round] I [a:backl 

-low 
(a) 

[-round] I [--] + low 
(b) 

[u tense] - [+tense] 
The phonology of English contains an early Backness Adjustment Rule that applies to such 
exceptional items as sing, run, mouse, wind (verb), with the underlying representations Isingl, 
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/run/, /mfls/, /wind/, and converts them to [sung], [rin], [mis], [wflnd], respectively. By 
application of Vowel Shift and other rules in the paired forms, we derive ultimately the 
phonetic forms [silJ]-[srelJ], [rAn]-[rren], [maws]-[mays], [waynd]-[wawnd], in the manner 
described in Chapter Four, Section 4.3.7. We can formulate the Backness Adjustment Rule 
as (54) : 

(54) [+high] � [cxback] / 

[

-CXback] in certain contexts 

Convention (53Xla) applies to all segments formed by (54). Applying rule (54) to /run/ and 
/mus/, we derive [run] and [mus], which automatically become [rin] and [mis] by convention 
(Xla). Applying rule (54) to /sing/ and /wind/, we first obtain [sing] and [wind], which 
automatically become [sung] and [wflnd] by the same convention. 

Consider, by way of contrast, the Umlaut of modern German, where in certain 
morphologically defined environments all vowels are fronted, so that u � a, 0 � 0, a � re 
(� e) .1 9 The rule characterizing the German Umlaut can be stated as (55) : 

(55) 
[

+ voc ] . .  
� [-back] / III certam contexts 

- cons 

Rule (55) forms certain segments (i.e., the [+ low] vowels) that are not subject to 
(53Xla). Hence, by principle (49), the linking rule (53Xla) will not apply to any segments 
formed by rule (55), and the rounding of the original nonlow back vowels will remain in 
the output. Observe that if we wished to characterize a situation in which u � a without 
concomitant fronting of low vowels, we would have to give a rule that is more complex than 
(55) ; for example, the rule (56) : [

-baCk ] / .  . 
[ + high] � 

d 
III certam contexts 

+ roun 

where [ + round] on the right-hand side of the arrow represents the extra cost in complexity 
that must be paid to undo the effects of the linking rule (Xla).20 

Summarizing, we are assuming that all phonological rules are presented in the form 
(57) :2 1 

[" F' ] 

� 

[�'G'] 

/ 

y[ �_
] 

Z 

cxmFm �nGn 
Certain general conditions of rule plausibility force us, we have suggested, to interpret such 
a rule as a non-Markovian block, with a uniquely determined ordering of Gl, . . . , Gn> 
let us say, as given in (57). We interpret (57) in the following way. Given a segment specified 
as [cxl F 1 , • • .  , cxmF m' W] in the context Y--Z, we assign it the feature specification [�l G d, 
exactly as before. We next apply the longest sequence of linked marking conventions, in the 

19 We disregard here the raising of lal that is normally a concomitant phenomenon of the German Umlaut. 
For a discussion of Umlaut in modern German from the viewpoint of generative phonology, see Zwicky 
(1964). 

20 The phenomenon of vowel harmony in the Ural-Altaic languages provides a further example of the 
nonapplication of convention (XIa) in a situation that precisely parallels that of the German instance. 

21 In fact, as suggested on page 427. the choice of W may be automatically determined by conditions of 
rule plausibility, so that the distinction between [F" . . . •  F .. I and the other features of the unit 
[(X" . . .  , (XmFm. WI may not have to be expressed directly in the rule. 
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manner described on pages 423-44.22 We then proceed to assign to every segment subject 
to (57) the feature specification [�2G2] and again apply the marking conventions. We repeat 
the process for every [�iGJ given on the right-hand side of the arrow in (57). We have 
seen that quite a few intricate phonological processes can be described in very simple terms 
if these assumptions about rule application are adopted. 

To complete this preliminary and tentative discussion of the role of marking in 
phonology, we now examine processes associated with the Vowel Shift, which play such a 
prominent role in the word-level phonology of English. The Vowel Shift Rule and the 
associated Adjustment Rules illustrate rather graphically the changes in the formulation of 
our rules that are necessitated by the introduction of the marking conventions and the 
attendant principles of rule interpretation. 

As we shall see, there is no need to modify the Vowel Shift Rule itself at all. Rather, 
the introduction of linking rules and markedness considerations will make unnecessary 
certain parts of the Rounding Adjustment and the Backness Adjustment Rules which were 
introduced in Chapter Four in order to bring about the change from 15/ and Ire; to [a]. The 
considerations introduced in this section allow us, therefore, to achieve significant simpli
fications in our description of English. This fact provides further empirical support for the 
proposals that have been sketched in the preceding pages. Moreover, the fact that the rules 
proposed here link naturally to the marking conventions has bearing also on the history of 
the Great Vowel Shift. In the light of the marking conventions, the historical process that 
we have postulated makes use of rules that are quite natural, whereas the alternative rules 
that we rejected in Chapter Six would be highly complex and implausible. If correct, the 
marking conventions, therefore, are important evidence in favor of the account that we 
have advanced. 

We give here the Vowel Shift Rule in a slightly different form from that of (33) in 
Chapter Five : 

(58) 
{[�:!w

] 
- [- ethigh] / [�] 

[��7
gh
] 

- [- �low] 

l-l 
-tense 
+ back 
+ high 

/ �:��s 

[-] 
yback 
yround 

We now ask whether the rule needs any modification in view of the considerations 
of this section. It should be noted, first, that both parts of the Vowel Shift Rule are schemata 
which abbreviate two rules each ; i.e., the relevant parts of (58) must be rewritten as (59) : 

(a) (i) 
(ii) 

(b) (i) 
(ii) 

[+high] - [ -high] 
[-high] - [+high] 
[+ low] - [- low] 
[- low] - [+ low] 

22 Notice that such conventions as (6IIa, b), (6IIIa, c), which involve sequential constraints, never play a 
role in interpreting the application of phonological rules. Thus, if a glide becomes vocalic in initial position 
by a phonological rule, it is not subject to the marking conventions that govern initial position, etc. This 
conclusion is essential jf absurdities are not to result. 
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This is important for the correct application of principle (49) since that principle refers to 
rules and not to schemata and hence to the form (59) rather than (58). It is readily seen that 
none of the conventions in (53) are applicable to vowels that become [ -high]. Conventions 
(IX) and (XIa) are applicable to vowels that become [+high] ; their effects in the cases under 
consideration are vacuous. Thus there is no need to change part (a) of the Vowel Shift Rule. 

The situation is somewhat different with respect to part (b) of the Vowel Shift Rule. 
Here most of the conventions (VII)-{XII) function as linking rules. The segments affected 
by (59bi) are the tense vowels /re;, /5/, which as a consequence of the rule become nonlow. 
It is immediately clear that except for (53XIa) none of the marking conventions apply. 
Convention (XIa) could conceivably function in the case under discussion ; its effects would 
be vacuous, however. As R. Stanley has pointed out to us, in view of principle (49) the 
decision as to whether or not (XIa) applies here depends on whether schemata are treated 
as single conventions or as abbreviations of several individual conventions. If the former 
decision is made, then convention (XIa) will apply in the case under discussion. If, on the other 
hand, the latter decision is made, principle (49) will block the application of (XIa). Since the 
same consequences follow from either decision in the present instance, it is impossible to 
know which choice is correct. The issues involved, however, are clear. 

The segments affected by (59bii) are the tense vowels /e/ and /6/, which are con
verted by the rule into low vowels : 

Marking convention (53VII) then applies vacuously. Next, convention (53X) applies, with 
the effects shown in (61) : 

Finally, convention (53XIb) applies, yielding the required results : 
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covey, 2 1 3  
cow, 1 89, 195, 2 1 5  
coy, 278 
create, 155 
credence, 1 8 1 ,  1 8 1n 
credit, 1 8 1n 
credulity, 198 
Crimea, 190 
criterion, 87, 225 
critical, 54, 219  
criticism, 54, 219 
criticize, 54, 55,  219, 

220 
crypt, 1 7 1  
cube, 192, 193, 195 
cubic, 1 8 1n 
cue, 195 
culm, 214 
cunning, 46 
cup, 278 
cupidity, 28, 29 
cupola, 149 
cupric, 241n 
curiosity, 122n 
curious, 122n 
currency, 46 
curriculum, 196n 
cursory, 1 3 2  
cushion, 204 
custodian, 1 86 
custody, 186 
cut, 252, 278 
cutaneous, 1 49, 192, 

1 95, 198 
cyclic, 1 8 1  
cylinder, 85, 85n, 86 
cylindric, 86 
cylindroid, 1 5 3  
cyprus, 241n 

daguerreotype, 104n 
danger, 85n 
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dangerous, 85n 
Darwinian, 1 82 
day, 252, 276 
days, 279 
dead, 279 
decay, 1 57 
decency, 1 8 1  
decide, 69 
decision, 1 82, 23 1 ,  235, 

235n 
decorous, 8On, 8 1  
decoy, 1 57n 
defamation, 120 
defeat, 1 57 
deferent, 1 59 
defiant, 8 1  
delay, 1 57 
delegate, 107, 108, 1 12, 

120, 1 38n 
delicacy, 178 
delicate, 1 08n 
delicious, 178 
delineate, 178 
demand, 157 
demand capitulation, 90, 

9 1  
democracy, 86, 229 
democrat, 86 
democratize, 154 
demon, 167, 168, 1 86 
demonic, 167, 1 86 
demonstration, 38, 1 1 2, 

1 16, 122, 1 6 1  
demonstrative, 41 ,  42, 

1 27, 1 28, 143 
den, 283 
denotation, 69 
denotative, 123, 176 
denote, 1 1 , 123 
dentist, 96 
dependent, 8 1, 1 59 
deport, 1 1 2 
deportation, 1 12, 1 15, 

1 16, 122, 1 6 1  
derelict, 8 1  
derivative, 50, 52, 1 22, 

128, 178 
derive, 50, 53, 54, 128, 

178 
derogate, 143 
derogatory, 141 
describe, 201 
description, 1 7 1  
descriptive, 201 
deserve, 221 
design, 95, 148, 221,  228 
designate, 96, 138n, 

1 39n 
desire, 157 
desirous, 81 

despair, 1 57 
desperate, 1 08n 
desperation, 1 08n 
desultory, 139 
detail, 1 57n 
detective, 1 55 
detention, 172 
deter, 94 
detergent, 83 
deteriorate, 227n 
determine, 69 
detonate, 96 
devastation, 38, 1 12 
develop, 29, 30, 33 
devote, 69 
dew, 252 
dial, 236n 
dialectal, 3 1, 33, 8 1  
diaphragm, 234 
diaphragmatic, 234 
difficult, 80 
difficulty, 229 
diffident, 8 1  
dingy, 234 
diphthongize, 1 54 
diplomatize, 154 
direct, 80 
disaster, 86 
disastrous, 86 
disciplinary, 136, 140 
discreet, 80 
dispensary, 135  
dissemble, 47, 222 
dissent, 47 
dissonant, 8 1  
divide, 232 
divination, 120 
divine, 50, 5 1n, 122n, 

178, 179, 1 84, 1 85, 
2 19  

divinity, 50, 1 22n, 178, 
179, 1 84, 219 

division, 229, 230 
doctor, 96, 130 
doctoral, 1 30 
doctorial, 1 30 
document, 120 
documentary, 135  
documentation, 120 
dodecagon, 101  
dodecahedron, 10  1 
dog, 252 
domain, 77, 78 
domesticity, 38 
dominion, 87 
dosage, 149n, 229n 
dowel, 207, 208 
draw, 252, 28 1 
dream, 279 
dreams, 279 

drew, 28 1 
duct, 203 
duke, 196 
dull, 267, 269 
dupe, 195 
dwell, 193 
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dysentery, 1 39, 1 39n 

eager to please, 17  
eat, 7 1 ,  279 
echo, 1 9 1  
echoic, 191  
eclipse, 45 
economic, 88 
economical, 88 
economy, 39, 40, 1 29, 

1 30, 1 32, 135  
ecumenical, 28 ,  29 
edit, 30, 33, 69 
effigy, 79, 1 1 1 , 129 
effort, 36, 37, 37n, 38, 

96 
Egyptian, 229 
either nation, 1 16n 
elaborate, 1 20, 185  
elasticity, 1 16 
elation, 1 22 
elect, 69 
electricity, 1 14n, 1 16 
electronic, 1 14n 
electrophoresis, 10 1 
electroscope, 104 
elementary, 125n, 1 35, 

1 37 
elephant, 37n, 44 
elevator boy, 93, 1 09 
elevator operator, 93, 

1 09 
elicit, 69 
ellipse, 45, 73, 146-48, 

148n 
elocution, 158n 
eloquent, 82, 158n 
emaciate, 1 83, 228, 230 
emaciation, 230 
embargo, 74 
embarrass, 69 
emendation, 38, 1 16n 
employable, 160 
enchiridion, 228 
endomorph, 101  
endothelium, 101  
endure, 230 
energize, 1 54 
enfranchise, 154 
enjoyable, 160 
ennui, 193n 
ensue, 230 
ephemeral, 8 1  
equality, 90n, 2 17  
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erase, 27-29, 69, 27 
eraser, 21 ,  26, 27 
ermine, 96 
erudite, 80 
espousal, 195 
establish, 1 8 1n 
eternize, 154 
evade, 29, 30, 33, 229, 

232 
evasive, 229, 232 
evening class, 93 
evening mathematics-

class, 93 . 
evict" 1 7 1  
evidently, 142n 
ewer, 261n 
examine, 229 
exasperate, 229 
exceed, 47, 158n, 22 1 
excel, 221 
excellent, 159 
excess profits tax, 22n 
excite, 158n, 221 
exclude, 221 ,  230n 
execute, 1 58, 1 58n, 159n 
executive, 158, 1 58n 
exemplary, 1 35, 202 
exercise, 79, 95, 1 54 
exhaust, 69 
exist, 29, 30, 229 
exorcise, 79, 1 54 
expeditious, 229 
expel, 221 
experience, 252 
experiment, 79, 1 20 
experimentation, 1 17, 

1 18n, 120 
explain, 178 
explanation, 120, 122, 

124 
explanatory, 1 22, 178 
exploitation, 122 
exploitative, 122, 176, 

192 
export, 36-38, 96 
expurgatory, 141  
extend, 47, 221  
extrapolate, 79, 155, 238 
extrapose, 1 15 
extreme, 80 
exuberant, 230n 

fable, 196 
fabulous, 1 96 
factotum, 7 1  
factual, 229, 233 
fade, 28 
faint, 276 
fall, 266, 267 
familial, 225, 226, 226n 

familiar, 226n, 227 
familiarity, 227 
familiarize, 87 
father, 190, 205-07, 

2 1 1 ,  2 1 3n, 2 14, 
216n, 284, 288, 
289 

fault, 217  
feed, 28 ,  276, 279 
feet, 209, 266, 276 
felonious, 225 
ferocious, 80n 
feud, 28 
fiasco, 74, 75, 1 1 1  
field, 172, 254 
fifteen, 1 17 
fifteen men, 1 17 
Fifth Avenue, 156 
Fifth Street, 156 
film, 214 
finger, 85,  234 
fish, 172n 
fistula, 193 
fit, 7 1 ,  266 
flange, 200 
flaw, 2 15  
flay, 2 1 5  
flee, 2 1 5  
fleet, 279 
flourish, 1 82n 
fly, 2 15  
folly, 266 
fond, 206n 
fool, 266 
foot, 209 
force, 2 13  
formaldehyde, 78, 217  
formula, 1 1 1 , 196n 
fortuitous, 230 
fortune, 197 
foul, 195, 207 
fountain, 208 
frantic, 80 
fraternal, 8 1 ,  83 
fraternize, 1 54 
fraud, 209, 2 1 7  
free, 279 
frivolity, 122n, 167, 1 86 
frivolous, 1 22n, 1 67, 

1 68, 1 86 
frown, 208 
fudge, 204 
fuel, 195, 236n 
full, 204, 266, 277 
fully, 267 
fume, 195, 198 
fund, 203 
funeral, 179 
funereal, 179 
furnish, 94 

fuselage, 149n 
futile, 149 

galactic, 232 

Indexes 

galaxy, 40, 129-3 1 ,  232 
gallivant, 79 
gallon, 253, 254 
galvanoscope, 104n, 106, 

1 38n 
gambler, 196n 
ganglion, 225, 226 
gate, 279 
gauge, 200 
gelatinize, 1 54 
general, 1 29, 173, 174 
generative, 4 1 ,  42, 127, 

1 29, 143 
genesis, 100 
genial, 226 
German, 5 1  
Germanic, 5 1  
Germanium, 5 1  
gestation, 1 1 8, 1 20, 1 2 1  
gill, 173 
gingham, 234 
giraffe, 48, 73, 146, 1 50, 

152 
goal, 1 86 
going, 263n 
good, 277 
goose, 252 
gradation, 12 1 ,  190 
gradual, 230 
grammaticize, 154 
grateful, 50, 53, 178 
gratify, 1 33n, 1 85 
gratitude, 50, 52, 1 33n, 

178, 1 85 
great, 279 
Grecian, 254, 263 
Greek, 254, 263 
gruesome, 1 49n, 228, 

228n 
guillotine, 78 
gustatory, 144 
gymnasium, 47, 149, 

228, 23 1 

habit, 39, 1 30, 194 
habitual, 39, 144n, 

194 
habituate, 194 
haggard, 80, 8 1n, 1 6 1  
hallucinatory, 1 4 1  
haltingly, 8 5  
handsome, 80 
hangar, 234 
harass, 46, 46n 
hard, 284 



Word index 

hard-headed, 9 1  
harmonic, 1 86, 245n 
harmonious, 1 86 
harmonize, 245n 
harmony, 1 86 
hate, 252 
he, 279 
heart-broken, 17 
heart-rending, 9 1  
Hebraism, 75 
Hebrew, 195 
hedge-hop, 9 1  
held, 209 
helicograph, 104, 106 
helicoscope, 1 04, 104n 
helm, 2 14  
hermit, 96, 98 
hero, 1 9 1  
heroic, 19 1 
heteronym, 104 
hexameter, 229 
hey, 283 
hiatus, 7 1  
hibernate, 69, 1 8 1  
hierarchic, 174n 
hierarchy, 174n 
hieroglyph, 104 
hinder, 85, 85n, 86 
hindered, 86 
hindering, 86 
hindrance, 86 
Hindu, 1 1 1  
historic, 88 
historical, 88 
history, 1 32 
ho, 261n 
hoarse, 217  
hoist, 172 
hold, 209, 214 
hole, 284 
Homer, 85n 
Homeric, 85n 
honest, 80, 8 1n, 1 6 1  
honey, 213,  2 13n 
honor, 161 ,  283 
hood, 277 
hope, 277, 278 
horizon, 37n, 44, 7 1  
horse, 2 17  
horse-whip, 9 1  
hostile, 1 56 
hot, 283 
hot-blooded, 9 1  
house, 232 
Howell, 207 
howl, 207 
hoyle, 284 
huge, 196 
humbly, 160n 
humility, 1 60n 

hungry, 86n 
hurricane, 78 
husband, 1 50n 
hyalograph, 104n, 1 38n 
hybrid, 1 8 1 n  
hypotenuse, 7 8  

I, 12  
iconic, 1 2 1  
if, 234 
ignominious, 225 
illusory, 1 32  
illustrate, 86, 1 55 
illustration, 1 1 2  
illustrative, 4 1 ,  42, 42n, 

127 
imagine, 69 
immense, 80 
immune, 195 
impiety, 179 
impious, 53, 179 
implement, 79 
implicate, 96 
impugn, 235 
inane, 80 
incidental, 8 1  
incite, 221 
indemnification, 88,  89 
indemnify, 89 
indicate, 143 
indicative, 128 
indignant, 8 1  
industrial, 225 
industrious, 225 
industry, 40, 4 1 ,  129-3 1,  

1 30n, 134, 1 35, 225 
inebriate, 241n 
infant, 73 
inferno, 1 30n 
infinitival, 155 
infinitive, 155 
infinitude, 1 33n 
infinity, 1 33n 
infirmary, 1 35 
inflame, 144n 
inflammatory, 141 ,  144 
information, 1 12, 1 12n, 

1 16, 1 16n, 122, 1 6 1  
ingenious, 226 
ingratiate, 1 85, 198, 229 
inherent, 8 1 ,  159 
inhibition, 87, 1 82 
inhibitory, 132 
inn, 164-66, 165n 
innocent, 8 1  
insert, 96 
insinuate, 79, 1 85 
insistent, 159 
instrumentality, 1 17, 

1 20, 125n 

intercept, 98, 1 06 
interlock, 98 
interlocutor, 1 58n 
interpret, 69 
intersect, 95, 96 
intervene, 95 
intervention, 172 
introduce, 95 
introductory, 132 
introspect, 95 
inure, 195 
invasion, 87, 226 
invective, 1 55 
inventory, 1 39 
investigative, 41 ,  42 
invidious, 226, 229 
irate, 28, 29 
iron box, 1 56 
ironic, 88 
ironical, 88 
irony, 1 8 1  
irrevocable, 1 60 
is broken, 108n 
is closed, 1 08n 
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is (all, fully) dressed, 
108n 

is elaborate, 1 08n 
is furnished, 1 08n 
is sanded, 108n 
isolate, 18 1 ,  228 
issue, 195, 228, 231 ,  

245n 
ivory, 1 8 1  

jail, 276 
Japan, 157n 
Japanese, 157n 
javelin, 7 1  
jeopardize, 154 
John Smith, 1 56 
join, 262 
joy, 278 
judicious, 80n 
jujitsu, 74 
justification, 122 
justificatory, 142n 
juvenile, 156 

Kalamazoo, 1 14 
kaleidoscope, 104 
kangaroo, 78, 1 57 
keep, 263 
Kennedy, 79, 129 
kennel, 173, 174 
Kentuckian, 225 
Kentucky, 47, 148, 

150 
kept, 263 
kill, 173, 174 
kin, 276 
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kinesis, 232 
kinglet, 85 
kingly, 85 
kinkajou,74 
kitchen rack, 93 
kitchen towel-rack, 93 
knew, 268, 28 1 
know, 252, 261n, 278, 

28 1 
Koala, 1 52, 1 89 

label, 253 
labyrinth, 7 1  
lachrymose, 80 
lackey, 173 
lag, 1 6 1  
laggard, 1 6 1  
lame, 1 7 1 n  
lament, 69 
lampoon, 1 18 
land surveyor, 93 
lane, 17 1n  
language, 224 
lantern, 73 
laryngoscope, 104 
larynx, 73 
laud, 206, 207, 209 
launder, 207n 
laundry, 207n 
law, 2 1 5, 2 16n, 2 17, 

252, 262 
lawn, 205, 206, 209, 212  
leave, 263 
left, 263 
legend, 140 
legendary, 136, 1 39 
legislate, 196n 
legislative, 1 29n 
length, 210 
lever, 253, 254 
life, 232 
liked, 1 7 1n 
lime, 171n 
limit, 1 8 1 n  
line, 171n, 178 
linear, 178 
lion, 263 
Lisbon, 150n 
lithium, 226 
Lithuania, 225 
live, 232 
loam, 17 1n  
lobster, 1 50n 
locate, 1 55 
location, 121 ,  1 22 
locution, 158n 
logician, 230, 234 
logicism, 235 
long, 209-1 1 ,  2 10n 
long island, 160n 

Long Island, 160n 
loquacious, 158n 
lose, 2 1 0, 263 
loss, 277, 278 
lost, 172, 2 10, 263, 278 
loud, 1 86, 1 88, 1 89, 1 9 1  
lounge, 200 
loutish, 1 82n 
loyalty, 33n, 229 
lucid, 149n, 1 8 1 n  
ludicrous, 82 
lunacy, 198 
lung, 203 
lunge, 200 
luxurious, 230n 

macaroni, 74, 1 35  
machine, 37n, 45, 78, 

98, 1 12, 149 
magazine, 72n, 78 
magistrate, 108n 
magnanimous, 8 1  
magnesium, 47, 149, 23 1 
maid, 252 
maids, 279 
mainland, 160n 
maintain, 28, 29, 69, 7 1 ,  

279 
malaria, 136  
mallard, 73 
mammalian, 226 
man, 252, 283 
manager, 5 1-54, 129, 

179, 1 80, 1 82, 1 84, 
1 85 

managerial, 5 1-53, 1 29, 
179, 1 80, 1 82, 
1 82n, 1 85 

mane, 276 
manifest, 80 
manipulatory, 141  
maple, 241n  
marginal, 179 
marginalia, 179, 226 
Marion, 1 82n 
marionette, 1 50 
marsupial, 225 
martingale, 78 
mason, 253 
masonite, 228 
massacre, 241n 
matador, 78 
material, 1 29 
mathematics class, 93 
matter, 129 
mature, 230n 
maudlin, 208, 2 18  
maxillary, 229 
maximal, 8 1  
Maxwellian, 1 82n 

Indexes 

mead, 279 
mealy-mouthed, 9 1  
mean, 252 
meaneth, 263 
means, 279 
meant, 263, 265 
meat, 279 
medial, 47 
mediate, 1 85, 198 
medical, 47, 54, 219 
medicate, 54, 55, 1 85, 

2 19, 220 
medicinal, 8 1  
medicine, 54, 219 
medieval, 8 1  
medium, 230 
medullar, 83 
medullary, 141  
Medusa, 228n 
meet, 252 
melody, 1 29, 1 30 
memory, 132 
men, 276 
menagerie, 74 
mended, 1 1  
mendicant, 8 1  
Menomini, 74 
mentality, 120, 12 1  
menu, 54, 195, 245n 
mercantile, 1 56 
merchandise, 1 54 
met, 283 
metalanguage, 105, 106 
metamorphize, 154 
metaphysics, 1 05, 106 
metasoma, 95, 106 
meter, 178, 241n 
metric, 178, 241n 
metropolis, 7 1  
mice, 209 
mightily, 234 
migrate, 144, 241 n 
migratory, 144 
militancy, 160, 1 6 1  
million, 87 
mimeograph, 104 
mind, 284 
mingle, 85 
minister, 82n 
ministerial, 82n 
Minnesota, 7 1  
miracle, 196, 197 
miraculous, 196-98 
miscellany, 1 3 1  
miser, 228 
mismanage, 1 06n 
mismatch, 106n 
misogynist, 95 
misogyny, 228 
miss, 234 



Word index 

Mississippi, 47, 73, 146, 
148 

mitigate, 185 
moan, 283n 
mode, 1 6 1  
modern, 80, 8 1n, 1 6 1  
modernize, 154 
modesty, 40, 229 
modulus, 196n 
molecular, 226n 
molluscoid, 153 
moment, 140 
momentary, 136-39 
momentous, 8 1  
monetary, 213n 
money, 213 ,  2 13n, 2 1 8  
monoacid, 1 06 
monogenesis, 100-102, 

1 05 
monograph, 100-102 
monolith, 34, 100 
monomania, 34, 100 
monometalism, 100 
Monongahela, 1 14 
mononucleosis, 100 
monosyllable, 100, 101 ,  

1 05, 106, 106n, 
109 

monotone, 1 00, 1 06, 
1 09, 200 

Montana, 1 1 8 
morbillous, 83 
moribund, 80 
moss, 21 1 
motto, 190, 191  
mount, 195 
mountain, 198, 207, 208, 

2 1 8  
mountainous, 1 8 1  
mountebank, 1 8 1 ,  207 
mouse, 209 
move, 277 
mow, 215, 261n 
mule, 195 
mulligatawny, 144, 207 
multiplication, 122 
multiplicative, 142n 
multiply, 201 
municipal, 8 1  
mural, 46 
muse, 193 
music, 46, 47, 149, 228 
musician, 230 
musket, 149 
mussel, 46, 47 
mustard, 149 
mutation, 28, 29, 69 
mutiny, 46 
mutton, 253 
mutual, 198 

name, 276 
nation, 263 
nations, 254 
nature, 1 8 1 ,  1 8 1n, 1 87 
neophyte, 74 
nephew, 195 
Neptune, 45, 46, 149, 

1 50, 195, 197 
neptunian, 195 
neurological, 88 
neuter, 268 
never, 168 
new, 193, 193n, 252, 

266, 268 
Newton, 1 86 
Newtonian, 1 86 
nightingale, 78, 234 
nobility, 160n 
noble, 241n 
nobler, 196n 
noblest, 196n 
nobly, 160n 
not, 176, 283 
notary, 1 8 1  
nourish, 1 82n 
novelty, 33n 
nut, 278 
nutrition, 87 

oar, 260 
obeisant, 8 1  
obese, 174 
obesity, 1 8 1  
obey, 276, 279 
objectivity, 1 16 
obligatorily, 142n 
oblivion, 87, 225 
obscene, 80, 122n, 1 74 
obscenity, 122n, 174 
obscure, 80 
obscurity, 198 
obsequious, 241n 
observant, 81,  83 
observe, 69, 229 
obsolete, 80 
occult, 80 
odor, 85n 
odorous, 85n 
offer, 283, 284 
offertory, 1 39 
officiate, 1 85 
officious, 226 
often, 21 1 ,  2 1 3  
Oklahoma, 1 14, 1 1 5  
old, tired man, 92n 
old maid, 1 60n 
oligarchy, 225 
onion, 225 
onyx, 73 
opportunity, 38 
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opprobrium, 241 n  
opt, 1 7 1 n  
ophthalmoscope, 1 04 
orate, 144 
oratory, 144 
order, 283, 284 
ordinary, 1 35 
ordinarily, 142n 
organize, 79 
oriental, 129 
orientate, 227n 
ornithofauna, 1 06 
orthodox, 4 1 ,  1 03, 1 3 3  
orthodoxy, 40, 4 1 ,  1 3 1-

34, 1 60 
Osage, 149n 
oscillate, 143 
oscillatory, 141  
oscilloscope, 1 05n 
osmosis, 232 
osmotic, 232 
out, 278 
oven, 213 ,  2 1 3n 
overprice, 1 06n 
overt, 80 
overthrow, 1 15 
owl, 283 
own, 26 1n 
oxen, 1 72n 

pa, 2 16n 
pain, 276 
pale, 2 1 7  
Palestine, 72n 
palm, 214  
panorama, 1 52 
papacy, 1 8 1  
par, 2 1 6  
paradigm, 234 
paradigmatic, 234 
paralanguage, 105 
parallel, 103, 1 04 
parallelepiped, 1 0 1-103, 

1 05 
parallelogram, 1 00--103 
parasite, 95 
parasitic, 95 
parasynthesis, 95 
parity, 216  
partial, 226, 229 
partiality, 229 
pass, 275 
Passamaquoddy, 150n 
passed, 275 
past, 201 
pat, 28, 283 
patio, 229 
pavilion, 87, 225, 23 1 
paw, 216n 
pawn, 68 
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pearl, 276 
peculiar, 227 
peculiarity, 227 
pedagogy, 1 3 1  
peddler, 196n 
pedigree, 78, 135 
pellagra, 83n, 1 5 1, 1 52 
Pennsylvania, 225 
perennial, 1 82n 
perfect, 1 62, 1 62n 
perfunctory, 142n 
perilous, 83 
period, 254, 265 
peripheral, 129 
permission, 87 
permit, 94, 96, 98, 99, 

1 06, 1 57 
perpetual, 194, 230 
perpetuate, 1 94 
perpetuity, 194, 230 
persevere, 96 
persist, 221 
personal, 3 1 ,  33, 8 1  
pertinent, 1 59 
pet, 28 
pewter, 149 
Philippa, 148 
philistine, 237 
philosophical, 95, 228 
philosophy, 228 
phlegm, 234 
phlegmatic, 234 
phlogiston, 37n, 7 1  
photograph, 34, 37, 200 
photosynthesis, 34, 37, 

95 
piety, 53 
pi-meson, 93 
pine, 69 
pint, 172, 284 
pit, 28 
piteous, 229, 230 
pity, 74n, BOn, 1 35, 

245n 
placenta, 7 1  
placentary, 1 3 5  
plaint, 172 
plaintive, 172 
plantation, 1 18 
plasm, 34n 
platinotype, 1 04 
platitudinize, 154 
plaudit, 1 8 1n 
play, 279 
please, 279 
plenitude, 50 
plenum, 50 
poet, 263n, 264n 
poetaster, 1 52 
point, 252 
police, 78 

policy, 40, 1 32 
politic, 88n 
politicize, 1 54 
politico-economic, 1 03 
polyandrous, 8 1 ,  1 32 
polyandry, 1 3 1 ,  1 3 2  
polygamous, 8 1 ,  1 3 1  
polygamy, 1 3 1  
polyhedral, 80n, 8 1  
polyhedrous, 80n, 8 1  
pond, 284 
Pontiac, 229, 230 
pontificate, 1 18 
pool, 1 86, 284 
port, 213, 2 14 
possibility, 1 60n 
possibly, 1 600 
pot, 68, 206n 
potassium, 47, 149, 1 8 1  
potato, 142n 
potency, 1 8 1  
pound, 195, 198, 284 
power, 263, 264n 
praxinoscope, 1 04 
precipitate, 107, 108n 
precipitous, 8 1  
predatory, 144 
preferability, 1 60n 
preferable, 1 60, 1 600 
preferably, 160n 
prejudicial, 23 1 
preparatory, 141  
Presbyterian, 1 50n 
presentation, 1 6 1 ,  161  n, 

1 82; 1 83 
preserve, 221 
presidency, 86, 1 60, 1 6 1  
president, 86, 129, 130, 

1 35, 193 
presidential, 129, 193 
presume, 95, 148 
prevaricate, 1 85 
primary, 1 8 1 
primordial, 230 
privilege, 276 
probity, 1 8 1  
profane, 50, 5 1n, 53, 

54, 178, 179, 1 84, 
195 

profanity, SO, 53, 178, 
1 84 

professor, 39, 1 29, 1 30, 
1 3 5  

professorial, 39, 1 29 
profound, 1 86, 1 87, 1 98, 

203, 2 1 9  
profundity, 1 8 1 ,  1 86, 

1 87, 203, 219  
profusion, 87 
progress, 36, 37, 96 
prohibition, 87 
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promise, 69 
promissory, 40, 40n, 

123, 1 32, 134 
promontory, 123, 1 39, 

139n 
pronounce, 263 
pronunciation, 1 8 1, 263 
propagandize, 1 54 
propriety, 194 
proselytize, 1 54n 
prospective, 155 
protest, 96, 123 
protestantize, 1 54 
protoplasm, 34 
proto-Siouan, 95 
protozoa, 34 
proverb, 39, 194 
proverbial, 39, 194, 198 
provocation, 120, 122 
provocative, 122, 122n, 

128 
provoke, 128 
psychic, 174n 
psycho, 174n 
public, 88 
pudding, 204 
pueblo, 193n 
pugnacious, 235 
pull, 203, 204, 2 17, 277, 

278, 283, 284 
pullet, 204 
pulley, 204 
pun, 204 
punctilious, 87n, 1 82, 

225, 226 
punish, 1 82n, 227 
punitive, 46, 227 
pure, 69, 192, 193 
purvey, 276 
Pusey, 149 
push, 203, 204 
puss, 204 
put, 28, 68, 204 
putrid, 149 
putrify, 241n 
putt, 28 
putty, 150 

quarry, 193 
quarternion, 225, 226 
quartile, 1 56 
queens, 279 
queer, 193 
question, 233 
quiescent, 1 5 1  
quite, 193 
quote, 193 

radiate, 1 1 1 , 1 85, 198 
radiation, 122 
radical, 47 



Word index 

radio, 74 
radish, 1 8 1n 
radium, 47 
rain, 9 1  
rajah, 205, 2 1 1 ,  2 13n 

ramify, 201 
ran, 209 
range, 200 
rapid, 1 8 1n 
reach, 279 
reality, 190 
rebate, 69 
rebel, 87n 
rebellion, 87 
rebellious, 87n, 225 
recalcitrant, 82 
recede, 1 82, 221 
receive, 173, 201 
reception, 201 
recession, 1 82 
reciprocal, 1 22n, 167, 

1 68, 1 86 
reciprocity, 1 22n, 1 67, 

1 68, 1 86 
recite, 221 
recognize, 79 
reconcile, 50 
recondite, 153, 154 
rectory, 1 32  
recumbent, 8 1  
recurrent, 159 
reduce, 201 ,  220, 220n 
reduction, 201,  220, 

220n 
redundant, 8 1  
refectory, 1 39 
refer, 1 60n 
referent, 159, 1 60, 1 60n 
reformatory, 42 
refractory, 40, 1 32, 1 39 
refuge, 79 
refugee, 78, 79, 129 
regal, 219  
regency, 1 8 1  
regicide, 219, 220 
regime, 78 
regiment, 107, 108n, 

1 20 
regimentation, 1 20 
rejuvenate, 23 1 
relative, 1 22 
relax, 1 1 1, 1 12 
relaxation, 38, 1 12, 

1 15, 1 16, 1 16n, 
121 ,  122, 1 6 1  

religion, 231  
religiosity, 23 1 
religious, 225, 226, 235 
relish, 29, 30, 1 8 1n 
reluctant, 8 1  
remedial, 230 

remedy, 229 
remember, 85, 86 
remembering, 86 
remembrance, 86 
remiss, 1 5 1  
remote, 80 
removable, 1 60 
remunerative, 127 
renovate, 96 
renown, 208 
reparable, 160 
repatriate, 241n 
repeat, 1 28 
repellent, 159 
repertory, 1 39 
repetitive, 1 28 
replicate, 96 
reptile, 1 29, 1 30, BOn 
reptilian, 129, 1 82 
repugnant, 8 1  
reputable, 160 
resale, 1 06n 
research laboratory, 93 
resell, 95, 106n 
resemblance, 196n 
resemble, 47, 95, 148, 

222 
resent, 47 
re-serve, 95 
reserve, 95 
resettle, 95 
reside, 228 
residence, 16 1 ,  229 
residency, 229 
resident, 159, 228 
residual, 193n, 200, 23 1 
residue, 193n, 198, 199 ,  

23 1 
resign, 221,  234 
resignation, 234 
resist, 47, 95, 148, 221 
resolute, 80, 228 
re-solve, 95 
resolve, 95 
restaurant, 206 
restraint, 172 
resume, 221,  228, 230 
retain, 202 
retention, 202 
retentive, 172, 202 
retrograde, 80 
revenue, 198, 199 
reverberatory, 42, 14 1  
reverent, 1 59 
revision, 1 82 
rhinoplasty, 40, 1 3 1  
rhododendron, 1 14 
ride, 1 88, 1 9 1  
rift, 234 
right, 233 
righteous, 233, 234 

rigid, 2 19  
rigor, 219  
rigorous, 8 1  
ringed, 85 
road, 28,  254 
robust, 80 
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Roger, 205, 2 1 1 ,  2 1 3n 
rogue, 283 
rosary, 1 8 1 ,  228 
rose, 202 
rose-colored, 9 1  
rostrum, 283 
rotary, 1 8 1  
rotate, 144 
rotation, 122 
rotatory, 144 
rowdy, 208 
royalty, 229 
rugby, 150n 
rule, 23 1 
run, 209, 283 
Russell, 149 
russet, 149 
Russian, 226, 23 1 ,  23 1n  

sacerdotal, 8 1  
sad, 206n 
safe, 232 
sail, 276 
saint, 276 
salamander, 1 52, 157n 
salam android, 1 53 
sale, 276 
salt, 217  
Sam, 266 
same, 266 
sanctify, 33n, 1 33n 
sanctitude, 33n, 1 33n 
sane, 122n 
sang, 1 1, 201 
sanity, 1 22n 
sat, 201 
satiety, 230 
satiric, 178 
satisfaction, 171,  201 ,  

2 12  
satisfactory, 142n 
satisfy, 201 ,  202 
saturnine, 80 
satyr, 178 
saunter, 207n 
sausage, 232 
savior, 225n 
saviour, 254 
scald, 2 17  
scalp, 2 17  
scenic, 1 8 1  
schism, 86 
schismatic, 86 
science, 236n 
scientific, 236n 
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scoundrel, 207 
scrutiny, 198 
scurrilous, 83 
scurvy, 96-98 
sea, 279 
seas, 279 � 
seat, 266, 279 
secretarial, 1 36, 1 82n, 

202 
secretary, 1 36, 137n, 

202 
secure, 80 
sedentary, 1 36 
seem, 279 
seen, 284 
sell, 106n, 276 
semblance, 95, 148 
sensation, 120 
sensory, 1 32 
sensual, 230 
sent, 276 
sequence, 158n 
serene, 50, 5 1 n, 53, 54, 

174, 178, 179, 1 84, 
1 85 

serenity, 50, 52, 174, 
178, 1 84 

serpent, 148 
set, 266 
sew, 261n  
sewer, 263 
shade, 269 
shallow, 80 
shame, 279 
she, 279 
shillelagh, 74 
shiny, 1 29 
ship, 252 
show, 261n 
shut, 263 
Siam, 157n, 190 
Siamese, 157n 
sideroscope, 1 04 
sign, 1 39n 
significant, 8 1  
similar, 226n 
simultaneity, 1 82n 
simultaneous, 1 82, 1 82n, 

193, 245n 
sin, 284 
sincere, 80 
sinew, 195 
sing, 10-1 1 ,  85,  86, 201,  

202 
sang, 1 1, 201 

singer, 85 
singing, 85,  86 
singly, 85 
sit, 201 ,  2 12  
skeletonize, 1 54 

small boys school, 22n 
smaragd, 150n 
snew, 268 
snow, 268 
sobriety, 194 
soccer referee, 93 
social, 264 
society, 74, 230, 264 
sociology, 230 
soft, 209 
sold, 2 17, 268 
sole, 26 1n, 268 
solemnize, 1 54 
solid, 80 
solidarity, 136  
solidary, 1 36 
solidification, 123 
solidify, 79, 123 
solidity, 1 19, 120, 123 
soliloquizing, 85 
solipsize, 154 
solve, 95 
somersault, 2 17  
sonorous, 80n, 8 1  
sorry, 205 
sow, 26 1n 
spa, 205, 206n, 2 14-16, 

2 1 6n 
spar, 206n, 214, 2 16  
spark, 2 14, 2 15  
sparks, 206n 
speak, 279 
sponge, 200 
spook, 203n 
squalid, 1 82n, 2 17  
squall, 193, 217  
square, 193,  224 
squint, 193 
standardize, 154 
starry, 205 
start, 2 14  
state, 279 
stereoscope, 104 
stevedore, 78 
stew, 193 
stipend, 73  
stolid, 29, 1 82n 
stone floor, 1 56 
stood, 277 
stop, 200, 205, 2 1 1 ,  2 12, 

2 16  
strange, 200, 276 
stream, 179 
strength, 2 10  
stringy, 219  
strong, 2 10, 210n 
stupendous, 8 1  
stupid, 1 8 ln 
sturdy, 80 
subdue, 222 

Indexes 

submissive, 224 
subsidiary, 135  
subsist, 222 
subversion, 224 
succeed, 1 82, 222 
succession, 1 82 
succinct, 80 
succumb, 222 
suffice, 222 
sugar cane, 9 1  
suggest, 222 
sulfur, 198 
sulfuric, 88, 198 
superannuate, 1 85 
supervise, 1 37, 1 54 
supervisory, 137 
supple, 241n  
support, 222 
supreme, 29, 30, 33, 80 
surmise, 69 
surrogate, 1 08n 
survey, 96-99, 1 23,  1 57, 

276 
suspect, 96, 222 
sustain, 222 
sways, 279 
swear, 2 14n 
swim, 283 
swinish, 1 82n 
swish, 234 
sycophantize, 1 54 
syllable, 1 06n 
synonomy, 1 29, 130 
synopsis, 7 1  
systematize, 1 54n 

tabernacle, 1 52 
table, 196, 198 
tabular, 1 96-98 
tabulate, 1 96 
take, 202, 203n, 279 
talmud, 198 
talmudic, 198 
tangent, 200 
task, 283, 284, 288 
Tatamagouchi, 1 14 
tax, 1 06n 
tear, 214n, 2 17  
telegraph, 1 1-12, 1 04, 

1 09 
telegraphic, 1 1-12 
telegraphy, 1 1-12, 1 03,  

104, 1 19, 1 20, 129, 
130, 1 33  

telekinesis, 34 
telemechanics, 101  
telephone, 10 1 
telescope, 34, 1 04n, 106, 

200 
telescopic, 200, 245n 
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telescopy, 200, 245n 
tell, 209, 214 
tempest, 73,  1 30 
tempestuous, 39 
Tennessee, 78, 78n, 

157 
Tennessee Valley, 78n 
Tennessee Williams, 78n 
tent, 276 
territory, 132 
testimonial, 225 
testimony, 40, 1 3 1 ,  1 32, 

1 35 
Thames, 279 
theater, 33,  89 
theatrical, 3 1 ,  33, 88, 

89 
theatricality, 33, 34, 88, 

89, 1 12 
thee, 279 
thermocouple, 1 0 1  
thermodynamics, 1 0 1  
these, 279 
they, 276 
think, 234 
thong, 2 1 0  
those, 266 
thrombosis, 7 1  
Ticonderoga, 1 18n 
tidbit, 150n 
tigress, 36, 96 
time, 252 
tissue, 195, 245n 
titan, 85n 
titanic, 85n, 88 
title, 196 
titular, 196 
toast, 172 
told, 209, 2 14, 217 
tolerance, 161  
tolled, 214 
tone, 283n 
too, 254 
took, 202, 203n 
top, 283 
tore, 2 17 
torment, 36-38, 69, 96-

98, 98n, 99, 1 12, 
123 

torrent, 36-38, 37n, 96-
98, 1 12 

torrential, 37n, 97 
toss, 209 
totality, 1 2 1  
toupee, 78 
towel rack, 93 
tower, 208 
town, 252 

toxicity, 229 
toy factory, 9 1  
tracheal, 225 
trajectory, 40, 139 
transfer, 94, 96 
transformation, 1 6 1  
transmogrify, 79 
traumatic, 207n 
tree, 283, 284 
tremendous, 8 1  
trey, 276 
triangulate, 196 
triumph, 1 40 
trouble-shoot, 9 1  
trousers, 207n 
tune, 23 1 
turn, 266, 267 
twang, 193 
twinkle, 86 
twinkling, 86 
twist, 193 

Ukraine, 241n 
ultimatum, 142n 
ultramodern, 1 06n 
umbilicus, 73 
umbrella, 73, 83 
UN attache, 93 
unclean, 279 
understand, 1 15 
union, 87 
universal, 8 1 ,  83 
unwise, 1 06n 
usage, 229n 
use, 202, 262 
usual, 1 98, 228 
usurp, 69 
utensil, 7 1 ,  146, 
uvula, 198 

vacancy, 1 8 1  
vacate, 155 
vagary, 1 8 1  
valiant, 1 82n 
valley, 1 30n 
valor, 85n 
valorous, 85n 
valuable, 232 
valuation, 1 22 
value, 195, 245n 
vanilla, 83 
variety, 5 1 ,  52, 179, 

1 80, 1 82n, 1 83, 
1 85, 1 85n, 190 

various, 51,  52, 75, 1 36, 
179, 1 85n, 190 

vary, 52, 179, 1 84, 1 85, 
1 85n 
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venison, 37n, 44, 7 1  
venture capital, 9 1  
veranda, 7 1, 73 
verbose, 122n, 1 86, 1 87 
verdict, 36, 96 
vertebra, 83 
vertebral, 82 
veterinary, 1 36, 140 
veto, 190, 1 9 1  
vicious, 1 82 
vigilant, 8 1  
vile, 253 
violate, 69, 79, 1 85 
virtue, 266, 267 
virtuoso, 228n 
virulent, 23 1 ,  232 
visit, 1 8 1n 
visual, 230 
vocation, 1 18 
volcano, 74 
voluntary, 1 3 6  
vowel, 263n, 264n 
vulgar, 80 

wade, 284 
wallet, 2 1 7  
want, 217  
wanton, 80 
warn, 217  
was, 22n 
we, 1 2, 260 
weak, 279 
wean, 276 
wed, 284 
Welsh, 262 
Western, 1 6 1  
westernize, 1 54 
when, 224 
whey, 276 
width, 172 
wild, 172, 1 8 1  
win, 276 
window, 45, 52 
wine, 278 
Winnepesaukee, 74, 1 14, 

1 15 
wise, 1 06n 
wit, 283 
wolf, 277 
wonder, 277 
wood, 277 
worship, 94 
wrist, 234 

yea, 260 
yon, 263 
Ypsilanti, 74 
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-a, 196n 
abo, 222 
-able, 85, 86, 1 60 
ado, 222 
-age, 196n 
-�, 3 1 ,  88, 88n, 1 17, 

12 1 ,  124, 1 29, 1 3 1 ,  
1 93, 196n 

-an, 1 29 
-ance, 196n 
-ant, 16 1n  
oar, 196n 
-ary, 1 23, 1 34n, 1 35-

41,  143, 144, 202 
-at, 108n, 142, 1 42n, 

144, 144n, 1 54, 1 54n, 
1 55, 1 58, 16 1 ,  16 1n  

-ate, 86, 108n, 127, 
1 61n, 1 85, 193, 196n 

-atic, 234 
-ation, 87, 1 12, 1 22 
-ative, 42, 1 27, 128 

con-, 93 
-cur, 94 

de-, 157 
dis-, 47 
-dox, 1 03 

-e, 157 
-ed, 85 
-ee, 78, 157 
-eer, 78, 1 57 
-ent, 1 24, 1 59, 160, 16 1 ,  

16 1n, 193n 
-er, 85, 196n 
-ese, 1 57 
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-esque, 158  
-ette, 78, 157  
ex-, 47 

-fer, 94 
-fy, 201 ,  202 

-hood, 85 

-ial, 1 29 
-ian, 1 29 
-ie, 1 1-12, 86-88, 88n, 

1 8 1 , 1 8 1n, 200 
-ic�, 88n 
-id, 1 8 1 ,  1 8 1n 
-ier, 78, 157 
-ify, 86,  1 33n, 1 8 1 ,  196n 
-ile, 156 
-ine, 152, 1 56 
-ing, 85, 1 54n 
-ion, 38n, 86, 87, 1 16, 

120, 1 34n, 1 82, 226, 
233 

-ious, 129 
-is, 1 8 1  
-ise, 1 53 
-ish, 85, 1 8 1 ,  1 8 1 n  
-ism, 1 54n 
-ist, 75, 1 54 
-ite, 1 53 
-itude, 1 33n 
-ity, 33n, 86, 87, 1 33n, 

1 37, 1 8 1 ,  1 93, 229 
-iv, 1 8 1  
-ive, 42, 1 2 1 ,  1 29, 143, 

1 55, 158n, 1 8 1  
-ize, 86, 87, 152-54, 

1 54n, 1 55 

-like, 85 
-ly, 85,  88,  142n, 196n 

-ment, 1 07n 
-mit, 94 
mono-, 100 

-ness, 85 
-note, 1 22n, 1 23 

-oid, 1 52, 1 52n 
-00, 1 57 
-or, 193n, 2 19  
-ory, 1 23, 1 32, 1 34n, 

1 36, 1 39, 141 ,  143, 
144 

-ous, 87n, 129, 1 3 1 ,  193, 
196n 

para-, 1 00 
parallela-, 100-103 
-past tense, 1 1 , 85 
-pel, 94 
per-, 94 
photo-, 1 00 
politico-, 1 00, 103 

-serve, 221 
-sist, 221 
sub-, 222 
-sume, 221 
sUS-, 222 

-tain, 202 
tele-, 100 
trans-, 94 
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-ty, 1 1 7, 1 33n 

-urn, 1 96n 
-us, 196n 

-ute, 158 

-wise, 85 
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-y, 1 1-12, 39-43, 52, 
74n, 85, 85n, 86, 86n, 
126, 126n, 128-35, 
1 39n, 141, 142, 16 1  
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Abramson, A. S., 326, 327-28 
Admissibility, phonological, 15On, 380, 3 8 1-

82, 416-18  
degree of, 416-18 

Affix Rule of  Main Stress Rule, 3 1 ,  32-34, 
36, 39, 40-41, 42-43, 8 1-83, 84-
85, 88-89, 98, 103, 126-29, 1 30-
35, 142n, 144, 158 

formulation, 3 1 ,  32-33, 35 ,  42, 82, 84, 
99, 1 03, 1 10, 126, 132-33 

Affixes, 370 
neutral, 84-87, 1 29, 1 34n, 142n, 154, 

159-60, 367, 369-70 
and stress, 23n, 3 1 ,  32-34, 37n, 38-43, 

59n, 63, 80-83, 86-89, 1 12, 1 1 5-
25, 126-45, 158-62 

tense, 107-108, 1 52-58 
See also AFFIX INDEX 

Affricates, 302, 303, 3 17, 3 1 8, 3 1 9-20, 
32 1-22, 329, 412, 422-23 

Alternating Stress Rule, 77-79, 86-87, 95-
96, 153, 156, 157-58, 227, 371  

formulation, 78, 84, 96, 240 
similarity to Stressed Syllable Rule, 237-

38 
Alveolar consonants, 304, 3 12, 3 1 3  
Anderson, S., 234 
Aoki, H., 377 
Apical consonants, 3 1 2-14, 413  
Archi-segment, 64, 85, 86n, 94, 1 1 6n, 148n, 

1 66 
Archi-unit, 64 
Articulation base, 295 
Aspiration, 26, 320-2 1 ,  326, 3 27-28 
Assimilation, 178, 208-209, 346, 350-51 ,  

352, 428 
in English, diphthongization as, 208-209 

nasal, 1 16n, 209, 222, 234, 419 
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with prefixes, 149, 222, 238 
voicing, 178, 229 

palatalization and velarization as, 307, 
423-24 

and use of variables, 178, 350-5 1 ,  352 

Backness Adjustment, 1 89, 2 15, 244, 288, 
434-35 

in irregular forms, 209, 238, 432-33 
Bailey, C. J., 353, 354 
Baudouin de Courtenay, J., 42 1 
Beach, D. M., 3 19-20 
Bernoulli effect, 301, 302, 3 1 8  
Bever, T. G., 1 8n, 356n 
Bierwisch, M., 372 
Biuniqueness, 169 
Bloomfield, L., 1 8n, 1 37n, 251 
Boundaries, 66-68, 160n, 364-72 

+ (formative) ,  5n, 8, 9, 29, 33, 66, 364, 
403 

and applicability of English rules, 1 3, 
85, 95, 1 04-105, 1 08n, 1 34n, 1 37n, 
138n, 1 39n, 142n, 1 54, 1 55, 159-
60, 16 1-62, 171 ,  172, 1 80-8 1 ,  2 10, 
226-27, 226n, 23 1 ,  369-70 

and rule application, 67, 85, 364-66, 
397 

#, 1 4, 2 1 ,  29, 66-67, 85-87, 3 66-70 
and applicability of English rules, 27, 

75, 85-87, 89, 94, 95, 1 05-106, 1 15, 
129, 1 34n, 1 37n, 142n, 1 54, 1 58n, 
159-60, 171n, 172, 182n, 196n, 2 10, 
367, 368-70 

and the word, 1 3-14, 27, 60, 89, 159, 
160, 163, 366-70 =, 37, 67, 94-95, 371  

and applicability of  English rules, 94-
95, 98, 99, 106, 1 15, 1 1 8, 12 1 ,  128-
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Boundaries (Continued) 
29, 134n, 148-49, 157, 198, 242n, 
371  

Brackets vs. diagonals, 65-66, 167n 
Broch, 0., 304n 

C, as abbreviatory notation, 68, 1 32  
Callow, J .  C., 358-64 
Capitalization, use of, 28-29, 50-55, 69, 

178-80, 1 83, 1 84 
Carden, G., 88n 
Carter, R., 3 17, 3 1 8n 
Categories, phonological, 7, 8, 1 2, 14, 145, 

1 64-65, 1 69-70, 295-97 
syntactic, 4, 7, 17 ,  85, 1 00, 174-75, 295, 

297, 374, 391-92, 394 
and labeled bracketing 7-9 1 1  64 

100, 332 
, ' " 

and the transformational cycle, 16-18, 
20-22, 60, 396 

and the word, 12-14, 366-70 
Chaucer, 253 
Clicks, 309, 3 1 5, 3 1 8, 3 1 9-21 ,  322-23 
Cluster Simplification Rule 46-48 1 48-49 

1 58n, 1 82n, 221-22, 23 1 ,  243 
' 

Clusters, affecting tenseness of preceding 
vowel, 1 1 8, 120, 1 2 1 ,  1 34n, 149-50, 
1 5 1 ,  17 1-72, 175-76, 1 82n, 1 83,  
195, 202, 204, 210, 217, 241n, 333-
34, 4 18-19 

assimilation in, 178, 222, 229 238 
initial, 1 7 1  

' 

strong, 29, 30, 40, 46, 47, 48, 70, 1 48, 
1 49, 150, 197 

in underlying representations, 46-48, 148-
5 1 ,  17 1n, 1 82n, 204 

voicing in, 48, 1 50, 1 58n, 178, 210, 222, 
228-29, 4 1 8  

weak, 29, 30, 70, 82-83, 103-104, 1 29n, 
1 40, 241n 

Compactness, 303-304, 306-308 
Competence, 3, 1 10-1 1 ,  372, 384 
Compound Rule, 1 5-18, 20, 89-90, 9 1-94, 

109, 1 56 
formulation, 17,  1 8 ,  92, 240 
similarity to Stressed Syllable Rule 1 09 

1 56, 237 
' , 

Consonant systems and markedness, 4 1 1-
14, 423 

Consonants, in English phonology, 223-35 
and derivational processes 48n 1 49n 

1 68, 1 73-74, 2 1 9-21, 223-24, 22� 
27. 229-35 

feature composition of, 68, 85n, 177, 
223, 303, 307, 412 

English segments, 177, 223 
marki�g conventions for, 408, 4 1 1-14 

ContractlOn rules, 358-64 
Creaky voice, 3 1 5-16 

Danielsson, B . ,  259, 262 
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Deep structure, 6-7, 8, 10,  2On, 294 
Dental consonants, in English phonology, 

172, 175, 176, 177,  223, 225-27, 
229, 230-3 1, 232, 4 1 8-19 

feature composition of, 87,  177, 223, 304, 
306, 307, 3 12, 3 13, 3 14 

an� markedness, 413 ,  429, 43 1 
Pohsh, 3 14 

Derivation, 60 
Diacritic features, see Features, lexical and 

diacritic 
Dialect variation, 39, 59n, 68n, 74n, 83n, 

1 07n, 1 10, 1 37, 1 56, 1 67n, 205-206 
2 14, 217, 230 

' 

and adjustments in rules, 1 23,  1 49, 1 88-
89, 193n, 2 1 1-13, 2 1 6, 2 1 7, 22On, 
227-28, 23 1-32, 244n, 420-26 428-
30 

' 

and low-level phonetic detail, 39n 65n 
1 1 1 , 206 

' , 

and ordering of rules, 342-43, 420-26 
428-30 

' 

.and underlying representation, 49, 54 
Diffuseness, 303-304, 306-308 
Diphthongization Rille, 52, 1 83,  1 87, 192, 

205, 208-209, 243, 259 
and elimination of underlying diphthongs, 

69n, 70n, 83n, 1 33n, 179, 191-92 
198, 259, 285 
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